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I N DBX.

Aberdeen Architects and tbe Build-
ing Trades

Acetylene Gas Generator, The
Drake Jan. xlll

Acetylene Generation Oct. XTl
Acetylene Light. Reflectors for.Sept. xvl

Accidents, Law Regarding Precau-
tions Against SS

Acoustic Properties of Buildings. .. 218.
Acoustics, Plaster and Good 40
Adams' Ladder Jack and Scaffold
Support Oct. xlr

Address, i;ive Street and Number
in 222

Address Wanted fix

Advantages of Membership in a
Builders" Exchange 112

Agreement of Parties to Complete
a Building Not a Partnership 120.

Air from Registers, Moistening fifi

Albright Art Gallery In Buffalo 2
Aluminum, Fire Proof Curtain of. . 22
American Institute of Architects,
Convention of tbe 12Q

American Institute of Architects,
Proceedings of Convention of . . . 202

American Institute of Architects,
Iteeommendatlous Adopted by.. 290

Amphitheater, The Roman 283.

Amount of Mortar Required to Lay
KMX) Bricks 124

Ancient Door Knocker Revived,
The JU

Ancients Working Drawings of
the 43

Ancient Roman Country House. ... SI
Annex to Hotet Martinique 23
Annual Convention of Architect*. 2
Apartment Hotel In Kansas City,

The First 218
Apartment House, Meaning of the
Teim 252

Apartment House. The Modern.... 222
Apartment nouse for the Wealthy. 51
Anderson's Burglar Proof Shutter
Bolt Sept. xvl

Apartment Houses. Pittsburgh.... IB.'!

Apartments, Interior Finish of 2121

Apparatus for Raising Masons' Ma-
terials 102, 122

Apprentices' Schools in Japan 32
Arbitration. Compulsory 205
Arbitration I.aw. A Compulsory.... 85
Arbitration of Labor Disputes,
Compulsory 88

Arbitration of Labor Troubles 58.

Artdtratlon and Mediation 82
Arbitration In the United States.. 225
Architect is Entitled to Pay for Sec-
ond Plans. When 101

Architect, Owner Liable for Delay
of Superintending 125

Architects. Annual Convention of .2^ 212
Architects and the Building Trades,
Aberdeen 21H

Architects in California. Licensing. 122
Architect's Decision is Not Final
and Conclusive, When 121

Architects. Report of Illinois Board
of Examiners of 58

Architects for New York Public Li-

bra ry 222
Architects for the St. Louis Fair
Buildings 325

Architects for 8t. Louis Exposition. 218
Architects Win Competition for

Public Building 32
Architecture, Chinese 288
Architecture, Good Composition in. 3
Architecture of Pan-American Ex-
position 22

Architecture, Selmol 223

Architecture, Some Comments on
Philadelphia 222

Architectural Competition In Mex-
ico. An 212

Architectural Education in Dublin.. 222
Architectural League, Board of Di-
rectors of 121

Architectural League, Second An-
nual Convention of 82

Area of Segment of Circle, Finding. 12
Armour Institute of Chicago 132
Arc of Dovetailing, The 3UI
Art Products, International Exhibi-

tion of Modern 242
Art of Veneering, The 125.

Art of Wood Turning, The.^15, 53,

8L. M. liiS, 15L 187, 2U, 230, 2SL 282
Articles on Pattern Making , . 31
ArtlBcial Stone Ufi
Artistic Enameled Steel Ranges

Nov. xvl
Asbestos and Gravel Ready Roof-
ing, Cork Sept xt

Asphalt Ready Rooting July xltl

Association of Builders' Exchanges. 112
Association, Officers of the Hard-
wood 121

Association, Officers of House
Painters' 82

Astor Hotel, A New Jffl

Attic Spaces for Sleeping Rooms. . . 43
Auger, Stearns' New Adjustable
Hollow Dec. xvl

Austria, Builders' Association in... 124
Australia, The Workiugmeu's Col-
lege, Melbourne 212

Auto Grindstone, The July xlil

Automatic Blind Hinges July xil

Automatic Self Chalking Line. . Mar xlv
Avoiding Cold In a Lower Floor 221

B

Back Cut on Jack Rafters for Octa-
gon Roofs, Finding 259, 2S4, 312

Bake Oveu, Laying Out Centers for. 124
Balance, Early Use of a 104
Baltimore Hotel Building, A New. . 58.

Bamboo Work 192
Baud Saw Mill, The Egan Jan. xiv
Band Saw Mill. New Short Log.May xil

Band Resaw, New Feb. xv
Bank Building, People's SavlDgs. .. 114

Bank Building. The Hanover 295
Bar. Metal Sash Ian. xiv
Barn Harmonise with the House,
Does the 235, 251

Barn Raising, Use of a Gin in 152
Barn, Remodeling an Old Dairy •• • 281
Ram Roof, Criticism of Truss for. . 47
Barn Roof Sweat, Does the 233
Barns, Designs Wanted for 252
Hants, Relative Cost of Curb and
Gable Roof in Plank Frame 121

Bathroom Specialties, Columbus.
Feb. xrl

Baths In Public School, Free 1S2
Bav Window Construction. Details
of 311

Bells In Dwellings, Electric 152
Belts and Pulleys, Trouble With

18, 40, II
Berlin Construction Company, The

Feb. xlv, 224
Bevels and Cuts for Purlins. Roof
Boards, Fasclas, &<., Finding 133

Bevels. Method of Obtaining Hop-
per 183

Bevels of Purlins on Hip Roofs,
Finding Down 18, 44, 09, 122

Bevels of Rafters In Roofs 6T*Un-
equal Pitch. Finding 313

Bevels of Vailev Rafters in a Roof
Having Two Pitches. Finding. 08,

100, inn. 102. 183, 207. 234, 252

Bevels of \ alley Rafters In Roofs
Where Ridges do Not Intersect,
Finding 252, 284

Bickelhaupt's Automatic Scuttle
Lifter Apr. xIt

Blckelhaupfa Patent 8kyllght Lift,

Sept. xtI
Blind Hinges, Automatic July xli

Blinds and Screens, Window.. Dec. xiv
Blue Printing by Electric Light... 322
Blue Prints Are Plans 125.

Blue Prints, Changing the Color of.. 211
Blue Prints, To Intensify 21
Blue Prints from Moisture, Protect-
ing 228

Blue Prints. Plate Glass In Making. 133
Board, Construction of a Shuttle. . . 285
Board of Directors of Architectural
League 124

Board for Gravel Roof, Thickness
of 122

Boat House, Design for a 222
Bolt, Anderson's Burglar Proof
Shutter Sept XTl

Bolt. The Brobard Expansion. Dec. xvll
Bolts, Duplex Expansion Mar. xv
Bolts. Some New Door Locks and,

Oct. xv
Boninur Ball Bearing Floor Hinge.
The Apr. XT

Bomnier Bros, at the Buffalo Expo-
sition Oct. xiv

Bookcase, Design for 47
Bookcase, Design for Writing Desk
and 213

Boring and Marking Attachment.
Floor Board Dec. xvli

Boston, A Franklin Institute for. .. 1
Boston Suburb. A Residence In a. . 115
Box, Scavey's IiuproTed Miter. Feb. xlv
Buynton Furnace Company May xlil

Bracket. The " Celebrated " Folding
Scaffold Oct. xvl

Bracket. Ewlng's Folding Scaffold,

Aug. xii

Bracket, The Ewlng Shingling. Aug. xlv
Brac ket. Position of 08
Brackets. Designs of Gable. . . .Nov. xvl
Brick. Color in 2211
Brick Front, Renovating a Painted. 241
Brick and Iron, Ornamental Treat-
ment of 2A, 51

Brick laying lny
Brick Makers. Organization of 112
Brick Manufacturers. Convention
of 80, 212

Brick Office Building, Moving a 212
Brick Residence in a Cincinnati
Suburb 52, 297

Brick School House, Design for. . . . 11
Brick that Can lie Laid in a Day,
Quantity of 199

Brick Work. Fire Place Included
in 125

Brick Work In Flat Finish, Paint-
ing 84.

Brick Work. Making Joints in II
Brick Work. Measurements of 22
Brick Work. Painting HQ
Brick Work. Proportion of Mortar
In 55

Brick Work, A Water Proof Wash
for 215

Brick Work. Swedish 22
Bricks, Amount of Mortar Required
to Lay 1000 20. 101

Bridge Abutments, Proportion of
Portland Cement to Sand in Build-
ing 72, 134

Bridge Truss as Compared with
Span. Hlght of 72

Brohard Expansion Bolt, The,
Dee. xvli

Brooklyn Navy Yard. Glass Build-
ing at 212
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Buffalo, The Albright Art Gallery
Id 2

Buffalo Exposition, Bommer Bros.
at the Oct xIt

Builders' Association In Austria... 1M
Builders, Business Ethics Among. . 23»
Builders.. Code of Scranton 211
Builders' Day at Pan-American Ex-
position 194. 21k 244

Builders' Exchange. Advantages of
Membership In a 112

Builders' Exchange, Convention of
Ohio 218

Builders' Exchange, Organising a. . 1111

Builders' Exchanges, Association
of HQ

Builders' Handbook, The Dfi

Builders' Mold for Concrete Con-
struction Nov. xlv, Dec. xvll

Building. Architects Win Competi-
tion for Public 3Q

Building, A New Baltimore Hotel. . 28
Building at Brooklyn Navy Yard,
Glass 212

Building is Burned, When 101
Building, A Chicago Feat In Rapid. 112
Building at Cleveland. Ohio. Public. HQ
Building, A Novel Church 82
Building, A Novel Stable Ill
Building at the Pan-American Ex-
position, The New England 11Q

Building Construction. Mill 32<1

Building Construction, Concrete In. 303
Buildings, Comparative Hlght of

New York's Tall SQ
Building for the Department of

Agriculture, New 10S
Building. The Duquesne Library. . . 28
Building, Elevator Shaft Weak
Spot In H

Building, Empire 33
Building, Foundations for a Tall

Office 132
Building for the General Electric

Company. A Large New 102
Building Improvements, Some Local,

213
Building Material. Tests of Fire

Proof 228
Building Materials. Fire Resisting.. 82
Building, Modernizing an Old Office. 211
Building. Moving a Brick Office 2IB
Building, New Chamber of Com-
merce 112

Building, New York's Tallest 30
Building Operations at Yeadon. Pa. 218
Building Operations In 1000, Local. 61
Building Operations. Six Months'.. 213
Building Operations, Three Months'. Ill
Building. Ornamental Iron Work In

Frlck 182
Building Not a Partnership. Agree-
ment of Parties to Complete a. .. 120

Building. Peculiarities in House. . . 280
Building. People's Savings Bank. . . Ill
Buildings, Pittsburgh's Latest Of-

fice 112
Building, Pittsburgh's New Office. . 2
Building, Preventing Dampness In. 122
Building Is Not Ready for Con-
tractor. Liability for Damages
When 122

Building for the Rochester Insti-

tute, The Eastman 110
Building. Sinking the Foundations
for an Office 221

Building on 8lte of Hotel Bruns-
wick 58

Building, The Hanover Bank 222
Building Trades, Aberdeen Archi-

tects and the 201
Building Trades, English Work-
men In the 121

Building Trades. Law In the.. 101,

125, 190, 222

Building Troubles, History of Chi-

cago's • •

Building Under the New Tenement
House Law 220

Building, What Constitutes Mova-
bles and Fixtures in a 222

Buildings. Acoustic Properties of. . 218
Buildings, Lichen on Stone 302
Buildings, New York's New 8cbool. 82
Buildings, Novel Method of Moving. 1M
.Buildings. Some Practical Sugges-

tions for 222

Buildings, Preventing Dampness in. 12ti
Buildings, Short Method of Estimat-
ing 46. 103.

Bulletin No. 30 of Division of
Forestry 210

Burglar Alarm, Security I*ock and,
Jan. xll

Business Ethics Among Builders. . . 230
Business Structure, A Novel 1
Butcher Shop, Constructing a Re-
frigerator for 02

C
Cabin, An Expensive Log 22
Cabinet Design for a 122,

Calculation of Slate Hooting 123
California, Licensing Architects In. 122
Camphor Wood 82
Canary Islands, Houses for 132
Carnegie Technical School. The 211
Carpenters' Clamp. Improved. .Sept. xv
Cnrpenters, School for Mar. xvl
Carpenter Shop. Design of Stable
and 102
Carpenter Shops, Small Power for. 223
Carpentry and Building, Practical
Value of Designs In 112

Carpentry, Girls Learning HQ
Carriage and Wagon Painting, Prac-

tical 81
Cassell's Cyclopedia of Mechanics. . 25
Catalogue of Sheet Metal Work, El-

ler's Aug. xll

Catalogue of Sheet Metal Statuary,
Sept. xvli

Cathedral. I.ondon. St. Paul's 222
Causes of Fire. Remarkable 22
Causes of Paint Cracking and Peel-
ing on Houses 242

Cedar Chests. Finishing 2L. 228
Celling. Construction of Cove. .230.

255, 280
Celling and Siding. Sheet Metal. Oct. xv
Ceilings. Art Metal 10, June xli

Ceilings, Sagendorph Metal... Aug. xlv
- Celebrated " Folding Scaffold
Bracket. The Oct. xvl

Cellar Water Tight. Making a.. 205, 234
Cellars. Cost of Excavating 212
Cellars. Dampness In 11
Cement, Oil Paints on 4
Cement to Sand in Building Bridge
Abutments, Proportions of Port-
land 124

Cement Walks, Making 221
Cement Walls by " Pouring " the
Material. Making 3111

Cements, Hints Regarding Colored. 21
Centers for Bake Oven, laying Out. 104
Central Station Heating gOjJ

Chalking Line, Automatic Self,

Mar. xlv
Chamber of Commerce Building,
New 142

Chamfering, Rule for 129, 233
Changing the Color of Blue Prints.. 244
Characteristics of Ornament 194
Charleston Exposition 220
Charleston Exposition, Pennsyl-
vania Building at 210

Cheap Lodging Houses tn Milan.
Italy 214

Chests, Finishing Cedar 2L. 228
Chests. Tool Jan. xll

Chicago, Armour Institute of 132
Chicago, Enlarging Union Station
In 22

Chicago Feat In Rapid Building, A. 142
Chicago, Record in Setting Granite

In 238
Chicago Suburb. " Old English

"

Cottage In a 212
Chicago's Building Troubles, His-
tory of 12

Chicago's Old Post Office. Church
Built of 181

Chimney Collar, The New English.
Aug. xlv

Chimney, Condensation In 181
Chlmnev of Concrete. Constructing a,

2Q2. 2S5. 300
Chimney Cowl. Clarkson's Revolv-
ing Jan. xlv

Chimneys. Cresote In 182
Chlmnev In Europe. The Second
Highest 22

Chimney and Fire Place Construc-

tion 223

Chimney Flues, Setting 102
Chimney Flues, Sweating 4&
Chimneys, Some Points on 2j.l

China Closet, Combination Side-
board and 02

China, Tile Roofs In 207
Chinese Architecture 288
Chisel Sets, Short ' Blade Socket
Firmer Feb. xvi

Church Building. A Novel 82
Church Built of Chicago's Old Post
Office 181

Church, Lighting a Mar. xlv
Church, Roof Garden on 170
Church Ventilation 33
Cincinnati Suburb. Brick Residence

In 59. 207
Circle. Finding Area of Segment of . 12
Circle, Finding Pitch of Roof
from a Ui2

Circular Tower, Elliptical Louver
in a 252

Cistern Filter, Making a 312
Clamp. Common Sense Saw Filing,

Mar. xvl
Clamp. Improved Carpenters'. Sept xv
Clamps for Measuring Bar. . . .Mar. xlv
Claplwards. Laying 104, 132, 181
Clarkson's Revolving Chimney Cowl,

Jan. xlv
Cleaning Skylight Glass 232
Cleveland. Ohio. Public Building at HQ
Cleveland Safety Gate, The Nov. xlr
Cleveland Stone Company, The,

L>ec. xviil

Cleveland's Trade School 2
Cleveland Wire Spring Company.
The Dec. xviii

Climax Molding Machine. The. Aug. xlll

Code of Scninton Builders 241
Cold in a Lower Floor, Avoiding. . . 221
Cold Spring. Worklngmeu's Homes
at 196

Cold Storage Room. Constructing a 313
Cologue Cathedral, The 312
Colonial House at Roselle, N. J. . . . 31
Color of Blue Prints. Changing the. 244
Color In Brick 200
Colored Cements, Hints Regarding. 21
Coloring Copper Work Green 21
Coloring Marble and Wood, New
Process of Mar. xiv

Columbia University. New College
Hall for 232

Columbus Bathroom Specialties.

Feb. xvi
Columns. Lumbardlc 288
Columns. Veneering Large Round.. 106
College Hall for Columbia Univer-

sity, New 232
College. Melbourne, Australia, The
Worklngmen's 212

Combination In Creosote Shingle
Stains July xv

Combination Sideboard and China
Closet 08

Combination Square July xlv
Comments on Hand Ratling 134.

Comments on First-Prize Design In

$2000 House Competition 100, 202
Comments on Second-Prize Design. 182
Common Sense Saw Filing Clamp,

Mar. xvl

Comparative Hlght of New York's
Tall Buildings 30

Competition for Public Building,
Architects Win 32

Competition In $2000 Frame Houses
(First-Prize Design) 22

Competition In $2000 Frame Houses
(Second-Prize Design) 120

Competition In $2000 Frame Houses
(Third-Prize Design) 123

Competition. Some Designs from
the $2000 House HI

Competition In Mexico. An Archi-
tectural 210

Composition in Architecture, Good. 0_

Competitions for Use. Prize 222
Compound Doors Feb. xlv
Compulsory Arbitration of Labor
Disputes 38

Compulsory Arbitration 222
Concrete, Constructing a Chimney
of 202, 285, 3Q2

Concrete Construction, Builders'
Mold for Nov. xlv, Dec. xvll
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Concrete and Mortar Mixer. .Jeffrey,

Dec. xv

Concrete in Building Construction. 303
Concrete Floor, A Heavy 192
Concrete Foundations nnd Floors.. 200
Concrete Mixer, The Dromedary,

June xlv

Concrete Pile Foundation, A 241
Concrete, Resistance of 294
Concrete, Strength of Broken Stone
and Gravel 252

Condensation in Chimney 184
Condition nt Tpnempnt Houses in

New York City 28
Connellsville Library, The New. ... l!i7

Consolidation. A 8late 84
Construction. Chimney and Fire

223
Construction of Coved Celling . .238, 286
Construction of Dormer Window.. 130
Construction of Dry Kiln 162, 206
Construction in the Netherlands.
New System of 264

Construction of a Round Silo 72
Construction of Cove Celling 280
Construction of Eyebrow and Case-
ment Windows 253

Construction of a Shuffle Board. .. 28B
Construction. Tool Cheat 18. 48, 67
Construction. Waiter Closet. 233
Constructing a Chimney of Con-
Crete ..202. 285. 309

< onsfructlng a Cold Storage Room. 313
Constructing an Ellipse Without
Drafting When Major apd Minor
AtIb Are Known 134

Constructing a Pentagon Upon a
Given Side.. ,7,18, 48, 128T

Constructing a Refrigerator for a
Butcher Shop m

Constructing Bound Silos,

Consumption Lumber.
133
"2TS

Contractor au<l His Estimates, The. 78
Contractor Is Not Liable for Poor
Material. When 101

Contractor, Liability for Damages
When Building is Not Ready for. 125

Contractor When Certilicate Is Un-
justly Refused, Right of 190

Convention of the American Insti-

tute of Architects 170
Convention of Architects 2, 270

Second Annual 80
Convention of Brick Manufnctur-

86. 270
Convention to Discuss Strikes, A
National , lfi

Convention, 244
Convention of Ohio RullilerH' Kx-

218
Co-operative Scheme, A Novel.... HO
Copper Work, A Fine Piece of. Aug. xll

Copper Work, Green Coloring 21
Cork, Asbestos and Gravel Ready
Rooting Sept. xv

Cornice Construction. Some English
I onus or

Cornices. Cost of
21.

>

185
i ot respondent^.. 17. 44. 67. 102, 128,

158, 183, 205, 233, 255. 284. 300
Cost of Cornices 185
Cost of Curb and Gable Roof in
Plank Frame Barns, Relative 104

Cost of Excavating Cellars 215
Cost of Glass HiHiscs 217
Cost of Heating Houses. The 317
Cottage in a Chicago Suburb, " Old
English" 245

Cottage, Design for Low Cost
Frame 281

Cottage at Fast Orange, N. J., An
English 3

Cottage at Elizabeth, N. J., A Mod-
210

Cottacc. Design for a Swiss 195
Cottage. Design f..r Two Story
Frame 17

Cottage. Root Plan for 20, 47
Cottages for Workmen, London's.. 114
Counter anil Shelving, Design for

IHTi

Counters, Drawings Wanted for

411

Counters, Mantels, &c. Design for. 101
Covering Hot Air Pipes 47

Coved Ceiling, Construction of,

230, 255, 286

Creosote In Chimneys 180
Creosote Shingle Stains. Combina-
tions in July xv

Crescent Jointer. The Sept. xlv

Criticism of Truss for Barn Roof.
Crown Mold for Gutter, Size of. . .

Curtain of Aluminum. Fire Proof.

47
185
~2C"

Cut Nails r*. Wire Nails for

Shingles. . . 47. 72. 133

Cut and Wire Nails. Durability of.. ZflJ

Cuttiug Sandpaper. Device for. , . . 70
Cyclopedia of Mechanics. CasscH s. 50

Cylinder Containing Five W Inderal

I-aylng Out a Stair Kail Around a
"Inch 206

Cypress Lumber and Its Uses. Apr, xv
Cypress for Outside ami Inside

Finish 1»

Dairy Bain. Remodeling an Old... 284

Damages of Delay After Payment
of Contract Price. Owner Liable

for 125
xvliDamn Courses, Hubcrold for. .Nov.

Dampness In Buildings, Prevent -

ing 12<1. 100

Dampness in Cellars. 11
267

180

Damp Proof Walls,
Damp Walls, Preparation for Re^

"

slstlng . . • • . • • • •

Day, Quantity of Brick That Can
Re I.nirl in n. J90

Deadening Floors, Method of.. 166,

186,

Deadening, Method of Sound
Deals," Splitting Tn~

Defiance Wood Turning Lathes,
luly

205
287
202

xlll

Delay of Superintending Architect,

Owner Liable for

Demolition of the Old Stewart Man-
sion

Department of Agriculture, New
Building for the. . . . ... ^

Derrick nnd Slump Puller, Park -

er's Aug.
Desk. Design for a Prayer

125

24

168

Design for a Boat House.
Ptslgn for Bookcase

,

Design for Brick School House.
Design for a Cabinet,
Design. Comments on Second Prize.

Design for Counters. Mantels, &c.
Design for Farm Houses
Design for I*ow Cost Frame Cot7

tage ••••••

Design for Prayer Desk.

xlv
28i;

SCO-

TT
~IT
T2T!

TTC
TOT
23D

281

Design of a Sidelmard In Natural
W'hwI 315

Design of Side Wall Register. Spe-

cial Jan. xlll

Design of Stable and Carpenter
Shop 105

Design for a Swiss Cottage, 196
Design for Store Counter and Shelv -

ing . ......... ... •••••• • •

Design for Two-Story Frame Cot-

tage ..<•••
De^gn for Writing Desk and Book -

case
Design Wanted for Grand Stand,

.

.

Design Wanted for Summer House
'

180

17

313
100
T55

Design Wanted for Yacht Glut)

House 233
Design for a Wooden House on
Wheels 186

Designs In Corpentr]/ and llutlding,

Practical Value of
Designs of Gable Brackets. .. .Nov.
Designs of Grille Work Dec.

Designs from the *2000 House Com-
petition, Some

Designs. Theory and Practice in

iloiise

Designs for Small Houses
Designs Wanted for Barns
Designs Wanted for Self Support-
ing Roof

Designs Wanted for Verandas
Details of Bay Window Construe"
tlon ~ 317

Determining Stresses In Roof
Trusses 225, 240, 275, 301

142
XTl
xlv

177

240
183
250

133
255

Device for Cutting Sandpaper. ... . 70
Diagonal Surface Planer' A. . .Nov. xvl
Directory, Hendricks' Architectural. 139
Dix Noiseless Door Hanger ... Sept. xlv
Does the Barn Harmonize with the
House? 235, 257

Do«»w the Barn Roof Sweat 233
Door Check and Spring, Pullman
Pneumatic ... Oct. xv

Door Hanger, Dix Noiseless.. .Sept. xiv
Poor Hanger. New McCabe Parlor,

April xv
Door Hanger. Wllbern Adjustable,

Oct. xvl
Door Hinge. The Matchless Pivot

Oct. xvl
Door Knocker Revived, The Ad-

'i'.'iit _54
Door Locks and Bolts, Some New,

Oct IT
Door Stearns Fire Resisting. . -May xll

Door? What Is a Right and Left
Hand 105

Doors, Compound Feb. xlv
Doors, Hanging Glass 17

Doors. Rolling Steel Shutters and
Fire Proof June xll

!>< Planks Shrink Endwise? 256
Dormer Window, Construction of.. 130
Double End Tenoning Machine and
Cut Off Saw May xlv

Double Hung Windows In Frame
Walls 41. 72. 103

Dovetailing. The Art of 30"

Draftsmen's Work, Practical 216
Drake Acetylene Gas Generator,

Jan. xill

Drawing an Ellipse. 319
Drawing an Ellipse by Intersection
of L'"es 2jO_

Drawing Outfit, The Rich Handy.
June xlv

Drawings of the Ancients. Work-
ing 43

Drawings Wanted of Store Coun-
ters 46

Dromedary Concrete uilxer, The,
June xlv

Druvc. Company, The George. .Aug. xlv

Dry Kiln, Construction of a.. .102, 206
Dublin, Architectural Education In. 206
Duplex Expansion Bolts Mar, xv
puquesne Library Building, The. . 58
Durability of Cut and Wire Nails. . 220

161, 186"

~~T~3Tg>
Durability of Wire Nails. .

~
Dusseldorf Exhibition. The.
Dwelling House, The Persian 264
Dwelling Houses of Glass 217
Dwelling Houses, Sick Room In. . . . 264
Dwelling. A Novel Workshop and.. SB
Dwellings, Electric Bells In/. 150
Dwellings. The Tendency Toward
Fire Proof 169

Early Use of a Building Balance. . 194
Eastman Building for the Rochester
Institute. The TTTT 110

East Orange. N. J„ An English Cot-
tage at 3

East Orange. N. J., A Row of
Houses In 148

Eave Strip, Flngles' Perfection. Aug. xll

Economy of Water and Steam Pow-
er. Relative 253

Education. Importance of Trade. . . 1

Egan Band Saw Mill. The Jan. xlv

Egg Shell Gloss In Paint Work 01
Egyptian Dry Mortar May xll

Electrical Heating " 296
Electric Bells In Dwellings 150
Electric Illumination at Pan-Amerl-
cau Exposition 166

Electric Light. Blue Printing by, . 306

Eleva tion* for
"

J, W ,
H.'s" Floor

"

Plan:. 206
Elevations Wanted for Floor Plans. 134
Elevator for Rais'ng Masons' Ma-

48
Elevator Shaft Weak Spot in Bulld-

l"C 77
Elizabeth. N. J., A Modern Cottage

tit , , , ,
21S*

Filer's Catalogue of Sheet Metal
Work Aug. xll

Ellipse. Drawing an 310
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Ellipse by Intersection of Lines,
Drawing nil 20

Ellii>8e Wlibout Drafting When Ma-
jor iiml Minor Axis Are Known,
Constructing 134

Elliptical Ixtuvre In a Circular
Tower 2.V1

Eitimeits Universal VI si- Oil. IV
Empire Building 88
Employer* to l>lscliurKc Workmen,
Right of -~ 20

Enameled Steei Ranges. Artistic,

Not, xvi
Engines, (ins and Gasoline. . . .Feb. xv
Engines. Howe Cms and Gasoline,

Nov. xv
Engines for Small Power, Natural
Gn« " ~ 17

English Cottage at East Orange. X.
.).. Au 3

English Workmen in the Building
Trades 127

Engravings. Making Half-Tone 234
Enlarging Union Station In Chi -

cago 20
Estimates. The O 'iitrnct"r and Ills. 78
Estimating Painting, Hints on.... 241
Estimating Buildings. Short Meth -

'Kl of. 40. 103
Europe. The Second Highest Chim -

ney In ,~. 62
Europe, Six Loftv Structures In... 250
Ewlug's Folding SoalTold BracTTetT

Aug, xll

Eulng Shingling Bracket. Tlie.Aug. xiv
Examples of Work for the Wood
Turner 191

Exhibition of Modern Art Products.
International 242

Exhibition. The Pusseldorf 306
Exhibits at the I'nn-A inericnn Ex -

position Dec, xvlll
Expansion Holts, Duplex Mar, xv
Exposition. Architects for St Louis. 218
Exposition. Architecture of PanT
American 22

Exposition, Hommcr Bros, at the
i cinr.li>. Oct tIv

Exposition. " Builders' Pay " at the
1'n n American .104, 21S. 2-14

Exposition. Charleston ..... 250
Exposition, The Pan-American.... 8.~>

Ex|njsltlnn. Pennsylvania Building
at Charleston. ....

'
'27ll

Exposition, Pike Mfg. Company nt
the Pan-American. ....Nov. xlv

Exposition, The St. l/ouls 283
Extras, When Owner Refuses to

Pay for 125
Eyebrow and Casement Windows,
Construction of ~T 253

t

Face Mold for Stair Kail. Laying
Out 2S7. 310

Factory. Planing Mill and Sash.... 227
Factory. The Saw Tooth Type of. . 30
Factory Town. A Model..." 42
Farm Buildings. Some Practical
Suggestions for 202

Farm House. Plans Wanted for. . . OS
Farm House, Plans for 207
Farm Houses, Design for 230
Farm Houses. I'lnns for 258
Fast-las. &c. Finding Bevels and
Cuts for Purlins, Roof Boards 133

Fastener. The Fearn Casement.Jan. xill

Fastening Sheet Iron Hooting "to

Sheathing 287
Fearn 0n*etnent Fastener. The.

.Ian. xlll

FeneitiL'. The Juliet Clip or Washer
Field Jan. xll

File Saws. How tn 00
Cillers, Making Paste Wood 220
Filling ill Between Studding 21
Kilter. .Making a Cistern 312
1 Inaii' i.il Support, Lack of Public. 100
Finding Area of Segment of Circle. 7~72"

Finding Bevels of V alley Rafters In

ii Hoof Having Two Pitches. ,100. 130
Finding Pee ls rii.d Cuts fur Pur-
lins Hoof Boards. Fast-las. Ac. . 133

Finding Down Bevels of Purlins on
Hi):. Hoofs 18. 44, Oil, 100

1 iudlug the Back Cut on Jack Raft-
ers for Octagon Roofs 2.V.I. 2S4

l'mglcs Perfection Eave Strip. .Aug. xll

Finish of Apartments. Interior ... . 209
Finish, express for Outside and fiT

si<ie lfl

Finish, Glue Size and Shellac lor. . 205
Finish, Painting Brick Work In

Flat H4
Finishing Cedar Chests ••21. 258
Finishing Hard Wood Floors.!!-.', Dec. XV
Finishing White Maple 00
Finishing White and Yellow Pine.. 89
Fir, Tests of Yellow Pine and
Washington 191

Fhe Loss in UtOO lift

Fire I-okb for November. 25.

Fire Lobs, Six Mouths 193
Fire Place Construction, Chimney
and 223

"Fire Place" Included In Brick
Work 125

Fire Troof Building Material, Tests
of 268

Fire Proof Curtain of Aluminum.. 20
Fire Proof Construction. The Ben-
ton June xlv

Fire Proof Construction, Severe
Test of 280

Fire Proof Dwellings, The Tend-
ency Toward 100

Fire Proof Stairs. Tests of 212
Fires. Remarkable Causes of 28
Fire Resisting Building Materials. . SO
First Prize Design in $2000 House
Competition. Comments on. . .100. 205

Fixtures In n Building. What Con-
stltutes Movables nnd 252

Floor. Ayoldlng Cold In a Lower. . 221
Floor. A Heavy Concrete 192
Floor Board Boring and Marking
Attachment Dec. xvll

Floor Plans. Elevations for J.

W. 11. s 205
Floor Plans. Elevations Wanted for. 134
Flour. Plans for Second 4.".

Flooring, Handling Maple. 302
Flooring. Rulteroid. . . . . Sept. xvi
Flooring Test of Steel. 215
Floors of Compressed Paper...... 305
Floors. Concrete Foundations and. . 2(iTJ

Floors, Flushing Hard Wood.irj, Dec, xv
Floors. Method of Deadening. . 100.

ISO. 205
Floors, Treatment for Hard Wood,

Oct. xlv
Flues. Setting Chimney 102
Flues. Sweating Chimney 40
Forbes Furnace for HHH Oct. xv
lores-try, Bulb-tin Xo. 3" of Divis -

ion of. 240
Foster-Munger Company. The. .Jan. xll

Foundation, A Concrete Pile 241
Foundations and Floors. Concrete.. 260
Foundations for an Olllce Building.
Sinking the 271

Foundations from Settling. A Novel
Method of Preventing 117

Foundations. Some Hints on 12
Foundations for a Tall Office Build-
ing 106

Fox All Steel Pulley No. 10. The
"

71 Tune xll

Frame Cottage. Design for Low
Cost 281

Frame Houses. Competition In $2000
(First-Prize Design) 95

Frame Houses, Competition In $2000
(Second-Prize Design) 120

Frame Houses, Coni|ietltlon in $2000
(Third-Prize Design) 153

Frame Houses. How to 294
Frames, Northwest Window Screen,

Sept. xv
Frame Walls, Double Hung Win-
dows in 103

Framing a Tower Roof 280
France, Settlement of Labor Dis-
putes in 270

Frank Machinery Company, The.
TuTy xll

Franklin Institute for Boston. A. , 1

Free Baths in Public Schools 180
French & Co.. Samuel H. . .. .April xvi
French Method of Scaffolding. The. 13
Frick Building, Ornamental Iron
Work In 182

Furnace Heating 27
Furnace for 1901. Forbes Oct. xv

Q
Gable Brackets, Designs of. . .Nov. xvi
Galvanized Iron Roofs, tiiaytl and, ISO
Galvanised Metal Shingles for

Roofing July xll

Gas and Gasoline Engines Feb. xv
Gas and Gasoline Engines, Howe,

Not, xv
Gas Engines for Small Power,
Natural 17

Gate. The Cleveland Safety. ..Nov. xlv
Gauge, A Handy Shingling 132
General Electric Company, A Large
New Building for the .TTT7 192

Generation, Acetylene Oct. xvi
Generator, The Drake Acetylene
Gas Jan. xlll

Generator. The Kelsey Warm Air,

Geometry and Hnndralllng. . . . . . 159
George Drouve Company, The. Aug. xlv

Georgia State School of Technology. 114
German Labor Law Decision 88
Gin In Barn Raising. Use of a 159
Glrard College. Manual Training at. 85
Girls Learning Carpentry ....... .. 170
Gi ve Street jj nd Number In Ad-
dress 302

Glass Building at Brooklyn Navy
Yard 218

Glass. Cleaning Skylight 236
Glass. Dwelling Houses of 217
Glass Houses. Cost of 217
Glass In Making Blue Prints, Plate. 183
Glass Painting, Pyrochrom Mirrors
and Jane xlll

Glass. Setting Corrugated Skylight. 21
Glue Size. Making 196
Glue Size and Shellac for Finish. . . 208
Glue. Thinning Liquid 48
Good Composition in Architecture.. 6
Grand Rapids All Steel Noiseless
Sash Pulley No. 0 July xlv

Grand Stand. Design Wanted for. . 100
Granite in Chicago. Record in ScF
ting 288

Graphite Productions July xlll

Gravel Concrete, Strength of Broken
Stone and 252

Gravel and Galvanized Iron Roofs.. 159
Gravel Heady Rooting, Cork As-
bestos and Sept. XT

Gravel Roof. Quantity of Tar for. . 104
Gravel Hoofs, iJiylug 184
Gravel Roofs. Thickness of Board-
ing for 106

Great Britain, Labor Situation In... 240
Green Coloring Copper Work. . . ... 21
Greenhouses. New Method of HeaT

Ing 265
Grille Work, New Design of.. .May xlll

Grille Work, Designs of Dec. xTv
Grinder. Union Automatic Tool . June xll

Grinding Tools. Device for . . .. 159
Grindstone. The Auto July Xlll

Grindstone. Tool for Truing. 71, 106, 101
Gutter, Size of Crown Mold for 185

u
Half Tone Englavlngs. Making 284
Hampton Institute. The 320
Hand Book. The Builders' 55
Handle. Universal Tool Oct. xvll

Hand Machine for Pointing Pickets. 72
Hand Railing. Comments on 134
Hand Railing. Geometry and 150
Hand Railing, The Science of.*, 37.

04. lib. 147. ISO. 2ol. 231. 251
Hand Railing, Some Comments on. 68
Hand Saw. Jennings New 7Vi-Aug. Xiv
Handling Maple Flooring 302
Handy Magazine Screw Driver,

Nov. xvll

Handy Shingling Gauge. A 132
Hanger, Dlx Noiseless Door.. Sept, xlv
Hanger. Lane's Patent Joist or
Timber July xll

llauger, New McCabe Parlor Door,
April xv

Hanger. Wllbern Adjustable Door,
Oct. xvi

Hangers. The Sensible Storm Win-
dow Nov. xv
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Hanging Glass Doors.. .,

Hanover Hunk Building" The
17

~2H5"

Hard Wood Association, OtllccrB of

UliL.

Hard Wood Floors, Finishing
Hard Wood Floors, Treatment for.

Oct.

11eat Causes, Lack of
Heating Apparatus. Provision for.

Heating. Central Station
Heating. Electrical

1111
02

xlv

2s
a ic
2!*;

2!*«

Heating, Furnace.
Heating Groups of Houses from~a
Central I'lant 112

Heating Houses, The Cost of.. ... 317
Heating ami Ventilation. Modern,

30. 271

139
XV

Heudrick's Architectural Directory,
Herringbone Lath .Nov.

Highest Chimney In Europe. The
Second

Hight of Bridge Trusa a» Compared
With Span"

Hight of New York's Tall Build -

logs, Comparative
Hinge, The Hoinmer Ball Bearing
Floor Apr, xv

Hinge The Matchless 1'ivot Door.

J72

30

illnge, Unhook Screen Door.. Aug
Hinges, Automatic Blind July
Hints on Estimating 1'alnting

Hints on Foundations, Some.. ...T"
Hints on Insulation. Some Prn<>~

ill
xlv
ill

241
~12

tlcnl 201
27Hints Regarding Colored Cements.

Hip Hoof. Finding Down Bevels of

Purlins on "
18. 44, til*.

Hip Shingle, The WIIIIh Apr-
Hips, Shingling 184.

History of Chicago's Building

10t;

xlv

Troubles
Hods, Never Drip Steel Mortar.

Maj
Hollow Auger. Wood's Universal,

Home at S<uitheru Pines, N.~

Winter

Aug.

J5_

xlv

xlll

Home Use. Tool Outtlts for. . Nov. XV
Hopper Bevels. .Method of Obtain -

ing

Hotel, A .New Astor.
183

IS
Hotel Brunswick, Building on Site

Hotel Building, A New Baltimore.
Hotel Martinique, Annex to.

Hotel for Women. Proposed
Hot Air Pipes. Covering
House, Ancient Roman Country..,
House Building. Peculiarities In...

House at Pan- American Kxposltlon,
Iroquois • • • ••• • •_• •• •

House at Rosollc, X. Colonial. .

flense Competition. Some Designs
from the $2H00

House Competition, Comments on
First-Prize Design In $2000.. 100.

House. Design for Brick School ....

House, Design Wanted for Sum-
mer

House. Design Wanted for Yacht
Club

House Designs, Theory and Prac-
tice In

House, Does the Bnra Harmonize
With the 235.

House Improvement in New York,
Tenement

House Law. Building Under the
New Tenement

House T-aw. The New Tenement. .

House, Meaning of the Term Apart-
ment

House. The Modern Apartment. . .

.

58
23

187
~3T

17:

205
11

158

233

210

257

103

200
141

250
200

House In n New York Suburb. . . . 171
House Painters' Convention 244
lions-'. The Persian Dwelling 2IVI

H0II.se. Plans for Farm 207
House. Plans Wanted for Farm. . . . 08
House Raising and Moving 140
House. Remodeling n Small 312
House for the Wealthy. An Apart-
uitnt 57

House. 54
House on Wheels. Design fur a

Houses for Canary Islands 130
Houses from a Central Plant. Heat-

Houses. Competition In 52U00
153Frame

Houses, Competition In S2000
05Frame (First-Prize Design

Houses. Competition In $2000
120Frame (Second-Prize Design)....
217

Houses. Causes of Paint Cracking
242

Houses, Design for Farm... 230
Houses, Designs for Small.. 183

J,
r
A

14,1

Houses of Class, Dwelling.. 217
Houses. How to Frame 204
Houses In Milan, Italy. Cheap

274
Houses In New York City, Condi-

28tion of Tenement
Houses. Pittsburgh Modern Apart-
ment .. . .

.

. . .

Houses, Plans for Farm 258
Houses in Scranton, Pn.. Row of. . 203
Houses, Sick Room In Dwelling. . . 284
nouses. Sod 248
Houses, Some Suggestions In Plan-
ning OS

Houses, Telephone Systems In

Private 207
Houses. The Cost of Heating 317
Houses, Wnrm Weather 220
How to Become a Good Mechanic. . 216
How to Frame Houses 294
Howe Gas and Gasoline Engines,

Nov. xv
Hygiene and Sanitation at the Pan-
American Kxposltlon. F.xhlblt of. 173

1

Illinois Board of Examiners of Ar-
chitects. Report of 58

Importance of Trade Education. . . 1

Improved Carpenters' Clamp. Sept. xv
Incorporation of I.alsir Unions. .. . 243
India Oil Stone, The 158
Institute. Normal Agricultural.... 308
Institute, The Hampton 320
Institute.

leal

The Rochester Mceuan-
_2sa

Insulation.

OIL.

Some Practica l H int s

_2H1
Interior Finish of Apartments 260
International Exhibition of Modern
Art Products 242

Introsile Weather Strip. The. .Dee. xvl
Investments, Model Tenements as
Profitable U8

Iron League. The National 10
Iron. Ornamental Treatment of
Brick and _&1

Wooden AM

Iron Roof? Who Puts on the 21
Iron Roofing to Shenthlng, Fasten-
ing Sheet 287

Iron Work In Frlck Building. Orna -

mental 182
Iroquois House at Pan-American
Exposition 187

Islands. Wood Working Tools in the
Philippine .~TT 173

J
Jackson's Improved Shark Toothed
Mouse Sept. xv

.lapnn. Apprentices' Schools In 33
Japan. Labor in 206
Japan. Modern Buildings for 200
Jeffrey Concrete and Mortar Mixer,

Dec. xv
Jennings' New 7Mi Hand Saw. .Aug. xlv
Joliet Clip or Washer Field Fenc-

ing. The Jan. xll

Jointer. The Crescent Sept. xlv
Joints 1 n Brick Work. Making 77
"J. W. n.'s " Floor Tlans. Eleva-
tions for 205

K
Knnsns Cltv, The First Apartment
HntH in 210

Kelsev Warm Air Generator, The,
July xlll

Kiln. Construction of a Dry 162
King's Automatic Weather Strip

nnil Window Stop Dec, xv

Kitchen, A Royal 242
Kninker Revived. The Ancient
Door DA

L
Laboratories of the University of
Pennsylvania, New Medical 200

Labor Disputes, Compulsory Arbi-
tration of 38

Labor Disputes In France, Settle-

ment or 270
Labor In Japan 200
Lnltor Law Decision, German 88
Labor Organizations In New York
City ........ . . .... ....... ~ 292

Ijlhor Situation In Grenr Britain. . 240
Ijbor Troubles. Arbitration of.... 58
l.alsir Unions, Incorporation of.... 243
Ijck of Heat Causes Stilt 28
Lack of Public Financial Support. . 169
Ladder .lack and Scaffold SuptwirL
A.lams .. Oct ill

LnneV talent jol&r m Timber
H auger July xll

Large Sale of Shingles. A 170"

Lath, Herringbone. . Nov. xv
Lathe, The Detiance Wood Turn-

ing July xlll

Law. A Compulsory Arbitration... 85
Law in the Building Trades. .. 101.

125. 150. 262
Law Decision. German Labor 88
Law, The New Tenement House.. 141
Law Regarding Precautious Against
Accidents 66

Laying Clapboards 104, 132, 161

Laying Gravel Roofs 184
Laying Out Centers for Bake Oven. 104
Laying Out Fioo Mold for Stair
Rail 287. 310

I-aylug Out a Polygon 102
I-aying Out a Stair Rail Around a
0-Inch Cylinder Containing Five
Winders 102. 200

Laying Out Wreath Pieces for Stair

Rail Around a Cylinder Contain-
ing Winders 184

Left Hand Door, What Is a Right
and 106

leveling Instrument. Merrill's..June xlv

Liability for Damages When Build -

lug is Not Ready for Contractor. 125
Library. Architects for New York
Public 200

Library Building, The Duqucsne... 58
Library. The New Connellsvllle. . . 157
Library, The New York Public 58
Library. The Pliocnlxvllle 210
Library, Plaster Model of New
VetV 30

Licensing Architects in California. 102
Lichen on Stone Buildings....... 300
Lien for Work After Acceptance
bv the Owner, No 100

Llfi. Bickelhaupt's Patent Skylight,
Sept. xvl

Lighting a Church Mar. xlv

Lighting, Reflectors for Acetylene,
Sept. xvl

Line. Automatic Self Chalking,
Mar. xlv

l.lnep, Drawing an Ellipse by Inter-

section of 20
Liquid Glue. Thinning 45
Local Building Improvements,
Some 243

Lock and Burglar Alarm. Security.
Jan. xll

Locks and Bolts. Some New Door.
Oct. xv

Lofty Structures In Europe. Six... 250
Log Band Saw Mill, New Short.

May xll

Log Cabin, An Expensive 55
Logs, Staining 114
Lombardle Columns 288
London, St. Paul's Cathedral 229
London's Cortagcs for Workmen. .. 114

Los- in 1000. Fire 29
Louvre. In a Circular Tower, Ellip-

tical 255
Lumber, Consumption of 218
Lumber and Its Uses, Cypress .. Apr. XT
Lumber Trade A ssoelatlon. Officers

In 206
Lvthlte Cobl Water Paint Dec. XYt
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Machine. 'Hie Climax Molding. Auk. xill

Machine for Pointing Pickets,
H:mrl 72

Machine, The Wallace Painting,
Sept. xlv

Making n Cellar Water Tight. .205, 234
Making a Cistern Filter 312
Making Cement Walls l>y " Pour-

310
221

Making Glue Size w>
Making Half-Tone Engravings 234
Making Joints In Brick Work

—
22G

Making a Straight Edge 80
Making Wood Patterns 25, 73
Mantels of Artistic Design ... Dec. xlv
Mantels, &c„ Design for Counters. . 181
Manual Training at Glrard Col-
lege 80

Manufacturers. Convention of
Brick

Maple, Finishing White 98
Marble and Wood, New Process of
Coloring Mar. xlv

Marble. Largest Single Block of . . . 24
Marble. Polishing White 259
Masons' Materials, Apparatus for
Raising 102, 132

Masons' Materials, Elevator for
Raising 48

Massachusetts In 1900. Strikes In.. 281
Matchless Pivot Door Hinge, The?

Oct. XYl
Material. Quality, Not Name. Gov-

erns the 1 sc of
'

101
Material. When Contractor la Not
Liable for Poor 101

Materials. Elevator for Raising Ma -

48
Meaning of the Term Apartment
House ~

2T>0

Measuring Bar. Clamp-, for. ..Mar, xlv
Measuring a Slate Hoof 20. 4<3

Measurements of Brick Work 27
Medial Ion and Arbitration 92
Medical Laboratories or the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania. New 200

Mechanic. How to Become a flood. . 21B
Mechanics' Tools, Catalogue of. Feb. xlv
Membership in a Builders' Ex -

change. Advantages of 172
Merrill's Leveling Instrument. . June xiv
Metal Ceilings. Art June xil

Metal Codings, Sagendorph . . . Aug. xiv
Metal Sash Bar.... Jan. xlv
Metal Shingles for Rooting. Galva -

nized July xll

Metal Window Frames and Sash.
Oct. xlv

Metallic Shingle. The New Cen -

tury . . ... July xlT
Method of Deadening Floors ... 100, 205
Method of Heating Greenhouses.
New ..7 ....... ~ 2(15

Method of Obtaining the Lines fur
Wreath Pieces in Flight of Stairs,

the Plan of Which is Less than a
Quarter Circle 158

Method of Sound Deadening 287
Mexico, An Architectural Competi-
tion in 270

McCabe Parlor Door Hanger, New.
April xv

Milan, Italy. Cheap Lodging Honses
" Hi.

Mill ami Sash Factory, Planing... 227
Mill Huilding Construction :H'U

Mineral Wool. The Advantages of.

J '. I DC XV
Minnesota. School Buildings In.,.. 31
Mirrors and Glass 1'alutlng, Pyro-
f-hrom,

.

June xlil

Miter Box, The Perfection. .. Sept. xvli
Miter Box, Seavey's Improved. . Feb. xlv
Miter Box. Star. Nov. xlv
Mltering Rake anil l^vel Moldings. 259
Ml\er. Jeffrey Con. -

r

-
>

r
.

- and Mortar.
Dec, xv

Mixer, The Dromedary Concrete,
June xlv

Model Factory Town, A 42
Model School Room. A . JZll
Model Tenement. New York's Lat -

est 217

Model Tenements as Profitable In -

vestments 113
Modern Apartment House. The.... 209
Modern Buildings for Japan 200
Modern Healing and Ventilation. '»>, 274
Modern Plumbing Illustrated 27
Modernizing an Old OtUec Building. 217
Moistening Air from Registers. ...

.

55
Moisture, Protecting Blue Prints
from ..

Mold for Concrete Construction.
Builder*' Nov. xlv. Dec, xvli

Molding Machine, The Climax. Aug. xlil

Molding'. Mitcrlng Rake and Level. 259
Mortar in Brick Work. Proportion
of 05.

Mortar, Egyptian Dry. ....... .May xll

Mortar Hods. Never Drip Steel .May xlv
Mortar Required for Laying 1000

' Bricks, . . . . .:*.... 26, 104
Mortars for Tuck Pointing. Making!

40, 67. 133
Mouse, Jackson's Improved Shark
Toothed Sept. xv

Movables and Fixtures In a Build -

ing, What Constitute. 252
Moving a Brick Office Building . . 279
Moving Buildings. A Novel Method"

<>t .:. tM
Moving. House Raising and. ..... . 149
Municipal Ownership of Tene^
metits, The ,, ,. . 141

Nails. Durability of Cut and Wire. 220
Nails, Durability of Wire 100, 180
National Convention Lil Discuss
Strikes. A 16

National Iron League. The 10
National Gas Engines for SmaTF
I'ower H

Need of Trnde Schools 209
Netherlands. New System of Con -

struction in the 204
Never Drip Steel Mortar Hods. May xlv
New Century Metallic Shingle, The,

July xlv
Newel Posts, position and Paneling
of Hifl. 258

New England Building at the Pan-
American Ex|Hjgiitlon, The. 110

New English Chimney Thimble Col -

lar. The Aug. xlv
New Patent Swing Saw Oct. xvl
New Publications. . ,27. ,

r
.r», M, TTL

i:io, ins, 192, '.'it;. 293. 320
New York City. Condition of Tene-
ment Houses In 28

New York City, Labor Organiza-
tions in 292

New York Library, Plaster Model
»C ---- an

New York Public Library 58
New York Suburb. House in a..... 171

New York. Tenement House I in-

provement in 193
New York Trade School, Opening
of the Twentieth Season of the. . . 55

New Y'ork Trade School, Com-
mencement Exercises of the 139

New York's Latest Model Tene-
ment 217

New York's New- School Buildings.. 85
New York's Tall Buildings. Cotu -

p.-irative Might of . 30
New York's Tallest Building 30
Normal Agricultural Institute 308
Northwest Window Screen Frames,

Sept. xv
Northwestern University, School of

Technology 191
Novel Business Structure. A 1

Novel Method of Moving Buddings. 191
Novelties. .Jan. xil. Feb. xiv. Mar.
xlv, Apr, xlv. May xll. June xli,

July xii, Aug. xit. Sept. xiv, Oct.

xiv. Nov. xiv. I>ec. xlv
November, Fire Loss for 25

Q
Octagon Roofs, Finding the Back
Cut on Jack Rafters for 259, 284

Otlice Building. Foundations for

Tall BiO

OlHce Building. Modernising an
iilil SI 7

Otlice Building, Pittsburgh's New... 2
Otlice Building. Sinking the Foun-
dations lor an 271

Office Buildings, Pittsburgh's Ijit-

esr 113
Officers or the Hard Wood Associa-
tion 191

Officers of House Painters' Associa-
tion m

Ohio Builders' Exchange. Conven-
21S

Oil Paints oti Cement 4
" Old English " Cottage in a Chi-
cago Suburb 245

Oliver Universal Saw Bench. The,
June xlil

Organisation of Brick Makers 112
Organizing a Builders' Exchange. . 197
Ornament. Characteristics of. ~194

Ornamental Iron Work In Frlck
Building 182

Ornamental Treatment of Brick
and Iron 24, 51

Owner Liable for Damages of De-
lav After Payment of Contract

Price 125
Owner Liable for Delay of Super-
intending Architect. 125

Owner. No Lien for Work After Ac-
190

Owner Refuses to pay for Extras.
125

P

Paint Cracking and Peeling on
Houses. Causes of.. 242

Painted Brick Front. Renovating a. 247

Painter. Specifications 112

Painters' Association. Officers of

House
Painters' Convention. House.
Painting Brick Work.
Painting Brick Work in Flat Fln -

86
"24T
TIB

Painting, Hints on Estimating.....
Wallace,

84
241

Painting Machine. The
Sept. xlv

Painting, Pyrochrom Mirrors and
Class June xlil

Painting Shingled Roofs- - • 278
Painting Tin Roofs Before They
Rust

Paints on Cement, Oil.

Paint, Lrthlte Cold Water. . .Dec.
Paint Work. Egg Shell Gloss jq.

ran-Amcric.m Exposition. ArchE

257
~i
xvl
~6T

tenure of. 22
Pan-American Exposition, Builders'

Day at ...194. 218' 244
Pan-American Exposition. Electrical

Illumination at 106
Pan-American Exposition, Exhibit
of n.vglone and Sanitation at the. 173

Pan-American Exiiositlon, Iroquois
TTnnwe nt 187

Pan-American Exposition. A Model
Stable at the 144

Pan-American Exposition, The New
England Building at the HO-

Pan-American Exposition,

Mfg. Company at the Nov^ xlv

Pan-American Exposition, The 85
Paneling of Newel Posts. Position

and... ..fW.
Paper. Floors of Compressed
Paper, The Use of Tarred 47.

Parker Derrick and Stump Puller,

Aug.
Partnership. Agreement of Parties

to Complete a Building Not a. . .

.

Pattern Making. Artic les on
Patterns. Making Wood.. -

Paying Model Tenements?

258
3o7T
102

xlv

190
67

^775

TT59"

Pavnient of Contract Price. Owner
Liable for Damages of Delay
after 12.-.

Peculiarities in House Building. .

.

280
Pennsylvania Building at ''haries-

270
Pennsvlvania Railroad Stalion at

Philadelphia • 270
Pentagon Upon a Given Side. Con -

Ktructlng a 1*. 4.V 128, 162
People's Savings Bank Building... 114
Perfection Miter Box. The Sept. xvli

Perfection Saw Clamp Inly xlv
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Persian Dwelling House. The 264
Philadelphia Architecture. Some
Comments on 200

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania Rail-
road Station at 270

Philippine Inlands, Wood Working
Tools in the 173

rha-nlxvUle Library, The 216
Picket Pointer. A Handy 188
Pickets. Hand Machine for Point-
ing 72

Piece of Rapid Work. A 112
Pike Mfg. Company at the Pan-
American Exposition Nov! xlv

Pile Foundation. A Concrete 241
Pine. Finishing White and Yellow. 89
Pine ami Washington Fir. Tests "of
Yellow 101

Pipes, Covering Hot Air 47
Pitch of Hoof from a Circle, Fin?
'"g 160

Pitch of Hoofs, The 128
Pitch? What Is One Quarter 45
Pittsburgh Modern Apartment
Hpuscs 7 193

Pittsburgh's New Warehouses.... 3f>'J

Pittsburgh. Proposed Technical
School In IBS

Pittsburgh, Technical Institute for. 1

Pittsburgh's Latest Oilice Build-
ings 113

Pittsburgh's New Office Building. . 2
Plan for Cottage. Hoof ".

. 20
Pinner. A Diagonal Surface. . .Nov. xvl
Pinner. No. 48 Heavy Double
Smoothing Apr. xv

Planing Mill and Sash Factory 227
Plank Frame Barns, Relative Cost
of Curb and Cable Roofs In 104

Planks Shrink Endwise? Do 250
Planning Houses, Some Suggestions

in ~....TT «a
Plans, Blue Prints Are 12B
Plans for Kiirm House 207, 258
Plans for Second Floor 45
Plans Wanted for Farm House. .. . 08
Plans. When Architect Is Entitled
to Pay "or Second 101

Plaster and Good Aecoustlcs 40
Plaster Model of New York Library. 30
Plnster, Salasee a Substitute for
Hair In Jnn. xll

Plate Glass In Making Blue Prints. 133
Plug. The Rutty Metal Wall. .Dec. xlv
Plumbing. Illustrated. Modern 27
Pocket, The Smith & Phillips Per-
fect Window Mar. xlv

Pointer, A Handy Picket 158
Pointing. Making Mortars for Tuck.

4(1. «7. 133
Pointing Pickets, Hand Machine
for 72

Polufs on Chimneys, Some 277
Polishing White Marble 259
Polygon. Laving Out a 102
Portland Cement to Sand In Build -

ing Bridge Abutments. Propor -

tion »f -- 12
Position and Paneling of Newel
Posts 160. 258

Position of Bracket fig

Post Otfloc. Church Built of Chi -

cago's Old 187
. Posts, Position and Paneling of

Newel 777 258
Power for Carpenter Shops. Small. 293
Power. Natural (ins Engines for
Small TT 17

Pmetlpnl Draftsmen's Wnrlr 81«
Practical Treatise Upon Steam
Heating. A Ill

Practice in House Designs, The-
ory and 240

Prayer Desk, Design for a 101, 286
Precautions Against Accidents.
Law Regarding 66

Preparation for Resisting Damp
Walls 180

Preservative. A Wood 215
Preserving Shingles. Cheap Process
for T 161

Pressnre. Friction and Weight In

Pumping 250
Preventing Dampness In Build-
ings 126, 166

Preventing Foundations from Set-

llllig. Novel Method of 11"

Preventing Show Windows from
Sweating 311

Private Houses, Telephone Sys-
tems In 267

Prise Competitions for 1902 296
Problem, A Rooting 206
Proceedings of Convention of Amer-
ican Institute of Architects 202

Proportion of Mortar In Brick
Work 65

Proportion of Portland Cement to

Sand in Building Bridge Abut-
ments ! ."72. 134

Proposed Hotel for Women 214
Proposed Technical School In Pitta-

burgh 168
Protecting Blue Prints from Mois-

ture 268
Protest Against Public Trade
Schools 160

Provision for Heating Apparatus. 310
Public Building at Cleveland. Ohio. 170
Public Financial Support. Lack of. ICQ
Public Support of Trade Schools^

109. 204
Public Trade Schools. A Plea for. . 57

Public Trade Schools, Protest
Against • •

lft0

Pulley No. 10, The Fox All Steel;

June xll

Pulleys, Trouble With Belts and. 18,

46, 71

Pullman Pneumatic Door Check
and Spring Oct. xv

Pumping. Pressure. Friction and
Weight In 259

Pumping. A Question In 200
Purlins on Hip Roofs, Finding
Down Bevels of 18, 44. 69, 106

Purlins, Roof Bonrds. Fasclas. Ac,
Finding Bevel and Cuts for 133

Pyrochrom Mirrors and Olaas Paint-

ing June xlll

Q

Quantity of Brick that Can be Laid
In a Day - • 109

Quality, Not Name, Governs the

Use of Materials 101

R

Rafters for Octagon Roofs, Finding
the Back Cut on Jack 259. 284

Rafters In a Roof Having Two
Pitches. Finding Bevels of Valley,

08, 100, 131, 162. 183. 207. 2&T 259
Rafters in Roofs Where Ridges do
Not Intersect. Finding Bevels oi

Valley . . . • • ->«. 284

Rafters in Roofs of Unequal Pitch.

Finding Bevels of .... . . . ..... 313
Rafters on Octagon Roofs. Finding
Back Cut of Jack 312

Raising. Use of a Gin In Barn . . 159

Rake and Level Moldings. Mlterlug. 2&tf

Ranges, Artistic Enameled Steel.

Nov. xvl

Rapid Building, A Chicago Feat In. 142
Recommendations Adopted by
American Instite of Architects. 7296

Record in Setting Granite In Chi-

cago 238
Red Stains for Woo<1 ~3g
Reflectors. Feb. xlv

Reflectors for Acetylene Lighting.
Sept xvl

Refrigerator for a Butcher Shop.
Constructing a •_• " • * • y • ^

Refrigerator. The Wllkc Porcelain.
May xlv

Register. Special Design of Side
Wall Jan. xlll

Registers, Moistening Air from.... 65
Remodeling an Old Dairy Barn 284
Remodeling a Small House 3lg
Reuovatlng n Painted Brick Front. 247
Benton Fire Proof Construction,
The June xlv

Report of Illinois Board of Examln -

ers of Architects 58
Resaw. New Band Feb. xv
Residence in a Cincinnati Suburb.
Brick 59. 297

Residence In a Boston Suburb. A.. 115
Resilience. Water Service in a Sub-
urban 213

Re s istan ce w f C niifretr. _2JM
Rich Handy Drawing Outfit, The.

June xlv
Ridges do Not Intersect, Finding
Bevels of Valley Rafters WhereT 284

Right of Contractor When Certlfl -

cate la Unjustly Refused 190
Right of Employers to Discharge"
Workmen _2<>

Right and Left Hand Door, What
JUG

Rochester Institute. The Eastman
Building for the. 110

Rochester Mechanics' Institute, The, 268
Rolling Steel Shutters and Fire
Proof Doors lime ill

... 288Roman Amphitheater. The.
Roman Country House, Ancient. . . 61
Roof Boards, Fasclas. Ac, Finding
Bevels and Cuts for Purlins..,," 133

Roof, Criticism of Truss for Barn. . 47
Roof from a Circle, Finding Pitch

JJjQ
Roof. Designs Wanted for Self Sup-
porting 133

Roof, Framing a Tower 286
Roof Garden on Church 176
Roof Having Two Pitches, Finding
Bevels of Valley Rafters In a. ,o£

100, 131. 102 183. 2077234: 259
Roof. Measuring a Slate. 20. 46
Roof Plan for Cottage 20. 47

104Roof. Quantity of Tar for Gravel
Roof, Strength of Timber Truss for
Shingle . 777 128

Roof sweat. Does the Barn 233
Roof Trusses. Determining Stresses

in S2'>. 219. 275. 301
Roof, Who Puts on the Iron 21
Roofing, Asphalt Ready July xlll

Hoollne, Cork, Asbestos and Gravel
Ready Sept. xv

Roofing. Calculation of Slate 133
Rooting, Galvanized Metal Shingles
for July xll

Roofing Problem. A 205
Rooilng to Sheathing. Fastening
Sheet Iron 77

Roofing. Sheet Metal.
Roofing, Slate for.

Roofing Tile Abroad. The Use of..
Roofs Before They Rust. Painting
Tin

201
315
273

Mi

_251
Roofs. Finding Back Cut on Jack
Rafter* for Octagon 2S|. 312

Roofs. Finding Down Bevels of
Purlins on Hip 18. 44. 00,

Roofs, C ravel and Ga lvanized I ron.
Roofs, Laying Gravel.
Roofs, Painting Shingled.
Roofs The Pitch o?7
Roofs in China. Tile.

106

184
'-'78

128
221

Roofs In Plank Frame Barns. Rela-
tive Cost of Curb and Gable

Roofs of Unequal Pitch. Finding
Hcvels of Rafters in.

104

212
Hoofs. Thickness of Boarding for
oravel 7~

Roofs Where Ridges do Not Inter -

sect. Finding Bevels of Valley
Rafters in 25ft

Rooms. Attic Spaces for Sleeping. . 43
Roselle. N. J., Colonial House at. . 31
Row of Houses in Scranton, Pa 203
Royal Kitchen. A 242
Ruberold for Damp Courees. .Nov. xvll
Ruberold Flooring Sept. xvl
Rule for Chamfering 129. 233
Rule. Stanley's Bllndman's Mar. xlv
Rutty Metal Wall Plug, The... Dee. xlv

Saeendorph Metal Ceilings Aug. xlv
St. George's Evening Trade School. 192
St. Louis Exposition, The 283
St. I-ouls Exposition, Architects for. 218
St, Paul's Cathedral, London 229
Salasee, A Substitute for Hair In
Planter Jan. xll

Sale of Shingles. A Large 170
Saml in Building Bridge Abutments,
Proportion of Portland Cement to,

72, 134
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St. Louis Fair Building*. Archi-
tects for the 305

Sandpaper. Device for Cutting.... 70
Sanitation at the Fan-American Ex-
position. Exhibit of Hygiene and.. 173

Sash Bar. Metal Jan. xlv
Sash Factory, Planing Mill and 227
Sash Pulley. No. 6 Grand Rapids
All Steel Noiseless July xlv

Sash Tightener, The Trefrey. . .Mar. xv
Sash Weights, Walda Sectional,

Apr. xvl
Saw Bench, The Oliver Universal,

June xlil

Saw Clamp, Perfection July xlr
Saw Filing and the Management of
Saws 168

Saw Filing Clamp, Common Sense,
Mar. xvl

Saw Mill, New Short Log Band..May xll

Saw Mill, The Egan Band Jan. xlv
Saw, New Patent Swing Oct. xvl
Saw No. (>, Union Combination .May xlll

Saw Set. Tnlntor Positive June xUi
Saw Tooth Type of Factory, The, . 30
Saws, How to Kile 80
Seafford Bracket. Swing's Folding.

Sug. xil

Scaffold Bracket, The "Celebrated"
Fulding Oct. xvl

Scaffold Support, Adams Ladder
Jack and Oct. xlv

Scaffolding, The French Method of. 13
Scheme, A Novel Co-operative. . 80
School Architecture- . ... 2i).'j

Schrool Buildings In Minnesota.... 31
School Buildings, New York's S3
School, The C. M. Schwab Indus-

trial 218
School, The Carnegie Technical. . . 214
School for Carpenters Mar, xvl
School. Cleveland's Trade. .. 2
Schools, Free Baths lu Public 180
School Heating Systems. ........ . 111
School House. Design for Brick.. 11
Schools In Japan, Apprentices' 83
Schools, The Need of Trade. . . . . . . 261)

School, Opening of the Twentieth"
Season of the New York Trade. . [ii

School In Pittsburgh, Proposed
Technical 168

Schools, A Plea for Public Trade. . 57
Schools, Protest Against Public
Trade 160

Schools. Public Support of Trade,
1*511, 204

School Room. A Model 76
School, St. George's Evening Trade. 192
School Season, t he Trade ""203

School, A Southern Trade 28
School of Technology, Georgia
State 114

School of Technology at North-
western Universltv 101

Science of Hand Railing. The... 8,

37, 04. 119, 147. 180, 201, 231, 251
Schwab Industrial School. The
C. M 218

Scranton Builders. Code of 247
Scranton. Pa.. Row of Houses In.. 203
Screen Door Hiuge, Unhook.. Aug. xlv
Seteen Frames, Northwest Window,

Sept. xv

Screens, Window Blinds and. .Dec. xlv
Screw Driver, Handy Magazine,

Nov. xvli

Screw Driver. No. 12, Yankee
Ratchet Sept. xvl

Screw Drivers, The Yankee. . .June xiv
Scuttle Lifter, Blckelbaupfs Auto-
matic Apr. xlv

Scavcy's Improved Miter Box . Feb. xlv
Second Animal Convention of A reITT

tectural League.. ... 80

Second Prize Design, Comments on. 162

Security I^ock and Burglar Alarm,
Jan. xll

Segment of Circle. Finding Area of. 72
Sensible Storm Window Hangers,
The Nov. xv

Setting Chimney Flues. .. . .. .. 102

Sotting Corrugated Skylight Class, 21

Settlement of Labor Disputes in

Crance 270
Sets, Short Blade Socket Firmer
Chisel Feb. xvl

Severe Test of Fire Proof Construc -

tion 280
Shark Toothed Mouse. Jackson's
Improved Sept. xv

Sheathing. Fastening Sheet Iron
Roofing to 287

Sheet Metal Celling and Siding. Oct. xv
Sheet Metal Roofing 315
Sheet Metal Statuary, Catalogue of

Sept. xvli

Sheet Metal Window Frames and
Sash Sept. xv

Sheet Metal Work, Eller's Cata-
logue of Aug. xll

Shellac for Finish, Glue Size and
205

Shelving, Design for Store Counter
and 180

Shingle Roof, Strength of Tlml>er
Truss for .

" ~ 1M
Shingle Stains, Combinations In

Creosote July xv
Shingle, The Willis Hip April xlv
Shingled Roofs, Painting.. 278
Shingles, Cheap Process for Fre^

serving 101
.Shingles. Cut Nails vs. Wire Nails
for 47. 72. 133

Shingles. A Large Sale of 170
Shingles for Roofing, Galvanized
Metal ..July xil

Shingling Bracket. The Wing.. Aug. xlv
Shingling Gauge. A Handy 132
Shingling Hips. .... .. .158. 184, £13
Shops, Small Power for Carpenter. 293
Short Blade Socket Firmer Chisel
Sets Feb. xvl

Short Method of Estimating Build -

tngs 46, 103
Shrink Endwise? Do Planks 256
Shrinkage and Swelling of Wood. . 117
Shuffle Board. Construction of a.. 285
Shutter Bolt. Anderson's Burglar
Proof •. Sept. xvi

Shutters and Fire Proof Doors.
Rolling Steel June xll

Sick Room in Dwelling House 264
Sideboard ami China Closet. Com:

hlimHon fia

Sideboard in Natural Wood. Design
of a 315

Siding. Sheet Metal Celling and.Oct. xv
Silo. Construction of a Round.. 72. 133
Sinking the Foundations for an Of-

fice Building 271
Six Lofty Structures In Europe. . . 250
Six Months' Building Operations.. . 241S

Sit Months' Fire Loss 103
Size of Crown Mold for Gutter 185
Size. Making Glue 11)0

Skylight and Ventilator. Superior
Combination Dec. xvli

Skylight Class. Cleaning 230
Skylight Class. Setting Corrugated. 2T
Slate Consolidation. A 84
Slate Roof. Measuring a 20
Slate for Roofing 273
Slate Roofing. Calculation of 133
Sleeping Rooms. Attic Spaces for. . 43
Small Power for Carpenter Shops. 293
Smith & Egge Mfg. Company. April xvl

Smith & Phillips' Perfoct Window
Pocket Mar. xlv

Smoothing Planer. No. 48 Heavy
Double April xv

Sod Houses 248
Some English Forms of Cornice
Construction 215

Some Practical Suggestions for

Farm Building ............. 202
Some Suggestions In Planning"
TTousos G3

Sound Deadening, Method of .... . 287
Souther Iron Company, E. E.March xvl
Southern Flues North Carolina?
Winter Home at 81

Southern Trade School. A 28
Span. Right of Bridge Truss as

Compared with , , , 72
Special Design of Side Wall Reg -

tstcr Tan xlll

Specifications for the Painter 112
Splitting in •' Deals " L'Q'J

Square. Combination July xlv
Stable Building, A Novel 114

Stable and Carpenter Shop. Design
of 10'

Stable at the Psn -A marten n F.i.

position, A Model.
Staining I^ogs 114
Stains. Combinations in Creosote
Shingle July xv

Stains for Wood. Red 66
Stair Gauge Fixtures, Star-

rett's 7 Feb? xv
Stair Rail Around a Cylinder con-

taining Winders, Laying Out
Wreath Pieces for. AM

Stair Rail around a 6-inch Cylinder
containing Winders, Laying Out
a . . , .....,*, .1627 206

Stairs the Plan of which Is r>»s.«

than a Quarter Circle. Method of
Obtaining the Lines for Wreath"
Pieces In a Flight of 158

Stair Rail. Laying Out Face Mold
for 2877 310

Stairs TeBts of Flro Proof . . . . 212
Standard Paint Company, Th"e?

Dec, xvlli

Stanley's Bllndman's Rule Mar, xlv
Stanley Works. The Dec, xvlll

Starrett Company. The L. S.Dec, xvlll

Star Miter Box Nov ~ilv

Starrett's Stair Gauge Fixtures. Feb. xv
Station at Philadelphia. Pennsyl -

vanla Railroad .'.
. 270

Statuary, Catalogue of Sheet Metal.
Sept. xvli

Steam Heating. A Practical Treat-
pou. Ill

Steam Power. Relative Economy of
Water and

Stearns' Fire Resisting Door.. .May xil

Stearns' New Adjustable Hollow
Auger " Dec, xvl

Steel Flooring, Test of... 215
Steel Ranges. Artistic Enameled,

Nov? xvl
Stewart Mansion. Demolition of the
Old

Stone, Artificial

Stone and C ravel Concrete,
Strength of Broken

24
170

252
Stone Buildings, Lichen on...

Store Counter and Shelving, Design
fDJl _LSli

Store Counters, Drawings Wanted
0L

Street and Number In Address. Hive
Strength of Broken Stone and

46
80

Gravel Concrete,
Stresses In Roof Trusses, Dctormin-

225. 249. 275.ing.

252

301

Strength of Timber Truss for Shin-
gle Roof 128

Strikes. Good Council on 193
Strikes In Massachusetts In 1900.. 281
8trlkes. A National Convention to

Discuss

Strikes la re-
structure, A Novel Business .

Structures In Europe. Six Lofty. .

Studding. Filling in Between. ....

.

Suburban Residence. Water Service

ill a

16

_30
1

"230"

213
Suggestions lu Planning Houses.
Some

Suit. Lnck of neat Causes.
ta
2S
15SSummer House. Design Wanted for.

Superior Combination Skylight and
Ventilator Dei iilj

Support of Trade Schools. Public 204
Sweat? Does the Barn Roof 233
Sweating Chimuey Flues 40
Sweating, Preventing Show Win-
dows from 311

Sweating. Trouble by Wall 235
Swedish Brick Work 76
Swelling and Shrinkage of Wood.. 117
Swing Saw. New Patent Oct. xvi
Swiss Cottage, Design for a 105

Tables. The Winslow 139
Talntor Positive Saw Set No. 19O0.

June xlll

Tar for c.ravel Roof. Quantity of. . 104
Tanvd Paper. The Use of 47, 102
Technical Institute for Pittsburgh. 1
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Technology, Georgia State School. 114
Telephone Systems :n Private

1 {•His. S _2iil
Tendency Toward Fire Proof
Dwelling*. The It®

Tenement llniw Improvement In
New York

.

Tenemeut House Law. Building
Under the New 2W

Tenement House Law. The New.. 141
Tenement Houses In New York
City, rendition of. _2S

Tenement. New York's I .h test

Model 217
Tenements as Prutl table Invest-
ments. Model 113

Tenements, The Municipal Owner -

ship of 141
Tenements. Paying Model 100
Tenements. Typical Modern 113
Tests of Tire Proof Itulhltug Ma -

terial

Test of Fire Proof Construction.
Severe 280

Teat of Steel Flooring 215
Tests of Fire Proof Stairs 212
Tests of Yellow Pine and Wash-
ington Fir 191

Theory and Practice In House De-
signs 240

Thimble Collar. The New English.
Aug. xlv

Thinning Mqnid Glue 45
Three Months' Building Operations. 141
'tightener. The Trefrey Sash , Mnrchxv
Til.' Abroad. The Use of Hooting. . 299
Tile Hoofs Hi China
Tool Chest Construetlon.
Tool Chests.

IS. 4K 07

Tool
Tool

,.lnii, ill

Handle. Universal Oct. xvll

for Tmlng a Grindstone. .47.

Tool Olltllls for Home I tse

.

"ITkT 161
Nov

xlvTools. Catalogue of Mechanics' .Feb.
Tools. Device for Grinding
Tools Tti the Philippine Islands?
Wood Working

Tower. Elliptical louvre In a Cl~
eiiiar

Tower Roof. Framing a.
Town. A Model Factory
Trade Education. Importance of. .

Trade Notes . ,.Tnn, w. Feb. xvl,

M;ir. xvl, April xvl. May xv,

June xv. July xv, Aug. xv. ScpT
xvl Oct. xvll. Nov. xvlt. Dec.xvtll

Trade School. Cleveland's
Trade School. Commencement Kx-

280

1

erclses of the Npw York.

2

13a
Trade School. OlH'iiIng of the Twen -

tieth Season of the New York.
Trade School. St. George's Evening-
Trade School Season, The
Trade School. A Southern.

;>;>

192

2S
Trade Schools, The Need of . . . ...

Trade Schools. A Plea for Public.
~

Trade Schools, Public Support of.

109.

Tree. The Largest Walnut
Treatment of Brick and Iron, Or-
ineutal

Treatment for Hard Wood Floors.

Oct

204
mi

Tronb
y Sash Tightener, r

le hv Wall Sweatln
.Mar.

Trouble with Belts and Pulleys.

r. j

Xlv

XV
27^

Truing Grindstone. Tool for. ...71.

Tmss f. ir Barn Hoof, Criticism of.

18. 40. 71

101

Truss as Compared with Spun.
Higlit of Bridge 72

Truss for Shingle Hoof, Strength
of Tln.lter. ............. 7 .

"128
Trusses, Determining Stresses In

Hoof 22."), "5457 27f>

Tuck Pointing. Making Mortars for,

67
Turnlng. The Art of Wood. .15 53.

SI. 93. 138, 151, 187, 211, 230. 2Q't,

2>£L
Typical Modern Tenements 113

u
t'uh<K>k Screen Door Hinge. .. .Aug. xlv
T'nirin Automatic Tool Grinder June ill

Union Combination Saw No. O.May xlll

Union Station in Chicago. Knla rg^

Ing 20
Universal Tool Handle Oct. xvll

University of Pennsylvania. New
Medical Laboratories of the 200

Use, of Tarred Pa] sr. The 47

Veneering, The Art of,..., 175
Veneering Large Bound Columns. . 102
Ventilation. Church 33
Ventilation, Modern Heating and,

30. 274
Ventilator. The Superior Combina-
tion Skylight and Dec. xvll

Verandas. Designs Wanted for. ... 255
Vise. Einmcrt's Universal Oct. xv

W
Wagon Painting, Practical Car
rlagB and 84

Walda Sectional Sash Weights,
April xvl

Walks, Making Cement . 224
Wallace Painting Machine, Tl"*.

Sept. xiv
Walls by - Pouring " the Material,

Making Cement 310
Walls, Damp Proof 207
Walls, Double Hung Windows In

Frame 41. 72. 103

Walls, Preparation for Beslstlng. . 180
Wall Plug. The Butty Metal. .Dec, xlv

Wall Sweating, Trouble by 235
Walnut Tree. The Largest 300
Warehouses. Pittsburgh's New.... 302
Warm Weather Houses 229
Water Closot Construction 233
Water PriHjf Wash for Brick Work.
A 215

Water Service In a Suburban Resi -

dence 213
Water and Steam Power. Relative
Kcouomv of 253

Water Tight Making a Cellar. .205. 234
Wealthy An Apartment House for
Ha .... " 67

Weather Strip and Window Stop,

King's Automatic Dec. xv
Weather Strip. The Introslle. .Dec, xvl
What Constitutes Movables and
Fixtures In a Building 252

What Builders Are Doing 14. 49. 82

107. 135. Hi.".. 188. 205). 237, 2(51. 291.

314.

What is a Modern House? 04
What is One-Quarter Pitch? 45
Wheels. Design for a Wooden
House on 186

White Maple. Finishing «6
Wllbern Adjvstahlc Door Hanger.

Oct. xvl
Wllke Porcelain Refrigerator. .May xlv

Willis Hip Shingle. The April xiv
Winders, Laying Out a Stair Bail
Arouud a 0-Inch Cylinder Con-
taining 162

Window Blinds and Screens .. Dec. xlv
Window Construction. Details of
Bay 317

Window. Construction of Dormer. . 130
Window Frames and Sash Oct. xlv
Window Frames and Sash, Sheet
Metal Sept. xv

Windows from Sweating. Prevent-
ing Show 311

Window Screen Frames, North-
wast Sept. xv

Windows. Construction of Eyebrow
and Casement 253

Windows In Frame Walls, Double
Hung 41. 72, 103

Winslow Tables, The 130
Winter Home at Southern Pines.
N <' A 87

Wire Nails, Durability of., 161. 180
Wire Nails. Durability of Cut ami. 220
Wire Nails for Shingles. Cut Nails

t f> 47. "727133
Women, Proposed Hotel for... ... 214
Wood. Camphor 89
Wood Fillors. Making Paste 220
Wood. New Process of Coloring
Marble and Mar, xlv

Wood Patterns. Making 25. 73
Wood Preservative. A 215
Wood. Bed Stains for 06
Wood. Swelling anil Shrinkage of. 117
Wood Turner. Examples of Work
for the lttl

Wood Turning. The Art of. .15. 63.

81. i)3 138, 151. 187, 211 , 239, 203, 289
Wood Turning Lathe. The Detlanee.

July xlll

Wood Working Tools In the Philip-

pine Islands 173
Wood's Universal Hollow Auger,

Aug. xlll

Wool, The Advantages of Mineral.
June xv

Work. A Piece of Rapid 112
Work for the Wood Turner. Exam -

ples of . 191
W orking Drawings of the Ancients, 43
Worklngmen's College. Mellmurne,
Australia. The 210

Worklngmen's Homes at Cold
Spring ••••••• 190

Workmen In the Building Trades.
English ~ 127

Workmen, London's Cottages for.. TIT
Workmen. Bight of Employers to

Discharge
Workshop and Dwelling. A Novel. 39
Wreath Pieces In Flight of Stairs,

the Plan of Which Is Leas than
a Quarter Circle. Method of Ob-
taining the Lines for 158

Wreath Pieces for Stair Rail

Around a Cylinder Containing
Winders. Laying Out 184

Writing Desk and Bookcase. De-

sign for 313

Y.

Yacht Club House, Design Wanted
for 283

Yankee Ratchet Screw Driver No.
12 Sept xvi

Yankee Screw Drivers, The. ..June xlv

Yeadon. Pa., Building Operations
«t 278
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JANUARY, 1901

Technical Institute for Pittsburgh.

Another splendid gift has recently been added to the

lengthening list of princely benefactions made by An-

drew Carnegie to the cause of education. His latest do-

nation, announced a short time ago at a dinner to the

members of the Carnegie Institute In Pittsburgh, is In

the form of a school for the furtherance of technical

anil manual education In that city. In a letter to the

Mayor of Pittsburgh Mr. Carnegie remarked that he had

for many years nursed the desire to present a technical

institute to the city, fashioned upon the best models, be-

ing convinced that there was no Institution which Pitts-

burgh, as a great industrial center, so much needed.

This need has been long recognized in that quarter, and

It was a recent action of the Board of Education In ask-

ing the city of Pittsburgh for $100,000 to begin a techni-

cal school that impelled Mr. Caraegle to come forward

and offer to establish the work on a much larger scale

than had been contemplated. Provided the city will give

a Bite adequate to the present and future needs of such

an Institution—a stipulation that has already been ful-

filled—he promises to furnish the necessary funds for

building and equipping u school of technology on a large

scale, and, further, to endow it with $1,000,000 in 5 per

cent, gold bonds, yielding a revenue of $50,000 a year.

The men who have made the Carnegie Institute so suc-

cessful have been requested to become trustees of the

new institution, a sufficient guarantee that the scheme

will be Intelligently carried out to Its best development.

Importance of Trade Education.

The primary idea of the proposed institution, appar-

ently, Is to provide to a number of young men the oppor-

tunity to become acquainted with the technique of trades

and Industries ruther than to establish a seat of scien-

tific learning. The wisdom of this plan Is obvious. There

are already about enough Institutions, attached to col-

leges and universities or of an Independent character,

which offer the higher scientific training. What are most

pressingly called for in our great centers of population are

technical and trade schools which will be available for

the great mass of young Americans. To be entirely

successful, such schools must be conducted by men of

broader views aud sounder practical Judgment than are

usually found associated with high scholarship and ripe

pedagogic experience. The professional teacher has, as

the rule, no conception of what such a school of applied

mechanics should be. He deems it his duty to teach the

pupil what books contain, rather than to show him bow
to use books and to avail himself of the rules, tables,

formula? and deductions which are the keys to unlock

every closet in the storehouse of knowledge. In every

branch of science the pedagogic standard is ability to

conduct original investigations; In practical work, which

Is a failure if not pecuniarily profitable, the capacity for

rapid and accurate generalisation from available data

is worth a great deal more. In a word, the knowledge

of bow to use books Is what the great mass of technical

with a purpose in life most need. There will

always bo plenty of book makers. Tl^sclbolef]
impart this knowledge most BUCCcsg^QT' will be .....

conducted by broad minded business men with the

ince of teachers who are not ambitious of profes*

il chairs li> the universities, and use porhaps unfit

t

for them. 1/ is arch schools as tuvsV that are
needed to strengthen the Industrial force* of fee couj
and enable it to hold its leading position among the>

great manufacturing aud producing nations of the world
As Joseph 11. Chonte well remarked recently, when pre-
senting the prizes to the students at a Mechanics' Insti-

tute in Englaud, "the future national conflicts will be
in the fields of industry and commerce." And to insure
victory in this struggle the youth of this country must
lie properly equipped for their work by a sound and<
thorough industrial training, such as* the projected Pitts-

burgh Institute promises to provide. It is to be hoped'
that Mr. Carnegie's gift to Pittsburgh will result in.

stimulating Interest in the subject of Industrial educa-
tion in other parts of the country.

A Novel Business Structure.

Wo understand It has been definitely decided to erect
upon the site of the old Windsor Hotel. Fifth avenue,
between Forty-sixth and Korty-seventh streets, a unique
style of business structure, to which brief reference was>
made In these columns some months ago. The building
will be only three stories In hlght, but of such a design
and character as to prove an architectural ornament to
that section of the dry. In fact. It is the intention, so
far as possible, to have it express both in design and
plan the local spirit more strikingly than anything here-
tofore created In the way of mercantile construction.
The elevation shows an arcade structure in the style of
the French Renaissance, two of the stories extending up
to a highly ornamental balustraded cornice, supported
by Corinthian columns 30 feet high, while the third
story Is of Mansard design, with copper copings. The
main structure will be built around three side* of a cen-
tral court, facing the street and avenue. The principal
entrance will be through an arch that rises through two
stories in the middle of the avenue facade, and extends
through an arcade to the court mentioned. A very or-
namental feature of the new 'building la found in the
open arcade facing this central court, which carries the
extended walls of the two upper storleB and providing a
covered colonnade inclosing the court on three sides.
The main floor Is to be used for stores, the second floor
for stores and otBces, while the third floor, with 18-foot
ceiling and numerous skylights, la well adapted for stu-
dios and architects' offices, where an abundance of bright
light is required. Another most interesting feature u>
connection with this building Is the arrangement of the
plot of ground it is Intended to occupy. This consists or
a space fronting 200 feet on Fifth avenue and 180 feet
deep on either street, with a driveway running across
the rear from street to street There la to be a monu-
mental column arising from the central point of the high
wall which will define the easterly line of this private
street, and facing the Utter will be a central paved court
52 feet wide and 70 feet deep. In the center of this court
will be a large conservatory of metal and glass

A Franklin Institute for Boston.

At length the long discussed question of the disposal
of the Franklin Fund In Boston seems to have been
definitely settled, and that city is to have a Franklin In-

1 in a
i
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•of New York. It will be remembered that a sum of five

^thousand dollars was left in 1794, by Benjamin Frank-

lin's will, the accumulations of which for one hundred
years were to go for tho benefit of the people of the city

of Boston, with special regard to the instruction of

young mechanics. For six years the use of this, fund,

'which now amounts to nearly four hundred thousand

-dollars, has been a matter of dispute. The Boston Board

-of Aldermen, who are Its trustees, were unable until

<julte recently to agree upon the disposition of the money.

Some of those Interested iu the matter wanted the

money devoted to a great lecture hall, while others do-

«lred its use for public baths and gymnasiums. At one

time it was thought likely that it would be UBed to

•found a trade school. But all these differences are now
ended in an agreement to build a Franklin Institute on

the site of the old Franklin school house. The land

Is to be given by the city, and a branch of the free pub-

i He library will be established in the institute. Classes

-and lectures of various kinds will be provided, much on

the lines followed at Coo|>er Union. Prol>ably this is the

most useful disposition that could be made of the fund

and one that will be pretty closely In line with the edu-

cational ideas of the former testator. The trade school

question, fortunately, has beeu taken up in a practical

•way by lie Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Asso-

ciation, so that the pressing need of an institute of that

kind is in course of being met. The only question In re-

gard to the new institution seems to be in connection

with Its title. If It is to be called the Frnnklln Institute,

It may become confounded in the public mind with the

time honored Institution of that name in Philadelphia,

-which is really national In Its scope.

Annual Convention of Architects.

As we go to press tho American Institute of Archi-

tects are holding their thirty-fourth annual convention

Hotel In Washington. I). C. A large

was present at the opening session, when
the address of welcome was made by the president of the

•Board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia and

President Robert 8. Peabody delivered his annual ad-

- dress. The main feature of the Urst day's proceedings

was the consideration of resolutions relating to the pro-

posed construction of an addition to the Executive Man-
sion. A committee was nppointed to formulate and pre-

sent to Congress for passage a bill providing for the ap-

pointment of a committee to consider and recommend a

comprehensive plan for the architectural improvement

sof the National Capitol.

At the morning session of the second day a paper on

rthe " Progress of Architectural Design in the United

tfitates in Recent Years " was read by Walter Cook of

"New York. A resolution was adopted requesting Con-

gress to authorize the appointment of a commission to

artistically group the public buildings of Washington,

and the convention also adopted resolutions relating to

.the enlargement of the White House after the most ap-

proved architectural Ideas. Another matter was the

adoption of a code for the conduct of competitions for

the selection of an architect.

The officers elected for the ensuing year were: Presi-

dent, Robert S. Peabody of Boston; lirst vice-president,

W. S. Fames of St. Louis. Mo.: second vice-president.

Frank M. Day of Philadelphia, and secretary and treas-

urer, Glenn Brown of Washington, D. C. Tho Board of

3>irectors consists of John Carrere of New York. James
McLaughlin of Cincinnati and R. C. Sturgis of Boston.

Pittsburgh's New Office Building.

"The plans have recently been drawn for an office

•building to be erected in Pittsburgh, Pa., which when
completed will be one of the finest of its class In that ac-
tion of the country. The structure Will be put up by II.

Frick, the well-known Iron magnate, and will be about

20 stories iu night, although the exact number has not
been definitely settled. Tho cost will probably not be
less than $1,000,01)0. and It is hoped that the structure
will be ready for occupancy by April 1, 100*2. The main
elevation will front on Grant street and will lw of ex-
actly the same width as the Court House, opposite which
It will stand, that is, 21014 feet. The architect is D. II.
Burnham of Chicago. III.

The Albright Art Gallery in Buffalo.

When the building indicated by the title of this article
Is finally completed, Buffalo will have a most beautiful
art gallery, the gift of J. J. Albright, a liberal patron of
art, whose only conditions were that the city should fur-
nish a site, and that the Fine Arts Academy of Buffalo,
which Is made the custodian of the property, should raise
a maintenance fund of $100,000. The city promptly
deeded the site requested, which Is just within tho limits
of Delaware Park. The Flue Arts Academy has com-
piled with the terms of the gift as they applied to the
maintenance fund, and the building will be hurried to
completion as rapidly as conditions will permit. The
structure will be used as the art palace of the Pan-
Anierlcan Exposition and thereafter become the perma-
nent, home of Buffalo's art collections.

The building will cost upward of $350,000 and will
be :!50 feet long by 150 feet wide, the principal facade
loklng toward the east It will stand upon a broad ter-
race 35 feet above the level of the park lake, which lies
but a few rods below and to the eastward. The princi-
pal approach will be by a beautiful monumental flight
of steps, the contour of the ground giving opportunity
for stately embellishment. The terrace walls are to be
of heavy granite blocks. Statuary, fountains, formal
floral displays and lawns will complete the ornamenta-
tion of the terrace.

The style of architecture chosen is the classic Greek,
both the eastern and western focarfr* showing rows of
rich, graceful columns. The style Is Ionic. A semicircu-
lar colonnade forms the central figure of the west front.
The building has broad wings at the extreme northern
and southern ends, terminated by porches which will
be reproductions of fatuous architectural works of an
dent Greece. The highest peak Is only 45 feet above
the ground. The portico of the Erechtheuiu of Athens,
famous for its caryatides, will be one of the works to be
I mis reproduced. The Erechtheum was an ancient tem-
ple and is one of the most Interesting of the ruins of
the Acropolis at Athens. It was rebuilt after the Per-
sian invasion, about 4<>0 B. C.

The building will be strictly fire proof, the materials
being white marble, of which it Is said 25.0<)O cubic feet
will be required, steel beams, brick, cement and stone.
'I he architects arc Green & Wicks of Buffalo

Cleveland's Trade School.

The agreement for the establishment of a trade school
In Cleveland. Ohio, which was adopted about six months
ago by the Builders' Exchange of that city, Is said to
have met with sharp opimsttlon in certain quarters no-
tably from the lalior unions. So strong was the opposi-
tion that a committee of the exchange was appointed
some time since to consider the advisability of nullifying
the agreement. The result of the action seems, however
to have infused new life into the trade school movement
and enlisted the enthusiastic support of a large major-
ity of the members or the Builders' Exchange.

Re<ent advices from Cleveland Indicate that the
school will undoubtedly be established at an early date
It will start in a modest way with evening classes, anil
will extend its scope gradually. A committee, made up
of J. A. Reaugh. chairman; Col. C. C. Dewstoe F H
Palmer, E. H. Towson and Parker Shackleton have
charge of the project. They will meet shortly to com-
plete the details of the plan. It Is very generally recog-
nised iu Cleveland that a trade school for the benefit of
the young artisans Is a prime necessity, and generous
financial support Is looked for by the promoters of tho
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AN ENGLISH COTTAGE AT EAST ORANGE, N. J.

THE design which we have selected for illustration
this mouth la that of a cottage embodying many

features of Interest, both as regards the architectural
treatment of the exterior and the disposition of the spaco
within. Picturesque effects are found in the timbered
gables, with their rough cast or plastered panels; the
oriel window projecting from the chamber over the re-
ception room: the balcony directly over the front door;
and the treatment of the exterior from grade line to roof
with shingles. The latter are stained a light brown,
while those of the roof are of a dark moss green. The
plaster work of the gables Is left In its natural state—
a light gray. The remaining trimmings, such as the
piazza posts, casings, timber work, &c. are finished In

pr.rttires of a color to harmonize with the hall decora-
tions. At one side of the stairway In the entry ball Is
a convenient feature In the »hai»e of a closet of sufficient
bight to hang coats and to serve as a receptacle for um-
brellas, rubbers, &c, while the top of the closet forms
a plnce for pieces of 6» ic-dbrac. At the left of the atalr.
case hall Is the reception room, finished in pine and
painted white, the entire decoration being light In ef-
fect, to harmonize with the usual dainty furnishings of
a room of this character.

Beyoud the reception room is the library, of rather
unusual size, owing to the fact that It is practically the
living room of the house, sometimes designated as a
sitting room. Much attention has been given by the ar-

From Elrrart.,11—Scale, % Inch to the Knot.

.4s AV/W, Cotligt at Ktut »,.„,;<, AT
. J.—F. R fJomtlock, Architect.

Section.

Ivory white, while the chimneys are laid up In durk red

brick. .Starting the shingles from the grade line gives

opportunity to omit the atoue underpinning, which re-

duces to some extent the cost of the house, and Is often

done in buildings of this class. If so desired, the first

story could be built of brick, or even stone, at its

proper increase of cost, and still maintain proper pro-

portions In the design of the exterior. The appearance

of the finished cottage is shown in the picture forming

our supplemental plate, which is a direct reproduction

of a photograph taken especially for the purpose.

The front piazza Is 8 feet wide and from this one en-

ters the staircase ball, which might also be designated

as an entry, for it Is small lu size, yet gives through

broad doorways of attractive design ready acccsa to the

other rooms on the first Moor. The box stairway direct-

ly opposite the front door, being situated between the

dining room and library, gives an excellent opportunity

for iutrodueing the open spindle work form of hand rail-

ing. Midway to the second story is a mutual landing,

forming a combination stairway from the kitchen, the

arch opening on this landing being curtained off with

chitect in securing all possible effect from the treatment
of the Mali's opening luto this room, with the open
spindle hand rail and the landing, a detail of which ap-

pears on page T. The wood work of this room is oak
stained a dark greeu, the staircase hall being finished

In the same style. The library is wainscoted with Lin-

erusta Will-. mi in two shades of green, the upper portion

of the wall being finished in a cartridge paper in a shade
of green, which forms nn excellent background for the
usual furnishings of such a room. The bookcases at the
right and left of the bay window are built In, wblU>
over them are leaded art glass windows, making anothiA
very attractive feature of this side of the room. The
diuing room Is finished in oak stained a warm brown,
and the walls are covered with English tapestry paper of
floral design. The sideboard Is located In the alcove,

with a turned spiudle partition over It opening onto the
stair landing and into the ball.

The architect has given special attention to the ar-

rangement of the kitchen, embodying many details of
convenience In order to simplify the customary duties of
housekeeping, it will be noticed from an inspection of
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the floor plans that the room Is well lighted and con-

venient to the renr hall, in which Is located the Ice box.

The latter Is so placed as to be easy of access by the Ice-

man, as well as for servants and the occupants of the
library. Opening from the rear hall Is a toilet room—an
arrangement far preferable to the customary position of

this room In the cellar. The pantry Is compact and In-

cludes the necessary counters, cupboards and shelves,

together with a place for the flour barrel. The kitchen,

as well as the bathroom, Is wainscoted 4 feet high.

The second and third floors are treated in cypress,

natural finish. On the second floor there are four sleep-

ing rooms, with ample closets, and a bathroom of con-

venient size. The attic has space for several rooms
which may be used for servants' quarters and storage.

Tbe laundry and heating apparatus, with bitis for coal.

Sec, are provided for In tbe cellar.

According to the specifications of the architect, F. R.

Comstock of 124 West Forty-flfth street. New York City,

the timber employed In the construction of the frame is

Oil Paints on Cement.

The. pcrlshab!enes8 of oil coating on cement is tbe

subject of Incessant complaints by painters and cus-

tomers alike. In almost every number of pertinent

trade papers are inquiries regarding this matter. The
uncertainty is always whether in a given case an oil

paint coating can be applied on the cement without hav-

ing to risk its destruction. That a cement surface must
stand for some time before oil paint can be put o.i with
Impunity Is generally known, says Prof. J. Spennrath Id

the M<iUt Zritung, but for bow long a time the cement
had to effloresce or mature Is a question on which opin-

ions vary considerably. The answers received to in-

quiries made by me ranged from one-half a year to five

years.

The following arguments, based on exhaustive ex-

pet intents, will, I hope, shed some light on the darkness.

If a cement wall In a closed room Is kept damp for

some time, preferably by allowing ground moisture to

Side (Right* Elevation.—Scaie, <u Incfa to tbe Foot.

An EnytUh Cottage at East Orangt, X. J.

spruce. The bearing beams are 8 x 10 Inches; sills, 4x6
Inches, halved ami lapped, with the joints well spiked

together; the girt, cut Into the studding, \% x 6 Inches;

the first and second floor timbers, 2 x 10 Inches, and the

attic floor timbers, 2xS Inches, all placed 1 foot 4 Inches

on centers; plate, with lapped Joint, 4x5 Inches; tbe

main rafters, 2x8 Inches; hips, valleys and ridges, 2 x 10

Inches; bearing beams of piazza, 6x8 Inches, and piazza

floor timbers for first and second stories, 2x8 inches,

placed 1 foot 8 Inches on centers. Tbe piazza celling and
roof timbers are 2x6 Inches, also placed 1 foot 8 Inches

on centers. The exterior wall studs are 2x5 Inches and
the partition studs 2x3 and 2x4 inches, set flatways.

Tbe house Is heated by hot air furnace and Is piped for

gas.

The exterior of the house is designed after the early

English style of cottage and Is pleasantly located on
Eighteenth street, near Park avenue. East Orange, N. J.

It was erected for Leon Morgan in accordance with

plans prepared by the architect named above, the builder

being Joseph Pavls of East Orange.

enter, white efflorescences of peculiar shape will be no-

ticed on It. These consist of fibrous structures, which
combine Into beards of fiber and reach a bight of 5 cm.

and more. Whoever is not acquainted with the matter

will take them for colonies of fungi. Tbe threads con-

sist of small crystals which have congregated like

fibers. If the efflorescences are carefully scraped off

upon a piece of stiff paper held underneath, and pnt In

a little rain water, tbey dissolve clearly and completely.

A little acid, say hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, being

added to a sample of the solution. It effervesces— tbat

Is, gaseous carboalc acid escapes from It. If a «econd

sample of tbe solution Is agitated In a suitable vessel

with a little linseed oil or any other vegetable or animal

oil. a white emulsion results at once; In other words, the

oil Is saponified.

Tbe same result will be obtained If a fresh cement
plate or a piece of cement Is laid for about 24 honrs In

Just enough rain water to cover tbe piece. If the above

experiments are now made with the water, tbe same
phenomena will be observed The liquid effervesces
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with acid and saponifies animal or vegetable oils, ln-

cladlng, of course, linseed oil.

The body which effloresced from the cement, or lix-

iviated from It by the, water, is carbonic alkali, mainly
*oda. If the cement did not contain these elementa It

would not have any chemical and consequently no de-

structive action on the oil paint. It is obvious that the

.possibility of a chemical action must cease at the mo-
ment when the last remainder of the carbonic alkali la

-out of It From this It follows that every cement wall

by ground moisture and such which, once dry, will re-

ceive no more water subsequently. The former will

stand an oil paint coat only when all carbonic alkalies

are out of it; on the latter the coating may be applied

without danger as soon as they have become dry.

The dried non-llxivlated cement walls, it is true, all

contain soda and retain It permanently. But this Is

perfectly harmless. The dry soda may safely come Into

contact with the oil. It does not act upon it so long as

water does not have access simultaneously. Only a soda

solution is capable of saponifying oils, but not firm soda

or any other anhydrous alkali.

It seemed valuable to irrefutably establish this car-

Second Floor.

An Engtith Cottige at But Oringt, X. J. -Floor Plntu Seal*, 1-16 Inch to the Foot

•out of doors will, in time, be suitable for an oil paint

application, and this will occur much earlier the more it

Is struck by rain. Toward the weather side, therefore,

the cement will be ripe sooner than toward the other di-

rection.

In the open air the soila efflorescences on fresh ce-

ment are. as a rule, not perceived, because the rain

rinses them off end dissolves them. But even there they

are not seldom seen. When we have to answer the ques-

tion whether In a certain given case a cement ground-

ing may be provided with an oil paint coat, we must
first distinguish between cement walls which are ex-

posed to saturation either by atmospheric downfalls or

dlnal point of the matter. For this purpose I have
ground pulveraleut calcined soda with linseed oil Into

an oil paint and applied the mixture on different me-
tallic and wood surfaces In the ordinary manner. The
coatings dried smoothly like any other oil paint coat,

and are to-day, after mouths hare elapsed, faultlessly

firm and hard. The mixture being applied on porous

wood, all the oil had entered the wood on the next day
and the soda powder lay as a white layer on the sur-

face. Hence, a saponification of the oil was out of the

question. Again, a piece of solid caustic soda was added
to a sample of boiled linseed oil. Even after weeks no
change whatever was noticeable. Oil and alkali re-
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inalned two separate thiugs, and there was no trace of

saponification. The latter took place, of course, as soon
as a little water was added to the mixture.

These experiments are qualified to prove that with
oil paint. In the dried coating, pigment and binder are
separate bodies, and that a chemical combination of the
constituents does not take place. Noliody will seriously
assert that the basic carbonate of lead, known under the
name of white lead, could have a chemical action on the
linseed oil. when It Is proven that soda and even caustic
soda under like conditions have no effect.

Consequently the fresh cement may receive an oil
paint coating after a fow days, provided it has become
dry and remains dry. I have had plates of pure Port-
land cement cast, drying them immediately after setting
for three days at a temperature of about 00 degrees C,
and put on the oil paint. The coating is now severai

If to the solution of an alkali, hence including one of

soda, a few drops of a solution of phenolphtalein In al-

cohol are added, the liquid at once takes on a bright

fuchslne shade of red. This can Im utilised to test

whether a cement wall has lost Its alkaline soluble con-

stituents, and hence whether It Is ripe for a coating of

oil paint or not. This Is accomplished by moistening the

dry surface at any desired place plentifully with water.

The water enters the porous mass. When this has taken

place sufficiently, put a few drops of the phenolphtalein

solution on the wetted spot at any point. If no more
soluble soda is present, the spot remains uncolored; If

soda or some other constituent saponifying the oil la still

present. It takes on a distinct red coloring In a few mo-
ments. In order to make assurance doubly sure, It la

well to leave the wetted place alone for an hour and to

let it dry somewhat, then adding a little more water if
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months old. but faultless. When, however, a tainted
plate was laid in water, back downward, or only placed
with the edge iu water— in short, when it was placed In

contact with water sufficiently to enable it to absorb
water, owing to its porosity -the previously dry coat-
ing was an pon i lied and destroyed in three days at most.
On the other hand, it should be known that a cement
wall which Is exposed to saturation nud llxlvlatlon

will, even after ten years or even a longer period, de-
stroy an oil paint covering If through some unforeseen
or accidental occurrence It should receive a soaking.
Time does not remove the soda from the cement, but wa-
ter does.

Hence there will be no difficulty to decide, In a cer-
tain case, whether, in the interior of a building, a ce-
ment surface may be coated with oil paint. It is more
difficult, however, to give an opinion as regards a ce-
ment wall which Is ex|N>sed to an occasional supply of
water, specially with regard to oil coating upon cement
In the open air. But the matter Is comparatively easy.

necessary. The result Is that any soda which might yet

be present in the Interior of the cement ground is

brought to the surface in consequence of the evapora-

tion of the water occurring at the outside, thus render-

ing the red coloring more perceptible. The reaction,

however, Is so distinct and pronounced that an error is

Impossible. I have tried It on fresh and on old cement
Avails in a closed room, the result being always a strong

red coloring. On old cement walls, in the open air, no
coloring could ever be produced.

I'hetiolphtalein is comparatively cheap. By dissolv-

ing 10 grams in 1 liter of alcohol a stock of solu-

tion is obtained, lasting for years. Any druggist will

prepare the sululion. The substance Is insoluble iu wa-
ter, but dissolves readily in alcohol.

Good Composition in Architecture.

Another lecture In the Trowbridge course at the
Yale School of Fine Arts, New Haven, Conn., was re-

cently delivered by I'rof. Alexander B. Trowbridge,
dean in the College of Architecture at Cornell Univer-
sity, who took for his subject " Architectural Apprecla-
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tlon." In the course of Ills address the speaker BatH:

Good composition In architecture la very similar to

good composition In literature and music. There muRt

landscape painter. IT he he an artist, feels the right Tmt-

nnec. the right harmony, the right movement of fine

and mass In his picture. Architecture l> much

i
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be a principal thoiiKht. about which other things are exact than art. Its laws are founded upon the Immuta-

groupod In such a manner as to produce unity. A per- Me laws of gravity and harmony.

feet hang together is most carefully sought. The Good architectural character should, like good huma»
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character, possess truth, consistency and strength.

It might also be called " architectural dress," and Is a

synonym for appropriateness. In this country It Is

violated more often than any other elementary qual-

ity. Its Importance may be measured by contemplating

'what occasionally occurs—a design entirely successful

as an artistic composition yet a flat failure in appro-

priateness. I have seen churches which looked like rail-

road stations. Also consider a design which Is good In

character but lacking In one of the other qualities, and
one would not call the building a flat failure. There la

no definite rule, but we may study the best things which
have been done In the world and that will assist us In

finding the reasons why they satisfy this requirement
of character.

Symbolism Is of great assistance, yet good character
may be obtained without it. That a court house, a bank,
a Jail, in a greater or less degree, should be heavy and
massive In appearance, whereas a casino, a restaurant,

a ballroom and a group of exposition buildings should
be gay and light In effect, for obvious reasons, is proper.

The authorities who base their estimate of a building
upon the correctness of Its architectural style rather
than Its harmony with fundamental principles have had
a pernicious Influence upon our architects.

The Idea that good composition should be the first

consideration and that archaeological correctness la en-
tirely secondary Is Just becoming understood in this

country. Men forget that Greek architecture passed
from a period of heavy, dumpy, columns, with a coarse,

almost brutal scale of details, through the period of per-

fection reached by the Parthenon, Ereethem and the
Theseus, to a degraded and degenerated style of work.
Tet men have Imitated and copied old work In the
tranquil belief that they were doing the best that could
be done. It Is true, however, that the mass of people
In the United States have benefited greatly by this Imita-
tive work.

A very consistent architecture for any country is that

which is develop from Indigenous material. I can

best explain this statemeut by asserting that modern

colonial architecture for New England and modernized

Spanish architecture for Florida and California are to

some respect appropriate and consistent styles. In each

locality the remains of early building give a local color

which makes the modern work referred to seem quite

in harmony. In a few years we Bhall see springing

up in the Hawaiian islands. In the Philippines and In

Cuba doubtless, a number of European incongruities.

Terhnps poor old China will suffer from the Btyles of all

nations.

If the profession Is at fault, where must the public

stand in its attitude toward architecture ? People are

glad to take time to stop and admire a successful effort

In building, but when patriotism and municipal pride

are demanded of them to put down the prevalent meth-

ods of constructing buildings erected by the city or

State they are too busy or they do not see the applica-

tion of the word patriotism. To most men patriotism

consists In defending their country against foes from

without. They forget the enemies at home, the alder-

manlac architectural committee which Is responsible for

many of the aberrations that ruin our cities' streets;

or the honest but equally Ignorant committee of business

men who. accustomed to engage the highest skill In

matters relating to law. medicine and engineering,

nevertheless feel themselves capable of passing upon the

merits of carefully studied architectural designs.

I make these assertions knowing well that there !•

a great deal of activity In many communities In the line

of architectural study. It Is said that ex-President

Cleveland favored the Idea of appointing a secretary

of fine arts for the supervision of art and architecture.

A very great step for the better was made when Secre-

tary Gage opened to public competition the plans for

Government buildings.

THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Br C. H. Fox.

rpUE geometrical principles of handraillng have not

| been explained In a thoroughly practical manner In

the printed works of the teachers of the tangent system
school of handraillng, a fact which may have been noted
by those who have tried to get an Insight into this rather

Intricate science. The principal object of teachers should
be not only to ask of the student to draw certain lines

and projections, but to also explain the why and where-
fore of these lines. The key to the whole subject Is

geometry, and a thorough knowledge of the geometrical
principles by which we are guided in our projections Is

Indispensable to the practical nandraller. It Is the pres-

ent Intention to explain as clearly as may be the prac-

tical application of the science of geometry to our sub-

ject The problems most essential are sections of cylin-

ders, prisms. Intersections and angles between planes
and the development of solids.

In these papers the writer Intends explaining the con-

struction of a series of cardboard representations of

solids, which will Illustrate In a practical manner the

method by means of which the several templets and
face molds are developed, together with the practical

application of the geometrical figures upon which the

tangent system of handraillng Is founded. Two sides

of the solid will at each example represent plnnes tan-

gent with the points at the center curve at which Joints

are desired. The intersection of these with the oblique

top surface of the solid will show the application of

tangents in the projection of face patterns and In de-

termining the position or Intersection of the Joint planes

with that of the section plane of the face mold. The true

Inclination and position of the oblique planes, both of the

Copyrighted, ll*v, by Urn*. II. K«x.

face and Joint surfaces, are shown, as are also the de-

velopment of the right sections found at the planes.

These show the actual shape the surfaces take when
placed In proper position over the plan.

This Is an Intricate problem not yet shown In any of
the printed works of the tangent system school. In the
models shown and explained In the works In question,

and which are supposed to Illustrate the geometrical
principles upon which the tangent system of handraillng
Is founded, the center curve section has been the only
one heretofore shown or projected, no attempt having
been made to Indicate the projections of the Joint sur-

faces, or of the plumb bevels or right sections
which belong to the Joint surfaces, as projected
In their own planes. It Is usually considered to
be one of If not the most difficult operations con-
nected with the science of handraillng to project
correctly the plumb bevels, as required at the Joint
surfaces to enable the operator to square the wreath.
There are many methods In use by bandrallers to obtain
these bevels geometrically, but after the bevel Is con-
structed a question arises as to Its proper application,
for the simple reason that the bevels have not been pro-
jected at the representations of the points In the draw-
ings at which they are to be applied; that Is, they are
not projected In their own plane.

In general, the constructions are made on the plan or
In an auxiliary vertical plane, but the bevols having to

be applied to the Joint surfaces, the operator, unless an
expert, is always in doubt as to the manner of applying
them. To show that this difficulty is recognized by the
writers of the tangent system school, special rules are at
nil times laid down for the guidance of the operator to
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assist In determining the propor position at which to ap-

ply the bevel. We may, to prove this, be allowed to use

the words of an authority upon the tangent system of

handralling, who, in a work recently published, when
speaking of the means to be employed to overcome this

difficulty, requests the reader " to take the wreath piece

In his hand and place it in the position It would nat-

urally occupy over Its plan; the manner in which to ap-

ply the bevel will then be seen."

This may be all right when the operator Is an expert,

but we know from practical observation that to the be-

ginner this is an operation very difficult of application.

We might use quotations of other writers, but the rules

given to overcome the trouble are Just as difficult of

our subject. Handralling should be
following geometrical principles, that If a cylinder be
cut in any direction except parallel with Its axis the sec-

tion will be an ellipse. If cut parallel with Its axis the

section will be a rectangle. If cut parallel with its base

the section will be a circle.

Let ub suppose a quadrant of a cylinder, as 2 4 of

Fig. 1. to be Inclosed In a square based prism and the

prism to be cut by a plane. If we can And the true sec-

tion of the prism we may easily find the curve lying on
the plane. The curve has the same relation to the sec-

tion as the quadrant has to the square base of the prism.

For a better understanding of the problem the students

are advised to make the drawing upon brlstol board,

Fi*. 1.- Diajrraint, for ConKtructln* a Cardboard Representation of af
Prisma and Cylinder* to Handralling.

the Application of tbe Intersection of

Tht Seienet of Handrailing.

application. The real trouble seems to consist not so

much In the construction of the bevels as In their proper

application. The writer having recognized this great

stumbling block. It led him to Investigate tbo matter and

see If some method could not be employed by means of

which the bevels and sections which belong to tbe Joint

surfaces may be developed at the actual representations

of the points at the drawings at which they are to be ap-

plied, and thus remove all possible doubt as to their

proper application.

The methods to be described for this purpose are the

result of observation and practical application, and we
believe their simplicity and practicability will be admit-

ted by all who take the trouble to examine them Impar-

tially.

We will now explain first the construction of a card-

board representation of a solid, which will show the ap-

plication of the Intersections of prisms and cylinders to

then, cutting tbe drawing as directed, the drawing may
be folded to represent the solid.

In Fig. 1 let 1 2 3 4 represent the plan of a square-

based prism, and 8 A 4 B Its elevation; let It be cut by
an oblique plane whose vertical. A B, and borizontaJ

traces. H I. are known. Now let it be required to show
the elevation of tbe cut surface: Take corner 2 as a
point lying on the oblique plane. From point 2 draw a
lint*. 2 Q, parallel with II I, meeting the base line 4 3-

produced iu Q; square up from Q, meeting the vertical

trace B A produced In K. Then, parallel with the base
line, draw 5' It 5" Indefinitely; and parallel with H B
draw G D. Now, parallel with tbe base line draw A F'
and D E\ These are the projection of level lines lying
on the oblique surface of the prism. Now, parallel with
B 4 draw 8' 8, V 7 and F' F O. A curve traced through
C T 8' B will give the elevation of the cut surface of the
prism. The curve line gives the vertical projection of
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the Intersection of the quadrant 2 4 of the cylinder with
the oblique surface of the prism.

In order to And the true shape of the section we have
to first find the true or right inclination of the oblique

surface. To do this proceed as follows: Through 1

square with H I draw I P, this being termed the " seat

line," as it is the horizontal trace of a vertical plane
which is Intersected with the right inclination of the

oblique plane. Now, with 1 as center draw the curve of

the plan to meet the seat line; then square with I P draw
1 6", equal In length to that of 4 B above. Joining 1 6

1

gives the right Inclination of the oblique plane. Now
parallel with H I draw 4 N B\ 3 M M' nnd 2 K C; then
square with the right Inclination 1 1" draw C 2, M' 3
and It' 4'. Now, by joining •> 2 and :V 4\ we may obtain

the true section of the prisin.

To find the curve is simply the liuding of a curved
line lying on the surface of the oblique plane that shall

be tmly perpendicular over the curve of the plan. It

may be noted in the elevHtlou of the prism first drawn
that the lines A F* and E' D are termed " level," as they

0

1

Fig i -An Oblique Projection of the Solid

line 3 2'. then to point 5' aud around the outline of the

figure to point 4; then from 4 to 1, 1 to P. P to P' and
follow the curve of section to point 4'. Then from 4' to

point H'. and from H' to point I. Now at 3 A. 4 B. 1' «

and at the line 3 4 of the upper portion of the diagram,

nnd at the Hues 1 1 nnd I P' below, cut about half

through the board. This will permit of that portion of

the diagram above the line 3 4 being turned with the

Hues on the exterior around 3 4 as on a hinge; then the

sides 2' 5', A 3. &c. may Ik> placed exactly over the

square of the plan. This done, fold the lower portion of

the drawing first around ihe seat line I 1 until It coin-

cides with tlie angle ]' ti of the square; then the section

plane may be folded over into its proper position. The
tangents on its surface will fall exactly over the tan-

gents of the plan, the line H I over the horizontal trace

and the elliptical curve Immediately over the curve of

the plan. In this simple manner may a practical Illus-

tration be had of this Important problem.

The reader may now clearly see the meaning of the

terms "vertical planes," "tangent planes," their "traces"
and their Intersection with the surface of the "oblique
section plane;" or the sides of the prism may be taken
to represent vertical planes, of which the lines 1 2 3 4 of

the plan are their horizontal traces. The sides over the
tangents 2 3, 3 4, are termed " tangent planes," as their
" traces " are tangent to the curve at the points 2, 4; so
also are ihf* planes tangent to the curve of the ellipse

at the points 2 4'. The sides 4 1. 1 2. together with the

3

I 2

Fig ,1 An Oblique Projection of thai Portion of the Cylinder Em-
braced within the Mround Plane of Raw 3 4 of Kljc. 1.

The Science of ifamlmilimj.

are drawn parallel with the base Hue 3 4. If, in the

plan, lines as E 1, 3 M, &c, are drawn parallel with the

horizontal trace H I, we may obtain the plans, or. to be

more nearly correct, the horizontal traces of the vertical

planes which intersect the oblique surface, as shown in

the lines A F\ E' D of the elevation. The lines just

drawn are termed " plan ordlnates," and they form one

of the most Important projections made use of In the

science of handraillng. It Is to their directlou that the

length of the ordlnates of the section plane are obtained.

The student will be better able to follow this In the

model. Now. having produced the plan ordlnates to

meet I P\ in the manner shown In the diagram square

ever L" L «' 8\ Ac, making the length of these equal

to that of the corresponding ordlnates of the plan. Place

pins In the points given iu I 2. 4 . &c, and bend a flexible

strip around them and trace the curve, which will give

the section of the cylinder at its Intersection with the

oblique plane of the prism.

The drawing being made upon cardboard, a repre-

sentation of the solid may he obtained as follows: Pro-

duce tangents 3 4 in either direction: then set off 3 2'. 4 1'

and 1' 2", each equal to three-quarters the length of the

square side of the base. Then square up 2' 5'. 1' 8 and
2" 5", equal respectively with Q It and 4 I). Join 5' A,

B 6 and <> 5". Now take a sharp knife, and commencing,

«ay. at point 3, cut clear through the board at the base

triangle 1 P P, art; termed " auxiliary vertical planes."
The line H I is termed the " directing plan ordinate."
nnd, as explained above, to its direction is determined
the position of all level lines both at the plan and sec-
tion planes. Its position Is at all times determined by
producing the pitch over the upper tangent, as that
shown In A B, to meet the ground line or plane, aa shown
in point II. This gives one point of Its trace; the other
Is determined by the point I, in which the seat line meets
that containing the right Inclination of the oblique section
plane. This point is one to which the student should
pay close attention. Notice that the Inclinations 5 A,
E B, In which the oblique plane intersects the tangent
planes, are unequal; that Is. the Inclination A B is more
acute than that of 5 A. These are termed the " pitch "

or Inclination of the section plane over the tangents,
while the Inclination I P' over the plane passing through
the potui 1, or any plane parallel with this, is termed
the " right inclination " of the section plane, and its

horizontal trace. I P, the seat line, is at all times drawn
at right angles with the directing ordinate. In the dia-
gram. Fig. 2. is shown an oblique projection of the solid:
the letters of reference made use of correspond to those
of the corresponding points of Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 is shown
au oblique projection of that portion of the cylinder in-

cluded within the ground pluue of the base 3 4 of Fig. 1

nnd the oblique section plane.
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DESIGN FOR BRICK SCHOOL HOUSE.
THOSE of our readers wbo have been making in-

quiries with regard to plans for small school houses

are likely to be Interested in the doslgn illustrated

by means of the elevations, floor plan and details of con-

struction appearing upon this and the pages which fol-

low. It is a one-room brick building with stone founda-

tions, and is of a character well calculated to meet the

requirement of the Bmaller villages and towns as well

as for erection in the rural districts. There Is more or

less cut stone work used, embracing a water table run-

ning across tbe front and returning on the sides, window
•Ills and window caps, door sill, &c. The brick walls are

12 Inches thick and laid up in bond, every seven til course

being a heading course.

The lumber used throughout the building Is of well

seasoned yellow pine, the ttoor Joist being 2 x 12 Inches

and tbe ceiling joist 2 x 10 inches, all spaced 16 Inches

on centers. Both floor and celling lolst finvn four rows

of 1 x 3 Inch cross bridging. The wall plates an- bolted

to tbe brick walls, as shown in the demil in Im- found

on anotlier page. The rafters are 2 x <! lu.tH>*. plruvd

16 Inches on centers, and the foot of each rafter is tied

to the ceiling joist with 1x6 Inch pieces, spiked to the

The rafters also have 1 x «i lii'-h collar Loam* on

All Inside finish and jamb casings are of yellow pine

In plain Eastlake style. The class room, ward r<> lies and
vostibule are wainscoted 3 feet high with narrow beaded
yellow pine flooring, finishing with a neat cap, the latter

hollowed out on top at the rear end of the building to

serve as a chalk holder. The front door is made to

swing both ways and I* therefore hung with double act-

ing spring hinges. All window sash are bung and bal-

anced with cast iron weights and braided sash cord, and
the fitted with Ives' patent sash lock and lifts, made
by H. B. Ives &. Co., New Haven, Conn. Bach cloak
room has 24 strong hooka. The walls and ceilings In

the clasB room, cloak rooms and vestibule are plastered

with two good coats of brown mortar and one coat of
white skim, the plastering in all cases running to the

All outside wood work is painted with three coata

Front Elevattoo —Scale, H Inch to the Foot

Dfi<t* for Britk School H<mt,-(>torge W. Bartman, Art/nteel,

each pair. The rafters are covered with sheathing and

16-inch red cedar shingles laid 4% Inches to the weather.

The floor is double, the lower one consisting of rough

boards laid with close joints, while the top one is of

strips of 3%-lnch yellow pine, secret nailed every 16

inches, and having a layer of good felt between the two.

The porch floor is of 1& x 4 Inch white pine, with paint

between the joints. The floor In the belfry and the

porch roof are laid with suiplap, over which Is a cover-

ing of tin. The belfry has a trap door 8x3 feet, and
there la also a trap door In the ceiling of tbe vestibule

of tbe same also. The partition studding are 2x4 Inches,

placed 10 Inches on centers, tbe studding being doubled

at all door openings, and bridged horizontally through

tbe centers with 2x4 inch blocks. The belfry Is an-

chored to the under side of the wall plates with % x 2

inch iron strap anchors, one being used at each corner

post, as shown in the detail on another page. Tbe base

of the belfry, where shown, is covered with dimension

shingles, which were dipped in green stain before being

put on. The porch has round columns C inches at the

top and 8 inches at the base, the columns resting ou

Iron dowel plates so as to raise them about >4 Inch above

tbe floors.

of pure white lead and linseed oil. and all Iron and tin

work Is treated with two good coata of paint. The ceil-

ings of the porch and belfry are varnished three coats.

All inside finish has one coat of filler and two good coats

of varnish. The pulley stiles and floor are treated with

two coats of linseed oil. Two vent registers are placed

at tbe base of each vent flue about 6 Inches above the

floor, the registers being 12 x 16 inches, and of Turtle &
Bailey's manufacture.

The brick school house here shown was erected In

Sater, Special District No. 2, Hamilton County, Ohio, In

accordance with plans prepared by George Barkman,
architect, of Hamilton, Ohio.

" In building a modern house too much time and
thought are devoted to appearances and convenience*,

and not enough to sanitary conditions." says a doctor in

the Northwest, who was discussing the question of

dnmpness In cellars and basements. " A mnn will usu-

ally insist on the most approved sanitary plumbing

throughout his house, to be sure, but the chances are

that he will be satisfied with a cellar In which mildew
forms at all seasons of the year. A damp and unwhole-
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cellar is much more dangerous from a sanitary

standpoint than a leaky roof."

Hints on Foundations.

It Is probably safe to say that more cracks and fail-

ures in buildings can be traced to defective foundations

than to any other cause, from which it will be seen that

the foundation plays a most Important part In the con-

gravel, shale or sandy loam, footings 2 feet wide and

5 or 6 Inches thick should be ample to carry a 14-lncb

wall two stories high.

The footings should be of good sound quarried stones,

and should be laid below the frost line. On these foot-

ings build a good rubble wall not less than 1 foot »
inches wide and as high as required. If the earth Is of

clay, the builder must eierclsu his judgment In the mat-

ter, for if it is a soft, yielding clay his footing will bars

MS to tb<-

Side (IU«ht)

utructioo of a building whatever may be the purpose for

which it is Intended. The builder, therefore, cannot be

too careful In putting In the foundations and should use

every precaution to have them substantial and sufficient

to carry the load Intended to be placed upon them. For

ordinary two story brick buildings, such as would Ukely

be erected for domestic purposes, there should be no
trouble whatever in putting down a foundation sufficient

to carry It, unless the ground be a swamp or a swall. For

a building of the kind named if the bottom is

M Inch to l

to be much wider than 2 feet. Indeed, it may be that

he may have to lay oak or cedar plonks under the foot-

lugs, making a foundation of 5 or 0 feet wide at the bot-

tom, this, however, depending on the nature and dry-

ness of the clay. For dry, a width of 2 feet will be
ample, but If wet or moist, the width and depth should
be increased accordingly.

It Is quite sate to build on any kind of rock without
extra footing, as the softest rock, if not shaley, ts as

good as the bvst earthy bottom. When building oo a
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rock bottom, some measures must be taken to allow

of water flowing away from under the foundation, as It

oak through the rock as It would through soil,

living in certain localities should make It a

with bolts and nuts. Instead of ladders the builders go
to the extreme of constructing regular stairs In different

parts of the scaffold Itself. From this It will be seen
that a convenient means of ascent and descent appear
to be points of first Importance In France. Another Is

the substitution. In a great degree, of manual labor for
mechanical In raising material to do work. To such an
extent Is this carried that In the construction of a wall
00 feet in hlght. the stones of which It was

1

£
Detail of Detail Showing Framing of 6 i 6

Tow Poat.—Scale. H Inch to

the Foot.

le. % Inch to the Foot. Vertical Section through

ituctllanttnu Con*trufliiv IktaiU of Rriek School Hou*.

H Inch to the Foot.

point to discover the sustaining power of the soli In

their Beveral neighborhoods, and then they could build

with a certainty of having their structures stay where

thoy were put.

The French Method of Scaffolding:.

were handed up from man to man by men placed on a

ladder and along part of the scaffold, and 20

stantly so employed.

The French method of scaffolding differs in many
points from that In use In this country or England In

that tt Is entirely of squared timber and put together

It It stated that the high price of ebony

lean piano makers to use dogwood, stained,

ished, as a substitute for the black keys,

cut Into strips and piled up cobhouse

doors until thoroughly seasoned for use.

led.

and pol-

The wood Is

>ut of
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE building trades of Atlantic City,

In a prosperous condition, and the

year ia very encouraging. Several

city hall, many private cottages, aa well

in coarse of ereeton. Architects are sa

N. J., are reported

jutlook for the new
large hotels, a new
is a brick plant are

d to have a goodly

number of plans on their boards, which Indicate preparations

for an active season.
Boston, Mass.

Judging from the activity of many of the architects, there

Is a busy season ahead for builders in Boston and vian-
ity. We understand that the increase in the business of

some of the architects has recently been such as to cause

them to largely increase their office force, and preparations

are under way for improvements in the way of new buildings,

which, in the aggregate, will reach considerable proportions.

A fair degree of the stimulus given to the projection of build-

ing enterprises will be devoted to apartment houses, although
there will be a considerable volume of operations in private

dwellings and business structures.
The figures for the month of November show a slight

falling off as compared with the previous month, there having
been 40 permits issued for brick structures and 71 for frame
buildings, as compared with 50 and 72 respectively for the
month of October. The figures for the 11 months of the year
show permits for 402 brick buildings and 707 frame, as against
029 brick and 1081 frame for the same months in 1800.
While there is nothing to show that the record for December
will be much of an improvement over that of November, the
indications for the ensuing jear are promising.

Buffalo. N. Y.

The report of Superintendent Reynolds of the Bureau of
Buildings shows that more permits were issued in Buffalo
during the month of November, 1000, than for the corre-
sponding month in many years past. The total number of
permits issued was 1 1. and the contracts for buildings rep-
resented $800,550. The record for the same month the year
before was 104 permits, representing only $228,404 in con-
tracts. Of course, the Pan-American Exposition has had
no little to do with this, for it is stated that the total amount
of contracts arising out of the Exposition buildings is about
$445,000. Among the larger permits issued in November
were those of the Albright Art Gallery, $370,000; the Lar-
kin soap factory. $178,000; an addition to the Buffalo Gen-
eral Hospital. $30,000; the new Emergency Hospital, $65,-
000, and Stewart Brothers' store. $70,000.

Chicago, III.

The results of the late Presidential election seetn to have
given a decided impetus to building operations in and about
the city, and the feeling prevails among architects that the
opening of spring will witness a degree of activity which has
not been seen for some time past, some going so far as to
Intimate that the volume of operations will exceed anything
since 1802. The record for October, 1000, showed an in-

crease of 230 per ceut.. while November showed a gain of
something over 50 per cent., as compared with the correspond-
ing months of the previous year. This unusual increase is

ascribed by architects and builders to two causes, some claim-
ing that it is due to a restoration of confidence nationally,
while others put it down to the practical suspension of
building during the summer by reason of the local labor trou-
bles.

The labor situation, however, is still such as to cause a
number of building projects is to be held up until the
outlook is more definitely determined. Among the largest of
these may be mentioned the $1,500,000 block of Marshall,
Field & Co., to be erected on State street ; the $500,000
block of Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett 4 Co. in Michigan street

;

a music hall and office building for W. U. Bush, to coat

f25,000. and a spice and coffee mill for W. F. McLaughlin
Co.. also to cost $225,000. It is estimated by the vice-

president of the Builders' Exchange that the settlement of the
labor strife wi.l bring to Chicago an era of building Industry
unknown in the city tor ten years, and that the improvements
in the down town district alone will amount to $10,000,000.

Cleveland. Ohio.

The feeling among architects, contractors and builders
is that the coming spring will witness a decided increase in
building activity iu and about the city. Several large enter-
prises which have been hanging fire are now taking more defi-
nite shape, and the builders are making preparations accord-
ingly. It is said that while there are no plans at the Build-
ers' Exchange rooms for unusually large buildings, there are
more fur apartment houses, residences, factory and foundry
additions than there have been for several years past.

It is said that prominent members of the Builders' Ex-
change contemplate forming a political organization for the
purpose of taking a hand in the spring campaign and trying
to secure the election of good men to the city council.

Columbus. Ohio.

The members of the Builders" and Traders' Exchange
have decided to keep open house all day December 31, and
a committee composed of K. A. llildreth, 1''. 11. Nichoi and
B. S. Stevenson have been appointed to prepare for the duy'B
entertainment. A committee consisting of .1. J. Marvin and
W. H. Phillips was recently appointed to draft resolutions
on the death of E. B. Fox. u prominent architect, whose death
occurred n short time ago.

The election of officers of the exchange will be held the
first Monday in January, and we understand that a committee
of five will place two tickets in the field, probably not later

than December 10.

Honolulu, H. I.

Building matters in Honolulu are still in a
chaotic state. It appears that material men are resorting

to various combinations and schemes in order to preserve
the monopoly which tbey enjoyed before the tariff between
the islands and the mainland was eliminated. The lumber
trust and the plumbing trust are being blamed by the paper*
for exercising a restraining influence on building. It ia

claimed that while they do not interfere seriously with the
large brick and stone business structures, for which materials-

are usually imported from San Francisco, they act aa a prac-
tical prohibition in the matter of small residences suitable for
homes for laboring people.

On November 14 the master builders of the islands as-

sembled in Honolulu and organized the Master Builders' As-
sociation of the Territory of Hawaii with the following
oflicers: President, J. Ouderkirk ; vice-president, J. Lucas;
treasurer, F. Wilhelm; secretary, A. Harrison; auditor, W.
Mutch. It is hoped that the organisation will be able to
establish a more equitable system of dealing and a greater
uniformity in commercial utages.

Portland. Oregon.
The building trade in Portland is rather quiet, but alnce

the election there have been a number of significant trans-

fers in valuable real estate, and this is generally supposed
to presage a lot of building before long. Architects and coo-

tractors report a considerable amount of new work to be
let shortly, but there will probably be no great activity before
spring, when builders expect a veritable boom. Business
and residence buildings are scarce and rents are showing
an upward tendency. This, in conjunction with an abun-
dance of money and a falling rate of interest, is expected to
lead to extensive building operations.

San Francisco, Cal.

Advices under date of December 0 are that building opera-
tions in San Francisco nave been quiet during the past
mouth, but are showing an improving tendency. There is

considerable activity in the real estate market, and contract-

ors predict that thia will lie followed by increased business,

several things having combined to put the building trade on
a good footing. About the middle of November California
was visited by a good drenching rain, which served to im-
prove agricultural prospects as well as general business.

This has not yet had its effect on building, but is sure to be
felt ere long in San Francisco, Los Angeles and surrounding
country. The millmen's strike, which is still on, has about
disappeared as a restraining factor in building. New union,

mills have opened until practically all the strikers are now
employed. The non-union mills are also turning out a good
deal of work, which seems to find a market in spite of the
boycott. Altogether the outlook for the trade is favorable.

Spokane, Wash.
Building operations in Spokane have lately taken a strong

turn to big and costly structures. Public buildings and large
business blocks, with an aggregate cost of $700,000, are now
either under construction or have just been completed. The
two fine fire proof Clark buildings are the largest. They are
now nearing completion, and other large ones are expected
to be finished soon. So far Spokane has been comparatively
free from labor troubles, and in general the building trades
are well supplied with labor, though there are very few

St. Loul9. Mo.

The Building Material Manufacturers and Dealers'
ciation of St. I-ouis completed the details of permanent or-
ganization on November 30, when a constitution and by-laws
were adopted. On December 5 the election of officers was
held, resulting in the choice of E. K. Darlington, president:
F. P. Hunkin, first vice-president ; George Yv. Jones, second
vice-president; Lee Hadley, third vice-president; Frank W.
Cholsel, secretary, and John G. Hewitt, treasurer.

The affairs of the association will be managed by the
president and a board of 12 directors. We understand that
upward of 50 of the largest building material firms in the
city were represented at the meeting, and a number of others
who were unable to be present have signified their intention
of joining the association.

The members of the Master Builders' Association held
a meeting November 20, when nominations for officers and

s for the ensuing year were made. The election will

be held on Monday, December 17.

Notes.
The record of building operations in Seattle, Wash., for

the month of November shows that permits were issued for
330 structures, as compared with 180 in the same month of
the \ear previous. It is reported that the members of the
carpenters' union hove decided to accept the $3.50 per day
wage scale offered by the Builders and Traders' Kxchange, to
go into effect January 1. This is a compromise, as the

]

ent wages are $3. annd the demand was for $4.

active fall and early winter than for many years
Some of them are said to have found difficulty in securing
enough carpenters to carry on the work they had under way.
Several large buildings are in contemplation, and architect*
and contractors are looking forward to a very active year
during 1001.

There is a good deal of activity in Seneca Falls. N. Y.,

where a number of new buildings are under way and others
are in process. It is said that the buildiug movement has
been greatly stimulated by the construction of Gould's power
pump works on Oak street.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XIII.

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

THK foregoing, which is a fair translation of Ber-
geron's description of the rose engine, tallies with

descriptions of the same machine given In the Penny Cy-
clopedia, and In Kees' Cyclopedia of the Industrial Art*,
which, along with other works on turning. I have before
me, and I may say that the latest and most modem ma-
chines of the klud now in use differ bnt little from the
engines described therein.

It will now be in order to describe and Illustrate some
of the work that can be executed on this machine as now
prepared. The design shown In Fig. W »s called the
watch case pattern, and Is quite a common one. The
method pursued in turning it will suffice to illustrate the
working of the rose engine, and we again follow Ber-
geron, who says, as an introduction: " It Is not enough
to know the general construction of the rose engine. It

is necessary to know thoroughly the particular one In

use—I.e., as regards the details of Its construction, the
slight defects or imperfections it may chance to have, and
the means whereby they may be lessened or corrected.

It Is necessary, iu addition, to know well and to have at
hand the numbers of each rosette, or, at aDy rate, to have
a table of them, which can readily be referred to.

" It is equally necessary to recognise at a glance the
various sets of divisions on the division plate, for which

at right angles to the bed of the lathe. To obtain this

movement, when the rubber Is fixed In Its damp, on the
side of the workman, as it Is necessary that the rubber
should press against the rosette, through the medium of
tue spring, the handle of the lever, Fig. 86, must be
drawn forward toward the operator, and kept In place
by a pin as described, passing through It end the tall

piece of the mandrel frame. The tension must not be
too great, especially If the rosette to be used Is deeply
Indented, and care must be taken- to free the frame from
tbe action of the stop P, Pig. 87, by removing Its wedge,
before making any attempt to try the pressure by remov-
ing tbe mandrel.

The design under consideration Is produced from the
rosette marked 2 In the drawing, and In fixing the rubber
care muBt be taken that it does not bear against the
adjacent rosette. Choose a rosette of 48 teeth or ondula-
tlons. and as tbe second circle of ornamentation exactly
Intersects tbe first, tbe raised part of the one falling under
tbe depression of the other, and, as It were, halving It,

the set of divisions on the division plate to be used will

be twice 48, or 06. Place tbe rest parallel to the face of
the work and so that the forward motion of the tool shall

be perpendicular to It.

By moans of the leading screw of the r*st place (he

Tht Art of Wood Turning.

purpose, and that no mistake may be made, such num-
bers ought to be engraved upon each. The same holds

good with regard to tbe slide rest, and. In addition, prac-

tice should be frequent upon boxwood or other Inexpen-
sive material, by which the turner may have made him-
self perfect In tbe several combinations possible and
the various effects producible by tbe rosettes and differ

ent shaped tools over which he has control. It la thus
by actual experiment only that the turner may become
acquainted with tbe power of bis own lathe and appa-
ratus, and thus only, after working out the patterns al-

ready executed, will he be In a position to design new
ones, and to work with ease and certainty."

The advice given in the foregoing is exceilent and. It

It may be added that, at the start, there will be discour-

agements and failures, but these should not. by any
means, slacken the cffortB of tbe learner. If intelligence

and determination are brought Into play, success will

most assuredly be attained in a reasonable period.

Kose engines are usually fitted with tools ot variously

shaped cutting edges, such as shown at A, B, C, Fig. 88,

and by their use patterns of some width and of great

variety may be produced at once, and by one rosette.

In the following, however, a tool with a single point, as

shown at C, Is to be used for orunmentlng the work after

It has been made ready for such In the ntsunl manner.

This simple design. Fig. !M>. is supposed to be on the cover

of a box. or other plain surface, and it is evident that the

movement or oscillation required of the- mandrel is that

tool near the edge of tbe work, and level with tbe center,

and gently moving it forward, and putting the lathe in

motion, commence the cut. After bavlng made a light

cut, without moving the tool, stop the lathe and judge

of the depth of the cut, and if sufficient, screw up the

top screw of tbe slide rest, to insure all tbe following

cnts penetrating to tbe same depth. Observa tbe position

of tbe tool as marked by tbe graduations on tbe slide

rest, and then withdrawing It from the cut, move tbe

division plate one notch, which will divide exactly hi

hail the several undulations of the rosette. By the rest

screw move the tool toward the center of the work, and
mark the number of divisions passed over, so that tbe

circles of undulations may be equidistant, and cut a
second. Now, for the third, go back or advance on the

disk plato one division, for the position of the undula-

tions In the ihlrd is precisely that of the first circle.

It Is Indeed immaterial whether an advance or retreat

of one notch Is made in this case, but now is evident

the reason for not divldlug the plate equally all round,

five or six teeth being ample for each division, if there

are eight rosettes the plate should first be divided Into

eight parts, and each rosette having a different number
of undulations, these eight parts should be divided Into

degrees proportionate to the numbers on tbe rosette, the

one being a multiple of the other. In working the side

of a cylinder, that of a box for example, the longitudinal

movement of the mandrel is required, the poppet being

retained Imraovnble by the wedge and stop Tbe tool is
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16 CARPENTRY AND BUILDING
to be placed at right angles to the aide of the work, the
rubber brought to bear on the face of the rosette.

The method of working Is self evident, after the de-
scription already given. It la Impossible In brief papers
of this kind to go Into details of the various patterns
referred to and Illustrated by Bergeron. One or two
which are, nevertheless, of great beauty, may be re-
ferred to, that are executed with the aid of the eccentric
chuck, mounted on the mandrel of the rose engine. There
is, however, a different class of work, which may be
taken up later, which Is executed by aid of a
slide rest, which does away with the necessity ol
ing the number of divisions upon this engine, when used
as directed In the foregoing.

The aUde rest referred to, and which is used by artists
whao designing the moat intricate work, Is almost iden-
tical In form with one figured and described by Bergeron
It is necessary that the tool holder should have a circular
motion, somewhat similar to that of a spherical rest, In
order to reach the sides and curved surfaces of the arti-
cles to be engine turned; hence the tool receptacle and
Its bed work upon a central pin. The pin, here called the
bed, is usually a flat brass plate of a quadrant form, the
central pin being at the apex, and carrying on its face
the guides for the tool receptacle. The pin on which It
turns Is a reversed truncated cone, rising from a similar
flat plate, which Itself forms the sole of the rest, or
traverses the lower frame aa usual. When the tool Is
beyond the central pin It will ornament conical surfaces,
and Pice verta. On the edge of the arc Is a racket part,
and a tangent screw works Into It. The tool M moved to
and fro by a lever, as usual, the depth of cut being
regulated by a stop screw.

These details have been treated of when describing
slide rests and chucks, nnd need not be more especially
explained; but a contrivance for regulating the traverse
of the upper part upon the frame underneath Is Ingenious
and serviceable, and will therefore be described. The
end of the leading screw Is fitted with a ratchet wheel
of the same construction as those used In ratchet drills,
to which In the same way a handle and spring are at-
tached, as shown in Fig. 01. The handle rises between
two semicircular plates drilled In the face with boles
for the reception of stop pms B and C. These regulate
the traverse of the handle, and thence of the screw. If
the former, therefore, Is thrown over till the left stop is
touched, and then pulled forward to the other stop, be-
tween each cut of the tool, the latter win leave equi-
distant spaces upon the work, without need of counting
divisions at each cut. As a traverse of 1 inch or more
of the lever handle at the place of the stop pins only
moves the screw a very minute quantity, the holes for
the Pins need not be very close together, even for fine
work. This Is a very simple contrivance and perfect In
action, enabling the operator to work with ease and cer-

nd with great speed.
The stse of this little attachment will deptnd largely

on the size of the lathe It Is Intended for. The operator
will have no trouble In determining this, but It should not
be made so large as to Interfere with other attachments
of the lathe when several are In use at one time

It may not be amiss at this point to remind the reader
that any of the various chucks described In these papers
are equally applicable to the rose engine, and when the
eccentric or elliptical chuck Is used the power of ornr
mentation by the combined machines becomes almost un-
limited. Indeed, the Ingenious operator c
his machine when he possesses all these
that almost any known, and many unknown? „
can be exocuted on flat or cylindrical surfaces.

The National Iron League of the United States
whose headquarters ore In Chicago, is making a strenu-
ous protest against the so-called "general contractors"
on Government work and Is making an appeal that such
work as brick ai;<l stone masonry, Iron and steel work,
carpentry, fire proofing, sheet metal work, roofing mar-
ble work, plumbing, gas aud steam fitting, heating and
ventilation, plastering and painting and decorating be
put In separate proposals. A p.>ritlon nddressed to the

January, 1901

l of Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds
has been signed by all the prominent building trade asi
clatlous and is to be laid before the present Congress.

A National Convention to Diacuss Strikes.

Strikes and arbitration for their settlement are to be
made the study of the National Civic Federation in a
conference to be held in Chicago Just as this Issue of
Carpentry and Building goes to press. The federation
has Invited all the best known experts In the settlement
of Industrial disputes, and in the two days' session It Is

expected that much valuable Information and Instruc-
tion can be gathered. In Its announcement of the con-
ference the Civic Federation gives an outline of the
field of discussion. The statement accompanying the in-
vltatton Is as follows:

No phase of our modern Industrial development la mors In-
terestlns tban the study and observation of the method* of con-
ciliation and arbitration applied during recent year* to the ad-
Justment of difficulties and grievances that constantly arise be-
tween labor and capital.

8trlkea and lockout! are perhapa • greater wait* of human
energy and reaponilble for a greater loaa of wealth to society aa

Public opinion Itself baa
to the requirements of this new age with Its rapid kui
ful development In every department of our Industrial life,
"grilling the new claims trising from modern Industrial
Hons, tie National Civic Federation will hold s
Chicago December 17 and 18 to conalder In all Its
principles of conciliation and arbitration.

It Is the object of the National Civic Federation to make
the coming conference as practical as possible by bringing to-
gether both the labor leaders and captains of Industry who are
the moat directly concerned and without whose good will no sys-
tem csn be Imposed.

The experience of the past will be drawn upon and s critical
examination of all methods for conciliation and arbitration at
present In vogue will be made.

Among those who will represent Chicago In the
ference are Franklin MacVeagh,
Drlscoll. commissioner American Newspaper Publishers'
Association; Herman Justi. commissioner Illinois Goal
Operators' Association: II. W. Hoyt, vice-president Na-
tional Founders' Association; Adolphus C. Bartlett,
wholesale hardware merchant; James H. Bowman, presi-
dent International Printing Pressmen's Union; A. M.
Compton, wholesale dry goods; T. J. Hogan, secretary
National Association of Stove Manufacturers; George A.
Schilling, ex-secretary bureau of labor statistics of Illi-
nois, and Mark Crawford,
Typographical Union.

That the discussion will cover a wide field la shown
by the names of those who have accepted the invitation.
Among them are (he following:

Carroll D. Wright. United States Commissioner of Labor.
B. Dans Durand. secretary United States Industrial Commission.
J. M. Qllbert, chairman New York State Board of Arbitration.
C

'

Tra'uon'
'XCh"nn'n MM"<*»**tt. Btate Board of Arbl-

Hugh H. Lusk, former member Parliament for New Zealand
Samuel Gompers, president American Federation of Labor.
T. J. Shaffer, president of Amalgamated Association of

Steel and Tin Workers.
John Mitchell, president United Mine Workers of
Frank 1'. Sargent, grand master workman of Brotherhood of

Locomotive Firemen.
E. D. Kenna, first vice-president end

Topeka A Santa Fe Railroad.
Walter Fleldhouse, secrets rj

Manufacturers,
D. Douglas Wilson, vice president International Association of

Machinists.
James M. Lynch, president International Typographical Union.
Waller L. Pierce, president Metal Trades Assoclstlon.
William H. Sayward. secretary National Association of Builders
Ssmuel^ I^ Donnelly, ex-presldent international Typographical

I'eter J. Mcfiulre, general secretary of United Brotherhood of
Carpenters and Joiners of America.

William H. Pfahler, representor I re Nations!
soclstlon.

I). A. Hayes, president file*? Bottle Blowers- Association of
United States nnd Csnndn.

Charles B. Going, managing editor Engineering Uagattne
Thomas O Donnell, secretary National SplLners' Assoclstlon.
John B Lennon, general secrerary Journeymen Tailors' Union.
II. M. Katon, general secretai

Union.
E. E. Clsrk, grand chief conductor Order of Rsllway
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CORRESPONDENCE
Design for I'm o-Morj Frame Collage.

From W. 8. Wvlie. Wathlngtun, Ioko.—I send, under

separate cover, blue print* showing plana and elevations

of a bouse which may lulerent some of the readers of

the paper. I erected a bouse here from these plans with

light modifications, during the last season, and then

made the plans for Thomas McClement, from which he

had a bouse built In Morning Sun, Iowa. In this con-

nection It may perhaps be Interesting to state that some
-of the suggestions for the plans were taken from a de-

sign published In Carpentry and Huihling not long ago
and executed in Rutler, Mo. The bouse built here with

glnos are of an Improved type and reasonable In price,

yet many who have had them put Into their shops have

failed to make them successful. Books fall to tell where
the trouble Is, and they do not answer the questions

which one would like to ask—at all events, I cannot find

them. I hare a 2% horse-power gas engine of the Ray-

mond pattern, which seems to be in good order, but

sometimes It will not go and at other times It seems all

right. I use natural gas. and I would like to ask what la

the experience of the readers with their gas? What is

the right pressure In Chicago? Is the pressure uni-

form? Do the gas users obtain as good results In winter

Front EJrratton. Shi- (Right) Elevation.

First Floor. Second Floor

Itnign For 7Vo Stoty Framr Cvttagi.—Scalr, 1-18 /arA to tht Foot.

good white pine or cypress finish would be classed as

a $1500 dwelling, and I think would be the equal of

some of the prize designs. Our houses here are compara-
tively plain, but roomy, and well built, giving more room
for the same money than is represented by many pub-

lished designs.

Natural Gas Knglnea for Small Powrr,

From J. E. i) . Chicago. III.—I desire to lay before the

readers of the paper a few questions, and shall be glad

to have them give for publication the results of their

experience In the use of gas engines for small power.

Experience Is far better than theory or guess work, and,

as carpenters are using power of some kind to a greater

extent, perhaps, than ever before, I feel sure that what
they might say would prove Interesting and valuable.

According to my way of thinking, a gas engine Is the

most economical power which can he used for small

establishment*, and at the present time, while the en-

as In summer? Is It the best gas for engines and what
amount of gas should a •_»£. horse-power engine use for

running eight hoars? Are the fittings the same for gas

as for gasoline? What should be the size of the supply

pipe at the engine? Have all gas bags a regulator and
what effect has the gas bag on the gas engine running?
My gas bag or regulator seems never to be full.

Hanging Gla» Doors.

From P. B. E., Htnnington, Vt.—l note with Interest

the answer of " G. L. McM." of Taeomo, Wash., to the

Inquiry of " E. D. O." In the September number of

Carpentry and Building. I have made doors for a number
of years that were, used In this section of the country,

and It has always been customary, with one exception,

to hang them putty side out This exception was store

doors and fronts, which are always hung and the sash
set with the putty side In. to prevent any one from re-
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the putty and thereby
In that way. It la also

on the

entrance to

to put

Finding Down BcveU of Pgrllni on 11 1 p Hoof.

From Lf.ar.ver, Paterton, N. J.—I would like to know
If some of the readers can tell me how to obtain the
down bevel of a purlin running between hip rafters and

Fttulmy Ikrnm llmi* of /Win* «i» Hip Rwf.- I

Sulmittrd by " Uarnrr."

setting square with the pitch of the roof ? I want the

Joints to fit ns neatly as possible, as they all show when
finished. The material used is planed yellow pine, oil

finished. The sketch which I send shows what Is

wanted.

Trouble with Belt* and Pulley*.

From J. E. D.. Chicago, III.— I would be glad to have
one help me out of the difficulty In which I find

myself with regard to a belt. I have a rubber belt 3
Inches wide running from a C-inch wheel to a fast and
loose pulley, the latter being overhead. The belt seems

CoHtirurtinij a

to run all right on the fast pulley, but has to be forced

to the loose pulley, and runs on only with a great deal
of friction. I want the experts to tell me If the trouble

is In the shaft or In the pulleys. I also have an upright

belt, which Is of leather 2% inches wide, and which runs
on the side of both

Construct I nic a Prnlagnn I pen m tilvrn Side.

From .1. Eitsf.fr O. Yaldex. Superintendent Baron
de flinch Trade Schmd, Wir York City.—The problem of

construe! a pentagon upon a given side, by " F. L. T.."

published in the December numlMT of Carpentry and
BuildiiH). Is inaccurate In some respects. It Is % Inch

wrong if the radius of the circumscribed circle Is 5

Inches and 1'i inches wrong if the same is measured in

feet. 1 therefore offer the following correction and an-

alysis of the problem, as the contributor says he has not

demonstrated Its accuracy, but believes the construction

to be correct. In any event, it may prove of Interest to

the readers and at least prevent mechanics from using

the method given, which is really no simpler than the

correct method which I give:

Assuming the construction presented by " F. L. T."

as correct, let us look at his diagram, shown in Fig. 1.

The angle E O

72

A must equal

= 36° 54'

trigonometry

4

angle Oil
2

Now if construction Is correct, by

°* =1= tan. 54" - 1.3704 should hold true; but aAX 3 3

1.3333, . •
. triangle .4 0 B has not the correct proportions

for one of the live Inch triangles of a pentagon.

The formula for the side of a pentagon In

the radius of the circumscribing circle Is:

4/10 - 2V5, which gives when r = 1:

1.175.

Referring again to the figure, we see that XO-r-
5, .

• . side A B should equal 5 x 1.175 = 5.875; but by

construction given A B *= 0. or 0.125 too long—i. e„ ft

inch if A O or A B are measured in inches, or 1% laches

If .4 O or A B are measured in feet

A correct method of solving the problem Is as follows:

Referring to Fig. 2. let A B be the side given.

1. Draw D E prependlcular to A B.

2. Divide A B in half at C.

3. Make A D equal A C, D E equal D B and A F
equal A E.

4. Extend A B to G, maklug B O equal A F.

5. Draw isosceles triangle A H B on A B for a base,

and sides equal A O.

6. With points A, B and H as centers, and with

Fig. i - Diagram Knowing

/>»» <i Gitvn .Side.

Method of t>olTiiiir Un-

equal to A B. find points I and J; then draw sides A I,

I II, n J and J B.

Tool Cheat t oDBtrurtlon.

From W. C. A.. Detroit. Mich.— In the December num-
ber of Carpentry and Huildina " C. C. 8." has introduced

the subject of tool chest construction, and in order to try

and save it from the fate of former Inquiries on that

subject I will give the readers of Carpentry and Huildina

my Ideas of tills phase of carpenter work. With the or-

dinary sliding tray or " Grandpa " chest only one side

of the chest can be utilized; or. If lH>th sides are used,

then the tools must be dum|K>d out on the floor every

time one of the trays Is moved. The only solution of the

problem Is to put in drawers. In the September number
for IStW •• D. T. C." illustrates this, as well .is " N. H.
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D." in the August number for 1897. The latter corre-

spondent lias been requested to send drawings of bis

Improved large chest, but so far as I can discover be has

not done so. In the May number for 1888 " Down
South " says he has some original Ideas on tool chest

construction, and. although he has been asked, still, be

has not sent bis plans for publication. In behalf of about

75 per cent, of the wood butchers of the United States,

all of whom are going to build the best cheat In the

world some time, I ask that both " N. H. D." and " Down
South " send in their plans.

I Bend a sketch. Fig. 1. of an idea that I am slowly

developing as to what I consider a tool chest ought to be.

It Is to be noticed that there Is one large drawer at the

bottom and two smaller ones Just above It. The cover

Is made deep enough to bold the saws, squares and level.

One tray and several partitions In tbe top should accom-
modate the planes and larger tools. A cheat constructed

on such a plan as this will have no waste room, and It

will make a small, compact chest. I have planned this

chest to be 18 x 30 Inches inside, with paneled ends and

Crpreu for Outalde and Inalde I'luM..

From A. O. C, Lake Charles, La.—In reply to " A. K."
of Elmore, Ohio, In the November number of Carpentry
and Building, regarding cypress for inside and outalde
work, I would say that I was born and raised In tbe
home of tbe cypress— Louisiana—and, having worked at

the trade of carpenter for the last ten years, I tblnk I

may venture an opinion as to the qualities of the wood.
Referring to outside work, I would say that If I was
building for myself and could afford It I would for sev-

eral reasons have nothing but cypress.

1. Because it Is as long. If not longer, lived than any
wood used In building construction. It should, however,
be thoroughly seasoned for any kind of work, as It

shrinks very considerably If tbe least bit green or wet.

2. Because It does not check like yellow pine, and, be-

ing soft and spongy, It absorbs and holds paint welL I

have seen taken from old roofs cypress shingles which
had been on so long that where the water dripped off

the butts of the Hhingles onto those next below the latter

were worn down to % Inch In thickness, and yet the

Fig". l.-SkeU-b of Chen* Contributed l>y " W C. .V.'

Fig. i. -View of Top of Cover of "O. H. J a

'

Cheat.

Tovl Chrtt Construction.

Fig 3.-VI*w of "O. H. J.'n" Chert with Cover Raised. Showing
I'oalttoo of TooU.

cover. Tho details of construction and partitions I

leave for discussion. I hope the readers will take up the
subject and not drop It until a perfect chest Is the result.

Vote.—The suggestion of our correspondent is a good
one and opens the way for a most excellent discuasion
of the subject of tool chest construction. We hope our
practical readers will devote a part of the long winter
evenings to preparing letters and sketches showing their
Ideas of what constitutes a satisfactory tool chest.

From O. H. J., Eatt Woodstock, Conn—In answer to
" C. C. S." of Kansas City. Mo., I send photograph and
sketch of a chest which I made of black walnut, dove-
tailed, and It may prove of Interest to the correspondent
In question. The chest is 20 x SO inches and 18 inches
deep, inside measurement. It has three drawers at

each end, ami the front side Is a saw till B x 30 Inches,

outside measurement, which lifts out. The drawers are

10Vs x 18 Inches and 2 Inches deep, so partitioned as to

suit the tools. The cover shown in Fig. 2 Is 1% inches
deep inside; the top has raised panels inlaid with 26
different kinds of wood. The panels have a border 14

Inch wide and 1 Inch from tho edge all around. It Is put
In on a miter and has an emblem in tbe center of the
middle panel, as shown. Fig. 3 Is a photographic view,
showing the chest with the cover raised and indicating
tho position of some of the tools.

shingles were as sound as the day they were put on.

For water tanks and fence posts cypress is second only

to cedar.

For Interior work cypress Is all right, but for good
work It should be thoroughly seasoned, as in shrinking

It will leave unsightly cracks. After It Is finished In oil'

a door with the stiles and rails of ordinary cypress and
the panels of black or red cypress Is " a thing of beauty
and a Joy forever." Cypress makes first class sash and
100 per cent, better than white pine. Curly cypress
when finished In oil is equally as handsome as curly
pine, but It is very scarce. I have seen It used but ones
in my experience. Black or red cypress makes pretty

panels. All cypress takes a fine finish.

In reference to the blinds made for tbe customer re-

ferred to by the correspondent In question, I think the
latter Is safe In guaranteeing them. They will stand
with entire satisfaction and will last longer than whits
pine. For outside work of any kind cypress Is as good
if not better than any other wood.

From J. II. Fuub, Jfaromb. ///.—I have bad consider-
able experience with cypress wood, and desire to say. In

reply to the correspondent recently Inquiring about the
matter, that it is used extensively iu this part of the
country, both for inside and outside finish, but more
especially as an Inside tlnlsh. Cypress wood is the near-

Gc
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est substitute for white pine as an outside finish of any
wood with which I am acquainted, referring, of course,
to the red cypress which grows in swamps. The upland
or white cypress Is not so good, as It Is more Inclined to

warp and will not stay in its place like the red cypress.
For outside finish, however. It should bo carefully se-

lected where paint is to be applied. I wish to say right

here that I was very much pleased with the article taken
from the Lumber Trade Journal relating to finishing cy-
press and which was published In the November number
of Carpentry and Building. The use of the sealer and not

the filler Is the correct method of finishing cypress for

Inside work. Now. for finishing outside paint work the
sealer should also be used, but the formula should be
changed somewhat.

I hare no doubt that the first experience with cypress
of the Ohio correspondent will enuse him more or less

trouble, but I venture to say the longer he uses It the

large gable, two smaller ones and one half gable, as at J.

The elevations here presented still further show my Idea.

IVfraanrlng a Mate Boor.
From Brownville Maine Slate Uoofi.no Company,

Worcester, Uatt.—T'Lc phrase, " ' driving ' a roof by the

square " iu a contract, as mentioned by the corre-

spondent In a recent issue of Carpentry and Building,

strikes us as rather vague. We feel like quoting the

old maxim, "A thing within the intention Is within
i he law. though not within the letter." It would seem
probable that by " square " the roofer meant a square of
slate, not a square of roof. That being so, If say 60
squares of slates were used it would seem that he should

be entitled to payment for 60 squares, even though he
did not " drive " that small portion of the slates that
were broken or wasted In cutting.

In the rare Instances where contracts are made for

RlKbt Bide Ekr.tion.

Roof Pian far IJoUigt -fiuggationt Offered by "J W. S.," PaUrmm, S. J

better he will like it. In my opinion It Is the finest wood
that we have for building construction, provided It la

carefully selected for the various parts of the structure

where It Is to be used. I do not think the correspondent

will have any trouble with his outside blinds not stay-

ing to their place If they have been made of the right

kind of cypress.

U'ft i

laying by the square In this part of the <

It is the custom to specify " roof measure." We recall

one case where a customer slated 60 or 70 buildings for

two real estate men In one of the suburbs of Boston.

The work was all done by the square and the contract

specified " roof measure." In that case, of

course, there was very properly no allow-

ance for waste in laying hips and valleys,

and the roofer was paid for the number of

square feci there were in the roof, not for

the number of squares of slate used. The
only case In our experience that we recall

of slates beitig laid by the square, where
no reference to measurement was made,
was a large building In Pennsylvania. We

believe that about 1SW squares were used, and the roof

probably measured about 1S5 squares. In this

the roofer was paid for the 190 squares.

Hoof Plan for Cottaar.

.T. W. S., Fnlrvon, A'. J.—

I

ketches which may bp of Interest to " I. H. h." of

Keene. Ohio, who asked lit a recent issue for something

of the kind. The plan shown two gables with everything

so clearly Indicated th-it very little explanation would
ecm to bo necessary. If " I n. L." should wish to have
more room in his attic- floor, he could carry the ridge

through as indicated by the dotted line and thus have
two large gables from A B afid C D. doing away with
hips as marked on the plan, and putting in a valley as

by the dotted line from I) to K. He could also

with the valley at V. Flo would then have one

From S. W. I-.. .Ml. Jtickxnn, Fa.— In answer to " B. J.

II." of Dubois, Pa., In the November Issue of Carpentry
and Building, I would say that the rule Is as follows:

Eaves, hips, valleys and cutting against walls are meas-
ured extra 1 foot wide, their entire length, extra charge
being made for waste of material and increased labor
in cutting and fitting. O|>ortlugs less than 3 feet square
are not deducted, but all cuttings around them are
chnrged extra.

Drawing an Elliptic by Interiu-riluo or LIoca.

Frotn J. D.. Ktuxland-. British Columbia—I am a reader
of Carpentry and Building, and would like to know
through the columns the correct way to draw an ellipse

by the intersection of Hues.

.inwer.—Our correspondent will find an answer to
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his Inquiry, fully Illustrated and described, on page 171

of the Issue of Carpentry and Building for July, 1887.

Kllllus In

From II. A. P., Fort Antonio, JamaUa.-l notice In a

recent Issue the Inquiry of " A. E. R," relative to build-

ing up a wall between the studding. I would say, in

reply to this correspondent, that the frame can be built

it. the same way ns an ordinary frame hquse, but must

be well braced. The studding and braces should be

1 inch lesa in thickness than tuat of the wall which Is

to be built, and nails should be driven Into the post*

and then bent so as to form a tie to tho wall, and also

to preveut cracking along the line of the posts. So far

aa I have had experience, good liine mixed with two
parts of sharp sand will answer the purpose very well.

I would also suggest to the correspondent that he use

cement mixed to the color of bricks on the outside of the

wall, and then gauge with a straight edge for blocking

In tbe shape of bricks. If tbls work Is done as described

it will look well and last almost a lifetime. If, how-

ever. "A. E. R." does not take care to brace and tie

the studding properly with nails, be will have ugly

cracks all through his house. With regard to placing

and the contractor should employ a tinner to do the

work. If, however, it is simply a plain corrugated or

crimped roof the carpenters can do the work, and it is

ac much In their line as In that of the tinners or Iron

men.

Krltlne f'orruoled Skylight Claaa.

From Putty, Vermont.—In answer to " W. T. P.,"

Gloversvllle, X. V., lu the December issue of tbe paper,

I would say that I was always taught to put In common
window ylass with the convex or belly side up, as there

is nowhere near the danger of breakage in tinning In

there is when the glass Is put In concave side up. I

have heard another reason, which is that It brings the

concave side in so that to a person looking out things

appear more natural than would be the case If looking

from the convex side. Now as to corrugated skylight

glass, I have never set any, but I have always Bet rolled

glass, which is rough on one side, with the smooth side

out. and I think that would be the proper side for sky-

light

Finishing Cedar Cheats.

From A. n., Winchester. Iowa—I have i

chests for a friend and he has asked my advice as to

the manner In which he should have them finished. He
would like to varnish them, but is afraid to do so, for

fear It will affect the odor of the cedar. Will some of

the readers who have had experience with cedar chests

give me their views through the columns of the paper?

Coloring Copper Work Green.

From G. N., Botton. Matt.-WM you kindly Inform
me what la the best solution to put on copper bay win-
dows to make them turn green of an even color and
durable? I have 11 copper bay windows that I want to

'

"

1 "™-

1

IT IT

bla boards, I would suggest that be make keys for them

Instead of nailing them, as this will enable blm to move

the boards readily and without the expense of nails. 1

would also state that all posts and studs should have a

coat of coal tar before the wall is built. The sketches

which I seud will give a good idea of how the boards

and keys arc placed in building up the wall, while at

the same time they Indicate tbe nails which are driven

Into the studding in order to hold the cement In place.

Who Pnta on the Iron Hoof T

From J. P. K-, Worcttter, J/om.—In regard to " W.

J. M.'s *' dispute mentioned In the November Issue, I do

not see where he has anything to do with putting on tbe

Iron roof, except there be wood work in the way which

he would be supposed to cut out or remove. As tbe con-

tract, however, define* his work as the carpentering

work only, I should say that, If no other reason, lets

him out of it We might nlso say that he Is not sup-

posed to have tools for that kind of work. It would seem

to me Just as reasonable for a steam fitter or some one

else to deliver his goods at tbe building and call to the

carpenter to put them In place.

From J. H. P., Uaeomb, /If.- 1 would say that If the

correspondent " W. J. M." of Reedsburg, Wis., has a con-

tract for the work complete he Is the man to put on the

Iron roof. Of course, a great deal depends upon what
kind of an iron roof it Is. Some Iron roofB require spe-

cial tools to apply them, which belong to the tin shop,

and with such tools carpenters are not familiar or are

not accustomed to handling them. In such cases the

work would belong to tbe tinners' or Iron men's trade.

turn green that have already been treated with oil, acid-

and sal ammoniac, which has not taken effect.

.ln«iFF!'.--Thtf opinion In the trade Is that It Is better

for the sake of workmanship to allow the green color to

come with age. However, for the benefit of " G. N." we
reprint the following from a Boston correspondent: " The
gradual turning of copper work to a greenish tint Is a
very slow process If left to nature. In many Instances

the deep brown color Is preferred, and to preserve It tbe
work is washed so as to remove all traces of acidand then
It Is oiled with boiled linseed oil to which a little liquid-

drier has been added to help It dry quickly. It Is put on
with a brush the same as paint, and when dry I am in-

clined to believe It will prevent the work from ever turn-

ing green. Now as to the means of turning copper green:

The one method which Is most generally used Is a solu-

tion of sal ammoniac and water. Add about 1 pound of

powdered sal ammoniac to 5 gallons of water. Dissolve

it thoroughly and let It stand 24 hours at least before use.

Apply it to the copper with a brush just as paint would-

be applied, being sure to cover every place. Let It stand

for one day at least, then sprinkle It with water carefully

with a brush, for If too much water is put on It wlU run
the color nnd streak It. The next morning will show the

desired green. Tbe same effect may be produced by
using *4 pound of salt to 2 gallons of vinegar. After the
color Is once produced time and rains will only more
firmly fix it."

From this It may be seen that oiling the bay windows
has prevented the rapid appearance of the color that " O.
X." desires. It Is probable that frequent applications

will destroy the oil and enable the treatment to produce
the green.
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ARCHITECTURE OF PAN
ONE of the uotable events of tbe year iqion which

we are entering will be tbe Pan-Auierican Ex-
position to be held In Buffalo. N. Y., from May 1

until November 1, 1901. While it will be ou a somewhat
smaller scale thau the exposition held at Chicago. It is

Intended to make it In many ways far more unique and
attractive. Its architecture will be of a most Interesting

character, and wltb a view to affording our readers au
Idea of it we present herewith illustrations of some of

the more important buildings, together with brief ref-

erence to their leading features: The first picture shows
tbe Electricity Building, and In the way of electrical

features the exposition will probably surpass anything
of the kind ever undertaken. The structure is 500 feet

from east to west and 100 feet wide, giving an exhibi-

tion space of 75.000 square feet. Tbe building Is long,

low and inviting. The design of the facade* shows
artistic grouping. The openings of the pergola like

logaias, placed at frequent Intervals, present a delight-

ful effect, snowing more and more of the details of the

The Electricity Building.

New York ?!«!.• Building.

Arthilectnrt of Pan

pilasters and openings as the eye travels to the

end of tbe building furthest away from the observer.

There is a pleasing ending at eacb corner of the

structure, with a low domed pavlllou tower, and the

facade is Interrupted at tbe center by a double towered

entrance. This entrance, wide nnd high. Is spanned by

an ornamental arch and supported on each side by col-

umns.
Tbe Machinery nnd Transportation Buildiug, shown

In tbe second picture, is 500 x 350 feet, wltb a central

court 100 x 175 feet. Its location is on tbe west side

of the mam group, opposite the Court of the Fountains.

It Is built lu tbe type—as are all tbe other principal build-

ings—of the Spanish Renaissance, modified to BUlt the

conditions of the exposition. Tbe work Is far more
ornate, however, with roofs laid In red tile and the

cemented walls brilliant with color. Tbe colors are to

be of reds and yellows in light tints. The facade* pre-

sent an arcaded effect, with broad overhanging eaves.

In imitation of the old mission buildings found in Cali-

fornia and Mexico. Each facade Is broken by an Im-

portant architectural feature, and eacb corner flanked

-AMERICAN EXPOSITION-
with low pavilions, the design giving large plain surfaces
for color, while the eaves give deep shadows. The log-

gias, balconies, pavilions and other places are to be orna-

mented with shrubs, vines nud flowers, blending with the
coloring of tbe building. The openings are grilled with
specimens of wrought iron " rejas," or grill screens, such
as are seen in examples of Spanish architecture of the
sixteenth century.

The New York State Building Is of stone and of a
substantial character, the architect being George Cary
of Buffalo. The structure covers an area 130 x 82 feet,

the north front being 20 feet less than the south. Fire
proof materials are used throughout the building and
there will be no wood except the mahogany doors on the
first and second floors and birch in the basement. All
tbe door casings, inside column covering and cornices
are of plaster. All bases are marble and cement. The
floors are marble, concrete, granite and wood blocks laid
tu asphalt, the stairways being of marble and iron.

After the exposition the building will liecome the

Tempte of Music.

American Kipunlum,

permanent home of the Buffalo Historical Society, whose
large collection of pioueer and other historical relics

will be placed therein. Over 10,000 square feet of floor

space Is provided for museum purposes. There Is also

an assembly ball with seats for 300 persons, and a li-

brary 37 x 52 ]4 feet. Offices, cloak and other rooms
make the total floor area 31,803 feet.

The Temple of Music, designed by Esenweln & John-
son of Buffalo, covers a plot of ground 150 feet square

and will be treated architecturally after the style of tbe

Spanish Renaissance. It will be octagonal In shape,

with octagonal pavilions at each corner. Each of the

facades of the main buildlug will have a richly orna-

mented colonnade. Between the columns will be large

window openings and ornamental panels, eacb bearing
a portrait bust of some famous musical composer. The
cornice, frieze and balustrade of the main building are
designed In a florid adaptation of the 8|>anlsh Renais-
sance, nnd the balustrade will carry tablets bearing the

names of noteo musicians and composers and at Inter-

vals will have !>i>sts surmounted by flog staffs. On the
corners ultovc the pavilions will be groups of statuary
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representing music, dancing, &c. The auditorium will

seat 12t»o person*, and in addition the restaumuts

and balconies wll! give further Keating accommodation

to 1000
i

!>!<•. The flat domed roof of the auditorium

will be supported by eight massive piers. Between the

piers will be large arches opening into the galleries, to

the main entrance, and leading to the stage. Over each

of the eight large arches will be a ctirlouch bearing an
inscription indicating one of the grand divisions of music
—oratorio, grand <»|iern. symphonic music, lyric music,

Ac. The lighting will be through star shaped windows,
passing through eight celling lights, each having 320

square feet of glass. The front of the galleries will

be decorated -with a frieze of singing cherub*.

The Service Building was completed in 32 days and
was the first erected on the grounds. It Is on the west
side of the grounds and is 1)5 x 145 feet, two stories high.

A broad arched driveway on the north side leads to an
inner court. To the right and left of the driveway are

-

4 A

.Hrrvicv litiilillo
,

J (

i nlar in form, which curve toward the south, forming

a clasp setting for the gTeat basin of the electrical foun-

tains. Abundant stieams of pure water, transparent

while the light of day lasts, will be transformed at the

approach of darkness into all the colors of the rainbow.

The last picture represents the Propylrca, which will

mark the northern boundary of the I'laza and the ex-

treme northern limit of the Grand Court. This elabo-

rate architectural ornament will serve the purpose of a

colossal screen, shutting out from the exposition the

noisy and smoky reminders of the toll nnd care of our

everyday life. The Propylira Is a handsome creation,

treated with tine artistic skill. The combined work Is

500 feet long, consisting of two massive arched entrances

or gateways nt the extreme eastern and western ends
of a long, gracefully curved colonnade. These gateways
are .'?<> feet wide and 54 feet high. Two open towers sur-

mount the sides of each arch, and above the 20 tall

Ionic columns that form the colonnade is a pergola or

entrances to the corridors that open into the various

rooms of the building.

The Ethnology Building is circular in plan, with four

main eutrances connected by a continuous colonnade

which is 7 feet above the level of the Esplanade, form-

ing a loggia wiilch will be adorned with a broad frieze

above the windows ami with other mural decorations,

(statuary and plant*- Above the colonnade Is a terrace

with balustrade and statuary figures representing the

ethnological types of the five different nice*. Over each

of the eutrances is a pediment or low gable with the

Pan-American seal forming the decorative motive of the

tympanum or triangular space of the gable. Back of

and above each pediment Is a sculptured group of horses.

The roof of the building Is a large dome like that of the

Pantheon ut Row
The grand centerpiece of the exposition is the elec-

tric tower, 375 feet in higlit, having n base So fWt square

to a hlglit of 200 feet. This base Is Hanked on the east

and west sides by colounades 75 feet In hight. semlclr-

arbor over which growing vines will wind their delicate

tracery of green.

In commenting upon some curious facta concerning
trees It la stated that a single oak of good size lifts 123
t<ms of water during the months It is in leaf. This
moisture Is evaporated, and rises to form rain clouds.

From this estimate of the labor of a single oak we can
gain some Idea of the Immense force which the forests

exert in equalizing the evaporation and precipitation and
preventing the periods of Inundation and drought.

The plans were recently filed with the Building De-
partment for a 10-story Btid basement hotel of fire proof

construction to serve as an annex to the Hotel Martin-

ique, In West Thirty-third street. New York City. The
plans, as drawn by Architect II J. Ilardenbergh. call for

a structure covering an area 82 x 80 x 75 feet and cost-

ing $250,000. It will front on Broadway, extending
through to connect with the hotel named.
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ORNAMENTAL TREATMENT OF BRICK AND IRON.

AT a recent meeting of the Engineering Association

of New South Wales a paper read by James
Nangle, covering the ornamental treatment of brick and
Iron, contains much that is of general Interest to those

engaged In the building trades and allied Industries and
we therefore present copious extracts herewith:

The modern building Is a structure reared under
widely differing conditions from that of the ancients,

not only on account of the difference In domestic, polit-

ical, religious and commercial circumstances, but also

because of the fact that, whereas the range of choice In

materials, both In kind and quality, then was extremely

limited, In modern times the field Is much wide.. All

this notwithstanding. It Is the habit to work tbe brick

and Iron by all possible means, and at times no little

Ingenuity is used in attempts at Ill-advised Imitations of

the old work. It will surely be conceded by all that the

architect or the engineer does but little justice to him-

self and to his work when he hides the elaborately

thought out piece of Iron and steel work, or perhaps

brick work, In a modern edifice by a clothing of trump-

ery deception In imitation of a Greek or Roman temple,

tbe original of which was In marble. The Grecian de-

velopment of the orders, which are now so basely copied,

commenced at the building of the wooden hut, with Its

ungainly trunks of trees as support, but the absurdity

was not perpetrated of cutting in stone, when such came
to be used, a replica of even the bark and knots that

hung to the wooden supports; on the other hand, ac-

cepting tbe general characteristics of tbe wooden build-

ing as a mere foundation to work on, they rapidly Im-

proved and suited tbe design to the more pliable aud

suitable but still very different material, stone, and the

results they achieved are world renowned. The glorious

result would never have been had they continued to Im-

itate only. It Is In the production of a harmonious

suitability of the design to the Improved and modern ma-

terials and construction that the future of our build-

ings, as far as appearance Is concerned, lies. And the

architect or engineer will have to thoroughly under-

stand the requirements of these materials when work-

ing them up to give an ornamental result On account

of brick and iron having such a great deal to do In the

general formation and construction of our buildings,

and, moreover, as there Is every possibility of the use

greatly Increasing, some attention might with very great

advantage be paid to their careful and considerable dis-

tribution and treatment.

Bricks.

Brick, unlike iron, is an old building material, evi-

dence existing that it was used in the time of the Egyp-

tians, though at present little other than traces of So-

man work exist The early Egyptians and Greeks used

stone in all works of a prominent nature where per-

manence and durability were aimed at. and the bricks

by them were used more generally for smaller works.

The brick of to-day has. however, changed very much,

both In the method of production, and especially in qual-

ity; and, again, we moderns find it so well suited to

grapple with considerations in construction which were

never thought of by the ancients; hence we may fairly

consider It a modern article, if not In Itself, at least In

the manner in which It Is constructively treated. The

Romans used the brick to form a body to their walls,

and then covered the surface with marble or other stone

slabs or tiles, and here began the system which Is car-

ried to such extremes at present Brick work reached a

very satisfactory condition In the Middle Ages, and some

of the works of that period show that careful considera-

tion was paid to the preparation of suitable designs;

however, neither tbe treatment adopted by the Egyp-

tians. Romans, nor any of the mediajval work Is safe to

Imitate at the present, because naturally, as time goes

on, convenience and different requirements in setting out

the buildings vary so much.

The abominable practice of covering the edge faces

of the brick work with a rendering of cement stucco has

obtained a great hold, and too much cannot be said in

severe condemnation of tho practice; and it Is by the aid)

of this habit that result the cases of wretched deception
before referred to. In many buildings it is a common
method to cover a really good and thorough brick work
execution with this cement jacket, and mark out with all

the joints and other attendant features of solid stone,

and plant on everywhere possible overdone cast cement
ornament, and In some cases tbe deception Is enhanced
tenfold by painting and sending in direct Imitation of

stone. All this then tends to debase brick work, for

when the knowledge exlsls that the outside Is to be
covered and hidden but little attention Is given to the
facial appearance of the bricks and the method of laying

them. When the general advantages of exposed brick

surfaces are considered it Is surprising that more atten-

tion is not given to their adoption. The Impervious and
vltriollzed surface of a hard, well burnt brick Is vary
little affected by the acidulating action of smoke and
other fumes peculiar to cities and by the wearing ef-

fects of the weather, against all of which both ordinary
stone and stucco are weak as a defense. And again the
brick Is a material that Is eminently suited for con-

struction on account of the facility with which It lends
Itself to the awkward complications and broken up na-

ture of our modern buildings, nor can it be doubted
that brick In conjunction with terra cotta will be a large

factor in tbe buildings of tbe future. As far as expense
Is concerned, bricks exposed are much leas than stone,

and very little more than stucco. It should therefore be
the duty of tbe designer to make the external appear-

ance and the surface suitable to and in harmony with-

such construction. Boldness of form In which the brick

Is collectively considered should be relied upon rather

than a frivolous ornamentation In which the brick la

more Individually apparent. The builder has at bis com-
mand such Improved methods of economically operating

In late years, and as there Is every chance of Its Im-

provement, It would seem that there Is nothing to deter
the designer from exercising more courage in setting

out bold features, the economical execution of which b>

olden times would have been a deterrent consideration.

The Rominriqur.

The Romanesque would seem to be a good model on
which to found a design embracing a more characteris-

tic use of the brick. There is In this style something
which 1b strikingly bold, and by making the arch fea-

tures more apparent piers rather than columns, together

with rejection of the smaller detail ornament which-

crept Into the late examples, and by a Judicious unity in>

execution, at tbe same time making all materials—as, for

Instance, iron—fulfill their part in a harmonious man-
ner, something more simple and more just to ourselves

might be produced.

(7b be continued,)

The marble palace erected many years ago by the lata

A. T. Stewart at the corner of Thirty-fourth street and
Fifth avenue. New York City, has recently changed own-
ei-sbip, and we understand that the dwelling will be torn

down In order to make room for a business structure.

The mansion was finished soon after the Civil War and
Mr. Stewart lived there until he died In 1876. In 1881 It

was leased by the Manhattan Club, who occupied It until

two years ago, slDce which time it has remained vacant.

The " marble palace." as It was known, was one of tha

sights of the city for 30 years.

What Is said to be the largest single block of mar-
ble ever quarried in this country has recently been
shipped from the quarries at Marble Hill, Ga. It Is a
pure white mass of mineral 27 feet 2 Inches long by 4

feet 4 Inches by 4 feet 3 inches. It Is stated that the

largest previous single stone ever quarried at the place

named weighed 60,000 pounds, while the present block

of marble Is nearly double that In size. Georgia marble

Is extensively used throughout the country, having great

strength, and is said to be proof against weathering.
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS-—XVIL
By Chari.bs J. Woodsekd.

THE pattern which 1b taken as the subject of this ar-
ticle Is one frequently required In some kinds of

mill work. It is a box for a large Journal, and Is Intend-
ed to be cant In brass. The hole for the Journal In to l>e

bored out and should have an allowance for finish of
% Inch. Where the cap and bottom of the box come to-

gether It is Intended that the parts shall be planed, and
1-lG-lnch finish will be about right. The box is to be
let Into the wood to the depth of the square piece upon
the bottom; keyed into place and bolted down by bolts
or lag screws at the four corners. The holes for these
bolts will be drilled, also the holes for the bolts to keep
the cap in place.

The first thing required to be done Is to lay down
tdraw) the pattern upon the drawing board to the shrink-
age rule, allowing all finish as required, the draft in all
cases to run In the direction of the arrows shown in the
illustrations. A plan and end view of the bottom part of
this box Is represented In Figs. 124 and 125. After the
pattern 1b laid down, the next thing is to make the
aquare base, the loose pieces not being taken into ac-
count at this time. In making the base the grain of the
wood Is to run at right angles to the Journal—in other
words, across the box. Plnne to the proper thickness
and the required width, square off the ends and give the
proper draft.

Now prepare the upper part to go on to the base, and
plane to the required thickness, rejecting for the present

Journal. Wire brads may be used for dowels, as they

draw out freely and project about lVj inches, thus per-

mitting them to be withdrawn after the pattern Is partly

rammed up.

It may not be out of place at this time to give some
Idea of the manner in which this part of the pattern will

be molded. The whole pattern, bo far as described,

will be molded In the drag. The pattern will be placed

upon the board and the drag turned over it and partly

rammed up, then the piun (dowels) in the loose pieces

will be drawn out and the ramming up finished. The
drag will then Ik? turned over, the parting smoothed off,

the cope plnced upon the drag nnd rammed up, after

which the main portion of the pattern will be drawn out,

leaving the two loose pieces In the sand to be drawn af-

terward. It will be noticed that no part of the pattern

projects Into the cope; this is the reason why the draft

is all one way.
Attention will now be given to the cap. The material

should be of sufficient thickness to take in the whole,

with the exception of the projecting portion of the oil

gate. The grain of the wood Is to run the same way
that the journal will lie. Mark the piece by the templet

this time on the under side, or, In other words, the side

Fig. IS.-End View of Bo». with Arrow. Indicating the

of the Draft.

fig. rig. taa.-End

Makiny Wood Pattenu.

View of Cap of Boi
in Oil

the projections forming the rebate. These will be

planted on afterward. Bear in mind that the grain of

the wood for the piece being prepared is to run length-

wise of the box-that Is. the same way that the Journal

wlh lie. After this piece Is to the required thickness. It

will be as well to take a mold of very thin stuff to con-

form to the shape of the piece, and it may be full size, or

only one-half, as desired. If the half Is used, a neat

center line will be necessary. After the mold is ready,

mark the bkek neatly, and saw out a little away from
(he lines Just enough to give the draft. It is understood

that the mold should be applied to the top of the piece.

Clean up nicely, then glue upon the base, taking care to

keep the glue a little away from the outer edges in or-

der to save trouble in cleaning It off again. A few wire

brads may be used, if desired, to hold the pieces firmly

together. The two pieces forming the rebates may now
be worked out, glued aud nailed in their places, the draft

upon the edges to be as before stated.

The next think is to work out the hollow where the

Journal will lie. The semicircle may be struck upon
each edge with sharp compasses and the Interior

worked to the Hues by :i straight edge. This should be

doue neatly, but a little irregularity Is of small account.

Next prepare the stuff for the two loose pieces forming
the projections upon the cuds of the box. There Is a
fillet worked upon the lower edge of these pieces, as

shown by the two lines in Fig. 12.">. This fillet runs out.

as It nenrs the center of the Nix. upon either side of the
'

Oi.vriKUt.-l. I^ST hy ('boric* .1. W,».,ls.-tid

which will come toward the lower part of the box. Saw
out a sufficient distance from the lines to clean up and
no more, making the draft in the direction of the arrows.

Next, work out the rebate, then work the top part. The
circular portion may be struck upon each end with the

compasses and worked off to a straight edge, care being

taken to work out the fillets where the round part

merges Into the lugs, as shown In Fig. 120. Next, work
the hollow for the Journal, and note particularly upon
which line the center Is shown, as this is very Important.

The next thing to claim attention Is the oil gate. This

.8 to be a green sand core, the draft being shown In Figs.

126 and 128. In Fig. 127 Is showu the opening of the

gate, as seen, wifere It touches the Journal. Tbo gate

may be laid off carefully upon both sides and worked
out. This should be done very clean, so that there will

be no roughness or irregularities.

The projecting pieces may now l>e prepared, fitted

and nailed on. It is not at nil necessary to miter these

pieces at the angles, as butt Joints are better under the

circumstances. The two end pieces being fitted on nnd
nailed, the side pieces are then slipped in between, after

which the whole may be sandpapered smoothly, and
then shellacked and finished in the manner already de-

scribed.

The November fire loss of the United Stntes and Can-
ada Is computed by the New York Journal of Commerce
nt $8,518,000. as compared with 57.107,000 In October.
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1900. and $11,857,800 in November of lost year. The
total fire waste for the 11 mouths ended November 30
falls Just below $152,000,000, or nearly $30,000,000 In

excess of the loss for the corresponding period of 1809

and $10,000,000 larger than that of 1898. The fire under-
writers are looking forward to very discouraging annual
statements for 1900.

Mortar Required for Laying 1000 Brick*.

In the early part of the volume for last year we pre-

sented a communication from a correspondent who
raised the question as to the quantity of materials re-

quired to lay 1000 bricks. Accurate Information based
upon practical experience is of Inestimable value to

those actively engaged in masonry work, and we should
be glad to hove a more general expression of opinion re-

garding the quantities In question. It Is a Held for study
In which thousands are deeply interested and the sub-

ject presents an opportunity for a broad intelligent dis-

cussion. As throwing light upon one phase of the ques-

tion we present herewith some comments by a well

known writer in a recent issue of the Canadian Archi-

tect and Ituitder, touching the quantity of mortar re-

quired for laying 1000 bricks. He states at the outset

that this amount will vary with the size of the bricks

used, and With the thickness of the Joints.

With the standard size of bricks, which should be
8T4 x 4 x 2V4 Inches, a cubic yard of brickwork laid with

}<r-lnch Joints will require from 0.35 to 0.40 cubic yard.

a putty state, and this Is an item the estimator must con-

sider. To slake lime and run it off, aud have it ready

for the laborer to make Into mortar, as a matter of cost,

depends on the quantity made at each slaking. As the-

brickwork of a building rises so also does the cost.

Whatever may be the figures obtained as the cost of lay-

ing 1000 bricks for the first story, f> per cent, should be-

added to It for laying the bricks of the second story,

and 12Vi per cent, for the third story, and a correspond-

ing percentage for the work laid in higher stories. Get-

ting the figures giving the cost in situ of brickwork

is one of the easiest problems In estimating, yet, how
seldom two estimators give in figures alike?

Remarkable Causes of Fires.

The nailtcau Review of London publishes some curlou*

examples of the way In which fires may be started. Ia

one Instance, where some waste, which had been used"

with mineral oil. had been thrown Into a safe place, an.

Insect crawled through it, and then, carrying some

pieces of the oily fiber sticking to his body, made bb*

way to a gas Jet. The cotton fillers which adhered to

him caught fire, and he, dropped blazing to the floor,

setting the building on fire. In another case, a quantity

of waste was supposed to have been Ignited by an elec-

tric spark which passed from a belt running close to it

to some conducting substance through the cotton, which

It ignited on its way, as sparks of frictlonal electricity

Fig 1*7.—Plan of Cap of Box as f i from the Uadrnddr. Mb IS* -I'lan of Cap of Box M Viewed from Above, the Oil Ciatc

being In the (Vnler.

Making WW PatUrnt.

if the Joints are *4 to •% thick, a cubic yard of brickwork
will require from 0.25 to 0.30 cubic yard of mortar; or

10oo bricks will require from 4 to 5 cubic feet of mortar.

If the Joints are %-lnch thick, as for pressed brickwork,

1000 bricks will require from IVi to 2 cubic feet of mor-

tar. This being known, It should not be difficult for an

estimator to be able to tell exactly the cost of the mate-

rials required to build up 1000 bricks in a wall, having
the cost of bricks, sand and lime at hand, including

hauling, with the above data before him.

It is a little difficult to tell exactly how many bricks

a man will lay In a day of ten hours, as conditions vary,

and some men arc much more expert than others; but

If well supplied with material, and no scaffolds to adjust,

and a long wall to work at. from 1500 to 1000 may be

considered a pretty good day's work. If, however, there

are many openings to tit around, or nc-nt facing to do,

from 1000 to 1200 will be a good average day's work. In

good ordinary street fronts from SOU to 1000 is a good

day's work; but in tiie finest front work, when there are

numerous ancles. Joorwnys. belling courses, or cornice

work, from 200 to 400 Is a fair day's work. In large

works, such a* factories, warehouses or similar build-

ings, or where walls arc very thick and the work coarse,

a good man will lay from 1700 to 2000 bricks a day; this,

however, is rather the exception than the rule, and the

lower llgiire Is ihe safest to estimate upon.

A good laboring man will mix mortar and carry It

and bricks for three bricklayers, if mortar aud bricks are

not more than 25 feet from the building, and provided he

does not have to curry water or climb a ladder. In all

cases, however, the lime must have been slaked and is in

can very easily do. In two cases destructive tires are

said to have been caused by water. In one of these a

Hood caused the water to rise high enough in a factory

to reach a pile of iron tilings. The filings, on contact

with the water, oxidized so rapidly that they becatno-

Intensely heated, and theu set fire to the neighboring

wood work, aud the building was destroyed. In the

other enso ihe water from the engines, during a fire,

found its way into a shed containing quicklime, and the

heat generated by the slacking of the lime set fire to

the shed, and this to other buildings. (Jlnss globes,

which act as lenses, often cause fires, and It has been

recently claimed, on high authority, so It Is stated, that

the convex glasses used In pavement lights are danger-

ous, and should be abandoned In favor of lights with

tlat tops.

Plans are being made for an elaborate enlargement

of the Union Station on Canal street, between Madison
and Adams streets, Chicago. For several years the five

great railroad systems entering this station—viz.. the

Pennsylvania. Panhandle, Alton, Burlington and St.

Paul—have Iteeu cramped for room, aud the congestion

increases steadily. The project involves the purchase
of the entire block and possibly two or three ou the west

side of Canal street and the erection of a new depot,

costing in the neighborhood of $2,000,000.

Instead of the iron Arc proof curtains generally used

In French theaters, one made of sheet aluminum has
been adopted for :he Opera House at Desancon. It is

one-fifth the weight of an Iron curtain of equal dlmen-
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New Publications.

Fuknace HEAriwo. A practical ami comprehensive
treatise on warming buildings with hot air, by Wil-

liam i:. Snow, with au appendix on Furnace Fit-

tings. Size, 0x0 Inches, 170 pages. Cloth bound.
Published by the David Williams Company, 232-238

William street. New York. Price $1.50.

Reliable literature devoted to the subject of heating
houses 1b not plentiful, and the important branch of fur-

nace heating Is practically untouched. With a view to

meeting the requirements of the situation the preseut
volume has Iteen compiled from a series of articles orig-

inally appearins in The Metal Worker. The author has
the double advantage of practical experience and tech-

nical education, anil he has worked out the problem with
great carefulness, the result being a book that will prove
of inestimable value to the trade.

Mr. Snow begins the subject by describing different

types of furnaces and tabulating their measurements.
Chapter II treats of house heating and tells about the

setting of furnaces, chimneys, cold air boxes, the size of

nlr pipes. Sec, with tables giving information concerning
the sizes of pipes In a condensed form for easy reference,

while many small cuts illustrate the text and show how
connections are made. Chapter III deals with the

combination system of beating, the subject being treated

in a simple but exhaustive manner. Leading up to the

subject of ventilation, there is a chapter on air, covering

some eight pages. Heating and ventilation of school

buildings occupy Chapter V, while public buildings,

churches and stores are similarly treated In Chapter VI.

Examples are given of buildings warmed by the furnace
system. Information for laying out plants Is presented,

together with sectional and other drawings illustrating

all difficult points. Chapter VII deals with the combina-
tion fan-furnace system. Temperature eoutrol is briefly

treated in Chapter VIII, while Chapter IX deals with
the Important subject of estimates and contracts. The
final chapter gives miscellaneous Information concerning
fuels, as well as many valuable tables and other data,

auch as tables of areas of registers, of temperature rec-

ords In different localities, See. The remainder of the

volume—some 50 pages—Is an appendix treating the sub-

ject of furnace fittings and is a republication of the

series of articles that appeared In The Metal Worker,

written by a practical furnaceman, and dealing with
nil the minor details of handling sheet metal and furnace
pipes, making offsets, elbows, shoes, &<\ The book
throughout is profusely illustrated, and while it Is ad-

dressed primarily to the furnaceman it will also be of

great value to the architect, and even the huose owner
can read it to advantage, as it will give him an intelli-

gent Idea of furnace heating.

Not many years ago some enthusiasts in other lines of

domestic heating thought that the hot nlr furnnce

had reached its limit of usefulness and would gradually

be supplanted by other methods of wanning, but the

record of recent years has not borne out that prognosti-

cation, and instead of a declining trade the furnace man-
ufacturers are finding that the demand for their goods is

steadily growing. Furnaces are being put In cheap

houses, and they nre nlso ix-lng put In the most expensive

class of residences, and everything indicates that their

use will go on increasing. It is gratifying, therefore, to

know that Ihe subject has been properly exploited and
that a book has lieen issued which may be taken as a re-

liable guide by the practical furnaceman ami as a text

book by whoever may wish to learn about this method
of healing.

Modern Pmmiiino Ilm stratko. By It. M. Starbuck.
Size, 0^ x 50 plates. Price $3.

This work consists of .TO blue print* suitably fastened

together, showing the correct method of connecting dif-

ferent plumbing fixtures lu various w.iys. and in arrang-

ing the waste and vent pipes proi>er!y for a plumbing

system. It is virtually a revision and improvement of

the Starbuck plumbing charts, which have had a largo

sale. The present charts are twice (be size of Ihe old

charts, and many new and more practical plates have

2T

l*en added. In addition to the charts showing the method

of connecting fixtures, they also show sewer connections,

closet connections and elevations of the entire plumbing

systems in residences, business blocks, engine houses,

railway stations, hotels, gymnasiums and factories. This

series of plates, showing properly arranged pipes and

fixtures, nre alike valuable to the plumbing Inspector,

master plumber, workman or apprentice, and In addi-

tion to illustrating how work should be done, give sug-

gestions to many which will be of value In explaining

what is necessary for good plumbing to prospective pur-

chasers. The charts give the proper size for every pip*

and the proper bight for setting all kinds of fixtures.

Some Hints Regarding: Colored Cements.

Colored cements are no novelty in the sense ttiat they

have never been produced before. There has always

been more or less objection to the use of cororing mate-

rials In the making of cement mortar or concrete for

ihe reason that unless great care Is taken In Uie choice

of coloring material the cement Is very greatly weak-

ened. While many engineers and contractors use lamp-

black In their cement mortar to give it a better wearing

color, others object to It on the ground that it Is apt to-

"run" or fade and will soften the mortar. There is

undoubtedly some truth In this, says one of our con-

temporaries, for lamp black Is an Impurity In the cement
that does not increase its adhesive power and It has
been proven by experiment, we believe, that the tensile

strength and also especially its compressive strength;

are lessened by the addition of this coloring material.

It is a safe rule to follow that no coloring material

should Ive used except an oxide, and this should be as

pure as it can possibly be obtained. It must, above all

things, be free from sulphur. In preparing the mixture

for a colored cement mortar no more than 8 or 10 per
cent, of the coloring material should ever be used, and
the more the per cent-, falls below this mark the stronger

will be the work. Great care should be taken to thor-

oughly mix the neat cement and the color before any
other ndxture Is made.

If these rules are carefully followed no trouble need
be feared from the use of colored cements. As the

ordinary color of cement mortar can be easily regulated

by the kind of sand used for the work, and as pure col-

ors are expensive. It is not probable that colored cement
mortars will ever gain much of a foothold except for

decorative work.

Measurements of Brick Work.

It Is curious to observe how considerably the method
of measuring brick work varies in different parts of the
country. In many localities the custom Is to measure It

by the number of bricks contained, but this system pos-

sesses a serious disadvantage, says a correspondent of

the Clay Worker. There Is no uniformity in the size of

bricks, and hence the size of a wall which a given num-
ber of bricks will produce Is uncertain. When, there-

fore, the price per thousand for laying bricks is given,

considerable trouble is involved in arriving at the cost

for the whole of the brick work In the building.

Frobubly the better plan is to measure by the dimen-

8,011s, as Is common in several sections of the country.

The unit of measurement In this case Is not Important.

The cubic foot or yard Is employed to some extent, but

ttie perch of 25 cubic feet and the superficial rod in

brick work, one brick thick, are often used. Unfortu-
nately, the term " rod " has no very definite significance.

Two hundred and seventy-two ami one-half feet super
and one and one-half bricks thick. Hi 1.-, feet square or
212'i2 square feet and one brick thick. KP.i square feet

and 03 square feet arc all termed " rods." Under these

circumstances it would probably lie of advantage If the
c ubic foot or yard could be made the standard unit of
measurement for brick work throughout the country.
It may be added that the number of bricks contained lu

any piece of Imilt brick work may lie approximately as-

certained by deducting one-tenth for the volume of mor-
lar.
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Condition of Tenement Houses in New York
City.

Tho Investigations which have recently been made In

this city by the Tenemeut House Commission, authorised
by the State legislature and appointed by Governor
Roosevelt, reveal a condition of things not flattering to

the city Building Department or the municipal adminis-
tration responsible for the acts of that department. It

appears that out of 330 tenements In process of i

tlon the Inspectors of the Tenement Hous
found only 15 In which there were no violations of the
existing law In regard to tenement houses. Out of 286
tenements, 282 were being put up In contravention of
he regulation which provides that only G5 per cent, of a
building lot may bo occupied by new houses. The law
relating to air shafts was violated In 3(1 per cent of tho
tenements in process of construction, while In 00 out of
144 tenements the public halls were constructed entirely
of wood. Moreover. It was shown that thousands of
tenements In the city an? not provided with Are escapes.
The officials of the Building Department, who were ex-
amined at a hearing of the commissioners this week,
could give no explanation of this state of things, except
that the Inspectors of the department must have failed

to make proper reports. In other words, a tacit confes-
sion of Inefficiency, If not worse, was entered for the
Building Department of New York.

A Southern Trade School.

The thirty-second annual report of the Hampton
Normal and Agricultural Institute of Hampton, Va., Just
Issued for the year 1000, shows that excellent work In

the line of trade education is being carried on In that
well-known Institution for the training of Indian and
colored youths of both sexes. The opening. In 1897, of
the Armstrong and Slater Memorial Trade School, at
Hampton, seems to have given a strong impetus to this

branch of the Institute's work. At the present time
instruction In mechanical drawing and In eight trades
Is being given to 170 young men. The school Is equipped
with the best facilities for enabling negro and Indian
youths to become thoroughly trained mechanics, who
shall In turn become teachers of trades and leaders in

Industrial enterprises among their people. The trades
taught include carpentry, blacksmtthlng, machine work,
bricklaying, plastering, steam engineering, wheel-
wrlgbting, tailoring and harness making, and the prod-
ucts of the pupils in the various departments are in good
demand throughout the South.

All the pupils are taught In the most practical man-
ner the principles underlying their trades, so that their

training may be as complete as possible In both theory
and practice. The statement is mode that of the col-

ored students who have learned trades at Hampton since

1885, about 70 per cent, are either teaching trades or

working at them, while many have opened shops and
are conducting successfully businesses of their own In

the various Southern States. The instructor at the head
of the trade school expresses his belief In n great future

In the South for metal workers, especially for machinists

and foundrymen, and desires that as soon as possible a
foundry be established at Hampton.

Lack of Heat Causes Suit.

A question that Is likely to receive the attention of

tho heating trade Is presented in the following from the

Chicago Trfoune, where a landlord has been sued because

be failed to heat a building as agreed to in a lease:

A Chicago tenant has Bued his former landlord for

$5000. alleging that one of bis children died as the direct

result of the landlord's failure to provide sufficient heat
in his Hat. In some respects the suit Is unique, and it Is

likely to be followed closely by renters and property
owners throughout the city. The failure to beat a flat

properly in cold weather when steam heat Is one of the
lease conditions will thus be tested, and along with this

test will naturally go the other mooted question, whether
damages can lie collected when death results from the
presence of bad plumbing and sewer gns.

The direct point of the case has to do with the heat-

ing problem; the failure of the Janitor to supply steam
heat during the night of February 10, when the ther-

mometer stood at 22 degrees above zero in the second
flat of 0158 Ingleside avenue. Harry C. Mordue Is the
plaintiff, and be brings the suit against Rudolph Rosen-
thal, landlord of the flat building. The declaration has
been filed in the Superior Court and every effort will be
made to press the suit.

The declaration alleges In substance that Mr. Mordue
rented the flat in March, 1800, from Mr. Rosenthal, agree-
ing to pay therefor $30 a month. The lease provided that
steam should be furnished for heating the flat from
October 1 to May 31. On February 19 last Mr. Mordue's
three year old boy lay 111 In one of the rooms of the flat,

dangerously near the point of death. He was suffering
from some pulmonary trouble and tbe physician of the
family said that unless be was kept in a well heated
room be probably would not survive the night. At 10
o'clock on tbe night of February 10, the declaration al-

leges, the Janitor of the building shut the steam out of
the flat despite the fact that Mr. Mordue bad notified him
that he would endanger tbe life of the sick boy If be
did so. The shutting off of the steam, the declaration
alleges, caused the temperature of tbe flat to lower until
the thermometer stood at 22 degrees above aero, and so
aggravated the pulmonary trouble of the boy that he-

died at 6 o'clock the next morning. Through this death
the parents maintain that they have sustained an Ir-

reparable loss and they seek $5000 damages from Rosen-
thal, whom they hold responsible.
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A New Astor Hotel.

New York City i» to have auother apartment hotel

which In its construction and equipment will embody

features which are entirely unique in their way. The

structure will occupy a site at the corner of Fifth

and Fifty-fifth street, and wlU be 16 stories In

hlght, thus being the tallest building of its kind In the

city. Tbe first three stories will be of granite and the

shaft of the building of Indiana limestone. On a level

with the fourteenth floor a heavy granite coping will

break the straight lines of the shaft, and the dormer

windows in the chimney-like masonry of the roof will

to a large degree neutralise the box shape which so

generally characterises the ordinary apartment house.

The plaus have been drawn by Trowbridge & Living-

ston, and while no official figures have been made public,

it is estimated that the structure will cost iu the neigh-

borhood of a million and a quarter of dollars, which, with

tbe land where the building will stand, bringa tbe total

investment very close to two million dollars. Tbe main

floor will be used as a large public dining hall and cafe,

with a palm garden in the rear L, together with private

reception rooms for the friends of guests. On the second

floor will be private dining rooms for guests, also li-

braries and reception rooms. The remaining 14 floors

will be arranged In suites of two, three, four, nine and

18 rooms, the last named exceeding In floor space. It la

said, that of a five-story American basement dwelling.

Among tho unique features of the building will be

" movable pautrles " in the shape of two high speed

electric elevators, fitted with electric heated tables,

which will convey food from the kitchen to the top floor

in the space of one and a half minutes; also an artesian

well to supply all water, a refrigerating plant, as well

as a complete electric lighting and telephone service.

All of the large apartments will have servants' rooms, a

servants' bathroom and sitting room. It Is now expected

that the building will bo ready for occupancy on or be-

fore September 1 cf next year. Some Idea of the exteut

to which iron and steel are now used In building opera-

tions may be gathered from the fact that the contract

for the structural Iron work of the hotel calls for 4000

tous.

Right of Employers to Discharge Workmen.

Considerable attention has of late been given to the

manner In which labor organizations have succeeded in

Incorporating In tho statutes of numerous States enact-

ments intended to increase the privileges of workmen

belonging to unions nnd to correspondingly restrict the

rights of employers. The leaders of the labor organiza-

tions have not relied upon the power of their unions to

secure advantages for them through the usual channels

of union action, but have used their political power in

framing legislation. The fnct has been pointed out that

much of this legislation, If not all of It, Is of a character

which brings it In the category of clnss legislation, and

that consequently when the constitutionality of such en-

actments is brought iuto question the courts have usual

ly nullified tbe legislation. A caso of this character'

has just come up in the State of Illinois. It appear*

that In 181*3 the Legislature of Illinois passed an act

entitled •• An act to protect employees and guarantee-

ing their right to belong to labor organisations." The

statute has been in force since that time without Its-

constitutionality being challenged until this year. A
contractor and builder was fined $25 and costs on *
charge of violating the statute, the complaint being-

brought by a carpenter. Tbe carpenter bad been em-

ployed by the contractor at a tlmo when be was not

affiliated with any organization. While In the con-

tractor's employ the carpenter joined a local union and"

was discharged. In passing on the case, tbe Illinois Su-

preme Court recites that under the Constitution a man.

cannot be deprived of his life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness without due process of law; that the rights-

of liberty and property Include the right to acquire

property by labor and by contract; that If an owner can-

not be deprived of property without due process of law

he cannot be deprived of any of tbe attributes that are-

essential to bis personal rights. The act of 1S03, tbe

Court declares, deprives an employer of the right to ter

minate a contract with an employee, but the Constitution*-

accords him this right the same as It allows an en»'-

ployee to terminate his contract with bis employer.

This decision seemR to be In strict accordance with com-

mon sense, as well as with tbe ethics governing the-

relatlons of Individuals. It is claimed by labor leaders'

that auy mau working for another has a right to quit his-

employment or to strike at any time he please*. This is

a man's privilege. If his right to do this is conceded, and

it seems to be conceded by all authorities, then, on the

other hand, an employer must have the right to dls

charge an employee for any reason whatever. His lib-

erty of action iu this matter cannot l>e interfered with,

.

oven if an attempt Is made to do so by the Legislature .

It Is possible that iu tho course of time enough of the en -

actments which have been made iu the interest of labor-

will be adjudicated to plainly define the limits beyond)

which legislation cannot go in building up clnss privi-

leges.

Fire Loss in 1900.

The year 1900 will be marked in the fire insurance

unnals of the United States as an exceptionally disas

treus season, and it is likely that many companies will

show heavy losses as the result of tbe year's operations.

According to a compilation of the carefully kept records

of the New York Journal of Commeicr, tbe fire loss of

the Untied States and Canada last year reached the

unprecedented total of $103.3»i2.250. This is an incieasr

of more than $26,500,000 over the figures for 1899, which •

was regarded as a most unfavorable year for fire under-

writers. Iu comparison with 1898 the increase was-

$43,700,000; with 18y". $52,500,000, and with 1800 nearlyr

$57,000,000. Thus, in spite of all the modern Improve-

ments introduced in the fire fighting equipment of
American cities, the annual fire waste has made »

progressive Increase in the past five years. In 1896 the

average monthly loss lrom this cause was $8,810,000; in

1S97, $9,150,000; iu 1898. $9,970,000; in 1899. $11,400,000.

and in 1900. $13,000,000. During the past year there

wrre 24 tires each of which involved a loss of over half

a million dollars. At the bend stands tbe great con-

flagration which wiped out a large part of the twin

cities of Ottawa and Hull iu ('Hiiadi., at a cost of ove_'
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Ili'.WWi.iKNt. The disastrous tire at Hobokeii. N. J., de-

stroyed $.~>.:i5o,000 worth of docks, ocean steamers, store-

liouscsandcargoes, and between £1,000,000 and £1,800,000

worth of property each was lost in tires which occurred lu

Newark. N. J.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Bloomlugton, 111.; Pres-

cott, Ariz.; Simla Rosa, Cal.; Ashland, Wis., and Consta-

ble Hook. N. J. The fires In 1900 exceeding $10,000 in

<lestru« ilvi -l. ss numbered 24tN). Inder the circum-

stances it i> not to be wondered at that the tire under-

writers are contemplating action looking to higher rates

for insurance during the present year.

New York's Tallest Building.

It is proposed to add another to the already very

creditable lint of towering office buildings In New York

City and to make It the tallest iu the country. If not in

the world. A site having a frontage of HS'-j feet on

Broadway and about 98 feet on Thirty-third street has

been secured by a company, upon which it is stated

a 30-story building will be erected, overtopping the one

on Park row. heretofore the tallest by considerably more

than 50 feet. Measured from the level of the curb to

the tip of the iron ornament of the roof gives a hight

of 455 feet. The lower part of the structure Is to be of

granite, the middle shaft of brick, with red granite

trimmings, surmounted by a roof with lofty dormer

windows. It Is expected that the building will cost

about f2.500.00O, of which $1,500,000 probably repre-

sents the value of the land. If the lenses of the tenants

now occupying the properly can be satisfactorily ar-

ranged, it is thought that ground will be broken some

time the coming summer.

Modern Heating and Ventilation.

The new office building of the Armour Packing Com-
pany on the Kansas side of the State line at Kansas
City. Mo., says the Star, has a system of heating and
ventilation heretofore unknown In the West. There are

a few buildings lu the Bast uud oue In Chicago which
have the same system, but it is new even there, and this

Is the first building west of the Mississippi River that

has It.

In the whole building there is not a movable window.
The glass is set solid and can neither be raised nor low-

ered. There are a few transoms that can be moved, but

they won't be opened often, for the only purpose they

can serve will be to let In the odor which belongs to the

packing house district, l-'resh air comes In another way.
The temperature and atmosphere of the building arc

manufactured down stairs in the basement and will

come to the office through open registers in each room.

Two hugti chimneys, each 8 feet square, rise above the

building so high that they will escape the greater part

of the smoke that fills 'he atmosphere of the West bot-

toms. In the basement are fans run by electricity which
tlmw the air down through these chimneys and long

alleys at I he bottom with a force that will take a man's
bat off. The current Is like the wind before a severe

summer storm.

At the foot of the chimney the current turns and runs
through a brick conduit that extends the length of the

building. First It goes through a spraying room where
a hundred sprays are throwing water in fine rain. The
water is hot or cold according to tbe season. In hot
weather It is cold and In cold weather It comes from
the boilers This water Is expected to wash the air. It

takes out of it particles of coal and dust that may be
flying and precipitates those atoms. It literally washes
the air tmd goes a long way toward purifying It besides,

changing the atmosphere a few degrees, according to

the season

After passing the sprayers the air rushes through a
series of spiral lulu's which dry it. taking out the mois-
ture that ciime from Its recent washing. Then over the
liig electric fan It goes and past colls which heat or cool

It as the. conditions require. These coils are so well con-

trolled by valves and connected with the hot air cham-
bers and colli blast that It Is possible for the air when
It leaves them to have a uniform temperature the year

round, no matter whether the temperature outside is

105 in the shade or 1!(5 degrees below zero. There Is an

automatic thermometer connected with a device In com-
pressed air that can hold the temperature exactly to

order.

With the two machines running normally the air In

the building will lie changed every' ten minutes. It will

always be fresh air, free from dust or smoke particles

and of the temperature that Is most comfortable in

Comparative Hight of New York's Tall

Buildings.

The movement which is under way looking to the

erection of a 30 story office building near Herald square.

In New York City, by the JEluo Heal Estate Company,
and which, it is claimed, will be the highest structure

In the metropolis, directs attention to the number of feet

which some of the sky scrapers already erected rise

aliove the level of the street. The figures available show
the following:

Building K»wl

455
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Bank of Commerce .
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From the table It will be seen that the proposed struc-

ture will Ik- considerably higher than even the Park
Row Building, which heretofore has held the palm.

Architects Win Competition for Public Building.

Another award of n public building to architects

selected after competition under the Tarsney law was
mado iu Washington on January 17 by the Secretory of

the Treasury. Eleven sets of drawings were offered lu

response to the advertisement calling for designs for a
Post Office and Custom House building at Indianapolis.

A commission, consisting of H. Longford Warren of
Harvard University, Edward B. Green of Buffalo, J. R.

Marshall of Washington, James Knox Taylor, the Super-
vising Architect of the Treasury, and P. II. Burnham
of Chicago, considered the plans, and having thrown out
one because it was marked in a manner to distinguish
It oud l>ecause an effort was made to secure approval
of It, they decided In favor of the design offered by
Itankiu & Kellogg of Philadelphia.

The new building will be 320 x 155 feet in dimen-
sions, rectangular, with a long facade presenting a colon-
nade of 14 Ionic columns. The entrances are to be lu
flanking pavilions, and the design calls for groups of
statuary as a part of the decorative, scheme.

A plaster model of the New York Public Library.
Astor, Lenox and Tilden foundations, has recently been
placed on exhibition in the Governor's room at the City
Hall, in this city. This library, as previously pointed
out in these columns, is to occupy the site of the old
reservoir at Fifth avenue, between Fortieth and Forty-
second streets, and will cost when completed In the
neighborhood of $3,000,000.

Ac* okdim; to the report of the State Educational
Department 152 school buildings were erected In Minne-
sota the past year, making a total of T.ti).'? in the State,
with accommodations for 400.000 pupils.
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COLONIAL HOUSE AT ROSELLE, N. J.

W1C have taken for the subject of our supplemental
plate this month a dwelling house so built as to

secure a square effect, with hip roof and dormers and
somewhat of the " colonial " order In Its external archi-

tectural treatment. The floor plans here presented

show the manner In which the Interior space has been
utilised, the miscellaneous details Indicate the construc-

tion and finish, while the half-tone plate, made from a
photograph taken especially for the purpose, gives the

reader an excellent Idea of the building as It stands com-
pleted. The foundations are of hard brick, laid In ce-

ment mortar, and the outside of the walls Is cemented
from the bottom to the top. The bottom of the cellar

cornice and the shingles to spring out over it. The roof

shingles are laid on 1 x 2 Inch hemlock shingle lath and
the valleys and gutters are lined with hemlock.

The veranda floor Is of white pine, IVi Inches thick,

and Joints leaded. The front elevation shows the piers

under the porch as cased in forming molded panels,

while the front steps are built between the paneled

bulkheads, but In the course of construction all this was
changed, as indicated In the picture constituting our

supplemental plate. The festoons on the front elevation

are formed of plastic composition, being fastened In place

with nails.

All Inside finish is of cypress, nnd the floors are double.

i
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Colonial Houtt at Rotlk, ,V. J.—J. A. Oaklry rf- .So*, ArchiUcU, Klitabtlh, S J.

Is of concrete. The frame of the building has sills 4x6
Inches laid flat, llrst and second story beams 2 x 10

Inches, the third floor beams 2x8 luetics; the main and
porch roof rafters 2x6 Inches, the hip and valley rafters

2x8 Inches, doubled; the porch floor beams 2 x 10 inches,

the studding 2x4 Inches and all timbers around stairs

and chimneys to be doubled and framed together in the

usual way. Iron Joist bangers are used throughout
where timber is framed. All the floors attd partitions

arc bridged and all partitions have sill and plate. The
frame Is covered with sheathing boards, on which Is

laid building paper. This in turn is covered with white

cedar shingles, which from the water table to the belt

course are stained green, while those from the Itelt

course to the cornice are of a light brown color, the roof

shingles being red cedar. All outside trim is painted

white, thus giving that bold yet pleasing contrast In-

dicated in the picture.

The belt courBc Is built to Intersect with the jKirch

The lower one Is of rough hemlock and the top one of
comb grained North Carollua pine, with double thick

paper between.

The w-indow frames are made In the usual way, with

IKtckets. pulleys, parting strips, 2-inch sills, sub-sllla and
1

1

, x i ' •_ Inch outside casings, the tops of which are on a
line with the bottom of the fascia board* The door

frames have oak sills and 1'4-lnch Jambs. All inside

jambs are of cypress, %-lueh thick. The sash through-

out the house are l'-_- Inches thick, glazed with double-

thick glass, all sash being painted white In order to show-

off the small glass in the top sash and make them more
prominent. All the Inside doors are of cypress, those

on the first floor having five cross panels nnd those on

second and third floors four panels.

The o|M>ulngs between the parlor and hall and the

hall and dining room arc treated with paneled columns
having molded base and plastic composition Ionic caps,

which are stained and made to look like cypress. The
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grill between the columns, while not elaborate, takes
away the heavy appearance and tends to give a finished

-effect. It will be noticed that the columns In the open-
ing between the parlor and dining room are shorter, and
•rest on paneled pedestals which extend back far enough
to allow the casings to He on top of them. All windows
In parlor, dining room and hall have panel backs under
tfbe stool, these being molded to match the doors. The

are also paneled and have plastic composition caps,

stained to match the cypress finish. The rails, balusters

and newels are of ash.

The pantry is fitted with china closet,

drawers, with a counter shelf. In which Is a

sink. Cellar is partitioned off for laundry and has two
wasbtubs, also servants' closet In cellar. The kitchen

and bathroom is lined off on the white plaster to a night

of 4 feet 0 inches from floor, In Imitation of tile, with

Ife-lnch Joints. The tile blocks are 4 x 6 Inches and the

Joints show bonded. This tile work has a molded strip

on top which intersects with the wall molding. The
tile is treated with three coats of paint and a coat of

cream enamel. All the plumbing work Is open, and all

exposed pipes In bathroom are nickel plated. There Is

In the bathroom a white porcelain lined tub, a marble

-T-zti:-^- — ^/!
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Coloniil Uo»* at .V J. -Floor —Sralr, MB Ineh to tht rout.

«ther wiudows throughout the house hnve stool, with
anold and apron under. All the hardware throughout
ithe houBe is bronzed metal, and all knobs are of oak,
•turned to oval shape. The trim throughout is treated
<wtth a cap, the wall mold running up to butt It. The
«talrs are built with cypress risers and strings and panel
mnck, while the (reads are comb grained Georgia pine,
mhe hall is separated from the stairs by panel work
and grill, the columns resting on high newels, which

lavatory and embossed closet. All the

throughout the house Is finished natural and has a coat
of liquid filler and two coats of Flood & Conklin's
*' crystal " varnish, which gives wood work a very bright

gloss, and then, being sand papered before It Is filled,

shows off the tfniin of the wood to advantage. The
floors have a coat of filler and two coats of floor varnish.

All walls throughout the house are treated with several

shades of tinting. The house has an electric light sya-
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tern and Is also piped for gas, the fixtures being of com-
bination type.

The residence here illustrated Is located on Third
avenue, Roselle, K. J., and was erected for Charles Bird-

sail In accordance with drawings prepared by J. A. Oak
ley A Son, architects, of Elizabeth, N. J.

Church Ventilation.

Official inspection iluds Chicago churches, says the

Chroniclt, uniformly defective In means of purifying

the air. That germ diseases may be widely disseminated
through places of assembly Is a fact so well established

1hat it Is incumbent upon all ecclesiastical authorities

to take note of It. In plague times prohibition of pil-

grimages and dispersion of caravans has been the first

Indispensable to extirpation of a scourge. It Is a pathetic

Kor these reasons, for which neither aexton nor pas-
tor should !* held blameworthy, the air in most churches
:s noxious during winter.

Air Is especially liable to be exhausted or corrupted
In the most popular churches where more than one serv-

ice Is held in a day. A thousand people gathered together
within walls anywhere will throw off enough animal
heat to raise temperature, and. in many cases, will throw
off unavoidable morbid germs caught up in the swirl of
a town or developed In unsanitary homes. Ventilation of

churches and schools ought to be deemed of paramount
Importance In a great city, where of necessity all manner
of people are compelled to have closest bodily contact
with every other maner of people, Juvenile, adult and
senile, bathed and unbathed.

This necessity is aptly Illustrated in an Incident which
happened In a public school since the arrival of frost this

t'otonitl Uoh* at KotUt, A'. J.-Sidt {Uft) A'Ufatton .- Scale, '* Inch to Iht F«*

commentary on the supposed advauce of the building

arts that in places of religious worship there should be

uniform and complete lack of ventilating appliances

other than doors and windows.

After a sexton has started furnace fires in a church

he Is expected, as a rule, to avoid waste of the beat thus

expensively produced. Whether a congregation be rich

or poor or composed of various categories of good for-

tune, it contributes reluctantly to the support of Its

church. Pastors Hre under the general stress to save

money by not spending It. and no class of men are sub-

jected to more anxiety as a rule than they in finding the

levenue wherewith to maintain property Intrusted to

their care. They naturally but mistakenly object to

opening doors aud windows of places of religious meet-

ing during the cold weather. People are always to be

found to complain If a church be cold, others if it be

warm. Pastor and sexton alike try to meet an average

standard by starting the furnaces none too soon and
sealing up the.edifice for the day after combustion begins

to ralBe the temperature.

year. A kindergarten teacher undertook to loosen the

Jacket of a boy in order that he might more comfortably

iwrticlpate In gymnnstlc exercises. " Please don't,"

gently protested the lad. " I'm sewed up for the winter."

A complete change of air ought to be effected by
throwing open all the windows and doors at least before

and after each church service. Ventilation of school

rooms should be accomplished with corresponding fre-

quency and thoroughness.

Thf. Umpire Building, which Is now In process of erec-

tion In the city of Atlanta, Ua., will be 14 stories in hlgbt

and will require. It Is stated. 33.000 square feet of marble

mosaic aud tiling.

A reckkt consular report shows that there are 25 ap-

prentices' schools In different parts of Japau, which by

means of courses of study, extending from six months
upward, are designed to prepare the pupils for work In

various handicrafts.
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THE SAW-TOOTH TYPE OF FACTORY.
A FORM of building which Is growing in favor in many
f\ sections of the foundry for manufacturing purposes
in kiixwu jig tbo "saw-tooth factory," so called from the

resemblance of its roof to the shape of the teeth of a
saw. It is what may he termed u one story building,

which receives Its light from the roof by the arrange-
ineiit of a scries of small glazed roofs shaped like saw
teeth. The side of each saw-tooth roof, which Is vertical

or nearly so. Is placed toward the north and contains the
glass, ho that It admits north light only all through the

building. This is not especially new. as the same princi-

ple of roof construction was long ago used In England
In weaving sheds, and has since lieen copied In this coun-

try and others for the same kind of buildings. The old

saw tooth roof, however, was u very small and crude
affair compared with the modern construction; It was
usually of wood, with little or no ventilation, and adapt-

ed for little else than weaving. The modern saw-tooth
roof Is a.development of the old wooden saw tooth, and is

now built with light steel trusses, and well ndapted to

American conditions and climate for almost any kind
of manufacturing business. In construction the roof

consists of small Iron trusses ranging from 20 to 30 feet

spaii. each truss being made In the sha|ie of a triangle

and supported at each end by a small Iron column. The
short side of the triangle Is vertical, or nearly so. and is

tilled with glass, facing the north; the other side of the

triangle or roof truss being covered with plauk or tile

as a base for the flushed roofing material. These tri-

angular roof trusses extend over the entire building and
form a roof the section of which resembles the shape
of saw teeth so much that the building bus received the

mime of the " saw-tooth building."

The light, then, comes through the vertical sides of

each "saw-tooth" tnws. The glass in the vertical side

is made from fj to 11 feet high, so that for every roof

truss which covers a floor spare from 150 to 30 feet wide
there Is a corresponding window in the roof above It

that Is from 5 to 11 feet high. Ry having the glass sur-

face face the north the sunlight is excluded and only

the pure white light from the north Is admitted.

Floor Construction.

The floor of the building is constructed directly upon
i lie ground, and all spaces under It are filled solid with

cinders or concrete, so that there are no air spaces under
the 3 inches of solid wood composing the top finish of

the Moor. Because of the great strength of the floor It

is economical and usual to make the partitions of a
" saw-tooth " building of fire clay tile, and rest them di-

rectly on the top of the floor. This provision cuts off

the possibility of fire traveling from one department to

another. The roof Is the only part of the building that

i> not usually made absolutely lire proof. It is usually

made of mill construction Instead, which is the con-

struction recognised by the Are underwriters as a "slow
burning" one and next In fire resisting qualities to the

lire clay tile. There Is no reason, however, why the roof

cannot always be made of tire proof materials, with

wire glass In the skylights. Mill construction Is com-
monly adopted because It Is usually required to keep the

expense of the building within the usual amount allowed

tor the ordinary factory.

Heating and Ventilation.

Ir. discussing the heating and ventilation of a build-

ing of thia type In the Construction Xetcs. architects Nlm-
mons & Fellows, who have made a careful study of the

development of the "saw tooth" factory in Its relation

to American conditions and requirements, say:

With the "saw tooth" typo of building It Is possible

to maintaiu a temperature of 70 degrees throughout

winter and summer. This is accomplished by means of

a combined heating and cooling apparatus; that Is to

say. the same apparatus which Is used to heat the build-

ing in winter Is also used to cool it In summer. The
system used is the underground blast of heating and
ventilating. This system may nlso be used for the

ground floor of any building, aud Is applied to some
manufacturing buildings very successfully. It is not

. (aimed that it Is exclusively adapted to the "snw tooth
"

building, but the claim Is made that the "saw tooth"
building adapts Itself iterfectly to the requirements of

an Ideal blast system of heating and ventilation. In the
" saw tooth " building it is possible to build the heating

ducts under the floor of brick and concrete and deliver

the air through these from a central fan system to every
part of the plant. The peculiar form of the roof and
the ridge ventilators placed along the ridges of the " saw-

tooth " are means by which direct ventilation can be

secured over the entire floor area. The natural tend-

ency or the nlr lu a "saw tooth" roof is to rise to the

apex of each truss, and with a continuous ventilator at

that point the air escapes to the outside of the building

and causes a gentle current of air from the floor to cell-

ing. In slimmer the action of the sun on the roof warms
the air near the ceiling, and as the ceiling is on a slant

and as there is an o|K>ning at the highest point of each
roof, the nlr Is set In motlou aud produces a current up-

ward over the entire building; the tendency of this cur-

rent Is to draw new air from the doors and windows of

the side walls, if no other supply of air is furnished.

The heating ducts under the floor, however, supply this

demand, and cold air in summer and warm air In winter.

Vdlorltjr or Air Current*.

In addition to this natural tendency of an upward
current of air iu the building, the heating system deliv-

ers the air Into the building with a velocity which puts

it under pit ssure, aud all the more accelerates tills nat-

ural upward current In the building. In fact, the heat-

ing apparatus Is so calculated and constructed as to

change the air in the entire building every 15 to 20 min-

utes by forcing the air out of the ventilators. The ap-

paratus is made so that any desired temperature may
be maintained throughout the year. The steam pipes or

coils which heat the air In winter are so arranged that

cold water may be run through them In summer. The
large fans In connection with the heating apparatus suck
the fresh air over the heating or cooling pi]>es, as the

case may be. and blow It along under the floor In the

brick ducts to all parts of the building. Vertical

brandies are taken off of the underground ducts to de-

liver the nlr into the various rooms and departments.

The result of this system Is that the building is continu-

ally tilled anew with fresh air warmed or cooled to the

desired temperature.

The cost of this system of blast heating and ventila-

tion is also very much cheaper to install and operate

than the old system of direct radiation from steam coils

or radiators distributed throughout the building.

There are two great lienelits to lie derived from a

system of perfect heating and ventilating. The first Is

the Improved health of the employees, and second is less

liability to damage lu material and machinery.

In this connection It might also be mentioned that the

well equipped modern plant does not stop here In its

provision for the health and welfare of Its employees.

In addition to perfect heat, light and ventilation the com-

plete plant will also have wash basins provided with a

stream of fresh running water for each employee, Indi-

vidual ventilated lockers for lunch boxes and coats,

lunchrooms equipped to heat coffee and warm food, hos-

pital rooms for the sick and Injured, and perfect sanitary

plumbing convenient for every department of the plant.

All of these features have also been added at a mod-
erate cost in the principal "saw tooth" plants recently

bullt

t'KKKiiiK.vr GoupEits of the American Federation of

Labor. In his annual report presented recently, points

out that although a considerable number of strikes have
occurred in this country during the year, they were not

of a defensive character, but wen1 rather for higher

wages aud a shorter workday. During the year 688

strikes were reported, involving 213,190 persons. Or
this number 455 were successful, and 106 unsuccessful;

74 were compromised, and 53 are still pending. Of the

workers affected by the strikes 217.493 persons are said

to have been directly bcnellted in the result, while 11,257

were Involved in loss.
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. H. Fox.

un; present lu Figs. 4 and tut another example of

YY the Intersection of prisms mid cylinders, the In-

clination of the oblique plane having been taken equal

over the tangents- that Is, the rise of tho wreath piece Is

made equal over each tangent. This Ik one of the sim-

plest of the problems met with iu prac tical handralliug.

for the reason that the developed falling line Is a per-

fectly straight one. In problems other than this the

falling line is a curved one.

In order to obtain a representation of the solid the

drawing must be again made upon cardboard, then cut-

ting and folding this as directed, the student may obtain

vol only a correct representation of the solid, of the

given problem, but also n cardboard representation simi-

lar to that which may lie made in accordance with the

the cylinder. In Fig. 4 draw the squaro and produce the

sides in either direction, then with A as center and the

length of oue of the sides, as A-B, as the radius, draw
the curve of the plan of the cylinder. Now set off the

desired hlght of the prism, as shown In D-G, and divide

it lu F' into two equal parts. Then parallel with D C
draw F'-F"; Join G-F". Now, with C as center, rotate

run. 4.-1 of the

The

M(, 5a.-l Projection of thr Soli.1.

directions given by teachers of tho Tangent System
School for the problem lu question.

We will then give the directions for forming another

representation of the same problem, only in this we shall

explain the method as taught by the writer by means
of which the projection may lie obtained of the oblique

surfaces which belong to the section planes of the face

and joint surfaces. The student, having then the two
representations before him, will lie in a position to form
an opinion as to which is the better one as a means of

Illustration and instruction in enabling the learner to

understand the several Intricate points connected with

the science of handralllng.

Let ua suppose a quadrant of a cylinder, aa B-5-D of

Fig. 4, to be inclosed in a square based prism of which
A-B-C-D Is the plan of Its base, and the prism to be cut

by a plane whose vertical, G-.I, and horizontal traces.

J B, are known. Let it l>e required to form a representa-

tion of the solid of the prism, showing the projection of

the intersection of the oblique plane with the surface of

Copyrighted, Iwn, by (W H Vox.

F" into F, , and joining F, -B, we may obtain the pitch of

the oblique plane over the tangents B-C-D of the plan.

Now repeat the operation at the opposite sides of the

square. To find the true shape of the section proceed

as follows: First, on the plan draw the diagonal A-G; if

the drawing is correct the student will find, if he pro-

duces the pitch line G-F" to meet the side D-C produced
in J, ami then joins J with B, the line A-C Just drawn
is parallel with the horizontal trace J-B. Understanding
this, ho can with G and F" of the pitch as centers, and
the length G-F" as radius, draw arcs In H-I. Then
with F" as center and the length A C of the ordinate of

the plan as the radius, cut the are first drawn In II.

Theu with H as center and G-F" again as radius cut the

arc in I. Join G-H-I-F" and we may obtain the section
of tho prism.

To find the curve proceed aa follows: First, on the
plan draw the diagonal D-B, then divide the curve as
shown In D-2-5, &c„ Into any number of parts, and
through each point draw lines, as 3-2-3', &c, parallel

with A C. Then parallel with D-G and C F,,draw 3,-3

and 8, -8. Now at the section plane draw the diagonals
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F"II ami G I; set off F"-8 cqunl with F,-8,, of the pitch

line; auil from Hip points given in 3, -S draw lines parallel

with F ' II. Now set off l'-2'. To, &c, resisjctlvely

equal to the length of the corerspondiug points of the

ordinates of the plan, and place pins In the points given

in G-2'-5\ &c. Bend a flexible strip around them and
trace the elliptical curve, which will complete the draw-
ing. Now take a sharp knife and cut clear through the

board at the outllno of the drawing; then at the lines

A-l>, D C. C-B, B-A, at the base; and at the pitch Hue
G-F" cu( about half through the board. This done, turn

up the four sides, leaving the Hues on the exterior; then

fold over the section plane Into its proper position. The
student may now find, if the drawing has been made
correctly, that the sides of the section plane fall exactly

over the sides of the prism, and on trial ho may rind ilie

curve of the section plane to be perpendicular over the

curve of the plan.

In Fig 5a is shown an oblique projection of the solid.

We shall have occasion in explanations which follow to

call attention to this diagram. In relation to the applica-

tion of this example to the subject matter of these chap-

ters, we may state the curve line of the plan may be

taken to represent the center lino of a rail, which has

a uniform rise over Its plan- that is. the rail In covering

say that portion B-5 of the plan will rise a vertical bight

equal with C-F,, the rail In covering that portion of the

plan 51) equal with B-5, will again rise a vertical bight

F'-G. equal with the rise, C-K, over the lower half of the

curve of the plan.

(To be continued.)

COMPULSORY ARBITRATION OF LABOR DISPUTES.

£l O much has recently been published about compulsory

!S arbitration of labor disputes that the address of

Hugh H. Lusk. ex-member of Parliament of New Zea-

land, before the Arbitration and Conciliation Conference

held at Chicago In December Is of unusual Interest and

importance. Among other things Mr. Lusk said:

The main features of the law now in force are:

L That it rests upon the voluntary basis of associa-

tions, so that no individual, whether workman or em-

ployer, can Invoke the assistance of the law unless in bla

capacity as representing an organization duly registered

under the provisions of the law. Thus trades unions are

made in New Zealand the basis of compulsory arbitra-

tion.

2. That before compulsion la resorted to every effort

must be made to bring about an agreement by concilia-

tion applied by a board equally representant through

freely elected delegates, workers and employers.

3. That, falling an agreement through the agency of

the Conciliation Board, either party may, but neither is

compelled to, appeal to the Arbitration Court for a final

decision.

4. That an appeal to the court acta as a stay of all

other proceedings whatsoever in dispute—that Is to say.

that no employer shall close his works or dismiss his

workers, and no workers shall strike against the em-

ployers, in connection with the matters in dispute, un-

til the question lias been dealt with by the court, on

pain of being treated as lielug In contempt, and subject

to tine and imprisonment.

5. That the Arbitration Court itself shall consist of

three members, one representing the workers and one

the employers' associations, while the third, and presi-

dent of the court, shall be one of the Judges of the high-

est court in the country.

There are many other provisions, providing for detail

of working, such as the time limit within which a case

must be heard and dealt with by the court; the pub-

licity of all proceedings in the court; the appointment

of skilled assessors in each case; and the powers of the

court to compel the production of all such eveidnce as

Is considers necessary—or, falling such production, the

power to assume that it is wholly adverse to the side

refusing or delaying its production. All these, however,

as well as the provisions for reducing the cost of appeal

to the court to a nominal sum. and for reducing the

ost of procedure by excluding lawyers from either

party, may be looked on as secondary to the main prin-

ciples of the system.

The trial, in externals at least, Is less formal than

one iu the Supreme Court; yet the powers of the Arbi-

tration Court are in some respects even greater. It is

not bound by the same hard and fast rules of evidence

as prevail In the Supreme Court; and it is specially

aiiihorized to exercise a discretionary power not given

to the more strictly legal court in several directions.

The object of ibis latitude of procedure Is to enable the

court t« arrive at a conclusion not only just but politic

in many cases of dispute, where strict justice might be-

come oppressive to one or other of the parties, or might

fall to protect the public interests involved In the dis-

pute. The court, indeed, is emphatically one of equity

iu its broad rather than Its legal sense; and thus it has

been found not ouly wise, but necessary, to vest large

discretionary powers in its judges.

One or two principles which lie at the very foundation

or the system cannot be ignored in considering Its ap-

plicability to any other country than that In which it

began. The most importnut of these Is the principle

that the Interests of every class in a community are re-

garded by the political reformers of New Zealand as

secondary to those of the people as a whole. It la no
answer at all, iu New Zealand, to a complaint that man-
ufacturers are growiug very rich while workmen con-

tinue poor, that it is the inevitable result of inequalities

of position in the social scale which give one man capi-

tal and training In business and many men only their

hands aud uaturul intelligence. The reply there Is that

it is not good for the people a: large that such dispari-

ties should be encouraged, aud therefore, if the cap-

italist is making too much out of his business in propor-

tion to the workers' share, the public thinks Itself not

only justified but bound to step iu and assist in remedy-
ing the evil.

1 have studied with deep interest for several years,

aud with a good deal of misgiving as to the future, many
of the social and industrial conditions of this great couu-
try. 1 have admired, with no stinted admiration, its en-

terprise and energy, and the marvelous results which
these have secured in so short a period. What I have
uol admired has been the social and political evils that

seem to nic to be proceeding with a growth that is quite
as vigorous as the development of the couutry iu other
aud more worthy directions. The root of these evils

seems to mo to be found in the rapidly widening gulf be-

tween the classes of the rich aud the poor—or, in other
words, between the capitalist and the workman. There
was a time, apparently not so loug ago, when the line

that divided these classes was ouc which was not hard
to pass, and thousands of the capitalists of today have
undoubtedly risen from the ranks of the workers. Con
ditlons. as you must all know, have changed, aud are
changing still more: and if things go on as they are now
going, the time cannot be distant when the lino will be
as hard to pass in America as It has long been In Kurdpc.
It appear* to me that few greater misfortunes could be
.'.ill tins land and its people than this.

Tun gra:iitc w.ill of the m w State Reformatory Ad
ministration Building, iu course of construction at St.

Cloud, Minn., which was recently discovered to be some
inches out of alignment with the other buildings, was
straightened without tin- labor aud expense of tearing it

down and tei.uilding :t. and without Injury to the
masonry. Fifty jack screw* wciv secured, aud by means
of these and the inmate labor the builder moved the
wall 3 Inches aL one end and Jn luebes at the other with-

out damaging it.
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A NOVEL WORKSHOP AND DWELLING.

C I KC I'MSTANCES and local conditions often render

unique uinuy of (lie problems In building construc-

tion which architects are called upon to solve, and doubt-

less a description of some of them would make inter-

esting reading to a large class engaged In the building

business. Such accounts would likely show peculiar

phases of design and construction, tell bow the diffi-

culties encountered were overcome, and at the same
time afford the builder suggestions which mar prove

valuable In the future. A case Involving the solution of

a rather curious problem, but one that can hardly be

fully appreciated except by those living In communities
win-re ground space commands a high premium, has

recently been brought to our notice.

Through the widening of the streets

a corner lot was so reduced In area

as to leave it 03 feet G Inches In

length, but only 4 feet IVi Inches

deep at one end and 2 feet 4V4 Inches

at the other end. Thin narrow strip

at first appeared to be of no particu-

lar value for building purposes, ex-

cept perhaps as an addition to the

adjacent property. The owner, how-
ever, meeting with no satisfactory

offer for his property, and not wish-

thought It was Impossible to give satisfaction to the

owner, luit the driiwiugs which I semi show how I suc-

ceeded in giving him a dry underground workshop and
living rooms. The foundation walls are 20 Inches thick,

built of stone and with every stone grouted In cement.

The rear or west wall is built of brick 12 and 8 Inches

thick, laid In Portland cement mortar. It required n

t-pcclal permit for a modification of the present building

law to allow rue to build the stair break 8 inches instead

of 12 Inches, as the law requires. This was done in

order to make tin stairs as wide as possible, and give

access to the vault. The outside and inside of the stone

walla were treated from the bottom of the foundation

_ i , J

End Elevation on lfllst St n»l. -Scale, M lm-h to the Foot.

lng to remove to another Bection of the city, owing to

the fact thot he had established his business at that

particular corner, before the streets were widened, de

elded to build upon a portion of the strip a workshop and

dwelling, provided he could find an architect to carry

out his plan.

This was the problem which was presented to Louis

Talk, architect and construction superintendent, of 2785

Third avenue. New York city, who describes as follows

bow he did the work:

It was necessary, by reason, of the widening of the

Btreets. to place the building to the new line, where the

depth of the lot was only ?, feet «•£ inches. At first I

Front Elevation with Section through Room* Below tirade.

-

Scale, X Inch to the Foot.

A Mail thettttng and Workthop —LouU folk, ArrMltrl, liuruugk

of Brum, .Vrw York City.

to the top with cement, to a depth of % Inch, and

then cement was washed over the entire surface. The

floor was concreted In the usual manner and a wooden

floor placed on top of It The Inside walls were furred

oil with 1 x 2 furring strips placed 10 Inches on centers

and the regular three-coat plaster finish.

The frame above the curb line Is constructed of 2%
Inch angle Iron framed, braced and anchored to the

foundation In such a manner that Is Is Impossible to

blow over. The west or rear wall Is only 3\4 Inches

thick Including the studding, siding and Inside sheath-

ing. The floor above the store la reached by a movable

ladder, which when not In use ia folded into the show

window. A folding bed Is provided similar to the beds

used In a Tullman car.

Light and ventilation are obtained through the vault

light, and also through the movable risers In the stoop

and window near the curb, as shown In the sectional

view. The roof over the vault—that Is, the workshop and

living rooms—Is constructed of Iron I-beams with brick

arches, with concrete over them for the sidewalk finish.

The work cost when completed $3000. which Includes

the vault space.
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Piaster and Good Accoustics.

Prof. Charles Nussbnum calls attcatlon to the fact

that Id cases where good acoustics are required inime-

<liatt>ly on completion of the room the choice of the cell-

ing ami wall plaster Is of not a little importance. The
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fully smoothed, so H to avoid all roughness ami irregu-

larities. It is found that planter of paris made of gyp-

sum, burnt to white heat and prepared without sand, I*

specially Adapted for thin purpose. The strongly elastlr.

delicate surface of this plastering has a peculiar quality

of reflecting the sound waves and thus producing a soft

limine. For the transmission of

heat this plaster Is also highly

r 'mmended, but in the matter

of drying both It mid the ma-

sonry underneath It more time

must itr ullowed than for plaster

of mixtures «f lime and sand, or

lime, cement and sand. On the

other hand, paint or coverings

uf veneer, fabrics, wall paper.

ftc, < mi be applied Immediately

atter the drying, while the al-

kalis of the lime, and especially

those of the eeuieuts. often

cans,- great mischief through

lie insistent dampness of th»

plaster. This may be brought

about by the formation of

sweat, even where all other

causes of dampness are care-

fully provided against.
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Plan showing Iron Work Bflow Uracle.

i

i

Hki-ohts from various parts

of the country show that the

Plan of Htory Abor« Gnvir.

KiMimtnlion Plan. Showing HooniB t'Biter Hi nunl

.1 -Vi.iW Ihrttliny and WorMvp —FltOf Plant. - Sttjlr, '., Ii4,b to Ihr Foot

detirBbtllty of can In this matter Is even greater where
a soft tone color is ilesinil. This is the reason why In

CODCetl halls admixtures of lime and sand or cement
should not be used us u plastering, only a mortar of

plaster ef jmris will give the smoothness and richness

of "«'iif desired, Band should not be added to the upper

layers ot this mortar. :ind the surface should In- care-

It ' ' lit drop in the price of structural steel and of

other materials that enter into building has imparted a
considerable stimulus to building operations. In many
ease* plans which were cheeked early in the year by the
high prices then ruling have been put into action and the

outlook among builders generally Is much more satisfac-

tory than It was n month or two ago.
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DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS IN FRAME WALLS.

LETTERS received from various sources during the

past year indicate a desire ou the part of the writ-

ers for Home articles illustrating details of building con-

struction which will tend to aid them In reading archi-

tects' drawings with which ibey are not altogether fa-

miliar. More or less difficulty seems to be encountered

by many mechanics in proiwrly interpreting Just what
is meant by the blue print or tracing from which, it may-

be, they are expected to work, and it is with a view to

affording such workmen valuable suggestions along this

line that we present herewith some details, carefully

executed, showing, for example, the construction of

double bong windows In frame walls. It will be observed

that the work is carried out In such a way as to clearly

Indicate the various parts of the window frame and sash,

and that where the name of anything pertaining to the

work Is not obvious at a glance, it bears a figure with

an arrow, which Is fully explained in the accompanying
text. We present this matter as the first of a short series

of articles which we trust will by careful study aid I

and with the addition of either a ground or a ground
casing I* also used In medium grade work. If this cas-

ing is omitted, as shown in the drawing, the trim must
be wide enough to get a nailing into the stud.

Section E is taken through the sill of the window and
the method of forming the stool, though simple, may
also be used In the best grade work. •

The construction of sections F, G and II is much bet-

ter than that of the preceding examples and is used in

the best grade of work. The flashing at heads of win-

dows in this grade Is either copper or sheet lend. A
mosquito screen, though not shown In the elevations. Is

here Introduced, and instead of putty and tacks to hold

the glass in position, as shown In the preceding draw-
ings, a bead is substituted. Also instead of a single

sill, as is used In cheaper work, a sill and sub-sill are

provided, same receiving a coat of white lead at Joint

before being put together. The water nose at bottom
rail of sash prevents water from entering under same.

The dotted lines In section G

•

t

- .

EXTERIOR INTERIOR INTERIOR EXTERIOR

FUMratioB* of Window* from wbfou Hectino* are Taken. -8V»le. H Inch to lie Foot.

who now find difficulty In understanding architects'

drawings.

The detail* here shown are all designed for frame

walls using 4-Inch studs, with which no sash thicker

than 1*4 Inches can well be used. The sizes of the

wludows and the design of trim, outside architrave and

other molded work in connection with same are entirely

optional, but the thickness of outside architrave should

always be at least 1% Inches, or better, 1% Inches, to

receive clapboards or shingles.

The lines marked alphabetically uik>u the elevations

on this page Indicate the cut from which the various

sections nre taken. The sections A to E show a simple

method of construction, which, however, has not as many
good features as those shown in the other sections; but

It Is less expensive and well adapted for use In cheap

work.

Section A is taken through the head of the window
and could be Improved upon by setting grounds upon the

studs, to which to nail Inside finish. The tops of all win-

dows on exterior are most always exposed to the weather

and. as Indicated in this case, should tie well flashed

with tin.

Section B shows the construction of sash bars and
section C that of meeting rails.

Section V Is taken through the jamb of the window

be built outside of the screen; though, owing to the space

being so narrow. It would be necessary to cut the screen

out a little bit at the bottom to allow for blind catches

when blinds arc closed. This, however, Is not as good as

the arrangement shown In the section on page 4,1, which
is especially designed to allow the use of both mosquito

screen and blinds upon the same window, outside of the

sash, which is very satisfactory. The casing is set out-

side of the sheathing, thereby giving enough extra width

to the pulley stile to allow ample space for blind fixtures.

The use of a strip dividing the weight box, as shown
in this detail, makes a more thorough Job.

The terms applied to the various members, indicated

by the figures on the drawings, are as follows: 1. outside

architrave; 2. Hashing; :J, yoke: 4. sash; 5, inside archi-

trave or trim: fl. loth and plaster; 7, clapboards or

shingles; 8, sheathing; 0, sash bar; 10, meeting rails;

11, sheathing paper; 12. outside casing; 1.1, pulley stile;

14. porting strip: 15, stop Im:h1: 10, sash weights; 17,

stud tone 4x4 inches or two 2 x 4 inches); IS, stool; 19.

apron; 20. sill; 21. ground; 22, cap of trim; 23, mosquito

screen; 24. ground casing: 2.\ Mib slll; 26, outside blind.

A i omi'Any. who were organized last April, have just

token the first steps toward carrying out a plan for the
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establishment of a model factory town, designed for the separate and will stand In a plot of ground large enough
social ami Industrial betterment of working people. to provldo a flower garden in front and a vegetable gar
With this object, the town of Belle Meade. X. J., is now den In the rear. The company plan to erect In the spring

to process .-f ere, Hon. A plant for the manufacture of a large building for the use of the community, containing.

Vertical awl II»rl«»nt«l fe-ctl»n» Tal.Mi «• Vniuu In>l)i-a'«il <>u the Kk*ati<>u» -Hcalr. » lm L. » t<> (he loot.

th.«hi, Hun;! \Yin<l'»r> in t'rann H'.Wf*.

candies La* already been completed and arrangements a library, public baths, public laundry and hall and meet-

have been made for the addition of other industries in Ing places for societies and lodges. Drs. Joslah Strong

the early spring, Operations have nlso begun on the nnd \V. II. Tolmnn uf the League for Social Service,

erection of homes for the workers. F.very house will be New York, have entire charge of the enterprise,
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Attic Space for Sleeping Room*.

The tendency to make use of n portion at leant of tin 1

uttlc spare in dwellings of the- present day for sleeping'

rwuis lius developed some adverse criticism, wlileli n

writer In the Amerimn i'onlraclor outlines ns follows:

To till nil requirements the modern dwelling must
<••oml.ine elegance in the largest attainable measure, cost

I* Ing taken Into account, with practical utility. In the

plain residences of generations past the latter of these

considerations was given the foremost place, symmetry
!i'!d architectural effects being of secondary importance.

At present these conditions have largely lieen reversed,

style and attractiveness being the prime object aimed at.

variety, as a rule, being considered before health and
solid comfort. While elegance of design ami beauty of

construction are of gnat Importance, the ultimate end

of a dwelling—a healthful, comfortable and happy home
—should not lie lost sight of or sacrificed to the almost

universal desire to make a fine appearance.

Sloping roofs of many kinds nnd designs .are decid-

edly artistic nnd have become quite the vogue, even in

the moderately priced nnd cheap class of houses. The
Chicago Amcricnn recently awarded u prize in a public

competition to a lady for a design falling under this

general class. Without criticising the finding of the com

Il.rixonUI Nation (hrougb Knum-, elwwlnK Construction »rll

Adapt«l for t «tng Mo-quilo Hcreeu »n.t BlimU upon 6«nw Win-
<!..» Outside of the Sub -Scale. 1 1nches to the Foot

Doubt/ I/unj Wimlon in h nunr W,M§

miitec of architects thut made the award, the instance

may be referred to ns Illustrating the tendency to en-

courage art at the expense of utility. People who occupy
« house costing $1500, the supposed value of the struc-

ture in question, are seldom In a financial condition to

warrant the leaving of a considerable portion of it unin-
habited, yet rooms inclosed between sloping roofs are

scarcely lit for occupancy during the heated months of
the year, as he who has attempted to sleep In such
apaitments in July and August has clearly and definitely

learned.

On general principles, I regard this form of con-
st met ion as a mistake, particularly in dwellings de-

signed for the middle and poorer classes. There Is

small excus-e for n form of construction that entails

lack of sleep and other forms of discomfort during the

heated term. The difference in the cost is trifling, al

most insignificant, and ought not lo cut a figure. Kooms
between sloping roots are always uncomfortably warm,
frequently stifling in the summer season, and the archi-

tect knows no way of practically overcoming the diffi-

culty.

Sometimes there Is reason In this style of construc-

tion. By building the walls above the first story a little

higher, the expense of which is trifling, a storage space
•an be provided, which later on can Is- finished Into

bedrooms end made, in a pinch, to supply the demands
of a growing family. On general principles, however,
I do not look with favor on this form of construction.

As a matter of fact, these superheated chambers are

assigned to Uic servants, if the family employs any.

and to children. This Is decidedly wrong; people who
work hard ami crowing children, particularly, require

sleep ef a character that cannot be secured In a room
;ignlnst the very ceiling of which, almost, the sun has
been mercilessly beating during the long hours of a
summer's day.

Considerations of humanity, if not of self interest,

ought to welch with those who are contemplating the

building of a home nnd provide, without any consider-

able increase of cost, rooms comparatively free from the

effects of the -tin and susceptible of proper ventilation.

Attic apartments are not only excessively warm in sum-
mer, but are extremely cold in winter. Thus, to a cer-

tain plcturesoi!eness. real or supposed, many people de-

liberately sacrifice comfort and health and detract at

the same time from the selling qualities of their dwel-
ling. The rich nnd fanciful may indulge in architectural

effects- if they provide their servants with proper quar-

ters—but persons of moderate means can scarcely afford

to sacrifice to them the comfort nnd happiness of their

households

Working Drawings of the Ancients.

Anything resembling the working drawing of modern
times Is not to be discovered, says an English archi-

tectural exchange. The archives of Durham Cathedral

have been carefully searched for architectural plans,

but withon: success. A manuscript commentary upon
the Prophet Ezekiel. belonging to the Dean and Chapter
of Durham, wrltteu apparently in the eleventh century,

• ontains some curious pen and Ink delineations in the

Norman style of Ezekler* temple, such ns ground plans,

elevations. Ac, which prove the architectural skill of

the commentator and the fact that it was no unusual

thing to commit to parchment illustrations of this na-

ture. "Patterns in paper," " portralctures," "patterns

in timltf-r." are referred to in the contract for the

Beauchamp Chapel at Warwick in 1430; but during the

earlier centuries of our national architecture It is likely

that models in wood, or drawings upon wooden tablets,

were in general adopted as specifications by the con-

tracting parties and referred to during the progress of the

work. Admitting this to have been the case, length of

time and the nature of the material may nccount for the

present non existence of records which would have

beeu so interesting.

A mutilated figure in stone, some years ago removed
from a niche or housing on the tower of Durham Ca-

thedral, holds In its hands a church, carved in the same
material upon a small scale, and of the Norman period.

This figure may either represent the bishop who planned

i lie work, or the mason who carried it Into execution,

but in either case we have here a proof that our ances-

tors practiced the art of modeling upon a small scale,

the point for which we are contending. Again, what Is

still more important to our object, there is in Worcester

Cathedral, according to Carter, in the spandrel of anarch,

a representation In stone of an architect presenting the

design of a building to a siqierior personage, who Is ex-

amining It with attention. Fully agreeing with Carter

as to the general pur|x>rt of litis valuable memorial, his

explanation overlooks an important fact. The drawing
on tablets is in the hands of an ecclesiastic, but Instead

of having Just received It for Ids approbation from the

builder who is sitting near him, we believe him. after

having designed it himself for it could lie easily proved

that our early architects were in general ecclesiastics -

to 1m? In the act of proposing It to the builder as the

pattern to lie imitated in the contemplated work. At all

events, the drawing is on (ablets—another proof of our

general theory that wood or some such material was
preferred to parchment.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Finding Down BtvrU of Purllna en Hip Roofs.

From L. G. K., Kansas City, Mo.—la the January num-
ber of Carpentry and Huilding " Learner " of I'atcrsou,

N. J., asks how to obtain the down bevel of a purlin

running between hips ami setting square with the pitch

of the roof. In Fig. 1 of the sketches which I inclose

Is shown the mnnner of finding cuts for purlins in ree-

langular roofs of equal pitch. In order to comply with
" Learner's " request, the side A B of the purlin Is placed

square with the pitch of the roof, but this method may
he applied to purlins with their Bides placed at any re-

quired angle. The object is to be able 10 cut the ends

of the purlins so that they will fit a vertical plane, re-

gardless of the pitch of the roof, or whether the purlin

is to fit against the hip or valley, or against the beveled

end of another purlin.

Referring to the drawing, the Hues A B and B M
must be drawn square with each other, and the purlins

must be square cornered. Draw the line A B at the re-

quired pitch of the face side of the purlin, and draw

Fl/. 1.—Plan and Elevation. Showing Manner of Finding Cuts for

Purllna In Rectangular Roof* of Equal Pitch.

again call attention to the necessity lu such problems of

constructing or figuring the Inverted imaginary roof 1h>

low the plate. Very few mechanics are using this method
of framing, principally because most of our cornices are
what are known as " box " cornices -that is, the planceer
sets level and the fascia and crown mold perpendicular
to the plates, &c. In the construction of roofs of thin

Fig. a - Purlin Having its Top .Side Placed

, of Roof
at an Angle to

Rul.mltl.sl by "O. L. 8."

Finding flown Bn«U of Parlint on Hip /too/.

B M square from A B. Now through B draw a vertical

line, as B V, and draw A D Bquare with B P.

To lay off the bevels proceed as follows: I>raw A K
square from A B. Take A D as a radius and draw the

arc D F. Now draw B F and the angle at F gives the

bevel for the face side of A B. The next step is to take

B D for n radius and draw the arc D M. Draw A M,
and the angle at M will give the cut for the miter on
the side B M.

To find the figures on the steel square to lay off the
bevels proceed as follows: The four lines, A H. B M.
It D and A 1), are all that will be required. Take A B
on the blade and A 1) on the tongue and use the bevel

..f the tongue for the face side A It. Now take A It on
the blade and B 1) on the tongue and use the bevel of the

tongue for the miter of the side B M.
In Fig. 1' is shown the same method applied to u pur-

lin Inning its lop side placed at an angle to the pitch

"f the roof. "Learner" will observe that this method
is correct only when the building is square cornered and
the roi.f Is of equal pitch.

In>m <;. L S, 7V',i/)f<. /jc/.- Replying to "Learner."
I'atersou, N. J., relative to cutting purlins against hips

where the former set square with the roof. I wish to

kind but little use is made of Die problem under con

sldcratlou. With the raking cornice*, however, the con-

ditions are quite different, and the mechanic who Is

reasonably proficient In the former may be, and frequent-

ly Is, very weak In the latter.

As these roofs are becoming very popular through

the writings of architects in the South and West. It be-

comes Important that the young chip, as well as many of

the older ones, should understand the fundamental prin-

ciples of their construct lou. Monckton, Gould, Bell,

Hodgson, Hicks and many other writers have passed

this subject by and gone directly into descriptive geom-

etry to develop these cuts and lay out these angles. All

of these lines, angles, points, Arc., become very confus-

ing to the average mechanic, and the writer, after con-

siderable experience, hns adopted the method illustrated

lu Fig. .1, preferring to u-c the steel square in the execu-

tion of such work.

From an Inspection of the sk. tch It will. Ik- seen that

the purlin here spoken of occupies the same relative

> -i ion -luu tic Li- a ! do. - «; n the end ,.( the

rafter is sawn square, and is therefore identical with

the problem demonstrated by the writer in the issue of

the paper for September, mice I'M.' By an extension of

the faces of the purlin < r fa-. i.i an inverted ns.f or hon-
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per Is formed below the plate. Now all angular sur-
faces and bevels found In the surface of this roof are
marked out with figures taken from the roof, while all

the angles or bevels to be made on surfaces In the Imagi-
nary roofs must be made by taking corresponding figures
from that roof; thus the top edge of this purlin Is beveled
by taking the length of the common rafter and run of
same, while the side or broad face of the purlin Is

marked by taking the length of the common rRfter of
the Imaginary roof and the run of same.

It will be seen from the sketch that not only is the
purlin thus cut, but the planceer, fascia, gutter hoard,
saddle boards and sheathing were broken over the hips
and In the valleys, as well as the hopper work, and last,

but by no means least, the cuts on side nnd top of miter
box for cutting crown mold for buildings of this ehar-

A rule that would be applicable In all cases Is as follows.

Take the length of the common rafter and Its distance

from the hip, measuring on the plate line for the top

bevel, and for the down l>erel use the same distance

on plate line, ami the quotient obtained by multiplying

the length of the common rafter by Its run and divided

by Its rise. This last Is simply the length of a rafter

having the same run and the same pitch as the face of

the purlin, nnd limy Ite obtained by making a drawing,

which, however, I seldom do when I can avoid It.

Plan for Xrrond floor.

From E. W., Kaunas City, Uo.-l send a second-floor

plan in reply to the correspondent " A. J. B." making

Inquiry In the December Issue of Varprnlry and BuUdiwj.

I also send a front nnd side elevation representing my

Front Hrvatloo.

Sour, Ma Inch to the Fool.

SMp tl*ft i El«-Tati»n

Plan for Second Floor.—Conlributtd by " E. W ," Katitu COf, Mo.

acter. If " L*urucr " finds any difficulty in figuring the

rise of this Imaginary roof, he can make his drawing
accurate and scale the same, which will give him results

close enough for all practical purposes. To be sure, be
must take into consideration that his timber must be

straight and out of wind and the building absolutely

square, conditions which seldom ever prevail; hence he

must not be surprised If he has to use the block plane

Just a bit.

I would call attention to the fact that ns " Learner"
gnve no pltcli nor figures in his problem, I have assumed
the same figures as employed In my former problem,

which gives two-thirds pitch. The width of building

Is 24 feet, the rise of roof 1<! feet nnd the rise of imagi-

nary roof 0 feet. Kraut the top cut of purlin use 20 x 12

and side cut of pn-lin 15 x 12: cut by 12.

From O. L. W., Dalian. Texas. If " Learner" .if I'at-

erson, N. J., will use the length of the common rafter

and Its rise on his square, the rise will give the down
bevel for the purlin, and by using the run In place of

tiie rise he will hnve the top bevel. Tills applies only

where Hie hips make angles of 4'> degrees with the plnte.

elude a detail of the main cornice showing the con-

struction at the eaves.

Ttilunlnic Liquid Ulut.

From Ij. 11.. lloquiam, Washington.—Will some reader

of the paper tell me what to use to thin liquid glue which

is only used oeenslonnlly and which becomes thick Horn

long standing?

Sole.— Cabinet makers often thin the glue which they

use by adding a very little viuegnr or acetic acid.

What I* ©nr-Qnarlrr Pitch ?

From C. \V. B.. Kcadimj, I'a.—l wish you would pub-

lish in the Correspondence Deportment my Idea of one-

qunrter pitch ns applied to roofs, ami the method I have
observed in my travels. There seems to be n wide dif-

ference of opinion ns to the method of finding the pitch

of roofs but I would say that I have never seen nny
other way than thnt described by " H. K. K." of Larned.

Kan. I'sing the protractor Is all right ho fnr ns degrees

go. but It Is not customary In this part of the country,

or where I have linen, to use it, but rather the square,

which is the main part of a enrpentor's kit. The Idea

of Hiking ohcqnartcr, one-third or one-half the width
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ol :i building, according to the pitch desired, is. I think,

as practical a method as can be had. I am anxious,

how ever, to hear further on this subject, as it is possible

we mny nil learn something more about it.

Trouble with Bolls mud Puller*.

From D. C. Hruirrs. lUickhannon, W. Ya.—In com
pliancc with request of "J. E. L>.." Chicago, concerning

the difficulty he has In use of eertniu belui and pulleys, I

will offer a few suggestions which may help him to solve

the problem. There are so many things to take into

consideration in the use of belts that it Is difficult to

determine the cans© of his trouble without having more
data than he gives.

When belts are straight, pulleys true on face and
shafts parallel, there will l>e no trouble in running belts,

unless they are overloaded, when the best will fall to

give satisfaction. In case of llie rubber belt spoken of, I

suspect the tight pulley is crowning, or the end of shaft

on which the pulley runs Is closer to the driving shaft

than the opposite end. as a bolt will always run toward
the end of shaft nearest to line shaft. Bolts, to shift

easily, must run on straight face pulleys, both edges of

which must be the same diameter; If one edge is lnrger

than the other, and the shafts parallel, the belt will run
to the high side of pulley.

The leather belt being inclined to run on the edges
of both the driving and driven pulleys is caused by
shafts not being parallel or the edge of one or both pul-

leys being larger hi diameter on one edge than the

other. Tulleys must be in line to work well. Belt shift-

ers should bo placed on part of belt running onto the

driven pulleys and ns near to the pulleys as practicable.

From K. B. E., Brnnington, 17.—In answer to "J. E.

D. " of Chicago, 111., who complnlned of trouble with his

belts and pulleys. I notice that he says he is running
from a 6-Inch pulley, but he does not stnte whether he
means it is a ft-inch face or diameter. I will, however,

offer a few suggestions, and perhaps he can work It out

himself. There are several things which would cause
his pulley to run unsatisfactorily. In the first place, his

driving pulley should have a face as wide as the tight

and loose pulleys combined: then, If his pulleys are of

wood, they may t»e worn out of true, which would make
some difference: then, again, his belt must be straight,

and, most Important of all. the shaft* must be parallel.

Now, let him see that the face of the driving pulley Is

true and ns wide as the tight and loose pulleys together

and the belt straight. Sometimes the belt has been used

for a cross belt and becomes stretched more on one
edge than on the other: It Is hard work to make such a

belt give satisfaction. The edges of the driving pulley

and the tight and loose pulley must 1* In line. If the

belt does not work, loosen the boxes of the countershaft,

or, If very slow, move the countershaft one way or the

other, until the belt is perfectly straight on the pulleys.

If. after getting the countershaft to run all right, " J.

E. D." belts to some other pulley which he may have
thought out of true, he must. If such is the case, ad-

just that to the countershaft. The same treatment will

remedy the upright leather belt. I would here remark
that the face of the driving pulley should be flat—that

is. not crowning- while the driven pulley should be a lit-

tle crowning. I have sometimes turned out the center

of the face of a driving pulley when of wood and
crowned each side, the same as if two pulleys were put

side by side. The belt will work very well on one fixed

that way. All shafting should be level.

Measuring a Slate Roof.

From H. It. It., I'hit'idelphiti. Pa — In answer to the

Inquiry of '• B. J. II." of Du Hois. Pa.. In the November
Nmic, about the measuring of slate roofs, I give the fol-

lowing rule, which can be traced back to the time when

i.«.f* were first put on. In work of this kind the area ot

a roof is found by multiplying the length of the ridge

by the girth from cave to cave. Allowance must be made
for the double row at tin- bottom. In taking the girth the

line l« made to ply over the course of slates and re-

tm-ie-.l upon the under side until it meets the wall or

eaveboatd. On hips and valleys an allowance of 6 inches

Is made on each side as extra measurement. No deduc-

tions are made for chimneys, windows or skylights.

There is another rule which allows 12 Inches wide extra

at the ridges, (5 inches extra at the cave, multiplied by

their length. C inches around the chimneys, dormers, &c.

No deductions are made for chimneys. A-c This rule

and the one above are used In both this and the old coun-

try and are legal, unless a bargalu to the contrary Is

made.

Drawing* Winlrit of More Counter*.

From J. O. B.. Southport. X. (?.—Will some reader fur-

nish a plan for a grocery counter 20 feet long. Intended

to be used in a general merchandise store, also one of

the same length for dry goods? The walls will be of

yellow pine, and both shelving and walls will have a

hard oil finish. All work Is to be done by hand, as there

are no planing mills convenient. 1 am only a young
• hip. and would greatly appreciate the kind assistance

of some of the older hands at the business.

Short Method of Ksllmalluu Buildings.

fYowi .1. J/. A., k'lkharl, /wrf— I would like to ask of

some experienced brother carpenters if there Is any

way or obtaining the figures on large buildings such as

>iorerooms. churches, Ac. without the necessity of mak-

ing a bill of material and getting the figures in the usual

way?
.Y<jff.--Tuere Is no royal road to knowledge, and we

fear our correspondent will find no " short cut " in esti-

mating large work upon which it would Ive wise to base

bids. A practice sometimes followed in obtaining pre-

liminary figures is to estimate by the cube—that is,

and the cubical contents of the structure by multiplying

the length by the width and this by the bight measured

from the foundation up to hair the elevation of the roof.

The liual result is then multiplied by some fixed amount
according to the style nnd nature of the building. This

:;t best elves only nn approximate estimate of the cost

and is not a method to l>e recommended.

Sweat I ug Chimney Floes.

From C. C. II.. Urooktillr, /'<«.—I desire to ask the

practical readers a intention or two about sweating chim-

ney Hue.-. I have been doing a great deal of work for

a man who owns the property, and who has had trouble

with the flues of the chimney sweating. We first thought

the flues leaked about the roof, but I flashed It once or

twice, and the tinsmith flashed It and soldered up the

corners, still it was wet In the attic and the plaster

has falleu off several times, so this last summer I had

i lie fine taken dowu and rebuilt. I laid the flashing 2

inches In the cement Joints and then flashed up against

the flue, turning down over the roof, flashing that which

I had laid in the cement. I also had a hood made to set

over the fine top, with two ends open for draft. Not-

withstanding all these precautions. It still gets very

wet under the roof; so I am Inclined to believe that it

must surely result from sweating or dampness of some
kind. No ono has lived In the house since 1 did the

work, so the heat has nothing to do with It. I know of a

< asc of the kind In our town and the occupants decided

thnt the dampness was due to sweating, nnd I think

they made a hole In the flue in the cellar. In the case

of the. flue 1 speak of, however, there is no cellar under
that part of the house. I would be glad to have some
leaders experienced in mntters of this kind offer sug-

gestions as to a possible remedy. I am sure there Is no

leak in the roof, nnd It seems to me it must lie due to

-wcatluc. If not. what causes the trouble, and what
can I do to prevent It ? The size of the flue is about

2'.. brick by 3 brick, with one flue hole, the flue setting

in the middle partition and not on the outside wall.

.flak Inn Mortars for Tuck Point Inc.

From J. O. I. , Knkomo. fnii.—\n the December Issue

of the paper, page ,°,42, I notice a description of a mason's

tool for tuck pointing, also on page 3ir, an article dealing

with cement mortar. I would like very much to see

published some Information ns to making tuck pointing

mortar.
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Dt-nlgM for Buokimr.
From D. F. M., Syracuse, Xcb.—Will some member of

the fraternity forward for publication a plan for an at-

tractive bookcaBe?

Criticism or I ru«» for Barn Hoof.

Fnm J. K. II.. Trrtsbank. Manitoba.— I Inclose here-

with sketch of truss Intended for roof of barn. The
trusses are placed 10 feet apart and the object of the

Construction indicated Is to give nn open space for the

hay. I would like very much to have the opinion of

CrilicUm of Truu for Barn Hoof.— The Left SUU of Ihr Trun
it a Reproduction of "J. F. if'*" Oratrifg, white the Right

Side Short the ConUrueliun Recommrndeit by Mr Kidder.

F. E. Kidder as to the strength of the construction which
I have shown.

Answxr.—The sketch of our correspondent was sub-

mitted to Mr. Kidder, as requested, and we have the

following reply:

The general principle of construction is correct, and
1 expect the roof would stand under favorable conditions,

but the 2x0 purlins would hardly l>e safe in a heavy
suow storm or gale. The purlins should be at least 4x0
inches, and I would recommend using two 2 x is for B In-

stead of one 2x0, and also doubling the rafters opposite

the trusses. The collar beam C and the braces can then be

spiked between them. The strut B Is about 14 feet long,

and as it is not braced sideways a 2 x 0 may buckle un-

der the load. Two 2 x 4's would be much stronger. In
the sketch submitted herewith the left side shows the

construction indicated by the correspondent making the

inquiry, while that at the right shows the construction

which I would recommend. A good example If this

form of truss ou a larger scale Is Illustrated in Carprntry

and Building for

t'otrrlng Hot Air Plpr*.

i'rom E. O. 11.. Martinsburg, Fa.— I would like to know
tho best way to apply asbestos paper to hot air pipes.

Is there a special paste made for this purpose ? Is it

customary to cover the heating pipes that go In the

walls of wooden buildings ? Is there any danger of

tire from these, pipes if they are not wrapped and go up
between the studding ':

Answer.— In covering hot air furnace pipes with as-

bestos paper paste Is sometimes used, but securing the

1 m pea- to the pipe by means of wire is looked upon with
greater fuvor. In case of the necessity of taking the

furnace down for repairs It Is a simple matter to unwrap
<iie wire and take the paper off the pipe, while If it had
been fastened on with paste the labor of removing It Is

more dltllcult, and when replaced, there being no laps

to secure with paste. It becomes necessary to fasten it

with a wire.

It Is not only customary to wrap the heater pipes

w hich go up In walls of wooden buildings, but in many
eities the laws require that the pipes shall be covered
and the studding protected so that the possibility of
tiro Is absolutely done awny with. In New York it

is necessary to wrap the pipe, and the lath from stud

to stud wherever hot air stacks an; run shall l»c made
of sheet metal or wire. lu addition the studs ex-

posed must be covered with sheet metal, leaving a

inch air space for further protection. If this Is not done

the regulations require that the hot air stacks shall be

made of two pipes—an inner hot air pipe and an outer

protecting pipe. If sheet metal lnth are used over the

pipe and the face of ihe studding protected by sheet

metal, with an air space, there Is little need of wrapping
tin- pipe with paper. Instances are on record where fires

have been started by uncovered hot air pipe* running

up In partitions where wooden lath haw been used. In

the opinion of some, lire under such conditions is due
to spontaneous combustion Induced by heat. That fires

have occurred is a fact and that they are avoided by

the precaution mentioned Is equally true. Another ad-

vantage of covering pipes is more effective house warm-
ing, due to the prevention of the loss of heat In transit.

Tool for Truing a Grindstone.

From A. I. A'., ProcincclQtem, Mass.—An a reader of

the paper I would like to ask through the columns, if

any one of the many patrons can tell me of any known
mechanical device for truing a grindstone, or turning it

down to tnke out a hollow which has worn In the face

of the stone from Its having been chipped? Where can
I tind or buy such a device ns will serve the purpose?
I operate a power grindstone and have great difficulty

In keeping the stone true, owing to the fact that so many
people use it.

Cut Na.Ua n, Wire Xalla Tor Mhluglea.

From A. T. It.. Lafayette, Ind.—What will be the result

of using cut nails for shingles Instead of wire nails? In

this section wire nails soon rust off between the shingles

aud rooting boards, so 1 have gone back to cut nails.

What say my fellow workmen?

Hoof Plan for ( om : r,

From C. O. M.. Shelbyrille, Ind. -Please And inclosed a

sketch of roof plan which I send In reply to " I. II. L."

of Keene, Ohio The plan suggested by " H. K. R." In

the issue for November last is incorrect. At the place

Roof rian jur loUngr Sutignled by " C 0. M."

where there Is an angle he lias no valley rafter shown
on the roof plan, but two hip rafters resting on a straight

wall. If the wall plates are of the same bight, his plan
as showu by the sketch is Impossible. I hope other in-

terested readers will discuss the question.

Tlir I •• mi Tarred Paper.
From M. A. B., Xevfltld, .V. >'.-I would like to ask

through your valued paper why tarred paper Is not used
more In houses ? It is certainly more nearly moisture
ami vermin proof than tho building paper that is gener-
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ally used In this section. I have sometimes had to run

a furnace pipe under floore when? there was no cellar

and have used tarred paper for the last or outer cover-

ing, and if there Is any objection to It I have not dis-

covered It.

ronstrurtlag a Pentaxon Cpon a Vlven Side.

From D. H. Mrr.ov. Watcrbury, Conn. On pace IS of

the January number of Carpentry nntl Huildina. 3.

Ernest G. Yalden criticises the construc tion of a pen-

tagon as Riven by " F. L. T.," and in turn presents a

Upon a 'JittH Sidt

method which he claims to be correct, while at the same
time more simple. In demonstrating the two methods

given I find that neither Is absolutely correct and that

there are more errors In Mr. Yalden s method than In

that of " F. L. T." although both are as nearly correct

ns any ordinary mechanic would be likely to make them
by either of the two methods. But why Insist on mak-
ing so many lines, division?, &c? A pentagon is sim-

ply live obtuse angles of 72 degrees each, and five sides

equal In length, formed as follows: Referring to the dia-

gram Inclosed, let A H represent the given side. From
the jwlnts A and B mark obtuse angles of 72 degrees

each, or 3' j inches and 12 Inches on the steel square.

ind ordinary soldering and plumbing were done. The
chest contains tools for doing work of this kind

and for working iron cold. The front of the

chest shuts between ends nnd fastens with spring

catches at the top, and then pins are dropped

through, ns shown In Fig. 1 of the sketches, a lock fas-

tening everything tight. When the front is laid down
it slides off the loose butts, which are indicated in the

sketch. Tha corners of the opening have henvy wrought

angle Irons to let In. while the corners of the chest are

brass bound. All drawer runs are solid, so that If the

chest is turned upside down the contents cannot get out

or mix. The drawer pulls are sunken so that the front

shuts solid against the drawers. The latter can be ar-

ranged in any size or manner, according to the tools the

owner may have. The drawers on the right are Mt Inch

shorter than those at the left, in order to allow for the

s.leel square blades which drop down at A of Fig. 2. the

slot Itelng of sufficient size to hold the blades of two
squares.

Referring to Fig. 1 of the sketches, the compartments
Xos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 8Mt x 5% x lMi Inches; Nos. 5, 6, 7.

S ami t> are C»i x 5-% x lMr Inches; No. 10 Is 0 x 13«4 x 2

inches; New. 11, 12 and IS are 0 x 10 inches; No. 14 Is

23 li x 13% x 2 Inches: No. 15 Is 23Mr x 10 x 54 inches:

No. 1« Is 22Vs x 10 x 3 Vi inches; No. 17 Is 0 x 13 x 2

inches: No. 18 is f. x 18M, x 3% inches, and Nos. 10 and 20

i?re 0 x 18'i x 2% Inches. The vertical partitions shown
extending from the loose butts are Ms inch thick, and all

others 'i inch.

Referring to Fig. 2, which represents a plan view of

i he top of the cover raised, the com|>artment B Is in-

tended to hold ten saws, full size, although mine has 14

of various sizes. The compartment C is intended for n

large Iron miter box, plow, match plane, bead plane.

Mister and all molding tools, stop chamferer, drawing
knives, level and rabbet planes. Compartment D Is

!t l
j inches long and is Intended for chalk, water stones

and saw sets. Compartment E, which Is 9M? inches long,

f> 1
, inches wide and inches deep, Is intended for oil

stones and cold chisels, while compartment F, which Is

l.V 2 Inches long, 5"; Inches wide nnd 2Va Inches deep, is

Intended for stock ami riveting hammers and 15 and 8

B —

FlK- t -Elevation with Front Removed, Showing V«rtou« Drawer*. KIk *.—Plan of Top of Chest.

fsttrr of »£ C. X ,"

which is the same as 72 degrees. Make the distance

from A to C aud from B to I> equal to A B; then with
tLe compasses and C and D as centers describe arcs

cutting each other at K; mark the lines C K and I) E
and the construction is complete.

Tool Chest Construction.

From K. C. N., Bunion. Ma**.—In answer to " C. C. S.,
1
'

Kansas City. I Inclose sketches of chest which has been

in constant use for 30 years, and for the purpose de-

signed I have yet to see Its equaL There Is no patent on
It. It docs not leak in any part and has been shipped ns

freight. When full. It requires about three men to

handle it, and It is In perfect condition to-day. The
arrangement of the Interior Is such that every tool can

1h- reached instantly. When built I owned a farm, and

Mil repairs as well as new work on wood. Iron,

inch monkey wrenches. The bottoms and partitions of
the compartments running lengthwise are of Mi-Inch ma-
terial, while those running crosswise are of V4-lnch ma-
terial.

The chest has a capacity about equal to two fitted

with sliding tills. If any one has a better design I

should be glad to see it published. If " C. C. S." wants
to carry a broad axe, adze, Ac., ho can do so by
uie large drawer at the bottom.

Klewalor for Haiti u* .11aboos' JlrnU rials.

From M. T. Q., .Vor ibrrin. La.- Will some of my
brother readers kindly give me an Idea of the construe
tlon of an elevator for raising masons' materials on new
buildings, using a horse or mule as motive power?
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING
Al.I.

things considered Baltimore bad a good year in the

building line, thorp having been permits issued for

1351 new buildtngw and 503 improvements. Building

Inspector E. P. Preston state* that not as many two-story

brick buildings were put up. nor an many buildings in the

nggrognte as in 1890, but the larger structures erected repre-

sented more capital and have Increased the valuation of the

surrounding property on which they were built. The im-

pression seems to prevail that the ensiling year will be a

busy one, as the plans which are now being prepared by

the leading architects represent a large amount of capital to

be invested.

The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Lumber Ex-

change of Baltimore was held in the rooms of the Builders'

Exchange Building in December, when the following officers

were elected:

President, Vice-President,

Lewis Dill. Henry 1". Duker.
Treasurer, Joseph Owens.

Maxagixq Committer,

Francis E. Walters, Jas. L. Gilbert,

Richard W. Price, Henry P. Duker,
S. P. Ryland, Jr., Norman James,
XVm. M. Burgau, Geo. Schumacher,
G. W. Eiseuhauer, Snml. D. Helfricb.

Kidgway Merryman, George K. Waters.

Atlanta. Oa.

The past year has shown a larger volume of building

(potations in the city of Atlanta than during any eorre-

MK>iiding period in recent years. The annual report of Build-

ing Inspector F. A. Pittman shows that the total number
of permits issued was 2079. involving an estimated expendi-

ture of practically ?2,000.<XJO. A number of important

building operations are either under way or contemplated,

and the outlook for the ensuing year is most encouraging.

One of the important enterprises undrr way is the construc-

tion by a svndicnte of 150 new houses, which are estimated

to cost $500,000. The new ten-story hotel which is to be

put up on what is known as the " Alexander " property is

estimated to cos', about $300,000.

In concluding hl« report. Inspector Pittman recommends
the passage of an ordinance compelling the placing of com-

position flooring in basements, and that where wood floors

arc used, requiring at least 12 inches of air space from the

ground to the bottom of the timbers, with proper ventila-

tion. The reason for this is that when wood floors are laid

on the ground they be<-orue damp and rot, thus producing a

very unsanitary condition.

Boston. Mass.

While the value of building operations as gauged by the

number of permits issued was somewhat less in the year

just tlosod than in 1809. the amount of capital involved

showed a considerable increase, being nearly $'2,000,000 in

excess of IKU9. This grew out of the fact that the quality

of the buildings put up the past year was superior in many
respects (o those of the year before. The most encouraging
feature in the operations for the past year was the rapid ap-

proximation of brick buildings to frame construction. In

liioo permits were issued for 442 brick and 767 frame build-

ings, as against 001 brick and 1215 frame in the 12 months
previous.

The outlook for the coming season is rather more encour-

aging, mid l here seems to Is? at prcsen; tendency toward the

ere. Hon of apartment houses, jjarticulnrly those equipped

with electric elevator service. There <s also a considerable

volume of building under way, or in contemplation, in

ninnv of the lienutiful suburbs of which the "Hub" can
boost, and in the aggregate there should be plenty of work
for those engaged in all branches of the building business.

At the annual State convention of the Society of Master
Painters and Decorators of Massachusetts, held in Boston
ttm second week in January, the following officers were
elected: President, William F. Gilbert: vice-president, Wil-
linm II. Naylor; secretary-treasurer, William E. Wall.

Executive Board : Carl Forsberg, C. F. W. Hanson, H. R.
Ro*e, Frank White and George B. Gilbert.

Chlcajro. 111.

It was hardly to be expected that the record of building

operation-" for 1900 would be equal to that of the year pre-

vious, owing to the protracted strike which had almost
paralysed many branches of the building industry. The
statistics available, however, show that a fair amount of
work was accomplished, and that the difference between the
figures of the two years is not so greot as might have been
supposed. Dnring the year just brought to a close permits
were issued for 3">.">-l improvements, involving an expenditure
of a trifle over $19,000,000, these Ggures comparing with
3794 permits for buildings in 1890, estimated to cost $21,000,-

The outlook for 1901 is most encouraging. Architects
arc busy getting up plans and specifications for ail classes of
structures, from stately office buildings and apartment houses
to innumerable dwellings of all descriptions. A suggestion
of the magnitude of the improvement* awaiting the opening
of the building season is contained in the statement made on
good authority that in the spring foundations for 500 flat

buildings will be laid within a radius of a few blocks in one
rtreet of the Twenty-eighth Ward.

The Carpenters' and Builders' Association held their an-
nual meeting at 115 Munroe street early in the year, when
the following officere were elected:

President. Secretary,
Abraham Edmunds. William J. Ryan.

, Vice-President. Treasurer.
John Bick. T. J. Hodgson.

DiRfcCTORa (for two years),

John F. Neagle, John S. Flndlay,
Joseph Cormack.

Ahbitratiox Committee,
John A. Wiseman, Joseph Haigh.

The Chicago Architectural Club held their usual Christ-
mas celebration on Saturday evening, December 29. at tb«
rooms of the club in the Art Institute. The rooms were ap-
propriately decorated and presents of an amusing nature
were exchanged. At a meeting held on January 14 the third
set of drawings in the scholarship competition were submit-
ted, the subject being " Plans and Elevation of a Residence."

Columbus. Ohio.
The Builders' Exchange held their election on Monday,

January 7, from 3 to 8 p.m., resulting in the following choice :

President. J. F. Blair: first vice-president, R. A. Edgar;
second vice-president, Fred. E. Beeves; secretary, R. J.
Gardiner, and treasurer, E. I* Harris.

The holdover directors are F. 11. Nichol, F. C. Ferris,
William Brust, B. S. Stevenson and E. T. Ewers.

The newlv elected directors are E. T. Bingham, I. T. Coo,
M. P. Street. A. F. W. llulfnian and A. M. Magrew.

The annual reception was among the most successful
which the exchange has ever held, while the reports of the
secretary and treasurer showed that the exchange closed
the most successful year in its history, having a larger mem-
bership and more cash on hand.

The feeling among architects and contractors is of a most
hopeful nature, and the outlook for the year is for plenty of
work for everybody.

Fall River, Mass.
At (lie annual meeting of the Master Builders' Associa-

tion, recently held at Fall River, the principal business was
tiie election of officers for the ensuing year. John Dickinson
wos elected president; Robert Nicholson, vice-president;
John Dinnie, secretary, and A. K. Hunter, treasurer. The
Auditing Committee chosen consisted of William II. Smith,
Otis E. Gilford and William Grant.

Following the election of officers the members sat down
to a bountiful turkey supper, served by Caterer Mills. The
supper was tendered by P. J. McQuillon and Samuel J.
Benoit to the members of the association in recognition of
the aid extended them in the receut fight which they made
against an eight-hour day law for men employed on municipal
buildings. These men were contractors on school houses,
and an effort was made to force them to give an eight-hour
dny to their employers. They took the matter to the courts,
and the decision was rendered in their favor. During the
recent fight they had the hearty support and co-operation of
the members of the Master Buildersf

Association of the city.
After the supper President Dickinson made an address, during
the course of which he congratulated the members upon the
splendid condition of the association. The membership is
strong and the finances in good shape.

Lo» Angeles. Cal
Buildiug o|>erations are still active. The fiscal year

dewing December 1 showed a substantial increase in the
atmxiii; and value of new buildings, notwithstanding the fact
Mint the country tributary to Los Angeles was badly affected
by drought. The good rains of November stimulated all
branches of industry and contractors are expecting a sub-
stantial increase in building operations in the early part of
this year. The unionizing of the mill and wood workers
of the city, which was effected a few weeks ago, has so far
had no evil effects.

S. Holmes, proprietor of the Knutsford in Salt Lake
Oily, Utah, intends to build a large hotel in Los Angeles.
He has interested Eastern capital in the project and he ex-
ists to have the new hostelry upon for business by Christ-
mas. 1901. He says the hotel will be erected on the corner
of Spring aud Fourth streets, and will cost $800,000 The
structure is to be eight stories high, constructed of brick
and stone nnd fire proof in every respect. All modern con-
veniences and equipment are to be installed, so that the hotel
will be thoroughly up to date. The interior will be marble.

Milwaukee. Wis
The prospects for a successful year in the building line

in Milwaukee are reported as very bright, architects having
a great deal of work on their tables which will be ready for
figures in the course of a few weeks There is a considerable
i.mouiit of heavy construction in prospect, such as large shops
and factory additions, which was laid OTer from last year, ow-
ing to the erratic rise In prices of material, and which will
be carried forward to completion in the near future. Taken
altogether, there is promise of plenty of good work and fair
compensation. The amount of building done in 1900 was
not up to the usual standard, there being 1196 permits is-
sued for structures involving a cost of $3,112,258. as against
1108 permits issued in 1890, involving an estimated expendi-
ture of very nearly $4,0t.W.0W>. The impression prevails
among the trade that the only possible drawbacks to a large
l.u.-in. ss dnring the present year are labor troubles, although
at present there are no serious indications of any occurring.
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The Builders' and Traders' Exchange had their annual

election with the accompanying stag party and cntertain-

ment on Januarv 9. The election bid* fair to be memorable
in the historv of the Exchange, us. contrary to custom, the

regular ticket wan defeated by a clow vote. The olhecrs

elected for the ensuing year are as follows :

President, Second Vice-President.

I., Griewisch. F. J. Pipkorn.
First Vice-President, Treasurer.
Louis Hoffmann. John Ijingenlioritcr.

Secretary. Jo*. A. Meyers.

DlHEt TOKS KOB TIIBEE YEARS.

P. I. Petersen, F.. J. Roberts.

Chns. H. Kruse, C. A. Sercorob.

At the annual meeting a number of valuable suggestions

for the benefit of the Exchange were presented and laid over

for action by the new board at its first meeting, when it is

probable they will receive favorable consideration.probable they

Minneapolis, M'nn.

At the annual meeting of the Master Builders'

tion held the latter part of December, the following

were elected :

President, Secretary,
II. N. Leighton. Roliert Cheney.
Vice-President. Treasurer.

Angus MacDonald, George Cook.

Executive Committee.
Angus MncDonnld. F. G. McMillan.

C. F. Haglin.

The association was reorganised about a year ago, and
has now on its incmlternhip roll about 70 per cent, of the
contractors in the city.

Montreal, Canada.
At the annual meeting of the Huildera' Exchange, held in

Mechanics' Institute in the latter part of December, the

following directors were elected : H. It. Ives, N. T. Gagnon.
John Wighton, James Paton, and Joseph LcMarche. The
Board of Directors organized by electing C. T. Williams,
president : J. W. Hughes, vice-president, and George J. Shep-
pard. secretary and treasurer.

The report of the secretary and treasurer showed the Ex-
change to be in a flourishing condition.

Nelson. B. C
Iteturus as to buildings erected here during the year show

a total expenditure in this respect of about $300,000, or ap-
proximately a like amount to that of 18!>9. This year has
seen a large increase in the number of new residences built,

not so much of the total outlay being represented by business
blocks as waa the case of the previous twelvemonth.

New Orleans, La.

At a meeting of the builders in New Orleans, held in the
board room of the Mechanics. Dealers and Lumbermen's Ex-
change, an organization was perfected, known as the Build-
ers' Protective Association, which has for its object mutual
interest and co-operation not only among builders, but of all

persons directly or remotely interested in the building busi-
ness. The officers elected were : A. Darcontel, president

;

Thomas Cary. vice-president: II. T. Ileinrlcbs. secretary;
W. H. Krone, treasurer, and Arthur Leibbe aergeant-at-
arms. At the suggestion of the president, a committee of
three was appointed to confer with a like committee to be
appointed by the New Orleans Architects' Association, for
Ihu purpose of considering the matter of a revision of the
city building laws.

Oakland, Cal.

The Master Builders have formed an association for the
future protection of the building interests of the city
against such events as the present mill Btrike. They claim
to have secured the to operation of about 85 per cent, of the
master builders of Oakland. A. W. Pattiani is chairman of
the advisory council.

Philadelphia. Pa.

The amount of building projected during the year just
closed in the city of Philadelphia doea not vary materially
from that of the preceding 12 months, a difference of about
2 per cent being in favor of 1000. The total number of per-
mits issued was S134. involving an outlay of $20,777,970, as
against 8-131 permits in 1899 for buildings aggregating in
cost $20.37",000. (if last year's total, one-third was spent
in building 3148 dwellings at a cost of $7,397,000, while the
industrial and commercial activity of the city was increased
by 91 new factories and extensions made at a cost of $1,414.-
840. Among the principal improvements may be mentioned
the new buildings of the Philadelphia Tapestry Mills Com-
pany, $130,000: Baldwin Locomotive Works. $10O,uUO:
Croft & Allen. $120,000; J. B. Stetson Company's additions,
$123,000: J. P. Mathieu k Co.'h new morocco plant. $100.-
UOU; Cramps' Shipyard. $100,000; Pencoyd Iron Works,
$11X1,000: Wolff Process Leatuer Plant, new buildings, $83,-
000; J. S. Thorn Corapanv, $00.000 ; Lippincott Publishing
Company, $93,000; Alfred T. Moore. $90,000. and George
Bisler, new pa|>er factory. $45,000.

It is stated that the total sum expended in building oper-
ations in the city during the last ten years was $240,577,483.

The first week in January the T-Square Club gave an in-

teresting exhibition of some fine work which the architects
arc turning out.

Portland, Cr#gon.

m (iiv- uicmiiiiiii- ini: f uiv-iij ul mining ui.iienui
ficome. The big Labor Union Mill began work
month and has hel|ied to keep up the supply of

tel.Hi

Building operations in Portland have not particularly al-

d within the month ending Januar) 5. New building has

dropped off a little as the end of the year approached, but
there is still a great deal of activitv. A scarcity of bouse-
nnishing lumber is seriously hampering the completion of
some of the larger buildings. One or two owners nave been
obliged to send K.nst and to San Francisco for supplies in
this line. The iipw mill of Crone Bros., at University Park,
is. however, expected to remedy the matter.

The building record for tlx- year 1!«00 shows that a great
deal more building was done than the year l>e,ore. The rec-
ords show that about 100 building permits were issued dur-
ing the year. While a great many cottages were erected,
the record Bhows an unusually large number of costly resi-
dences as well as manv substantial brick business blocks.
Alterations to old buildings have added greatly to the appear-
ance of the city.

San Francisco. Cal.

The building situation is chiefly characterized by efforts
in straighten out the labor situation. The contending fac-
tions have each made some new moves, but the most prom-
ising action is that taken by contractors and builders of the
city. They met at the Builders' Exchange on December 22.
and after a thorough consideration appointed a committee to
look into the matter and report. It is believed that the con-
tractors have some grounds for thinking that their inter-
vention will tie well received by both the mill owners and
i heir men. In the meantime the scarcity of milling material
is being overc
early last

materials.
The building record for San Francisco for the year proves

lo be disappointing. Estimate*, based cn the returns of the
San Francisco Building Bureau place the total value of
buildings for the year at less than $3,000,000.

Some sort of a combination of the concerns controlling
most of the lime used in the State was effected a few weeks
ago. It is anticipated that a raise in prices will result.

Soranton, Pa.

The Builders" Exchange of Scranton held their annual
election on the evening of Tuesday, January 8, the result
lieing as follows: President. Edwin S. Williams; vice-presi-
lent. E. W. Smith : junior vii-e-preaident. H. It. Sykes ; sec
rotary. B. I'. Laudig: and treasurer, George W. Finn. The
iionrd of directors to -serve for two years consist of Peter
Stitip, Conrad Sehroeder, Luther Keller, J. B. Woolsey, E.
S. Peck. P. F. I law ley, E. L. Mernman, John Colligan, and
John Nelson.

After the routine business had l>een completed the raeiu-
I -era and their guests marched to the Elks' lodge room o:i
Franklin avenue, where tney enjoyed a bounteous collation
served by Landlord Ziegler. During the evening a number
of addresses were madp. E. S. Williams serving as toast mas-
ter. Among the speakers were Mayor Molr; City Inspector
Voslmrg. Plumbing Inspector Monies. F. J. Johnson, of the
Master Painters' Association : M. P. Judge, representing the
carpenters, and John Mulherin, representing the plasterer*.
The speeches were well received, and the evening was alto-
gether an enjoyable one.

St. Louis. Mo.
The Master Builders' Association of St. Louis held its

annual election of officers and trustees in the Turner Build-
ing, 304 North Eighth street, in December, just after out-
January issue went to prefs. There were two candidates for
the office of president, four for the office of vice-president,
three for second vice-president, two for that of treasurer, and
one for the office of secretary.

The results of the balloting showed Morris Evssell to
have been elected president. Edward A. Steininger vice-presi-
dent, Edward Ward second vice-president. Charles D. Morlev
secretary, and George Katerman treasurer. The trustee*
chosen were Daniel Evans and Jacob Schenck.

St Paul. M nn.

During the lutter part of December an organization was
effected in the city, known as the St. Paul Builders' Ex-
change. Temporary quarters were secured in the Rvan an-
nex, and the Evchange starts off with excellent prospects and
a strong corps of officers. Thus far over GO members have
ueen enrolled. At the election of olliccrs. William Porten
was chosen president. J. W. L. Corning as vice-president, J.
M. Carlson, second vice president, Willam Rhodes of the
S< ribner-Lihhy Companv. secretary, and A. V. Williams,
treasurer. The board of directors consists of Walter Butler.
George J. Grant, William Porten, J. M. Carlson, and W H
Elmer.

Washington. D. C.
The Builders' Exchange of Washington have recently dis

posed of their building, and we understand that the organiza-
tion will meet until a new place hag been selected In the
office of the president. I*. .T. Mc Carthy, at 1419 G street.

The total number of building permits issued during 1900
was 5«i07. as compared with 4704 the vear before, the esti-
mated cost of these being .<<'..! HI3.52S. as compared with
$3.3!»7.!M3. There were 4t;o new brick buildings erected
and 118 frame structures. Among the permits issued were
34 for apartment houses, for which there seems to be a grow-
ing demand, 19 stores and 0 warehouses. The largest apart-
ment house commenced last year is the " Iowa," for which
T. F. Schneider well known to some of the older readers of
( arprntry and Bu\hhmj from his connection with early com-
petitions, was the architect.

Officers of the Washington Chapter of the American In-
stitute of Architects have been elected as follows: PresidentJames Rush Marshall: vi. president. W. M. Poindexter:'
treasurer. Robert Stead: secretary. F B. Pvle: committee
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on admission, James G. Hill, Joseph C. Hornblower, and
Paul J. Pelz.

Worcester, Mass
The general feeling among architects, contractors and

builders in Worcester is that the ensuing year will be a
busy one in the building line. The weather thus far has
been remarkably favorable for builders to complete their

contracts, and a few structures which were started late in

the season will be completed during the winter.
At the annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange, held

on January 9, in the Knowles Building. 518 Main street, the

retiring board of officers were re-elected, with the exception
that Willie E. Griffin was chosen as a trustee for one year,

to serve the unexpired term of John Kingston, resigned.

The Exchange have just Issued, with their compliments, a
diary for 1001. which will be found of great convenience to

general contractors and builders. It gives a great deal of
information in shape for ready reference while the alee of the

diary is such that it can be easily carried in the pocket. The
edges are finished in gilt, and the book cloees with a flap

on which in gilt letters appears the inscription
" Compliments of Builders' Exchange, Worcester, Mass."
The right hand pages are divided into spaces for four days
each, while the facing pages carry general information of
value to contractors and builders, together with advertise-

ments of concerns engaged in the building line. Other fea-

tures are tables of wages by the day of nine hours, and also

by the week, rates of postage, a table giving the number of
bricks to construct a wall of given dimensions, together with
miscellaneous memoranda. &c. The diary consists of 200
pages and is illustrated with a general view of the Knowles
Building, together with several interiors. The closing pages
give a list of members of the Exchange, also associate mem-
bers, all being arranged according to the line of business in

which they are engaged. The work is issued in neat and at-

tractive form, and is the work of the secretary of the Ex-

Youagitown, Ohio.
'he past seas

building line and every indication seems to point to tne fact

that the ensuing year will equal, if not surpass it. There is

a great amount of work in sight for this season, and the
outlook among leading architects and builders is that the vol-
ume of business will be a record breaker.

The Buildeni' Exchange held their annual election of trus-
tees on Monday, January 7, resulting in the election of A. S.
Miley. Henry Niedermeior, Louis Heller, Charles P. Sharp.
Arthur G. Young. John R. Squires, George F. Hess, C. J.
Little, Christ. Mauser, James D. Gibson and Richard
Hughes. The trustees then organized by electing A. 8.
Miley president, Henrv Nledermeler vice-president, Arthur

G. Young treasurer, Kichard Hughes secretary, and H. W.
Calvin active secretary.

Reports at band are to the effect that the membership

has been Increasing steadily, and that during the last quar-

ter there were 20 names added to the rolls, with two more

since the first of the year. After election the members par-

took of a banquet, when a number uf the members made
short adresses. Kemp's orchestra rendered some delightful

music during the eve

sort*, card playing,
series of debates recently
of interest.

snip's orchestra rendered some deltgntlnl

vening, and there were Kam
J£

of^ditferent

Gently wh'lch have™ tiracted a great "Jea*

We understand that Wichita. Kansas, is enjoying a de-

gree of activity in the building line that ia highly satis-

factory. Mechanics of nil classes are busily engaged and in

some lines there Is a scarcity of men. There is said to bo

an especially good opening for a planing mill man to start a
planing mill, sash and door factory.

The outlook in Trenton. N. J., is for someuiing akin to a
boom in the building line the coming spring. A number of

important projects are contemplated, as well as the erection

of many new houses.

During the pant year there were 2285 permits issued in

Albany, N. Y.. for the erection, construction, alteration and
repairs to buildings.

The report of the lire marshal in Syracuse. N. Y., shows
the cost of new buildings and additions during the past year

to have been $1,(100,000 u compared with $1,250,000 in 1890.

During the past year the number of private residences

erected in Richmond, Va., was greater even than in 1899,
which was the best vear in the last decade. The outlook for

1901 is very flattering and it is stated that enough work has
already been let or will soon be to keep every mechanic in

t..e city busy for the coming 12 months.

It is stated that the City Council of Passaic N. J„ will

soon pass an ordinance prohibiting wooden ceilings In all

buildings erected after the not becomes a law.

Hamilton, Ohio, is enjoying a large deeree of activity Id

the way of building opemtions, and in the estimation of
Architect George W. Barkman. the present year will witness
a large volume of business. The tendency at present seems
to be toward increased construction of flat buildings.

A number of improvements in the way of new buildings
contemplated at East Hampton, Mass., leads to the belief

that the coming season will prove a most active one. The
volume of business during the year just closed is said to
have been sucb as to exceed anything heretofore In the hla-

tory of tne town.

ORNAMENTAL TREATMENT OF BRICK AND IRON.

THERE have been recently erected In Sydney two not-

able examples of exposed brick surfaces, and one In

particularhas a most disappointing appearance; the whole
effect Is oppressively flat and monotonous, brought about

by the entire absence of auy boldness of proportion, es-

pecially the moldings of the Btrlngs and cornices, which
are so 111 proportioned, as tc lie hardly perceptible on the

opposite sldo of the Btreet. There can be no doubt that

failures such as these have a very bad Influence on the

progress of the use of bricks. The work throngbout waa
all that could be desired, as will bo understood when It

Is stated that the facing Joints did not exceed V4 Inch,

and the bricks were not gauged or rubbed, but hard,

double pressed, as they had left the kiln. To an ob-

server Interested the lesson given by this example points

out that If an effective result Is desired It Is most nec-

essary that the design shall not rely upon small and In-

significant molds (good work notwithstanding), but

rather upon the shaping of parts of the actual building

Into such forms as will insure effect In proportion, aa

will be seen In the case of the other building referred

to. which has been treated in a bold manner by an ex-

ecution in Romanesque. The piers and the fine arches,

together with striking breaks and formations in the wall

surfaces, and the attention given to color harmony, cause

one when looking at It to forget the brick as an atom

and think only of the magnificent whole formed by Its

use. The knowledge Is present to the most simple that

It Is brick, but there is, co-existent, the impression that

the effect Is excellent. In this case the architect has

given some considerable nttontlon to detail, of course

rendered necessary by following closely the style, but It

Is not too much to say that had most of the detail been

omitted tho design would not hare suffered.

The nature of the modern brick, on account of Its

hard and finished surface, renders Its necessary to Im-

frora |»ge 21, January li

press the mold before being burnt; and so far so good,

for It Is most desirable thnt the whole surface, plain and
otherwise, of the buildings should be uniform, which
would be a matter of Impossibility were the attempt

made to carve cut, or rob auy particular portion, for

which bricks less bard would have to be provided. But
In this method of previous impression, advantage la

taken of the easy method of production to Indulge In

•excess, and the abomination of small and Insignificant

moldings Is the result. Moldings which cannot lie seen

are abortive and useless In auy material, and In this case

what can be got In the brick Itself cannot be carried out

when laying It, and nothing looks worse than lines of

molding not perfectly straight and horizontal. The only

remedy that remains when such occur is to straighten op
as much as possible by tne aid of tuck pointing. The only

logical method of using bricks for moldings is to treat

them as part of or one member of the mold, rather than

to endeavor to get two or three membera In each course

of bricks. All attempts at the execution In brick work
of the classic orders with columns and entablature

should be avoided, and the massive detail rendered nec-

essary by the adoption of the Renaissance renders fail-

ure certain unless a plentiful mixture of stone Is used,

which Is not always possible.

Color Is a question that requires a great amount of at-

tention when designing, nnd some of the huge mistakes

which almost every <*ity can complain of In tho way of

glaring examples of red walls lavishly interspersed with

bands and all kinds of geometrical patterns In white

bricks should certainly lie things of the past. There can

be no doubt that In this particular some advance will

have to be made In a general manner by the manufactur-

ers; but if Is very certain that none will take place till

a firm demand !« made by the deslgner-ln fact,

can Ik? expected if the user Is content to manage
the result of a loose systoin, which, as far as color la
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concerned, dejtends merely on what the clay likes to
give. It must be confessed that the advance made In
controlling the color return has been nothing compared
with what has been done in the fast production of a
hard and well shaped brick, and yet each is equally Im-
portant, and the end will not be reached till such Is uni-
versally accomplished. By the aid of a little chemical
science the clay might be treated In a manner capable
•f producing any of the ordinary tints, and there is no
doubt that if the makers were convinced that the pro-
duction of such was In their Interests the want would
aoon be satisfied. It should always be remembered that
those who help to make a city dull and oppressive by
moke covered stone and nomber and crumbling stucco,
and fall to take advantage of the chance to liven and
beautify by the use of Inviting colored material, are to
a great extent responsible for tbat absence of artistic

feeling among the lay portion of the people whk-h Is so
depressing. Nothing could give greater pleasure than
tastefully selected and harmonious colors In architec-
tural work, and It would be difficult to tlnd a better
means of artistically educating the people.

Iron.

Iron, however, much more tban brick, on account of
its new and different nature, has great cause to be dis-

satisfied with the mode of ornamental treatment it has
received. Its special qualities as a building material
have conferred such general advantages that It Is a
matter for regret we do not pay the attention to Its ap-
pearance that we give to It in its purely useful capac-
ity. The generous aid which it lends to us In the solu-

tion of our building difficulties and the manner In which
by Its use we are enabled to do so much that was
hitherto Impossible surely demand that its worth shall

cease to be covered by imitative and unsuitable designs.

Who Is the engineer or architect that has not had rea-

son to be thankful for Its aid, perhaps as a girder in get-

ting over a troublesome span where intermediate sup-
ports would have been objectionable, or by Its use as
columns In the little latent! space taken up In proportion
to the work done, and whore by reason of its bulk stone
would have been Inadmissible ? And yet In return the
mean action Is taken of covering up the Iron girder with
wood and cement, and by painting and sanding making
it look like a stone lintel, which conld never have done
the work. Or in the cas-i of a column by molding It

after a classic model, totally Ignoring the very palpable
fact that by Its lean shaft all the proportions of the
model are lost. On no account should any of the classic

columnar orders be applied to it, for if enough of Iron

Is used to retain tbo usual proportions waste of ma-
terial la bound to occur, and, on the other band, If the
use la made economically the ratio of thickness to bight

Is sure to result In a sickly and lean effect The ad-
vantage of Iron Is that It enables us to do the work re-

quired with much less bulk than If stone, brick or wood
were used; therefore It Is contended that It Is contrary
to the ethics of good deslgu to make it appear like those

materials when doing Its superior work. In the ease of

the girder or truss surely there can be no logical objec-

tion to their straightforward exposure. The rivets and
the L Irons could easily bo left to make a presentable

appearance. An example of a girder exposed is to be
found In the front of a recent large building erection In

Sydney, and it must be admitted tbat its calm, dignified,

and straightforward appearance la not unpleasing. The
flanges and L Irons have been carefully worked, and the

heads of the rivets left very clear; but beyond this there

is nothing In the way of ornamentation, and none is

wanted, for where It has to do laborious work a simple

but effectual appearance Is the best, and It would be en-

tirely out of place to fancifully ornament it Deference

must of course, be paid to the necessity of sheathing

the iron columns and girders with fire resisting material;

but this is not always necessary, for there have been one
or two examples of Iron columns and girders so con-

structed and arranged that by means of a fusible plug

in case of a fire a continuous stream of cold water will

circulate throughout them, provision also being made
that all cradles and seating* should have similar benefit

Wrought Iron.

Wrought Iron Is capable of lending Itaelf to very del-

icate nnd artistic treatment, and recourse to It should

always be taken to give ibe necessary contrast to the

heavier and more substantial construction. Gatea,

grilles, railings, flnlals, &<., are excellent chances to

treat !n a light way, and the most beautiful results can

be obtained. Wrought iron also enables the architect to

do much In the way of roof effects. Every designer can

appreciate the addition to the proportions of a building

which a raised and curved roof makes, and the strength

and pliability of wrought iron In every way conduces to

the easy attainment of such roofs. Sir Gilbert Scott In
'• Gothic Architecture. Secular and Domestic," expresses

the opinion that " there can be no doubt that the iron

roof is susceptible of exquisite beauty." And It would
indeed be difficult to prove the contrary. But unfor-

tunately It is seldom that even an attempt Is made to

gain such a result. It Is. however. In Its cast state that

most of the anomalies exist. At the present there la a
term "cast iron Impudence," which Is freely used, and
actually it might be suggested tbat it bad Its origin In

the glaring and impudent manner In which cast Iron or-

nament is plastered over our buildings. It Is not going

too far to say that almost 80 per cent, of recent erec-

tions Id the colonies have In some way been made to rely

on this stuff for appearance, aud yet at the same time It

would be impossible to find more than about six differ-

ent designs among the whole. In every city and town

Is to be found the cast Iron shop, the keeper of which

has set out on the walls the same monotonous display of

specimens to be found In every other place of a like

nature. Ho call* each design by some fanciful but to-

tally Inappropriate name. lie sells it by the foot It Is

put up by the foot, and the result Is a never ending array

of yard after yard of cast Iron, so utterly bereft of any

variety or beauty as to be positively offensive to a taste-

ful eye and totally stamp out even a spark of regard for

cast Iron. It Is not only the want of variety or beauty

In the design, but also the roughness of the casting, no

care being taken to preserve a good surface or sharp

edges, and the casting very often appears a confused

mass of dots and lumps. It must not be thought that

the purpose of this paper is to entirely condemn the prin-

ciple of treating It for ornamental purposes; but some

Improvement might tie made with advantage In the

habit of making In cast Iron an attempt to resemble, for

Instance, ferns or other vegetable forms. Cart Iron

should not be used for purposes of ornamentation only,

but rather primitive, meeting a necessity, and then or-

namented to make It presentable. As an Instance might

be taken a column In a store, the plain shaft of which,

together with a simple and unostentatious cap merging

into a cradle with bracing studs. Is far better and more

In place than to have an elaborate thing In Corinthian

style put in somewhere in the front, with no other rea-

son for its existence than that it is Intended to make &

nice appearance; or. again, would It not be far better to

JUBt have a little, but suitable, wrought Iron work. Ju-

diciously used, than all the cast Iron fringes, crests,

brackets and flnlals which are so unmercifully used ?

Cast Iron is best used only when compressive strain is to

be resisted, and In such cases it should be very unosten-

tatiously beautiful. If usvd only for ornamental pur-

poses, the greatest care should always be exercised not

to Indulge in an execs* which is so tempting on account

of the ease with which such is produced. All materials

which allow of being molded or cast, and thereby easily

multiplied, conduce to quantity In large proportion to

trouble In production, and human nature Is so fond of

display tbat the Inevitable result Is overbearing tnd de-

based ornamentation, not so much the consequence of It-

self In Its parts being bad. as because of being In direct

violation of the rule " that of the Ik-si we may have too

much."

What Is said to be the second highest chimney hi

Europe has Just been constructed at Hoboken, near Ant-

werp. The chimney, which belongs to the silver works.

Is 406 feet high, the diameter at Its base being 25 feet

and that at its summit 10 foot.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XIV.
By Fred. T. Hodgson.

THERE la another chuck, called the straight line chuck,
whose duty It is to ornament cylindrical and square

work In the direction of their lengths. This is shown In
Fig. 02. The square frame AA Is fastened to the two arms
of the bead stock by bolts and wedges. B B la a slide
connected with the nose of the mandrel, either by a chain,
or, what Is better, a rack and pinion. On the face of
the slide are disk and screw plates, and a nose to receive
the chucks, as In the eccentric and elliptical chucks.

This chuck, with the slide rest parallel to its face, Is

rery similar to the positions of other chucks when set
for face work, and In this position straight, curved,
wavy or zigzag lines may be made on the faces of stuff
attached to the chuck.

The patterns produced by the straight line chuck offer
the simplest means of explaining the manner In which
they are compounded from the simples waves on the
rosettes. A number of designs formed oy the straight
line chnck are shown at Fig. 93. A. In the wave of which
the patterns B C and D are composed. B Is produced
by taking one division of the slide rest screw after each
wave is cut. After cutting the first wave of C, take one
notch with the click and two divisions of the slide rest
screw for each successive wave. For D place the disk
In a set of notches three times as close to each other as
those used for C, and for each wave take one notch and
one division of the rest screw, reversing the direction of

pointed screw at the bottom. The tool Is set exactly op-

posite the center of the work, and the divisions are taken

by turning the mandrel of the chuck Instead of the rest

screw.

Cutting the rosettes or shapes is an operation of con-

siderable nicety, as the waves are mostly very shallow

and the rosettes large—say. 0 to 10 inches diameter, to

make them work smoothly—and the slightest fault In a
wave will be repeated through the whole work. They
are generally placed upon a lathe and the Indentations

cut out with a circular cutter, larger or smaller, accord-

ing to the length and depth of the wave. Sometimes a

straight cutter is used, which passes through a square

hole In the center of a piece of Iron, that swings In a
forked shaped slock, and can be set to any required

radius and fixed by a screw. The face of the cutter Is

angular, and is slowly drawn by the rest screw across

the width of the rosette. A little only Is cut at a time,

and the rosette is gone over several times until the

waves meet each other, or are cut up.

This Is a slow process, but when carefully conducted

produces a beautifully smooth rosette. The waves pro-

KIk «.-Vin» of Straight Line Chnck. rig. H.-Exainpk*i of Work Door by a Straight Line Chuck.

Tkt Art of Wood Turning.

the disk at every third wave. For the last two patterns

a rosette with only half the number of waves Is em-
ployed. E is produced by laylug the second wave upon
the first, but alternating. This is done by taking the
disk, without moving the rest screw, one division on the
screw for the third aud the disk only for the fourth; then,

taking two divisions on the screw for the fifth, proceed
as before. For F place the disk in a set of notches of
double fineness. Take one notch and one division of the
screw for the second wave, two notches only for the
third, and one notch and one division for the fourth.

These specimens will serve to show the Immense num-
ber of patterns which may be produced with 20 or 30
rosettes and their combinations. Many curious pat-

terns are produced by using two rosettes, one fixed to the
mandrel and other on the sleeve. The former, not being
affected by the dink, will always lay tho waves In the
same position, while the latter may be shifted as above
described, and by baviug oue of the rubbers to advance
and recede, the relative quantity of the two waves may
be varied at pleasure.

The number of adaptations, on account of the va-
rious and irregular shapes of the different pieces of work
to be engine turned, Is very large, and would take up far
too much space to describe, so I will only mention one
for holding small cylinders, such as pencil cases, on the
straight line cliuck. as this, perhaps. Is somewhat diffi-

cult. The work Is placed on a steel mandrel, which fits

It tightly, and Is nibbed over with u little sealing wax,
to prevent the work shifting its position. This mandrel
is held upright In a chuck, which has a small dividing

plate and screw w ith a square hole at the top and a

duced by both these methods are divided from each other

by a sharp Hue. which, except for rosettes of the high-

est numbers, must be rubbed down with great care,

either by poluhing or working very gently in the engine

agaln*t a rough rubber. Rosettes of few waves may be

copied, or engine turned, by means of an original guide

placed upon the nose of the engine.

The operator should lie able to make his own rosettes.

Those intended for much work had better be of brass,

but very durable and effective ones may be made of the

harder woods. Indeed, rosettes for any special purpose,

that may not be used again, may be made from some of

the medium woods. The thickness of the rosettes will

depend somewhat on the space allotted for them and the

kind of materials employed In their make up. These are

matters the operator will soon learn to determine when
once he begius to use his lathe and appliances.

The lathe as now equipped i» capable, under skillful

supervision, of turning out the most elaborate ornaments,

either on the surface of cylinders or on surfaces having

elliptical section*, or circular and elliptical disks, and in

order to stimulate the desire to produce beautiful forma

I reproduce herewith a couple of designs of simple con-

struction, yet pleasing and effective In outline. Fig. 04

shows a very beautiful ornnmeut, suitable for many
purposes. It is formed entirely of circles, with the ex-

ception of the center, which Is formed of arcs struck

from a common center. Fig. 03 shows another style of

ornament, which Is composed entirely of circles, the

smaller ones on the outer edge belug arranged so as to

exhibit a circular Greek fret. These exsmples are chosen

from among a large number that are published Id the
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" Manuel du Tourneur," par L. E. Bergeron, 3 vols., 4to.

Pari*, 1816, the moat complete work on the lathe and
turning obtainable.

What is a Modern House?

An old builder, In the city of Columbus, discussing

the question nf house construction as practiced at the

present day, nnd an compared with muny years ago, ex-

pressed the following views:
" It's a debatable question whether the term, ' modem

dwelling.' used In referring to a majority of residence

buildings, projected or in course of construction, means
anything better thau the dwellings built a generation or

two ago.
" This Is an age of progress In almost every depart-

ment of Industry, except In building construction. In

heating and sanitation there have been desirable im-

provement*, but in construction I think we are progress-

lug backward, and the so-called modern dwelling* will

not be In as good condition 20 years hence as those

erected 20 and SO years ago are to-day.
" Columbus has na many handsome dwellings as any

city of Its size In the country, the architects will com-
pare favorably with their professional brethren in other

Fl*. M. -Pattern Oompocml erf Circle* and Curreg.

The Art of

cities, and the builders are as competent as can be found
anywhere: the fault Is with the h'omeseeker, who wants
a stylish dwelling in u stylish neighborhood at the lenst

possible expeutre, arid never gives a thought to the sub-

ject of construction until the plaster begins to crack
and fall off nnd the wintry wind* whistle through the

cracks around the casings. With the higher grade brick

and stone dwellings modern conveniences and solidity

are combined; the same is true generally of business and
public buildings. I refer only to the moderate priced

dwelling*, from *1500 <> $2Ti<iO, nnd the cheap flat build-

ings, where style Is sought at the expense of solidity and
comfort.

" Two-by-four siuddiug. poor hemlock sheathing, a

layer of building paper a»d then siding on the outside,

and a couple of coals of plaster on the Inside, make in-

different protection against the cold of a severe winter
or summer heat; the shrinkage of the sheathing tears

the paper, making It practically worthless as protection;

the frost on the outside and the heat from the furnace
or stove within fcoou destroy the plaster; add to this

the Jarring and vibration of the frail structure, and
that they are habitable for Hi years in creditable to the

care exercised In the construction. Twenty years ago
no builder would think i.f using anything less than
2 x t; for studding, even !u a cottage.

'About :«> years ago I built a dwelling, with Btuddlng
2 x ti. Joist 2 x 10 and 2 x 8. On the sides of the studding
Mush wilh the outer edge were nailed 1 x 2 Inch strips,

and after the sheathing and siding were put on lath was
nailed on those strips between the studding from sill

to crown plate, and one coat of good mortar was laid,

covering tl.e whole outer wall, including around the

window and door casings. After the under floor was
laid, the Interior waa lathed nnd plastered and finished

lu the regular order. Thirty years this dwelling hns been

occupied and Is In excellent condition at present; the

floors and porches wore out and had to be replaced, but

the plastering Is as sound as when It waa put on. The
air chamber between the outer and Inside coats ex-

cluded frost hot and cold air come through the door and

windows and could be regulated to suit, the saving in

luel alone saved many times the cost of the extra, plas-

tering, without taking Into consideration the comfort

side of the account.
" Brick veneering, except for the sake of appearance.

Is no better than ordinary sheathing and siding. Com-
mon brick Is porous, and all brick is a good conductor of

heat and cold. A solid frame dwelling with two air

chambers, constructed as the oue I speak of, can be
mnde as comlortable as the most expensive brick and

stone residence, at a small advance over the present cost

of construction."

The Ancient Door Knocker Revived.

A writer, dealing with the revival of an old custom.

presents the following Interesting comments:

Fig. 96.-P»tleni formed wholly of Circle*.

Wood Tninimg.

It is the mode these days to fasten a kuocker on one's

front door, whether tuat door opens to the dark and sinu-

ous corridor of a city flat or the spacious hall of a big

country house. Furthermore, the knocker that hangs

over the threshold must be a thing of beauty, or curios-

ity, or intrinsic value as an antique, and It la strictly

against the rule to hang a Roman knocker on a Dutch
door, or a colonial door, or, worse yet, a big. beautiful

bronze Venetian knocker on a fair white door of the

Washington period.

Fine bronze knockers from Italy are now difficult

to find, so closely does the Italian Government guard
against the exportation of treasures, but beautiful copies

are made in this country and sold at a high price, and
one of the most popular and charming patterns la that

of a Pompellan knocker, showing n woman's head in

high relief on a bronze disk, and below this a ring that

strikes uiwn a nail head when let fall. Another fash-

ion In door decoration is to fasten a brass or bronze
ribbon scroll Just above the knocker, wheron. In

Latin, or old English or tuedlievul German, a welcoming
sentiment is engraved.

Next after Italian knockers those most highly prized

come from Flanders, and have been ruthlessly torn

from the doors of old abbeys or convents. These are
gorgeous affairs of wrought Iron, and one of the finest

specimens In this country decorates the front door of

Bllttnore. The Flemish knockers are a little too pon-
derous for any but the biggest, heaviest doors, and with
tiie revival of colonial styles the elegant brass knockers
from Holland aud Knglaud.

Latest nnd strangest of door ornaments is the double
knocker. A lion's mouth grips a ring, nnd this la faa-
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teued ou the outside of the door, while on the Inside of

the wood panel* is a replica of tula, and the strange idea

i» an adaptation of a custom lu old European cities

when streets were narrow and doors opened outward.

Then It was necessary for a person about to Issue from

Ills house to rap thrice with his inside knocker and warn
pedestrians to get out of the way of the opening door,

else a mighty blow would be delivered at some unfor-

tunate passerby and a duel or a scuffle ensue.

Moistening Air From Registers.

While all may nut agree that the warm or hot air

from an Indirect radiator or furnace needs any artificial

supply of moisture, some may be Interested In a method

of moistening, herewith described, that has been in satis-

factory use for some time. It has the advantage of be-

ing applicable to either floor or side wall registers when
the register Is near the base board. It Is so simple that

the tinsmith can readily furnish the equipment so that

any body can apply It, and the picture shows the molst-

ener as It Is used. In this case a 10 x 14 register Is

In the floor near the base board and a long, narrow tin

pan, 3% Inches deep and 3% x 10 Inches on top. Is set

close to the base board and extends over the register

face to the air openings. Two hole* are made In the

base board. 1 inch beyond the pan. at each end. and the

ends of a wire frame bent to form three sides of a square

are Inserted to support a towel which has Its lower end

In the water In the pan.

The wl*v frame extends so that at the top It Is about

Mvitlening Air from KtgitUrt

1 foot above the register and runs ont from the wall

about 8 inches, so as to bring the damp towel over the

current of air flowing from the register. The towel is

doubled over the support and has two ends In the water,

which Is drawn up and keeps the towel wet to a distance

of from 4 to 8 inches above the pan. according to the

temperature and velocity of the hot air current.

Tbe air will carry from the motstener from 1 quart
to 3 pints of water In 24 hours. Since this molstener
has been used In a sitting room connected with a library

by a large double door always open, it has been noticed

that there Is less of the dust that was formerly carried

In with the cold air supply and deposited everywhere.
This dust Is now arrested by the damp towel and makes
less work for the duster. The variation In the bight of

tbe line of moisture In the towel Is clearly marked by
tbe accumulation of dust up to this point and tbe clean-

er appearance of the towel above it. If the towel is con-

tinned In use with the furnace run to suit mild and
cold weather the dust and moisture lines will show
clearly at different nights.

The same apparatus Is used In a sleeping room where
one window Is full of growing plants, but In this room
the register Is on the side wall. Here the water pan Is

bung so that tbe top Is even with the bottom of tbe
register, and tbe frame holds the towel In front of tbe
register about 8 inches from It at the top. The air from
the register strikes tbe damp towel and the dust or

moisture line Is as clearly marked as with the floor

register. When the molstener Is In operation the plants
clearly show that they do not need watering so freely,

end tbe occupants of the room can readily tell by the
dry feeling of the air when the water pan has not boon

With the mercury at 10 degrees below aero there was
no excessive frost on the windows, though more than a

quart of water disappeared dally. Another point is that

those who wish the moisture In any particular room can

have it where there Is no Interest to provide It for tbe

whole house. The towels can be washed as often as

necessary, and their appearance will suggest thot It be

done frequently.

New Publications.

The LlriLpr.K*' Handbook. By A. Roberts, architect.

Size, 4 x C'j inches. 21S pages. Numerous illustra-

tions and tables. Bound in flexible covers with gilt

side title. Published by A Roberts & Co. Pric e, $1.50.

This little work was complied for the purpose of serv-

ing as an aid to the village carpenter or builder, who
often finds it couvenlei't to have ready at hand a little

volume of " reminders " touching the line of work in

which he is engaged. In fact it Is designed especially

as an elementary treatise on building for beginners, or

for house owners, as well as for those thinking of build-

ing, who desire to know Just how the work should be done.

Attention is given to a few geometrical problems, promi-

nent among which are methods of describing ellipses;

the- steel squnre. and sonic of Its many uses; foundations,

limes ami cements, const ruction of stone walls, brick

work, including arches, the cost of the same, plastering

In all Its various phases; alter which Is told how a frame
house should be built. There Is a chapter on the strength

of timlKT, wllh numerous tables, after which attention

is given to trussed girders, various forms of roof trusses;

a chaptet on mill construction: another on roofs and roof-

ing, including asphalt mid pitch compositions; some
remarks on the subject of painting, followed by a
chapter giving memoranda concerning outbuildings, such
as si allies, carriage ho-ises, silos. Ice houses, &c. The
construction of grain bins forms the basis of another

chapter. In the way of miscellaneous matter there arc

tables showing Joist, scautling and timber reduced to

board measure, weights of lumber, weights of windows,
dimensions and weights of n-tecl wire nails, steel cut

nails, nail tests: tables showing weights and sizes of

wire, sheet metal, square and round bars; also those

showing strength of columns, beams: weights and meas-
ures; dimensions of fun iture; sjiaces occupied by plumb-
ing fixtures; pressure and How of water; areas and cir-

cumferences of circle*, and rules of the mechanical
powers.

Cassell'b Cyclopedia of Mechanics. Edited by Paul

N. Hasluck. Size. 7^ x 10'i, Inches. 384 pages. 1200

illustrations. Bound In heavy board covens. Pub-
lished by Cassel & Co.. Limited. Price, |K>st paid,

J.2..V).

This work contains <n form convenient for reference

and overvday practice a large number of recipes, proc-

esses and memoranda for workshop use, contributed

by a staff of skillful and talented writers, upon whose
practical experience and expert knowledge the informa-

tion is based. Among the great mass of matter pre-

sented will be found much that Is of Interest to wood
workers and building mechanics, dealing as It does with
framing, cabinet work. Joinery, roof construction, con-

struction of paneled doors, finding bevels of rafters,

strength of concrete, setting out of elliptic arches, Dutch
barn construction, stair work, rules for circle ou circle

arches, centering brick work, perspective drawing,

altering cornice moldings, construction of pulpits,

tenons of entrance gates, tuck pointing, brick work,
forming concrete window sills and heads, working cir-

cular moldings, dove tailing, elliptical headed door
frames, together with many oilier subjects relating to

the building and allied Interests. An Idea of the scope
of the work may he gathered from the Index, which
"•overs S.VM) Items. 'I Ills Is so arranged as to pro-

vide a means by which each separate detail of any
kind dealt with in the volume may be traced and re-

ferred to with the least amount of trouble. The Index

also brings together every reference to the same subject,

however widely scattered, and all varied notes Included

under one head, each properly analyzed and re grouped
with kindred topics.
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Owning of the Twentieth Season of the New
York Trade School.

attention of visitors 10 the uiHir;uiueent view of the

Camden Mountains to be had from the cabin windows.

The formal opening of the day clause* of the twen-

eason of the New York Trade School took place

In the auditorium of the school at Sixty-seventh street

and FirBt avenue. New York, on December 18, the

exercises consisting mainly of a welcome to the

scholars on the behalf of the school by R. Fulton Cut-

ting, president of the Board of Trustees. Mr. Cutting

extended a cordial greeting to the young men, and in

his remarks stated that he was glad to see so many
hearty young Americans willing to make the sacrifices

that were necessary to ground themselves In the first

principles and handicraft of the trade as a means of

earning a livelihood, and take their parts as citizens in

this progressive country. He warned them against the

temptations of a large city and advised them to devote

the time, which in after years they would look upon as

all too short, to the acquiring of all possible information

on all the details of the trade they had selected. He
pointed out that the school bad been founded by Colonel

Auchmuty to give the young men of the country a

chance to learn a trade, and that preceding classes had
Improved the opportunity, and now throughout the coun-

try there were a number of competent artisans who re-

flected credit on the school through the excellence of

their work. He explained that the experience with the

pupils of former classes had qualified the superinten-

dent, Mr. Brill, and the trustees to answer the many
and varied questions which would naturally come up to

the young men, and cordially invited them to present

their inquiries to the officers and instructors, assuring

them that in case of sickness or trouble of any sort the

best possible advice and assistance would be freely

given.

At the close of his remarks he Introduced John Beat-

tie, who has ever been a popular speaker to the Trade
School scholars, and while he never falls to remind them
that he Is a painter, aud proud of It, they always derive

benefit and receive good advice when he addresses

them in his kindly manner.
The opening of the present season is marked by the

addition of a new class devoted to sheet metal work and
cornice construction. This class has heretofore been
conducted in the evening with remarkable success, and
It Is to be regretted that so few scholars have enrolled

In It, a* the school has capacity for a much larger num-
ber. The course of Instruction, including, as it does, pat-

tern cutting, has been found of exceptional value by
those who have completed it in the evening class. The
day plumbing class, ns usual, is tilled and it was found

necessary to turn nway some who had applied.

An Expensive Lot Cabin.

A log cabin which is estimated to cost, when com-

pleted, lu the neighborhood of $100,000 is being erected

on an island in Penobscot Bay, Maine, by a Philadelphia

manufacturer, Nathan Kolwell. ltd, who will use it as his

summer home. The Island lies 40 miles south of Ban-

gor, rising high altove the bay and commanding n tine

view of the Camden Mountains, it is said that the Idea

of building a cabin originated with Mr. Kot well's father,

who died some months ago. (in his deathbed he urged

his son to complete the task, and to mnUe the dwelling

a suinmrr resilience for the family. The work of con-

struction was begun In September. 1S!»0. and It is ex-

pected to have the cabin ready for occupancy early the

coming fall.

The cabin has a frontage of ISO feet, and. when com
pleted, will be two stories in hlght, with gable ends and

dormer windows. No lathing, plastering or paper will

be seen in the Interior, the logs being brought to a

line linlsh and highly polished, so as to bring out the

beautiful markings of the native woods. The entire

front of the cabin will be taken up with a hall or liv-

ing room. (JO x 30 feet in size. In this room is a fire

place » feet wide, the cap stone, it is said, weighing

2 tons, on which are cut in has relief the words. " now
Beautiful the Mountains." This Is Intended to call the

Proportion of Mortar in Brick Work.

A well-known writer iu discussing the question of

proportions In connection with brick work states that

in estimating for the latter a knowledge is necessary of

the proportion of mortar required to lay the bricks.

While this cannot bo given with positive accuracy, it

can be sufficiently approximated to serve as the basis of

an estimate. The better the brick work, the less mortar
will be required, for good brick work means fine joints

and little mortar, while coarse brick work meam
Joints and wide spaces. With bricks 8% x 4 x 2

the following are the quantities of mortar as compared
with the whole mass, and the number of bricks required

for a cubic yard of massive work:

Amount of No. of bricks

In cubic yard.

I <m
H 374

588

}* ™
,V 4SS

From the foregoing the bricklayer can easily

out how much mortar he will want for each 1000 bricks

laid, knowing the price of lime and cement, for often he
may be called upon to lay his bricks In cement.
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Local Building Operations in 1900.

The figures contained in the report of the ConitnlB-

iiloner of the Department of Buildings, covering opera-

tions In Greater New York for the year ending De-

cember 31, 1000, and made public February 11, afford

a most striking contrast when compared with those of

the preceding 12 months. Indicating, as they do, a skrlnk

ago of nearly 00 per cent. It Is to be remembered, how-

ever, that the year 1890 witnessed an unusual degree of

activity in the building Une In this city, and that the

estimated cost of the new structures for which permits

were, issued reached a figure far In excess of anything

previously recorded for a similar period. While, there-

fore, the report shows a remarkable falling off In the

estimated cost of the projected buildings, the total Is

considerably above the average and represents a very

creditable amount of work. The applications filed for

new buildings and alterations last year reached a total

of 15.504. estimated to cost $88,402, 1 74, as compared

with 21.571 buildings Involving an outlay of $167,618,664

In 1890. The number of new buildings commenced last

year was 6548, and the number completed 6552, as

against 0685 and 7420 respectively In 1899. The new
buildings in process of construction on December 31

last were 6305 and the alterations in progress at that

date were 1978. Of the total estimated cost of new
buildings, $29,337,000 were for flat houses, costing over

$15,000 each; $5,084,800 for tenement houses costing

under $15,000 each, while dwelling bouses of other

kinds called for about $9,500,000. The amount of capital

put Into new office buildings aggregated only $2,080,025;

school houses. $3,710,000; stores of all kinds. $6,050,294:

manufactories and work shops. $5,578,044; frame dwell-

ings as distinguished from those mentioned above,

which presumably refer to brick and stone construction.

$0,870,045. The boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx,

of course, take the lead, the estimated cost of their new
buildings being $58,123,203. Brooklyn ranks second,

with operations costing $10,400,582, and the boroughs

of Queens and Richmond come last, with $3,008,600.

The cost of alterations to buildings In the various bor-

oughs during the year aggregated $9,001,098. The out-

look for the ensuing year, judging from tho permits

for buildings already issued, is for a season of activity

somewhat in excess of last year.

A Plea for Public Trade School*.

In his .mi' ual report. Just made public, William H.

Maxwell. Superintendent of Schools of New York City,

makes a strong plea for the establishment of trade

schools in connection with the public school system,

no contends that the iminmtl training high school, us it

has Iweu developed in this country, does not go fur

enough and that there is a crying need for schools

which will give a definite trade training. In the

crowded tenement house districts there are thousands

of boys who must leave school the moment the com-

pulsory education law allows. They have the rudiments

of an English education, but they arc sadly at a loss

us to how to earn a decent living. The education the

l«»y has received has been sufficient to create in him a

desire for tilings higher and better than those which he

finds in his sordid surroundings, but it has not gone far

enough to give him any art by which he may earn a

living. As the old apprenticeship system no longer ex-

ists. Mr. Maxwell sees no hope for the average boy

who wants to learn a handicraft except In the provision

of well organised and equipped trade schools. And this

advantage, be aays, could be provided without adding

a year to the boy's schooling, as he could be taken out

of the elementary school when he has finished the sixth

year and be allowed to spend the next two years, or

until be Is fourteen, in learning not only history and

composition, but some trade whereby he could go out

in the world equipped to earn a living. The establish-

ment of such schools, Mr. Maxwell believes, would not

add much, If anything, to the cost of the public schools

of the city, while the city would be amply repaid for

any expense attending their maintenance by the in-

creased supply of skilled workmen they would produce

and they would, moreover, bring untold benefits to the

)KM>rer classes who nre unable to give their children a

proper trade training. The idea applied to trade schools

Is an excellent one and there ore many who would re-

joice to see It carried Into practice but Mr. Maxwell,

apparently, has not taken Into the account the oppo-

sition any such plan would Inevitably meet with from

the labor unions, whose interests lie rather In the di-

rection of restricting the opportunities for boys to enter

trades than In Increasing the supply of skilled trades-

men.

An Apartment House for the Wealthy.
There is now In course of erection upon a command-

lug site on Riverside Drive, in this city, an apartment

house, which, when completed, will take a leading place

among dwellings of this class which so thickly dot the

l>e*t residential sections of the upper west side. The

structure covers a plot fronting 116 feet on the Drive.

126 feet on Eighty-ninth street and will be seven stories

above the sidewalk, not counting those In the turrets

from which the building takes Its name. Granite, In-

diana limestone, terra cotta and brick will be used In

the treatment of the exterior, while the Internal fea-

tures will Include many that are novel, and which in-

dicate In some measure, on the part of the architects,

ii. S. Uarde and R. Thomas Short, a striving for su-

l>erlor effect* and attractions that mark current prog-

ress in apartment house construction. Features de-

cidedly out of the ordinary will be a large marble swim-

ming pool In the basement, a gymnasium and a billiard

room for the free use of the tenauts; a large ballroom

with banquet hall, together with accommodations for

storing and charging automobiles, not to mention cold

storage system, electric lighting, telephone service, safes

for silver in the paneling of the dining rooms, &c. The

apartments will be in suites ranging from ten rooms

and three baths to 20 rooms and six bat Us, a suite of the

latter size occupying an entire floor and affording. It Is

stated, more room than Is to be found in the average

live story private house. The walls and floors of the

kitchens and bathrooms will be of white marble, and

mirrors will be placed in the panels of all chamber doors.

The servants' quarters will be in a wing apart from the

main structure. It Is said that the rents for the apart-
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ments will range from 12000 to $10,000 per year, from

whlcn it will be seen that they are Intended only for peo-

ple In very comfortable circumstances financially.

A Year's Fire Waste.

The year 1000 will be marked in the fire Insurance

annals of the United States as an exceptionally disas-

trous season, and It is likely that many companies will

show heavy losses as the result of the year's operations.

According to a compilation of the carefully kept records

of the New York Journal of Commerce, the flro loss of

the United States and Canada Inst year reached tho

unprecedented total of $103,302.21)0. This is an Increase

of more than $20,300,000 over tho figures for 1899, which

was regarded as a most unfavorable year for tire under-

writers. In comparison wtlh 1808 the increase was

$43,700,000; with 1897, $52,500,000, and with 1896 nearly

$57,000,000. Thus, in spile of all the modern Improve-

ments introduced In tbe Are fighting equipment of

American cities, the annual lire waste has made a

progressive increase In the past five years. In 1896 the

average monthly loss from this cause was $8,810,000; In

1HJI7, $9,150,000; In 1898, $9,970,000; In 1899, $11,400,000.

and in 1900. $13,000,000. During the past year there

were 24 fires each of which involved a loss of over half

a million dollars. At the head stands tho great con-

flagration which wiped out a large part of the twin

cities of Ottawa and Hall in Canada at a cost of over

$12,000,000. The disastrous fire at Hoboken, N. J., de-

stroyed $5,350,000 worth of docks, ocean steamers, store-

houses and cargoes, and between $1,000,000 and $1,800,-

000 worth of property each was lost In fires which

occurred in Newark. N. J.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Blooming-

ton, 111.; Present t, Ariz.; Santa Rosa, Cal.; Ashland,

Wis., and Constable Hook, N. J. The fires In 1900 ex-

ceeding $10,000 In destructlveness numbered 2400. Un-

der tbe circumstances, it is not to be wondered at that

the fire underwriters are contemplating action looking

to higher rates for Insurance during the present year.

Report of Illinois Board of Examiners of

Architects.

In view of the present agitation of the question of

licensing architects In New York State It is Interesting

to note some of the results recorded In the biennial report

of the proceedings of the Board of Examiners of Archi-

tects of the State of Illinois, where a license law has been

In force for several years past. According to President

N. C. Bicker the board has granted 773 licenses to prac-

tice architecture In that State, of which 063 are now in

force and 140 have been revoked or expired by the death

of the holders, only one beiug revoked for cause.

During the period covered by the report there were
106 applications for examination, 27 being architects of

experience and for the most part from other States; 02

were examined In classes, of which 36 passed and re-

ceived certificates, and 26 were rejected. Examination
licenses were Issued to the number of 54.

Many applications were received from civil and me-
chanical engineers who had occasionally, in the practice

of their profession, designed buildings as welt as other

work. These applicants were versed In tbe principles of

construction In general, but did not have many of the

other qualifications of a professional architect, such as

the knowledge of sanitary science and economical plan-

ning. Many of them did not wish to enter the profession,

but. being in the employment of corporations, desired to

enjoy the privilege of an architect's seal for the advan-
tage their employers might obtain. The question was
referred to the Attoraey-Oeneral, and in his reply he
stated that certificates could not be issued to specialists.

Within tlie past two years the board has had occasion

to net in three cases, in two of which charges of dis-

honest practices were made. Tho specific offense was
the use of a licensed architect's seal on plans not made

by himself and for tbe benefit of other persons. In tbe

first case tbe fact was proved, but tbe board did not con-

sider that a dishonest act had been committed, because

no consideration was shown. The architect was dis-

missed with a reprimand and a warning. In the second
case the license was revoked and in the third case a
charge of Incompetency was made by a contractor

against an architect but could not be substantiated.

The New York Public Library.

It has now been decided as a result of a recent meet-

ing of tbe Board of Estimate and Apportionment to use

marble in tbe construction of the new Public Library.

Astor, I^nox aud Tllden foundations, which is now in

process of erection on the site of the old distributing

reservoir at Fifth avenue and Fortieth to Forty-second

streets, in this city. The Idea is to make the building

a lasting monument to the city, and the authorities seetn

to feel that under the circumstances marble la tbe prefer-

able material for the purpose. An Issue of bonds by tbe

city to meet the cost of tbe structure has recently been
authorised, the total outlay being now estimated at about

$3,500,000 aud the time to complete the work about three

years.

The Duquesne Library Building.

Tbe contract for the erection of the building pre-

sented by Andrew Carnegie to Duquesne, Pa., for li-

brary purposes has recently been awarded to William

Miller & Sons, tbe amount approximating $300,000. The
work will be commenced as soon as possible, and it ia

expected that the structure will be completed within a
year and a half. We understand that tho building la

to be very nearly a duplicate of Mr. Carnegie's gift to

Homestead, which was completed about two years ago
by tbe same contractors. The Duquesne structure was
designed to provide all the healthful recreation that the

mill men and their families could desire, and aside

from providing them a great library, the building will

be In the nature of a splendid club house for their con-

venience. It will have a swimming pool, gymnasium,
billiard ball, bowling alley and music ball. Tbe floor

dimensions of tbe building will be 232 x 136 feet and the

hlght will be three stories aud basement. Tbe exterior

will consist of an attractive blending of stone, brick and
terra cotta, with red tile roof, while the interior will be
finished with marble, oak and other hard woods.

A plan for arbitration of labor difficulties In New
Haven, Conn., Is of Interest, not because of its novelty,

but because of Its evidence of a widening appreciation

of tbe belief that Industrial waste through strikes should

be prevented. Tbe scheme provides for co-operation in

the creation of a Board of Arbitration by tbe Chamber
of Commerce, the State Business Men's Association and
tbe labor organizations. It would not he compulsory
arbitration, of course, but tbe belief Is that public senti-

ment would force a resort to arbitration by one party

to a controversy if tbe other party favors that method
of settlement. The proposition has received the indorse-

ment of many employers of labor In New Haven, and
has been favorably commented on by the wage earners.

If the plan works well In New Haven It could be ex-

tended readily over the state, particularly as one of the

associations Interested Is a State organization.

It is expected that the outcome of a movement now
on foot in which several capitalists are Interested will

be the erection of an 18-story hotel on the site of the

old Hotel Brunswick, at Fifth avenue and Twenty-sixth
and Twenty-seventh streets. New York City. Tbe build-

ing will be fire proof throughout, contain 900 rooms, and
be put up In accordance with plans prepared by Archi-

tect Henry Ives Cobb. It Is stated that $4,750,000 will

represent the total investment in land and building.

It Is stated that plans have In-en prepared for a new
hotel to he erected at the corner of Chase and Charles

streets, Baltimore. Md., at a cost of $1,000,000. It will

be 12 stork* in hlght aud constructed of Indiana lime-

stone aud light brick.
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BRICK RESIDENCE IN A CINCINNATI SUBURB.

Buckingharu black Virginia slate 0x18 inches, laid with
a 3-inch lap on Sackett'e No. 2 waterproof building pa-
per, each slate being secured with steel wire slating
nails. All exterior mill work is of the best quality white
pine, Including the floors of the porches, which are com-
posed of 2 i 8 inch Joist supported on 4 x 8 Inch wood
beiims resting on stone plere. The flooring of the porches
Is of white pine 1% Inches thick and 2% inches wide,
laid with pure white lead Joints, and blind nailed to each
Joist, the latter being spaced 16 inches on centers. The
porch rafters are 2 x 6 inches, also placed 16 Inches on
centers. The ceilings of the porches are of beaded yel-

Beciton. Brick Jtcttdcncc in a Cincinnati Suburb.—John P. Strykct, Architect, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WE present for the consideration of our readers this
month a modern two story brick residence,

pleasantly situated on Academy arenue, Price Hill, one
of Cincinnati's most desirable suburbs. In its architec-
tural treatment and arrangement of rooms, there are
many points of Interest to the readers, whether they
be architects, builders or prospective house owners. The
elevations and miscellaneous details clearly Indicate the
construction, while the floor plans show the disposition
of the various rooms.

The foundation walls are of limestone bedded In
cement mortar and pointed on the exterior exposed face

work with colored cement mortar. The walls of the

building are of bard burned brick laid in lime mortar, the

exterior face of the front wall being of first-class Akron
pressed brick, while the faces of the sides and rear are

of Mitchell's best quality red face brick, all bound to-

gether with blind headers every seventh course. The
trimmings are of blue Rockcastle stone.

The Joist for the first and second floors are 2 x 12

Inch yellow pine, and for the third floor 2 x 10 inch, all

paced 16 Inches on centers and bridged with 1x3 inch

trips every 5 feet. All Joists are well anchored into the

brick walls with Vi x % Inch iron anchors 2 feet in

length and placed 8 feet apart The rafters are 2x6
Inches, spaced 16 Inches on centers, and Becured to a 2 x

12 inch wall plate, which IB anchored to the brick wall

by means of %-lnch round Iron anchors 3 feet 6 Inches

long and placed 8 feet apart.

The roof Is sheathed with strips of yellow pine 6

Inches wide, congued and grooved and covered with

low pine, while the roofs are sheathed and covered with

slate.

The floors throughout the house are of yellow pine

% Inches thick, 814 Inches wide, aud blind nailed to each

Joist The inside finish Is In selected yellow pine and
treated with three coats of Murphy's transparent inside

varnish, as are likewise the stairs and Interior mill work.

All outside wood work is painted three coats, while all

tin and galvanized Iron work has three coats of metallic

paint All tin was painted with one good coat of the

under side before being put on the roof. The plastering

;s three coat work, gauged with bard white plaster of

parts. The plumbing Is first class throughout embrac-
ing the latest improved sanitary appliances and up to

date fixtures. The house Is heated by a hot air furnace

made by the Peck, Williamson Heating & Ventilating

Company, the position of the registers being indicated

on the floor plans. The bath room is heated from a wall

register opening under the wash basin, while a register
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on the othei Bide or the jmruik-n lieata the approach to

the closet. The house is wired for electric gnu lighting,

lias si>eaklng tubes leading to the kitchen, and in the

cemented cellar Is placed the laundry.

The house was erected for J. E. Sandou, in accordance

with plans prepared by John P. Stryker of 96 Perrln av-

enue, Cincinnati. Ohio. The contract for the carpentry

work was executed by F. & II. Peters: the cut stone

work by Frank Mersch: the masonry by F. W*. Dolling;

the brick work by House Brothers; the plastering by

Frank Niesen; tb<? roofing by John H. Neabry; the elec-

tric work by John Devcrc. and the pnintlng and glazing

by F. Johansman, all of Cincinnati.

A subject of never falling Interest to the average

worker in wood Ir the enre of tools nn«l how to sharpen

jointing. It la better to take a flat mill tile and rub the

teeth down until their length la uniform. For instance,

in a straight breasted saw, If you should put a straight

edge along the teeth every one should just touch it. Then
comes the setting. Use. if you have one, a regular set-

ting block, and care should be used lu preparing said

block not to have a shape edge where the tooth bends

them to the best advantage. That opinions differ as to

the way the work should be done is not surprising, espe-

cially when the question of filing a saw Is considered.

We have In the past presented a number of letters from

practical readers bearing upon this matter, and as sup-

plementary to what has appeared, we give the following

pointers suggested by E. C. Atkins & Co., the well-known

saw makers, regarding the proper method of keeping

hand and rip saws in order:

It does not necessarily require any great skill, as

many people suppose, to file and set their saws, but there

are a few essential points which should be observed if

you wish to get the best results. These observations

are the result of long experience and careful study and It

Is earnestly hoped will prove of benefit.

The first operation should be what Is commonly called

down, as it is apt to cause breakage. Do not set your

tooth too far into the saw. A turning of the point ls-

•ufflclent and is far better for the saws. The teeth

should be set alternately right and left A highly tem-

pered saw which will hold the edge best must be careful-

ly handled or you will lose many teeth in this operation.

Do not put any more set than just enough to clear nice-

ly. At tliis point it might be wed to use the flat mill file,

and do what la commonly called sldo filing the teeth.

Goq
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This is to guard against any uneven setting, and will be
appreciated in tbe finished saw.

Your saw is now ready to tile, and you will find It ad-

visable to select your flies carefully. For a six and seven
point saw use a 7-lneh slim paper. For eight and nine
points use 6-inch slim taper, and for ten, eleven and
twelve point use a 5-lneh slim taper. After placing your

AND BUILDING 61

anvays use T-inch slim taper, and If the saw Is Intended

to cut hard lumber a slight bevel Is advisable, but If for

ordinary and soft wood it la best to file straight across.

With these points carefully in mind we see no reason

why you should not be a success in tbe care of your own
saws.

Hog-shell gloss in paint work may be prepared by a

number of coats carefully rubbed down between each,

and by using plenty of turps and a little oil In tbe last

coats—not sufficient, however, to render the Job glossy,

and yet enough to prevent it from drying entirely flat.

An ancient Roman country bouse has recently been
unearthed at Boscoreale, on the slope of Vesuvius. It

contains 24 rooms, which were completely empty, but
the walls were covered with 70 extraordinarily well

Brick Rnldtntx in a Cincinnati Suburb —Floor Plan*.—Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

saw securely in tbe vise, commence to tile at the point

and progress toward the butt or heeL Always file the

teeth which are set away from you, and as to the amount
of beveling, it is entirely at the discretion of tbe car-

penter. It Is essential, however, that the bevel be

placed on the front of the tooth. When through wlUi

one side, reverse the saw and proceed as before.

To prepare rip saws proceed as in hand saws, except

preserved frescoes. In these figures of life and more
than life size arc painted, being tbe first ancient pic-

tures of such proportions. One represents a guitar

player, twice the size of life; another an old gladiator

talking to a woman. The frescoes have now been care-

fully removed from the walls. They are ascribed to the

l>crioil of the Into republic—a hundred or two hundred
years earlier, that is, than the Pompel! pictures.
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Detail* of Front Porch -Scale, H Inch to tlir Foot. Section ami Elevation of Cbloa Closet—Scale, H loch to the Foot

CV»K4fr«<-(.rr XWaifc of Itr.ck Unidmn iu a Cimin»ati Suburb,
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Some Suggestions in Planning Houses.

In a recent lecture upon the subject of " Houses and
Grounds " R. Cllpston Bturgls, the well known architect,

emphasized the possibilities of small lots and advised his

bearers before purchasing a building lot to consider

CARPENTRY AND BUILDING 63

F.W-vation Showing Style of Door Used on
Fir-t Floor.-ScaJe. H Iocfa lo (be Fool.

comfort of the family was the first thought, then good

provision was made for the comfort of guests. Insuring

for them also some privacy. The point of view In New
England seemed to make guests part of the family, nod
to plan houses suitable for entertainment rather than

for the dally home comfort of the family. The archi-

tect's point of view lies between these two.

As to the exposure of the house It was suggested that

such a plan should be adopted as would give sunshine

In every room which was to be occupied during the day,

in which people planned to sit and live, keeping the lets

desirable exposure for the approach or for such rooms
as were used only lu the evening.

After deciding this question, the next was In regard

to the grounds; this matter should be settled before

starting on the plans. In England the fore court, or

front yard. Is made part of the architecture of the bouse,

and Is kept clear of any ornamentation which cannot be

taken in at a glance. As the back yard is absolutely for

use. It should be enclosed as much as possible, but care

should be takt u not to shut out air and sun. As to

vegetable gardens, the lecturer differed In his opinion

from the majority of people, who consider them un-

sightly, and believed that they could be made almost

as attractive as flower gardens and recommended, where
space was limited, a combination of both. No place la

so small but what a portion of It should be reserred

for grass, as without grass n place would not be Inter-

esting.

Section through Door on Line A B.—Scale. 3 Im-bea to the Foot.

Baae.—Scale, s

Incur- to the

Foot.

Vertical Section

through Center

of Second Story

FrontWtndowa
—Scale, % Inch

to the Foot.

Partial Elevation of Second Story Front Window*.
—Scale, 'V. Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Casing and Head.-Scale,

9 1 1 .lii- to the Foot.

.W». m • <W.»f lktttU* of Brick Hendtnet in < Cincinnati Suliurfi.

Section through
Arcbltravr at A
B.-Scale,
I>rh to the
Foot.

what the house was going to be, the exposure of rooms,

the approach, what to do with the grounds, whether a

flower or vegetable garden was most desired. In fact,

to consider carefully to what the purchase would lead.

The plan of the bouse, he said, was the keynote to

the whole problem, and the first consideration was
whether one was going to build for his own comfort

or for bis friends. From the English and Continental

point of view, privacy was the great desideratum. The

As to shrubs, which may serve an absolutely good
purpose as screens or shields, the lecturer did not con-

sider them ornamental when used singly, and the same
thing applied to trees. It was almost always a mistake
to have single specimens. In contrast with the grow-
ing tendency of recent years to abolish fences. Mr.
Rturgls advocated marked boundaries, and thought no
place looked well without them and that their absence
destroyed all privacy.
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. H. Fox.

WE will next consider the coastruction of a card-

board representation of a solid showing toe actual

Inclination and position, together with the development
of the sections which belong to the face and joint sur-

faces of a rail, the plan of which Is a quarter circle, the

rise of the section plane of the face mold being taken
equal over the plan tangents. In applying the above to

atone work it may be taken as referring to a piece of

coping or a string piece.

In Fig. 5 Is given the plan, the center curve A-8'-C, In-

closed in the square O-A-B-C, being a fac-»imile of that

given at the plan of Fig. 4, and runy be drawn in the

manner there explained. We have here, in T-3"-U, and
V-3, V, Introduced the plau curves respectively of the

convex and concave faces of the rail. These, as may
be noted, are drawn with the center O. Two sides of

the square drawn in the plau in Ibis example are taken
to represent the position of joint lines. The opposite

aides, as A-B, B-C of the square, are again takeu as the

horizontal traces of " planes " tangent with the center

points A-C, at which the joints are desired. The student,

having drawn the plan curves, the Joint lines and tan-

gents, and produced them in either direction lu the

manuer shown on the drawing, will Join the intersection

B of the tangents with the center O with which the

curves may be drawn, which will -give the directing

ordinate of the plan. Then square with this through O
draw the seat line H-H'. Now parallel with B-O, through
any number of points, as 0-2'. &c., at tbe plan curves,

produce lines above tbe seat line indefinitely.

In order to show the section which belongs to the
lower joint surface over A, we have In a manner to

raise tbe plane of the plan above that of the seat line

H-H', or, as may be noted In the model constructed In

Tig. 4, the ceuter point of the joint surface represented

in A will meet the ground plane at the point A of the
plan. From this it will be seeu that only tbe portion

either of the face or of tbe joint sections comprised
within Z-A-A' of Fig. 6 may bo projected. This Impor-
tant point has beeu neglected In the models of other
writers, for, as shown In Fig. 5a, tbe point B meets and
remains In the plane of the plan of the base, while tbe
point G meets tbe angle, or, rather, Is the Intersecting'

point of the angle, formed by tbe Intersection of the two
planes forming the sides of the model. In order to show
the Joint surface over A all that Is really necessary la

to raise the ground plane a hlght sufficient to allow the

Joint section to be developed. Here, iu order to make
tbe construction as clear as possible, tbe ground line

has been raised more than Is required. It Is shown In

the lines P-G, G-X, X'-A', of Fig. 8. and In the llnea

<;-D,. D'-D", of Fig. 6.

The student having determined upon any hlght cor-

responding to that of A'-A of Fig. 0, will draw A-G In-

definitely and parallel with tbe seat line. Then produce
tbe ordlnato through A of Fig. 5, to meet tbe tangent

C-B produced In E'. Square up E'-10' equal with A'-A
<>f Fig. 0. Now draw lO'-F-H, making It a right angle.

Then through 10* draw 10'-G. This Intercepts the line

O F in D. Divide D-F in E into two equal hlghU, and
parallel with II-B draw I-E-R.. Now with B as center

rotate D, E. into D' E'. and Joint E'-D". which gives the

pitch of the oblique section plane over the tangent A-B;

that over the upper tangent B-C is, of course, given in

the line E r F. first drawn. Now square with E'-D" draw
D"-5. which completes the two sides of the model form-

ing the tangent planes. The vertical rise of the rail la

given In D'-E' over tbe lower, and In the equal bight E-F
over the upper tangent.

Now to lind tbe right inclination of the section plane

of the face mold proceed as follows: In Fig. 0 set off

C-C at the vertical through C of the plan, equal with

OF, and A-A equal with A-D" of Fig. 5; Joining A-C
gives the right Inclination. Now square with C-A
through the points given in C-2-B. Ac, at the right In-

clination draw the ordinates of the section plane. Set

C-o|>rilKbtwt. l'.OI. I.r i.'hw H Vox

off B-B', C-C and A-A' equal respectively with OB
and A'-A of the plan. Then, Joining A'-B'-C, the pro-

jections of the tangents of tbe section plane may be ob-

tained. Now square with A'-B', B'-C draw Z-T and
T'-Y. These are the projections of tbe Joint Hues as

required at the face mold to give the direction for form-

ing the joint surfaces of the rail.

Now aet off A-l, 4-4, 4-4 -4", etc., equal with A-l,

4,-*-4'-r. &c, of the plan, which gives In l-4"-3", *c..

tbe points through which to trace the elliptical curve*

of the section plane. The student may experience some
difficulty in finding tbe points as required at the Joint

lines through which to draw tbe curves of the convex
and concave faces. This may be obviated In the follow-

ing manner: Through the point given In V of the plan

at which the Joint line which belongs to the lower Joint

surface meets the convex face curve draw an ordinate,

as T"-9: then square over at tbe section plane the ordi-

nate B'-D equal In length to that of the ordinate T-9 of

the plan. This gives a point in 0 through which to draw
the curve. Having drawn, first, the convex face curve,

set off A'-S" of tbe lower Joint line, and T-C'-C'-S of the

upper joint, respectively equal with A'-T, which gives

8'-T'-8', tbe required points at the joint lines through
which to trace the curves.

Now to construct the representation of the Joint sur-

faces, and develop the curves of right section iu their

own planes, proceed as follows: First, take that of tbe

lower Joint surface over A. In Fig. 6 draw 5-W parallel

with the joint line O A. Then in Fig. 6, square with tbe

right Inclination draw Z-W and Y-H. Now parallel with
the tangents draw Z-W" and Y-U, , and with Z as center

rotate X-\V Into X'-W; Join X'-A', and we may obtain tbe

projection a level lino lying on the surface of the Joint,

when this may be pluced at Its proper position over the

plan. Now with W as center and W-5 of the plan as the

radius draw an arc iu 5; then with A' as center and D"-5
of Fig. S as tbe radius cut the arc In 5, draw W-5
through 5, and we may obtain tbe line in which the joint

surface meets that of the plan. Square with W'-li draw
5-A', and wo may obtain the line In which the Joint sur-

face intercepts tbe tangent plane over the lower tangent

A-B of tbe plan. This gives In 5-A'-12 the "plumb
bevel." as required by the workman in order to " square
the wreath." This being constructed In its own plane
at the representation of the point at which In practice

It may be applied, no difficulty can possibly be experi-

enced even with the beginner as regards tbe proper ap-

plication. Now to develop tbe right section, which belongs

to tbe Joint surface, set off D-10 In Fig. 5 equal to the
half thickness of the rail; then parallel with the Joint

line through 10 draw T-10-8. Now In Fig. 8 aet off J-A',

AM', each equal with the half thickness of the rail, and
parallel with X'-A' draw S-J-T. S'-J'-T' equal with S-J-T
of the plan. Then set off Y-A'-U and 8-7-5-6 of Fig. 8, re-

spectively equal with T-A-V and 8-7-5-6 of Fig. 5; trac-

ing the curves as shown in the diagram through the
points given In T U-T-6, &c, and tbe right section of
the Joint piano may be obtained.

To project the representation of the upper Joint sur-

face we will parallel with the tangent B-C draw Y-H'.
and with Y as center and Y-H as radius draw an arc
in U. Then with C as center and the length F-H of
Fig. 5 as radius cut tbe arc In II' ; joining C'-H' gives
the projection of the line lu which the Joint surface
Intercepts that of the tangent plane over the upper
tangent B-C of tbe plan. This, when In its proper poal-

tlon over tbe plau. Is a line which falls perpendicular
over tbe line C-H of the tangent line B-C produced of
the plan, and the angle contained in H,-C-Y Is that of
the plumb bevel required at the upper Joint surface of
the wreath, to enable the operator to determine the
proper position at which to apply the faee mold and
joint section. On trial this will be found equal with
tbe angle eontalued In 12-A'-5 of the lower surface.

Now to develop the right section which belongs to
the surface, set off J-C aud C'-J'. each equal with tbe
half thickness of the rnll. Then with Y as center rotate
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the point* I-M-L, &(.-., luto the corresponding points of

the joint surface; now square with C'-H, draw T'-J'-T,

V'-C-U', S'-J-S, Ice, equal with the length of the cor-

responding points of the plan. The lines I-Q'-l', G-G',

Ac. drawn parallel with the Joint line O-C of the plan,

may very properly be termed as the ordinate* of the

Joint surface, as they are horizontal traces of lines lying

level upon the surface in question, the plan ordlnates

being In like manner the horizontal traces of level lines

lying upon the oblique surface of the section plana
Through the points given in T'-U'-S'-Q', &c, trace the

curves as shown In the diagram, which will give the

contour of the right section of the surface. Now take a

planes will theu fall into their proper position without
any trouble.

The student may now Qnd the vertical or " plumb
lines," C'-H, of the upper and A'-S of the lower Joint

surfaces, to fall exactly over the lines F-H and D"-5 of

Pig. 5; and. of course, if the tangent planes have been
placed in their proper position— viz., perfectly perpen-

dicular- the lines In question will of necessity fall over

the lines of the plan. In order to test correctly the ac-

curacy of the projections It will be well for the student

to form another plan, duplicate of tha one already made
In Fig. 5. The curves, tangents and joint lines are all

that are required: then, placing the model over tha plan

Tig*. 5 and A.-Conttruclioa of Cardboard Re|>rt»rntatl<)n of a Holid, Showing the Actual Inclination and P..«l(wn, together with too 1>«

relopment of the Section* which Belonff to the Face and Joint Surface* of a Rail, the Plan of which l» a Quarter Circle, the Rlw'of

the Section Plane of the Face Mold being taken Equal Over the Plan TaturrnW

The Sriimtx nj Hantiriiilint).

sharp knife, and commencing, say, at point 5 of the

tangent plane, cut clear through the cardboard at the

outline of the drawing around to point IT or the upper

Joint surface ; then from H' to T' may be cut, aa shown;
then follow the direction given by the curve of tho

section from T to IS, then at the tangent from 13 to 13'

;

then follow the direction again as given by the curve to

point T. Cut through at the lines MV, W'-X'-Z, Z-X-W.
Now at the lines T'Y, Y-Z. Z-T and H-W of Fig. 8, and
at 5-B, B-H of Fig. 5. cut about half through the board;

then fold the three sides into their proper vertical posi-

tion, with the lines at the exterior, which will permit

of the section plane being revolved around tha line of

right Inclination into Its oblique position. The Joint

Just made, the whole of the constructions may be tested

in a very ready manner, especially If the curves of the

right section are cut to tho contours as projected at the

Joint surfaces; the student will then, on trial, find them
to be perpendicular over the plan curves. There are

many methods which will suggest themselves to the

student by means of which the several surfaces may be

held in their desired position; common pins and liquid

glue will be found useful for the purpose.

Now let the student construct two full slse sections,

similar to those given In T'-T-S-S' of Fig. 6. and place

them in their proper position at the Joint surface of the

model. Then alBO cut a duplicate of the face mold, as

given in S' T-T S of Fie. 6. H* may then be enabled
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to obtain a practical demonstration of their application

as would obtain in practice at the bench. To enable the

beginner to thoroughly understand the explanations

which are now to be given, we may be allowed to state:

" In working to the tangent system of handralllng the

face molds are constructed U|x>n an imaginary central

plane, parallel with the plane (generally named as the

working surface) upon which the face mold may be

applied to give the direction for forming the Joint sur-

faces and cylindrical sides of the rail." This central

plaue of I lie face mold is thnt represented In the obliquo

top surface of the model. Also, " at the tangent system

the joint surfaces are at all times made at right angles

with this central plane and with the tangents on Its

surface." If the reader will procure a small square he

will find these conditions to obtain at our model; that Is,

he will find the surfaces of the Joints to be not only at

right angles with the surface, but also with the tangents

A'-B'-B'-C or the section plane. Now let us for a

moment consider the practical " squaring of the wreath

piece " at the bench. We mar assume the working

surface to be ready for the application of and the mark-

ing of the face mold to its surface. Then, having cut

the joint surfaces " square with the working surface "

and to the direction as given by the Joint lines of the

mold, we are ready to ttud the direction of the plumb
line, as required, In order to give the proper direction at

which to apply the Joint sections and face mold, so

as to obtain the direction at which to form the cylin-

drical sides of the rati.

Up to this point the student has doubtless had no

difficulty, but It is here that his real trouble commences,

for he Is in doubt after he has squared through the

center lines as given by the points A'-C of the face

moid, and found the center iiotuta, as A'-C, of the Joint

sections, as to the application of the bevel. It seema
to hlni Just as reasonable to have the acute angle of the

bevel placed at the convex side of the upper Joint Una
as at the same position which obtains at the lower joint

line of the problem now before us. Or. take again as an

example a problem in which an acute angle obtains at

the concave side of each respective Joint surface; that

Is. an acute angle obtains similar to that of S-C'-J of

Fig. 0 at both the upper and lower joint surfaces. This

problem has often given trouble to others than the be-

ginner. The workman has perhaps up to the present

met only with wrenth pieces at which the bevels may
be applied In Hie manner as shown In the model, but

hare a new condition presents itself; he Is in doubt as

to the application of the " plumb bevel " and applies It

In a direction other than the right one and so spoils the

wreath piece. Why? Simply because the bevels are

constructed at the plan, or at an elevation plane other

than at the representation of the points in the drawing
at which they are to be npplled In practice. Such a con-

dition cannot possibly obtain if the system of projection

as here explained be made use of, for the projections, as

may be noted, are made at the representations of the

actual joini surfaces, and the workman If in doubt has

only to refer to the drawing and he Instantly sees the

proper manner in which the bevels may be applied.

The principal object of any construction similar

to that of cardlHMird representations of the solids of

handrails, in our opinion, should be as a means of en-

abling the beginner to get a thorough Insight Into the

Intricacies of the problems, and to show him clearly the

actual position and Inclinations together with Uie sec-

tions of each oblique plane of the, solid, without having
to construct the actual solid of the problem In order to

obtain the representations required. This latter has of

necessity to li«> done In order to obtain the actual repre-

sentations of the surfaces of the solid, If the model of

Fit', i oa be made use of as a means of illustration, for

uo beginner can possibly conceive the actual positions.

&c, of the joint surfaces from an examination of the

model.

Now turn again to Fig. 0. Having constructed the
two Joint molds and placed them In their proper posi-

tion at the Joint surfaces of the model, take the duplicate
face wold and place It vertically over the section of

the oblique top surface of the model, taking note that

the center points, as A'-C of the mold, are perpendicular

over the points A'-C both of the section plane and of the
plan. The mold requires also to be placed In such a
position that it Is perfectly parallel with the surface
of the top. This position may readily be obtained by
cutting two small pieces of cardlnmrd, the hight of which
may be obtained by simply drawing through the point

T of the upper Joint sec tion of Fig. « a line, as 14-14,

parallel with the Joint line Y-T'. Touching the edges of
the.se with glue, one of them may !*• placed to the upper
Joint surface, the other over the ordinate 4,-4". placing
It In a vertical position; that is. square with the surface
of the top. The face mold section may then be placed
upon these in the position desired. It may now be noted
the face mold projects over the arris of the top Joint

mold, but falls short of tho arris of the lower Joint

section. This Is the condition which obtain* in the
actual forming of the wreath piece: that la at the
second application of the face mold after the Joint

surfaces may have been formed the mold project*

over the upper Joint surface, and fails short, or. In other
words, does not meet the arris of the lower Joint surface.

In the manner the duplicate face mold falls short at the
model. The same remark applies to the application at
the under working surface, only there It may be found
that It Is at the lower Joint that the mold projects over
the arris, while, at the upper arris It Is found to be short
The student having the model liefore him may clearly

see the reason of this. The face mold, as before ex-
plained, is projected upon the central plane of the
wn-ath piece, and not, as it should be, upon the repre-
sentation of the plane upon which In practice it may be
applied.

(To be continued.)

Red Stains for Wood.

in reply to the question of a correspondent relative to
the production of red stains for wood, the Allg. Titckler

y.Htung gives the following directions, which may not be
without Interest to some of our readers: Since the stains
have, as a rule, a bleaching action on the wood, the lat-

ter may generally be colored red without special prep-
arations. If. however, the wood to be stained Is not light

colored, it Is advisable to bleach It previously. For this

purpose lay the wood for about one-half hour In a bath
of 2 parts lime chloride. 1 part crystallized soda and 48
parts water. After the bleaching lay the wood, to re-

move the adhering traces of the chloride. In a solution
of 1 part sulphurous acid. In 10 to 12 parts water and
wash It off with clean water. Now place the wood In a
solution of 1 part Marseille soap. In 54 parts water, or
rub It with it and apply aniline red (fuchsine) In a suffi-

ciently diluted state so as to produce the desired shade.
Fuchsine (crimson), coraline thigh red) and eosine tamar-
anthlne), iK-long to the aniline colors which are dissolved
either In alcohol or water.

ArroKi.i.No to the Bulletin of the United States De-
partment of Labor for January of the current year there
are only live States that have enacted laws the special
purpose of which Is to make it obligatory upon direct-

ors of building and construction work to take certain
precautions against accidents. These States are New
York, Ohio. Maryland. Missouri and Pennsylvania. It

would, however, be a mistake to consider the laws of
these States as all the legal regulations that exist for the
purpose of preventing accidents In building operations.
The building regulations of the various cities, though
not directed to the prevention of accidents to employees,
undoubtedly In many cases contain provisions having
this effect. The fact remains, however, that up to the
present time the States have far from taken the steps
needed to insure that builders take every possible pre-
caution for the security of their employees.

An authority suggests that in finishing white maple,
only one coat of varnish be used, in order that the wood
shall retain Its whiteness; and let this be the lightest
er.pjil. of good Uo.lv.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Ao'dreaa Wanted.

If the correspondent signing bis letter of Inquiry *' D.

8. N.," Dayton. Ohio, will furnish the e<1itor with bis full

name and address we will endeavor to give lilin the Infor-

mation he desires.

We have frequently called atteutlon in these columns

to the desirability of all correspondents signing their let-

ters with full name and address, so that in case of neces-

sity the editor may reach them directly by mall. The
neglect of writers to conform to this requirement will

often account for a seeming lack of attention on the part

of those to whom the communications are

onatructlon.

slide out at the ends each way and can be made full

length or cut in two. The ends are made with rail and
stile like a door. The drawers arc held solid with flush

bolts. A strap of iron or brass extends through to the

outside and catches the bolt. Tho lid can be made deep

enough for a drop leaf and makes a nice place for paper,

T square, &c The owner of a chest can put as much
work on It as he desires.

Articles on Pattern 71a king.

From C. J. H., Cleveland, Oslo.—I have read with much
interest the articles on pattern making by Mr. Wood-
send, as it has happened that work of the character

indicated has fallen to my lot in connection with my

From C. E. W., Kansas City, Ho.—l Inclose sketches of

a tool box lu reply to the correspondent recently making
Inquiry in regard to work of this kind. This box has,

in my opinion, one advantage over all others, as a man
can get any tool from It without moving any other.

There la no waste room; the chest Is light and strong and
can, therefore, be readily moved about. The drawers
can have faces made of bard wood and carved. If de-

sired, as they are protected by the sliding panel in front

Flu. S.-Top Vtew of

of Front

Tig I.-View of

Tool CV*<

When the lid Is raised the panel can be pulled up so that

the drawers will open. A pin In the top of the panel

flush with the top of the box securely locks the panel

down when the box Is closed. The box should be made
of trunk stuff-that Is, three pieces of wood glued togethee

with the grain running different ways. Each piece

should be ^ Inch thick, thus making a total of % inch,

which Is sutMclently heavy. Slides for the drawers are

glued to them on the Inside, aud the corners, of 1%-lnch

oak, are plowed so as to let the trout panel slide. The
top cap is cut in % inch and glued. Fig. 1 shows a gen-

eral view of Mie box with the lid raised and the front

panel partially broken away, showing the front of the

drawers. Fig. 2 Is a vertical cross section taken through

the middle of the box, while Fig. 3 is a top view of

of the front corners

From I). F. M., Syraciisr, Seb— I ii in Interested In tool

chest construction just now, and send my plan, shown
In Fig. 4, for the boys to comment on. It rests on casters

and the bottom drawer is DV-j inches deep inside. Under
the lid at (he front Is a saw rack, while at the back Is

a similar space for plans, details, Ac. In the center Is

a solid tray, with two of the same size beneath, which

position as carpenter in a factory. I hoj:e the series

will be continued, especially if the author would give

some up to date kinks as to core work and how to ar-

range for drafts In molding. A practical pattern maker
does not need them so much as young chips like myself,

for we want to know the whys and hows that are apt

to be overlooked by an expert yet at the same time

are puzzling to a novice. Carpentry and Building Is a

most valuable paper and every carpenter should have

It, as no one Is too old to learn or to exchange Ideas

with a view to mutual benefit.

.flak IUK Mortar* for TlM-k Coin! lug.

From F. J. G., Fort D. A. Hastell, Wyoming. - Answer-

ing' the inquiry of " J. O. L." In the February Issue

relative to tuck pointing mortars, I would say that Port-

land cement in two parts of sand makes a good combina-

tion for the purpose, but the sand should be sharp and

Ana. If It is desired to have the mortar work quite

smooth the addition of a little lime putty will help It

and thus require less cement, but the Joint will show up

lighter in color according to the amount of putty used.

A good red pointing mortar can be made with lime

putty, red oxide, of Iron (red mineral) and a flno grade
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of coarse sand. Plenty of red mineral should be used

to give the Joint a pleasing color, and when dry will

be very hard. A very little drop blaclt In oil will give

a much darker color to the mortar.

Drop black In oil, flno coarse sand and lime putty

will make a very fine black mortar for pointing.

The exact proportions In mixing need not be followed,

as one soon learns what Is best Some limes are richer

than others and sand will be found of different degrees

of sharpness. The whole should be thoroughly Incor-

porated and mixed In small quantities so that mortar

will work w«;i under the polntluj tool. In warm
weather the stone work should be well wet with water.

All Joints should be well raked out to give a good key

to the pointing mortar.

Finding Brvrla of Valley Kinrn In Roof Having
Two Plirbca.

From Learn13, Pvterson, X. J.—Will some of the prac-

tical readers tell me how to get the bevel of valley

finding Betttt of Valley Haftrrt in a HuoJ Having

7Vo I'ittha

rafters in a roof of two pitches, as I fall to find anything
about it In books on the steel square or on the rafter

gauges we bear so much about. They are all right when
the roof is of one pitch, but not when there are two or

more different pitches In one roof. What I want is the

side bevel where the valley cuts against the ridge. The
diagrams which I send will, I think, make my meaning
clear.

Note.—Our corrviipondent will find some valuable sug-

gestions relating to the problem In question on page 65

of the issue of Carpentry and Building for March, 1888

It Is probable, however, that some of the readers may
have different methods of solving the problem, and we
lay the inquiry before them ro that they may express

their views upon It.

Plana Wanted far Farm Hollar.

From D. L. P.. River. Ind.—Will some of the archi-

tectural friends of the paper furnish the editor a few
plans of attractive farm houses wlih eight or ten rooms,

and costing in this section of the country not In excess

of Jl.'rfiO V The first floor should have a bedroom and
pantry and the second floor hall and closets with open
stairway. 1 should also like to see published with the

drawings a plan of the roof. I am living In the country

and the plans which have appeared lu the paper do not

exactly suit the farmers, and it is pretty hard to adapt
them owing to the fact that there is not at least one
bedroom and bathroom on first floor.

From H. W. L., Climbing Hill, Iowa.—I would like to

ask some of the practical readers of Carpentry and Build-

ing to send for publication plans of a cheap seven-room

farm bouse, having a southern and eastern frontage. The
issues of the paper which I have received contain no

such plans as would seem to meet these requirements,

and there Is too much hall In the city building*. If

readers will furnish something meeting the requirement*

stated, they will doubtless be serving othere as well a»

myself.

Sonar Comment* on Haudralllnn.

From Red Oak. Rochester, X. T.—Being a reader of

your wry valuable paper and taking an Interest In

everything appearing In It. 1 desire to offer a suggestion

or two. The articles on the " Science of HaudraUlng,"

by C. H. Fox, are very good, but as he Is trying to get

at the root of the science and start all learners aright, a»

lie says by way of preface, I for one think he should tell

the learners that he Is using projection and thus far

three planes. I also think he should tell what these

planes are and how to use them. In other words, I think

he should give a few simple lessons on descriptive geom-

etry before he goes further and show how the three

planes work together. This I think is very Important

and at the snme time very Interesting, as I have good

reasons to believe, for nearly 20 years ago I completed

a four years' course of mechanical schooling, and after

getting my diploma, which I am very proud to possess,

1 was employed as an assistant Instructor. It was In

this capacity that I learned thoroughly a knowledge of

descriptive geometry. While a pupil I learned more real

good from the projection of shadows than from any other

study. I believe tutt these lessons which have been

given, or will be given before these sugegstlons can reach

Mr. Fox, should be dropped for a while, and a few lea-

sons In projection presented, using all the planes, or the

horizontal, vertical and oblique, as they will appear in

the lessons given and to follow. This, I feel sure, will

set many a young mechanic right and at the same time

teach him the principles which underlie the science of

handralllng. and without which he cannot hope to be

first class, while in many cases he will get no understand-

ing whatever. I believe that Mr. Fox and many other*

will agree with me in the above.

Foalllon of Brarkrl.

from A. T. C ijong iMkt, .V. T. Inclosed find sketch

of a plawsn bracket, and would be glad to have you mark

which side of the hracket goes against the post I have

14 INCHES THIS WAY

/Wf..», „f hr.,,k.l -Skflrh SxbmiUrd by "A T V."

asked several carpenters here, and they do not agree a*

to which Is the top and bottom.

Xote.— It Is generally regarded that the longer part

of the bracket should be placed perpendicularly, and.

therefore, in the prvst-nt Instance It would be the part
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which hIiuiiIiI rest against the post. There are, however,

coDdltlone under which the short portion might be so

placed, but as drawn in the sketch submitted by our

correspondent and reproduced herewith the 18-ineb W»jr

should occupy a vertical position.

showing the best :iih! simplest mode of construction. I

feel sure that a good many others like myself would be

benefited, and at the same lime It will open up a <

for discussion of the subject.

A'ofe.—It is possible our correspondent

Combination Sideboard and China Cloaei.

From A. W. Josli.n, Ration, Han*.— I send herewith a

scale drawing with full size details of a combination

sideboard and china closet, which I designed and have

had built for my own use. My dining room being too

small for a regular sideboard and having no china closet

1 designed this piece of furniture so as to take up very

little floor space, while at tbe same time it provides a

large amount of room and makes a rather attractive ap-

pearance. I trust It may interest some of the many
readers.

I peruse the paper each month with a great deal of

interest, and have often wanted to express an opinion

7
taction through Shelf.

Side Elevation of —

r

Small Bracket at
Outer

Section am! Elevation .-Scale. *, Inch to the Foot Section awl Elevation of Baae. Plinth,

PUaeter and Drawer.

Scale, S Inch** to the Foot.

Continuation iidfbuard and China Civet.— Contributed by A. W. Jotlin. Bmlvu. Man.

on mauy ot tut waiieit. tpiH-arltiK in the correspondence

columns. Usually, however, 1 am so busy that before

I reach it the next iseih» of the paper Is out and some of

the many readers have answered the questions asked.

Conatrnctlnc a Herrlnjeralor for a Batcher whop.

From F. A. M., Yeir Cumberland. Pa.— I would like to

see published in the columns of the paper the best

method of constructing a refrlgerntor for a butcher shop

or slaughter house. I have one to build in a shop, but

have never had any experience in this line of work. I

would, therefore, be thankful If some of my brother

chips would send the editor for publication their plans,

some valuable siiKgcMions from the illustrated article

descriptive of a refrigerator building with meat euttlng

room which appeared In our Issue for May, 18B8, the

details showing very clearly the methods of insulation

and general construction. We trust our readers will dis-

cuss tbe subject in the light of the specific requirement*

mentioned.

Finding Down Bevela or Purlins on Hip Koofa.

from M. T., Washington, D. C.—l Inclose sketcbea in

reply to "
1 .earner." who asked in the January number

for information how to obtain the bevels on a purlin run-

ning between hip rafters. Referring to Fig. 1. let A B O
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represent the corner of a building, D B and B E the seat

of the common and hip rafters respectively, then B F
and D Q will represent toe hip and common rafters.

Draw a section of the purlin square with the pitch of

the roof, as shown at W. Project the four corners paral-

lel with A B until they meet the line B E, as shown at

K M O II, and draw tho line P K at right angles to them.

After this lias been done square around the timber, as

shown at K' L' P* \* of Fig. 2. and make L' M\ N1 O1 and
P- R' equal to L SI. N O aud P R respectively of Fig. 1;

cut to the line K> O' M' R'.

From D. C. H.. Buckhannou. W. Va.—la the January
number of Carpmtrv 'i«<i Building "Learner" of Pat-

erson, N. J., asks for Instruction? In obtaining bevels,

for purlins cut between hip rafters, the purlins to be

placed square with pitch of roof. Suppose the pitch of

roof to be 10 inches rise to 12 inches run. Referring to

Fig. 4, draw line B F equal to run, 12 Inches; A F equal

to rise. 1« inches au l perpendicular to B F; extend

toward C indefinitely. Now from B draw B C perpen-

dicular to A B to intersect the vertical line A C at C.

Upon A B at A erect a perpendicular, A E, equal to ran.

AND BUILDING March 1901

plate. The tongue gives the cut. The above is for roofi

of one-third pitch. The cut can be found for any pitch

by taking 1 foot for the run and finding the length of the

rafter and perpendicular bight for that run. Take the
length of the common rafter on the blade and the per-

pendicular bight on the tougue, and the tongue glvea
the cut. These figures will make a good fit.

From G. J. 8., UUUrtburg, lowa.-lu answer to
" Learner" of Paterson, N. J., I will give my method of
obtaining the bevel for a purlin set between hip rafters

and resting square with the pitch of the roof. A mo-
ment's reflection will show " Learner " that this bevel
Is the same as that used In obtaining cuts of sheathing

boards running parallel with the aide of a building on a
hip roof. My method is to take the rise of the hip rafter

on the tongue of the square and the length of the hip

rafter on the plate, and the tongue gives the cut I

would advise " Learner " to obtain a copy of some of the
works treating on the steel square and Its uses, such for

example as that complied by Mr. Hodgson, or a copy of
" Art and Science of Carpentry," by E. Bell. These are
practical books, and from a thorough study of them the

Flu 1 -Plsii of C.>rti*r of a

Fig*. 3 and I,

Amrfiity Ihntyt Br**it uf Purlin* on Hip Roof*

hy - l>. C. H."

12 inches; draw the Hue from B to K. and the angle A
E B will give the bevel for tin' lop of purlin, as shown at

E of Fig. 3. In a similar manner draw the triangle B
C I). and the angle B D C will give the cut D of Fig.

8. To obtain the cut with a steel square take the di-

agonal distance from 12 inches on the tongue to 10

Inches on the blade of the square; take the distance thus
found and place It on the blade' and 12 inches on the

tongue, and the tongue will give the bevel at E, Fig. 3.

To find the bevel at D, Fig, 3. determine the distance

from F to C, by squaring the run. 12 Inches, and divid-

ing by the rise, lu this case 10 inches, which gives 0
Inches; then take 12 inches on the tongue and 9 inches on
tho Itlnde of the square, take the diagonal distance from
12 In. he* on the blade to » Inches on the tongue, and
with the ilistance thus found place it on the blade and 12

Inches on the tongue. The tongue will give the bevel

at t>. Fig. 3 The length of the line F C can always be

foiitul in the name manner, no difference what the rise

of roof may be, if the square of the run is divided by the

rise Tld* involves the principle In geometry that the

line B F. Pig. 4, Is n mean proportional lietween the

linen B F and F 0.

correspondent may become familiar

with that Ingenious and indispensable

tool known as the carpenters' steel

square, on the face of which may be
found any and all figures used in ob

From J. F., DflOihtf ttl . Ohio.— In the January issue of

the current volume " learner " of Paterson, N. J., de-

sires to know how to obtaiu the down bevel for purlins

running between hip rafters and .setting square with the

pilch of the roof. 1 here ate several ways of accomplish-
ing this, but I think the easiest and best way for a right

angled roof, Is to take 8 Inches on the tongue and 14 7-10

on the blade and apply the square to the side of the

solutely necessary In executing a scientific Job
of roof framing. In these progressive days of this

twentieth century It is not enough to have attained to

the stage of a good workman only, that is, working
neatly and correctly under the directions of others, but
the workman of to-day must, or should, understand the

principles of his trade and lie able to apply them
standingly when conditions so demand. A
workman knows beforehand what his work,
Ishcd. w ill look like, while the bungler is constantly mak-
ing errors and blunders. I lielieve the day Is not far

distant when good workmen and workmanship wlU be
appreciated more than In the past. It should, therefore,

be the desire of every young and ambitious me-
chanic to become thoroughly competent In his chosen
vocntlon. This he can do by studying books and reading
trade Journals published in the Interest of his profession,

and thus combine the knowledge of others with that of

his own. which is a sure and safe road to advancement

Device for ('ullluc Mm ltd paper.

From C, E. <;.. Fixilrruk, Mil.- I would lie glad to have
some one suggest a good way to cut sandpaper. We buy
our sandpaiier in rolls, 24 Inches long, and It is necessary

to cut It In circular pieces 8 inches in diameter, this being
the size of the disk on the sander. We have tried cutting
indifferent ways, but none of them Is entirely satisfactory.
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Tool for Trains a

from E. E. P., Wilson, A". Y—In reply to " A. I. F."

of Provincetown, Mass.. whose letter appears on page

47 of the February issue, I would say that the only tool

necessary for truing up his grindstone is a piece of com-

mon gas pipe 3 or 4 feet long and about 1V4 Inches In

diameter outside measure. With the stone In motion

turn on a stream of water slowly and let this run until

the face of the stone Is soaked from one-half to tbree-

fourths of an inch deep, after which shut off the water.

Next place a solid block across the frame of the stone

so that it will clem- tiie stone about an inch. Fasten the

Tool for Tnttng <% Grind$lone Suggntrd by "JP K I)."

block so that it cannot move, and have the block so thai

the top of It will be about on a level with the shaft. Rest

one end of the pipe ou the block while the other end Is

raised at about an angle of 25 or 30 degrees. Hold the

pipe firmly and push it slowly toward the stone until

the top edge of the pipe makes a thin cut from the fullest

part of the stone. Now gently roll the pipe to the right

or left, as may be necessary, as It will make just a nar-

row cut at each revolution of the stone. After cutting

across the fullest part, proceed as before, making another

cut across, and so contluue until the tool has cut clear

around. If the stone is much out of true It may be acces-

sary to wet it two or three limes before finishing the

Job. I inclose herewith a rough sketch of the stone with

the piece of pipe shown In position.

from V. T. H., Culliuuiaxul, Out.—The question of
" Truing up a Grindstone," asked by the correspondent,
" A I. F.," Provincetown, Mass.. Is one that has often

been submitted by carpenters whom? grindstones have

worn out of trua. and it is a pertinent one. The truing

up of a grindstone Is a simple matter when the principle

Involved is known. If the stone is well hung, place a

hard wood plank across the edge, having It shaped like

the rest of a turning lathe—an Iron bar is better If avail-

able. Place this rest as close to the stone as may be. Just

allowlug space enough to admit of the stone revolving

without scraping the rest. The top of this rest should bo
about level with the center of the stone, or as uear so

as possible. Having prepared the rest and made it se-

cure, on the frame of tlx' stone, the next thine is to pro-

vide the tool. This should be a piece of cast steel % or

% inch square. It should be left soft or unteiupered. and
here is the point where many carpenters and others make
the greatest mistake in attempting to true up a stone

—

namely. In trying to true It up with hardened steel tools

or old tiles; stone tutus off best with a soft tool. The
steel bar should be left long enough to form its own
handle, but when it wears -lion it may bo put In a

wooden handle. The mctlni<l of using the steel bar or

cutter is to have the stone revolving toward the tool

quite slowly, aucl the tooi should be advanced toward

the stone until the most prominent part of the stone

grazes the tool. The tool must present one of its arms
to the stone—not a flat side, and it should be held In a

horizontal position to obtain the best results. The cuts

taken on the stone must not be too large, and the tool

must be traversed along the top of the rest and parallel

with its length. When tho corner of the tool wears blunt

—which It will soon do—it must In- turned over and an-

other corner presented to the stone, when it will l>e seen

that the wearing out of one corner sharpens up another,

so that the tool U always ready for use with one or more

of its corners. After one tbicknoss of the projecting

stone has been removed, start another cut, going through
the same process, and continue until the face of the stone

is trued up sufficiently. Where a steel bar, such as I

have described, is unavailable, a good substitute may be
made of a piece of small caliber gas pipe, say Vfe-locb

pipe. This will answer fairly, and by continual turning

over will always present u sharp edge to the stone. In

other words, like the steel bar, the wearing off of one
portion sharpens up another, so Hint the operator always
has a cutting edge at his command. No water must be
used when truing up a stone. As a matter of fact, the

truing up of a stone Is not done by cutting, as we under-

stand the term, but by abrasion, or breaking away, and
the application of water during the operation would tend

to make the Job difficult, and mlgbl cause the stone to

chip ou the edge.

From 8. F. L., Eltinger. Texas.—In answer to " A. I.

P." of Provincetown. Mass., I will say that the Charles

A. Streliuger Company of Detroit, Mich., have a device

for truing a grindstone which the correspondent will And
to give entire satisfaction.

from H. K. It., Lamed, Kan. -Replying to " A. L F."
Provincetown, Mass.. I would suggest that be secure a
short piece of iron gas pipe 1% Inches in diameter, which
he will find an excellent tool for truing his

Hold the pipe with moderate pressure end on
the stone and there will be little difficulty in

the stone to a true grinding

•alley..

I.. G. K.. Kansas City, Mo.—Believing that the

objoct of J. E. I).," whose letter of Inquiry appeared
in the January issue, is to learn the ordinary causes of

belts not nmnlug properly, and with a view to correcting

the errors, I offer the foliowhig suggestions and remedies:

The most common cause of the trouble Is that the shafts

are not parallel- -that is. the distance between them is

1

greater at one end than at tbe other, as In indicated In

tin exaggerated form in tbe sketch which accompanies
this letter. With pulleys in this position the belt would
run toward A V, but by moving the end B of the shaft

back to C the two shafts would be parallel and the

belts should ruu fair on both pulleys. A bolt should run
to the shortest side regardless of the direction, for the

belt will run toward the edge of the pulley It first

touches. The principle is precisely the same as that of

setting a roller over which to run a piece of timber.

When one edge of tho pulley Is larger than tho opposite

edge the belt should ruu toward the larger edge. Thus, In

the diagram, if the edge 1 2 is larger than that of 3 4. the

belt should run toward the former, provided the shafts

are parallel.

The host remedy for a pulley of this kind would be
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to have the fact- turned off to the proper fortu, but as

a makeshift the smaller edge is sometimes built tip to

the required size by posting or gluing strips of stout

paper around the. face of the pulley. Where a belt 1b

crooked- that Is, where one edge Is longer than the other,

the short edge will run toward the center of the pulley.

To counteract this tendency the pulley is sometimes
papered under the short edge of the belt to hold It lu

place until the belt is stretched to proper shape. I trust

this may assist to blaze the way for "J. K. 1)." out of

the woods.

From S. E. T.. Newton Highland*. Mass.—In reply to

" J. E. D." of Chicago. HI., in the January issue, I would
say that loose pulleys are often made with a slightly

smaller diameter than tight pulleys, so that the belt will

run stacker when Idle. When this Is the case It Is harder
to ship the belt from the tight pulley to the loose pulley

than In the other direction. The trouble In the case men-
tioned is probably with the shipper. This should be
located close to the tight and loose pulleys so as to catch

the side of the belt running toward these pulleys. If this

belt runs true on the tight pulley and does not run true

on the loose pulley, the bore of the latter Is worn.

Finding Am of Segment of Cirri*.

From M. T. Q., .Vw Iberia, /xj.-WIII the editor kindly

publish the formula for obtaining the area of the seg-

ment of a circle ?

Answer.—In finding the area of a segment of a circle

when it is less than a semicircle, It Is first necessary to

compute the area of the sector having the same arc as

the segment and then ascertain the area of the triangle

formed by the chord of the segment and the radii of the

sector. The difference between these areas will be the

result desired. From this It will be seen that before the

area can be computed It Is necessary to know the length

of the chord, the rise or versed sine of the segment and
the radius or diameter of the circle.

In cases where the segment Is greater than a semi-

circle some of the architects' pocket books give the fol-

lowing method to be pursued: Ascertain by the rule

Just given the area of the lesser portion of the circle,

subtract It from the area of the whole circle and the re-

mainder will be the area of the segment desired.

In thlB connection it may be stated that to compute
the area of n sector of a circle when the length of the

arc and radius are given the following method is sug-

gested: Multiply the length of the arc by one-half the

length of the rn.llus and the product is the area.

When the degrees of the arc and the radius are given
the area of a sector of a circle is computed by the follow-

ing rule: Multiply the number of degrees in the arc by
the area of the whole circle and divide by 360.

Might of Bridge Truii Compared with Span.

From F. R., Conlcillt, Utah.—What is the method gen-

erally employed for determining the hlgtot of bridge
trusses for varying span? Does not the span govern
the hlght of the truss ? I would like to hear from the
craft on this point.

Note.—It Is usual In the case of wooden trusses to

make the hlght betweeu the center of upper and lower
chords some fraction of the span, depending upon cir-

cumstances. The higher, however, the truss, the less

will be the strain on the chords.

Col Nail, or Wire Nalla for Nhlngleat

From F. W. M.. Medina, N. T.—ln answer to " A. T.

H ." Lafayette. Ind.. regnrdlng cut or wire nnlls for

shingles, I would say that the carpenters lu this locality

have not used wire nails for three or four years, and
the result Is that they do not have nearly as mnch
patching from shingles blowing off. uud 1 never yet
saw a carpenter who really liked to patch a roof.

From " Workman." Newark. N. J.-" A. T. B.," Lafay-
ette. Ind.. is doing the proper thing In using cut Instead

of wire nails for shingling. Even when wire nails are
" blued ' or oxidized, they will persist in rusting when
used in outside wpr\ of any kind. It Is very unfortu-

nate that wire nails have the tcLueucy to rust, as they

possess many good qualities which workmen appreciate,

but this fault of corroding so readily is a great draw-
back to them. Many architects In their specification*

forbid their use for shingling, for framing, and for lay-

Ins lower floors, and Justly so, for when dampness gets

at them t':elr lives are made short. Another thing: Car-

penters building outside scaffolds which are likely to

remain In use for a year or mure should avoid using

wire nails. While stronger than a cut nail when first

used, their strength Is soon reduced by rust or corrosion.

Double Hull Window » In Frame Wall*.

Fruin Hek H. See. Montreal. Canada.—I have been

much Interested lu the detail drawing of double hung
windows in the February number of the paper, especially

as I observe some difference as compared with the

method generally followed here, notably In the stop-

bead at the head of the window. The practice here Is

to run the parting strip across the head of the window
and to make the stop bead the same width all the way
round. Is the method shown the one generally followed

in the United States? The details are very good so far

as they go, but the two most Important details are left

out—namely, the Joint betweeu the pulley stile and the

sill and the Joint between the pulley stile and the head.

Answer.—The method of construction Bhown In the

drawings presented In the February Issue represents

what mdy be designated as the old practice, but is

adhered to In many sections of the country at the

present day. At the time when it was the custom

to work out stuff by hand this form of construction

saved the plowing of the head Jamb for the parting strip,

and some workmen took the position that the method
here shown was the better, owing to the fact that it

enabled them to make a closer fit at the bead of the

upper sash, and thus more surely exclude the weather.

When, however, there tiegau to be used a certain style

of sash locks, which when the lower sash was raised

would strike against the stop bead running across the

head of the frame and thus mar it. a change was made
so as to overcome this alleged objection. The whole
question, however, appears to be largely one of Indi-

vidual preference.

It Is the usual practice lo gain the sill and bead Into-

tbe pulley stile, but there, may be sections of the country

where this practice does not prevail, and we shall be

glad to have our readers take up the matter and discuss

it in the light of their owd experience.

Hand Machine for Pointing Picket*.

From A. F. H., Washington.—Kindly allow me space la-

the Correspondence columns of your valuable Journal to

ask of the readers who have had experience in such

work how to make a hand machine with which to point

off 1 x 4 inch flat or square pickets.

Proportion of Portland t'entent to Hand In Building
Bridge Abutment*.

From F. R.. Coalville. L tah.—What proportions of Port-

land cement and sand should be used to make a good Job-

In building stone abutments for bridges ? Opinions prob-

ably differ on this point, but I trust readers who have
had experience In this line of work or with heavy ma-
sonry will express their views.

Construction of a Bound alio.

From C. Colchester. Conn.— i would like to ask some
questions about the proper method of building round

silos.

1. The slaves being 2x0 beveled to 10-14 feet cir-

cle, what Is the best way of setting them up 1

2. How many and what sr/.u studs should be set up

around a 10, 12 and 14 foot .«>lo to support round boons

of say % or % Inch rods V

3. How far apart should heps be placed for a silo

20 to 30 feet high V

4. What Is the b<M iLiiLei -f making and covering

the r<«of V
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MAKING WOOD PATTERNS.—XVIII.
Bt Charuw J. WoOWItSD.

THE subject for consideration ai this time is a stand-

ard such as is used for draftsman's boards. A aide

view Is shown in Fig. 129, a front view In Fig. 130, while

Fig. 131 Is a view looking down from the top. If these

views are closely studied and examined, the methods de-

scribed will be the more easily followed. The standard

may be described at. a long and somewhat slender shaft

with a broad base, the latter hollowed out, and the lower

part of the shaft pierced by nu oblong hole rounded at

Its top and bottom ends. The upper part of the shaft

carries a circular disk. A, upon the top of which project

two lugs, designated by the letters B B. To one side of

the standard and opposite the lugs projects an arm, C,

having a bulb or boss, D, upon one side, while through

the lower end of the shaft are two projections, E E, these

being for the purpose of obtaining a base to which to

secure a foot rest. These letters as used throughout this

of the pattern should be *belinced and finished as already

explained before beiug taken out of the lathe.

Upon the completion of this we will proceed to make
the projecting arm C. Referring to Figs. 130, 131 and
133, it will be noticed that one side of the arm is In line

with the parting of the pattern. Some time before It wu
mentioned that It was advisable, whenever possible, to

have the greatest amount of metal in the drag, and it

thns follows that this arm be put upon the half of the

pattern opposite to that with the dowels In It. The arm
should be worked out and let Into the shaft, as shown by
dotted lines In Figs. 133 nnd 134. Glue and nail securely.

Next make the small boas D for the side of the arm.
This Is to have two small dowels and Is to be left loose,

the dowels to be In the boss. The lugs B may now be

taken In haud.

It may not »*• out of place at this point to state that

F»|t 1*.-Side Vlen of •• St»n<l«rri ." Kl«. 130 -Front Vim .

Making HW Pattern*.

article will refer to similar parts to those indicated In

connection with Figs. 128 and 130, the broken line where
shown indicating the parting of the pattern.

In making this pattern the shaft will be the first part

to claim our attention. This being parted longitudinally

we must make it in two pieces, held together at the ends
by screws, putting In dowels and plates at the ends for

the lathe centers, as described In connection with pre-

vious pipe patterns. This shaft being slender, the pieces

will havfi a great tendency to flying apart In the center

of the length while being turned, and in order to prevent

this either drive In a couple of dogs across the joint or

else put In a good stout screw, which should be counter-

bored. The hole can be plugged up after the pattern Is

otherwise finished. The base and the disk at the top are

to be put on the shaft In the same manner as was ex-

plained for flanges tt]>on pipes, the material to be thick

enough for the fillets to l»e turned out of It. The core

print projecting past the base Is shown in Fig. 130. and Is

to be turned from the same piece ns the shaft. This part

it is advisable to shellae the work one or two coats as It

proceeds, for it Assists greatly In keeping the pattern

clean, especially when there is so much handling and so

many parts to add at different stages of the work. Now
In regard to the lugs B B. they should be worked out to

the proper »»«: shape; then the core print may be

made. This is to be In halves. Note the parting, as

shown In Fig. 133. Reference to this figure and also to

Fig. 134 shows the shape of this core print. Half of the

core print may be let into the disk A, glued and nailed

fast, then one lug may be fastened to It and to the disk.

There should be a little draft upon both the core print

and the lugs In the direction of the arrows. We will now
give attention to the pieces which are to have a little

draft In the direction of the arrows and should have a

heavy fillet upon the side next the shaft Glue and nail

fast. Next make the core print for the hole through the-

shaft. The print for the side upon which we are at pres-

ent working will be the only one nearly straight, there

being only n l!t*le draft jrlven in the directions indicated
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by the arrows shown In Figs. 130 and 138. After this

print 1b nailed onto the pattern It makes this half com-
plete; the other half will be a repetition, excepting that

there Is no arm and the core print for the bole through

the shaft Is to be conical, as shown by the conical print

In Figs. 13G. 137 and 138. This completes the pattern.

Attention will next be given to the core boxes. Fig. 1315

being an Isometrieal view of the core box for the core be-

tween the lug* B. A careful examination of this figure

. will show that at the lower left hand there Is a bevel.

This bevel Is to cut the disk A, as will be noticed by the

dotted lines In Figs. 120 and 134. Its position is also In-

dicated in Fig. 131 by two lines and In Fig. 133 by two
dotted lines. The size of the box Is equal to the core

print In KIg. 134, and the thickness Is equal to the space

between the lugs B. The manner of putting this box to-

gether Is distinctly shown in the view. Two of the cor-

ners may be nailed fast and the other two may be hold

la place by screws. The corners that are screwed should

come apart quite easily. The screws should have a black

mark around the head, as previously described, to indi-

continued dotted lines. Bore well Into the box and then

make a neat round plug and put It In. dress off even with

the parting of the box, shellac and complete.

We w ill now take the box for the core through the

shaft, Fig. 141 being a plan view of one-half of the box
and Fig. 142 a side view of same. Each half of the

Ihix Is made in two pieces, the dotted line in Fig. 141

xhowlng the dividing line. In making the box. prepare

the two largest pieces, one for each half, face the parting,

joint the edges and put In the dowels. Next lay off the

size of the core, and where the centers for the ends come
square across; then to these squared lines run In a saw
kerf, very slightly nicking the surface; then put the two
halves together, place them in a bench vise or put onto

a strong handscrew. Now with n nice sharp auger bit

of the same bizc as the core Is to be bore two holes; the

worm will follow the saw kerf If left free to do so. Then
take the pieces apart and work out the surplus material.

If the bit is sharp, a little sandpaper will be all that is

necessary to clean the round ends. The pieces for form-

ing the beveled part of the core to fit the conical print.

c
Tig. Ml, Ms flaw
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Making Wood Pattern*

cate that they are. or rather may be. drawn out. In thhi

view it will also be noticed that on the side nearest are

three holes marked for wire. These holes should be 3-16

Inch in diameter, and arc for the molder to Insert wires

Into the core, for the purpose of strength.

The core for the base and the one through the shaft

will be made separate. Three views of these cores are

given In Figs. 130, 137 and 138, the first showing the core

in Its position relative to the pattern, being at right

angles to the parting, while Fig. 137 Is a view looking

down upon the conical print, and Fig. 138 an end view as

seen from the smaller end. In making the boxes for this

core It Is advisable tu construct the core in two parts Hnd

Join them In the flask. We will tlrst make the part for

the base. Figs. 13SI and 140 represent plan rind end views

respectively of the half of this box. The two halves of

the box may be gotten out and the dowels put m. after

which It amy be put into the lathe and turned to the re-

quired siiape. It will not be nt«-s^r.v to use a large

mold, there being nothing very particular In it more than

to reduce the amount of metal. After the turning and
shellacing are completed, remove the box from the lathe,

part it, and with a Forstner auger bit bore a hole of the

required size and in the position shown by the solid and

after being taken to the required sine, should be properly

laid off and worked with a gouge and chisel. When neat-

ly cleaned up. nail fast to the other piece, shellac and

finish as usual

To Intensify Blue Prints.

In a recent Issue of the Phntogruphitchet Wochenblatt

Is an article advocating the use of peroxide of hydrogen

for giving greater Intensity of color to blue prints. It

will be remembered that a blue print is not as Intense on

leaving the washing water as It Is after some 24 hours*

exposure to air, an effect assigned to oxidation. To

remedy thh,. It Is suggested that n few drops of peroxide

of hydrogen be added to the water, to Increase the rate

of oxidation. The scheme is also useful when the paper

is old and gives veiled prints. In case the seualtlaed

paper has turned n greenish blue. It should be over

printed until a decided image is visible. Then a little

washing soda solution should be added to the washing

water, but It should be used sparingly. The washing

should Ik- repeated until the whites are clear, and then

the prints should be given a final wash In water to

which a sm»'.l quantity of peroxide of hydrogen ha*

been add.-d.
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HISTORY OF CHICAGO'S BUILDING TROUBLES.

UfE present herewith a brief history or the building

YY troubles which have existed tu the city of Chicago

for more than a year past, the article having been pre-

pared by one havlug exceptionally good opportunity for

obtaining the inside facts in the case:

It is probable that February 5, 1800. will long be

remembered by the building contractors of Chicago, as

on that day was inaugurated the greatest strike In the

building line Chicago and perhaps the world has ever

seen, a strike involving nearly 3(MH> contractors, in every

branch of the building line, and 40.000 mechanics direct-

ly, and it Is safe to say almost as many more who were

engaged in the manufacture of material for which there

was no demand. On February t) last. Just one year and

one day later, the final termination of the great strike

was announced by the acceptance of an agreement by

the Brotherhood of Carpenters, which was the last of

the larger unions to concede that they were beaten and
formally surrender to the building contractors. It is

now nearly two years since the

Building fonlr»rloni' Council

was formed In Chicago. comiKwed of from two to

five delegates from every trade organization In the

building Hue. They formed n compact organisation,

with a determination to attempt to adjust the many
wrongs and abuses they were compelled to tolerate by
reason of the different trade unions being affiliated with

the central labor organisation, known as the Building

Trades Council. This organisation, powerful by reason

of having all the unions In Its ranks, by the use of the

sympathetic strike was enabled to compel the Indi-

vidual contractor or contractors' association to comply
with any demand they might choose to make. Its uni-

form sur .es* in forcing its demands made It power
drunk, and the conservative element of the unions was
gradually shifted to one side and the unscrupulous and
worst element was left in control. This element soon

began to use the organisation as a means to advance
Its own personal ends, the result of which was that

arbitrary demands were made upon contractors, archi-

tects and owners, legitimate unionism was thrown aside

and those most active In the ranks of the organisation

were constantly using its influence for their own selfish

ends, financially, socially and isditically. Agreements
were made with employers and 1>roke.u at will. Agree-

ments were made up by the unions and the employer
was told to sign or get out of business, So powerful

was the organization that one year ago not a single,

apprentice was allowed to learn any trade In the build-

ing line in Chicago, and in many unions they made the

membership fee so large that it practically barred any
man not In tho union from working at his trade even If

he desired to become n union man. In fact, in one or

two instances unions made rules prohibiting the ad
mission of any new men for two or three years.

CorncrloK Ilia Labor Market.

Having the market cornered on labor they then began

the restriction of th« use of machinery. In the cut

stone union they passed resolutions refusing to work
for any contractor who used machinery In bis yard, the

resuli Ircing that for two years prior to February 5, 1900,

the cut stcne contractors of Chicago were compelled to

let lay Idle and rust in their yards JUO.ooo worth of

machinery. Finding themselves successful In this de-

mand they reached out n Utile further and next went
for the man who was doing too much work in eight

hours. They began by restricting the plumber to so

many fixtures a day. the gas titter to so many feet of

pipe a day, and the lather to so many bundles of laths

it day. In these three lines the capacity of the roan was
cut down to more than one half a usual day's work.
This was Illustrated very forcibly in the plumbing line

at the Merchants* Loan Building, where one bona

plumber, according to the union rules, did In eight

hours' continuous labor for days' work.

The condition of affairs had become such that It was
no longer possible for a man to tell after he started a
building when it would be finished, as the unions would
strike upon the smallest pretense and all hands upon
the building would be compelled to quit until the real

or fancied grievance was adjusted. The Montgomery
Ward Building was over one year in the course of con-

struction and has a record of over 20 sympathetic Btrlkea

during that period. Sympathetic strikes were Inau-

gurated upon buildings because the mason spread his

mortar with a shovel Instead of a small trowel; because
the soft stone cutter did hard stone cutters' work; be-

cause the carpenter did the Iron man's work; because
the carpenter sharpened his tools in bis own time in-

stead of tlu» boss's; because a boiler was made in a
non-union shop; because material was not union made;
because the boss hurried bis men along: because the gas
titter cut his pipe In the shop instead of on the Job;
because, the employer discharged an Incompetent man;
because the employer would not put on more men; be-

cause the employer would uot pay railroad fare out of
town; .because the employer was late on pay day; be-

cause ho sometimes paid off In checks, and many other
causes so small that none but the most radical would
care to notice them. But this organization ruled with
an iron hand and to refuse to obey Its mandates meant
a release from the cares of business In Chicago.

The Battle Brian,
This was the condition of affairs when the Building

Contractors' Council was discussing ways and means
to advance the building Interests of Chicago and restore
confidence In tha . line In the minds of the investor and
building public. Chicago. In 18»9. constructed about
$20,000,000 worth of buildings, when If the conditions
were right she should have reached nearer $50,000,000.
The contractors resolved to attempt to adjust their

grievances with the different trades and tried to arrange
for a conference with the Building Trades Council.
After much delay that organisation finally consented to
recognise the contractors' association and appointed
a committee to confer with a similar committee from
tiie contractors. After spending ten days in session an
agreement was reached and submitted to the two organi-
zations for ratification. The Contractors' Council took
Immediate action and signed the same. The Building
Trades Council after much delay finally admitted they
did not proposo to sign it and Intimated that they were
prepared for a struggle. They fully believed, and past
experience was their guide, thot the contractors could
not hold together and that it would all be over in a few
weeks. The battle was then begun: the contractors an-
nounced that they would only employ men under their
own rules after February :.. and upon the following
conditions:

"That there shall be no limitation as to the amount
of work a man shall ]»>rfnrm during his working day.

"That i her - shall In- no rest lie don of the use of ma-
chinery or tools.

That there shall be no restriction of the use of any
manufactured material except prison-made.

"That no person shall have the right to Interfere
with the workmen during working hours.

" That the use of apprentices shall not be prohibited.
" That the foreman shall be the agent of the employer.
" That all workmen are at Marty to work for whoever

they see lit.

"That employers shall be at liberty to employ and
discharge whoever they see at."

Never In the history of Chicago had such an organi-
zation ns had the contractors been formed. Heretofore
one organization would fight, and eventually be beaten,
but now they were all bound together In a common
cause and It was to the Interest of all to stick and tight

It out to the finish. The union men refused to work
under the rules submitted by the contractors ond a gen-
eral strike was Immediately Inaugurated among all the
trades. Work was absolutely stopped In the building
line In Chicago, both sides believing that the other would
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give way iu a few day*. After waiting several weeks
lo see what the result would be and not finding any
weakness among the unions, the contractors now thor-

oughly organized and determined to begin operations

upon all buildings with help other tliau that affiliated

with the Building Trades Couucil.

The laSaalrlal Trades I nlon,

The Industrial Trades Union was organized by a

number of non-union men of all trades and they en-

deavored to supply the demand for labor made by tbo*e

contractors who were desirous of proceeding with their

work. Immediately after resuming with this kind of

help a reign of terror was Inaugurated by the practically

locked out union men. Non-union men were assaulted

on the job and going to and from their work, necessi-

tating the contractors engaging a large force of special

police officers to protect the men. the local police on
account of politics not giving freely the protection the

law said they should give to all citizens following their

usual vocations In a lawful manner. Men arrested for

committing assaults were let off with a small fine and
then the line was remitted.

'Buses and other conveyances were engaged by the

contractors to take the men to and from the jobs, in

many Instances cots were Installed in large buildings and
the men quartered there, meals being provided from a
neighboring restaurant. Mobs of union men surrounded
the various Jobs and threatened and beat any non-union

men who dared to leave the buildings, following them
home at eight and trying to intimidate them. Notwith-

standing nil this the contractors continued with their

work, protection being assured the non-union men. The
city was flooded with them and all classes of mechanics
could bo secured, at one time over 0000 of them being at

work upon buildings Id course of construction. Numer-
ous attempts were made by all kinds of committees and
all classes of citizens, from the Mayor down, to get the

contractors to recede from their demand that no agree-

ment could be made with a union until It had withdrawn
from the Building Trades Council. They were deter-

mined that this organization, having been the cause of

all the trouble, must cea.se to exist.

The Klld >c«r.

The unions finally permitted their members to go to

work under any rules and began to realise that the con-

tractors were determined to win out. Slugging Imme-
diately ceased, the police force became more active and
few assaults were committed. The bricklayers were
the first to give In, they signing an agreement with the

Masons' Association In August, and their men weut back

to work. Their withdrawal from the Building Trades
Council, numbering over 3000 men. spread consternation

In the ranks of the council. Tbey tried bard to recover

from the blow, but when the plasterers, plumbers and
steam fitters signed with the bosses and withdrew they

began to realize that the end waa Dear and since Novem-
ber last they have been falling over one another to get

In line. The last organization of any Importance left In

the council was the carpenters, and now they have come
to the conclusion to follow the rest of the trades and
help along a revival of the building Interests of Chicago.

The Building Trades Council February 5, 1900, had a

membership of nearly 40,000 men; to-day there are less

than 4000 In It, and It Is only a question of a few days
when It will permanently disband. The contractors,

recognizing the necessity of unions, have Insisted upon
the associations affi.iated with It making agreements
with the union of their respective trade. They concede

the right of the unions to also have a central organiza-

tion, but Insist that It must be composed of mechanics
only and shall not I e the present Building Trades Conn-
ed, and that it shall have no rules that shall conflict In

any way with the agreement entered Into between or-

ganizations. All grievances are to be submitted to a
Joint board of arbitrators, whose decision Is final, and
pending which no strike of any kind can be inaugurated.

The scale of wages adopted by the Building Contract-

ors' Council, and which has t>een Incorporated In all

agreements, Is as follows:

Bricklayer* $4.0'j

Plumbers «4.00

Stone cutters 4.00

<;ss flttera ......... 4.00

Steam Utters. 4 00
Plasterers 4.00

Engineers 4.00

Tile setters 4.00

Iron setters 3.60

Marble setters 13 50

Sheet metal workers ... S.40

Carpenters 3.40

House drainers .
. . 3.28

Iron workers 3 20
Painters 3 00
OraTel roofera S.OO

Plasterers' laborer.. 2.40

Laborers 2.00

A Prosperous Oatouk.

The final adjustment of the difficulty, which has been

disastrous alike to the contractor and the mechanic. Is

hailed with Joy by all. Business men. real estate men.

architects and owners all agreed with the contractors

during the struggle and are gratified that the building

interests of the city will not in the future be Jeopardised

by the acts of irresponsible men. or hampered by ob-

noxious rules of labor organizations. In the opinion of

many the value of real property will advance and capital

be drawn again to the city as the spring approaches.

Evidences of an unprecedented season in the building

line are seen. Fully 20 large buildings, many of them

sky scrapers, are already announced and are being

figured, preparatory to beginning operations as soon as

the weather permits. In three of the leading architects'

offices there are at the present time on the boards or be-

ing figured buildings to be erected this year aggregating

In value nearly 5(1,000,000. In 1800 there were con-

structed in Chicago buildings to the value of 120.000,000.

This was during all of the labor troubles, when condi-

tions were such that they would not warrant the careful

Investor proceeding with much work. The conditions

now In the labor market and the reduction In the cost of

material lead many of those best qualified to Judge to

predict that buildings to the value of $50,000,000 will be

constructed in Chicago this year.

The contractors Intend maintaining their present or-

ganisation. In order to see that they have no trouble in

the future and to see that the agreements are kept by
!>oth the associations and the unions. They purpose to

provide for a defense fund to meet any exigency that

may arise, and there Is some talk, on account of the com-

plete victory which they have won in Chicago, of mak-
ing it a national organization and having councils of a
similar character In all the large cities of the country.

Swedish Brick Work.

Bweden Is a country of forests, and until recently the

domestic buildings were constructed almost entirely of

wood. Time after time, however, the towns have been
laid waste by fire, and from the ashes there are now ris-

ing towns of brick and stucco. The bricks are usually

larger than those employed In this country, measuring
about 12 x 6 x 3 inches, but the size varies In different

districts. For exposed brick work header bond Is gen-

erally adopted, the angles being formed with taree-

• luarter bricks laid alternately along each return. At
(Jpsala Cathedral, however—which, by the way. has
been restored till It looks as If It were built yesterday

instead of BOO years ago—the bond Is somewhat curious,

and varies In different parts of the building. Most of it

is a modification of the so-called Flemish bond, and con-

sists of two stretchers followed by a header. The ef-

fect Is far from displeasing. A few modern buildings In

Stockholm are faced with rock faced wall stones, shsd-

Ing In color from yellowish brown to purple. The courses

vary In depth and in width of bed, so as to bond with the

brick work behind.

According to expert medical opinion a model school-

room should be from 32 to 38 feet In length, 28 to 30 feet

wide and with ceiliug 12 to Id feet high. The light

should be admitted only from the left Bide of the pupil.

A school house should never be more than three stories

high, with wide, straight and well lighted corridors.

Doors should open out. so as to permit ready exit In time

of danger. The Inside walls of the rooms and corridors

should be tinted a neutral gray, light blue or green,

while the ceiling* should be white. Those should not be
pnlnt.-l hut lime . <mt.'.i
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MAKING JOINTS IN BRICK WORK.
AWR1TEK who has given uo little attention to the

subject presents In a recent issue of an Eugllsh

paper some interesting comments relative to tbe finish

Inu of the joints In brick work, remarking that there

are two ways of doing the work—either by Jolutiug or by
pointing. The author states that In jointing tbe rough
Joints as left after bed,diug the facing bricks are merely
trimmed up In one of the following ways:

Flat Joint, as Indicated iu Fig. 1 of tbe trimmings. Is

made by pressing the joint flat with the face of the

bricks without any trimming or cutting, and would
only be used when the wall was going to be colored or

whitened over. The next joint, shown In Fig. 2, is also

a Hat Joint, being very similar to the last except In be-

ing indented all along with a tool called tbe Jointer. This

Is an 3-shaped piece of Iron, and Is run along a straight

edge, called a Joint log rule; sometimes, however, a

trowel Is used Instead. Tbe struck Joint, shown tc Fig.

3, should be formed by pressing or striking back the up-

per part of the Joint while the mortar la moist, so aa to

form a bevel to throw off any nut that may trickle down

The Joints of brick work when executed In Inferior

mortar often decay and leave the work In an unsightly

condition. This Is remedied by pointing In one of tbe

following ways: Tbe Joints are raked out, as shown In

Fig. 10. to a depth of *4 Inch, the space thus provided

may be Ailed up by using cement mortar and finishing

In any of the ways previously described.

When, however, the edges of the bricks have become
broken, recourse is had to tuck pointing, Fig. 11, which
consists of filling the Joints up with colored stopping

and then rubbing over the face of the work with a piece

of Boft brick till tbe bricks and the Joints are the same
color. A small groove Is then formed along the center

of the joint, after which the mortar Is allowed to set a

little. Then white lime putty, made of pure lime slaked

In water, tbe water being allowed to evaporate till the

mixture is about tbe consistency of cream. Is mixed
with three parts of silver sand or marble dust, and
worked Into tbe groove with a flat Jointer so as to form
a raised portion, the sides of which, while still soft, are

cut with a nolutlng knife, so as to make a parallel line

lUf 1

Fig I. Flat Joint

Fig 7.—Joint for

< iuh-i- 1 Work.

Fi* -FUt .[.Mill

indented

Fig *.-Thp " Strode
Joint.
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Fig. 13 -Bastard
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MikiH.i Joint) (n Brick Work,

the wall, and theu tlf Jointer Is run along the lower

edge.

This struck or weathered Joint Is very often insdc up-

side down, as shown in Fig. 4. and the moisture collects

on the bricks at bottom of Joint, and in frosty weather

causes the edges of tbe bricks to lie burst off. This joint

when properly executed as the work proceeds forms the

most durable Joint that can be made, and is to be rec-

ommended as being far better than any other. There is.

however, another Joint that runs It very closely, and

that Is the mason's Joint. Fig. S, which Is more suitable

for masonry and is very seldom if ever used In brick

work. Where the bricks are exceptionally good ones a

Joint. Fig. 0, that has been used on buildings In London

can be employed, but from Its form It necessitates that

the bricks have clean and sharp arrises and that tbey

are able to stand a severe frost Tbla Joint accentuates

tbe bricks in a very marked degree.

All tbe foregoing joints vary between Vi and % Inch

In thickness, while for gauged work the Joint should

vary between 1-10 and 1-16 Inch, and only a flat Joint.

Fig. 7. Is very much used. Sometimes the brick work

la to be plastered over, in which case the expense of

Jointing Is not necessary, and all that requires to be

done Is to leave the bricks with Joints, as shown In Figs,

s and ».

16 inch wide, and thus give the brick work the appear-

ance of being finely Jointed.

Another method of pointing Is known as bastard

tuck pointing. Fig. 12. In which the raised portion Is

from 'i ti» \ Inch wide. Both of these forms of tuck

point I uk. though having a very fair appearance, are cost-

ly and short lived, the first sharp winter probably de-

stroying tbem, the rain or moisture being caught on the

projecting part and led Into the Joint, and then the frost

causes the moisture to expand and burst tbe joint, carry-

ing a large portion of It away. Instead of merely rub-

bing the face of the work with a soft brick, solutions of

coloring matter, according to color desired, are some-

times applied and make the work have a very new look,

thogh not suited to stand the atmosphere of our large

towns.

The elevator shaft of a building Is generally the weak

spot as far as fire Is concerned, and In case of fire the top

of the shaft Is exposed to great heat, owing to the fact

that the shaft Itself acts like a chimney and supplies the

draft which causes the Are to spread. If tbe top of this

shaft can be made fire proof the danger Is greatly less-

ened. This may be accomplished by building a wire

cage on the roof, over the shaft, and covering It with sev-

eral layers of content, which Is then allowed to harden.
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THE CONTRACTOR AND HIS ESTIMATES,

FOH some time past our atteutiou has been called to

the wide difference in the amounts of the highest

and lowest bids received In comi>etitlou for the erection

of many buildings, and it has occurred to as that a most
Interesting and instructive discussion could be developed,

based upon the question of the contractor and his esti-

mates. Why such great differences should exist may per-

haps be explained in many ways, but with a view to

throwing all possible light on the subject we shall be

glad to have those Interested forward for publication

letters giving the reasons for or against the present sys-

tem of competitive estimates, or taking the ground that

architect)) do not make complete plans showing all of

the minor details la large scale drawings such as would
enable the contractors to estimate Intelligently; that the

specifications are not absolutely complete, and that when
called upon to estimate the contractors have no opimr-

tunlty of seeing the full size details, owing perhaps to

the fact that the architect has not had time to make
them, or will not make them, and the contractor Is there-

fore obliged to use his best Judgment. In mauy eases

what the finish Is to be.

upon this Important phase of the building

we present herewith a communication from a

well Informed member of the profession, whose views
we doubt not will find an echo In the experience of mauy
contractors In the country. He handles the subject in

a most Interesting manner and touches upon |H>lnts

which cannot fail to strongly appeal to those practically

engaged In the building business. We trust that what he
has to say will draw out expressions of opinion from
contractors in all parts of the country.

Kehenie for Secarlns; SIor* Complete Drawing*.

In a certain city In the Middle States the contractors

formed an organization known as a Board of Trade, got

up an agreement that hereafter they would not estimate

on any building unless the drawings, &c, were complete

as to Items, with the result that the architects In that

locality have been compelled to produce more complete

plans and better «peol«catlons for the erection of build-

ings, and it was supposed that portions at least of the

problem were solved. A few weeks ago the writer had
occasion to visit the city during the nwarding of a con-

tract for a six-story Are proof building, and learned that

the local contractor who was awarded the contract

signed It for $32,000 less than the lowest estimate, with-

out kuowing the amounts of the higher competitors. Esti-

mates were also opened for a two-family house, which
Included two copper bath tuh«, three water closets, two
wash bow ls and kitchen boilers and sinks, gas piping of

the house, with connections to the sewer and water, ap-

proximately 25 feet from the fiont of the building, and

for these the estimate was $IU2. The heating contract,

embracing a hot water system with six radiators on each

floor, was given for $325, all remaining bids for heating

and plumbing ranging from 50 to 75 per cent, higher,

and it was remarked at the time that there was an oppor-

tunity for some people to learn more about estimating.

A short time ngo. In <i competition for a public build-

ing In Connecticut, the difference between the highest

and the lowest coin rictor for doing the work, according

to plans and specifications submitted, was a trifle over

$:tu.in*> on about a 930,000 contract, and we do not know
of any difference In amounts that lias elicited more atten-

tion from the general public.

Again, our notice was draw n to the bids for a public

Institution where the contract was awarded for $52,000

lower than the highest estimate of 17 different con-

tractors, the contract approximating $120,000, and within

a few months we have seen the estimates ojiened on a

chattel where there was a difference of $5000 betwi-eu

three contractors on a $12,000 Job.

Not only does the public uote the difference In the

public buildings, but the building publle in Its domestic

work has reached the jH»<nt where It looks for these great

differences In estimates, so a« to get the building erected

us cheaply as istssible. mid oftentimes one will hear a

client say, " It ought to be built for $0000. but I will get

a large number of estimates and I will build it probably

for $4000." And the most remarkable thing in the state-

ment Is the fact that he gets It done, for we heard only

recently of the contract <>t a two family house being

awarded to out of town parties for $3200. where the high-

est local contractor was $1500 above that figure. Last
year a friend of the writer obtained drawings and speci-

fications for a single house and submitted the drawings
in competition to five masons, seven carpenters and the

usual numlHT of subcontt actors, and tiie lowest combina-
tion was $5<i00 and the highest $11,000.

We could go on and recall many circumstances of like

nature, but the foregoing list Is sufficient to show the

actual difference In manj of the competitions. What is

the cause of It t What is the reason that two men will

take ihe same set of plans, spec-mentions and details and
be $5OO0 apart on a small contract V One might ask this

question of some contractors and they would say that It

is the difference lu the completeness of plans and speci-

fications. One set you can drive a horse and cart

through and the other states specifically what kind and
quality of materia! is to be used, yet that same con-

tractor will criticise the architect If he puts everything
in his specifications and explains everything carefully;

he Is apt to say the specifications are too long. Certainly
contractors ought to appreciate the fact that the more
complete the specification is the more It tells him what
Is ex|iected. and consequently the longer that specifica-

tion must is'. The mere fact that a specification " covers
the floors with g«Nsl quality spruce boards," as some of .

them are written, is rathe: vague and a source of misun-
derstanding to the clans.- that calls for "% x 5 inch

matched, first quality spruce flooring, laid in long
lengths," &<:: and again, picking up a specification a few
days ago. reading under the heading of hardware that
" the contractor shall furnish und put on proper hard-
ware for the entire building." is vastly different from
the man who will give the number and trade name of
the various fixtures, so that each and all can estimate
on the same quality of good*. It has been suggested that

If two men estimate on certain plans and specifications

where the kind and quality of every bit of material Is

mentioned, sixes given. £•<-.. each go out Into market
and get th"!r estimates and the prices of the material
amounts to the same, it is a question of Judgment who
will get out of it at the least

Uood v.. Poor tlaBagmen I.

One <. .infractor can take a Iwdy of men
i hem to h great deal belter advantage than another. One
contractor works with his men and only takes the
amount of work that he can personally attend to. while
another will take a large amount of work which requires
expensive foremen mil time keepers, requires a carriage
in which to visit the work, acd somebody must pay for
his time In superintending the work. In this case It Is

a question of personal expense one over the other. It

stands to reason that the man who works with his men
cbii produce buildings at a lower margin than the mau
w ho Is i-ouqielled to en' ploy su|K-rlnteudeuts. One man
is satisfied with obtaining days' wages out of a contract,
with from 2 to 5 per cent, profit on tin entire job. The
second contractor could not pnsslbly live at this rate.

These circumstances must Is- one reasonable answer to

the quesilon.

Some time ago we s lt w different detail statements
made by various contractors of quantities of material
taken off from a given set of drawings. Each took about
the required length of time to get the statement from
the drawings, all contractus saw the same drawings
and specifications, and yet there was a difference of 25
per cent, between the total amounts of material as taken
off by these men. The contractor w ho obtained the con-

tract was asked to keep a record of the number of brick

used for that particular Job, and It was noted down the
\nrlous amounts taken by other ineu. When the contract
was completed it was found that i? t.s.k 20,0On more
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brick lhan the man who had obtained the contract esti-

mated It would, and that was approximately 10 per cent,

higher than the highest man. From this statement and
from knowledge of the usual system of estimating,

it seems strange to say that there are very few con-

tractors who can estimate accurately the required

amount of material for a building.

In answer to a question put to a contractor some time

ago how be arrived at the number of brick in a building,

be replied that be built a building for John Jones last

year about that sl/.e and he bought so many brick, and
this is something like It, so lie supposed it would take

about the same number. Is it surprising that this man
lost money on the contract ?

The guessing at quantities and cost has considerable

to do with the wide difference, for in speaking of the

question to a contractor recently, he said: " One night

when I got home there were seven sets of plans at my
house for estimates, and as I had been out on the build-

ings all day and many of the estimates were required to

be in by the morning, I sized them up and gave a guess
figure on all seven, comparing it with my other work.
Strange to say I did not get one of them." In answer to

the inquiry, " Would It not have been better to have
selected one that you wanted and given that careful and
conscientious estimating, so as to make a strong en-

deavor to get one of the Jobs ? " he replied that It would
have been of no use, for the whole system of competitive

estimating to-day wns a lottery—the man that can guess
the nearest gets the Job-and he said: " Many times I have
teen influenced by seeing an article in the paper that so

and so was to build a house to cost bo many dollars, and
I would look the plans over, put in my guess, and some-
times I wruld bit It."

Lid of Prlrea fo Govern Estimate*.

Against the contractor who cannot take off proper

quantities and the guessing mau is put the contractor

who has made a list of prices to govern his estimates—
that is to say, be has got a detailed statement of all the

Items that go Into the building, with a schedule of prices.

Once in a while it is changed, but usually it lasts for

six months or a year, and no matter what the condition

of the market is our friend always uses his schedule.

He has ilgured a small profit on each Item; no matter
whether brick cost $C per 1000 or $9 per 1000, be always
charges $15 per 1000 to lay them; no matter whether the

plaster Is one, two or three coats, It Is always 40 cents,

and everything in proj>ortlon, and when he gets his esti-

mate nil done nccording to his schedule he will add a

percentage for what he does not see and a percentage

for profit, and then be will submit his estimate and stand
back and grumble with the rest, "the man who got that

contract Is losing money," and the invariable rule is that

the man who grumbles the most and always Bends the

other fellow to the poorhouse estimates this way.
Anybody can see that he la getting a profit on a profit,

and it is strange to see bow many contractors figure this

way. He Is like the plumber who estimates his work
at list price, which we saw done within three months,

and then charges a percentage of profit on that, after

giving the total of material and labor, and It is not to

be wondered at that his price was about three times the

amount for what the contract was let.

In various parts of the country the system of estimat-

ing is vastly different. In Northern and Western New
York State contractors always get legitimate subestlmates

on u given list from the mill men or material men. &c,
on every contract; also In the larger part of the country,

outside of Connecticut, all contractors stand on their

own department. Everything Is let differently. The
mason work goes to the mason and the carpenter work
to the carpenter, and so on down through the job. Per-

haps it is not as convenient as to deal with one man, who
knows nothing about the other trades outside of his own
and who charges you 5 to 10 per cent, for doing your
business, and ho making nil he can off the subcontractors,

for no man is going to do your work for pleasure; there

certainly must tie a dollar in it.

In Connecticut the subcontracts are usually award-
ed the last thing, so as to get the advantage, if possible,

of a fall In the market, and it is the practice in the ma-

jority of eases to wait for a house to be lathed and plas-

tered and cleaned out before the sizes and measurements

are taken for the Inside trim. Recently we asked a con-

tractor why this was so, and he replied that sometimes

the market price of material and labor went down, and

then they always deferred ordering the material, for per-

haikS the owner might want to make some changes and

he would not want to pay for material twice.

On the other hand, a New York contractor recently

said that inside of 24 hours from ihe signing of a con-

tract he had awarded every subcontract on the Job,

turned over all the details on the contract and contracted

when It was to be done. Then it was off his mind and

he had an opportunity to look for other work, for they

were to take charge of their own subcontracts.

That Is one of the principal reasons why work can be

erected in other States much more rapidly than In Con-

necticut. We heard recently that a certain mill man
would fill orders In, say, fonr weeks from local factories

with work and material, whereas If eight to ten weeks

were allowed him he would furnish the same work and

material from his Western factories at something like

25 per cent less. This should be an additional reason

for ordering work promptly, but how many contractors

take advantage of this, and It Is the prime reason why
It takes six to nine months to build a 18000 house In Con-

necticut against three to five months in New York State.

Different flelhod* of Estimating,

We have seen contractors take estimates both on the

cost per square foot of the ground floor and the cubical

contents of the building—of course having kept records

of their work and experience on other buildings, and

thoroughly understanding the conditions and perhaps a

knowledge of the work of the architect—but what sort

of a chance does the conscientious contractor stand

against all these contractors, when he sits down and

laboriously takes ofT each Item, each quantity of material,

gets his subestlmates from the mill, adds the total cost

of the material In the building with their quantities In

one column, figures out as accurately as possible bis labor

account, his insurance account, cartage and Incidental

account, and knows to a certainty that to do the Job as

It should be done will cost him a certain amount of

money ?

Now comes In the question of his own time, and he

figures the amount of personal attention that will be re-

quired of him and adds that, then considering his time

and the money with Its Interest and the risk, and what

he is satisfied with for a straight profit—and he has a

choice of wide margins here—and it is the balancing of

this column of profit and loss that sustains the man in

business. A few years ago It was the custom and privi-

lege of many of our contractors to ask 10 per cent, for

their profit on any contract, but the wide difference be-

tween the highest and lowest estimates shows the profits

run from 10 per cent, down to 1 per cent., and we have

heard where it was totally Ignored in the sum total.

This, no doubt. Is why the columns of the financial

papers give such an extensive list of failures and assign-

ments, and at the bottom of the page note the disappear-

ance of numerous contractors.

Contractors have been obliged to estimate on this prin-

ciple, and why ? Because the general public are estimat-

ing closer, people who can afford to pay a fair living

price want to cut It down as low as possible, and where-

as they know you can " live and let live " at f10, make
day wages at $8 and just exist at $6. will continually

crowd you to the 50 point. The result has been that the

contractors to get any work at all have been obliged to

estimate as close as possible and trust to luck and chance

or the possibility of skinning the job to get a fair living

out of the work. The owner and client employs an archi-

tect, not according to bis ability or to his honesty, but

simply from the fact that he works cheap; and when he

employs an architect to supervise bis house he only does

so that he can get a man to Btand over the contractor

who has taken the job too cheap to see that he cannot
possibly skin it. When Ihe contractor fails to live up to

the standard of the specifications, which he cannot do for
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the price, tben our owner and client falls on the archi-

tect and says he Is not dolus his duty In not making the

contractor live up to his contract. We know of case*

when? If the contractor were obliged to live up to the full

letter of the specifications he would fail in 24 hours.

Owners and clients are many times at fault and the

cause of their own dissatisfaction with contractors and

their work, and many times for their being cheated. The
one point in view always seems to be " how much." and
many people are familiar with the Incident where an out

of town contractor bid for work in a city and obtained

Ave or six contracts; he certainly was lower than the

local man. Who he was and what he could do was not

in it; It was not a question to be considered ngainst the

price. To be sure he started the buildings and reached

the roof and Inclosed them, for about then two payments
were due, which were made, and is it to be wondered at

that to-dny there are a number of people looking for that

man ? In some cases the houses are completed, usually

at the ' expense of the owner " and sometimes at the

expense of the material men. You will rarely hear the

owner say how he got caught on that deal, but he will

always tell you " how cheap lie got It."

Is it the fault of the competitive syscm ? Is it the

fault of the general public in not appropriating more
money ? Or is it the Inability of the contractor to make
a proper estimate ? Who cnu tell ?

Making a Straight Edge.

Those who have occasion to employ a straight edgt

and are desirlous of making one for themselves will

doubtless find the following description of the process

full of Interest and value. Three pieces of mahogany,
or rather hardwood, about 3 feet long by V* Inch thick,

are planed up as truly as possible, the planed surface

of all the three being from time to time applied to one

another In order to judgo of the trueness to which the

surfaces are being reduced. When any one of three

prepared surfaces will He on the prepared surface of

either of the other two without allowing any light

to pass through the line of junction the edge may be

considered sufficiently true to admit of their being used

In the production of a metallic straight edge. To this

end three similar strips of steel, of the size desired, are

smoothed or cleaned upon their Bides on a grindstone

or with a file. They are then laid one upon the other

and a hole drilled at each end, a rather tight fitting

pin or rivet being run through each bole to keep the

three bare together. In this state they will appear
as one thicklsh bar. The compound bar being placed

In the vise and clamped on each side with sheet lead

or zinc, the edges are filed level, beginning first with a

rough die. and gradually increasing In fineness. Every
now and then the edge being produced Is tested against

one of the wooden edges above described, which should

be previously rubbed over with red chalk, &c, to render

prominences visible. When the eye uo longer detects

any differences in level on the application of the wooden
straight edge, the steel pieces are to be removed from
the vise and pins extracted. They must now be tested

against one another until, by careful filing and re-

peated comparison with one another, It is found that the

edges of ull three will unite closely without any Ir-

regularities being perceptible. A good way of ascer-

taining whether any such exists is to place two edges
in contact and rub them together with some force;

the prominent portions will by this treatment be some-
what burnished and will render themselves apparent
by their superior luster. The reason why three edges
should be prepared simultaneously will be sufficiently

evident on reflection. It will be readily understood
If A and B were two strips of steel, that A might be
slightly concave and B correspondingly convex without
the eye being able to detect any fault, as no light

would pass; but If a third strip. C. having the same
convexity as B were applied agalust the latter, the

fault would immediately become apparent, and on cor-

rectlng the faults of LS and C. and applying them to A,

the concavity of this latter would also be rendered
visible.

Manual Training at dirard College.

The department of manual training at Girard College,

Philadelphia, Pa., Is one of if not the most Important

feature of the educational system of the institution. The
mechanical department was established a number of

years ago, and has been enlarged from time to time un-

til it now comprises Beven different subdepartments—
namely, mechanical drafting, carpentry and pattern

making, metal working, blacksmlthlng, foundry work,

plumbing and electrical mechanics.

The wood working department is equipped with all

the conveniences of a modern shop, and very creditable

work is performed by the older boys. Exhibits are

shown of stair building, advnnced pattern making and

even to the construction of a model two-story house, in

which all the work, making of the doors, windows,

sashes, frames, &c, has been performed by the older

boys.

The metal working or machine department i-» sup-

plied with the best and newest tools. Lathes, planers,

slotting and milling machines, drill presses and other

tools are provided for the varied uses of the boys in the

performance of Uie work In hand. A fully equipped tool

room is maintained, and a steam test table is provided

for the testing of engines, &c, built by those undergoing

Instruction in this department.
The plumbing department, although less than tlve

years old, Is thoroughly equipped with all the appliances

for teaching practical and sanitary plumbing. It has a

gallery divided into three sections, each representing the

kitchen and bathroom of a small dwelling house. These

have been fitted up by the more advanced pupils with

the usual plumbing fixtures. One division represents a

modern city kitcheu and bathroom, with water coming
from the street main. The second division represents a

country kitchen and bathroom, with the water supply

coming from a well or cistern, a pump conveying the

water to a tank on the third floor. Stationary washtubs
and piping for hot and cold water are also supplied. The
third division represents a house that has never had hot

or cold water, and In which the boys are instructed to

pipe and fit, with the least damage to the wood work,

joists, &c. The boys are instructed how to put a water

back In a range, set a boiler and pipe a house for hot

and cold water. Among the things made by the pupils

in this department are a siphon basin, a hydraulic ram
and an overshot wheel.

In the department of electrical mechanics the work

has kept pace with this rapidly advancing science. It is

equipped with all the latest and best apparatus and ap-

pliances. One of the features in this department is a

working model of an electric street railway or trolley

system, complete In every detail and containing aln>ut

150,000 pieces. There are also complete models for dem-
onstrating the construction of arc lamps, both open and

inclosed; complete models for demonstrating the making
of Incandescent lamps and the telephone, and the con-

struction and operation of Uie electric motor and dy-

namo.
In the blacksmlthlng department the boys arc In-

structed In all branches of the art—welding, forging, tem-

pering and the manufacture of various tools commonly
used.

The foundry department is situated in a separate

building, especlnlly designed for Its purpose and com-

plete In every detail. It Is equipiwd with sand tubB and
arranged for classes of 24 boys each. A core room Is lo-

cated nt one end of the building and arranged the same
as the foundry. It is here that the boys are taught the

rudiments of molding, beginning with simple straight

cores and advancing to the more complex ones. They
learn here the use of molders' tools and the care neces-

sary for good workmanship. They advance from this

department to green sand molding. Iieueh work alone be-

lug performed, and, beginning with simple forms, pro-

gress to more difficult ones—three-part flask work and ar-

tistic molding for brass and white metal castings.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XV.
(uco» mm)

By Frsd. T. Hodgson.

THERE are ninny other devices for performing rose
engine work In part, known to professionals, that do

certain kinds of work equally well with the engine
described, but thoy are limited in range, and certain kinds
of work pcrfonnable on the rose engine cannot be made
on the Incomplete machines. One or two of these ma-
chines, however, deserve special mention, as the cost of
making them la much less, and they are less cumbersome.
One, invented by Holtzapffel & Co. of London. Is an In-

genious adaptation of the principle of the rose engine,
and is worth describing here. It works like the ordinary
eccentric and other cutters, by a cord from the overhead
motion.

In Pig. 96 the main part of the machine Is exhibited.
A Is a shank fitting the receptacle of the slide rest, and
drilled to receive a hardened spindle, at one end of which
Is a worm wheel, turned by a tangent screw, B C, an
end view of which Is shown in Fig. 98. By this are
turned the parts beyond X—namely, the frame D, carry-
ing the tool, as In the eccentric cutter, and adjacent parts,

8 representing chamfered bar, P back plate and X,
which Is a round piece In one casting with the back
plate and having a hole through It for the colled spring

being kept In place by a small key or feather, same as

described for rose engine proper, and are secured by a
screwed ring or ferrule, seen at L, Fig. 90, the edge of

which is milled. At F, in Fig. 97, \m seen a short stop or

set screw, the bead of whbh is divided Into 10 degrees.

By this the rubber Is prevented from penetrating to the

bottom of the undulations on the edge of the rosette,

and if It is allowed only just to touch the summits of

them, the tool will cut a circle. Thus, as the screw stop

can be accurately set, oue rosette will produce at pleas-

ure graduated waved lines, the waves growing less and
less nndulnted as the center or circumference of the

work Is approached, giving a most delicate and chaste

pattern.

Another variation of the pattern, producible from
any rosette, results from the frame of the tool holder

being extended beyond the axis of the spindle In both

directions. When the tool Is on that Hide of the axis

nearest to the rubber plu the undulations of the rosettes

will be so followed as to produce their exact counter-

part on the work. When tbe tool holder is on the other

side of the axis the undulations become reversed, the

raised parts of the rosettes producing hollows, and vice

lersa. It may here be mentioned that in thecase of the rose

cutter, eccentric and universal cutter and similar ap-

paratus, the screw heads carry ten chief divisions and

Fig. W.- Under Side Fig. 98 - SMr View of Row Cutting Fl«. » -End View
Deriw of Cull In* Device.

TAe .4rf of Wwd Timing.

Fig, 100 - PrtfUl of Ron Cutting

seen between O and \V. All these are secured to the

spindle and revolve together as one piece with It.

Fig. 97 Is a front view of these parts. P Is the back
plate of brass, with steel chamfered bars, 8 8, on Its

face, as In tbe eccentric chuck. Between these alldea

the plate E. to tbe face of which in attached the long
steel frame O, carrying the tool holder. It will be no-

ticed taat a slot is cut in the back plate at the top,

through which projects a hard steel pin, screwed into the

back of the sliding plate K. This I* seen at O. Fig. 96,

and Is attached to one end of a colled spring, the op-

posite end of which la screwed to a pin, W, fixed ou the

back plate, near the bottom. The pin O Is thus kept In

contact with the edge of tbe rosette, or pattern plate, K.
and as the whole revolves with the spindle, while the

rosette la fixed, tbe pin or rubber in compelled to follow

the uadulatlous of the pattern, tbe motion being, of

course, communicated to the tool. An examination of

Fig. 100 will show the arrangement of the part on
which the rosettes are fixed, and which Is capable of

turning, but does not, unless the tangent screw H and
wheel B are brought Into requisition, as will be ex-

plained.

Tbe end of the main shank of the Instrument Is

round, aa seen at C, the worm wheel B being screwed
fast by four small screws to the end of the square part

of the shank. Upon this rounded end C fits a sleeve, E,

to which Is fixed the tangent screw II. and on which also

are placed the rosettes. The latter have a large central

hole, as shown In Fi«. 99, and fitting closely beyond the

screw thread F of the sleeve, and which do not revolve.

ten minor divisions. The screws are cut with ten

threads to tbe inch, so that one torn advances the slide,

or the tool, or wheel, as the case may be, 1-10 Inch. One
large division, therefore, produces a movement equal to

1-100, and tbe smaller divisions, l-l!O0 Inch. If tbe screw la

small it is generally cut with a double thread equal to

1-20 Inch. It Is evident that In addition to the move-
ments of the various parts of the rose cutter the turner

has In his power those of the slide rest, and of the di-

vision plate on the lathe pulley, by one or both of which
further complications become possible. Six modifica-

tions of pattern produced from one rosette are shown In

HoltaapftVl & Co.'s work, from which much of this de-

scription is taken, and these may be much further mul-

tiplied, according to the taste and skill of the operator.

It l» not possible to apply a rapid movement to this

rose cutter, as the rubber would probably miss touching

the rosette In places, hence the tangent or worm wheel
Is used to give motion to the central spindle. The object

of the other tangent screw is to move the sleeve and
therewith the rosette at pleasure, so that the higher

pans of the undulations In the second cut may. if de-

sired, be arranged to meet the lower parts of the same In

the first cut, or to fall intermediately. The effect of tho

gradual shifting of the rosettes in this way Is |>erfeetly

marvelous. The centers of the circles cut by this tool

will be always regulated in rcRard to position by the slide

rest, because these centers are nlwnys in a line with the

center of the spindle.

Hence, to place a circle in auy diwlred position it is

only uecessary to determine Its center, and. after draw-
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lD(? hack the tool hy means of the screw till its center
runs truly, turn the screw of the slide rest until the point
touches the required spot, when the cutting may com-

For line work on this machine only the hardest woods
should he employed, as the slow motion necessary to

work over the rosette precludes the possibility of making
clean cut work on the softer woods.

WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
A CONSIDERABLE amount of building in the aggre-

gate is in prospect in and about the city of Balti-

more and architects and contractors generally look
forward to a season of growing activity. The building com-
mission for the new Maryland Court of Appeals and library
building to be erected at Annapolis, held a meeting on the
7th of February, and selected from the competitive designs
submitted those of Baldwin & Pennington of 40 South
street, Baltimore. Local architects are much gratified at the
decision of the commission for having opened the competition
solely to members of the profession in Maryland. The new
building will be 100 x 120 feet and will be fire proof
throughout. It will contain all the vaults necessary for the
storing of records and the library will have a capacity for
160.000 volumes. The style of the building is classic in its
architecture, and its simplicity is entirely in harmony with
the Colonial architecture by which it is surrounded.

Revised plans for the Fifth Regiment Armory will soon
be completed by the architects, Wyatt Sc Nolting, when new
bids will be taken.

The design submitted by Douglas H. Thomas, Jr., and J.
H. Parker, has been accepted for a handsome 12-story
hotel to be erected in the wealthiest and most fashionable
part of the city. The style of the building will be French
Renaissance and the plana embrace the most advanced ideas
in hotel construction. Working plans will be ready for

the plana embrace the most advanced ideas
action. Wort'

bidders in about three months

Boston. Mass.

If one may judge from the permits issued the first month
of the year, the coming season is likely to witness a con-
siderable degree of activity in the building line in and about
the city. According to the figures given out by the office

of the building commissioner, there was an increase of more
than 100 per cent, in permits for brick construction as
compared with January, 1000, while those for frame build-
ings show an almost equal increase. In and about the
suburbs of the city there fa more or less building in progress,
and in the opinion of architects and builders a large amount
of work in the aggregate will be undertaken during the year.

The Master Builders' Association have taken up the
Copley square restriction law and have voted to support
the petition in the General Court in favor of limiting the
bight of buililings in that square to 100 feet. It will be
remembered (hat last year the authorities voted to make no
exception in the case of the Westminster Chambers from
the operation of the restriction law which, if carried into
effect, would result iu serious injury to the appearance of this
building. Now that the matter has been brought up again
the Master Builders' Association, through Secretary William
H. Sayward, have submitted a statement defending the
owners of the buildings from the charges which they say have
been freely made to the effect that they " proceeded
ingly in violation of the law " in constructing the i

cornice of the building beyond the 90 foot line.

Bridgeport, Conn.

The Master Builders' Association held a meeting on the
evening of February 2, at which the following officers were
elected: President, William A. Disbrow ; vice-presidents,
William McLcllan and James Burns; secretary, D. C. Mills,
and treasurer. W. L. Savage.

Action was taken with a view to bringing the association
into closer relationship with the municipal government, and
also affecting the internal workings of the organisation. A
committee was appointed to wait upon the mayor and urge
him to appoint a member of the association on the new
Municipal Buildings Committee ; also to hereafter select
men from the association when a carpenter was to be ap-
pointed on the Board of Building Commissioners.

The agreement between the master carpenters and jour-
neymen will expire on May 1, and there seems to be a rather
general opinion that some objection to iu renewal will de-
velop.

Butte, Mont.

Butte seems to be entering the new century with a build-
ing boom. This condition is largely due to the fact that a
great part of the business and residence portion of the
former mining camp were built as temporary structures.
As long as the extent of the copper deposits about the city
was doubtful capital did not care to Invest in permanent
structures. Now these old houses have to be replaced and
new ones added. During the year 1000 over $1,000,000
wan expended in buildings and the outlook is for still more
during the present year. Among the big buildings now under
way or about to be erected are : The Hirbour estate office

building at Broadway and Main streets, to cost $150,000;
the Montana apartment house on West Broadway ; the
Washington block on West Park street: the new Federal
l>uildlng. to cost $200,000. on Main and Copper streets;
(he Sutton Theatre, to cost $100,000 or more; the Mac-

Farland Opera House, to cost $100,000, on Granite and
Wyoming streets, and over 20 smaller business build-

ings. During the year just finished, over 300 residences
were built in the city and many are now in process of

erection.

unions oi tue uromernooa, ana me Amu-
f of Carpenters on the other, is to be effective

1903, and becomes operative after the car-

tw from the Building Trades Council. It

In another part of this issue we present • somewhat
extended review of the labor troubles which have existed

in Chicago for something more than a year past, and which
are now practically at an end. The agreement which has
been reached between the Arbitration Committee of the
Carpenters and Builders' Association and the Master Car-
penters' Association on the one hand, and the Arbitration
Committee of the Carpenters' Executive Council, repre-
senting all the unions of the Brotherhood, and the Amal
gamated Society <

until April L
penters withdraw from the Building
provides for Saturday half-holiday and a wage scale as
follows : Until April 1, 11*02, the rate shall be 41% cents
per hour, and after that date 45 cents per hoar, with a
weekly pay day. No interference with workmen during
working hours is to be allowed ; apprentices may be em-
ployed ; the foreman is to be regarded as the agent of
the employer ; all workmen are to have the right to work
for whom they please, and all employers to have the right
to employ whom they please. The men are not to work
with non-union men at their own trade, and are not to work
for any employer in Cook County for less than the regular
scale. All disputes are to be settled by arbitration.

The practical settlement of the labor troubles encourages
the hope that the ensuing year will be one of greater
activity in the building line in the city than for many year*
past. In fact the number of permits issued daring the
month of January was in excess of the record for the same
month since 1S04. Permits were taken out for the con-
struction of 302 building improvements, involving an ex-

penditure of $1,012,106, this being a marked increase of

135 buildings and over $1,000,000 in cost as compai
the corresponding month of the previous year.

The annual election of the Builders' Club of
was held at their rooms in January, when the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, Secretary,
Charles W. Gindele. Edward Kirk, Jr.

Vice-President, Directors:
Jefferson Hodgkins. Elliott W. Sproul,

Second Vice-President, Charles B. Sears,
T. Frank O'Connell. Alexander McLachlan,

Treasurer, Julius J. Pleas,

Robert Vierling. .1. Harvey Wilce.
At the annual meeting of the Cut Stone Contractors'

Association of Chicago, held at the Builders' and Traders'
Exchange the latter part of January, the following officers

were elected: President, R. E. Harrsch; vice-president, W.
L Kerber; secretary. Henry Struble; treasurer. John Tait

Detroit. Mich.
At the annual meeting of the Builders'

Exchange, held at their quarters in the Per
Building, 40 Fort street, West, the following
elected

:

President, Richard Helson.
Vice-president, W. J. Stapleton.
Secretary, Charles A. Kaicben.
Treasurer. Frank N. Cooper.

Traders'

E. M. Harrigati,
William S. Piggins,

Directors:
Robert Huttoa.
George n. Clippery,

F. R. Holmes.

Des Moines, la.

At the annual meeting of the Des Moines Builders' Ex-
change, held the latter part of January, It was decided to

hold social sessions on Wednesday evenings during the
balance of the winter season. Reports were received indi-

cating that there will be no serious difficulty with the labor
organizations at the opening of the spring season.

The election of officers resulted in the selection of W. F.
Mitchell for president; J. E. Tusant for first vice-president;
William Singer for second vice-president; R. M. Coleman for
secretary, and C. II. Martin for treasurer.

Jollet. III.

According to the reports of architects and builders there
is more work in prospect at present than for any season for

a number of years. The plans which the architects have
on their boards are not confined to any particular clasa of

structure, but include residences, flat buildings, stores,

factories and the like.

Kansas City, Mo.

At the anmiril meeting of the Master Builders' Exchange,
held In their rooms in the Postal Telegraph

~
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(or 1901 were elected as follows : J. T. Patterson, presi-
dent; M. Bridges, vice-president; A. S. Rankin, secretary
and treasurer. Trustees: James Taylor, C. It. Hunt, A.
F. Roddy, J. A. Otcs, S. Sutermeister, D. B. Rudy.

The Exchange have been making some improvements in
their headquarters which are calculated to render them
more popular than ever. The location and other advantages
have been the means of rapidly building up the nieniberxhip.
and II. 11. Moore, the assistant secretary, is authority for
the statement that there are from 10 to 15 names on the
waiting list most of the time. A decision recently rendered
by Judge Slover upholds the Exchange in the expulsion
of a firm from the membership, because of alleged under-
bidding of another firm of contractors, also members of the
Bzchange.

Among the contemplated improvements in the city is a
church for the Second Church of Christ, Scientists, the
building to be entirely of stone and designed in the classic
style of architecture. It will cover a plot lOiVj feet square
and the auditorium will seat on one floor 1103 people. The
preliminary sketches have already been approved and It is

expected that work will be commenced within a short time.
The building will be erected under the superintendence of
Architect F. R. Comstock of New York City, and will be
first-claw in all its appointments.

Lo. Angeles, Cal.

The building situation in Los Angeles could hardly have
a better prospect. Tb* unusually heavy rains of the past
month or two give promise of the best agricultural season
in years. The estimate of the orange crop is constantly
becoming larger. The harvesting of a good fruit and grain
crop is sure to be followed by a still greater increase in
building operations. The building of the Salt Lake & Los
Angeles Railroad, which will soon be commenced, is already
having a good effect on building. As a direct result, G. S.
Holmes, of Salt Lake City, has already awarded the con-
tract for building an $800,000 hotel at the corner of Spring
and Fourth streets.

Minneapolis, Minn.

The outlook for the building business is regarded as
very encouraging and preparations are being made for a
fair aggregate of work.

In giving the list of officers of the Master Builders'
Association last month the vice-president should have read
B. Cooper, and the sergeant-at-arms J. O'Donncll. In the
Board of Directors or Executive Committee, M. E. Pike was
elected a member instead of Angus MacDonald, as printed.

A meeting of the leading builders and contractors of
Mobile was recently held at the office of Simmons & Young,
which resulted in the organisation of what is known as the
Builders and Traders' Exchange, the object being to bring
together for mutual benefit and protection the contractors
and builders of the city.

The officers elected at the meeting referred to were

:

H. C. Fonde, president ; Charles L. Simmons, vice-president

;

a Mr. Ewing, second vice-president ; John Young, secretary,
and N. Phelan, treasurer. The Exchange start with a

. of 22. which number it is expected will be in-

to 40 or more by the next meeting.

Newark, N. J.

The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of the city have
recently entered a protest against the awarding of work
to out of town contractors by city boards. It seems there
has been much dissatisfaction at the indiscriminate way in
which work has been given out, aud this action of the Ex-
change was taken with a view to protecting local architects
and builders, more especially as it was known that some
municipal buildings are about to be erected.

At a meeting of Master Carpenters held on February
I, C. M. Russell was elected president : George Varley as
vice-president ; Frederick Kilgus, second vice-president ; H.
J. Schaedel, treasurer ; E. II. HarriBon, financial secretary,
and A. J. Crowder, recording secretary. A pleasant feature
of the occasion was the presentation by E. B. Vliet on behnlf
of the members of a very handsome Morris chair to the
retiring president, James Taafe.

Oakland. Cal.
Labor troubles are again prominent in the city. The

present trouble grows out of the millmen's strike, which
has been in progress in San Francisco and Oakland for
mouths and was thought to be in a fair way to be settled.
All the workmen on the Public Library Building were called
off about the first of February because the contractor was
using "unfair" lumber.

The Bnilding Trades Council of Oakland elected officers

on January 25 as follows : President, J. T. Kearns, Plas-
terers' Union ; vice-president. J. P. Burke, Lathers' Union

;

recording secretary, Frank M. Dreisbach, Millmen's Union

;

financial secretary, W. J. Baccus, Bricklayers' Union

;

treasurer, J. Scully, Painters' Union ; business agent. J. II.

Mullen, Cement Workers' Union.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The annual meeting of the Master Builders' Exchange

was held at the rooms of the organization the latter part of
January, President Stevens occupying the chair. His re-

port showed that there are 1116 members and that the
financial condition of the Exchange was much better than
the preceding year. In his address President Stevens ex-
pressed regret at the closing of the trade school, owing to
the fact that no appropriation had been made by the last
Legislator*, but he stated that he had assurances from
members of the Legislature that they would support and
the Governor sign an appropriation bill for this purpose if

requested by the Exchange. Among the business

acted was the adoption of resolutions indorsing the Ship
Subsidy bill now before Congress.

The following were elected directors to serve three years

:

Charles P. Hart. George Watson, J. 8. Stevens, David H.
Watts, William B. Irvine, Cyrus Borginer and C. F. Dil-

lingham, while George M. Lewis and William Conway were
elected to fill unexpired terms of two years.

Qulncy, Mass.

A meeting of the business men of the city was recently

held in the Quincy Savings Bank Building for the purpose
of forming a Master Builders' Association. It is intended
to include in the membership builders, carpenters, plumbers,
painters, and, in fact, representatives of all trades engaged
in the building business. It is thought that such an organi-

zation will lead to the enactment of building ordinances
which would be of benefit, and at the same time prove of
advantage to the business men of the city. The meeting
was presided over by George H. Field, and it was expected
that at the following meeting oflScers would be elected.

St. Louis, Mo.

The Building Material Manufacturers' and Dealers' As-
sociation held a meeting and reception the latter part of
January in their new quarters on the fifth floor of the
Union Trust Building, this being the first general meeting
of the association since its organization in I>ecember last.

Speeches were made by a number of those present, Henry
W. Eliot pointing out in the course of bis remarks the ad-
vantage of organization, and declared that the advent of the
work of the World's Fair necessitated a closer tie among
builders for protection. He declared that the mechanics^
lien law was good so far as it went, but no material dealer
desired to go to law to collect a bill, and that it was as
important to collect promptly as It was to sell goods at a
profit. He was of the opinion that adverse legislation

could be prevented and favorable legislation enacted only
by concert of action. After the business there was a lunch
served to the members. The affair was presided over by
E. R. Darlington, while W. Choisel acted as secretary.

Present indications point to an active season in the
building line and the outlook is favorable for a record which
will exceed any of the last few years. Many old buildings
are being torn down, either for business purposes or be-

cause of their unsafe condition, and several large office

structures will be erected. The Bank of Commerce will

put up a modern eight or ten story structure on the site

of the old Insurance Exchange Building, at Broadway and
Olive street, which is now being demolished.

The builders of Venice, Madison and Granite City,
which may properly be designated as suburbs of the city,

recently held a meeting at Madison and decided to form a
Builders' Exchange for the cast side. The association will

be known as the Trl-City Builders' Exchange, the tem-
porary officers being John Biehl, chairman, and H. H.
Gardner, secretary. We understand that the leading build-

ers and material men of the east side have been invited to
join.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

The year opens in this city and in Ogden with unwonted
activity in the building trade. Besides prvseut work, it is to
be noted that all the leading architects are busy with plans.
Those for the new college building for All Hallows College,
as well as for the new St. Mary's Cathdral, are ready and
the contracts will be let soon. In Ogden, the contract for
the Hcaly Hotel has already been let. A new building for
the Presbyterian church in the same city and a large canning
factory at Uintah are also to be built at once. Residence
building is expected to be active as soon as spring opens.

The report of Building Inspector U'lmer for the year
1000, recently filed with the City Recorder, shows permits
to have been issued for 405 buildings, 344 of which were for
new structures estimated to cost (845.600, and 121 permits
for alterations and repairs to cost $98,305, making a total

of $943,905.
San Francisco. Cal

The new year seems destined to be one of big buildings
for San Francisco, says our correspondent, writing under
date of February 0. With February only begun, there are
already plans on foot for something like a dozen large fire

proof buildings. Among those which have either been com-
menced or for which definite plans have been made may be
mentioned the eight-story James L. Flood building on the
site of the old Baldwin Hotel, at Market, Eddy and Powell
streets : the five-story Crock building on Mission street, be-
tween First and Fremont streets, to cost $320,000; the new
five-story building of the Pacific States Telephone & Tele-
graph Company on New Montgomery street, between Minna
and Nntoma streets, to cost $280,000; the St. Dunstan seven-
story apartment bouse on Van Ness avenue and Sutter street,

to cost $130,000: the City Warehouse Company's building
on Iyombard and Battery streets, to cost $55,000; the new
building of the Union Iron Works on Second and Folsom
streets, to cost $60,000; the Mercantile Cold Storage build-
ing on Montgomery and Lombard streets, and the San Fran-
cisco Novelty & Plating Works building on Mission street,

near First, to cost $50,000. These buildings are, in general,

to be steel, granite, terra cotta and pressed brick structures.

The most important is the Flood building, which will occupy
one of the verv best sites on the coast. The lot has a total

frontage of 020.6 feet on the best retail and business
streets in the city. The building to be erected will be eight
or nine stories, of steel, iron and terra cotta construction.
The ground floor will be devoted to stores and the upper
floors to office rooms. The cost has not yet been mado
public.
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New Publications.

Practical Carriage axd Waoox Paintino. By M. C.

Illlllck. Size. «Vi x t»Vi Inches. 102 pages. Profusely

illustrated. Bound in stiff board covers. Published

by the Western Pointer. Trice, $1, post paid.

This 1h a treatise on the painting of carriages, wagons
and sleighs, embracing full and explicit directions for all

kinds of work. Including painting factory work, letter-

ing, scrolling, ornamenting, varnishing, &c, together

with many recipes and formulas likely to be found of

interest to the painter. While especially Intended for

the carriage painter, there are many bits of Information

which the painter engaged lu other lines of work might
find useful, In the way of suggestions. That part deal-

iup with lettering la especially valuable, giving as it

does various styles of letters, together with some Inter-

esting facts on monograms and how to design and paint

them. One of the chapters deals with the materials

which nre used in palntlug, Quality of colors in general,

together with some reference to the question of adultera-

tion. The subject of varnishing is also considered In a

way to Interest and instruct those having occasion to

make use of this matter In a practical way.

Painting Brick Work In Flat Finish.

In response to a correspondent making inquiry with

regard to the l>est material and method for producing a

fiat Job on brick, in red, also the best kind of size for

new common brick, and the best size for new plastered

walls that are to be painted in oil, a recent Issue of the

Painten' Magazine contains the following, which may
not be without Interest to some of the renders of this

journal:

The best way to paint a new brick wall In red is to

use a good Venetian red In oil, thinned with pure raw
linseed oil and a little liquid drier only. Have this prim-

ing thin and flow It on freely, brushing It well Into the

brick. Give plenty of time for drying, then putty up.

For the second coat use at least 25 per cent, pure white

lead with the Venetian red and thin It with three parts

raw linseed oil and one part turps, adding the necessary

drier. Have the paint for this coat of good body, and
rub it out well and even.

For the third or finishing coat use a fine, stiff ground
Venetian red of the proper shade, and if necessary for

light red brick, add some French ocher to obtain desired

shade; thin this with plenty of brown Japan and turpen-

tine to a thin wash and apply quickly, avoiding laps. If

it does not flat immediately, it will do so In a very abort

time. Should it dry too flat or lack binder, add a little

boiled oil. The best plan, however. Is to purchase the

flat brick red offered by paint manufacturers and thin

and apply as directed by tbem. If the brick front Is to

be lined white, use white lead thinned with turps; for

black use lampblack In oil, thinned with japan and turps.

When you undertake to paint brickwork always see to

it first that the brick is dry. If you paint immediately
after heavy or driving rains or where there are leaky
roofs or cornices, from which the bricks l»ecome damp,
you run a heavy risk, as your paint will surely scale

sooner or later. If you find the wall is not in proper con-

dition for painting, call the owner's attention to It, and If

he persists in having the Job done without first remedy-
ing the defects, do It at his risk only.

The best size for new common brick that Is to be
painted Is an oil priming, as noted above. The pigment
to !.<> used In this priming may be white lead, yellow
<« licr, Venetian red, mineral brown or any other mineral

paint that may be suitable or allow succeeding coats to

cover well. No other size or material is suitable for Urst

I'oatiug exposed brick work, new or old- As to a size for

new plastered walls, we do not approve of a size direct-

ly on the plaster, but recommend a thin wash of white
lead, thinned with pure raw linseed oil and a little tur-

pentine to make It penetrate well Into the wall. Unless
the wall is very hot this will neutralize whatever caus-
ticity there may be in the plaster, and when the priming
is dry a coat of glue size may be given, which will save

several coats of paint. When a new wall la still very

hot-that Is, when the lime In the plaster has not had
an opportunity to become neutralized, it Is best to give

a wash of vinegar before priming.

A Slate Consolidation.

The Genuine Bangor Slate Company, recently Incor-

porated under New Jersey laws with a capital of

$150,000. will, it is reported, consolidate with tne Ban
gor Excelsior, American and Star companies In the Ban-

gor region, Pennsylvania, and Albion, at Pen Argyle,

controlling in all about 250,000 squares a year.

The following officers have been elected: President,

R. 8. Brown of Easton, Po., who is also president of the

Bangor Excelsior Company; vice-president, William Jay
Turner, president of the American Slate Company; secre-

tary, E. It. Armstrong, secretary of the Bangor Excelsior

Company; treasurer, M. W. Catchings, treasurer of the

American Slate Company. The new corporation will

have their main office in Easton, with branch offices at

Pittsburgh, Columbus, Kansas City and other cities to

Ik? selected In the future.
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The

The Pan-American Exposition, which Is to be held

at Buffalo, N. Y., from May to November of this year,

promises to tie one of the moat interesting and Impor-

tant expositions ever hold In this country. The enter-

prise, as its i\auie indicates, is designed to bring into

closer trade relations with tbe United States the coun-

tries of South and Central America, as well as Canada.

The exbiblte will be limited to products native to the

Western Hemisphere, tbe only exceptions to this rule

being the admission of exhibits from our new posses

alons in the South Pacific and tbe Orient. Included in

the exposition will be exhibits by the Federal Govern-

ment and *he various States of the Union, from Canada.

Mexico, tbe West Indies,,, Brazil and pyery South ami

Central American Stale, it Is confidently expected

that it will result In bringing about a better

understanding lietween tbe peoples of this con-

tinent, and thus prove a means of stimulating Interna-

tional trade. The preparations for tbe exposition that

hnve been undertaken are on a scale commensurate with

the comprehensive ideas of its promoters. The extent

of the grounds, their attractive location near Niagara

Falls, and the skill with which they have been laid out

snd adorned are supplemented by the magnitude, beauty

and number of the buildings. The principal structures

are the United States Government Building and the

buildings devoted to art. forestry and mines, agriculture,

manufactures and liberal arts, machinery and transpor-

tation, electricity, Ac. The electrical features, crowned

by the great electric tower. 375 feet high. will. It is prom-

ised, surpass all previous efforts of the kind. Nothing

appears to have been neglected that will help to make

the exposition a success, and the fact that 40,000,000

people reside within a day's Journey of Buffalo promises

a sufficiently large attendance to Insure it being a finan-

cially profitable venture.

New Y«rfc's New School Buildings.

In order to provide ndequnte accommodations for the

constantly growing school population the municipal au-

thorities of Greater New York have completed with-

in a year in the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx

six school buildings having a seating capacity of 11,680.

and have now In process of erection In the aame bor-

oughs eight new bulldlnga, costing $1,896,776. and with a

seating capacity of 14,865 pupils. In the borough of

Brooklyn there are also under way 16 new buildings with

a capacity for seating 16,800 pupils; In the borough of

(jucens there arc being built eight school houses with

n seating capacity of 5550. and in the borough of Rich

mond one school house capable of seating 2000 pupils.

Thus giving a grand totnl of in the way of new school

buildings in procress of erection in the five boroughs,

furnishing accommodations for 30,235 scholars. To these

figures must be added the Commercial High School,

which Is to cost $302,600, and furnishing accommodations

for 1500 pupils, and the Peter Cooper High School, which

with its equipment will cost $469,383 and provide accom-

modations for 236.1 pupils. In their architectural style

and the manner of construction the buildings differ ma-

terially, in the borough of Manhattan, wherever possi-

ble, the school houses take the form of the letter U. In

order to give plenty of light and ventilation to the class

rooms, and also to provide two Inner courts for each

school. The average frontage iu such cases is 150 feet,

depth, 2O0 fee', and night, five stories, with provision for

50 class rooms. The material up to tbe second story Is

limestone, above which light colored brick Is used. An

asphalted playground is located on the first floor, with

gymnasium, manual training rooms and library on the

fifth floor. Some interesting computations with re-

gard to ibe relative cost of school houses In this and

other large cities have been made by Mr. Cameron of

the Building Bureau of the Board of Education, who

finds that In spite of unfavorable conditions the school

buildings of New York have cost only 19 cents per cubic

foot, and that the fire proof structures of to-day cost little,

If any, more than those erected ten years ago.

A Compulsory Arbitration Law.
Se much has been said of late for and against conl'

pulsory arbitration of labor disputes that the recently

published report of United States Consul Dillingham, at

Auckland. New Zealand, on the operation of the com-
pulsory arbitration law In that British colony, is of more
than passing interest. At the outset the Consul ex-

presses the doubt whether the New Zealand law. which
was expressly enacted for the purpose of encouraging

industrial association and facilitating the settlement of

trade dlllicultlcs, has succeeded In accomplishing these

results, whereas Its provisions have admittedly opened
the way for some glaring abuses. The act In question

provides that any association may bring a dispute be-

fore the proper board or conciliation, and If that board
falls to effect a settlement the dispute may be referred

to the Court of Arbitration, whose award Is enforceable

In the same manner as an nwnrd of the Supreme Court,

it appears that in making its nward the Arbitration

Court has been in the habit of including therein a clause

eompelliug employers to give trade union men the

preference for employment. This Ib strongly objected to

by some of the employers' associations, and a short time

ago certain master plumbers And gas fitters In the south-

ern part of New Zealand Instituted a suit In the Supreme
Court for the purpose of testing the validity of the

i»refereocc order. The Judges decided that the Arbitra-

tion Court had a perfect right to make such award, the

Chief Justice announcing the opinion that non-unionist

workmen were altogether outside of the act and bad no
status before the courts. In other words, the non-union
workman of New Zealand baa no legal rights In respect

of employment or wages. He Is at liberty to sell his

labor If he can get an employer to ran the risk of en-

countering vexatious and expensive legal proceedings

Instituted by some union for engaging a non-union man
Instead of a unionist. Few employers, however, are
found willing to run this risk. They find It less ex-

pensive to submit to the law and employ only union
workmen, even though they be less competent thnn the

non-union men, rather than to fight the matter In the

courts. In theory, as the Consul observes, the employer
need only employ the union man If he be equally capa-
ble, but as the proof of tbe equal capability involves a
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law suit, the theory does not work out well in practice.

Aa a matter of fact, experience has proved that the New
Zealand arbitration law has not prevented abuses, and

it la generally deemed capable of considerable Improve-

ment and amendment in order to make it equitable for

both employers and employees.

Convention of Brick Manufacturers.

According to programme, the fifteenth annual con-

vention of the National Brick Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation was held at Old Point Comfort, Va., February

13 to 16, the meeting being one of the moat successful

in the way of attendance and Interest developed in the

history of the association. Owing to the number of

points of Interest in and about Fortress Monroe the visit-

lug members spent a considerable portion of the time

in making short trips, which were greatly enjoyed by

the many ladles present.

In carrying out the regular order of business the first

thing was the annual address of the president, which

was well received, and the report of the treasurer, show-

ing a substantial balance on hand.

The next business was the election of officers for the

ensuing year, which resulted In the selection of the

following: President. \V. U. Hunt of Cleveland. Ohio;

drat vice-president, C. A. Blootnfleld of New York; sec-

ond vice-president, James A. Davis of New Haven,

Conn.; third vice-president. C. H. Yohe of Alexandria,

Va.; secretary, T. A. Randall of Indianapolis, Ind.. and
treasurer, J. W. Slpley of Birmingham. Ala.

During the various sessions of the convention a num-
ber of interesting papers were presented, foUowed by a

discussion In which the members generally participated.

Brick pavements was a topic with which many papers

had to do, while among others may be mentioned " Busi-

ness Methods In Brick Making," by George H. Albertson;
•' Twentieth Century Brick Making," by W. S. Ravens-

craft, and " Fire Clay and Fire Brick Manufacture of To-

day," by I^emon Carter. Probably the most interesting

paper from the standpoint of the readers of this Journal

was that by Mr. James Bluckull. entitled " How to Reach

the Architects." Accord. ug to niui the best way to incite

people to use more bricks is to bring to their attention

the fact that bricks are used well; he suggesting that

the goods be presented to the architect not in their least

attractive light—in the shape of sample bricks—but In

the shape of photographs of executed work, and as the

architects moat desirable to reach are usually very

busy men the speaker urged his bearers to show their

buildings through their chosen mediums, and above all

things, when photographs of executed work are wanted,

secure an artist to make them. " Don't imagine," be

said, " that an architect or owner will be Interested in

photographs simply because a camera has shot itself

off against a brick wall, but choose a brick wall which

Is an Integral part of a successful building; which is

coupled with an attractive design and has the appear-

ance of being well built. Present that with a few facts

as to cost, condition of the market, &c, and you will

not lack a ready listener."

One of the Important features of the convention was

the usual association banquet, held In the dining room

of the Hotel Chamberlain, and at which a number of

toasts were proposed and responses made.

Some Interesting experiments have lately been made
by the Tarls fire brigade with the view of ascertaining

what building materials offer the greatest resistance

to fire. A square building made of armored cement was
built and provided with three doors. One of these was
of Iron, the second of uon-lgultable wood, and the third

of glass cast on a certain metal. The building was then

set on tire. It was found that the armored cement of-

fered complete resistance to the flames, as also did

the door faced with glass. It took an hour to burn the

wooden door, but the door of Iron was quickly warped,

and cases of wood placed 3 yards behind It were de-

stroyed br the fire.

A Novel Church Building.

A rather novel scheme of church design Is about being

carried out by the Episcopal Church of the Archangel, in

the upper part of New York City, at the Junction of St.

Nicholas and Niuth avenues. The Idea Is to combine on
the same plot of ground and under one roof a church
and guild house. The front of the building will be five

stories in hight, with a projecting Gothic porch, suggest-

ive of the combined uses which the structure Is designed
to serve. Back of this building will be the body of the

church, with ample provisions for light and air. The
material used will be washed brick with limestone trim-

mings, the interior of the church proper being finished

with brick, having plastered panels, and with wood. The
roof will be of slate, supported by open frame work,
traced and finished from below.

In the basement will be the living rooms of the Jani-

tor, heating plant, gymnasium, several club rooms and
a ball having a seating capacity of 400 people. On the

first floor will be the mala entrance to the church Itself,

the offices of the building and all Its several under-

takings, private and public hallways, and back of these

the auditorium of the church Itself, seating about 700
peopla On the second floor will be rooms for tbe rector

and his family, and on the third floor three bedrooms
and two large rooms, one measuring 10 x 18 feet and the
other IS x 23 feet. The latter two can be thrown to-

gether, forming one large room for social purposes.

A Novel Co-operative Scheme.

A novel co-operative experiment which was proposed
a year ago In Boston Is now about to be put to a practi-

cal test. It Is confined to members of labor unions and
alms to provide work for them when they are out of
regular employment. The scheme Is that those who are

out of work shall put In their time at their trade In con-

structing and fitting up buildings needed by the workers
at large. They are to receive labor checks in payment,
and these checks are to be " convertible into any form
of goods which the property or the organization may
ultimately represent."

Apparently capital must be provided first to buy the

land and material. If this is done and If the labor

checks are accepted even moderately among dealers, the

plan may be feasible. It has good backing among some
men of experience, and it Is said that a society has al-

ready asked to have a building put up for Its use for

which it will take a permanent lease at a rate sufficient

to yield 6 per cent, on the cost, and that a department
store has offered to take labor checks at their face value
for goods up to $10,000.

Officers of House Painters' Association.

At the seventeenth annual convention of the National

Association of Master House Painters and Decorators

of the United States, held In Buffalo, N. Y., February
10, 20 and 21, the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Alexander T. Grant. Providence, R. I.; vice-presi-

dent, R. T. Miller. Pennsylvania; secretary and treas-

urer, W. E. Wall, Summerville, Mass.

Tbe chairman of the Committee on Publicity and
Promotion of the Architectural League of America has
recently issued tbe proceedings of the second annual
convention of tbo league, held In the Art Institute, Chi-

cago, on June 7. 8 and i) of last year. The proceedings
make a volume or over 150 pages and give in addition

a list of the officers and committees of the Architectural

league for UKMM'JOl, together with a synopsis made by
the secretary of the reports of the various clubs for the

year ending June tl, 1£W0. The dubs reporting are those

in Cleveland, Chicago, Cincinnati, Detroit, Now York,

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh. St. Louis, Toronto, Washing-
tun, and tho Architects' Club of the University of Illi-

nois, at I rhaua. that State. Some very interesting pa-

pers are to be found in the proceedings, and tho volume
cannot fail to prove a very desirable addition to an
architect's library.
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A WINTER HOME AT SOUTHERN PINES, N. C.

THE desire of many Northern people to reside In the
South for a portion at leaat of the disagreeable

winter months is becoming bo prevalent as to result In

the building by them of a number of attractive homes
which are to be found scattered through those sections

where the climate Is most beneficial and healthful. This
Is particularly true of the plney regions of the Carolines,

where high altitudes In combination with the healing

qualities of the resinous pine have caused many mem-
bers of New York society to locate their winter homes.
In this connection It Is interesting to note the new resi-

dence just completed for E. M. Pulton of New York City,

at Southern Pines, a winter resort In the long leaf pine

and sandhill region of North Carolina. A front and rear

view of the house form the basis of our supplemental
plate this month, while the plans, elevations and details

here presented show the arrangement of the rooms and
tun general construction employed. The building Is Co-

All inside floors are double, the sub-floor being of sur-

faced % x 6 Inch sheathing, while the finished floors are

of No. 1 pine flooring % x 2% Inch face, laid over one
thickness of deafening felt The floors In the principal

rooms and hall are hand smoothed, scraped and sand
papered, then waxed and polished with a weighted
brush. The bathroom floors have three coats of water
proof floor paint All Interior finish Is selected Southern
bright pine, hand smoothed, scraped and sand papered
before; It Is put up. The hall, parlor and dinging room
are wainscoted 3 feet 6 inches high, with worked wain-

scoting cap and base. The main hall has paneled beams
overhead, and the hall and parlor have paneled pilasters

above the mantels, with beam and quarter circle as ceil-

ing. The library is fitted with open bookcases, having
removable shelves. The first floor rooms and hall have
open fire places with mantels of brick and terra cotta.

The parlor is finished In five coats of white enamel. The

Front Election.—Scale. 3-3i Inch to the Foot.
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lonial in its style of architecture, and occupies a prom-

inent position on a ridge overlooking the town.

The foundations are laid up with hard burned brick In

cement mortar, while all exposed walls and chimney tops

are of selected hard burned brick of uniform color, laid

In red mortar. The basement except the servants'

rooms, is paved with concrete, the servants' rooms hav-

ing wood floors. The framing timbers are of Southern

long leaf pine, the sills and girders being 0 x 10 Inches,

the Joist 2 x 10 Inches aud the studding 2x4 Inches,

placed 16 Inches on centers. The rafters are 2x4 inches,

placed 2 feet on centers, and the collar beams l^xt
Inches. The frame Is of the usual balloon construction,

with side walls ami roof covered with %-lnch surfaced

pine sheathing put on diagonally, closely driven up and

strongly face ualled. On this Is placed water proof

sheathing paper, which In turn Is covered with first qual-

ity resawed pine weather boarding laid 4>i Inches to the

weather. All wenther boarding Is mltered at the corners,

no corner casings being used. The roof Is covered with

first quality 4 x 10 heart cypress shingles, laid & Inches to

the weather, the same quality of shingles being also used

for the gables. The outside finish lumber Is No. 1 heart

pine, except the outside turned work, which is heart yel-

low poplar. The balconies are covered with Merchant's

roofing tin, with slat floors on top constructed of % x 1%
inch stripe placed Inch apart

hall, dining room, library and den are treated with Har-

rison Brothers & Co.'s Interior decorative stains, and fin-

ished in oue coat of liquid filler and Uiree coats of var-

nish, the last coat being rubbed to an eggshell gloss. The
bedrooms, bathrooms, dressing rooms, &c, are painted

three coats flat white. The kitchen is wainscoted 3 feet

0 Inches high, and the bathrooms 5 feet high. AU apart-

ments not wainscoted have molded base with cap and
shoe. The bedrooms have wood mantels with tile hearths

and facings.

Each bathroom Is provided with a 4^4-foot porcelain

enameled tub, with 3-Inch enameled roll rim, compres-
sion valves with brass supply pipes and Imperial bath
waste. The fittings arc polished and nickel plated. The
closets are of the plain siphon Jet type, with cabinet fin-

ished onk seat and cover, and oak siphon tank. The
brackets, chain and pull are nickel plated, as well as the

supply and flush pipes. There are also Standard open
lavatories 20 x 30 Inches, countersunk marble slab, hav-

ing 10-lncb back and 15 x 10 Inch oval basins. The bath-

room fixtures, laundry tuba In the basement &c, were
made by the Standard .Mfg. Company of Baltimore. Md.

The exterior of the building Is painted three coats of
Dayton's ready made colors In pure linseed oil, the color

used being Colonial gray with white trimmings. The
tin work has three coats of mineral paint The plaster-

ing throughout is two-coat work, the ceilings being
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tinted In water colors and stippled. The aide walla are

papered with imported material in Colonial designs.

The house is provided with all the modern conven-
iences. Including electric bells, speaking tubes, electric

lighting, &c. The heating Is by hot water from a No. 1

Mercer sectional hot water boiler made by the H. U.

Smith Company, Westfleld. Mass.

building, which will be erected In West Thirty-flm

street, from plans prepared by Israels & Harder of this

city.
^

German Labor Law Decision.

An interesting decision rendered by the Supreme
Court of Germany, affecting the right of workmen to aid

strikers, has been reported to the State Department by
Consul-General Guenther at Frankfurt. While not deal-

ing directly with the building trades the principle In-

volved has a bearing upon It. Twenty molders of an Iron

foundry refused to finish some models which had come

HllHe Showing nights of Olllngi.-

Sralr, J« Inch to the Foot.

Blo> (Right) Election.—Seal*. S-W Inch to the Foot.

.4 WinUr Horn* at Souttim Pinr*, .V. 0.

The residence here shown was erected In accordance

with plans prepared by Barrett & Thomson of 115%
Fayettevllle street, Raleigh, N. C.

Thk plan* have recently been prepared for a seven-

story brick and lime stone elevator apartment house, to

be erected In 110th street, near St. Nicholas avenue, New
York City, which was designed by Architects Neville and

Bagge. and which will accommodate 37 families, and will

have two bnchelor apartments. The cost of construction

is placed at S'JOO.OOO. Among other Improvements con-

templated is a ten-story brick nnd terra cotta mercantile

from a foundry where there was a strike. They were
discharged without the usual notice and their employer
brought suit for damages. The court rendered judgment
In his favor for 2034 marks, holding the defendants joint-

ly and separately liable.

The decree was confirmed upon an appeal to the Su-
preme Court, which held that the defendants had been
guilty of breach of contract. It was held, further, that
the law cannot expect the employer to yield to the un-
lawful refusal of his employee* and that the defendants
acted in premeditated concert, with a malicious purpose
to Injure the plaintiff.

by Go
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Camphor Wood.

The camphor wood boxes brought from China and

the Bast arc well known for their strong preservative

odor and found useful for keeping away moths from

and furs. The China and Japan camphor
nnamomum camphora). Camphora offlcinorum,

belongs to the laurel family, but that of Sumatra and

Borneo Is the Dryobalanopt aromatica. Even the leaves

,aud fruit smell of cam-

phor. In Sumatra this

tree is abundantly met
with on the west coast,

chiefly In tho extensive

bush, bur seldom in

places more than 1000

feot above the level of

the sea. The in* is

6tralght. extraordinarily

tall, and has a gigantic

crown whirl] ofton

overtops the other

woody plants by 100

feet or so. The stem Is

I
sometimes L>0 feet thick.

I The barue camphor Iq

this Island Is the most
esteemed of any, and
It Is for 'his drug, ob-

tained in but small
<iujintlticy-seld.i:ii more
than i»j pouud to a

treo—that It is ruth-

lessly destroyed. The
tree, when felled. Is dt-

cablnets are then made of It, and It Is also turned Into

platters and washing basins. Only a small portion of

the vast camphor forest of Formosa has been reclaimed

from its wild Inhabitants, and this consists of fine

tall trees, the growth of ages. When a tree la felled,

the finest part of the wood Is sawn Into

rest chopped small and boiled down for the

Camphor wood (D. aromatico) grows In abundance In

the mountains of Santerborg, Marang. Snnda, and
Sugary Water. Borneo. Its girth reaches 17 or 18 feet

aud the stem ofteL

attains the bight Ol

00 or 100 feet to tho

first brauehes. The
wood contains a
quantity of oil, la

tough, durable, and

owing b> Its Btrong

scent withstands the

attack* of the worm,

bo destructive In

those seas, ilence It

is much valued for

shipbuilding. Ittakes

metal fastenings

well from being

oily, and Iron has

found not

so liable to rust in

It. i

.4 Winter at Sauthrrtt IHnft, .V. C.—Hvor rUn$.-SraU, 1-10 Inch to tht Foot.

^vlded Into small pieces, and these are afterward split,

upon which the camphor, which Is found In hollows or
crevices In the body of the tree, and above all in knots

or swellings of branches from the trunks, becomes vis-

ible in the form of granules or grains. An essential

oil also exudes from the treo In cutting, which Is some-
times collected, but Is scarcely remunerative. On the
west coast of Formosa there are forests of
wood, and a great deal of crude camphor Is

thence to Amoy and other Chinese porta Large
titles of the wood are sawn Into planks. Tables and

Finishing White
and Yellow Pine.

One of the best,

though perhaps not

the cheapest. way
to finish white pine

Is to sec that the

work Is well sand-

papered with the

grain, then thorough-

ly dusted. Give It

at least one coat of white shellac varnish and one

coat of inside varnish. Should this prove to be too ex-

pensive, substitute liquid filler for the shellac. For hard

or yellow pine finish apply one coat of orange shellac

varnish and one or two coats light hard oil finish, or

omit the shellac and apply bard finish instead. A filler

is not required for this wood. In every Instance, bow-
ever, whether shellac varnish, liquid filler or hard oil

finish Is used, care must be taken that the first coat
Is thoroughly dry and hard before applying the suc-

ceeding coat, or the latter is liable to sink In, causing
lack of luster.
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Vertical Section through

Window Head.

Ih-'iul ill Window Jamb.

T

Detail of Molding Aerom Detail or Window Stool an d

Kill.

-Scale, Inches to the Scale. IK lnche«io the Foot.
K,.o!

Detail of Main Cornice.-

I Scale. !H Iscbea to tbe
Foot.

Detail of Base Mold and
Bottom Book Shelf.—

Scale, S Inchen to the
Corner of Book Shelf.

—Scale, 3 Inche« to

tbe Foot.

Head Casing for Entrance
Door.- Scale. IV( Inches

to the Foot
t>etaii of Transom Bar for

Doom on Second Floor.—
Scale. .1 Inchen to the
Foot.

Cornice for Built-in Book Shelve*.—Scale, :t

Inches to the Foot.
F.lcration of Press Brick Mantel in Hull anil Parlor.-Scale. «, Inch to the

Foot.
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Finishing Hard Wood Floors.

April. 1901

So much of the beauty of a bard wood floor depends

upou tbe cnre with wbicb it la finished that the follow-

ing suggest ions, taken from a recent Issue of tbe Paint-

ers' Magazine, cannot fail to Interest many of our read-

ers : In all cases see that tbe floor Is clean, well planed

and dry. and then put on a coat of three parts boiled

oil. one part turpentine and one part Japan, wbicb may
be colored. If desirable, with such coloring matter as

will give tbe proper effect, but only enough coloring

should be given to produce a stain, not a paint, so aa to

permit the grain of the wood to appear. When this is

dry. apply a coat of paste filler, also colored, when de-

Blrable, thinned with turpentine, and remove the surplus

before it sets too hard, by wiping across the grain. When
dry, rub smooth with sand paper and putty up with

putty of the proper color and hardness.

So far this method should be followed, no matter

what finish is desired, whether the floor Is to be waxed
or varnished. If It Is to be varnished, one coat at least

of shellac varnish is given, followed by more coats of

shellac or good hard drying floor varnish, according to

choice. The gloss of the varnish may be dulled by moss-

ing or hairing with pumic and oil.

When a floor Is to be waxed the wax may be applied

directly over the filler, or over an Intervening coat of

shellac varnish with a brush and polished with a large

brush especially adapted to tbe purpose. Tbe floor

wax is prepared by melting In a water bath pure yellow

for fairness aud candor, and a determination to reach

fair conclusions. It Is tbe opinion of the commissioners

that these conditions can best be met through tbe medium
of industrial agreements by which all disputes shall be

roferred to boards of conciliation and arbitration, made
up In part of employers and In part of employees. This

system has proved very satisfactory in England, and
in this country many employers either Individually or

Kle ration of Front lk«* ami Side UghU».-8cale, H
to the Fool.

r--- =

H

0

9
o

Elevation of Cupboard in Butler's Pantry.

-

8e*le. H Inch to the Foot.

Comtrwtirt

Detail of Counter Shelf for Cupboard. Detail of Cornice for Cupboard.

8oale, S I

of Winter Home « .V. r.

beeswax and turpentine, but good
are offered ready made by
When the floor Is fairly smooth and tbe wood of close

grain the paste filler may be dispensed with, but a coat

of shellac varnish should be given, whether the floor

be waxed or varnished.

Arbitration.

In their report to tbe Legislature the commissioners

of the Now York State Board of Mediation and Arbitra-

tion state that their experience leads to the conviction

that two of the most common causes of strikes are un-

willingness on the part of employers to recognize trades

unions and a lack of cordiality on the part of employers

toward their employees.

Workingmen believe that a union of Individual inter-

ests Is necessary unless they are to remain at a decided

disadvantage in their demands for what they consider

their rights. To be successful both sides must meet on

basis at short range, imbued with a desire

method of se-

curing industrial peace.

During the past year there were 547 strikes and lock-

outs, the greatest number of any year since the creation

of the board, but in reality fewer serious or disastrous

labor troubles than usual. The board gave attention to

25 disturbances and in most cases tbe strikers gained

all or at least a portion of that for which they contended.

Of the more Important strikes during the year tbe report

gives in detail the correspondence and action taken in

16 as indicating the nature and scope of tbe work per-

formed by the board.

TnE contracts have Just been awarded for the erec-

tion at Englewood, N. J., of the First Church of Christ,

Scientist, tbe structure to cover an area of S3 x 76 feet

and have a seating capneity of 120 people. The Sunday
school room will be provided on the second floor, over the

reading rooms. Tbe building will be entirely of wood,
the exterior being shingled. The design is In the Gothic
style of architecture.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XVI.
(mcokd iiiiih.)

By Fred. T. Hodgson.

BESIDK8 the chucks and other devices and attach-

ments, illustrated and explained In these papers,

there are many others, among which niay be mentioned

the elliptical cutter, the epicycloidal cutter and Plant's

geometric chuck. The ellipse cutter differs from the

elliptical chuck In so much that the cutter possesses two

motions, one on its own axis and another In an elliptical

orbit, qualities that give It some advantages over the

ordinary elliptical chuck. It may be applied to the ornn-

mentation of cylindrical surfaces or to flat ones, or to

disks attached to the face plate of the lathe, and In

either case it niny lie employed for the formation of

Hue geometric designs and One line tracery. This cutter

has been treated by more titan one author, but generally

in a misty way, or In such a manner that the subject

was left in a rather haay state, until taken up by Mr.

Kvnns In bis " Ornamental Turning." to which I am
largely Indebted for the following description and Illus-

tration of the device. In the making of an ellipse cutter

enre is one of the. chief factors required, as the tine

capabilities of the machiue are largely dependent on

attention to details and excellence of workmanship. The
name given to this machine may lead some to think

that it is only capable of cutting figures of elliptical

form, but of varying proportion*. This, however, Is not

Flea. 101 an J HM -Section ami Elevation of Face Plate.

l>e fitted to within uliont a full ih of an Inch <if i ho

terminal point; the metal plate then heated to cause
expansion, when the hushing can lie more easily driven

home to its place, and when cold the contraction of the

metal will render it perfectly tight. The next thing to

do will be to bore out the hole perfectly true and smooth.
The hollow to allow the oil to pass In is seen in Fig.

103, aud Is simply a small concave cut made with a rat

tall tile.

A very carefully made chuck Is now required to ac-

curately fit the steel bushing, and upon this the external

of the metal plate are turned perfectly true to the bear-

ing. It will he obvious that upon tlie truth of this fit-

ting mainly depends the ultimate working of the whole
instrument. The steel stem or sleeve is shown in Fig.

104. This has an enlarged collar at the front. A, the face

of which forms a surface against which the face of the

steel bushing hears, the front B being accurately fitted

iuto the bushing aud ground up together to run smooth-
ly. Before turning ami fitting the stem it must be bored
throughout its entire length as shown, leaving the halo

Fig. us.- St.- 1 Buahlng to go Inside of Face Plate

Fig. 104.—Sleere with Flange and Siqrport.

Fig. lOf.-Stem or Damlrel.

The Art of Wood Turning.

the case, as the powers of the Instrument ore largely

Increased by the addition of two extra wheels of 24 and
28 teeth respectively, and here begins our Introduction

to looped figures. The Instrument as now made, of the

latest and most complete form, consists of two parts—

namely, the means of producing tlie ellipse and that

also of correcting the angular aberration arising from
the alteration of the eccentricities, &c. The first part

Is composed of a gun metal plate. Fig. 102. This, it

will be seen, has a projecting boss on the back, the

dimensions being full size : further reference In this

respect will not be necessary. The plate Is first roughed

out all over. It is most important to see that the cast-

ing is |MTfectly clear and free from flaws and blow holes,

as it has to be drilled ami worked all over its surface.

The excellence of Mils plate assured. It must be carefully

turned out at the center to the diameter shown, which
is for the purjMisc of receiving a hardened steel hushing,

which must l>u made to fit tight nnd which must lie

driven Into Its place firmly. The hole in the metnl plate

must be made to slightly taper, as also must the internal

aperture of the hushing. The bnck face A, Fig. 103,

should have a small semicircular groove made In it, as

at A, for the greater convenience of lubricating the

hearing. When in its place the face of the bushing

should just project beyond that of the boss on the plate.

RBt] he quite flush at the front— that is. at the bottom of

the recess B. Fig. 101. the bushing being now hardened

and so left. It is not necessary to temper It: in fact, the

harder it Is without Is-lnc tempered the belter. It should

slightly taper, which can be effected by using a suitable

tool specially made for the purpose. Through this sleeve

passes tho spindle, Fig. 105. This, It will be noticed,

also has an extended flange at the front end. which la

for the purpose of forming a face bearing for a wheel
of 48 teeth, which has to be attached to It by a screw
counter snuk into tho face of the wheel. The opposite

extremity of the spindle must pass through the sleeve to

the extent of the thickness of the metal support. Figs.

100 nnd 107. nnd that of the worm wheel, Indicated in

the illustrations. The elevation, Fig. 107. must be bo made
that when tho radius of the wheel Is allowed for these

there will be Just room for the tangent screw to work
and the top bearing to be fixed thereto. It will be seen
that the projecting end of tlx' spindle is tapped to re-

ceive a screw, while the worm wheel is made hexagon in

the hole and the spindle fixed to fit It. ThlB will require

careful fitting, and, when completed. !>oth the wheel and
the spindle must lie clearly marked, in order that the
wheel may always lie returned to the same place, and
It must lie turned thereon and the worm cut also to

insure accuracy. This part may be completed so far
while In hand. The wheel must have 150 teeth, and, iu

like manner to all such wheels, must lie cut with a single

tooth cutter and finished with a master tap suitable for

the purtMise. The upright projection or support must
be drilled carefully through at the center of tho di-

ameter of tho spindle when the screw Is well down In

the thread of the worm wheel, which must be done after

the top liearing. Figs. 100 and 107, Is In its place. The
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lower ends of the frame thus formed may be left square,

ns shown In Fig. IOC, or countersunk to a cone, if the

sleeve. Fig. 104, bos been left long enough to center.

The latter is, perhaps, more work, but It has the

advantage of increased power of adjustment In case of

wear, which is an important item. When this and the

spindle are so far fitted. It will be seen that the bearings

exist between tbc back face of the flange A of the

spindle, Fig. 105 and that of the wheel against the face

of the vertical projection. Figs. 106 and 107, and re-

volves between the support and the metal plate, Fig.

102, which It must do freely, but without the least undue
shake or vibration. The 48 toothed wheel Is fitted

against the short projection B. Fig. 105, and must be

provided with a steady Join to assure lta permanent
position and lta bettor security.

Having thus got the main plate, spindle and stem
combined with the worm wheel and tangent screw to

work, considerable progress has been made, and our at-

tention muat be given to the various parts which form
the front of the instrument, and from which the re-

quired movement that produces the different figures Is

obtained. As It will be necessary to employ the plate

In revolution during our progress, It will be better now
to fit up the plate with a pulley. P, Fig. 119, which for

lightness should be made of wood, and Is attached to

the plate by two steel screws

countersunk Into the front face

of the plate, as shown In Fig. 102.

We pass on now to the metal

flange. Fig. 108. This must be of

gun metal, and considerable

care must be given to the

flange. The screw and bearing must be put together as

shown in Fig. 111. The screw, although this Is not

absolutely necessary, should bo made 10 threads to the

Inch, which will be the same as that in the eccentric

cutter. The small bearing A Is made of metal and fits

against a shoulder of the screw. A small metal collar.

B, Is then fitted, and a pin placed across It to retain it

In its place, so that the real bearing is betweeu the two
faces of the collar and the shoulder. It must now be

got into Its place, which is on the front plate, crossing

beneath a flange, and to do this a bole, B. Fig. 102, Is

drilled In such a position as to receive the pin of the

bearing, A. Fig. 111. A screw from the under side of

the plate again holds this in Its place: but, instead of be-

ing rigidly held, it has a slight movement created by
the action of the main screw. In order that the flange

for any of its required purposes may be set over from

the center, the extreme end of the screw is provided

with a square. F. in order that It may be adjusted with

a key or wrench.

The next thing to do will be to provide the nut in

which the screw is to operate. The whole of the front

part, moving on a curve as It does, from the center of

the stud In bole A, Fig. 108, It Is preferable that the

nut also be accommodated with the facility for a slight

circular movement. It is made with a round pin. I), at-

Fi(t« 1M and 107.-Section ami YAr

ration of Mrlal Support ami
FlS*. II*

Kl* 1H>. - Metal Hlud
for Vm In Conms-Won
with tlw Fa<v Plate.

Fiic 111 -Adju-Kuur

an<l Elevation

Thr Art >/ H*«W '/Whim./.
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pattern. Ilavlng secured a good clean casting, a

hole must be bored through the center of the boss,

but of less dimensions than ultimately required, as

the final turning out of the part must be done when It

is mounted In its place and the zero on the gauge de-

cided. A steel stud must now be fitted to the plate.

This is fitted in a hole, as shown at C. Figa. 101 and

102, and held securely by a screw at the back, which la

tapped Into the stud. Diametrically opposite to the stud

on tt:e face plate a metal Jiock, V, Is securely attached

by two screws at tho back. When thus fixed the two

curves of the block, concave and convex, shown also at

C and I), Fig. 112, must be carefully turned from C. Fig.

101. as center, as it is upon the stud that the principal

movement of the flange takes place when In use. The

stud is shown In Fig. 110. The flange. Fig. 108, must

now be bored at A to accurately fit the stud. Fig. 110, at

B, and from tnis point as center tbc recess A, Fig. 109.

must be turned. Now it is upon this block and the shoul-

der of the stud that the flange rests and works. The

stud is tnado ns shown at Fig. 110, A being the fitting

upon which the change wheels revolve. B that which

received the plain fitting of the flange, as previously re-

ferred to. When the flange is thus fitted, and likewise

the screw which retains the same In the stud, a slot, B.

described from tho same center, must be got out. This

U shown in Fig. 10S, at C, and Is for the purpose of

allowing Hip flange to be set over from the center of

face plate, for reasons that will bo fully shown. And

when so adjusted it Is fixed by a milled head screw pass-

ing through the metal block at A. Fig. 112.

We have now the required movement, but for the

greater accuracy of its adjustment a short main screw

is fitted and passes under the top or wide end of the

Inched to it. as seen in Fig. 111. which passes up from
the under side of the flange, Fig. 108, into the hole II, to

which It must be very carefully fitted. The top edge
of the flange Is divided to an accurate scale from 0 to

40, and read from a zero Hue on the fixed block shown
in Fig. 112.

The worm wheel at the rear, which has 150 teeth, is

divided Into 75 equal parts, and figured at every live—
namely, 5, 10, 15, 20, and throughout Its circumference,

while tho head of the main screw, B, Fig. Ill, Is divided

into four equal parts. As we proceed we will explain

the necessity for the aperture J, Fig. 108, which admits
of the teeth of the two wheels when geared together
being seen. Having these parts so far completed, the
instrument must be very carefully put together, and
from Its own bearings the whole of the first part must
lie fitted up. To readily admit of this the stem must
be placed In the slide rest and so arranged that the
face of the Instrument is toward the poppet head, and
then with a keen boring tool the center aperture of the
flange. Fig. 108, must be turned out. the revolution being
obtained by a band from the overhead motion. Great
care, must be exercised during this operation, and it

must be seen that the two zeros actually agree, for the
reason that If the flange be moved by the screw to any
degree of eccentricity, when returned to the original
point, it must rotate with accurate precision concen-
trically, failing which no perfect work can be executed.
When the hole is thus turned It Is fitted with a steel
bushing, having a cone turned into Its front, B, Fig. 109.
This must be hardened and driven In In the same way
as tho one in Fig. 102. Previous to hardening a small
bole must be drilled through to agree with that marked
F, Fig. 100, when It Is linnlly borne to Its position. The
completed instrument, or at least the front portion of It,

which consists of tho eccentric cutter, is. In point of
principle, a counterpart of the device usually employed
for eccentric turning.
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COMPETITION IN $2000 FRAME HOUSES.
FIRST-PRIZE DESIGN.

THE committee having In charge the drawings submit-
ted In the competition for $2000 frame houses, an-

nounced in our Issue for December last, having completod
Its duties, we take this occasion to lay the main features

of Its report before our readers for their consideration.

The Invitation extended to our friends at the time named
met with a most gratifying response from architects
scattered over an area of the country bounded by Col-
orado on the west and the Gutf of Mexico on the south,

thus clearly Indicating the widespread Interest which
the competition developed. In fact, it may not be out of
place to state that the character of the work submitted
showed a marked improvement as compared wltb that

Another requirewent was that each set of drawings

should be accompanied by a brief specification outlining

the construction of the building, with an Indication of

the materials to lie employed. A call was also made for

an estimate under the heads of " Excavation." " Mason
Work," "Carpentry Work," "Plastering," "Painting,"

and " Tinners' Work," the latter to cover the plumbing.

If any. This estimate was to show the cost In detail of

each of these portions of the structure, ai well as the

aggregate cost. Each estimate was to be accompanied
by a certificate fram some responsible builder to the ef-

fect that be would be willing to erect the bouse Indicated

by the drawings and specifications for the sum named

Fir*t Fliior.

Scale. ! Ifl Inch to the Foot

of earlier contests, all of which goes to show the edu-

cational nature of the competitions which have been

carried on under the auspices of Carpentry and Building.

As might naturally be supposed in a matter of this kind

the efforts submitted varied In a marked degree, running

all the way from the extremely plain and unpretentious

cottage to the more elaborate dwelling embodying indi-

viduality of design and architectural merit to an extent

which would cause even a layman in building affairs to

question the possibility of its being faithfully constructed

at a cost within the limitations prescribed by the present

contest.

In order to Impartially discbarge the duties Imposed

upon them the members of the commltttee found by
roference to the conditions published in the December
Issue that there were several items with each of which
It was necessary the drawings should comply before tboy

could properly be considered. These requirements in-

cluded a front elevation, one side elevation, foundation

or cellar plan, first and second floor plans, and a selection

of details, Including both exterior and Interior finish.

Ctl.UJUlHtM in %mo Fr.uar Route*.— Pint t'rUr thtign.—Vhtrlrt W.

Smith, Arvhiltet, Walrrrlirl, .V.
f.

In the estimate. Finally, it was required that each set

of drawings should be submitted under a nom de plume

or designation, which also should be placed upon a

sealed envelope containing the real name and address

of the author.

Notwithstanding the fact that these requirements were

stated In the most explicit terms there were a number of

Bets of drawings which failed to meet the conditions, and

the committee had no alternative but to consider them as

at once out of the contest. In many Instances the name
and address of the author appeared on the drawings In-

stead of in a sealed envelope, clearly indicating by whom
they wero prepared; In others the detailed estimate of

cost was lacking, the figures for the different classes of

work being given In a lump sum, Instead of under the

headings, as called for by the published conditions. This

Is greatly to be regretted, as the committee report that

there were several designs fairly entitled to careful con-

sideration, bad It not been for the omission of the esti-

mate of cost in detail. In one instance there wero no

exterior details, while those for the Interior consisted

solely of an elevation and section of the main stairs.

A point upon which the committee dwells at consider-

able length is the elaborate character of many of the

designs, and the evident desire on the part of the authors

to include pretty much everything one would expect to

find ina residence fitted with all the latest improvements.
This seems to be a rather natural fault of designers In
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bOOM competition*, if f ti ul t It may bo called, for the same While In every Instance estimates were acccompanled
tendency bas been observed In practically every contest by builders' certificates, the committee were compelled

we have conducted, where the question of cost was n to regard those given In connection with the more elabo-

prlrae factor. It evidently crows out of the Idea that rate designs, and which obviously were excessive as to
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Irrespective of well dellned limitations of cost, the design

which embodies the greatest numl^r of meritorious fea-

tures architecturally considered will be the one so uring

the prize.

COUt, a* largely in the nature of a favor to the architect

liy the builder, WbO fell sure be %v • >i 1 • I never Ue called

upon to execute the work.

Tbo report of Hie Committee »hows that under the

t
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tonus of the contest the. first prize, of $100, is awarded
to the design submitted by Charles W. Smith of 15C7

Second avenue. Watervllet, N. Y.; the second prize, of

$00. to the design of John P. Kingston, 518 Main street.

Worcester, Mass., and the third prize, of $40. to the de-

sign of Louis Falk of 2780 Third avenue. New York
City.

Although not entitled to a prize, there were several

designs which, in the estimation of the committee, are
worthy of special mention, and may, in due course, be
published In these columns. Concerning these the re-

port says: "The design contributed under the now
de plume of ' Buzz * works up with beveled ceil-

ings In front and roar rooms; the large hall Is

a very neat feature, and the elevation would work
and paint up very prettily. The author, however, has
made no provision for lighting either by gas piping or
by wiring for electricity. His estimate of cost Is also

lacking In detail. The design of ' Battle ' shows quite
a broken up roof, which kind of work on a house adds
considerably to the cost. The plan gives good rooms;
the plumbing fixtures throughout are of the best, the
piping being nickel plated brass; the sink is of slate,

and there is a white porcelain lined bathtub. This
extra fine plumbing Is costly, however, and adds quickly
to the cost of the building. The foundation is exceed-
ingly heavy for a small house, being 24 Inches at the
bottom and built to taper to an 18-Inch wall at the top,

all of which contributes largely to the cost. ' Emanon

"

has a well planned house with combination front and
rear stairs, a nice reception hall and vestibule entrance.
All the bedrooms have straight ceilings and a good attic

which could be finished out to make additional rooms.
The cellar, being divided off by brick walls, Is a good
feature In several ways, chiefly because it prevents the
settling of the building In the center, a very common
occurrence in structure* supported by piers, unless they
are exceedingly heavy. The plan makes a very dressy
house, having clean lines and details, and by the speci-

fications, what little there Is of them, we Infer that the
Inside finish Is In harmony with the exterior. The author
has specified real bronze for the hardware trimmings,
which add greatly to the appearance of the Interior, as
well as to the cost of the house. No furnace, gas or
electric lighting are shown or mentioned, while from the
plumbers' estimate, given In the prices accompanying
the drawings, it Is evident he has not Intended to in-
clude heating, lighting or draining. The single flue

would hardly seem sufficient for the entire bouse. A
very complete design Is that by ' Bob.* the house having
a very good finish throughout A novel feature Is found
In the construction at the line of the water table. The
foundation does not extend up under the floor beams, aa
Is generally the custom, but the sill Is placed Just above
the grade line, with the outside studding resting di-
rectly on It, and Just above a ribbon strip la cut in for
the support of the first floor beams. This has evidently
been done to reduce the expense of the mason work,
which would run Into more money than the extra car-
pentry work. Ills drawings show heating plans and
diagram of gas piping for the house, all being In the
most complete form. The design of • Thunderhead

'

shows a plan exceedingly well arranged, with an ex-
terior that will work up very well, but estimate Is lack-
ing In detail."

We present herewith the design awarded the first

prize, giving In the same connection the specifications
for material and labor. While the committee awarded
it the first prize under the terms of the contest, they
point out one or two changes In the plans which could
advantageously be made. We quote from the report:
" This design has a very pretty elevation all round, and
an open stairway, which Is well arranged and works
up In excellent shape. One objection is having to pass
Into the front hall to go down cellar; but this could be
easily overcome by placing the kitchen door leading to
the hall a little forward, as well as the grille opening
from the hall to parlor. The second story plan would. In
our opinion, be Improved if it were worked up into
two bedrooms over the parlor and dining room. Instead

of three, which would be an eaay alteration to make.
The design, however, appears to have been well studied

and one which can easily be built for the money."

In submitting bis design the author says: " In look-

ing over the results of previous competitions, I notice

that there Is a great difference in the price of labor and

material In different localities, and naturally came to

the conclusion that parties living In localities where
labor and material are cheap have a decided advantage

over other competitors not quite so fortunately situated,

thus allowing them to put Into a dwelling more room,

comfort and beauty than could otherwise be possible. 1

see bricks laid for $0 that would cost here from $10 to

$12; plastering at 16 cents a yard that would cost 25

to 30 cents here; lumber at $12.50 that costs $18 to $20

here; pine at $25 that would cost $40 to $45 here; labor

at 25 cents an hour, while we pay here 30 and 35 cents

for the same class of work. But, no doubt, the commit-
tee In making awards will take such matters Into con-

sideration. In regard to designs inclosed, would say
that you will find the rooms compactly and conveniently

arranged. The main features of the plan, apart from
Its attractive exterior, are the reception hall, with its

main staircase and seat; the cozy parlor, with Its cheer-

ful open fire place, and the convenient way In which
all the rooms can be reached directly from the hall.

Another convenient feature Is the outside entrance to

cellar, and also the separate rear entrance to dining

room and kitchen from back porch. The upper floor

contains bedrooms of comfortable dimensions consider-

ing their number, and also a well equipped bathroom.
In compliance with rules of competition, have Inclosed

a certificate from a local builder, but being one myself,

would be glad to build In any part of the country a dwell-

ing according to Inclosed designs for sum specified."

SPECIFICATIONS.

plans. Always take figures In preference to measure-
ments.

Excavation.—Excavate for cellar, foundation, walls,

chimney, piers, Ac, to required depth and dimensions,

and use earth to grade around house

Brick Work.
The foundation walla, piers and chimney to have brick

bases laid In cement mortar. The foundation walls

to be 12 Inches thick and to start from cellar bottom
and to extend up under first floor joists. Chimney to
start from cellar bottom and to extend up about 2 feet

above roof at ridge and to be of size and design shown
on plans. Chimney to have Joints struck Inside and to

tie put up plumb and true up to attic, and thence to rack
over so as to come through center of roof, as shown.
Cellar pier to be 12 x 12 Inches, piazza piers to be 8 x 8
inches. Foundation walls above grade line and chimney
above roof to be laid In red mortar. Foundation wall
to be bonded at every ninth course. All other brick work
to be laid In ordinary mortar.

Plastering.

All walls, partitions and celling of first and second
stories to be lathed with spruce lath, and with Joints
properly broken, and same to be plastered two coats, last

coat to be hard finish, and all angles to be run plumb
and true, and all work to be flush with grounds.

Carpenter Work.

Framing.-Buildlng to be 24 x 24 feet, balloon frame.
Sills to be 2 x 8 Inches. First floor Joists to be 2 x lO
Inches; second floor Joists to be 2 x 8 Inches; attic floor

Joists to be 2 x C Inches, all set 16 Inches from centers.
Rafters to lie 2 x 6 Inches set 20 inches from center.
Studding and partition Joists to be 2 x 4 Inches, set 1ft
Inches from center, double at all openings and three Id
all angles, and to be well bridged with 1V6 x 3 Inch bride-
Ing. All partition, except line partition, to be set on the
flat. Outside plates to be double, 2x4 Inches, well spiked
together and to studding. Partitions to have 2x4 inch
plates top and bottom. Headers to be properly framed
around all chimney and stair openings. First floor Joteta
to be supported by 6 x 8 inch girder, same to rest on pier
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and in side wall. Frame* work of dormers to be 2 x 4

Inches. All timber to be good, sound hemlock, free from
all defects.

Outside Finish.—Eutire outside of frame, from cellar

foundation to roof, to be covered with first quality hem-
lock sbiplap sheathing. Same to be covered with one
thickness best building paper properly lapped, and entire

outside, except front gable, to be sided with first quality

0-lncb clapboards, laid 4 Inches to the weather and well
nailed. Roof to be covered with 1x0 inch hemlock
boards, laid 2 Inches apart. Shingles to be 18 inches clear

butts, laid 4V4 Inches to weather on upper part of roof

and 0 Inches on lower part; lVt x 4 inch corner boards
to be placed at all angles. Water table to be 1% x 6
Indies, with IVi x 2 Inch cap, beveled. Casings to be
1% x 4 Inches.

Cornices.—All eaves and gables to have molded cor-

nices, and box gutters formed in eaves. To have crown
mold, planer, friexe, bed molds, belts, &c, as shown.

Piaxxa to have 4x0 inch sills, same to rest on piers, as
shown.

Floor Joists to be 2 x 6 inches, set 2 feet apart. Floor
to be 1% x 4 Inch matched clear spruce boards, blind

nailed. Celling to be % x 2% Inch matched and beaded
North Carolina boards, blind nailed, with neat 2-lnch bed
mold run around same. To have molded cornices as
shown. Columns to be C x 0 inches of design shown on
detail. To be sided with clapboards 2 feet 4 Inches high,

as shown, and to have neat beveled cap. Rafters to be
2x0 Inches, 20 Inches from center, and to be covered
with 1x0 inch roof boards, 2 inches apart, and to bo
shingled with 18 Inches clear butts pine shingles laid 4V4
Inches to the weather. To have paneled lattice work, as

of size shown. To have molded cornices, as shown, with
balustrade of 5 x 5 Inch square molded newels, 2x4 Inch

molded rail, and 1-lnch square balusters, set 2 Inches

from center. Space between cornice and windows of

dining room bay to have molded panels, as shown. Small
bay in hall to be as shown and to have 12-Inch flower

shown. To have front stoop where shown, with IVi-inch

treads. %-lncb risers and l>6-inch strings, molded nosings

and cove and molded and paneled sides.

Rear Porch.—Sills to be 4 x 0 inches and to rest on
4x0 Inch posts. Posts to rest on stones. To have 2x0
inch trimmer through center. Floor to be 1% x 4 Inch

matched spruce boards, blind nailed. Space from floor

to ground to have paneled lattice work, as shown. Stoop
to have 1',4-lnch tread, "4-iueh recess, 1%-inch strings,

with paneled lattice work in sides. To have square
molded 5x5 Inch newels where shown, with beveled

2x4 inch rail and 1% x i\i> inch balusters, placed 4 Inches

from center.

Bays to be constructed In parlor and dining room

shelf where indicated. To have molded panels below
windows and brackets underneath, as per details. Balus-

trade to be same as dining room bay.

Dormers.—To be two dormers where shown, with

molded casings, cornice*, &c. Roof and sides to be
shingled same as main roof.

Floors.—First story to be double floors. First floor to

be of hemlock boards laid diagonally, and to be covered

with one thickness deafening paper well lapped. Fin-

ished floor to be % x 2% Inch best comb grained Georgia
pine flooring, blind nailed. Entire second story, except

bathroom, to be floored with first quality 1x0 Inch

matched spruce boards, blind nailed. Floor of bathroom
to be same as first story. Plane all jolntB and butts In
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Ccorgia pine floor. Same to be laid only after plastering

Ik dry and to be protected from all Injury.

Doors.—Front door to lie Inn! quality cypress, 2 inches

thick, 3x7 feet, with molded and raised panels, and
to hnvo double thick glass In upiier part, ns iht detail.

Roar doors of klteben and dluiug room and outside door

to cellar to be sash doors, 4 jioiuids and 1'^ Inches thick.

All Inside doors to bo 5 panel ogee doors. Closet doors to

1m- IV* inches thick, all other doors to be l'.j inches thick.

Closet doors to be 2 feot 4 Inches by 0 feet C Inches: all

other doors on second floor to be 2 feet C inches by 0 feet

<i inches. All Inside doors on first floor to be 2 feet ti

Inches by 6 feet 8 Inches. All sash door to be 2 feet 8

Inches by 0 feet 8 inches. To lie sliding doors between
parlor and dining room, with overhead guides, stops, &c.
complete. I>oors to be 2 feot 6 inches by 6 feet 8 Inches.

All doom to have 2-lueb ogee stops.

Window*.—Cellar windows to have plank rebated

frames, lVr lnch sash, and good butts and catches. All

other windows to have box frames and lVir'uch sash, with
J'-j-lnch weights, Silver Lake sash cord, pulleys, Ives'

bronze sash lifts and locks. To have plain jambs and
soffets. molded stools and aprons. Windows of parlor

nnd dining hoom to have neat molded panel backs. Win-
dows of kitchen, mullloii on left side, and of dormers to

have 1'4-lnch outside blinds with rolling slats, and good
l.utts and catches. Size of windows as follows: Center
windows In two large bays to be 2 feet 10 Inches by 5

.

feet « Inches; side windows of same to be 2 feet by 5 feet

6 inches. Windows in hall bay to be 2 foet by 4 feet 10
Inches In ceutet and 1 foot x 4 feet 10 Inches on sides.

Kitchen tnu 11 ion to l>e 2 feet by 5 feet 0 inches. Pantry
and rear kitchen windows to lie 2 foet by 5 feot 6 Inches.

Hall window to be 2 x 3 feet. Windows lu front cham-
bers ou second floor to be 2 feet 10 Inches by 4 feet 10
Inches. Mullion lu second story to be 2 feet by 4 foet 10
Inches, Dormers to be 3 x 4 feet. All windows to have
proper stops.

Picture Mold.—Neat picture mold IVi-inoh wide to

be run around all side walls of parlor, hall and dining
room. Xo interior finish to lie put on till plastering is

dry.

Casing and Base.—All Inside caNiugs to be ns per de-

tail, to have 1V4 x 10 inch liasc blocks. Rase to be as
Iter detail and to he In Id throughout. Uase of first story
to be 0 Inches, liase of second story to tie 7 inches.

Wslnscot.- Kitchen. 3 feet high with % x 2% inch
matched and bended cypress lioards, blind nailed. Bath
mom to be wainscoted 4 feet high with % x 2 1

*, Inch
matched and liended cypress lioards; all wainscot to have
neat 2-Inch cap and Vlncli quarter round at bottom.

Grounds.- All necessary grounds to be put on for
plastering and wainscot.

Cellar SUirs.-BiilId cellar stairs where shown.
Sitings to be 2 x 10 inch hemlock, steps to be l'A-lneh,

platform to be 1 x 0 Inch spruce flooring, and to be 2 x 4
Inch rails and posts. All to be of dressed spruce. Cellar
entrance from hall to bo celled on sides ami under main
stair with % x i\ 2 inch center beaded tongue nnd grooved
Xorth Carolina pine.

Grille.- To bo grille in opening from hall to parlor
ns per detail.

Main SUIr. -Main front stair to lie constructed as
Iht detail. To have l^lueh treads, Vlnch risers and
l'j.luch strings, molded nosings and core. 3 x 4 Inch
molded and turned rail, with 1-inch square balusters,
nnd G x 0 inch newels. To have grille with fluted posts,

cornice, and balusters, as shown, and seal with molded
panels in front, back and sides.

Pantry and Closet. Pantry to be fitted with 10-lneh
shelf, four rows high. All closets to have 2' inch bended
clothes strips, with 12 hooks each. Side walls under-
neath front stair to have strip with hooks. Kach closet

1o have 10-Inch shelf over clothes strip.

Inside Trim.— Parlor, hall ami main staircase to be
ta'st quality clear white pine. Remainder of iinlsh

throughout to ta» best quality cypress.

Lumber.—All timber to be best quality hemlock.

Electric Bell.-To be an electric bell hung In kitchen
hnving encased aud concealed wires leading from same

to push (bronze) button located at front door, and having

good battery and all required fixtures and put in good

worklug order.

Painting.

Entire outside to l»e given two coats best Atlantic

white lead. Shingles on roof and front to be given one

Cabot's creosote shingle stain. Parlor, hall and main
stair to be finished in white enamel, treads of stairs to

be stained cherry, hand rail to tie stained a rich ma-
hogany color. Dining room, kitchen, bathroom aud

pantry to be giveu one good coat best liquid wood filler

and two coats best Xorth American varnish and left a

perfectly smooth Job at completion. Remainder of trim

to receive two good coats best Atlantic white lead, or

Mulshed natural as above. Parlor and halls of first and
second stories to lie, papered with wall paper of green

shade, with 18-Inch border. LMuIng room to be papered

with wall paper of some shade of red. with 18-lueli

lsirder. Paper for side walls and ceilings to cost uo less

than 15 cents iht single roll, border to cost no less than

10 cents a yard. All other rooms to lie giveu one coat

of Muresco wall finish, or any other standard wall fin-

ish. In shades and tints to suit owner. Hard wood
floors to be given one coat best liquid wood filler and
two coats best Xorth American varnish or any standard

floor oil. Shellac all knots aud putty all nail holes.

Bathroom to be* fitted with one roll rim, enameled

Iron bathtub, on painted iron legs, with nickeJ plated

lmth cocks for hot and cold water, nickel plated overflow

strainer, and all necessary plugs, chalus, &c. completed.

Water closet to be siphon Jet. furnished with finished

double oak covers, copper lined oak cased tank and

nickel plnted brackets pulls and chain, all set ready for

use. To be one pink Tennessee or Italian marble lava-

tory with nickel plated compression basin cocks, on

nickel plated brackets, and straps straight back, all

complete. Kitchen to have one 18 x 30 x <! Inch cast

iron, white porcelain lined sink, on Japanned Iron brack-

ets. Boiler to be 40-gallou galvanized iron, ou Iron stand-

ards, with %-lncli brass sediment c-ocks ami couplings,

complete.

Piping.—Connect with main lu street and run a %
Inch supply pii* under cellar bottom to a point under

sink, nnd run two separate risers, one to each floor, with

<H,-lnch branches to boiler, sink, bath and water closet,

and Vi-lnch to lavatory. Hot water to be supplied

through %-lnch branches to sink and bath, and 1^-lnch

to lavatory. All said supply pipe to be " A " lead. Sink

and bath to have Da-inch waste, lavatory to be lV4-lnch

waste, all of " D " lead, with vented traps connected

wltli soil pipe. All pipe exposed above floor line to lie

nickel plated, and all needed stop and waste cocks to be

provided.

Iron Pipe.— To lie a 4-Inch cast Iron pipe (soil* ex-

tending from cellar bottom to 2 feet above roof and to

lie well flashed at roof lines. Cellar bottom to connect

with a 5 Inch dm In pipe to extend under rear cellar wall

outside aud connect with a « Inch tile drain to run to

and connect with sower, and said 5-inch drain inside

collar wall to have 5-inch running trap with a 4-lnch

fresh air pipe of iron extending up and through wall

above grade line and to 3 and 4 inch branches from said

5-lnch drain, to connect with all roof leaders outside

foundation wall. To lie a 2-ineh Iron vent pipe with con-

nection to all fixtures, and extending 2 feet above roof

and well flashed at roof lines. All pipes to ta> well calked

with lead and oakum lu the Joints, and held with Iron

hooks, and to have all needed bonds and branches and
good pitch and connections. All the above plumbing
work to be made complete and first-class In every re-

spect, and to conform with sanitary ordinances.

Tin Work.— AH gutters, valleys, ami roofs of bays

to be tinned with "" M. IV* tin, well soldered and flashed.

Properly flash around chimney and dormers. To have

3 inch galvanized iron conductors lending from glitters

to cellar and connect with Iron drain.
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Couueot with main In street and run gas pipes of

required size throughout building, with outlet* for cell-

Ings and sides, where marked thus * on plans. Parlor

and dining room chandeliers to be three lights, with
globes, complete. Hull chandelier to lie one light, with
ruuey globe, &c, complete. Side Jets to be swing
brackets. All to be gill finish and to be well tested at

completion.

Front door to have large brass faee mortise lock, with
night works and ornamental oxidlzod bronze knobs and
elongated escutcheon, complete; door to be hung on
three loose pin bronzed butts. All other doors, except
closet doors, to have brass face mortise locks, with steel

keys; closet doors to have mortise latch. 8lldlng doors
to have uiortlse bronze lock and flush pulls on sides

and edge*. All doors to lie hung with two 3K x 3^ inch

loose pin butts each. Sliding doors to be hung with
McCain's patent steel top hangers. All doors to have
white knobs, with rosette and escatcheon.

Mantel and Orate.

To !«• a mantel and grate where shown as per detail.

Kitchen and bathroom to have neat mantel shelf

supported on two black Japanned brackets each. Dlulug
room to have neat molded mantel with frieze board and
supported on naat wooden brackets.

Con! bin In cellar to be formed of rough hetalock

boards. Box vent pipes In kitchen ami bathroom, face

to Ih> put on wlfli round headed screws.

ESTIMATE OF COST.

The detailed estimate, of cost Is as follows:

KiravutUn. sr. yards ul 20 cent* 117.00

1[A*<»\ won*.

Brick we:Si, 15.300, »t $10 pel 1000 laid $153 00
live atone sills for c*llar windows 5.00
Plastering. MO yards, «.t 25 cent* per yard. Including

lathing 139.00
WOO Intfc. at $3.23 per 1000 29 25

Toll,: 7134.1.25

OAUI-ENTKB WORK.

I ramlng lumber, 1170 square feet, at $18 $75.00
Georgia pine flooring. 570 square feet, at $3.". 19.05
Spruce flooring. 570 square f«et. at $22.50 12. S3
Shlplap sheathing. 1152 square feet 23.04
lievRled tiding. 1080 s.,uare feet 32.40

Shingles, ) 4,000, at $3.50 *°-ow

Wultr table. 72 lineal feet 2.59

flue for com ices. 450 square feet, at 4 cents 18.24

Crown mold, 3 Inch. 220 feet, at IV, cents 3 30

Bed mold. 2-Inch. 250 feet, at 1 cent 2

110 square feol spruce for cellar stairs, at $22 2.42

Corner boards. 20 feet, at 4 cents 104
H40 feet molded casing, at 3>-i cents 29.40

Baae. molded 0 Inches. 04 feet, at SH <'"" a -'.24

Haw-, molded 7 Inches, 188 feet, at 3 cents 5.04

Wainscot. 186 feet *
J
0

Wainscot cap. 50 feet, at 1 cent -SO

Quarter round. \ Inch. 00 feet, at cent 30

Klgbteen windows 40.00

Kront door • 0.00

Doors (18) W.U0
Blinds s,w
Porch columns (fouri 8.00

Material r<>r froni sloop, complete HOO

Two bay window balustrades, complete "•00

Back porch complete, material only 8.42

Cellar frames and sash (four; 000
200 feet cove, at Vj cent 100
Pine for panels In bays. 30 feet, at 4 cents 1 20

Coal bin material 100
Shelving In pantry aud closets, 32 feel 128
X. C. celling under stairs, 72 feet, at 2'i cents 1-80

Kougli floor. 1 X 10 hemlock. 570 feet, at 2 cents 11.40

Apron and stools. 120 feet, at 4 cents 4 HO

Clothes strip. 2C, Inch. 15 feet, at 3 cents -45

Hoof boatds. lid Inch hemlock. 1 100 feet, at 2 cents. . 23.20

Hough boards for goiter lining. 220 feet, at 2 cents 4.40

Plazia floor. H,xl Inch. ISO square feet, at $24 4.32

l'lii»a celling. X. C. 150 feet, at 2>4 cents 3.75

N. f\ bed mold. 2-Inch. 00 feet, at 1 cent 00

Picture mold, IVi-lnch. 07 feet, at 1 cent 67

Mantel suelf In kitcli»n 100
Mantel shelf in dlnltig room. . 2.00

Mantel and grate In pallor. . . 25.00

Main staircase, i-nmplete . . 100.00

S-lnch grounds. 500 feet, at 1 cent 5.00

W, Inch cap on front porch. 40 feet l<sMl

Bridging, m x 3 inches, at 2 eenu .150 feet) 3.00

Hall window frame 3.00

Frame of mulllon in sei-ond story 7.00

China closet, material only 15.00

Grille In parlor 000
Klectrlc bell, complete 5.00

02 feet base block. 10 Inch. a'. 3 cents 1 86

.16 feet panel back, at 4 cents . . . ,
1-44

l8jor frames and window frames 70.00

Total - $717.40

Carpenters' labor $480.00

Plumbing, complete 170.00

Painting, complete 175.00

Hardware, complete 40.00

Tin work, complete 39.00

Gas flxturta. complete

....

12.00

Gas pipe laid. 80 feet, at 10 conts 8.00

Total cost $1.984 05

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
WHEN ARCHITECT'S DECISION 18 NOT FINAL AMD

CONCLUSIVE.

Where a building contract provided that In event
<>t any doubt or question arising respecting the true
'meaning of the specification reference should be had
to the architect, whose decision " being Just and Impar-
tial." should be final and conclusive. In a suit by the
contractor for extra work and material, it Is error for
the court to say that the architect's decision as to the
value of «uch extra work and material was final and con-
clusive Long vt. Pierce County (Wash.), 01 Pac. Rep..
Ul.

WHEN BUILDINQ IS BURNED.

Where one contracted to move a house ond had jwr-
tially iwrformed his contract when the house burned,
without Ills fault, he may recover for the work done.

—

Angus t •«. Scully 'Mass.). 5i X. E. Hep., (174.

QUALITY. NOr NAME. UOVEBNS USE OT MATERIAL.

Where a building contract provided that all the walls
of the building should be of Wllkeson stone, and the
contractor claimed damages by reason of the fact that
the architects had refused to allow him to procure stone
from any quarry save a certain one, and It appeared that
that quarry was the only one open at the time the con-
tract w»s made, it was error for the court to say that the
county—the building being a public one—had a right to
restrict the contractor to procuring stone from the sin-

gle quarry open at the time the contract was entered
into, since he had a right to procure the stone from

wherever a suitable quality was to be fouud.—Long r«.

Pierce County (Wash.). 01 Pac. Hep., 143.

WHEN ARCHITECT 18 ENTITLED TO PAT TOR SECOND PLANS.

One agreed In writing to make plans and specifica-

tions for a building and superintend the construction
for a stipulated price. After accepting the planB and
specifications made, the other abandoned the idea of
erecting the building in accordance with the plans and
specifications and ordered new plans for an entirely dif-

ferent structure, which were furnished. The court held

that the accepted order for the second set of plana and
specifications constituted a new contract, having no re-

lation to the work done under the first, and was not gov-
erned by it. so ns to l>e included within the price agreed
on for the first plans.—Fitzgerald nr. Walsh (Wis.), 92 N.
W. Rep., 717.

W II K.N CONTRACTOR IS NOT LIABLE FOR PJOR MATERIAL.

A building contract provided that the owner and his

architect might reject materials not in accordance with
specifications. The architect rejected certain flooring,

and the contractor supplied new flooring, which the
owner and architect approved. The court held that the
contractor was not liable for the warping of such floor-

ing, due to insufficient seasoning, occurring after the
building had been approved and paid for, where the con-
tractor had no knowledge of such defect, and the archi-

tect could easily have discovered it by the application
of well known tost.— Standard Stamping Company r«.

Kemmlnghaus (Mo.l. 57 S. W. Rep., 74t>.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Apparatus for Halting .Haaona' Materials.

From W. S., Patcrson, X. J.—In reply to " M. T. 0.,
M

New Iberia, La., who asks in the February Issue for tbe

construction of an elevator for raisins masons' mate-
rials, I send a rough sketch of a bolst that was used on
a brick school building recently erected in this place.

The mason hoisted all his bricks and mortar, using Iron

body wheelbarrows for his mortar and the regular

barrow for the bricks. The large pulley at the

Apparatus fur Ma^f,,' M.ilciaU.

top was about 2 feet In diameter and the rope ran
through a snatch block on the lower floor. At one end
of the rope were three pieces of chain long enough so
that the rings on two of them could be slid over the
handles of the barrow, while the hook on the other
would go on the wheel. Tbe general arrangement is In-

dicated in the accompanying drawing which shows the
wheelbarrow Just rising through the opening in the
floor, the pulley wheel being large enough in diameter
so as to cause the rope to escape the barrow while being
drawn up. The frame of the hoist was made of three

pieces each 3x4 Inches in cross section and 12 feet in

length, held together at the top as shown. The book on
tbe pulley hung from this bolt. Ab the barrow came up
a man stood to receive It, taking hold of the wheel and
pulling it In toward him at the same time blowing a
whistle as a signal to the driver to slack off. The open-
ing In the floor was left 9% x 10 feet. We hoisted all

our floor and roof timbers with this device when the

mason was not using it. The building was about 75 x
80 feet In size and four stories high. The floor beams
were 2 x 14 and 2G feet long. Each floor took about
250 beams. The rafters were 2x8 and some of them
were 31 feet 9 Inches long, and all went up this hoist

with horse power. The device here shown Is not ex-

actly an elevator, but operates quicker than one, and I

think may interest the correspondent asking the ques-

Swealing Chimney Flue*.

From H. T. F., Toronto, Out.— la reply to " C. C. H.."

Brookvllle, Pa., I may say I was In the same fix as he

to be In. My chimney was built from the

up; the ground was damp and marshy and there

always water as high as lbn top of the footings of

the foundation. Several attempts were made to prevent

the walls of the chimney from sweating when a fire was
burning, but all to no purpose. Finally the chimney was
taken down, two courses of slate laid In cement, coated

over with asphalt, was tried and the chimney rebuilt on

this foundation, and from that day forward the sweating
was no more. On another occasion I built a row of

dwellings for workmen, and at each end of the row the

chimneys had a tendency to sweat and dissolve the plas-

ter. This continued for several years and was very an-

noying, as the plaster which was rendered on the brW k

work of the chimneys became disfigured and paper would
not adhere to them, so tbe chimneys were taken down,

slate and asphalt laid on the stone foundation as a damp
course, the flues were lined with glazed tiles and the

cure complete. The reason why the Intermediate chim-

neys remained all right and gave no trouble, though

built In the same manner as the two end ones, still re-

mains a mystery. Hard wood was used aa a fuel in ell

the cases 1 have mentioned and the two chimneys In the

row that gave trouble were at the exposed ends of the

buildings. These facts may have had something to do

with the sweating of the two chimneys.

The Iia« of Tarred Paper.

It. J. C, Pkilliptburg, S. J.—la answer to the

tetter of "M. A. B.,
M

lu the February Issue, Inquiring

about the use of tarred paper, I give the following bit

of experience In reference to It which may throw some
light on the subject: A few years since I used tarred

felt under tin on a roof and for some reason the tin did

not last as long as It should, rust commencing from the

under aide. This Is attributed to the effect of the tarred

paper. It is In many minds an open question aa to

whether painting Un roofs with tar does not destroy

them. Some defend the use of tar, but I would as soon

think of painting a tin roof with acid as with tar. With

many tinners there is a well founded belief that tarred

paper in contact with sheet Iron, whether plain, gal-

vanized or tinned, will in time have a destructive effect,

and this is uo doubt the reason why tarred felt it not

used more frequently by tinners In protecting their work.

The use of It by " M. A. B." for an outer covering, how-

ever, after the pipe has been protected, is not open to

objection. In many Instances, however, the water proof

qualities of the tarred felt are not needed for building

! tbe use of other kinds of pnper.

From D. D. P., Carroll, Iotca.—l have been much In-

terested In the subject of polygons and Inclose herewith

my method of laying one out. Tbe rule will apply to a

polygon of any number of sides, the sides being of any

Referring to the sketch which I

" It, I) F »'• »IW UV,ng Out -e /V.;;.:..

lay out the polygon by striking a circle, as A, then with

the dividers step off the circle Into as many sides as it

is desired the polygon should have, making these smaller

than the original is to be. Now draw a line from B to C.

Find the center of the side of the polygon to the right of
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tbe line B C, as at D. Draw a line from the center of

the polygon at E through D to P. Now lay the blade of

the square parallel with and touching the line B C with

the tongue laying across the Une E F. Move the square

np or down the line B C as the case may be until half

tbe length of the Bide of the polygon that you wish to

lay out is shown on tbe tongue Intersecting line E F. as
at 6 Inches. This Is the radius point to be used in strik-

ing tbe circle to lay out tb

Double Hung Windows In

From A. O. 0.. Lake CharIa. La.—In answer to " Hee
H. See," Montreal, Canada, I would say that down here

In Louisiana we make onr frames for double bung win-
dows just about as he says they do in Canada—that is,

with the parting bead running clear around the window
head and the sill and head jamb let Into the pulley stiles.

The pockets are generally put on the Inside of the jamb,
although once In a while we find them on the outside. I

think they are less liable to leak when put Inside, but
if a weight should get loose it would be necessary to

take off the stops In order to reach it, whereas, if tbe
pocket is on the outside there Is no necessity of disturb-

ing the Inside trim at all In order to gain access to the
weight.

Design for Store Counter.

from H. K. R., Lamed, Kan.—I Inclose herewith two
sketches of a counter In response to the Inquiry of " J.

deep will be 20 cubic yards, ami. at the rate of 30 cents

per cubic yard, would be $G-il.e cost ofexcavatlng au

area of one square to a depth of 5 feet—which multiplied

by 18% squares equals fill, or total cost of excavation.

Now for the atone work. Assuming that the wall Is 20

inches wide at the bottom and 20 Inches at tbe top. we
haTe an average thickness of 23 inches, or nearly 2 feet,

and to facilitate figuring we will call It 2 feet Now
measure the outline of the building, which we will call

182 feet. There Is 5% feet of stone work below

grade and 214 feet above, making a total of 8 feet, which

multiplied by 182 equals 1450 square feet, which we will

call 15 squares, allowing tbe slight gain here and on the

average thickness of wall to make up for extra width

of footiogs, pier, chimney and step foundations, &c.

Now If the wall were 1 foot thick there would be prac-

tically 4 perches In a square, but In this case double

that for a 2-foot wall, making 8 perches. Now,

fig. 1.-General Elevation of Counter. Fig. si -Enlarxcd Vie* of Corner, Showing Mall
of Ornamentation.

for Store Counter.- Submit!** by " H. K K.," La,**), Ku„.

O. B." of Southport. N. C. Tbe counter can be made
of any desired length and of any material, and In my
opinion It would be suitable for any kind of a store.

The shelving can be placed beneath the counter to

suit the person for whom It Is to be made. Fig. 1 sbowb
a general elevation of the counter while Fig. 2 Is an en-

larged view of the corner showing detail of ornamenta-
tion. There la probably no part of tbe counter except
the ornamentation shown on the frieze which could
not be worked out by any good mechanic, and the orna-

ment la in fact of small account, although it tends to

somewhat relieve tbe monotony of the extended surface.

Abort Sfetkod of Estimating Bulldlugs.

From A. "W. Joblik. Koxburp, Mast.—In answer to tbe

inquiry of "A. M. K.," Elkhart, Ind„ in the January num-
ber, I want to suggest a method of estimating which is

comparatively short and accurate enough on which to

make a bid if measurements are carefully made. I will be-

gin byassuming that tbe subject In band is a frauiecburcb,

on a stone foundation, with a cellar under the whole
area. Of course the dimensions are merely assumed and
the prices are based on such work in the writer's vicinity.

Aa far as practicable we will use a " square " (100 square
feet) aa the unit of measure. First find the area of the

first floor, which, for example, we will say Is 1850 square
feet, or 18% squares. Now we have got to excavate 18%
squares to n depth, say, of 5 feet. A little mental calcu-

lation would be about us follows: 100 square feet, or

one square, 1 foot deep. Is almost 4 cubic yards; 0 feet

ing the cost per percb, we can readily get the cost of a
square and multiply by the whole number of squares,

and thus find cost of the total stone work. Next con-

alder the concrete. Take the area of the cellar, Inside

of walls, and having found the number of squares mul-

tiply by the cost per square, which will be from $4.50 to

$5, according to quality and thickness. Now look back

to the first floor area—18% squares. Say the joists are

2 x 12 inches and placed 10 Inches on centers. Now, If

they were 1 x 24 inches and we were to lay tbem flat,

each Joist would lap over onto the next apace 8 inches,

or half the apace. Thus you will readily see that the

board measure of the floor Joists Is equal to the area

plus half the area. Then for a square of floor we get

150 feet of frame, 100 feet of boards for under fleor, or

250 feet in all, plus one-fifth for waste, making 300 feet,

at 3 centa per foot In place, which equals fO. If the

celling Is plastered add 2 cents per foot for it. or 52.

Then add, say, 8 centa per foot, or $8. for top floor and
the paper under It, making a total of f10 as the cost of a
square of floor complete. Now multiply by the 18%
squares and the result is the cost of tbe entire first floor.

In the same manner get the number of squarea of

walla, roofs, partitions, bung ceilings, Ac, and carry

out costs as above. This still leaves doors, windows,
stairs, sundry inside finish, and such Items as plumbing,
painting, brick work, gas pipe, electric work, heating, &c.

The doors and windows we can count and by a little fig-

uring find the cost complete of one average door and one
average window, Including labor, finish, hardware, Ac.
then multiply by the whole number of each and thus
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dispose of these items. What other Inside fiulsh there Is,

Mich n* liase ami molding, sheathing, panel work, balus-

trade*, closets and so on. can be gotten at separately and
added in. Then it will be possible lo figure the other

items mentioned or Judge the cost very closely by draw-
ing comparisons with like work in similar buildings you
may have erected or had brought to your notice and of

which you know the cost. In many cases most of these

Items would have been figured by the subcontractors
<lolng th'-se iiarticnlur lines of work and then a definite

figure could be obtained.

Assuming now that you have carried out these various

totals, you have simply to add the column to find the

total net cost, to which you can put for profit any per

cent, you see fit. After two or three buildings have been
figured in this way you will have the cost per square
for all sorts of surfaces In your head and will uot have to

stop to figure It up as I have done above in order to make
thing* plain. As one who makes a living by estimating

for a gtneral contractor all kinds of brick, stone and
wood structures', 1 would not recommend figuring this

way if you have the time to go more Into detail. How-
ever. I frequently figure this way when pushed for time,

-especially certain classes of houses, factories and stables,

but measurements must be taken reasonably accurate

and care must be used to get in all such Items as are not

taken by the " square."

A atonal or Hortar Required to Lay 1000 Bricks.

From D. C C. Jaekmnrillr. /(/.—Noticing at different

times in the paper articles on the amount of mortar re-

me the gambrcl roof takes less material than the gable

roof, but as to this 1 cannot say, hence my request for au

expression of opinion from the author in question.

Anaver.—The Inquiry of our correspondent was sub-

mitted to Mr. Suawver of Bellefoutalne, Ohio, who re-

plies as follows: So far as the actual construction of

the frame is concerned there is practically no difference

in the coat of the curb and gable roof. The timbers re-

quired for the curb roof, however, are much longer than

those In the gable roof and are somewhat difficult to se-

cure, as well as more expensive to purchase. The roof-

ing materials required for a curb roof will cost more than

those for the gable root, owing to the fact that there

Is more surface. For example, we will take a barn 40

x 00 feet with 20-foot posts, and a gable roof of one-third

pitch and compare It with a 40 x 00 foot barn with 10-

loot posts and curb roof of three-quarter and one-quarter

pitch, which gives the same storage capacity. The first

barn wilt require 4*0 square feet more siding than the

latter, but the latter will require about 4000 more shin-

gles. The excess in siding will cost, say, $8, while the

excess in shingles In the other case will cost |16. The
siding would never have to be replaced, while the shin-

gles would, so for this reason a gable roof Is preferred

In most localities, with the exception of Michigan. Wis-

consin and some parts of New York. It might be men-

tioned In this connection that we receive ten times as

many orders for models, biHs and specifications of gable

roof barns than for curb roof barns, and we fully ap-

prove of tie preference of the majority. The curb roof

is fully as strong and as easily constructed as the gable

T.ifc'r Shading Amount of Hortar Rf/uirtd In Lay 1CO0 Brick*.

Ki« i.f brick.

Inchee Inch Inch . — Bushels.
KS>4i^. ... H U SJia* 1.S07 MS M 81 08 — S.TW J,\ 1 70S St I »075
iO«l4l«U rk Ik SJW8 1.ITH 8— Ml SI - ».«-(- &.0M.J I i WW 4 » + 1 W - Utt+
WHx4x2i4 I4 Vi 4JW.» *XT M 8S4&7 19 47- 7.117 SS i S.S 6 *5 * < «.*11 * S14B «.0MI
Htfcxtxi^ 4fc £ 8 KM X.IW.1 ,VH> Ml 18.SS+ 8,714 5 I 4.10.1 SM t.HBl S.1MS S.0B1J — 8-106-
l*l)X4x*.« V. »| »,07* *.O80 471.7 17 44 1,110 * I 5 10*7 H. » IS- 10 HIS 4.007 - 10 «IS

-

N*x4x?yt H i, to,w» I das * «s.« is si * \i; 8.7s: i« 74 cow? 1* mi - * 7i» - it.tt

iiulred to lay 1000 bricks. I concluded to calculate the

amount for myself, and having done so send you the re-

sult of my calculation, hoping it may be of Itenetlt to

your readers.

I will say that out West here our bricks are larger

than those given In table in the February number, and
are gaj, x 4 x 2V» Inches.

In my figures I have calculated for the brick to be
-entirely surrounded by mortar, but as brick are very sel-

dom, if ever, entirely surrounded by mortar, unless in

massive work, which Is grouted, or la pushed or shoved
joints, my calculations overrun; and I doubt If It will

take more thau two-thirds of the amount given In the ta-

Me
In face brick work the brick being buttered, not

more than one-half of the brick has mortar on it on the

bed side, and on the ends the cross, or head Joint ox

tends In not more than half way. so you can see the

amount would only be nbout one-half that calculated:

but as there Is considerable waste, two-thirds will not

any too much. The same Is true ns regards the heav-

ier Joints. While the mortar of t he heavier joints is

spread on the wall, the mason by running his trowel
through the center of the mortar forces It from the cen-

ter to the edge, and when the brick Is laid not more than
one half or two thirds of the brick has mortar on It.

Relative tort of Curb andGable Hoof, la Plank Frame

FrttKi • '. K. S.. II ayland. In- In the Issue of Carpentry
m,') HviUHitfi for January. 1M!in. on page 21. there are

siiown 1 wo forms of -oofs by .1. I,. Khawver. I would
Hi e 1 1

• know which l«. considers the cheaper form of

• iic.fnictioii. From the liclicnii :i i>|>caruticc ll seems to

roof, so we never try to influence a man one way or the

other in his choice.

Laying Oat Crater* for Bake Oven.

from A. O. C. lAike Charlrx, La.—\ few days ago I

had to lay out and build the centering for a bake oven

which was arched from ihroe sides, necessitating the

putting in of two hips. I could not lay them out, but I

managed to do the work by obtaining two of the com-

mon centers ami scriblug the hips. This Is not very

mechanical, but It is sure. I can draft the shape on tht

floor or drawing board, but cannot transfer from the

drawing to the board to l>e cut. The arch was 12 feet

7 Inches span and 14 inches rise. Now I wish some
brother would tell me how to lay out n hip for this work.

I want a rule that will apply to any case.

I would also like some brother to tell me how to strike

an ellipse of any size without draftlug when the major
and minor axes are known.

Quantify of Tar for Cravel Roof.

From W. P. C. Wahpeton. V. Dak —Will some of the

readers of Carpentry ami Buildino who are experts In

laying gravel roofs and have, the figures at hand kindly

Inform mo how much tar it takes per square (100 square

feet 1 for a three-ply roof, so as to huve a good coat of

tar over the iwper to hold the gravel V What Is their

experience with gravel roofs ns compared with the old

tin roofs:

Laving Clapboard*.

From H. C. I'lkr Rirrr. Conn.—Will some of the read-

ers of Carpentry ami Biillilinp express their views on the

subject of laying clapboard-* ? In this part of the COUH-
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try Borne carpenters commence nt the upper part of the

bouse, whether It be a gable or a hip roof, and snap a

chalk line for every course of clapboards; other car-

Main Floor.

Scale, m loch to the got L

peuters first gauge the ctapbonrdl to the required

weather and commence laying at the bottom. Now what

I want to know !s, which of the two Is the proper way
and which (he more advantageous 1 Is it better to keep

i he short pieces which are cut off with n view to using

them somewhere on the rear of the building, or io other

places where they will not be much noticed, or Is It bet-

ter to use the short pieces as we go along ? I would like

very much to ace the subject thoroughly discussed in

the columns of the paper.

Dralgn of Stable and Carpenter ftaop.

From T. F. Browm, architect, Ocrmanlown. Phila-

delphia, I'a, Th'nking It may be of interest to

some of the many readers of Carpentry and Build-

ing, I seud blue prints Bhowlng elevation ami
plans of a two-story brick stable and carpenter

shop, erected to meet the requirements of John
J. Brown of this city. The drawings show so clearly

the arrangements as to call for little comment. The
first floor, it will be noticed. Is used as the stable and
wagon house, the. latter occupying the front portion.

iFront Elevation.—Sc*>r, K Inch to the Foot.

lktiifn of Stable anil t^irp ntir Shop.

There are six stalls with two harness closets conven-

iently located, The wagon house has a cement floor

sloping to the center, where there Is a drain. The upper

floor, which is used us n carpenter shop, is well lighted

and is fitted with benches on both sides of the room.

The main doors of the first floor are combination binge,

nnd sliding, the central ones being hinged, while the

side portions slide, thus giving an opening very nearly

the entire width of the building. The front doors on

the second floor enable material to be unloaded from a

wagon Immediately below, and In the same way the

finished stuff is carried out. Just over the doors on the

second floor is a projecting timber with block for at-

taching tackle for raising and lowerlug heavy material.

Another feature which will probably be noticed from

an inspection of the front elevation Is that the 11 is I

floor Celling Is lo feet high and the second floor 12 feet

Willi U a High! and Left Hand Door '

From C. IP*. If., Crtmrille, loiea.—l would like to a«k

through the Correspondence column which oray a iloor

should swing to be called a right band door— that K in

entering from the outside, the door being hung on the

Inside '.' >V« often lind locks that are not reversible, and
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wlien ordering we must necessarily know whether the
lock Is for n right or a left band door.

iVofc—This question is one which In years past was
discussed at considerable length, the resultant opinion
being that a door swinging to the right as one enters a
house or room is a right band door, and when swinging
to the left a left band door. There was a time, mnny
years ago. when manufacturers marked their locks Just

the opposite to what we have described, and It is possible

that In some pnrts of the country this practice may still

prevail. Wo lay the question before our readers, how-
ever, and shall bo glad to have them describe tbe custom
which obtains In the locality where they

recommended as being better than the tool first noted,

but rather t'> serve as a shift.

! Down Bevel* or Parllna on Hip Booh.
D. H. Melov, Wattrbury. Conn,—In the Febru-

ary number of Carpentry and Building three methods are

given for flttlug purlins In hip roofs. These methods

»«-! Of PjHI.ll

>0

Fiit. a

Mrlny't JsVtW uf Ftt«/ii»</ Oovn Bmlt of I'urliiu un Hip

Hoof..

may be correct and may be satisfactory to " Learner "

and perhaps to other readers of the paper, but I venture

to say that not one carpenter in a thousand will be able

to comprehend the methods presented, or to lny out the

work hy them. I would like, therefore, to offer my
method for doing such work, and which, by the way, is

fully Illustrated and explained in " regressive Car-

pentry," and from which every kind of frame work can

be titled perfectly, whatever may be its form and posi-

tion. Referring to the sketches, make a section of the

purlin full size and tbe exact shape and position It la to

lie placed, as shown in Fig. 1. Draw a vertical line, E
I", touching the corner of the top and face at A. Now
square across the top of the face of the purlin, near the

end; take the distnnce from E to B of Fig. 1 and set It

off on the back corner on tbe top E B of Fig. 2. Mark
A B in Fig. 2. Then take the distance F C of Fig 1

and set It off on the bottom corner of the face. Fig. 2.

and mark A C. Cut to the marks A B and A C of Fig.

2. If it is desired to mark the other two sides of the

purlin, use the same bevels—the face bevel for tbe back
and the top bevel for tbe bottom, and cut by the dotted

lines to I) of Fig. 2.

Tool for Train* Grindstone.

From T. K. D., Silver Kuh. Md.—Answering the ques-

tion of " A. I. F." of I'roviucetown, Mass., which ap-

peared In the February Issue. I would say that he can
obtain what he needs from either William P. Walters'

Sons, Philadelphia, Fa., or C. A. Strellinger & Co., De-
troit, Mich. No doubt there are other dealers who handle
tools of this kind, but the above occur to me nt the mo-
ment. The tools range In price from $<J to $17, according
to the length of the rolls. " A. I. F." will find them to

give satisfaction, ami after once being bolted to the

frame of the stone are almost automatic In their action.

In using this dresser ns well as In hand dressing, which
will be treated below, it is absolutely necessary that tbe

s!:aft bearing be true and tight, otherwise the corre-

spondent cannot expec t good results, owing to the fact

that the stone will have n tendency to lift and become
irouged on its face. The writer has nt diffeereut times

dressed r.Hincs of varying grit with a cheaper form of

dresser, my tlrst attempt being with a worn out file, the

end of a three cornered taper being used in the same
manner as a ;-hlscl Is npplled to work In wood turning.

Later I conceived the Idea that a sharp cornered flint

stone would be better, which was used with some suc-

cess, as its cutting qualities were much better. In either

case a firm rest Is required for the cutter. Of course. It

is understood that the method of hand dressing Is not

Thteknesa of Boarding ror Gravel Boofa.
From J. D.. Taunton, Jfn«.—What Is the usual thlck-

of boarding to cover a roof where tar and gravel

are to be used and the pitch is % Inch to the foot ? Is It

practical to put on 2-Inch planking nailed to 2 x 8 rafters,

or should it be thinner boarding and using two thick-

nesses, crossing Joints one ovor the other ? The roof is

10 feet wide, 80 feet long and leans against a building.

Should tbe planed side be outside, eo that the roofers

would have a smooth side to work on ? Any Information

on the subjoct will be greatly appreciated and may be of

interest to others.

Anticer.—The boards should be at least 1 inch thick, of

well seasoned stuff, planed on one side and matched.

They should be laid with tbe dressed side up. Tbe sub-

ject of gravel roofing was discussed at some length In

the volume of the paper for last year, articles of interest

appearing In the Issues for August, September and
October.

Finding Bevels of Valley Baiter* In a Boor Marine
Two Pitches.

From N. O. T., Cuyahoga Fall*. Ohio.—It the editor will

allow me a little space I will endeavor to help " Learner "

out of his trouble. Let A B C D of the Inclosed sketch

represent the plates, with E and F the seats of the val-

leys. Let G II represent the rise of the small gable and
:i-4 the rise of the large gable, which In this case Is the

same as the small one. The ridge lines are represented

by G I and 2-3, while F I and E I represent the run of the

valley rafters. Connect F n and H E, which will give

the common rafters of the small gable. Set off the length

of the common rafter from F to 7; square up to the

ridge M and draw the line F M. A bevel set at M will

give side bevel for the right band side of the left valley.

j- __\.

/'imlw<; llrifl* of Vttllf\i H:\fltn in .» U'»>f Having 7Vw

Now connect 4 C and 4 D for the lengths of the common
rafters on the large gable. Set up the lengths of these

rafters from D to Y and from A to S: connect Y and 8;

draw a line from E to V, and a bevel set at V will give

the bevel for the left side of the valley. Cut the right

valley with the bevels reversed. Square up from F I

to J. the rise of the valley; connect J and F. A bevel
set at J will give the plumb cut for the top of valley,

while a bevel set at F will give the cut for the bottom
of the valley. Bevels set at II and 4 give the plumb
cuts for the top of the common rafters.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING
REPORTS ai hand from various centers of the coun-

try indicate a most gratifying prospect for the coming
season in the building line. Architects have a great

deal of work on their boards, involving both large and small

undertakings, with dwelling bouses perhaps predominating.

In some localities the outlook is reported as the brightest

in years, and it is only here and there that business is expect-

ed to be rather quiet. Thus far there are few indications of

lubor disturbances, although on the first of April and May
ic is probable tome demands will be made regarding rates of

wages and hours of labor. In a general way, however, it

may be stated without feur of contradiction that the building

«eason of 1001 opens with prospects of greater activity than
has been the case for a long time past.

Albany. N. Y.

The building situation in and about the city of Albany is

such as to warrant the expectation of a gratifying volume of
business during the spring and summer months. There is a
great deal of contemplated work now on the boards of archi-
tects, this being largely in the nature of new construction.
The county of Albany is about to award a $40,000 contract
for the almshouse, and a house of detention will be erected,
also an office building for the American Express Company, a
new public school building and a public bath. Many private
residences will be put up, and according to the present out-
look many of them will be handsome architecturally and ex-
liensive in cost.

The Carpenter Contractors' Association held their annual
meeting on February 0 in their quarters at 20 and 21 Dns-
lune Building, choosing the following officials for the ensuing
>ear: President, Kichard Wickham : vice-president, Adolph
Knuth: recording secretary, Edward A. Kecler; financial
secretary. Henry Kroner, Jr„ and treasurer. John J. Mai

Anderson, Irvd.

Something like 50 building contractors held a meeting re-
cently at Alexandria and formed what is known as the Build-
ing Contractors' Association of Indiana, the aim being to
unite the builders and establish local organisations all over
the State. The headquarters of the State organization will
be at Anderson. The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent. T. \V. Hsmilton. of Elwood: first vice-president, Phil
Patton of Marion; second vice-president. Thomas H. Jones
of Alexandria; secretary. M. D. Wright of Anderson; assist-
ant secretary, L». Eshelman of Anderson; treasurer, Ed. M.
Cramer of M uncle.

Charleston. S. C.

Ad vues under recent date are to the effect that the build-
ing outlook for the season now opening is very bright, more
'.•specially so on account of the South Carolina Interstate
:nid West Indian Exposition, which is to be held in Charleston
;.ext December. Stimulus has also been given to building
operations by reason of the anticipation of the establishment
of a naval station here. The builders have agreed to an ad-
' aucc of 15 per cent, in carpenters' wages, to take effect
after April 1, nine hours to constitute a day's work, this
»calc to hold good for one year.

At the annual election of the Contractors' and Builders'
Association, held at their quarters in Hibernian Hall on
Meeting street, the following officers were chosen for the en-
.- uing year:

President. Secretary,
Henry Oliver. G. H. Debrmunn.
Vice-president, Treasurer.
I. T. Suetaon. T. E. Hurst.

Arbitration Committee.
Henry Oliver, Robert McCarroll.

II. A. Cutteton.

Chicago. III.

The course of events since the settlement of the labor
troubles in the city is bearing out the prediction that building
operations are likely to be conducted upon an immense scale
-luring the ensuing year. The permits which have been
granted during the first two months reach a very respectable
number in the aggregate, while the character of the buildings
contemplated is suggestive of a large amount of investment
capital. During February there were 247 permits issued for
buildings estimated to cost $1,530,000, which is a gain of
more than 200 per cent, compared with February of last
ycar.^when the figures were 108 permits for buildings coating

At the annual meeting of the Builders' and Traders' Ex-
inge, held at their quarters, Room 217. Chamber of

tnerce, Chicago, the following <

~

President.
A. E. Wells.

First vice-president,
Jas. Sinclair.

Second vice-president,

j John Dick.
Directors (holding over).

Alex. Gordon. .1. H.
S. M. Rundolph, Martin

W. Irving Clark.

Directors (newly elected).
S. S. Kimbell. T. F. O Conneil,
Jas. A. Hogau. Wm. Gavin,

N. J. Bique.

J. F.

Columbus, Ohio.

An enthusiastic meeting of the Builders' and Traders'
Exchange was held in the early part of March for the pur-
pose of considering a proposition looking to the formation
of a State association of builders' exchanges. A letter from
James Young, chairman of the special committee of the

Cleveland Exchange, was read urging the formation of such
a State association, in order to secure concerted action in

legislation and in wage troubles. It was suggested that a
member of the association be present in the capital city dur-
ing sessions of the General Assembly, so as to keep track of
bills touching the financial welfare of builders. The presi-

dent of the Columbus Exchange was instructed to appoint
a committee of three to confer with like committees from
other cities. We understand that the State organization will

include the cities of Columbus, Youngstown. Toledo and Cin-

It was decided to hold the meeting of the exchange here-
after on the first Wednesday of each month instead of i

• as
"

Fort Worth. Texas.

Growing out of the labor troubles in the early part of the
year the principal contractors and builders organized the
Fort Worth Builders' Club, selecting for the ensuing yesr
the following officers : President, William Bryce; ice-presi-
dent, John Bardon, and secretary and treasurer, John E.
Homan. The object for which the club organised was pri-

marily to oppose the unjust demands of labor unions, and, sec-
ondly, mutual protection and benefit, both of which up to the
present time are said to have been successfully accomplished.

The trouble which ultimately Jed to the formation of the
club started on the first of the year by the journeymen plumb-
ers going out on strike, owing to the refusal of what was re-

garaed by the master plumbers as unreasonable demands.
The master plumbers at once put non-union men to work, but
other trades refused to work on buildings with the non-
union men. All work was rapidly being stopped when, at a
meeting of the Builders' Club, held January 20, the following
resolution was adopted

:

" Ileaolved. That on and after this date no member of the
Fort Worth Builders' Club shall employ any workman who
is a member of the union affiliated with the Building Trades
Council."

The following day there were very few union men at
work on any building in the city, ana after this condition
had existed for nearly two weeks a communication from the
unions was presented at a meeting of the club, asking for a
committee of three to meet with a like committee from the
unions. This joint committee was to select five reputable
business men who should constitute a permanent Board of
Arbitration, this board to arbitrate all present and future
differences between employer and employed. This was agreed
to, and the two committees met and selected a board to serve
one year from May 31. 1901. A few days later the board
met and heard each side of the controversy between the jour-
neymen and the master plumbers, rendering a decision which
may he summarized as follows : Wages were allowed at the
rate of $4 per day, and other points of minor importance
were settled principally in favor of the maaters. The great-
est point gained, however, was the decision that union men
must work on any building, regardless of the fact whether oth-
er workmen on the same Job be union or non-union men. We
understand that the men of all the trades are back at work
and any trouble that may arise in the future will be settled
without the customary strike.

The Builders' Club meets the second Thursday in each
month and although young, the members expect to make It

one of the best of its kind in the country.

Honolulu, H. I.

Honolulu builders are now Interested in the proposed new
charter for the island city and in the building laws which
will be embodied in it. On February 8 the Master Builders'
Association held a meeting and after a protracted session
framed a set of resolutions proposing a set of building laws
which were later submitted to the conventions of the respect-
ive political parties. How the ptcposed laws will be received
by the politicians is not yet known. There is an evident
necessity that the building situation in Honolulu should be
cleared in order that building may be encouraged. There is
a deplorable lack of good residences in the city. It is stated
that a four-room cottage without modern water and lighting
fixtures and without any special social or other inducements
as to surroundings, is rented for $30 per month. Many resi-
dences are, however, already planned or under way, especially
on Beretania avenue and other recently improved streets.

Kansas City. Mo.

A. S. Rankin, secretary of the Master Builders' Ex-
change, reports that the feeling among the trade is most
hopeful and the outlook is for a greater building business
than ever before in the history of Kansas City. Archi-
tects are very busy, and some of the work in contemplation
will run as high as $300,000 in cost During the month of
February permits were issued for over RK) buildings, estimat-
ed to cost $511,000, these figures comparing with 105 permits
of buildings costing $131,000 for the same month a year ago.

The Master Builders' Exchange gave the fourteenth an-
nual banquet at the Midland Hotel the latter part of Febru-
ary, the attendance being the largest In Its history. Th»
large diniug room was tastefully decorated and the appoint-
ments were ideal in all respects. Covers were laid for 150
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guests. The menu cards were done in black and white, the
drawing on the front cover representing the outline of fin un-
finished building with a derrick from which_was suspended

largely <

to those

a large unhewn stone swinging into space. The toestmaster
was J. T. Patterson, president of the exchange, and after the
wants of the inner miin had been supplied addresses were in

order. The first speaker was Col. James O. Stowe, Consul-
General to Cape Town. In the course of his remarks he de-

scribed the building'* in South Afrira as being mostly one
story and the architectural feat urea, from the American
standpoint, decidedly crude. Following Colonel Ktowe the
toastntaster introduced Judge ltohinson. who responded to

the toast, "Organizations and their Legal Status, and who
in concluding his speech prophesied the future greatness of
the Kansas City organization of master builders. The final

toast of the evening was "* Plans and Specifications." and
was responded to by Architect Frank M. Howe. By this

time the evening was welt spent and the guests departed feel-

ing that the fourteenth annual banquet had been in all rc-

e reflect inxpectt a decided success and one
the Committee of Arrangements.

ting great credit

Los Angeles. Cel.

Los Angeles builders state that not Rince 1880 has there
been such an amount of solid heavy building on hand for

that city as will be recorded this year. It is stated that since
tbe first of the year some .VKJO.OOO or 4J.iJ00.0l 10 hrick have
been contracted for. There is also a good demand for resi-

dences and architects have a great manv plans on hand.
Nevertheless the year haa opened rather quietly and there is

a probability that the promised activity will not come for a
month or two yet. January and February of this year t

according to the building records, somewhat behind the
months of last year.

The feeling among architects and builders of Lowell re-

garding the outlook is most encouraging. There are promises
cf the hest building season the city has enjoyed for eight
years, the only cloud on the horizon being the activity and un-
reasonableness of the builJiug trades unions. It is feared
that their demands for increased pay and shorter hours will

have the effect of deadening business, and it is to be regretted
that the contractors are not altogether unanimous as to the
proper attitude to be taken regarding the labor question.
The opinion is expressed that nothing but nn effective strike
will awaken them from their apparent indifference to matters
of great Interest to themselves and owners. There are sev-
eral large buildings in prospect, and the outlook Is for the
erection of many new dwellings.

A new building ordinance is in prospect embodying recom-
mendations made by a special committee of the Builders' Ex-
change. At the moment, however, the matter seems to be
held in abeyance, the principal opposition apparently coming
from speculative builders and owners of cheap tenement prop-
erty. It is hoped that those having the true interests of the
city at heart will awaken to the necessity of such an impor-
tant enactment.

The Builders* Exchange continues to hold its own as re-

gards membership, hut the limit has not by any means been
reached, and there is a feeling that the exchange is not nu-
merically as strong as it should be. Hegret is expressed
that the architects of the city are not more interested in the
welfare of an institution which has for its principles the
good of alt concerned—owners, architects and builders.

Memphis, Tenn.

The building prospects ire said to lie the best ever known
in the city of Memphis. Hundreds of residences are in proc-

ess of erection or contemplated : a MOO.OOO hotel and a
$333,4XI4> mercantile building are under way, while other
large and small buildings are in prospect.

At the annual election of the Builders' Exchange, held
at their quarters in the Planters' Insurance Buildinr. the
following officers were i-hosen for the vear 1001 : President.
F. B. Young; first vice-president. Charles Chamberlain: sec-

ond vice-president. A. B. Bartholomew : treasurer, P. K.
Friedel, and secretary. O. O. Howard.

Milwaukee. Wle-

Autlientie advices under recent date ore to the effect that
the outlisik in the building line in Milwaukee and vicinity

has never been more encouraging than it is just at present.

Quite n number of large jobs for the Interior of the State, as

well us Hillside, are ready for figures and practically every
cunt nutoi- is busy preparing for an iiuusunllv prosperous
season. Among the improvements i-onrcuiplnled are it large

number of f;i< tory buildings, flats. ,<<( ,. and as soon a» the
weather permits active operation* will be begun. Building
material >s steady, so far as price is concerned, and as there
arc- no indications of labor troubles, a profitable season is ex-

pected.
The report of llie building inspector's office for February

shows tl.nt oertints wen- is.su.sl representing property
valued n' $ri2!».2!»'i. In the corresponding month nf last year
4."! permits were issued for buildings valued ar SI 77.1 2.%.

A niimler of local builders have n ntlv joined band*
.mil formed a B"ih|.-rs' Club, the organization having just

Is'cn perfected. The officers . lei ted at the loft meeting wen-

:

President. Ileurv Ferge ; first c ice-president, M. L. Pntek :

second vice-president. Ueorge Schwarz: «ee retarv. Peter L.
Peterson, ami treasurer. John Bonnet The trustees are II.

5. I'elton, Henry Herman. Louis Hoffman. LouiB Criewiscb,
Frank Di-ugcl and \i. hohis Klir. It is the intention of the
club to secure- suitable uuarteis avid put the new home in

omI.-i- as speedily as |M—inK The organization is to t-o

of a social nature and will be limited in

interested in the building industry.

New Haven, Conn.

At the annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange of the

city of New Haven, held at their quarters. 130 Orange street,

the following officers were selected for the ensuing year

:

President.
L. I. Thomas.
Vice-president,
Harry Baldwin.

James E. Todd,
tleorge P. Merwin.

Secretary,
4Ji orge A. Sanford.

Treasurer.
J. Cibb Smith.

Directors,

E. II. Spert

%X A. c

W. A. T. Smith.

Aside from alterations and repairs and a few of the larger

buildings for business or association ptiriKnecs, with the bet-

ter class of residences where the owners are to occupy them,

the building business may be described as rather quiet. There
is certainly no speculative building, and while architects are

more or less engaged there is no prospect of anything like

a boom. There are, however, quite n number of tine resi-

dence on the hoards, some of which will soon be in the

hands of the builders. Among the larger jobs now in the

hands of the contractors may Is- mentioned the Y. M. C. A.

Building, costing something over $100,000: the bi-centennia)

buildin" of the Ysle Corporation, estimated to cost over

$1,000,000: the Faverweather Dormitory, costing some $7.V
(KJ0 or $100.0410: the Benton-Armstrong paper box factory

on Orange street, the contract for which lias just been

awanled. and the building on Chapel street for the Ed. Mal-
ley Company.

New York City.

The number of transactions which are being reported in

tbe real estate market, combined with the permits for new
buildings issued hy the Bureau of Buildings, indicate an ac-

tive season in prospexrt. There is more or lesa work under
way in the business sections of the city, hut the suburbs are
rapidly being built up to provide accommodations for the

growing city. Some of the more prominent improvements
contemplated include nn 1 1-story brick and stone store and
loft building to be erected on West Eighteenth street, from
Plans drawn by Bobert Maynicke: an 11-story store and loft

building having a facade of brick and limestone on Broadway
between Spring and Prince streets, designed by architects I»e

Lemos & Conies, the estimated cost being placed at $340.000

:

n 12-story brick and stone hotel. 8fl x 80 feet, and estimated
to cost $550,000. to be erected ou West Thirty-fifth street, from
plans by Henry B. Milliken ; a new theater, to be known a*
the Colonial, to be erected at Broadway and Forty-seventh
Streer. at a cost of a half million dollars: a 12-story apart-
ment hotel at Madison avenue and Sixty-third street, to cost

about $4i0O.O0O. and having over 200 rooms and 110 bath-

rooms, besides parlors, reading rooms. Ac. the plans being
prepared hy Buchman & Fox : a -12-story brick and atone
modern office building from plans by Clinton St Russell, to lee

put up at the corner of Wall and Water streets by the Ton-
tine Company, and a 25-story building on the triangular
plot nf land at Broadway, Fifth avenue. Twenty-second snd
Twenty-thinl streets, which it is estimatc-d will cost about
$1,800,000. From the peculiarom the peculiar shape of this plot of |

referred to in real estate circles as the flat-it is commonly
iron."

An important decision affecting the contractors of the
city has recently been rendered by the Court of Appeals de-

claring the law prohibiting the use nf stone from other States
unconstitutional. The law was (mssed a few years ago at
the instance of several labor organizations, and the penalty
for violating it as it stood was the withholding of moneys
due the contractors. The claims now held up in the city are
said to amount to nearly S204UHK). hut the decision of the
4'onrt of Appeals involves the payment of millions of dollars
in th» futun».

At the- twelfth annual meeting of the Building Trades
Club, held nt their quarters in the Townsend Building in

February, the following ticket was elected: President. Frank
M. Weeks: first vice-president. Warren A. Conover ; second
vice-president. Charles I~ Eidlilx; sec retary and treasurer.
William K. Fertig.

Managers for Three Years.- -Ceorge Moore Smith, Sam-
uel I. A. ken. Jr.. Hugh 4 Jetty, (ieorge F. Bolmer. Archibald
.1. Mnrton.

Manager for Two Years.—A. Dudley Brarohall.

William K. Fertig. the secretary and treasurer, presentee)
his financial statement and report, showing the cosh balance
on hand January 1 and the membership at present to he 27.".

of whom 10 are non-resident aud .". associate i

Philadelphia, Pa.

In our last issue we made mention of the annual meeting
of the Master Builders' Exchange, giving among other things
n list of the directors elected for various terms. Subsequent'
ly the dire-dors nrganmil by choosing William Conway, a

prominent brick manufacturer, president of the exchange:
W. S. S. Shields, ,1. I.iinlsHv Little and Thomas F. Arm-
strong. vi< •-presidents : Charles II. Beeves, treasurer, and
William Darkness, secret iry. (ivoige Wntson was made
trustee.

Mr. Conway, the new president, has been n member of
the enhance' since it was organised, and succeeds John S.
Stevens, rcccntlv re-signed. Mr Conway- was a memher of
the Board of Hinders, iind for three sin-e-essivc term* wa>
vice president of the exchange,
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Pittsburgh. Pa.
At tin- annua! meeting of the Pittsburgh Builders' Ex-

change tlit following officer* und hoard of Directors were
selected for the ensuing year:

President. Secretary.
W. B Lupton. John S. Elliot.

First vice-president. Treasurer.
J. J. Munn. T. J. Hamilton.

Second vice-president,
Adam Wilson.

Hoard of Directors

:

AV. B. Lupton. Samuel Francises, James Hay,
J.S.Elliott. K. K. Cluley. .I.J. Munn.
Adorn Wilson. A. A. Hersperger, W. Green.
G. S. Fulmer, A. Kasner, II. U. Rose.
J. M. Jones, .I.P.Knox.

l i t peiirta; feeling among members of the trade la that
the coming spring and summer months will witness a great
deal of aotivity and that the season will be one of the beat for
some years past. The building operations under way are now
not confined to any particular locality or section of the city,

!>ut are pretty well divided. The construction now going on
in the business portion of the city is of a very gratifying
character. IVrmits for February were 189 in number as
compared with 98 in February of last year.

One of the notable undertakings is covered by a contract
for the erection of NX) brick and stone dwelling houses which
lias been awarded to F. C. Martsolf. a McKee's Rocks con-
tractor. The dwellings will cost $2500 each and will be
erected on the West Park plan of lots, near McKee's Rocks,
by C. F. Baker of Canal Dover, Ohio. The aggregate cost of
the contract is $250,000. The contractor will break ground
at once and the buildings will be completed about July 15.

The Dinth annual meeting of the Wholesale Lumber Deal-
ers' Association, held in the city the first week in March,
was well attended and a success in every way. Business
matters were discussed, a banquet enjoyed and excursions
made. The trustees who were elected organized by choos-
ing the following officers: President, Robert C. Lippincott;
first vice-president, Pendennis White; second vice-president,
Charles H. Bund : treasurer, Frederick W. Cole ; secretary,
F.ugenie F. Perry ; general counsel, John J. McKelvey.

Providence. R. I.

The annual report of the inspector of buildings shows
the extent of the operations in the city during the past year
«nd sIeo calls attention to some of the changes which have
l>een made in construction. The number of permits issued
was 1122. as compared with 1268 the year previous, and the
amount expended considerably in excess of the outlay during
the 12 month* of 1890. Inspector Hopkins states in his re-
port that the total results when compared with the year be-
fore are very gratifying and lead to the conclusion that the
material and visible improvements to the city are in a
healthy condition. For obvious reasons buildings erected on
the principal streets in the city will hereafter be undoubtedly
of a substantial character, and the report places emphasis
on the fire proof construction. The prospects for the ensu-
ing year are very encouraging for large additions to the city's
growth nnd material prosperity.

Sale Lake City. Utah.
A few week* ago the united building trades Issued a cir-

cular to the architects and contractors of the city, with the
object, it is stated, of shutting out non-union men from work-
ing on the projected buildings in the city. The new order of
things was to go into effect on April 1, and any contractor or
subcontractor employing non-union men would be called
upon to pay a fine of $50, but no non-union men would be
allowed to work on any buildings or works on which the said
contractor was engaged.

The opinion among architects and contractors is that
if the conditions of the circular arc carried into effect it will
prevent a great deal of building which otherwise would be
executed. In some instances architects are advising their
clients to hold off until matters are more settled, while others
i xpresfc the view that it will stop at least 50 per cent, of the
building operations.

San Francisco, CaJ.

The Sar. Francisco building situation has been cleared
somewhat by the settlement of the long drawn out millmcn'B
strike, which has restricted building to a large extent during
the last six months. On February 19 a board of arbitration
submitted a compromise which was accepted by the men and
most of the mill owners. This trouble was hardly settled,
however, liefore another labor disagreement arose to hamper
the buil iing trades. This time it was the teamsters who
struck. The brick yards and other material houses are now
refusing to load non-union teams, and no one knows just how
•erions the matter may become. Only an average amount of
t'Uilding is under way. although the prospects for the city
and tl.e State at large are splendid. Residence building will
undoubtedly be a fenture of the spring, as dwelling houses
are sca.-ct and rents for this character of property are rising.

Ar a meeting held on February 1 the San Francisco
Building Council elected the following officers: President.
P. H. McCarthy: vice-president. E. J. Brandon; recording
nud corresponding secretary, O. A. Tveitmoe; financial secre-
tary, II. Thieier: treasurer. John E. McDougald; sergeant-
nt-arms H. J. Skeen ; trustees. P. II. Farley. Walter Goff.
V. J. Dt novan. W. A. Cole and D. D. Brown.

Seattle, Wash.
Adv.. e» :'

r,.iu Seattle under date of March 7 are that the
city has iust closed the greatest building month In its historv.
During February 425 building permits were issued in this
city. T> is ;« rmrly three times as many as were issued in

Fobruary, 1900. The notable fact about this midwinter
building activity is that by far the greater part of the new
work is on residences, over 000 new dwellings having bean
begun since January 1. The great movement in the erection
of wooden buildings has led to a scarcity of carpenters, and

n are now paying ft per day for <

The Spokane
ner on February 12.

Spokana, Wash.
Notwithstanding the great amount of building done in

Spokane, Wash., last year, there is reported to be a great
lack of desirable buildings, both for residence and for busi-
ness purposes. The lack of suitable residences has already
ied to considerable building this season. New residences are
now going up in many quarters of the town. These range
in general from $0000 to $1000 in cost, there being several
now under way which will cost slightly below the former
figure. The demand for good business locations is strong and
is expected to result in some big modern buildings before
long, although no new plans have been made public recently.

lation of Architects held its annual din-

St. Louis. Mo.
building permits issued by Commissioner of Public Build-
Longfellow since January 1 show an increase over the

first two months of 1900 of $1,025,391. Architects and con-
tractors predicted at the close of the year that this year's
building improvements would surpass ail records for many
years. The valuation of permits issued in February is $132,*-

100 in excess of the same month of last year. The January
increase in valuations is $873,225. making a total increase
for the two months of $1,025,391, as stated.

Toledo. Ohio.

The Builders' Exchange held their annual meeting on the
evening of Monday, March 4, nearly the entire membership
being represented. More interest was manifested in the pro-
ceedings than in any election heretofore held by the exchange.
Many matters of importance were considered. A motion
prevailed that a committee be appointed to whom all Im-
portant matters brought up were referred, with Instructions
to make and submit some new system to the exchange, in
order to make it more successful In every way, the report
to be ready for submission at the first meeting in April. An
appropriation of $50 was voted for an entertainment and
smoker to be given at the first meeting next month, this
committee consisting of Henry Thorspeck, chairman, George
O'Toole and G. Hofer.

The election resulted In the selection of the following offi-

cers and directors : President, J. L. Creswell ; first vice-pres-
ident, Henry Thorspeck ; second vice-president, P. EL Deg-
nnn.

Directors.—A. R. Kuhlmann, John MeCaffery. Charles
A. Hartman. R. G. Bacon. W. J. Aibrecht and Frank R.
Stahl.

The secretary, assistant secretary and treasurer are to be
elected at a later date.

Utlca. N. Y.

The Builders' Association Exchange of Utica held their
annual election in January and selected the following officials

for the ensuing year: President, William Fisher; vice-presi-
dent, George W. Shippy; secretary, Harry Lancaster, and
treasurer. Joseph Wicks. The trustee for three years was
Charles Y. Fuller.

While it is rather difficult to say to what extent building
operations will be conducted the coming season In and about
the city, most of the architects appear to be busy, and at the
same time there Is considerable repair and alteration work
in progress.

Watertown, N. Y.

There is considerable new work In sight in and about the
city, and architects are comparatively busy for this season of
the year. The prospects are good for an active year.

At the annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange, held
at their rooms in Burdick Block, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: George F. Townsend,

|

C. C. Burns, vlee-presidenu and W. C.
"

and
Youngstown. Ohio.

At a meeting of the Builders' Exchange held early in
March an agreement was reached with the bricklayers by
which the latter will work nine hours a day for the coming
summer, the workmen waiving their demand for an eight-
hour day. It was also agreed that on Saturday the men
would work eight hours and receive pay for that number of
hours. A provision In reference to the stone masons' scale
was inserted in the settlement made with the bricklayers,
which is to the effect that if the stone masons get less than
40 cents per hour in Pittsburgh the Youngstown stonemasons
are to receive that rate; while if the stone masons in Pitts-
burgh receive more than 40 centB per hour, the Youngstown
men will receive the same amount.

It is now given out that many who intended to bnild and
withheld their contracts uutil the eight-hour question was
adjusted, will go ahead with the work of construction.

Notes.

Reports from Saginaw, Mich.; Troy, N. Y. ; Columbia,
Pa.; Canandaigun, N. Y. ; Pottsville, Pa.: Newark, N. J.;
Schenectady. N. Y., nnd other places indicate the outlook for
an active Benson in the building line.

The full bench of the Supreme Court decided on March
13 that the Westminster Chambers, in Copley Square. Bos-
ton. Mass., must come down to 90 feet, the hight established
by the Legislature for structures in that square. The build-
ing is said to be 0 feet in excess of the hight limit, and the
owners are given until October 1 to comply with the law.
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The Rastman Building for the

Institute.

Some time ago we made brief mentlou in these- col-

umns of tbe fact that Mr. George Eastman had donated
a sum of money for tbe erection of a new building for

the Athcneum and Mechanics' Institute at Rochester,

N. V., with a view to providing additional facilities for

Instruction in various departments of industry. The
corner stone of the new structure was tnid on October
15 last, nnd the building will be formally opened with

elaborate ceremonies extending from April 15 to 20 In-

clusive.

Tbe new building Is of red brick with stone trim-

mings and is two stories and basement In blgbt. Tbe
main frontage on Plymouth street Is 23ft feet, that on
Spring street 132 feet, whilo on the canal side It Is 134

feet. A general Idea of the disposition of tbe rooms
will be seen from an Inspection of the first and second

floor plans, which are presented herewith. It will be

noted that the north wing Is to be devoted entirely to

the industrial and line arts department, while the south

cement. The architects' plans were made from draw-

ings by Professor E. C. Colby, priucipnl of the flue arts

department, who designed tbe arrangement of the entire

building.

Tbe new structure is separated by only a few feet

from tbe old building, which will be used entirely for

manual training in wood and Iron. Including joinery,

wood turning, pattern making, forging, vise machines

and lutbe working. The two buildings are connected

by a bridge at the second floor, as indicated on the plan

shown in this connection.

The New England Building at the Pan-Amer-
ican Exposition.

We understand that. Instead of each State erecting

a separate building at tbe Pan-American Exposition to

be held at Buffalo this year, the commissioners of each

of the New England States of the Exposition have

ngreed to recommend that oue structure bo erected for

the group, each State bearing its proportion of tbe ex-

pense. It is stated that the estimated cost of the bulld-

TKe

Plan of Main Floor.

Building for the /mtitutr

wing Is to be used for tbe department of domestic
science.

Tbe center wing, bounded by the alley and tbe north

and south courts and divided by tbe center corridor, Is

100 feet long. On tbe north side of the corridor la a
room 20 x 42 feet, to be devoted to architectural draw-
ing. There is also a locker room, 28 x 33% feet, and the

janitor's check room, which will face the corridor divid-

ing tbe wing. On tbe other side of this corridor and
occupying the south side of tbe center wing is a large

lecture room, 42 x 57% feet, with n seating capacity of

400.

On tbe second floor, which is similar in general out-

line to the first floor, are found the rooms for designing,

free hand ami mechanical drawing, modeling, painting,

Ac. In size the rooms for mechanical drawing measure
35 x 40% feet. 20 x 40% feet, and two of them 10% x 30
feet. The painting room or art studio, occupying the

northeast comer, and giving the best possible light for

the purpose. Is 25 x 40% feet in size. The two room*
devoted to free, hand drawing face the canal, one 33 x

34% feet, the other 27% x .14% feet In size. The life class

occupies a room at the west end of this wing, facing

tho alley, and also lighted by a skylight. Tbe room is

24 x 28% feet. The design room. 32 x 34% feet, faces the

alley and north court, and adjoining is the clay modeling

room, 24% x 32 feet, facing the north court. Oft* this

room are wardrobes and toilet rooms.

The Interior finish of the building Is in white wood,

the hall floors of the corridors and tho court being of

iug Is $18,000. and will be built of staff auJ painted to-

represent red brick with marble trimmings. Tbe style

of architecture will be old Colonial, so characteristic of

tbe New England States. Tbe entrance of the building,

which has been designed by Josephine Wright Chapman
of Boston, Mass., wlU be a large, square ball with a

wide Colonial staircase. On tbe main floor will be the

bureau of Information, post office, coat rooms, lounglug

and waiting rooms, &c, while on tbe second floor will

be six State rooms, arranged so that each room la prac-

tically on a corner, all rooms being of equal size aud

fitted with fire places. Careful study is to be given to

the iuterior decoration of tho building. The paint

throughout will be of old Ivory white, and the walla are

to be hung with old time paper?, tho large ball to be

covered with the landscape paper so popular a century

ago.

Heal antique furniture is to be used throughout the

building, from the old clock on the stairs to antique

mirrors over the fire places, and flue old rugs will cover

tbe floors.

The entire building, as well as th* covered piazzas

w hich sin round It, will be lighted by electricity.

Tin: most magnificent work of architecture is the

Th J Mali.il, In Agra, Hindustan. It is octagonal in form,

of pure white marble, Inlaid with every sort of precious

stone. The work took 22.000 men 20 years to complete,

and though there were numerous gifts and th- labor w.i»

free, the cost was about $16,000,000.
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School Heating Systems.

Evidently there Is need for some better method of

acquainting those who have charge of operating the

heating systems In school buildings with the proper

method of managing them. From varloDB parts of the

country reports come that school buildings bad to be

closed owing to the failure to secure a comfortable

temperature in tham. In many Instances Investigation

finds the failure to be due to want of knowledge on the

part of the Janitor, or. In his absence, of the teachers

In the school building of how to manipulate the different

valves and dampers to secure an Increase In the temper-

ature in the building when the outside temperature falls.

It will very readily be seen that to the uninitiated the

low pressure steam system, hot water system, or even the

later day furnace systems present complications which. If

not thoroughly understood, make It impossible to operate

them so as to warm a building comfortably. In many
Instances this forces the closing of the school. Some-
times it Is found that those who have some Idea of how
to fire up burn the fire entirely ont by opening the damp-
ers and giving full draft, without taking up the labor

This is not a great labor, and those who are capable

of designing and Installing a heating plant surely can

furnish typewritten directions for its operation, and
such drawings of the different details as may be neces-

sary to make the directions readily understood.

New Publications.

A Practical Treatise UroN Steau Heating. By
Frederick Dye. Si»e. 5% x 8ft inches. 238 page*.

Published by Spon & Chamberlain. Price. $4.

Readers of the English trade and technical Journals

have long been familiar with the name of Mr. Dye. the

author of this book, who Is a constaut writer upon

topics connected with domestic heating by steam and hot

water. In view of the popularity of steam heating in

the United States, the author's preface will be read with

surprise, for In It he states that his reason for publish-

ing this book was the fact that there was nothing avail-

able In England on the topic. He first compares the

systems of steam and not water heating and intimates

that the former is only applicable to large buildings

of replenishing the fire with fuel, this menial task being

left to the Janitor.

Some leading contractors furnish explicit directions

of such a nature that any Intelligent person by carefully

reading them can attend to such simple details as are

needed to check the fire or Increase it. This example Is

one worthy of being widely followed, particularly by
those who Install heating systems In school buildings.

It may be safely assumed that a school building Is nevsr
closed on account of low temperature as soon as it should

be. Thus more or less risk to the health of all who occupy
the building is incurred before the teacher adopts as a
final measure the closing of the school, to escape expos-

ure to a temperature that is loo low for health. While
it may be the duty of a school board to gee that the

Janitor gives Intelligent service, the fact that so many
schools in widely separated sections are closed on ac-

count of Inability to heat the buildings snows that some-
thing further is necessary than can be expected from the

school board or the Janitor.

This requirement can best be satisfied by the heating

contractor, and ft becomes lncumt>ent on all who beat

school buildings, churches or other buildings that are

only periodically used, and In which the heating system
is left to the Janitor or sexton, to supply charts and direc-

tions such as will enable any intelligent person who dis-

covers that attention to the beating system Is needed to

give such attention as will produce the desired effect.

and for special purposes. His point of view la summed
up In this sentence: "There Is considerable certainty

that steam will never be preferred to hot water for

general heating work—in English residences, for in-

stance—but for many purposes It excels hot water and

every other means of affording warmth."

The practice of heating engineers In America and

England differs so widely that It would be Impossible

to recommend this book as a guide to the novice in thla

country, nevertheless It can be studied to advantage

by one who Is already familiar with the business.

Americans are not apt to go to England for suggestions,

but it would argue too much self complacency to say

that the works of English heating engineers rannot

afford us any assistance. The general principles of

heating, of course, are the same the world over, for the

attraction of gravitation and the effect of heat upon

water are universally the same, but when it comes down
to the practical points there Is a wide variation betweeu

the two countries. The caBt Iron heating boiler is

practically unknown to the English heating trade, ex-

cept so far as they have been educated to the use of

American apparatus. Their elaborate wrought iron

boilers arc undoubtedly very efficient heaters, but they

will hardly find favor either from the point of view of

construction or of cost !n America.

Another very important difference between the prac-

tice of the two countries is the degree of heat demanded
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by tbe public. In commenting upon an American beat-

ing job, Mr. Dye points out that It is usual in the

Northern Elates und In Canada to allow for a 05 or 70

degree rise of temperature, the minimum outdoor tem-

perature being assumed at zero. In Euglaud, on the

oilier hand, the engineers, according to Mr. Dye, usually

calculate on a :W-degree rise—that Is. from 20 degree*
1'. to It will be readily seen that such a great dif-

ference between the temperature demanded In the two
countries will modify the size of boiler, amount of

radiating surface and all that goes Into the heating

system.

The author begins with the general principles of

steam beating, followed by a similar chapter on the

distribution of heat. He then considers steam heat

s|M-< incally and follows with a design of n low pressure

gravity steam heating apparatus. Then come designs

of apparatus which do not return the condensed water
direct into the boiler. Chapter VI deals with the amount
of radiating surface required, a table Iteing presented

based upon the cubic contents of apartments with modi-
fications for variation in glass area, &c. The author
next proceeds to describe the apparatus, one chapter
being devoted to boilers, followed by one on radiators,

valves, fittings. &e. Chapter IX deals with heating
water by steam, the author beginning with the state-

ment. A hot water heating system can be heated by a
steam heater In a much Itetter manner than by a fire-

that Is. with less fluctuations of temperature and with
less trouble and attention." Chapter X, which is very
brief, cives some points on high pressure steam heat-

ing. <"l>aptor XI gives sundry information and data
relatitig to steam heating. Chapter XII deals with
heating by steam, and the rest of the volume Is given
up to tables. The book Is well printed, but the Illus-

trations art- little to boast of.

Heating Groups of Houses from a Central Plant.

One of the most Important
has been undertaken In Chicago for some time past In-

volves the erection in one of the city's many suburbs
of 170 two-story brick flat buildings, some of which are
to be so arranged that the ground floors may be used as
stores. Work on 22 of these buildings Is already under
way and tbe rest will follow as soon as contracts can be
let The innovation will be in the heating of all these
buildings, for which a steam plant 100 x 75 feet at West
Lake street and Forty-ninth avenue will be provided.
Boilers calculated to supply about 5000 feet of street
mains will be installed at once and additions will be
made as the demands may require. It is expected to

have everything ready for nse by the beginning of the
renting season.

Specifications for the Painter.

A little work which will be found of special Interest
and value to architects, house painters and others en-
gaged in tbe building trades, Is an attractively printed
and carefully arranged hand book Issued under the
above title by Harrison Brothers & Co.. Incorporated,
of Philadelphia. Peun. It presents in condensed form a
great deal of Information which Is often desirable to
have for ready reference, but which Is seldom available
when needed. Painters frequently complnin of the in-

adequate manner In which the average painting specifi-

cation Is written, and wben appealed to they are often
unable to suggest a better form that will meet all the
conditions r.f the case. In the preface to this little book
It Is a*serred that within its covers will be found a
method of specifying each different class of painting
under its appropriate nead. and In the briefest form.
When different materials or methods may be used for

the same class of work, the correct specification for
ear), h:.s t.pen given, so that the architect or painter
may <]-,;• his own Judgment In the selection of that
be-* adapted to the special case In hand. Copious notes
iti small type have been introduced In explanation of the
Fpef.t:- at ions, or to suggest amendments applicable

to special conditions. In preparing the specification

forms tbe compilers have sought tbe advice of a number
of leading architects and painters to tbe end that tbe

Information presented may bo thoroughly practical.

Under the head of " Useful Notes " suggestions are
given as to the time required In painting; when to prime
a new building; the number of coats recommended for

stables, barns, outbuildings, &c; how to re-paint old

surfaces, green or seasoned lumber, and how to produce
tints of all kinds.

Organization of Brick Makers.

Articles of incorporation of the Association of Brick

Manufacturers and Agents, with principal office in New
York City, were tiled with the Secretary of State at

Albany on February 27. the object being to foster the

brick trade, reform abuses and promote a more en-

larged and friendly Intercourse between the members.
The directors are William R. Hammond and Robert

Main of New York City; John B. Rose, Homer Ramsdell

and Fred. W. Bartlett of Newburgh; Everett Fowler,

H. W. Wood and Uuclen Washburn of Haverstraw; A.

E. Aibridge of Flshklll on-Hudson; Charles A. 8bults

and Albert Terry of Rondont; George W. Washburn of

Saugerties and Jerome Walsh of Stockport.

A piece of rapid work was recently executed In Pater-

son. N J as the result of a wager, P. S. Van Kirk, a

well-known carpenter and builder, constructing a car-

lienter shop, 50 x 80 feet In size and fwo stories In hlgbt.

In the space of four hours and a half. All of the ma-
terial was first placed conveniently at band, and at a
given signal a force of 75 raei

The building was finished ready for

time stated.
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Model Tenements as Profitable Investments.

One of the most interesting of the supplementary

reports of the New York Tenement House Commission,

recently presented to Governor Odell and the State

Legislature, Is one prepared by Dr. K. It. L. Gould of

the City and Suburban Homes Company of New York

on the " Financial Aspects of Recent Tenement House

Operations." The report Is a comprehensive statement

of the financial results obtained from twenty-five typ.'eal

modem tenements built in New York City during the

past four years, and It shows. In the most convincing

manner, that the model tenements erected by Dr. Gould's

own company and other agencies for improved housing

of the city's poor are profitable investment propositions,

paying an average of between five and six per cent,

profit on the capital invested, while providing housing

at prevailing rentals. In ascertaining the percentage

return to the owner upon his Investment, Dr. Gould first

of all deducts from the gross possible rental twelve and

a half per cent, for vacancies and losses through non-

payment of rent, a proportion which his experience finds

to be very liberal In the case of the Improved modern

tenements, where vacancies and defaults are compara-

tively rare. From the net rental he deducts thirty-

seven aud a half per cent, for repairs, taxes, water rates,

Insurance, wages of Janitor, &c, and ten per cent, more

to represent depreciation. The result shows that after

these disbursements, the average return on the twenty-

five typical tenements stands about seven and three orie-

hundreths per cent. The tenements selected are di-

vided into five groups distributed throughout the upper

and lower east and west sides of the city. Inhabited by

the iworer classes, the rentals Imposed being no higher

than those asked In the old crowded and unsanitary

buildings of a similar nature located In the same dis-

tricts. The deduction from the tabulated results Is ob-

vious, that there Is no good economic excuse for the

existence, much less for the further construction, of such

dark, 111 ventilated, overcrowded human beehives as

fonn the large majority of the five thousand odd tene-

ments that now exist In the borough of Manhattan.

Typical Hodern Tenements.

Of the operations of the City and Suburban Homes
Company of New York, with which he is himself active-

ly connected, and which is the largest and most im-

portant of the agencies working for the amelorlatlon of

living conditions In the city. Dr. Gould says that their

Investments In model tenemeuts to date amount to a lit-

tle over $1,500,000, while plaus are being matured to In-

vest at least $1,000,000 more. In striking contrast to

the unsanitary, overcrowded buildings which exist all

over the city are the model structures put up by the

company referred to. The unit for their buildings Is a

frontage of either fifty or one hundred feet. In the

center of each uult of one hundred feet Is a large slsed

court, ventilated at the bottom, thirty feet square, and

between two one hundred foot units Is a recessed court

eighteen feet wide and about sixty-five feet In length.

The apartments are nowhere more than two rooms deep,

and are lighted and ventilated from two sides. There it

not a single dark room, or even a dim room, in any of

the buildings. Moreover, every apartment is a complete

house In itself, separated from other apartments by

deafened partitions, and containing a water closet for

the exclusive use of the family, stationary wasbtubs

and sink, hot water supplied from a central boiler sys-

tem, clothes closets and dressers, mantels and the like.

Gas ranges and steam heat are also supplied to every

apartment, and there are shower baths on the ground

lloor and bathtubs In the basement, as well as laundries

and steam drying rooms for the free use of the tenants.

Dumb waiters are used to bring up articles from the

cellar and to take down garbage. The buildings ara

tire proof, the staircases being built of noncombustlble

materials, and are surrounded by lire proof parapet

walls. The rentals of these apartments per square foot

of rental area-the only fair basis of comparison—are
practically the same as those charged for much Inferior

accommodations in the same neighborhood.

Pittsburgh's Latest Office Buildings.

Some of the latest building improvements under way in

Pittsburgh will afford the citizens a sight which they

probably never before witnessed within the corporate lim-

its of the city—the erection at the same time on opposite

street coiners of two skyscrapers, one being 15 stories

and the other 18 stories in bight. The latter structure

will be known as the Arrott Building, and will occupy

a site fronting 73 feet on Wood street and 00 feet on

Fourth avenue. There will be two stories below the

street line, the same as in the Carnegie and Frlck build-

ings, while the hlglit from the level of the street to the

top of rhe cornice will be 240 feet. The material se-

lected for tl.e first Ihree stories is pink granite, the re-

maining 15 stories belug in alternate courses of buft*

brick and terra cotta. Every side of the exterior will

be finished, thus leaving no blank walls to mar its au-

pearance from any point of view. There will be on

Wood street oue large entrance, 19 feet wide and 32 fee*

high, which Is Inteuded to l»e a distinctive feature of

the building. An arcade will run through the sixteenth

and seventeenth stories and balconies will project from

the eighteenth. This arcade will consist of marble

pillars, with terra cotta pilasters, and will be ornamented

with Hons' heads. The top story will be In the frlese and

entablature. The first floor will be occupied by two

banking rooms, 28 x 50 feet in size and 32 feet high.

Heavy paneled ceilings atid large marble columns with

ornamental caps will add to the Interior decoration.

Each floor above the first will contain ten otflces. mak-

ing 170 in all. The stairway will wind around the ele-

vator shaft. In which will be located six high speed

elevators, and will be of marble and bronze. The plans

were drawn by Architect F. J. Osterllug, who secured

the commission for the new building in competition

with several local firms, and on April 5 the contract for

the erection of th<> building was awarded to Win. Miller

A Sons. The cost Is estimated to exceed half a million

dollars mid will require more than 1200 tons of Struc-
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tural steel. Next to the Frlck Building, this will be the

tallest structure In the city.

People's Savings Bank Building.

The 15-story structure referred to will be an unusu-

ally handsome one and will be put up for the People's

Savings Bank on the corner opposite to the Arrott Build-

ing. The first three stories of the exterior will be of

red granite and the remaining stories of red brick and

terra cotta, the roof being ornamented with a heavy

cornice of terra cotta with bronze cresting. Tbe ar-

chitectural feature of the structure will be the two en-

trances to tbe banking room, one on Wood street and

the other on Fourth avenue, these forming a corner

entrance. This will be spanned by richly carved granite

arches, while the doors will be of tbe revolving kind,

made of bronze and glass set in marble cylinders. The

main eut ranee to the building proper will be on Fourth

avenue and will be finished In marble, and the stairway

to the second floor will be of solid marble. This ma-

terial will also be used in all the halls and corridors for

wainscoting, as well as for the floors. The rooms will

be finished in hard wood. The banking room will face

on Fourth avenue and extend the length of tbe building,

70 feet. The room will be Unlshed In marble and will

have a delicately ornamented celling. On the aide walla

will be pilasters with richly molded capitals, and there

will be free standing columns In the room, similarly or-

namentid and Incased in marble. The screens on the

banking counters will be of bronze In special design.

The architects- of the building are Alden & Harlow, and

tbe contract for the construction has been awarded to

the George A. Fuller Company, the cost being placed

at about $500,000. The building is expected to be ready

for occupancy by March 1, 1002. the old buildings on

the site having Just been razed and the ground cleared

for tbe active work of construction.

A Novel Stable Building.

A movement Is on foot In Boston looking to the erec-

tion of a co-operative stable, which will be something

altogether novel in the line of building. The proposition

aa outlined is to erect a building having a frontage of

232 feet on I-ansdowne street, with a depth of 08 feet

and a bight of 0-1 feet. At the buck of the stable there

will be a lti-foot passage way. which will allow the

bringing in of provender and the carting away of ma-

nure. It Is proposed also to have seven floors, each floor

to have six separate and distinct stables, making iu all

42, and each to have accommodations for five horses,

making 210 for the entire building.

It Is proposed to enter at double doors at the center

of the front and to have a runway to each story by which

the horses can go up and dowu. There will be two

elevators in the center, which will be run by the own-

ers of the building, aud which will take horses and

carriages up and down. F.very portion of the building

will be tire proof. There will be no wood except the

window sills aud partitions of the stalls.

Kncli stable will have five stalls for horses and a

separate n«.in In which the provender will be kept; also

a large carriage house, a living room for one or more

men and a harness room. The sanitary arrangements

will be lu accordance with the very latest Ideas of

plumbing. There will be a balcony outside of each

stable which will afford a fire escape from each.

Klchard P. Hood, one of the architects, explains the

plan as to sanitary conditions as follows:

'• Each suite has a separate manure shute. at the bot-

tom of which will be a wagon, which when filled will be

carted away mid another will take its place. There will

be n ventilating duct for each suite, which will be steam

heated and by which the air from the stables where the

horses are kept will be constantly ventilated. Both of

these ducts will be of fire proof material and tbe ven-

tilators will run through the roof 3 feet Into the air.

" The manure cartways are to be walled up entirely

and ventilated by a shaft, which Is reinforced by steam
heating or radiation of some sort to secure circulation

of air. There will be three windows In front of tbe

stalls and a Dutch door at the side, and these will ad-

mit fresh air. Tbe ventilating ducts will remove the

vitiated air.

" Instead of having a separate stall pan for drainage

each group of stalls will have one large pan, which will

admit of perfect flushing. For each floor we have a
common bathroom for the stablemen, closet, shower and

bath. There will be rooms In which the people who
occupy the building will live, and the entire building

will be heated by steam.

"The building will be lighted by electricity, the dy-

namos being In tbe basement The driveway will be
under a glass covered parte cochtre. The estimated

cost of the building is In the vicinity of $250,000."

Interest In technical and trade education Is rapidly

spreading lu the South, owing to the growth of indus-

trial Interests In that section and the Increasing demand
for properly trained artisans. Already several of the

Southern States have technical schools, but their number
should be materially Increased to keep pace with the

local demands for skilled workers In Industrial lines, and
n strong movement is on foot looking to the filling of

thlB need. Georgia has a very complete State School of

Technology at Atlanta. North Carolina has an Agricul-

tural and Mechanical College at Halelgh, aud the Uni-

versity of Tennessee at Knoxville maintains a technical

department. Clemson College, at Clemson, Ala.; the

Agricultural aud Mechanical College, at Auburn. Ala.,

aud a similnrly named college in Mississippi are other in-

stitutions which furuish technical education of a more
or lees advanced type. Then the negro Is furnished with

trade and technical instruction at Booker T. Washing-
ton's Tuskegee Institute, at Tuskegee, Ala., and at the

Hampton Institute, at Hampton, Va. All these schools

are largely attended, the Georgia School of Technology
enrolling this season 4»K) pupils, but they are unable to

meet the pressing demand for trained and Intelligent

workmen for the new industrial establishments that are

springing up all over the South.

In pursuance of long considered plaiiB for providing

better housing for the poor, the London County Council

has decided to invest $7,500,000 in tbe purchase of 223

acres of land, ou which to build workmen's cottages.

The houses will be erected in Tottenham, a northeastern

suburb of London, where considerable building land (s

available. It is proi>osed to erect 5770 cottages, accom-

modating some 42,500 persons. The routs will range

from $1.50 a week for a cottage of three rooms and a
kitchen to $2.50 for one of five rooms and a kitchen.

Workmen, by a special arrangement, can obtain railway

tickets in this district at one-fourth of tbe regular fare.

The enterprise, once started, will be self supporting, and
is expected to pay a small dividend. While not directly

Involving a removal of the London slums, the scheme
will have a beneficial Influence upon the slum problem

Indirectly, as the denizens of the more overcrowded
parts of the British metropolis are likely to remove into

the tenements vacated by the working people who will

occupy the new cottages. As an experiment In municipal

landlordship the new departure to be made by the Lon-

don County Council Is of considerable Importance.

A patent has l>cen taken out by a man In Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., for a process to stain a log of wood all

through, by subjecting the log to a strong hydraulic

pressure that forces the staining material through the

grain of the w I, which same pressure forces the sap
out ahead of the- stain. It is said that the inventor has.

with a 200-pound pressure successfully stained a 10-foot

maple log by this pr.,. giving it the appearance of
mahogany.
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A RESIDENCE IN A BOSTON SUBURB.
rjn he basis of our supplemental plate this mouth Is

| a residence possessing many features of archi-

tectural Interest, located at the corner of Carruth and
Shenandoah streets, In the Ashmont district of the city

of Boston. An examination of the half-tone engraving,
which is a direct reproduction from a photograph of the
finished house, shows an exterior well broken In Its

outlines, so as to fully relieve the monotony of any plain

surfaces, while across the front and extending partially

around the two sides Is a broad piazza—a feature which
is regarded as essential by a large class of those who
are interested In the subject of bouse designing. A care-

ful study of the floor plans reveals a most compact ar-

rangement, with waste room reduced to a minimum.
The main ball Is of such size as to be available for use

as a reception room, nnd from it there Is direct commu-

for one or more finished rooms, with plenty of storage
capacity. In the basement Is the laundry and a water
closet.

The foundation Is of block granite, lined with
brick, leaving an air space between. The timber used
in the frame of the building is of spruce. The sills are
0x8 Inches, the girder Is of hard pine, 10 x 14 Inches,

the first and second floor joists are 2 x 10 Inches, tbs

. nttlc Joists 2x0 Inches, the hip rafters

t

- \ 2x8 Inches and common rafters 2x4
Inches. The exterior Is sheathed with
matched spruce boards covered with
Beaver paper, on which, where shown,
are No. 1 spruce clapboards laid 8%

\ Inches to the weather. The roof Is

£;—

I
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A Urtiilrnrr in a li'ttim Suburb.—Arthur W. J-tlin. Arrhilrrt, ftutbury, Maw.

covered with cedar shingles. All flashings are of cop-

per, as well as conductor pipes, gutter, cresting, &c.
All outside finish Is of pine.

The ball nnd dining room are finished in quartered
oak. with oak floors. The parlor Is finished In pine,

painted, and has a spruce floor. The kitchen and bath-

room have a 5-Inch plain ash finish, with birch doors.

The dining room has a brick fire place, with oak mantel,

and the parlor a tile fire place, with pine mantel. There
la a wood cornice in the parlor, hall and dining room.

The second story sitting room is finished In white wood,
stained in imitation of mahogany, nud has a birch floor.

The sleeping rooms are trimmed with white wood, natu-

ral finish, and have Much corner blocks, the floors being

of blrcb.

Tbe plumbing Is of the exposed type, and the bath-

room Is fitted with a siphon jet closet flushed by an air

valve tank located In the attic and an Iron enameled bath-

tub, all exposed piping !>elnir brass, nickel' plated. Tbe
sink, back ami drip shelves are of soapstone and there

nlcation with tbe principal rooms on that floor, this ar-

rangement being especially convenient between the

kitchen and front door. The stairs are of the combina-

tion type, a door separating from tbe main landing the

short flight leading to It from the kitchen. The position

of the cellar stairs Is such as to be convenient to the

kitchen, and yet at tbe same time so placed as to avoid

being seen from the front of the house. Communication

between the hall and the parlor and between tbe parlor

and the dining room is by means of sliding doors, while

access to the dtulng room from tbe kitchen Is had

through a well arranged china closet. The second floor

Is divided Into a sitting room, three sleeping rooms and

a bathroom, all of which are readily accessible from the

main stairs, which laud In practically the center of the

house, so that there Is no waste room. The continuation

of the main flight leads to the attic, where there Is space
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are three soapstoue trays in tbe laundry. The house Is

heated by a Thayer hot water heater made by Blake &
Andros of Boston.

The resldenee here shown was erected for George F.

Qnlnby In accordance with drawings prepared by Arthur

W. Joslln of 21 Alpine street, Koxbury, Mass.

Painting Brick Work.

Just bow much a good coat of paint adds to brick

work does not appear to be fully realized by those own-

ing brick structure, says a writer In an English paper.

However. It Is not difficult to distinguish between thf

painted and the unpalnted brick work, and It Is not hard

to sea tbe improvement which tbe paint makes upon the

brick.

Before applying the (lrst coat to brick care should be

by mixing brlckdust with Venetian red and ocher, using

varnish and turpentine. In this no oil Is used, it Is the

brlckdust that gives the surface a natural appearance.

After the wall has been painted attention must be

given to tbe Joints. These may be painted either in

white or black. This Is rattier fine work. A straight

edge and a seamer are used In this work. There are

many things in painting the Joints In brick work which
require more than ordinary precaution. In this work
the horizontal Joints are usually painted first, and then

tuc vertical ones are easily filled tn. It is a mistake to

attempt to paint these Joints directly upon the mortar

Km.

Mile iltigbtt KteTaUmi.— Scale, H, Inch to the K...H

1 Nnidtim in a Boittm Suburb.

taken to clean the surface to be painted. The best prim-

ing coat for this work consists of glue size and Venetian

red mixed In the proportions of ten to one. Oxide of

Iron paint mixed with boiled linseed oil also forms a

good priming coat, and a little drier can also be added to

this.

In applying the priming coat care should be taken that

It be well brushed on. Tbe paint should not be too thick

when applied. As soon as the priming coat has thor-

oughly dried and all the Joints and cracks have been

puttied up, the second coat can be applied. For the coats

after the priming coat Venetian red mixed with linseed

oil and drier Is used: considerable turpentine la also

used, especially In the final coat.

The surface of painted brick work is perfectly flat,

and to effect this but little oil must be used in the lost

coots. An excellent final coat for this work can be made

Joints. If this is attempted the result will be far from
satisfactory. By painting Just a little beneath the mor-

tar Joints far better results will be obtained. By doing

this it will be possible to get a uniformity In the work,

and a satisfactory job will be the result. In some cases

the Joints are painted In oil colors, and a glossy finish is

the result, but this Is not so much to be desired, especial-

ly with a dull surface like brick work.

Oil must be used in tbe first coat of paint for brick

work, for It Is the oil which forms tbe material which
binds tbe pigments together. Certainly brick work must
be perfectly dry when the paint is applied, for otherwise

It would soon scale off. If the proper precaution Is ob-

served In painting of this character there will be little

cause for complaint, and the protection added to this

kind of work by paint Is almost as great as is the pro-

tection added to wood work.
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Novel Method of Preventing Foundations from
Settling:.

A rather novel pluu of preserving a block of houses
which bad been condemned by the building inspectors on
account of cracked walls caused by sinking foundations

Firx« Floor.

withstanding any outward pressure and preventing any
further settlement of the foundations of the buildings.

We understand the work was done by Lawrence I\ Soule

& Sons of Cambridge, Mass.

Swelling: and Shrinking of Wood.

In discussing the matter of the shrinkage and swell-

ing of wood an Knglish writer says that as wood give*

off the moisture It contains a proportionate shrinkage

in its volume occurs. One of the objects of seasoning It

to reduce the moisture to the proportional limit ob-

served between the wood and the air hy which it Is sur-

A RaMrnc* in a B<»lu» Suburb.—Floor I'ltm -Scile, 1-16 /noA to tht Fo»t.

was recently adopted by a contractor near Boston. It ap-

pears that the houses had been built upon what was
years ago a swamp with a stratum of quicksand below
the boggy peat, so that the houses were In reality floating

upon a very unstable foundation. In order to overcome

the difficulty a broad trench 12 feet deep was dug out-

side the foundations of the entire block, and In this

trench 7 or 8 Inch holes were bored for the reception of

pipes, which were then filled with concrete, making, in

fact, a series of concrete plies. On top of these was
placed G feet of concrete and this In turn was sur-

mounted by several feet of solid masonry. The result

of the operation was to place the entire block of houses

In what might i>e termed a huge box. fully capable of

rounded; and, as stated, In reduelng the moisture the

reduction of volume Is also achieved. Neither natural

seasoning nor kiln drying at temperatures below 200

degrees F. will affect the capacity of wood for taking

up additional moisture when there Is an excess of hu-

midity In the air; and whenever wood takes up moisture

it Increases in size. If a pieco of wood is at auy time

charged with water to 50 per cent, of Its weight, it will

then be as large as It originally was In the green state.

A piece of heart wood Immersed In hot water will swell

out to be larger even than Its volume was In the living

tree.

This faculty of resuming original size, of being larger

and smaller according to atmospheric conditions, is one
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of tbe most difficult problems the wood worker has to

deal with. To paint wood work or to varnish it makes

little difference to these qualities, and In all places

where wide areas of wood work are required the crafts-

man Is obliged to adopt some method of nullifying the

effect of. or of concealing altogether, the working of the

ground with the necessary driveways. walkB, &c. The
plans for the buildings were drawn by F. R.

of 20 East forty-second street. New York City.

The City & Suburban Homes Company,
which more or less has been said in these columns,

bare recently acquired a block fronting on the east side

of Avenue A. between Seventy-eighth and Seventy-

ninth streets, New York City, for the purpose of erect-

ing another model tenement block on the lines which
have proved so successful in their previous building

ventures. At present the company have under way a
block In Sixty-second street,
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I of wood after they are placed In position.

Panels have to be left unsecured at the edges, ledge

keys must be glued at one end only, weatherboardlng

nailed at one side, and so on, or else the various pieces

of wood mnst be so framed that the greater or stable

part of each dimension of tbe area consists of timber
placed lengthwise. But the combined precautions of

intelligent framing and the application of protective

coats of paint fall to secure Immunity from hygroscopic

effects. Closely fitted windows and doors afford many
forcible examples of this fact by jamming fast during
the wet months of the year. While wood is sensitive to

changes of temperature, it is doubly affected by the

atmospheric molBturc as well as low temperature of the
winter months.

A handsome residence, stable, gardener's lodge and
coachman's cottage are In process of erection for L. A.

Watres of Scranton, Pa. The site of the building* Is

Just outside the city In the center of a large piece of

property, and In carrying out the work the Improve-

ments will also Include the laying out of the entire

Section of Door and of Trim in Main Roomi
Floor.—Scale, !H Inebea U> tbe Foot.
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. H. Fox.

T\ Figs. 7-8 1* shown the method by means of which

_l
the face mold and bevels may be projected in practice.

The plan, Fig. 7, may be drawn In the manner explained
above for the similar operation at Fig. 5. Then join

A C with the chord line A-KC; this Is the seat line, and
If correct will be at right angles with the ordinate O-B
of the plan. Now square with A C draw C-F, equal In

length with that of the rise of the rail, then joining

F-A. the right Inclination of the section piano may be
obtained. Now produce the Joint line O-C, and set off

C-D equal with the half rise of the rail; then Joining
D-B, tbe Inclination of the section plane over the tangents
may be obtained. This done, divide tbe plan curves Into

any number of parts, and from each point produce lines,

as H'-H-E„ A-P*. N'-I-Q\ Ac, meeting the right inclina-

tion, as shown In the points H'-A-I', Ac.
Now, in Fig. 8, set off H-A-I. Ac. equal with H'-A-I'-

J', &c, of Fig. 7; square over the ordinate* of tbe sec-

tion plane, as shown, and moke them equal In length to

that of the corresponding ordinate* of the plan. Then,
Joining A-B, B-C, and the projection of tbe tangents of
the face mold may be obtained; square with these draw

draw arcs in Y-\"; drawing E-V and D'-V respectively

through the intersection at V gives tbe projection of a
level line lying on the surface of tbe Joint Then, draw-

ing B'-U* and D-D respectively at each Joint, square with

D-V, Ac, gives the projection of tbe " plumb line." la

this simple manner we obtain In D*-E*-V* tbe angle of tha

betel required.

Now to develop tbe Joint section: In cutting a wreath

piece comprised of wood there Is really no necessity for

constructing a developed section, as tbe right section of

tbe straight rail la sufficiently correct for all practical

purposes; but If the material made ose of be stone or

marble and tbe right section of the straight portion, say

of a piece of coping. Is a right lined rectangle 10 or 13

Inches high and 16 or 20 Inches wide, then a right lined

figure will not be correct as a Joint section, for the coping

over the curve of the plan, for. as may be seen at the

Joint surfacea of the model, tbe right section as there

developed. Is one bounded by elliptic curve*. By mak-

ing use of tbe geometrical principles employed at the de-

velopments of the section of the model, a correct section

may be projected which will stand perpendicular over Ita

nG

FIr. 7- -Quarter-Circle Ptau of Coping, tbe Riae or Which May
I Over tbe Plan Tangent*.

The

Pig. 9. -Showing DeTFlopmrat of Joint

the Joint lines D-E. Now trace first the convex curve,

'

set off A-D, C-D', equal respectively with A-E, and addi-

tional points may be obtained at tbe Joint lines through
which to trace tbe concave curve. Now to find the anglo

of the " plumb beveL" First, at tbe points given in B-D
of tbe Joint line, square with A-C, draw B-O, D-F. Now
In Fig. 7 set off O'-G equal with G-F of Fig. 8; then
square with C-F draw G-W. It may now be seen that

the point D of the lower Joint line la situated at a vertical

bight equal wlththatof W-U'abovetbe polntE of tbe line.

Also that the point E' of tbe upper Joint line Is situated

at the equal vertical bight above tbat of tbe point D'.

Notice this Is only the " vertical bight," such as may be
found at a vertical line, as that of G-D of the model of

Fig. 4-0a. In order to find the correct angle of the bevel
we have to And the length as obtains at the Inclined

surface of the Joint, similar to that given In C-J of our
model. This may be found as follows: At Fig. 7, square
with B-D draw D-V Indefinitely. Then set off D-E equal
with G'-W above. Then parallel with B-C draw E-V.
Now In Fig. 8, when the point* D-E' respectively of the

lower and upper Joint line* a* the center*, and the length

D-V, Fig. 7, as the radius, draw arcs In V-V. Then with

the opposite points of tbe joint line* as the centers, and
the width as E.-N' of Fig. 7 of the rail as the radius.

< opyrighted. IKH. by H. Fox.

curved plan, thus obviating aU " rule of thumb

"

In Fig. 7 set off D-6 equal to the half thickness of the

rail or coping; then parallel with the joint line O-D draw
0-2-3-4. Now at Fig. 9 draw two lines, as 1-1' and 8-8', at

right angles. Then, taking A as the center point of the

Joint section, set off A-l', and A-8, A-8', equal respective-

ly with the half thickness and width of the rail; through

the point* given In 88' draw lines parallel with 1-1'; then

set off 2'-8'-4', Ac, equal with 2-3-4 of Fig. 7; through

tbe points given In 2*-l-2 and 4'-l-4 trace curves, which

will give the contour of tbe section. Now transfer the

angle, as given In D'-E'-D' of Fig. 8, to the points aa

shown In 6-A-8, wbleb will complete tbe drawing.

We have gone rather minutely into thla prob-

lem, that of the model, for, containing as It

doe* the whole of tbe geometrical principles upon

which the " tangent system " of handralllng la

founded. It Is highly essential that the student should

thoroughly understand tbe constructions and develop-

menta here explained, for upon this depends In a great

measure his future progress. Having now the two mod-
el*, tbe question may be answered as to which of tbe

models—that first constructed to tbe method of other

writers, or that Just constructed to the method of the

author— Is tbe better one aa a means of Illustrating tbe

several constructions In a practical manner and with
**-

least effort and time.
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COMPETITION IN $2000 FRAME HOUSES.
SECOND-PRIZE DESIGN.

A CCOKDING to the announcement published In our

/\ last Issue the second prize in the competition in

$2000 frnnie houses was awarded to the drawings sub

niltted by John P. Kingston of 518 Main street, Wor-
cester, Mass.. and we take pleasure in presenting them

herewith. In forwarding the matter the nuthor stated that

the blue prints were exact duplicates of original draw-

ings of a house at that time In course of erection, the speci-

fications being slightly abbreviated as compared with the

originals. In concluding he says: I hare had this same
house with a gambrel roof built complete in another city

for the sum of $1872.

We give below the specifications and estlmnte of cost

as furnished by the author:

Take off the surface noil and set aside In convenient

place for finished grading. Excavate the cellar, making
excavations large enough to properly construct the walls,

making cellar 7 feet 0 inches in clear. Excavate for

trenches, bed stones, piers and other places required by
the drawings. Where no figures are given go by accurate

measurements. The bottom of walls to be at least 4

feet below finished grade, 4 Inches below cellar bottom
and rest on good, hard bottom. The cellar bottom to be

left clean, level and smooth.

The materials tuken from cellar to be graded up
around the building after walls are finished and when
outside carpenter work Is done, the loam, &c, is to be
evenly spread over the whole, as directed.

Foundations.

To be built of good sound. Hat field or Junk ledge stone

with footings well bedded 4 inches below the cellar

bottom. To bo laid up dry with inner face laid even and
well bonded with through stone. Joints to be made as

close as possible and well chinked up with small stone

and all Joints trowel pointed. The wall to be .24 Inches

thick at bottom and 18 Inches at top. Chimney stone to

be at least 0 Inches thick and 8 Inches larger nil around
than outside of brick work. Pier stone to be at least

5 inches thick and 20 inches across. The bottom of all

stone work to be 4 feet below finished grade, 4 Inches be-

low cellar bottom

Cesspool —To Ik- r. cesspool within 25 feet of house, to

he 0 feet In diameter at bottom, 4 feet at top. Inside

measure. The bottom to be nt least 8 feet below bot-

tom of house cellar. The wall to be not less than 18

Inches thick, laid dry, to within 2 feet 0 inches of top,

which is to be laid in cement mortar. The top wall to be
about 2 feet o inches below finished grade. Cover to be
furnished by carpenter.

Sewer.—To be drain pipes from cellar to connect to

cesspool in lot at front with good, true falling grade. All

pipes to be best quality G-lnch cement or salt glazed
vitrified draiu pipe, Joints to be made with cement.

Water Supply.—Lay from water main In street to

cellar a service water pipe with stop and waste cock
complete.

Mason Work.

Chimney and Underpinning.—Flues to be built, as
shown. All Joints to be well filled and to be smoothly
plastered from bottom to top on outside and tile lining

inside. Caps to be of artificial stone, flashing at Junction
of roof. Bu!ld In the thimbles as marked.

The underpinning wall to be 9 Inches thick. All brick

used to be S' od merchantable quality with those for out-

side of even color. All mortar to be good quality with
proper proportions of best lime and clean, sharp sand.

The exposed parts to be colored red. Fire place to have
the facing and hearth. Build In nil fixtures and do all

necessary work In conned Ion with and helping other
workmen employed about the work.

Lathing.— I.ath all the parts with good spruce lath

Hi indies wide, and to be laid about % inch apart.

All well nailed to each and every bearing. To 1h> car-

ried down to lining floors on outside walls.

Plastering. -The walls and ceilings of the entire

building above basement to be plastered with a coat of

best lime, snud and hair mortar. To be well worked into

the lath and smoothed up m best manner. Fill plaster-

ing down to lining floors on outside walls and up to

grounds and beads. All ceilings except closets to have
a good coat of kalsomlne wash. The work to be done
true, even and straight, and all parts of building cleaned

up at completion.

The exiwsed parts of brick and stone wall in cellar

to have a coat of whitewash.

Carpenter Work.

The framing work to be done in usual manner for

such a building. The timber to be spruce, free from all

imperfections and of good merchantable quality. The
sills to be 4 x 7, bedded In mortar, girders in cellar 8 x

8. first floor Joist 2x8. second floor Joist 2x7. third 2x6,
exterior wall studs 2 x 4, with double plates, partition

studs to be 2 x 4 and 2 x 3, all set not more than 10 Inches

on centers, hips and valleys 2x7. furring for ceiling % x

2'«i, put on 10 Inches on centers. Rafters to be 2 x 5 and

celling Joist 1 x 7, 24 Inches on centers.

Put bends on all corners and three-quarter grounds at

all openings and bottom of all partitions to plaster

against.

Inclosing Boards, &c.-The walls and gables to be

covered with No. 2 planed % matched spruce or hemlock
boards laid breaking joints. To be nailed with at least

two mills to each bearing.

Boarding for Roof and Lining Doors.—The roofs

and lining floors to be covered with % planed hemlock

boards. Those for floors to be laid close together and
well up to ull openings and comers. Those for roofs to

be lnld not more than 3 Inches apart. All to be well

nailed to each bearing with at least two nail*.

Clapboarding.—The side walls, except otherwise

specified, to be covered with 0-inch spruce clapboards

laid not more than 4^4 inches to the weather.

Side Shingle.—The other parts of walls and gables to

be shingled with dear butt 10-lnch cedar shingles laid

not wore than 5 Inches to the weather, well nailed with

Joints even on bottom.

Paper.—The sldewalls and lining floor to be covered

with good quality of sheathing paper, well lapped before

any finish, clapboards or side shiugles are put on. Do all

flashing necessary.

Roof Shingle.—The roof to be well shingled with X
quality 10-luch sound cedar shingle, put on to show not

more than 4?i Inches to the weather, with at least two
nails to each shingle. Valleys to be laid open with 14-

Inch palntod tin. Kldge to be covered with 0-inch pine

saddle boards and a 2 inch % round on top.

Iron Columns.—The gliders In cellar supported on 0

x 0 chestnut posts and veranda to be supported on 254-

Inch pipe with cap.

Bulkhead.—To be built where shown, with 3x8
spruce frame well secured In place, finished on top and
sides. The side finish to extend down over stone work.

To have double sheathing covers hung with three heavy
binges and proper fasteners. Steps and stringers to be

of 2-inch and risers T^-inch spruce. To be a plank frame
nt bottom of steps with cleat doors hung and fastened In

proper manner.

Coal Bins.-Build coal bins In cellar where shown of

2x4 studs, 30 inches on centers and matched spruce

boards.

Exterior Finish.

To be made from well seasoned No. 2 Western pine

lumber. Verandn and porch floor to be 6 Inches wide,

well driven together and well nailed. Ceiling to be 4-

Inch cypress or N, C. pine sheathing, with l^rlnch mold-
ing in ancle. The columns, brackets and balustrades as
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per detail. Stops to Lave %-inch risers, lVj-lncb trend*
and 2-Inch stringers. Do nil flashing about frames, fin

lsb. Arc., to innke Job complete.

Frames and Sash.—The cellar windows to have 2 inch
plank frames ami lft pine sash. Frames above cellar to
have 2-lnch stool, %-lncb Jambs and casings, with x
lVi molding around outside of casings. To have poc kets
finished snsli pulleys nnd grooved for 1%-Inch sash.

Sash.—The above frames to be fitted with 1%-lncb
pine double sliding Hp sash glazed with Xo. 1 glass well
fastened nnd puttied in plnce nnd to be well filled in

kiln-dried stock, to bo sandpapered and put in place in

good workmanlike manner and put on after all plastering

Is done. Finish in the several parts are as follows:

The ball, parlor, silting and dining rooms in white-

wood to finish naiurnl, and all the second Hour in white-

wood to paint.

The kitchen, jMintry. entry and bathroom In X. C. pine,

with all doors to mutch.

Door Jambs.—To be l^-ineh thick, double rebated,

cased openings Hie same, all set plumb, level and true.

Cased openings between hall and parlor to have turned
columns.

Doors.—To be 1%-lnch thick, live horizontal panels
with •, -round O. O. on edges for first floor and 1%-lncb,
four panel bevel edges for second floor.

Door and Window Finish.—The hnll (both floors),

parlor, sitting and dining rooms lo have -Mi-inch nrcbi-

Keeuoil Floor.

First Floor.

*—
*T. 1 16 Inch to the Foot.

frames and huug and evenly balanced with weights and
cord. Stationary sash shown to be glazed with cathe-

dral glass.

Blinds.— All sliding windows above basement to tie

fitted with best quality l'vinch pine blinds hung in

proper manner.

Exterior Doors and Frames.—Frames to be made of

1-Vluili pine with 2-Inch hardwood thresholds. ^,-lnch

casings nnd moldings like windows. Front door to be

clear cypress 1ft Inch thick, flush molded, with Xo. 1

glass in top part. Rear door to be bung with three butts.

Interior Work and Finish.

All to be as shown by drawings or described In

speciflcntlons lo be worked out from good, clear, sound.

Front Elevation.-Scale, K Inch to the Foot

UompttUion In J'XK) Frame Home*.— Stetmd- f'ntt Design.- John J'. Kinythm,
Architect, Worcester, Man.

travel and 1x5 header with crown molding. The re-
maining parts to have 41-Vluch side architraves and 1-

inch molded header. Stools to be % inch thick rebated to
rest on outside stool with % x 3% Inch molded aprons.
Window stops 5 Inch thick with molded edge, aides put
in with screws, top nailed In.

Base and Molding.—Each room not sheathed to have
S-inch bevel base. The parlor, sitting and dining rooms
and hall to have IVi-lnch molding on top of base.

Sheathing Wainscot.—The kitchen nnd rear entry tn
l>e wainscoted 3 feet 4 inches high, pantry 2 feet 8 Inches
high, bntbrcom 4 feet high wlUi narrow beaded sheath-
ing put on vertical.

Chair Rail.—The dining rooms to have a rail 3% Inches
wide, about 3 feet 4 Inches from floor to top.

Closets.—To have narrow 5-Inch base and 8%-lnch
casings and two rows 2-inch bended wardrobe strips with
coat hooks and one shelf. Put wardrobe strips and hooks
in rear entry- with two shelves over refrigerator space.

Floors.—The finished or top floors In front hall, dining
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room, kitchen, bathroom, rear entry and bathroom to be

% smoothly worked matched birch or maple flooring not

more than 2<A Inches wide. Top floors la other parts to

be square edge smoothly worked pine. All top floors to

have paper under and put down between base.

Linen Closet.—To have three shelves at one end and
wardrobe strips on wall space.

Sink.—To be fitted In kitchen sheathed up under with

case of drowers and a small cleat door. Back to be IS
Inches high with G-lneh shelf on top. To have drip

•helves.

Set Tubs.—To be soapstoue properly supported on
wood frame sheathed around with cleat door. Back 12

Inches high with wood shelf ou top and base over. To
faave I . inch covers.

Pantry.—To have broad counter shelf with case of

three drawers under. The ivmulnlng part closed In with
•waded sheathing and cleat doors. Over broad shelf to

placed in attic high enough above floor to operate stop

cock and supported In proper manner. To be lined by

the plumber.

Stairs.—The several flights of stairs to be built at

shown on 2 x 10 plonk stringers, accurately cut to the

required dimensions for risers and treads

aud flrmly secured In place. To hare 1V6-

Incb treads. % risers and scotla. risers and

treads grooved together and base Into ris-

ers. Front stairs to have 0x0 newel post,

4x4 angle post with turned ends, 116-Inch

turned Iwtlusters, square bottom and top.

two to a tread, and 2V4 x 3% Inch baud rail.

Bell.—To be a small electric boll in kitch-

en to ring from front door, with all necea-

Pi tail of Wati-r

Table - 8. air.

H Inch to the

Fool.

Klgbt Shi.- novation -Sc»l.\ % Inch to the Foot.

Vumpetihon in I'JOJO Framr Huutet —Vrimd- Prite Daigti.

be four shelves 12 Inches wide. The part shown to be

closed in with sheathing and have two cleat doors.

China Closet.—To hove a case of four drawers under

broad shelf and have three shelves over, as shown. To
have two sash doors Hi x 1 foot 0 Inches by 4 feet,

glazed with No. 1 glass cut up as directed.

Shelves.—The sitting room to have a mantel to cost

$15, fitted In place by contractor.

To be a clock shelf about 3 feet long, 0 Inches wide
on ornamental bronze brackets In kitchen where directed

and one in bathroom 2 feet Ions.

Bathroom.—To be fitted up as shown for open work.

The plumber to furnish seats, tank with back for closet

and other fixtures and carpenter will fit all wood work
In place.

Plumbing Strips, &c—Put up all necessary strips,

cleats, &c, to run and fasten pipes on In a neat nud sub
staullal manner. Pipes going through plastering to have
a piece of wood fitted around or have a metal collar. All

parts exposed to dampness to be fastened with brass

•crews.

Tank.—Build and fit In place a 30 gallon tank made
in a substantial manner of lV~lneh ptne plank. To be

sary buttons, wires aud batteries, &c. to operate In best

maimer.

Hardware.—The contractor will figure In $35 for pur-

chasing the hardware for door and window trimmings,

small hinges aud catches, wardrobe hooks and bracket*

and screws for same, window stops and barrel swings,

but does not include weights, cords, pulleys, nails, brads

or screws for other purposes.

Wall Papering.- The contractor will figure in $35 for

purchasing wail paper, moldings and all labor In connec-

tion with putting In place.

The walls of bathroom, kitchen, pantry and entry are

to be painted and come under painter's contract.

Heating.—The contractor will flgure In $100 for heat-

ing apparatus.

Painting-

Outside Work.—AH the exterior work and except

otherwise specified to be painted with two coats of lead

and pure llnsetd oil and turpentine, all colore to please

owuer.

Side Staining.—The shingles on side walls, gables.

&c, to have one coat of pure linseed oil stain and one

coat of pure linseed oil, as directed.

>y Goo<;
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Inside Work.- All interior work muit be well cleaned
before any finish la put on. All nail boles and other Im-

perfections well puttied, matching wood as near as pos-

sible.

Floors.—The hardwood floors In front ball and dining
room co have u coat of equal parts raw linseed oil and

Walls.—The wall of bathroom, kltcheu. pantry, entry

and cblna closet to have a coat of oil size and two cont*

of paint.

All work to be done so a* not to binder or Interfere

with other workmen in any particular. All unlabel

lloors must be protected with paper at all times. No In

terlor work to be done except In best weather, and all

the work must be delivered to owner complete In every

part leu la r.

(las Piping.

Provide and fit In place In best manner according

t . schedule of ;:aH Unlit company all gas pipes necessary

to light the several parts of the building.

Plumbing.

To be a 4-liieh cast iron soil pipe with a running trap

inside of wall with fresh air inlet and band hole. To bt

Lert Sid* Eleration.-Scalv, K Inch to the Foot.

CtaiyilWWail In frim' //uuva, —S-nnvi-Prim DmtgH,— Klrmitiim, PI in mtd Itrl tilt.

turpentine and a coat of floor finishing wax. The floors

in bathroom, pantry, kitchen and entry to have a coat of

the oil and turpentine. The closet floors to have one

good coat of paint.

Finish.— I li'' hall, parlor, sitting ami dlniug rooms to

have one coat of liquid filler and two coats of varnish,

the last coat to be rubbed a little witli pumice stoue ami

oil. If owner wishes any of the above rooms may have

a coat of stain of color selected In place of the filler.

The hard pine work to have a coat of shellac and one

coat of the preservative. The work in second story to be

painted two coats of pure lead and oil paint colors, as

directed.

continued along to and under fixture*, up through at

least 2 feet and dashed tight at roof with 3 pounds sheet

lead. To have all necessary Y branches, bends, offsets.

&c, to connect the several fixtures to. All Joluts to be

made and calked with oakum aud molten lead well

driven in and properly calked.

Water Closet-—To be all earthenware with copper
lined, beaded finished tank with back properly supported.

To have hardwood seat and back. Supply from tank to

be i
1

1 and to tank % brass pipe aud fittings with vent

pipes, chain and pull. To have good valve, ball cock anil

dcat complete. To be properly trapped and have neces-

sary vents. All exposed part* nickel plated.
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Wash Bowl.—To be a marble slab resting on brackets
with a 14-Inch wblte earthenware bowl properly clamped
to same. Bucks to be 8 inches high, % lncb thick of

marble, fastened to sheathing with round head screws.
To haw two arm brass busiu cocks, chain, stay and plug
complete, all nickel plated.

Bathtub. To be a steel clad copper lined bathtub 5
ft et long (of regular pattern) with hardwood rim. To
bare two arm brass bath cocks, chain, stay and plug
< vmplete, all uickel plated.

Slnk.-To 1h- a -JU x 3U x 5 lncb beaded iron sink with
(.•sspool outlet. To have two arm brass compression
bibb cocks. Cold water to be hose bibb.

Set Tubs.— To be a set of two part soapstone wash
nays of regular size with soap dishes. To have two arm
nickel plated flange, nut und couplings, compression
bibb cocks brass strainer outlets, plugs, chains and
siays complete.

Supplies.—The above fixtures to be supplied with cold

water where not exposed through %-lncb galvanized Iron

water pipe and hot water through Mr-Inch brass tubing
pipe branches

Wastes.—The above fixtures except water closet to

waste through IM-lueh lead branches and 4-lnch round
trap with trap screws connecting to Iron soil pipe.

Hot Water Boiler.—Fit up in closet near chimney a

30-gaUon copper hot water boiler to rest on Iron stand.

To have all necessary couplings, sediment cock, stop

cock complete. To be supplied with water through

%-lnch galvanized water pipe.

Tank.^FIt up in place In attic and line with 20-ounce

copper the 30-gnllon tank made by carpenter. To be

supplied with water through %-iocb galvanized Iron

water pipe, good ball cock and Moat complete with shut

off in cellar, to overflow into nearest practicable place

with %-ineh lead pipe.

Branch Supplies.—To be branches from cellar, one for

bathroom and sink and tubs and one for tank, of best

ty-lnch galvanized iron water pipe with stop and waste

for each in cellar.

Main Supply.—The main supply from street to be

», inch galvanized water pipe continued along through

cellar to the several branches with stop and waste under

floor 'n cellr.r for each riser.

The pipes to be fastened with brass clips and screws.

All fittings, pipes und other apparatus must be cleaned
off and free from stains or blemishes. Cocks, valves and
other fixtures shall be washed aud freed from sediment
and regulated and arranged with special care so as to

be easily accessible for repairs and to avoid danger from
freezing. To be a lead drip pan with Much lead pipe

dripping outside tor refrigerator waste.

Estimate

The detailed estimate of cost Is as below:

CSU.VR WOKK.

Escavotlon $30.00
Foundation 78.27

MASON WOKK.
Ill-Irk wr.rk $53.00
Latum* and plaaterldg 114.00— 167.00

CAMP'INTBS WO»K.

Framing and partition lumber 5135 00
Matched Hiding board* 40.80
Hemlock root and lining floor boards 63.60
Hoof ahlngle . 55.75
Side shingle 30.00

Clapboards 28.00
Cornice belt, water table. Ac 64.00
Plana finish 42.00
Cellar windows 5.00
Windows, aash, blind* and flnlah 163.20
Outside door*, frames and finish... 15.00

Hardwood top flooring 27.00
Pine top flooring 20.00

Sheathing for wnlnacotlng 18.00

Pantry and chlnn cloaet. 15.00

Clothes closets 8 00
Inside doors and finish . 7038
Base and moldings 22.00

Stairs 40.00

Mantel and shelve* 17.00

Nails, paper and dashing 18.00

Hardware allowance 35.00

Carpenter labor 340.00
$1,289.73

Plumbing and gna 105.00

Painting 105.00
Inside wall papering 35.00

Heating furnace 100.00

Total 12.000.00

Th« builder's certificate was signed by W. K. Towne
of Webster. Mass.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
WHEN OWNER RKFTHRS TO PAY FOR EXTRAS

A declaration by the owner to a contractor that he
would not pay more than a specified sum for extra work
excuses the latter from a strict compliance with an
agreement to refer to the architects a disagreement as
to the value of his services—Muuk i*. Kanzler (Ind.).

58 X. E. Rep.. Wo.

OWNER LIABLE FOR DELAY OF SI PERINTKNDISO ARCHITECT.

If the architect employed by the owner to superin-
tend the erection of a building, who Is to direct the
work, and Is by the contract made the arbitrator aa to
its proper performance, delays the contractor unreason-
ably In his work for the benefit of the owner or other
contractors, and by allowing other contractors to ob-
struct the work renders It necessary for the contractor
to do It In an unusual manner, which adds largely to
Its cost, the owner Is liable to the contractor for the
loss resulting—Del ('enoveso is. Third Ave. R. Co. (N.
Y.n 57 X. K Hep.. 11US.

LIABILITY FOR DAM AO EH WHEN HIILDINO IS NOT READY
FOR CONTRACTOR.

Where a party agreed to plaster a building within
four weeks from the time of recelvlug written notice
that the building was ready for plastering, a complaint
which alleged that on notice that the building was
ready the complainant incurred a large expense In trans-
porting a number of men to begin the work, when the
building was in fact not ready, stated facts sufficient
to constitute a cause of action for breach of contract-
Brown r#. Langner (Ind.i. 57 X. K. Rep., 743.

OWNER LIABLE FOR DAMAGES OF DELAY AFTER PAYMENT
OF CONTRACT PRICK.

Where a contractor has sustained damages by delay
In the prosecution of his work by the owner, his receipt

of the stipulated contract price for the performance of
his contract la not a waiver of his right to proceed
against the owner for the damages sustained by the
violation of the agreement.—Weeks r«. Rector, Ac, 67
X. V. Supp. Rep., (570.

BLCE PRINTS ARE PLANS.

Blue prints furnished by an architect. Instead of the
original drawings prepared by him. are " plans " within
the meaning of the contract requiring him to furnish
the plans of a building and entitle him to compensation
for some.- School Dlst. r*. Klske (Neb.i. S4 N. W. Rep..
44)1.

" FIRE PLACE " INCLUDED IN BRICK WORK.

Parties agreed to complete the brick work as pre-
scribed In plans and specifications for a house. The
specifications contained eight paragraphs In reference
to the brick work. The first two related to the chim-
neys, and the third began with the words " Fire place.'*

In large letters, followed by six paragraphs. The first

specified that a red brick fire place should be built In ac-

cordance with plan 12 of a certain manufacturer's tire

place, and the remaining paragraphs referred to the
manner In which the brick work should be done. The
court held that, under the specifications and agreement,
the buildiug of the tire place was Included in the brick
work as a matter of law.—Daly rt. Kingston (Mass.), M
X. E. Rep.. 1019.
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PREVENTING DAMPNESS IN BUILDINGS.

T T is a fact universally recognized that a dry building

I
is much more durable and healthful as a habitation

than one which is damp, aud one of the annoying prob-

lems which the builder is frequently called upon to

handle is how best to keep the dampness from the wall*

and interior of a dwelling. There are various ways of

accomplishing this, dependent, of course, upon the cir-

cumstances of the case, but the principles are simple

and such as to be of ready application. It may, there-

fore, be Interesting to American readers to present brief

reference to some of the methods discussed by F. A. D.

Jackson In a London paper representing, as they pre-

sumably do, good English practice.

Before enumerating the various methods that may
be employed to prevent dampness penetrating Into the

Interior of a building, I should like just to put before my
readers' notice the various sources from which It

springs, and which may be classified as follows: 1. The
ground on which the building Is erected; 2, the exterior

walk and roofs which are exposed to the weather; 3, de-

fective construction or leakages.

The Nile.

If the site on which the building Is to be erected be a

damp one great care must be exercised in thoroughly

draining It In such a way as the particular case may re-

quire, and this precaution will often save a very large

future expenditure. Having, therefore, assured your-

self that you have made your site as dry as possible and
provided such permanent pipe tracks that will carry

away all superfluous water that falls on to It, building

operations may be commenced with safety.

Bricks and stone, of which the foundations and walla

of a building are generally composed, are more or less

porous, and however well the site may be drained, It is

impossible to extract from the soil all the moisture. The
open pores of the bricks or stone quickly take in this

moisture until they are filled, and by capillary attraction

It riaes In the walls of the building. This action takes

place in all walls that are In contact with the ground,
and I wlU now lay before my reader some of the precau-

tions and constructions necessary to counteract this evil.

A bed of concrete la placed In a large number of
buildings immediately under the footings to obtain a
stronger and more solid foundation for the superstruc-

ture, but all concrete Is not Impervious to moisture, and
to make it so that the damp will not penetrate the brick-

work a layer of damp-proof material, the different kinds

of which I shall describe hereafter, and known when
placed in a horizontal plane as a horizontal damp
course, must be placed on the bed of concrete.

This becomes very expensive, but the cost may
be reduced In several ways. First, Seddon recom-
mends that a bed of good concrete should be sub-

stituted for the ordinary brick footings, thereby obtain-

ing a more even and solid foundation. Now concrete is

cheaper per cubic yard than common brickwork, so that

foundations composed of concrete would for the same
quantity be cheaper than brick footings. Fig. l. which
explains Itself, 1b a very good and Inexpensive means of

preventing damp rising In walls. In case brick footings

were used Instead of concrete the damp course would
be put on the top of same.

Roomt Below firad.-.

Now, if there be any rooms below ground floor used
either for living purposes or for keeping food, &c, the

surface of wall above footings and below ground level,

which, being In contact with the ground, will take in

moisture and carry it to the Interior, and thereby render

such places dangerous to health. Among others, the fol-

lowing constructions are employed to avoid this: 1. By
putting an air drain around the exterior walls. This
consists of a wall of sufficient stability to retain the

weight of earth behind It, being built parallel to exterior

walls and having a space of 9 Inches or 12 Inches be-

tween them. This air space must be properly ventilated

and drained, the latter arrangement being executed as

shown in Fig. 2, which consists of forming a channel

in the concrete footing and facing It with cement mortar.

At convenient Intervals sinail gulleys are inserted and

connected to drains, thus carrying away all water. This

air space is covered at the ground level by a flag cover

with weathered top. as shown In Fig. 3. and the two

sides In contact with brickwork of main wall are cov-

ered with damp-proof material. Sometimes It Is spanned

by an arch, and In such cases the extrados is often cov-

ered with damp-proof material.

2. By putting a cavity, as shown In Fig. 4, in the ex-

ternal wall, that la, by building the external wall In two

parts with a small space from 2 Inches to 4& Inches

wide between them. These parts are bonded together

by means of cast or wrought Iron tie Irons, the irons

formed in such a manner that water passing along them

will drop off about the center Into the cavity, or by

means of purpose-made bricks, all of which kinds of ties

will be hereinafter referred to. The cavity should be

continued at least a course below damp course level, so

that accumulation of moisture will not get at Interior

half of wall.

3. By rendering the exterior face In contact with

ground with a natural asphalt, cement or pitch and tar.

Before concluding my remarkB with reference to

walls below ground level, I should suggest that the

foundations would be Improved by laying ordinary field

tiles around them and about 2 feet 6 Inches from same,

with outlets to drains, thus taking away any accumula-

tion of water.
Walls Above Grade.

Kxternal walls above surface of ground are always

exposed to the rain, anow, frost and wind. Materials In

their construction which are at all porous are saturated

by the rain, which Invariably carries with It any dele-

terious substances the atmosphere contains into the in-

terior, and according to the chemical composition of

such materials so will be the result, that Is, chemical

combination will take place, and decay set In. Further-

more, If such materials contain an over percentage of

water and the frost Is severe, such water will become
frozen, consequently expanding, and the same will

break and split. A gentle breeze will tend to dry out

the moisture from walls, whereas a strong wind carry-

ing with It particles of sand, Ac, beats on the surface

of the walls and wears It away. Again, exterior walla

which are shaded from the rays of the sun will be found

to decay sooner than the others, owing to the dampness

constantly existing. From the foregoing remarks it will

readily be understood that districts with a heavy rain-

fall or particularly damp will require extra precaution

to prevent dampness acting on the walls of building.

In case the walls are composed of stone, care must be

exercised In choosing one that will be most effectual In

resisting these enemies to its durability. If the walla

be of brick for the outside, they should absorb as little

moisture as possible, certainly not more than one-sev-

enth their own weight. To prevent any damp which

must get on the exterior surface from penetrating to the

interior the principal method adopted Is that of building

the wall in two parts, separated by a cavity 2 inches

to 4V6 Inches wide and bonded as before mentioned.

Such walls are known as hollow or cavity waUs.

Door and window openings have to l»e made In the

majority of external walls, and it Is at these points the

construction of cavity walling Is defective. Look, fur

example, at a vertical section through a door frame
head In an ordinary cavity wall, as shown in Fig. 5.

Here we see the bead of the door frame becomes the

bottom of the cavity, and therefore catches all moisture.

This not only affects the door frame head, but Is carried

by capillary attraction to the Interior portlou of the

wall. Hence the object for which the cavity was made
Is defeated.

In order to prevent this a piece of sheet lead 3 Inches

wider than the cavity Is built Into the exterior portion
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of wall to a depth of 2 inches, then projecting Into the
cavity and turned up, as shown in Fig. 5, to form a
gutter, a clear % Inch being left between tbe lead and
the Inside portion. This la carried across the opening, a
distance of 4«4 Inches beyond each aide of lintel, and
turned down bo that any water In this gutter falls Into
ihe cavity to the bottom of the wall.
When building hollow walla great care must be

taken to prevent any mortar falling down the cavity,
for should It drop on one of the bonding ties or bricks
it will harden and act as a mediator to carry water from
the outer portion to the Inner portion. This may be
avoided by using strong latha, which are laid across
from the lower layer of ties and which catch any mois-
ture or other substance dropping down the cavity dur-
ing the building, and when the level for tbe next layer
of ties Is reached, usually every fourth or fifth course
In brick walls, these laths are lifted up by cords at-
tached to both ends, cleaned, laid across the next layer
of ties, and the operation Is repeated until completion.

Some authorities say that the air In the cavity should
have no connection with the external air, and as such
would keep the Interior rooms warmer, air being a non-
conductor of heat. This, however. In my opinion Is Im-
practicable, as It would entail endless difficulties; for

Fig. 1.- A Simple Fig. U.-Draln for Air Fig. S.-Corer for Air
Method of Keep- Spare. Space.
I n g Itautipnew*

from Rising In

Walls.

J
0*1" COUMC

to put a damp course on the Inner portion underneath
the sill and work a throat on the sill, aa shown In Fig. 7.

[To be continued.)

English Woi-kmen in the Building Trades.

It Is a well-known fact that in many parts of the

country building Interests have In the past greatly suf-

fered through unwise demands made by the labor

unions, and subsequently abandoned by them, but !t

would seem that tbe injury was small in comparison to

that which some of the trade unions appear to be In-

flicting upon the building Industry In England. In a re-

cent IsBue of the Nineteenth Century there Is an article

by an English architect. In which he traces the threat-

ened commercial decline of England to the harmful
domination of the labor unions. While these organiza-

tions are steadily forcing up wages, it Is pointed out that

they are at tbe same time cutting down tbe actual work-
ing hours until these are now said to average little more
than four hours of honest work each day.

Union men In the building trades In England are ex-

pected to work 50 hours a week In summer and 47 In

winter, thna making an average of about eight hours a

day. But when they are paid at noon on Saturday
many of them are not seen again on the building until

the following Tuesday, by which time they have spent

all their wages. Their absence throws the contractor

Into serious trouble, but he cannot put new men in their

places. This Is only one of many ways In which the

unions are said to delay tbe work and make It expen-

sive.

The men go to work at 6.30 on a summer morning.

The first thing they do Is to look around to see If there

be any non-union man on tbe job, and, If so, to demand
his dismissal on pain of a general strike. At 8 o'clock

Tig. 4.-Extern*] Wall Built In

Two Pans.
rig. • - Vert leal Section through Head of

Door Frame In Ordinary Cavity Wall.

Fig. «.-Lead Gutter In Air

Space.

Fig. 7.—" Throat

Worked on HtU.

Preventing Damp*** in Building*.

example, how are we to obtain air currents near joist

ends to prevent dry rot? And such currents being ob-

tained from tbe external air, we should have connec-

tions at floor levels between external and Internal por-

tions of the wall at tbe distances which tbe joists are

apart, and complicated and expensive constructions

would ensue. The construction I always adopt Is as

follows: At the bottom of cavity, If the same be above

the surface of the ground, I place 9x3 inch ventilating

bricks about 3 yards spart, also at the top of the cavity,

consequently a current Is formed. This current, al-

though It may cool the inside portion of wall, which, by
the way, will not be to any perceptible extent, dries out

tbe moisture In tbe cavity, and keeps the whole of tbe

wall at practically the same temperature, and, further-

more, ndmltB of ventilating the joist ends without any
further construction.

Sometimes, where stone sills are used and the stone

is porous, the sill carries water to the Inside and gives It

to the Interior half, and, as I have known In houses that

have only been built a few months, and during which
time have been well rained on, the portion of plaster be-

tween wlndowboard and skirting under tbe window
has been thoroughly saturated. This may be avoided by

using a piece of sheet lead equal In width to the thick-

ness of Inside part of wall, plus the width of cavity, plus

H- Inches, which must be placed under sill on inside

half, and tbe part In tbe cavity formed Into a small gut-

ter, as shown In Fig. 0. The ends of this must taper

down to allow the water to pass away. Another way Is

they take half an hour for breakfast. At 10.30 beer is

served, for which they pay, but not for the time spent In

getting and drinking it At noon they have an hour for

dinner, and at 3 o'clock beer is again served, which sus-

tains them until they quit work at S. But the most se-

rious curtailment of working time comes In tbe shape

of arbitrary rules for limiting the amount and kind of

work a man Is allowed to do. While a bricklayer could

easily lay 1200 bricks a day In some kinds of work, tbe

union rules forbid him to lay more than 500. This

seems like an excessively small day's work. Bricklay-

ers have also made up their minds recently that roof til-

ing work belongs to them, so they go out on strike unless

the skilled tilers be dismissed and tbe work be given to

themselves. These are but examples of the general

state of labor matters In England. The nineteenth Co*'

tury writer says the unions are organized with a para-

mount view to promoting Idleness among the members.
One result Is that the workmen's houses now cost

much more than they did 15 years ago. Bids on a rod

of brick work are now $40, where they were then $20.

Thus the laborer must pay a higher rent while be Is at

the same time undermining the Industries on which he

depends for a livelihood. The British unions appear to

he preparing tbe way for an Industrial collapse In their

country. The question at stake Is the same as that which
was recently fought out in Chicago—whether or not a

man shall do an honest day's work for a full day's pay.

In England the question has been answered in tbe nega-

tive by the unions, but It Is the wrong answer.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
strength of Timber Truw for Mi Ingle Roof.

/•»»»• C. B. K.. Duh.M. ViWi.-Iiulosed find drawing

of n miss, Fig. J, in which 1 should like to have Mr.

Kidder point out the weak spots. It is Intended for a

timber truss, the trusses to he placed 12 feet apart and

to he made of four pieces of 2 x 8 spiked and bolted to-

gether. The roof la to be shingled; the celling Is to be

plastered, and the wall to be 12 Inches, with pilasters

opposite the trusses.

Ansicer.—The sketch of our correspondent was sub-

mitted to F. K. Kidder, who furnishes the following

comments: The truss shown is too weak all round for a

pat-lug <>f l- feet. If the trusses were spaced G feet

to what constitutes one-fourth, one-third and one-half

pitch of roof, I think for the good of the young chips it

would be well to republish. If It can be done, the article*

on roof framing by D. H. Meloy, which appeared in this

paper from November. 1890 to March, 1891. They are
the best on the subject of which I have knowledge, be-

ing simple and accurate. I was taught when young that

one-fourth pitch was 6 and 12 on the square, and that

Is the carpenter's standard for nearly all work because
t! Is one-fourth of 24. the length of the blade, and 12 Is

the standard of or unit of measure. For one-third pitch

use 8 and 12. because S Is a third of the blade, and s.i

on. Whether this Is correct or not, I cannot say. but 1

do know that It always worked. For Instance, for a
building 24 feet wide, one-half pitch of the rafter would
be 12 times the length of 0 and 12 on the square, aud
then the cuts always fitted. Even if not theoretically

correct. It Is practically so. and that la what the car-

IN-nter of to-day wants.

FIk- I. -General El»-T*tlna of Trass m
by ••(!. B. K."

apart the construction shown would
be about right if well bolted at the

Joints, and the bottom Joints were
reinforced in some way. For a dis-

tance of 12 feet, center to center, of

trusses, the construction shown in

Fig. 2 Is the lightest the writer
would dare to use. With this type
of truss It Is generally necessary
to make the wooden members larger
than the stresses would require. In

order to obtain the necessary
strength In the Joints.

Allowing 40 pounds per square
foot of roof surface for the weight
of truss, roof, wind and snow, with
14 pounds per square foot for the
weight of the celling, the stress In

the bottom of rafter It will lie 37,700
pounds; In the tie T 29.700 pounds,
and In the center tie C 20.300
pounds. To make a Joint at B which
will be safe for 29.700 pounds Is an
Impossibility, uslug merely bolts
and spikes. The writer has found
that a strap and lag screws make
the best connection for this Jolni
when the stress exceeds 10.001)

pounds. Such a Joint requires that
the rafter and tie be of the same
thickness. It would also be very
difficult, if not Impossible, to secure a plank tie In tho
center so as to resist a strain of 20,360 pounds, and It is
much better and not much more expensive to use a rod.
The 2x8 planks 1> should be spiked and bolted to each
aide of the truss after the center rod has been tightened.

The best method of supporting the celling Is by
means of purlins hung between the trusses as showu.
the celling Joists being plated parallel with the tie beams
of the truss and curved pieces nailed to the side of the
Joists to form the curved portion of the celling. But-
tresses of ample size should bo built against the wall,
depending upon Its hlght.

The Fllrh or Hoof*.

From F. W. M., Medina. X. r.-As there has been some
old time discussion In Carpentry and Building of late as

Sect cn oi r

ii-: A - A

Fig. Method of L'onMnjctioii RrcomtnrijdoJ by Mr.

.Streitgl/t .»/ Timber Ti n« for Shingle Ruuf.

Xofc—With regard to the articles on roof framing by
Mr. Meloy, we would state that after appearing In Car-
pentry and Building, they were compiled In book form
and now constitute a portion of the little work known as
" I*rogresslve Carpentry." copies of which can be ha*
through our Book Department at $1 each, postage paid.

Coaetrucllng a Pentagon Upon a Given aide.

From O. L. W., Dallat, Trras.—In several of the recent
numbers of Carpentry and Building there have been pre-

sented different methods of constructing o pentagon
upon a given side, and as each correspondent claimed all

previous methods to be wrong. I was left with the sus-

picion In my mind that somebody was wrong. I there-
fore compared the several methods with "Robinson's
Geometry " and will give the result as I see It. I find
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Mr. YaUU u s method. u» given in the .lauuaiy Issue, to

be full v ,!. mmstrated in the geometry, ati.l therefore

believe it to be correct, lie Is also correct In stating the

error iti " F. I„. T.'s " method, hi reference to the method

of Mr. Meloy ii, the February uuuibcr. I find a peutngon

to have live i-»|ual side* formiug live equal obtuse angles

of lt<* degrees each. Instead of 72 decrees. However, he

Uitiy have reference to the external angle formed by

a side and an adjacent Hide produced. This angle 1* 72

degree*, and I find that Its co-tangent Ik 0.32492. This

would make a little more than 3 :* inches and 12 Inches

on the square, instead of nnd 12. us he «ays.

Dealga for a Cabinet.

From <;eoiic,e r. Coxxon. Roxbury, .V<j«*.-1 have

beeu a regular reader of your excellent paper for some
time aud take the liberty of Inclosing blue prints of a

cabinet which may be of interest. The cabinet was de-

published, I beg to offer a few suggestions which may
be of Interest. I would say. however, that lu this sec-

tion of the country the trade in general follows no rule

for chamfers, but rather It seems the practice, so far as

possible, to avoid n rule. What little work of this char-

acter we have Is usually done in the planing mills. If

I have ever employed anything that could be termed a

rule for laying out chamfers, It has been to commence
the chamfer a distance from the end or angle of tbe

timber, equal to a fractional part of the face, say one-

half or one-quarter, and on long pieces leave a square.

I generally employ a stop chamfer on heavy timbers

nud a round, such as the mills make, on small work,

taking care to avoid making them too deep.

From J. M. 8.. AppMon. Wi*.-As 1 understand It, the

depth or breadth of a chamfered edge Is entirely a mat-
ter of taste. Of course It should never be so deep as to

Section oo A B of Elevation —Bc-ale, loch
to tbe root.

D K of Blew ion

to lb* Foot.

I

J

Sectional View
through t* p |i e r

Doom of Mid Detail of

Knrt Section tlinxinh

Small Drawers.

Q 2
Detail of Corner
Construction

Vertical Section —Scale, H
Inrh to the Toot

Signed especially for Police Station No. 13 In Boston,

tbe upper part being used for record books, the drawers
for manifold and warrant blauks, while the middle por-

tion Is for envelopes and small stationery. The front

and sides of the cabinet are of quartered oak, the back
of North Carolina pine sheathing and the Inside of

white wood. The hardware consists of a bronze card
plate and pull for all drawers, with knoba for the middle
sliding door*. There are recessed pulls for tbe upper
sliding doors. Tbe drawings so clearly show tbe gen-

eral arrangement nnd cou-Hinietion that extended de-

scription would seem to be unnecessary. The cabinet

was recently built nnd put iu place by Calvin Lamont
of this place.

Bole for Ctaanfei In*.

From O. L. W., Dallat, JV.«M.-Soroe months ago a
correspondent In the Northwest asked for a rule for

cutting chamfers, and as I have as yet seen no reply

Vertical Section through

Middle Sliding I

to the Foot

op O. r. (fenwor,

, W Inch to the Foot

impair the strength of tbe timber, while on tbe other

band, It should be prominent enougb to be clearly seen

from any point where the timber so treated Is con-

spicuous. This Is especially tbe case witb girders and

floor beams, which, being above the eye, require a some-

what heavier chamfer than posts aud railings, which

are lower down and more closely observed.

From G. A., Oactola, Ark.—With regard to a method of

chamfering, I would say 1 have found that a safe rule

is to allow 1-12 Inch for every inch of face diameter of

stick or stile up to 3 Inches; from 3 Inches to G inches al-

low Vs Inch, and from 6 Inches to 12 Inches allow 2-12

Inch per inch diameter. This rule for diameters be-

tween the sizes given Is somewhat elastic. For example:

A 5-lnch stick would look better treated as a (Much stick

than as a 3-Inch, and the same would govern for odd

sizes. Now for the application of the rule. Gauge out

from the corner. l>otli ways. 3-12 for 3 lncbeB. 0-3 for 6*
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inches, and so on, working to the gauge lines. Another
way is to set the chamfer plane to correspond to the
face of the chamfer required; 6-8 will show 1 Inch on
6 inches.

Construction of Dormer Window,
From W. C, Ware, Mass.—Some months ngo a corre-

spondent in Michigan asked through the columns of the

paper how to construct n dormer window so as to obtain

a fair width of casing Inside without having the outside

casing out of proportion. At the time this Inquiry ap-

peared 1 was getting out a set of plans for a building

with Just such a dormer window apparently as the cor-

respondent wonted, but I deferred sending the details of

it for publication because I had never seen a dormer
with a fair width ot casing inside, and I did not know of

any one around here who had. Now
the building is completed, however,
the contractor states that the win-
dow Is all right, so I Inclose a blue

print showing n few details which
may bo of Interest to the readers, al-

though somewhat late perhaps for
the corespondent making the Inquiry.

One of the drawings represents a
half elevation and plan of the dor-
mer, while the other is a vertical sec-

tion showing the night of the window
from the top of the attic floor Joist,

and the hlgbt of the celling between
the Joist, which la the same as under
the main roof. The underside of the
celling Joist of the dormer window it

on a line with the underside of the
front plate, the latter being con-
tinued on the same leTel around the

ow. No studding aro
on the aides or plank of the dor-
window to which to nail the

boarding, the latter being nailed
simply to the main rafter trimmer
and to the side plate of the dormer.
An examination of the plan will

show the boarding at the sides with
no studding and the lath furring, the
lath and plaster being applied In the
usual manner. The stippled portion

represents the lath and plaster. In covering the
sides it is preferable to use matched boards. The de-
tail of the cornice Is carried around the three sides of
each dormer, but the 2 x 1 rafter and roof board shown
In the detail should have been represented dotted, as in
reality there Is no rafter pitching toward the front of

r. It belug simply put there to show the projec-

combination with carbon. When the hydrocarbon is

burned In the air the results are water from the

bustion of the hydrogen and carbonic acid from the I

Ing of the carbon. When the smoke Is cooled a little the

water usually makes Its appearance In the form of steam

or vapor, this turning Into water after a little further

cooling. When wood Is slowly heated acetic or pyrollg-

neous acid, tar, &c. In addition to the water are given

off. the whole forming the black, disagreeable liquid usu-

ally called creosote. When a brisk Are Is maintained In

a stove or furnace where wood Is used as a fuel all the

steam, tarry matter. &c, usually pass off into the sir

1
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Plan mm! Elevation,

to the Foot.
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From S. H. C. Clurrmont. S. B.-l would like to ask
through the Correspondence columns concerning a chim-
ney that seems to be thoroughly saturated and dripping
with what Is commonly known as creosote, this running
down inside the bouse and above the roof. The chimney
Is about 38 feet high, single brick, with a flue 8 x 12

Inches running Its entire length. The chimney stands

plumb except for a slant of about 4 Inches In 8 feet in the

attic. The flue is known to be free from obstruction, as

with a hand mirror one can see Its entire length from
eleanout at the bottom. The brick are hard burned and
laid in gray lime mortar. There Is only one stove used

to any extent, and that Is the kitchen range. The fuel

Is hard wood. The house Is new, having been completed
only about live months. I shall be glad to have prac-

tical readers give the cause of the trouble and the

remedy.

Xote.—The sweating of chimneys Is a quite common
trouble and the cause and remedy have at Intervals been

discussed In these columns. The trouble Is doubtless

caused by the aqueous vapors resulting from the use of

hard wood as fuel becoming cooled before they escape

from the chimney. It Is well Known that wood contains

a large amount f hydrogen In some form, usually in

Window. -Scute, H Inch to the Foot.

before they have time to cool and run down the flue of a

chimney or pipe. If, however, the flue Is very* long the

smoke is liable to become cooled on its way out and the

trouble begins. This often takes place when the Are Is

first lighted, but usually lasts only during the time re-

quired to beat the pipe or flue.

When the dripping occurs after the Are has been weM
started a scheme which sometimes tends to alleviate the

difficulty is to place a little register In the stove pipe

near Its entrance to the chimney flue and open it when-

ever the drafts of the stove are closed. This tends to

create n free circulation of air in the flue, and as a result

the gases are carried out before they have time to con-

dense. The dripping which results when a new fire Is

kindled Is a rather serious matter and the remedy is dif-

ficult to find. Our correspondent does not give much in-

formation that might t»e desirable In forming a proper

conception of the relative position of the stove with re-

gard to the chimney flue, and it Is possible that there
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is a long stretch of stove pipe between the range and the

point where It connects with the chimney, so that the

vapors are condensed early in their passage to the outer

air. Sometimes beneficial results have been obtained by
extending several sections of stove pipe up into the

chimney flue and thus warming It to such a bight that

the vapors will freely escape without condensation. Still

another suggestion would be to contract the chimney top

somewhat, causing the products of combustion to assume
a sort of spiral column lu the center of the flue. Local

conditions, however, have such a bearing upon the solu-

tion of a problem of this kind that It is difficult to say

Just what would apply, as very often apparently similar

^. u fo 11 lo j Ic^ld \o si xx\ 1 1& i* X irea tmoD^ - W o Ifly t

communication of our correspondent before the readers

Of the paper, and shall be glad to have them discuss it In

the light of their experience.

Finding Bevela of Valley Rafter* In a Roof Having
Two Plirhra.

From L. G. K., Kansas Ciiy, Mo.—Replying to the re-

quest of " Learner." of Paterson, N. J., I would say that

the following method for side bevels Is perhaps the I

length, as A B, on the blade and A d on the tongue and
mark along the tongue, as shown in Fig. 2. The side

bevel of any hip, valley or Jack rafter or brace havlug

square edges may be readily found by this method. It

also applies where the plan of the sides form any angle,

acute, right or obtuse, and when the seat or plan of

rafter or brace forms any angle with the sides or plates.

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are designed to Illustrate this system
as applied to getting the side bevels across the square

edge of rafters and braces. Referring now to Fig. 3, let

the lines E A, A A' and A' C represent the outer edge .,f

plates of one end of a building out of square, D D' being

the line of the ridge and A D, D A' the seat of the hips.

The flret step in obtaining the side beve! of the hips Is

to produce the line of the ridge Indefinitely, as D rf.

To find the side bevel of the hip on the loui; corner

proceed as follows: From A on the line r> A square

down to the line of ridge produced as to d, drawing the

8v:

Fig. V-8ho»lng Same Method Applied lo • 1

a Pet.

of nipt

Finding BfvrJt of Po/fcy Jiafter, in a Hoof Saving Tuv

pleat and beat discovered. Being absolutely correct for

any angle or pitch It can be applied In a general way
and really requires but one additional line to be drawn
on an ordinary plan which shows the length and seat of

the rafter to be beveled. It is similar in effect to that

of " O. L. W." of Dallas, Texas, which appeared in the

paper for March, 1898. The method has been known
for a long time and has been employed by the writer

for nearly 20 yeare. Referring to Fig. 1 of the diagrams,

let the lines E A and A C represent the outer edge of

the plates, with D d the line of the ridge against which
the valley rafter Is to fit. Let A D represent the seat of

the valley rafter.

In order to find the side bevel of the valley rafter to

fit the ridge proceed as follows: From A on the line D A
square down to the line of the ridge ns at rf, drawing the

line A d; produce A D Indefinitely, making A B' equal

to A ft, the length of the valley rafter. Draw B' rf, and
a bevel set at B' along A B' and B' d will give the angle

of the bevel across thp square edge of the vnlley rafter

to fit against the ridge, t'sc the same bevel across the

under edge of the valley rafter to fit against the edge of

the plate A C. as A C Is parallel to the ridge D rf.

Now in order to use the steel square place It on the

hack of the piece with the figures representing its

line A d. Take the distance A B on the blade and A d

on the tongue and use the line of blade as In Fig. 2. For

the side bevel on the short corner use A' B" and A' d In

the same manner as A B and A d were used for the

long corner. As a general thing square over from the

line of run of rafter to be beveled to the line of ridge

produced; thus with the line E C representing the line

of ridge or face of piece, square up to that line produced.

It may be remarked In this connection that the sides

or face of the ridge piece should be vertical, hence level

across the edges. The sides of the rafters should also

be vertical, then a line squared across the hack wonld

be level. When placed in similar positions the side

bevel is found the same, let the piece to be fitted be a

rafter or a brace, and the piece against which It is to

fit be the ridge or plate of a roof or the side of a post.

In order to make this clear draw the plan, as shown In

Fig. 3. Take a piece of plnnk, say 3 or 4 Inches thick,

and cut to the shape shown by the triangle A D rf; then

haw through it from the upper edge, as B, to the bottom
edge along A rf. Place the section on the plan drawn.

The upper surface may be termed a section of a roof

cut through along the ridge line D d, and placing the

square with the blade along A B It Is evident the tongue
will coincide with A rf. as shown In Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 is
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Illustrated the -satne method, hut applied to a hraee fit-

ting against the side of a post. It Is so clearly indicated
that no special explanation would seem to he required
for " Learner - or any one else. If he is determined to
master the correct principles of laying out timber with
the square. _

A Haodr Shlogllug Gauge.
From o. W., Birtle, Manitoba—Thinking the matter

may be of interest to readers of Carpentry and Building,
I inclose ruugu sketches of a shingling gauge of my own
design, which I hare used for 16 years. Bv means of It

I hare laid and nailed 25,000 shingles In five days, carry-
ing them up a 20-foot ladder and doing all the work
myself. If I had not the use of the gauge to hold the
straight edge I am sure I could not have put on nearly
as many shingles. The way to make the gauge Is to
take three pieces of 1 x 2 or 3 Inch strips about 5 feet
long, and tack the three pieces together so as to hold
them firm while laying out the width It Is desired to ex-
pose the shingles to the weather. If 5 Inches, then mark
across one side and ou the edge of the strip every 5
Inches, drawing a line down each side of the strip %

Fig- 1.—Side View of Piece. Showing How

Fig. « -Side View of (Isuge. with Mrslgbt Edge
In Place.

.is was formerly the case. With regard to my sketch

showing the apparatus for hoisting masons' materials,

published i-i the April Issue, I would say that the pulley

a>. the top wus a wooden one having a cover over half of

it so that the rope would not slip off the pulley. I would
also state that the pullej was suspended at the top by
means i f a large hook instead of a chain.

Lariat Clapboards.
From K. W. I).. Molinc, III.— In the April number of

the paper " II. C." of Pike Ulver. Conn., asks for advice

regarding the laying of clapboards, and In the hope that I

may be able to aid him or some other chips who may
be willing to adopt new methods, I veuture to offer a few
suggestions. The me'hod we use here In the West is

very different from those of which " II. C." speaks. We
simply lay off our casings with the dividers Into spaces

a? nearly equal to 4Vj inches as possible and mark the

points on the casings, beginning at the frieze. We very

seldom carry exactly the same spacing from top to bot-

tom, as it Is generally true that spacing that fits a Jamb
will not fit any other division of the whole side. We al-

ways begin a window casing by making the first board
flush with the underside of the sill, and space so that the

board over Ihc top is not cut down. Between windows
of different stories, windows and water table afld upper
windows and frieze, we divide Into equal spaces as on the

windows themselves When everything In the night of

the building has U-en spaced we mark the divisions on
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Fig 8.-Plan of Portion of Roof. Showing Three Oaugra Holding
Straight Edge Id I'oaUloo. with Cx>n» of Shingles Partially

Cumplet<tl.

A Handy Shingling Gauge.

•Inch, and then cutting out this piece with an or-

dinary drawing knife. An Idea of what I mean In

Indicated in Fig. 1 of the sketches. I sometimes drive

Into each piece two shingle nails. In order to keep them
from splitting off. This is shown In Fig. 2, which repre-

sents a side view of one of the gauges In position on a
roof, with three courses of shingles completed and tho

fourth course under way. An examination of the sketch

will show that the butts of the fourth course rest against

the straight edge. Fig. 3 is a plan view of a section of a
roof with three of the gauges In position, as they ap-

pear when looking down upon them. The shaded portion

represent* the straight edge with the fourth course of

shingles partially laid. It will be seen that the hooks
H H II on the upper end of the gauge are Intended

to be driven Into the sheathing, In crder to hold them
securely in position. For a 20-foot roof two gauges
will answer the purpose. It Is not necessary to nail

the straight edge, as the gauges will hold It properly In

place. After the shingles are nailed In each course the

straight edge Is moved up another notch In the gauge
and another course of shingles laid, aud this operation

repeated until the shingling is finished.

Apparatus for Raising masons' materials.

From W. IS,, Putcrton, X. J —The April issue of the pa-

per has Just been received (March 22), and I desire to say

that It is very gratifying to be able to get my copy early

Instead of !ti the middle of the month of the date it bears.

a pole, the top of which Is held against the frieze, and
we use this pole lu making all other casings on the build-

lug.

Instead of striking a chalk line between these points

we fit lu the boards and straighten them with the eye.

As we always set the frames In the same story at exact-

ly the same level a single pole will do duty ou an entire

building. A short frame, or some other such thing, may
at first puzzle one unused to this method, but the prin-

ciples ought to be sufficiently clear for any carpenter to

follow. If we me to judge from " H. C.'s " method of

scribing the boards, he Is used to running up a side re-

gardless of such things as window sills and beads.

As to beginning at the top or bottom. I believe It Is

hotter to commence at the liottom, for then we are work-
ing over the boards Instead of constantly pushing a lower
board under Hie next one above. It Is usual here to be-

gin at the highest scaffold and work to the top; then re-

move the highest scaffold and begin at that next below,

working up to the clapboards that we first put on, and
so continue to the bottom.

I find (hat there are enough short spaces on an or-

dinary frame house to use up the greater part of the

short pieces, ir the pieces are judiciously employed. If

there are not enough short spaces we work In the pieces

as we go. thus avoiding a great mass of spliced pieces In

any one part of the building. A collection of short spliced

pieces is nlways much more noticeable than a few short

pieces spliced In among long ones. I would say that the
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method of spacing, altovc described, applies only to tUat

purt of tlir building below the side frieze. The gables
are. gauged to the required weather, except where a frame
prevents, in which case they are spaced to fit the frame
as on the side.

Finding Bevcla and Tufa for Purlins, Hoof Boards,
Faeelaa, Ac

From C. B. H.. ^Yancn, Fn.—Thinking that the matter
may be of assistance to many in the building business, I

Inclose herewith sketches showing my metheds of ob-

taining the bevels, cufs, Ac , for some of the problems In

for sbiugles, owing to the fact that both wire

«teel will rust off.

and cut

Fi.« i»o<l < "C. B H "

Finding and Cut* for ruriin*, Hoof

hip roof construction. Referring to Fig. 1, draw the hori-

zontal line A E. as shown, and nt any point on the line

A C draw the perpendicular line B D. Take the distance

A C and mark the point B measured from D. Connect

B-A, and with D C as radius strike the arc E-C. Connect

B-E. The bevel at E Is applied on Inside and outside

face, while the bevel at A Is applied on the top along the

line of the rafter. The same results are given by Mr.

Monckton In Fig. 2 by another method. These are the

two easiest ways, as well as the plainest, for obtaining

correct cutB for purlins, roofing boards, planceers, fasclas,

&c, that I have ever used or seen. These methods are

applicable to planceers only when Inclined to the pitch

of the roof and with rafters cut square with the pitch

of the roof. If desired I will give a short, quick plan for

laying out a side easement for stair rails.

Note.—We shall be glad to have our correspondent

furnish the article In question, as the matter will doubt-

less Interest many of our renders.

Plata Glaaa Id .flaking Blu« Prima.
" Young Chip," Coalcille, Vtah.—l would like

to ask If French plnte glass Is good to use In mnklng

blue prints? Is it as good or better than double strength

common glass for this purpose? Can French plate glass

be cut with an ordinary diamond?

Sole.—Plate glass Is generally regarded as somewhat
better for use in the blue print frame than common
glass, more especially If the frame Is a large one. The

plate glass Is not so apt to spring and it presses the

paper more firmly, thus tending to make a better print.

Of course, If the frame is a comparatively small one,

common glass will serve the purpose.

The successful cutting of French plate glass with an

ordinary diamond will depend somewhat upon the thick-

ness of the glass. We present these inquiries to our

renders, and shall be glad to have them express their

views on the subject.

i Wasted for Selr Supporting Roof.

From J. I.. B.. Dcnrer. /m/.-Will some of my brother

carpenters or some of the architectural friends of our

good paper furnlah the editor with a few new designs of

a self supporting roof? We will assume the size of the

building to be 40 x 80 feet, with two cellar rooms 20 x 80

feet, two rooms on the first floor 20 x SO feet, and the

second floor, 40 x 80 feet, to be occupied as a lodge hall

with level celling. I would also like a design for an oval

ceiling. Any of the renders who will give this request at-

tention will be serving an Interested reader and at the

same time may be helping many others.

rut Malla tb. Wire Nalla for flhlnglea.

From A. T. B., Elyria, Ohio.—In regard to the nail

question, I would say that I prefer the old Iron cut nail

Calculation ol Mate Hoofing.

From A. A. B., Clinton, Mass.—In some early Issue

of the paper will you please give the formula for finding

ihe number of roofing slates in a square with 2. 2V< and
3 inch lap?

Anawtr.—In calculating the number of slates to a
square deduct the lap from the length of the slate, divide
the remainder by two and multiply the result by the
width of the slate. This will give the square contents, In

inches, of each slate exposed on the roof. Then divide
the 14.400 inches contained In a square by the product.

This will give the number of slates to the square. As
an example of this method, take a slate 20 x 10 Inches,

with a 3-Inch hip. and work It out as follows:

ao-8 = lr

17 t = 8.A

8.5 . 10 = S3

14tf» + 8ft = 100.41-t-

Thls gives 170 slates with 3 Inch lap, each square. In

20 X 10 inch sized slates. The same formula holds good
for all size* of roofing slates and for 2 and 2'i inch laps.

Constructing Hound Slloa.

From L. A- F., W<*t Auburn, Pa.-Replying to the In-

quiry of " C ," Colchester, Conn., covering round silos, we
beg to sny that we are making a specialty of silos and
use 2x0 material matched and beveled, finishing to the
shape and size indicated in Fig. 1 of the sketches. We
have used "«i round iron for the hoops, and for a silo 10
feet In diameter and 30 feet high 11 hoops, spaced first

2 feet, ihcn three 2\<} feet, then four 3 feet, and two 4
feet, this giving ten spaces and 11 hoops. We consider
the best roof is of boards and battens. Take the circum-
ference in feet and hnlf ns many 12-Inch boards of the
length required to give sufficient pitch, sawed diagonally
from end to end. ns indicated in Fig. 2. Place the points
at the apex and cover the joints with 3-Inch bats, as in-

dicated In Fig. 3. This, well painted, makes a cheap and
serviceable roof. It can be used with or without a plate,
but if a plate is employed make it of 0-inch boards 3 feet
long and rounded on one edge, as shown In Fig. 4. To
do the work strike a circle on a barn floor, or other con-
venient place, having the half or quarter sections to-

FUr.

£ ^
of Batten to ( over Joints.

H7
;

Fig. 1 —Shape of Material.

1 i*. 4 -Shop* of Plate

Cunirueting Sound Stio$.

gether, according to the size of the silo. It Is necessary
to have a circle about 2 feet in diameter to which to nail

the upper ends of the board".

mortar for Tack Pointing.

From T. H. F.. Montreal.—Replying to " J. 0. L.," In

February Issue, I would say an excellent mortar for tuck
pointing enn be made from pure fat lime. A small quan-
tity of water is added to the freshly burned lime, which
then slakes, giving off steam and Increasing In bulk.

When the slaking is completed more water Is added, un-
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til the mixture Is of the consistency of thick cream, and
it Is then passed through a hair sieve to remove all hard
lumps. The lime Is now left to settle for some weeks
-and the water allowed to evaporate until the lime patty

becomes thick enough to use. Sometimes, In order to

Insure perfect slaking, the mixture will require, to be

kept one or two months. If not perfectly slaked the

putty will In course of time fall out of the Joints. This

method of making " tuck pointing mortar " was prac-

tised by the old builders in Holland and In England, and
work executed with It Is still to be seen, and Is aa good
as when done 200 years ago. There are buildings In the

New England States, and n few In New York and neigh-

borhood, that were tuck pointed before the Revolution

with material prepared In this way, that are still looking

quite good. All coloring matter Injures the mortar more
or less, but, when necessary, the coloring materials must
bo minerals of some sort, oxide of Iron being the best,

which will give the mortar any shade of red desired.

atrlklng an Klllpae Without Drafting- Wuen major and
minor Axca Are Known.

From Seyoii, Portsmouth, Va.—ln the April Issue of the

paper " A. O. C." of Lake Charles, La., asks how to

strike an ellipse of any size without drafting when the

1

1

Striking «» Ellipf W'it/umt frraftinp Whrn Jf,i>-r and Miwr
Am Are Knitm.

major and minor axes are known. In reply, I would
state that a simple method Is as follows: Lay off the

axes at right angles to each other, and with the seml-
tnajor axis as a radius and the extremity of the minor
:ixla a as a center, find the two foci f f. Stick pins, or

<lrive nails, at a, f and f, and tie a string snugly around
these nails. The string should be as unstretcbnble as
can be obtained. Remove the pin at a and place a pen-
cil or scratch Inside the loop and carry It around. keep-

Ling the string at an even tension. The pencil will de-

Proportion of Portland Omcnf to Sand In Hull.line
Bridge Abutment*.

From H. T. F„ Toronto, OnL- Replying to " F. R." on

the above subject. I may say that authorities) differ

somewhat; not so much on the proportions aa on the

question of " best proportions for least cost" The fol-

lowing proportions for cement mixture, which are taken

from an eminent (iertnan authority, are said to be the

formulas followed by many engineers who have charge

of large public works:

1. Cement 1 Sand 5 l.lme p»»t« (putty) H
2. Cement 1 Sand.. 6 to 7 Lime paste (putty) 1

3. Cement 1 Sand H Mm* paste (putty) 1H
4. Cement 1 Sand 10 Lime paste (putty) 2

The above proportions are to be taken by measure.

Hydraulic lime may be used In place of ordinary slaked

lime In making the paste or " putty." The cement Urns

mortar must be prepared by drat making a dry mixture

of the required materials. Milk of lime Is then made
with the necessary quantity of lime paste and water,

and this milk of lime thoroughly mixed and worked In

with the mixture of cement and sand. The first propor-

tion Is Intended for dne. strong work, and Joints In the

stone work ma> be made very thin. The lime paste or
" putty " makes the mortar work freely under the trowel

which would not be the case If the proportions of one

cement and five of sand were alone used, and the paste

does not weaken the mortar. The other propor-

tions are given for coarser work according to their or-

der. The last, No. 4. answers very well for strong coarse

brick work. In almost any situation. The sand most
be clean In every case, and would be Improved If of dif-

ferent degrees of coarseness.

Comments on Hand Railing.

From J. A.. Oakland, AM.- I am glad to see that the

subject of band railing has again been opened In

Varptntry and Building, although continued rails and
winding stairs are almost out of style, while angle newel
stairs are at present the fashion. Mr. Pox has presented

In the January and February numbers a comprehensive
outline of the science of hand railing. In Itself nothing
new, as the same principles are taught In a practical

manner In " Monckton's National Stair Builder," and
In others that have been published as long as 30 yean

First Floor
Scale, l ift Ineh to the Foil.

K!,,,iti,m* H'anM for Fluor /V.ini.

Second Fltior.

.scribe the ellipse whoso major and minor axes are used.

This is a simple method, much enster done than de-

scribed.

elevation* Wanted for floor Plana.
From J. W. H.. Lynbrook, .V. Y.—l send herewith blue

print showing first and second floor plans of a cottage to

be erected In this place on a plot 100 x 100 feet In size. I

would like very much to have some of the architectural
friends of the paper furulsb for publication, elevations

suitable to these plans, and at the same time give an
idea of what It would cost to build the house In accord-
ance therewith.

ago. I think that we owe much to the teachers of hand
raillug who have unselfishly shared their knowledge
with their fellow men. Among these are Rlddell, M ...nek-

ton. Oould, Cowper. Glrard, Nicholson and others.
Much Information on the subject of hand railing has also
been gathered from the pages of Carpentry and Building.
To my notion, a well arranged continued staircase Is

to be preferred to one which Is full of small newels.
In this place there was but one continued rail ataira
put up last summer. It would afford me much pleasure
to hear from readers In different parts of the country
In regard to the different styles of stairs which are com-
mon In their sections.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE building statistics for March of the present year make

a better showing in Atlanta, Ga., than for auy similar

period in a number of yearn. According to Building In-

spector Frank Pittman, 214 permit* were recorded during

March, representing an estimated expenditure of $101,509.

This it said to be the beat showing for March since 1897,

when the Tower was built at a cost of $175,000, and the 62
permits issued that month ran the total up to $'238,100.

Last year there were two months. May and August, which
were record breakers, owing to the uutuber of large con-

tracts awarded. The figures for the first three months of

this year show ISO permits issued in January. 107 in Feb-
ruary and 214 in March, these comparing with 135 permits

in January, 112 in February and 173 permits in March of

last year.

Baltimore, Md.
The Board of Directors of the Builders' Exchange of

Baltimore City have indorsed the recommendations of
Building Inspector Preston, looking to the improvement of
some of the public school buildings and annexes in the over-
crowded districts, and have addressed a letter upon this sub-
ject to the Mayor and City Council. It is understood that
bis Honor (be Ma\or strongly advocates the improvements.
Among tbe locai contracts recently awarded to members

of tbe exchange are tbe Fifth Regiment Armory, to cost

$242,200. E. M. Noel being the contractor; a $25,000 resi-

dence for Dr. M. H. Carter, the contractor being Israel

Griffiths, and tbe Suburban Club Building, to cost $35,000.
Henry smith & Sons contractors. This concern also has
the contract for the new building of tbe Merchants' Ware-
house Company. Plans are being prepared for the Calvert
Bank by Architect .T. Evans Sperry, and for the Catons
Tille Bank by Architects Baldwin A Pennington.

Boston, Mass.
At tbe annunl meeting of the Master Builders' Associa-

tion of the city of Boston tbe following officials were se-

lected for 1901 :

President. Lyman D. Willcutt.
Vice-president. William N. Young.
Secretary and Treasurer, William n. Sayward.
Trustees for three years are Frank L. Whitcomb and

Arthur C. Whitney. The other trustees making a full board
consist of Walter 8. Gerry, Orlando W. Norcross, Lewis
F. Perry and William J. Sullivan. Tbe terms of the last
four expire, two each in 1901 and 1902, they having been
chosen for three years at previous elections.

The association has recently Issued its "Year Book"
for 1901, consisting of a neatly printed publication of 20
pages and containing valuable information relative to the
organization. Among other things it gives a preamble to tbe
by-laws, makes mention of architects' privileges, refers to
the Uniform Contract, and presents a list of officers and com-
mittees for 1901. There Is also given an alphabetical list

of members of the association correetedup to January 1 of
tbe present year, and in connection with each name men-
tion is made of the line of business in which the member is

engaged. Another list is arranged by trades, and in a way
to be of special value.

Buffalo. N. Y.

A valued correspondent, writing under date of April 15
regarding the conditions existing in tbe building trades, says:
* While the Pan-American Exposition has done considerable
for Buffalo in the line of advertising, and while most of our
business men will reap a considerable benefit from the 20,-

000,000 to 30.000.000 of people who will visit the exposi-
tion the coming summer, yet it has raised havoc in the build-
ing lines. Tbe demand for workmen of all classes has becu
so great that tbe unions have taken every opportunity to
make most unreasonable requests from the master builders.
Plasterers, who a few months ngo were getting $2 to $3 per
day, are now getting $6 per day. The carpenters are receiv-
ing 35 cents an hour on Pan-American work and 30 cents
on outside. Plumbers have demanded an advance of about
10 per cent and painters have made a like demand. The
mill hands and wood worker* have demanded an increase of
10 per cent, of salary and reduction of one hour per working
day. Because of the refusal of the mill owners to grant
the demands of the wood workers a strike was ordered some
ten days ago, and no compromise as yet has been reached.

" Several of the carpenter contractors who had work at
the Pan-American, owing to the fact that the outside car-
penters Mere called out on sympathetic strike, have been
farced to give in to the demand of tbe union, but the end is

not yet, as tbe mapority of the mill owners remain firm in
their stand that they will not grant the demands of the men.
The masons were out on strike for about a week, demanding
an advance of 4 cents per hour. Their demand was refused.
Practically nil of them have returned to work at the old
scale. Bricklayers demanded an advance of 5 cents per
hour, to take effect May 1. They have been offered 2Vj
cents, and 1 rather believe they will accept the compromise.
All in all, labor conditions in Buffalo are decidedly unset-
tled, as is shown by the above. Demands of the labor orders
have been very unreasonable, and no doubt they will find

in the future that unreasonableness does not pay, as they
have forfeited considerable demand to public interest and
sympathy because of the position they have taken during
the p.iM few tin ndi«."

Chicago, til.

The figures showing Hie number of permits for building
operations in tbe city during March ar» a striking com-

mentary on the changed conditions in the labor market as
compared with a year ago. During tbe montb named there
were permits issued for 591 new buildings, having a frontage
of 15,307 feet, and involving an estimated expenditure of
$2,410,280, these figures comparing with 167 permits for
buildings, having a frontage of 3738 feet, and estimated to
cost $209,400, for tbe month of March last year. This in-
creased activity is largely due to the great number of flats

and residences in progress rather than to the execution of
single contracts involving any considerable amount. Tak-
ing the figures for the first three months of the present year
and comparing them with the corresponding period for 1000,
the contrast is most striking. Carrying the comparison still

further and covering a period of five years, it is shown that
the number of permits issued in the first three months of
1901 was exceeded only once, and that in 1897 : the frontage
in but one year, 1898, and the estimated cost in only one
year, 1897. and then by a very small margin.

There is a great deal of building in progress in tbe sub-
urbs of Chicago, especially in Evanston, where tbe outlook
is more encouraging than it has been for a number of years
past. In the three mouths of the present year permits for
improvements costing over $101,000 have been issued, the
greater portion of the work being in the nature of resi-

dences, flats, &c. Among the more important improve-
ments may be noted the academy of the Sisters of visita-
tion costing $200,000, a dormitory for the young women of
Northwestern I'niversify to cost $30,000 and tbe Cable
Memorial Building of the Evanston Hospital to coat $25,-
000. Real estate and renting agents speak of an unpre-
cedented demand for high class apartments, but thus far lit-

tle attempt seems to have been made to meet the demand.
The Yarvan Company, who heat many bouses in the cen-
tral portion of Evanston, are preparing to extend their hot
water pipes in the eastern portion of the city and erect a new
plant to beat the buildings in the Second and Fifth wards.

Tbe Chicago Architectural Club held the opening recep-
tion of the fourteenth annual Exhibition of Works of Ar-
chitecture and Allied Trades on Thursday evening, March
2S. in the galleries of the Art Institute.

Detroit. Mich.
It is stated that the carpenters have accepted the offer

of their employers of 25 cents an hour as a minimum rate
of wages, eight hours to constitute a day's work. A short
time ago the men struck for an increase in wages, but as
soon as the employers voted to pay 25 cents per boor to the
least skilled in the trade the offer was accepted. All tbe
building trades in Detroit are now on an eight-hour basis,
and tbe opinion seems to prevail among the carpenters gen-
erally that It will he a permanent arrangement.

The Architectural Club has recently instituted a class
in structural steel, meetings being held In the club rooms
every Wednesday evening. The class is conducted by B. H.
.lessen, draftsman with the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany. The club is also giving a series of lectures on alter-
nate Monday evenings, the topics including "Theatre Con-
struction," Designing" and "Furniture and Interior Deco-
ration," " Designing and Constructing Large Factory
Stacks," " Pompeiian Pottery " and " Rendering."

Erie, Pa.

At a meeting of a number of members of the building
trades, held a short time ago. the Erie Builders' Exchange
was successfully organized, with Ed. Carroll, president, and
A. W. Tuttle. secretary. A Board of Directors consisting
of 15 members was also chosen, divided among tbe different
trades. The directors were instructed to transact such busi-
ness as may come before the exchange until the charter, for
which application has been made, is granted, when perma-
nent officers wiil he elected. It is the intention to fit up
handsome and convenient offices, centrally located and
adapted In every way to meet the requirements of such an
organization. When the exchange was formed those inter-
ested had the assistance of three members of the Cleveland
Builders' Exchange—namely. President Wm. n. Hunt, Sec-
retary Edward A. Roberts and ex-President Chas. W. Mc-
Cormick.

Janaavllte, Wla.
At a recent meeting of the builders and contractors of

the city an organization was effected, to be known as tbe
Builders' and Traders' Association of Janeavilte. By-laws
and regulations were formulated and adopted, and a com-
mittee appointed to secure and fit up rooms for the use of
the association. The officers chosen are president, George
K. Colling; vice-president. James Shearer; secretary, J. W.
Peters, and treasurer, 8. Hutchiuson. Jr.

Loa Anselea, Cal.

The wet winter and excellent agricultural prospects of
Southern California are already beginning to bear fruit.

The building trades have felt the impulse for several weeks
past. In almost every part of the city unusual business ae-
tivity is to be noticed, and in the building line this runs more
to residences than to business buildings. The center of the
new residence movement just now is Adorns, Jefferson and
Washington streets. The new residences are, as a rule, of
the more modest sort. Carpenters' wages have been raised
to $3 per day. and in the future the men will work only
eight hours a dav.

Lowell. Mass.
Earlier in tbe year architects and builders were looking

forward to a good season's business, although there were no
indications of what might be termed a " boom." The pros-
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pects, however, have boen dimmed somewhat for the pres-
ent by tin 1 at I i tilde «f the labor unions. Every branch of
labor, with the exception of the plumber*, who lire under
agreement with the masters until May 1. is in more or less
of a turmoil, and matters have lieeti made much worse by
the fact that the master painter* conceded what every
union has been demanding—eight hours with more pay than
the men bad been receiving for nine hours' work. One
master plasterer lias granted ihe demands of his union, and
the others have formed an association, and. as our corre-
spondent puts it, have not " been looking for work." The
bricklayers and journeymen carpenters have made certain
demands, although the former have not ventured anything
very insistent as yet. The general opinion seems to be that
the condition of business In the city in no way warrants
any of these demands.

The •intiiinl nesting and banquet of the Builders' Ex-
change will be held on April 17. and promises to be of much
interest this year, as labor agitations have proven beyond
doubt the high value of proper organization among con-
tractors in the shape of a Builders' Exchange. We hope in
our next issue to be able to give a full account of the af-
fair.

Milwaukee. Wis.

The favorable weather has rendered building operations
in and around Milwaukee quite active, and a number of large
jobs are under way. Some of these arp two churches, a large
forge works, a factory for the A. J. Lindemann & Hoverson
Company, a new malt house, a tool factory for Kearney &
Trecker, while the partial removal of the extensive plant of
E. P. Allis to North (Greenfield, one of the suburbs of the
city, will represent an enormous increase in the building list.

Nearly all members of the exchange have work on band,
and are pushing ahead, but at the same time they do not
forget the Builders' Club. A very desirable piece of prop-
erty lias been secured on Broadway between Mason and
Ouida streets, and as soon as the owner ix able to vacate
the old building will lie removed and a new one. estimated
to cost about $10.0110, will be erected to meet the require-
ments of the club, as well as of the Builders and Traders'
Exchange. Bowling alleys, billiard and pool tables and a
buffet will add to the attractions of the place, and as the
management is in very good hands all doubt of success is re-

moved.
At a recent meeting of (he Architectural Club the bill

now pending before the Legislature to license architects was
discussed. Every one seems to be in favor of its passage,
and feels it will le more satisfactory to owner as well as
contractor to have dealings with men thoroughly competent
to handle the subject before them. The members of the ex-

change seem equally to favor the bill, and as no serious ob-
jection has developed up to dale, there are strong hopes that
the bill will pass.

New Bedford, Mass.

The building outlook in and about the city is much more
promising than it has been for the past three years. There
are many dwelling houses either in process of construction
or contemplated, together with several city buildings and cot-

ton mills.

At the annual meeting of the New Bedford Builders' Ex-
change the following officers were elected for 1901 : Samuel
C. Hunt, president : Edward F. Penney, secretary, and
Benjamm C. Tripp, treasurer.

New York City.

The prospects of the new Tenement {louse Commission
bill becoming a law, and which, in fact, received the signa-

ture of Governor Od»il on April 12, caused a rush to file

plans for flats and tenement houses at the Department of
Buildings to such an extent that for the 24 hours ending at
noon April 11 the pl.ins filed involved nn estimated outlay
of nearly *20,(NN.»,tXKi. The record for the week ending
April 11 shows that plans were tiled in the boroughs of Man-
hattan and the Bronx far 5711 new buildings, estimated to

cost $21 378,550. as compared with 09 buildings, estimated
to cost $1,581,750, for the same week last year. The rush
was probably due >.o the opinion held by many of the build-

era in the city that they could not erect tenement and flat

houses under the new law as profitable commercially as they

could under the old law. There is a great deal of building

In prospect, not only in the business sections of the city, but
especially in the outlying districts, where the season prom-
ises to be an active one. The real estate deals which are under
way show the tendency of capital, and many important im-
provements in the way of new and costly buildings are con-

templated. Some idea of the outlook may be gathered from the

statement that the plana filed for new buildings in the

boroughs of Manhattan and Bronx from January 1 up to

Anril 1 1 numbered 1534, involving an estimated outlay of

f61.012.150, as against 430 buildings, estimated to cost

$14.8 12,385, for the corresponding period of last year.

There have been a few minor labor troubles during the

past month, but no serious developments are anticipated.

The first annual meeting of the Association of Dealers in

Masons' Building Materials was held in March and followed

by a banquet at Delmonico's, which we understand is to be

an annual function. At the business meeting some rhanges

were made in the by-laws intended to permit the admission

to membership of other manufacturers of building materials

of every kind. The officers elected for the ensuing year

were president, Wright D. Goss: vice-president, Charles E.

Murtagb, and treasurer. John J. Bell.

Thomas J. Brady, for several years Commissioner of

Buildings for the borouehs of Manhattan and the Bronx,

resigned the last of March and was succeeded by James (5.

Wallace, a well known contractor in the building business

for the past 20 years.

The Building Materials Exchange held their twentieth
regular annual election of officers and trustees on the even-
ing of April resulting in the following selection: De Witt
C. Overbaugh. president : George A. Molitor, vice-president;
Benjamin Cochran, tteasnrer: trustees, De Witt C. Over-
baugh, George A. Molitor, Benjamin Cochran. Walter C.
Shulu. Frank E. Wise, Willinm H. Meserolc, James E.
Clonin, William F. Fisher, Arthur C. Wood. Uriah F. Wash-
burn, Uainmou'l Talbot, John F. Knowles and Frank L.
Holmes; inspectors of election: Foster F. Comstock. William
F. Dalton and John B. Cook.

At a recent meeting ot the general Society of Mechanics
and Tradesmen recognition was made of the long and faith-
ful service? of Stephen M. Wright by publicly presenting to
him, elcKiintt.\ engraved nr.d ftained, a preamble and reso-
lution congratulating him upon the close of his brilliant ad-
ministration of the affairs of the society, and acknowledging
their obligation to hira for much of the prosperity which
marked the year just brought to a close. The presentation
speech wns made bv President Frank E. Conover, to which
Mr. Wright made a most lilting response. After the presen-
tation a (ollation was served nt'd the remainder of the even-
ing was spent in social intercourse.

Ogden, Utah.
F._ C. Woods A: Co. of Ogden hnve now on hand plans

for $70,000 worth of new residences and business buildings
for that city. These plans, it is said, will be put into work-
ing order in a few weeks. The tendency of building opera-
tions in Ogden this spring seems to be toward tenement and
apartment houses. Some of the real estate men and capital-
ists of Ogden have taken up the matter of apartment houses
and will build several as a speculation.

Omaha. Neb.
At the annual meeting uf the Builders and Traders' Ex-

change of Omaha the following officers for (lie year 19(11
were elected - President, J. F. Smith; vice -president. J. I.
Watt: secretary and treasurer. E. G. Hampton. Directors:
John Howe. A. J. Vierling. W. C. Bullard. B. L. Curler. J.
M. Dow an! J. H. Harte.

The building outlook is regarded as very encouraging,
and as the season opens operations are being pushed forward
a* rapidly as possible.

Philadelphia . Pa
In and about the city there is a considerable amount of

work in the aggregate in progress and in prospect, so that
the outlook for the building season is quite promising.
Architects generally are busy, and there are a number of
building operations under way which will call for the invest-
ment of a large amo'mt of capital. Bids have re-
cently been invited by architects Hales & Ballinger for the
erection of the new Kynett Memorial Methodist Episcopal
Church to tie erected on Seventeenth street, the structure to
measure 2,V) x 125 feet, and to be of the English Gothic
style of architecture. It will be built of granite with In-
diana limestone trimmings. Another improvement under
way is the new Merchants' Warehouse, to cost about $400,-
000, Ihe contract for which haa been secured by the George
A. Fuller Construction Company. An operation involving
the erection of 12 handsome houses is about to b«> com-
menced in Glenside, the architect being H. L. A. Jeckel.
The houses will measure about .12 x 50 feet each, and will
be three stories high, some of the designs involving the use
of stone, others of brick and stone, and still others of brick
alone. Another interesting building operation under way is
in the Twenty-third Ward, where H. It. Warren is putting
up 14 two-story brick houses, each coveriag a plot 14 x
43^ feet. It is understood that Mr. Warren will erect 20
more in the same neighborhood early in the summer. Frank
K. Stahl will begin work at once on 24 two-story houses
and a two-story store and dwelling at Musk rave street and
Pleasant avenue. The houses will measure 15 x 40 feet
each. In the Twenty-fourth Ward F. A. Poth is putting up
12 four-story houses 24 x 61 feet each on Parksfde avenue
and 12 three-story houses 18 x OS feet each on Forty-second
street, the estimated cost of the improvements being placed
at $144,000. In the Thirty-fourth Ward Alexander Cowan
will erect 27 two-story houses each 15 x 37 feet and one two-
story store and dwelling 17 x 37 feet, the entire operation
estimated to cost a little over $45,000. At Oak Lane ten
three-story stone houses are about being erected by E. S.
Badley. in accordance with plans drawn by Stearns & Cas-
tor, who are also the architects for houses to be built in
Wilmington, N. C.

The fourteenth anniversary of the Lumbermen's Ex-
change was celebrated at the Bourse on the evening of April
11 by a " Night in the Woods." After the election of of-
ficers for the ensuing year had taken place a light lunch was
served, followed by a lengthy vaudeville performance. The
officers elected were : Franklin Smedley. president ; Edward
F. Hrnson, vice-president ; Harry C. Humphreys, treasurer,
and A. .1 Cadwalader. Charles C. Coolhaugh and Horace J.
Hazard, directors. The report of the treasurer and
tary showed the exchange to be in good financial condition,
and that there had been a very considerable gain in
ship.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

There is a great deal of activity in the building line in
and about the city, and the prospects are such as to war-
rant the belief in u senson's business which will be a record
breaker. The rctiort issued by Superintendent J. A. A.
Brown of the Bureau of Building Inspection shows that
permits were issued during the month of March for 282 new
structures, estimated to cost $82(1.960. There were also per-
mits issued for 65 additions, to cost $220,075, and 72 altera.
tion«. to cost ?2ft.Ka making a total for the month of 410
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operations, involving an expenditure of over $1,000,000. A
classification of tbe permits shows 54 were for brick struc-

tures, 191 for frame, 21 for brick veneer, four for iron clad,

one for steel and nine for frame and veneer. The statistics

xhow, as compared with March, 1900, an Increase of 54 in

the number of buildings, and $211,800 in the estimated cost.

Superintendent Brown expresses the opinion that the rec-

ord this year will probably double that of any previous
year in the history of the city. There are a number of im-
portant buildings under way in the down town section, which
will add very largely to the year's record. Among these are
the Frick Kuilding. costing $2,000,000; the People's Sav-
ings Bank, which will be 15 stories high, involving an esti-

mated outlay of $000,000 ; the Arrott Block, costing a simi-

lar amount ; the Keystone Bank Building, costing $5O0,U«k>,

and tbe new Exposition Building, estimated to cost $275,-
000. The architects for the latter building are I>. H. Burn-
ham & Co. of Chicago, and it is expected to have it com-
pleted within the record breaking period of 20 weeks, and in

order to accomplish this the work will be carried forward
night and day, so as to have the building ready for the sea-

sou which opens on October 4. Architects Alden & Harlow
have recently awarded to A. k S. Wilson the contract for the
new residence of A. H. Peacock on North Highland avenue,
i he estimated cost being placed at $140,000. It will te a fire

proof structure, three stories high, the principal materials
used being steel, terra cotta, brick, stone and marble. It will

be colonial in its style of architecture, and will contain 3tt

rooms.
The building permits issued in Allegheny during the

month of March were 81 in number, and tbe estimated cost
of the improvements $134,150. This record is almost double
that for the same month last year,

Portland, Oregon.
Portland building operations are opening up on a large

Krnle this spring, the demand being chiefly for dwellings
that will rent for from $10 to $20 per month. Several ele-

gant homes are also to be built in the Kast Side and Nob Hill
section of the city. ltenl estate dealers report many inquir-
ies for residence sites in the new additions and other outly-
ing districts. The lnor situation is considered propitious:
also the material situation in general, though there Is said
to be something of a scarcity in some of the finer grades of
finished lumber.

Racine, Wis.

At a recent meeting of the Builders and Traders' Ex-
change, held at their quarters in the Young Men's Christian
Association Building, the following officers were elected for
the ensuing year:

President. Second Vice-President,
George YY. Horlick. E. A. Cornwall.

First Vice-President. Treasurer.
H. K. Edwards. O. C. Davis.

Secretary.
John M. Driver.

Directors for Three Y'.-nrs.—Frederick Nelson and John
M. Evan«.

Directors for Two Years.— Simon Starke and Jacob
Mahr.

Directors for One Year.—John M. Hoberts and Thomas
M. (Jleason.

The regular meetings of the exchange are held on the
second Monday of each month.

According to Secretary Driver, business in the building
line is active, and there is a considerable amount of work In

view, not only in Uacine, but throughout that district. The
work involves both public and private buildings, including
many dwellings adapted to meet the requirements of those
in moderate circumstances. Altogether the prospects are
such that the year 1901 promises to eclipse any previous
ear in tbe building line, not even excepting prosperousv

St. Louis. Mo.
Advices from St. Louis under date of April 12 are to the

effect that tbe building situation is not, broadly considered,
of the most encouraging nature. It is true that many plans
are being considered, but the owners are dilatory in pro-
ceeding with the work and in a number of cases the plans
have been shelved for future action. The work that is now
under way is being done at an extremely low figure, which
would naturally bo interpreted as Indicative of unhealthy
conditions as applied to building operations. The antici-

pated increase in the building business in vow of the World's
Fair has not yet materialized, although the volume of build-
ing, more particularly that of commercial and office struc-
tures, exceeds up to the date of advices that of last year.
The general feeling among the contractors and builders is

that their business will not experience any decided activity

for at least six months*.
At tbe annual meeting of the Building Contractors' As-

sociation of St Louis, held at their quarters In the Turner
Building. 304 North Eighth street, the following officers

were chosen for 1901 : James Kearney, president : John B.
Hughes, first vice-president; Patrick Rowan, second vice-

president: John J. (Vllins, secretary; John M. Powers,
treasurer, and Joseph II. Furber. assistant secretary.

The St. Louis Architectural Club met Wednesday even-
ing, April 3, in its rooms nt 1)10 I/icust street, and elected
officers as follows : President, G. M. A. Brueggeman : Drat
vice-president. J. P. Jamieson ; second vice-president, Charles
O. Pfeil : secretary. Ernest Helfenslcller. Jr. ; treasurer.
Charles H. Dietering. Those on the Advisory Board are
Edward G. Harden and F. A. P. Buford.

Salt Lake City. Utah.

For some time past the building contractors of the city
toave been endeavoring to perfect an organization to enable

them to meet the demands made upon them by organized

labor. A number of informal meetings were held to deter-

mine what might be done in this directiou, and finally il^as
decided to form for mutual beuefit the Association of Con-

tractors, with the following officers: President. H. J. Hay-
ward of the Salt Lake Building & Mfg. Company ; vice-

president. C. J. Brain ; secretary. Asper Nonll. and treasurer,

Frank Atkinson.
San Francisco, Cal.

Building in San Francisco seems to be tending toward

large (ire proof structures this season, says our regular cor-

respondent under date of April 0. The building of smaller

•Uructures and moderate cost residences is not entirely neg-

ated, but there is no unusual nctivity in those lines. Proj-

ects for large fire proof office, factory and apartment build-

ings are, however, very numerous. The proposed new
structures of this sort range from 2 to 11 stories In bight,

and are located in all parts of the city.

In the region lying south of the city. In San Mateo
County, building is very active. The extending of the elec-

tric car lines in that direction has led to a great deal Of

building, all of which is in the nature of high-eluMS dwelling

houses. In the Alameda County suburbs, building Is per-

haps not quite so active as a year ago, but tbe situation is

ne

Spokane, Wash.

There Is an active demand for houses at fair rental In

the city, the result of which Is seen In the large number of

dwellings and apartment houses now in course of erection.

It is stated thnt the number in progress is in excess of that

of Inst vear, notwithstanding a vast amount of new work
was executed at that time. Two new warehouses are con-

templated in tbe heart of tbe city, and in addition the Great

Northern Railroad is about putting up a new passenger

depot upon its property near the river bank. Scores of

small cottages are under way In the suburbs, and work upon

a number of improvements will be commenced as soon as the

weather permits. An interesting feature in connection with

the buildings erected In Spokane is their freedom from fire,

the department claiming that during the month of February

not one dollar's worth of property was lost through con-

llugratiou.

Springfield. Mas*.

While comparatively few large buildings are under way
or in contemplation, there is more or less bulldlngof dwell-

ing houses scattered over the city and suburbs. The build-

ing outlook is not of tbe most encouraging nature, yet archi-

tects and builders appear to be hopeful of a fair seasons

At the annual election of the Springfield Builders' Ex-
change the following officers for the year 1901 were chosen :

President, E. T. Davis; first vice-president. C. P. Chase:
second vice-president, E. W. Shattuck : secretary, William J.

1 1 viand, and treasurer, S. H- Howland.
i

' The first annual banquet of the Springfield Builders Ex-

change was held in Cooley's Hotel on the evening of Wednes-
day. April 10, a large representation being present. The

company assembled at 8.30 and while the banquet was in

progress the Philharmonic Orchestra furnished music.

President E. T. Davis acted as toastmaster. and at his right

mid left were Mayor Hayes and Wni. H. Sayward. the latter

b. ing secretary of the Master Builders' Association of Bos-

ton. Speeches were made bv J. G. Smith of New Haven,

who gave n short history of the exchange in that city :
James

A. Fogarty. also of New Haven, and L. O. Eaton and C
P. Chase of Springfield. These were followed by Mr. Say-

wnrd. who spoke at considerable length and touched upon

many points of value to those interested in the Builders

Exchange movement. He described the formatiou of the

Boston association, tolling of the organized work that bad

tren done hefore it was brought to its present fine condi-

tion, and offered suggestions looking to the improvement of

the local exchange. The remarks were well received and

the occasion as a whole was one which will be long remem-

bered by those present.

Taooma, Waah.

The fine weather of the early part of March set the

builders of Tncoma at work, and a great many new build-

ings are now nnder way. In the residence district, extend-

ing from the race track to Whitworth College, over 40 new
houses are being built. Among the new buildings are two

modern eight-room cottages In Colonial style, for Mrs. B.

Bartlett, a similar building for Mrs. E. Kachleln, two

for Conrad Dahl and one for Mrs. E. Frank.

Toledo, Ohio.

In our last Issue we made reference to the annual meet-

ing of the Builders' Exchange and to the selection of a

Board of Directors for the new year. Since that issue went

to press the directors have selected the following officers in

addition to those previously named: Secretary. Albert Neu-

kotn; treasurer, John W. Lee : assistant secretary. I • «••

Krani. At (his meetitig President Creswell appointed com.

miltees for the ensuing year, including those on member-

ship, rooms, finance and arbitration.

Note*.

A movement is on foot in Clinton. Mass., to establish a

Master Builders' Association, which will include among Its

membership members of tbe hardware and allied trades.

It is stated that 50 new residences will be put up In Win-
chester. Ind.. during the present season, in addition to sev-

eral business blocks. A new hall, three stories in hlght, will

be erected by the Bed Men.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING—XVIL
(UCOMD •»**)

By Frku. T. Hodgson.

THE tool slide, or. M l>efore styled, the eccentric cut-

ter, must DOW be dealt with. It miiBt be mode from a

forging represented by Figs. 113 and 114. In the first

place. It must be carefully centered and the short pin

A turned to accurately flt the bearing In the flange.

Before this operation is commenced the forging must be
shortened as nearly as possible to the ultimate length
required. The tail end of the pin Is then drilled and
tapped to receive a screw. The extreme end la reduced
In diameter as at B. to flt the recess In the wheel of 36
teeth, which has to be flxed to It, and as the space in

which this has to work Is limited the head of the screw
is countersunk Into the lower face of the wheel. If the
operation of flttlDg the stem has been so executed that
when in Ita place the front center Is absolutely true, all

Is well. If not, the center must be accurately found and
defined, as it Is from this that the top surface of the
slide has to be fitted when proceeding to flt up the
slide. It will be seen that the extremity of the pin near-
est the slide Is turned to a cone, which must, of course,
precisely correspond with that In the bearing B, Fig.
105). This affords a ready means of taking up any slight

in perspective in Fig. 120. We arc now ready to put

the instrument to use, but, before doing so. it may be

well to point out that the division of the flange D, also

the adjusting screw F, are of the same relative value as

those on the micrometer of the screw of the eccentric

cutter K, which In Its turn agrees with all screws of

a similar description for like purposes. This will be

recognized, thus: One turn moving the tool to a radius

of i lu inch, while a corresponding movement of the

screw F results In the same amount of eccentricity to

the flango V, and In this way the two movements are

obtained and adjusted In the proportions required for

ellipses of various differences between their two axes.

It must be remembered that the eccentric cutter K ha*

fixed to its termination a wheel of 30 teeth, and that the

two wheels of 24 and 3G respectively are attached and
revolve on the stud, and by these the 48 wheel Is flxed

to the spindle and the 38 on the cutter K are connected.

And It will be seen that upon rotating the pulley and
flange D one complete turn or circle the eccentric cutter

K revolves twice In the opposite direction, which cause*

the tool to trace or cut an ellipse, the various degrees

of difference in the form being decided, as before stated,

by the adjustment of the two points D and K, the longer

or transverse axis being always twice the amount, while

the short diameter or conjugate axis equals twice the

Fl<r. Hi.—On* of

the part* of

the Cutter.

Fig* n't anil 114.—VMS and Bide

Vlewa of Eccentric Cutter.

fig*. |i« and 117 -Side and Face Views of Hair Fl|t». UN ami 1 10 —Sectional anil Face View* o' Instrument. Stunting Tarts Amieintiled.

of Extra Wheel*.
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wear that may occur. The wheel when thus flxed Is

Immediately above the 48 wheel, which Is flxed to the

main spindle, and In consequence of the small space that

Intervenes both must necessarily be very close together,

but at the same time perfectly free from contact one

with the other.

While the front part of the slide la in progress of

finishing It Is advisable to place a piece of tube over

the pin or stem A to prevent damage to the fitting, If

from any cause a slip of the file should occur. Fig. 115

shows some of the minor parts of this portion of the

eccentric cutter aud will aid In a thorough understand-

ing of the Instrument In detail. Figs. 116 and 117 Illus-

trate the pair of extra wheels necessary to the produc-

tion of four looped figures. These, however, are made
in precisely the same way as the 30 and 24 toothed

wheels are made, but their numbers are Instead 24 and

48. These are provided with a steel collar and are flxed

together by the two small steel pins, as shown.

These Illustrations and descriptions are expected to

be ample and sufficient to enable any Intelligent

machinist to contruct the instrument, but to make the

matter more clear various illustrations of the enacmblt

are exhibited In Figs. 118, 119 and 120, In which the vari-

ous parts previously descrit>ed may be readily recog-

nized. The whole of the working parts are shown as

clearly as possible, and l>eing partly in section, the defi-

nition is distinct and easy to grasp. Tlw complete In-

strument, put together and ready for work, is shown

difference. Therefore any variation may he obtained

by the setting of these eccentricities to produce an
elongated ellipse, or the same may be reduced to a circle

If desired.

As we are already aware that the worm wheel la

provided wtth 150 teeth, and Is divided Into 75 equal

parts on the chamfered edge, and the micrometer of

the screw being set In four equal parts, and figured 0, 1,

2, S. We are also equally aware by this that one turn

of the screw will move the wheel through the space of

one tooth, by which movement the 48 wheel attached}

to the main spindle is rotated to the extent of the move-

ment given to the wheels. One-quarter of the turn, or,

In other words, one division of the micrometer, precisely

compensates the angularity occasioned by the flange D
being moved one division. If the flange Is Increased, the

worm wheel must be correspondingly moved In the

same equal proportion; while. If the ellipses are cut

with the eccentricity of the flange reduced, the worm
wheol must be moved proportionately, only In a con-

trary direction. In roost Instances the worm wheel at-

tachment Is employed to compensate every individual

movement of the flange: but It Is also of considerable

service for placing the various patterns In different posi-

tions on the work, and it Is at times used entirely for

this purpose, the work belDg held stationary by the In-

dex in the dial plate.

When about to start a pattern In the lathe the beat

way is to commence with the instrument set for th*
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center—that Is, tbe worm wbeel, flange D, and eccentric

cutter K, all carefully adjusted to tbelr respective zeros

or starting points, and when thus set. If tbe Instrument

Is accurately made, tbe tool will cut a minute point only.

Tbe bight of center must also be closely studied and

tbe tool adjusted accurately to It by tbe diverting ring

of tbe alldo rest, wblcb, of course, carries tbe whole

Instrument. It most also be set to the same point lat-

erally. Now, by these adjustments being correctly car-

ried out, tbe pattern produced will be the center of the

object to be decorated.

As a primary example of simple pattern adjustments

we will take a series of ellipses of equal proportions, or,

In other words, concentric. Tbe first thing will be to

pay great attention to tbe setting of the tool exactly in

tbe center in both directions. Tbe eccentric cutter may
now be moved, say, eight divisions of Its micrometer, and
tbe flange moved four divisions of Its scale, and to place

tbe Individual or separate cuts in equal proportion tbe

movement of each must coincide. Tbe number of separate

ellipses la divided by the movement of the dial or Index

plate, and any other position Is determined by tbe lateral

movement of the slide rest. To produce a pattern In

which a series of eUlpaea are all required to be In one
parallel Une tbe eccentricity of tbe flange must remain
unmoved, while that of the eccentric cutter is reduced

In e<iual ratio for each consecutive cut A tblrd and
very effective result la attained by first cutting a straight

line and afterward reducing the proportions until a

Fig. ISO.—Pirapcctive View of Instrument Ready for Work.

The Art of Wood Turning.

circle la tbe result of tbe terminal cut For Instance, the

eccentric cutter K and flange D are both equally ex-

tended, as to eccentricity, to cut tbe straight line. The
cutter K then remains unaltered while the flange D la

reduced for each cut until the zero coincides again with
tbe reading line, when a circle equal to its eccentricity

will be produced. By tbe foregoing examples a clear

Idea la obtained of tbe way tbe Instrument la to be em-
ployed for simple eDIpses, the extent of variation being
practically without end.

Aa tbe more complex patterns are approached it will

be found necessary to employ the worm wbeel and tan-

gent screw at tbe back, to adjust tbe different cuts to

tbe required positions. The worm wbeel having 160

teeth, tbe micrometer on the screw being divided Into

four, and one turning moving tbe wheel through tbe

space of one tooth, It will be teen that It will necessitate

87% turns to place two ellipses at right angles one to

tbe other; but It must be remembered that the number
of turns must be calculated from tbe division at wblcb
the wbeel stands when It baa been moved to compensate
for any extension of tbe flange D for the first cut To
place the ellipses equldlstantly it will, therefore, require

25 turns of the tangent screw for each, and by cal-

culation any number of ellipses may be then placed

within a given space on tbe work.

We have now regarded the manipulation of the In-

strument aa far aa Its power of cutting ellipses of any
proportion between tbe straight line and the circle is

concerned. Its capabilities, however, are largely ex-

tended by the Introduction of extra wheels of 24 and
48 teeth. The two wheels replace the 24 and 36 on tbe

stud, while that on the stem of the eccentric cutter baa

substituted for it one of 24, in the place of that having

36 teeth. To make this alteration the screw is removed
from the stud and tbe milled bead screw taken out the

flanges then withdrawn from the face, the 24 wheel

fixed in the eccentric cutter, the 24 and 48 to revolve

on tbe stud aud tbe flange replaced. The 48 wheel at-

tached to tbe main spindle running through tbe stem la

never changed. When withdrawing and replacing tbe

flange, the two screws being removed, It can be easily

accomplished. As tbe nut through which tbe main
screw works Is provided with a circular pin, it only re-

mains to see that this fitting and that of the stud coin-

cide with the corresponding boles In the flange and re-

place the screw.

New Publications.

Architectural. Engineering axd Ms-
chakical Directory or the United Stateb. Size

7V6 x 10% inches, 1138 pagcB, bound In heavy board
covers with gilt aide title. Published by S. E.

Hendricks Company. Price $5.00, postage or ex-

presaage paid.

This directory, which has been published annually
alnce 1881, contains over 350,000 names, addresses and
business classifications, with full lists of manufacturers
of every kind of material, apparatus and machine used

in the building trades. It Is probably tbe most com-
plete work of Its kind ever brought out, and will be
found of great value to the buyer or seller, tbe archi-

tect, the engineer, the contractor, the purchasing agent
the manufacturer, and many others. It includes all pro-

fessions and trades Interested directly or Indirectly In

tbe Industries indicated by tbe title and gives many
valuable mailing llBta of the entire country. Some Idea

of tbe scope of tbe work may be gathered from the state-

ment that the names nre classified alphabetically by
trades and professions under more than 5000 headings,

requiring an index of contents of 44% pages, giving

more than 200 classifications on each index page and
covering every city, town and hamlet of the country.

Tbe list of architects requires 24 pages of the volume,

the brick manufacturers 30 pages, carpenters, contract-

ors and builders 153 pages, masons and builders and
their materials 56 pages, sash, door and blind manufac-

turers 21 pages, roofers and roofing materials 45 pages,

architectural and interior wood work 10 pages, and so

on through the list of the building and allied Industries.

The work has been most carefully compiled by men who
have familiarized themselves with tbe Industries repre-

sented, and the publishers point out that It is a directory

into which every firm name, address and business classi-

fication Is Inserted, regardless of patronage.

The Winslow Tables. By Benjamin E. Wlnslow. Size

12 x 9V6 Inches, 53 pages. Including 10 full-page plates,

bound In board covers. Published by tbe Engineer-

ing News Publishing Company. Price 82.00, postpaid.

The object of this work Is to furnish to architecta,

engineers and others Interested In construction, a rapid

and easy means of computing Hlses of beams and col-

umns by the use of graphical tables. No attempt has

made to deal with complicated engineering prob-

or with such as are of infrequent occurrence;

neither has the author thought It avlaable to recommend
tbe safe working stresses to be used In any special case.

For the purpose of increasing their accuracy, all the dia-

grams have been reproduced from large drawings and

the positions of all the lines have been verified with

the greatest care. The author states that he has used

the tables daily for several years with a great saving of

time and labor In making calculations of strength for

the public school buildings of Chicago and for other

Important structures. The diagrams are Intended for

calculating the strength of wood, steel and cast Iron

beams and columns.
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Commencement Exercises of the New York
Trade School.

The twentieth annual commencement of the Now
York Trade School, First avenue and Sixty seventh
street, New York City, wan held on the evening of
Wednt-sday. April in the presence of a large and en-
thusiastic audience which filled the auditorium to over-
llowlng. L'lwu the platform were n number of the trus-
tees, as well as several representatives of the various
trade associations. The exercises opened with a short
address by President It. Fulton Cuttlug, who called the
attention of the young men to the fact that there were
two great things to which they should apply themselves
In life. One of these wag to acquire a thorough knowl-
edge of their chosen trade and the other was to apply the
knowledge they had attained. The speaker also empha-
sized the importance of honesty and Industry as essen-
tials to success and pointed out that the young man who
makes a reputation lor honesty possesses a capital that
is worth everything In life, and Is something that he

At the conclusion of Mr. Cutting's remarks gradu-
ating certificates were distributed to the pupils by F.
Augustus Schermerhorn and Thomas J. Tuotney. After
this ceremony William E. Dodge, one of the trustees,

presented the " honor rolls " to those entitled to them,
and as the parchments wero distributed he shook each re-

cipient heartily by the hand and congratulated him upon
his success. It may be interesting In this eonuectlon to state

that the honor men were those obtaining 95 per cent, or
over out of a possible 100 per cent, in their examinations
and during their season's work. In the class in car-

pentry there were three receiving this standing, being
David W. Van Nostrand of College Point, L. I.. William
A. Cornell of Pleasantvllle, N. Y.. and Frank Ller, Jr., of

New York City. The honor man in the bricklaying class

was George L. Werk- of Warren. Pa.

William II. Oliver, representing the Master Painters'

aud Decorators' Association, presented the Painters'

Magazint medal to J. E. Heiderman of Great Neck, L. I.

The medals given by the Master Steam and Hot Water
Fitters' Association were presented by John J, Smith,
who represented the committee having the matter In

charge. Two medals were awarded, one going to the

scholar In the day class who showed the greatest pro-

ficiency, and the other to the pupil in the evening class

who stood the highest. There were five pupils whose
work was of such a high order that in the estimation of

the committee they were entitled to honorable mention,

and these young men were called to the platform. In

the course of Mr. Smith's remarks he stated that the ex-

amination wat, very exacting and a very high standard
was required. One scholar graduated at a standing of

00 per cent, and another hnd OS per cent. Pupils re-

ceiving the medals were Elwood Noyes of Amesbury,
Mass., and Charles Schwelker of Brooklyn, N. Y.

President Cutting then introduced Prof. Nicholas Mur-
ray Butler of Columbia University, who made the ad-

dress of the evening. The dominant fenture of his re-

marks was the Importance of brains and skill in the pur-

suits of life, pointing out that In this country at least

there Is no place for drones. Everybody Is supposed to

bo trained to a life of work of some sort, and that every-

where the genuine American citizen Is to be found at

work. There is no occupation of man in which braius

may not be u?od and in which skill may not be developed.

The speaker also laid stress upon the fact that In order

to succeed in life It is necessary to thoroughly learn the

technique of a calling down to its very limits, and at the

same time to make ourselves os broad, as generous and
as Interested n.s possible in other things in order that we
may have a full, rich life. If a man knows absolutely

nothing but his trade or calling he cannot compete for a

moment with She man who knows many other things. Is

well read, has studied, has thought and has more char-

acter, therefore more personality to put Into the work
which he does. The question of skill is not of the hand

alone, not of being able to mold, to move and create Un-

finished product from the crude materials, but to do that

-with personality, to do it with character and with In-

terest. Everything that goes to make up a broad, wide-

ly Informed nature will largely come from the study of

the reasons for things, what are called the theoretical

teasons which give rise to practical rules that concern us

In life.

The address of Professor Butler was followed with

close attention, and at the conclusion the speaker was

loudly applauded. The testimonials of merit were then

distributed by James Curran and George A. Suter, after

which the exercises were completed by a few remarks

by President Cutting.

There were 12 graduates in the day class in carpentry

and ten in the evening class, eight in the day class In

bricklaying and eight in the evening class, 38 in the

pniutlug class, five In the class In plastering, 1G3 In the

plumbing classes, 17 In the class in steam fitting and 20

in the cornice class.

Houses for Canary Islands.

Builders may be Interested in knowing that Consul

Berliner of TonerllTe, Canary Islands, under date of

March 6, 1001, reports that he has a request for plans

for frame or wooden houses, ready to be put up without

delay. The person making the Inquiry Is anxious to

have circulars or any matter appertaining to this sub-

ject, as he is contemplating the building of this clasa

of structures. If the necessary Information Is sent to

the United States Consulate at Teneriffe, it will, in the

opinion of Consul Berliner, lead to business.

The Armour Institute of Chicago, which owes Its ex-

istence to the late Philip D. Armour, has received an

addition of $1,000,000 to Its endowment, a gift from Mrs.

P. D. Armour and J. Ogden Armour, the widow and son

of the founder.
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A visit Just at this season to the upper portions of

New York City, more particularly the west side and
above the Harlem River, cannot fall to impress the most
casual observer with the fact that there Is a vast amount
of building In progress both in the way of private dwell-

ings and of apartment houses, many of which, being In

excess of flvo stories In hight. are therefore equipped
with passenger elevator service. Perhaps one reason

for the unusual activity during the past month Is the

exemption given to builders from the strict terms of the

new building law, provided foundations to buildings are

actually commenced prior to June 1. Another may pos-

sibly be found in the progress of the work on the " Sub-

way," which, when completed, will greatly reduce the

time between the City Hall and the section known as

Washington Heights, and beyond, where real estate la

changing hands at a rapid rate, and preparations are

making for increased building operations. In this con-

nection it Is interesting to note the figures of the report

of the Department of Buildings issued early In May for

the quarter ending March 31 of the present year. For
the Ave boroughs constituting Greater Now York appli-

cations were tiled for now buildings and alterations In-

volving an estimated outlay of $88,083,722, as compared
with $18,377,088 for the corresponding quarter of last

year. By far the largest proportionate Increase is found
in the figures for the boroughs of Manhattan and the

Bronx, duo perhaps In some measure to the expectation

finally realized that the laws governing tenement house

construction would be changed. For these boroughs the

estimated cost of new buildings and alterations for the

first quarter Is placed at $31,714,200, as against $14,000,-

011 for the corresponding quarter of 1000, while for

Brooklyn the figures are, $5,263,215 and $3,300,070 re-

spectively. In the boroughs of Manhattan and the

Bronx plans were filed for 700 flat and apartment
houses estimated to cost $13,800,000, as against 184

buildings of the same general class, estimated to cost

$7,791,200, for the first three months of last year. In the

five boroughs there were projected during the first quar-

ter of this year dwelling houses, not including those of

wood. Involving an estimated outlay of $2,924,430; while

of frame dwellings there woro 018, for which plans were
filed costing $1,808,318. Of public municipal buildings

there were 16 for which permits were Issued, having an

estimated coat of $2,433,000; while of hotels and board-

ing bouses the report shows plans to have been filed for

15. to cost $3,771,650. and of manufactories and work
shops 57, to cost $2,729,850, all of which, labor troubles

aside, Indicates much that la encouraging for the build-

ing season of the present year.

The New Tenement House Law.

The law which has recently been enacted by the New
York State Legislature governing the erection and su-

pervision of tenement bouses- in New York City defines

a " tenement " as any building wherein three or more
families reside. This includes all kinds of apartment

houses, as well as teuement buildings. In addition to

providing for more air, light, comfort, better sanitation

and greater safety to tenement dwellers in New York
City, the new law creates a department in the city gov-

ernment to be called the Tenement House Department,

to which is intrusted the enforcement of the law. En-
actments were carefully drawn, and It is confidently ex-

pected by the members of the Tenement House Com-
mission and others interested In the better bousing of

the poor that the accommodations available to many
thousands of New Yorkers who are obliged to live In

tenements will be vastly Improved In the future. One
of the features of the new law Is that the limit for the
hight of a tenement house Is the width of the street and
one-third more. Thus, upon a street 60 feet wide a tene-

ment 80 feet high may be built. It Is further provided
that every tenement 60 feet In hight must be provided
with a yard 12 feet deep In the rear, with an additional

foot for every additional 12 feet of hight Special atten-

tion has also been paid to the securing of fire protection

to tenements. Every tenement over five stories high Is

obliged to be fire proof under the new regulation.

Municipal Ownership of Tenements.

It Is said that Glasgow, Scotland, Is one of the best
managed cltieB In the world, and It offers, perhaps, the
most prominent example of the policy of municipal
ownership of public facilities extant. Everything which
touches the public interests, as distinguished from pri-

vate business, Is municipalized, and the experiment, so
far, has worked passing well. Perhaps the shrewd, cal-

culating Scotch characteristic of its Inhabitants has
something to do with the success of the plan. The gas
and water works, sewerage, electric lighting and street

railways of the city are all owned and operated by the
municipality, and are managed so satisfactorily as to
yield a handsome revenue, while the cost of these fa-

tuities to the public has been materially reduced. So
successful lias been the management of the street rail-

ways, for example, that rates have been fixed at 1%
cents a mile, which is considerably below the rate In
most of our large cities. The latest, and perhaps the
most interesting, development in this line that has late-

ly taken place In Glasgow la the municipal ownership
of tenements, an Innovation that is probably peculiar to
the city on the Clyde. A few years ago the city ob-
tained permission from the British Parliament to con-
demn certain tenement houses as unsanitary. These
buildings, which were of ancient date and located In the
most crowded district of the city, were demolished and
the owners refused to rebuild. The municipality then
bought the ground at i valuation fixed by arbitrators,

and erected 1375 model tenements, housing over 6000
persons. The power to condemn buildings as un-
sanitary Is still vested In the city authorities, who
propose to undertake further work on the same lines as
the need occurs. The experiment, which has not yet
been long enough in operation to determine results, will

be worth watching; but, however successful It may
prove In Scotland, it Is doubtful If any such socialistic

measure would be acceptable to the people of America,
who have a strong aversion to paternalism, whether mu-
nicipal. State, or Federal.
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A Chicago Feat in Rapid Building.

A remarkably rapid piece of construction work has

been accomplished In the erection of the new mercantile

building and warehouse for Sears, Roebuck & Co., at

the corner of Fulton and Jefferson streets, Chicago, after

plans made by Architects Nlmmons & Fellows. 204 Dear-

born street. Chicago. The penult was issued on Feb-

ruary 20, and the building of ten stories, including

double basement. Is practically completed, and was occu-

pied the first week In May. The building covers a

ground space of 150 x 170 feet It cost $350,000. The

structure has many points of unusual interest. It con-

sists of the highest type of mill construction, and has

features about It which make it far more Are proof than

the ordinary building of this character, for the reason

that the timber usually employed In floor Joists, laid on

top of girders, is utilized In adopting the same quantity

of lumber thus employed lu increasing the thickness of

the floor boards. The floors are, therefore, 0 inches of

solid wood, and span the entire distance from one girder

to the other without any Intermediate Joists and without

employing any more lumber than is necessary to con-

struct the ordinary mill constructed floor of 3-Inch plank

flooring. This floor gives the twofold advantages of be-

ing much neater and more attractive In appearance and

also being more Are proof. The spikes used in the floor-

ing were 10 inches In length, and were made to order.

Other advantages are the Increased available head

room, which may be used In each story; the simplifying

of the automatic sprinkler system, the deadening of

sound and the absolute water proofing of each floor at

every story, so that in case of Are, or in case of the dis-

charge of the sprinkler system, the stock of merchandise

underneath the point of discharge of water may l>e en-

tirely saved by the water proof process adopted in the

flooring. The top story, which Is to be used for clerical

work, will be occupied by about 2000 clerks, and has

been constructed with a saw tooth skylight roof, so that

perfect north light Is secured for the entire floor. This

enables the utilising of every square foot of the floor

without the use of any artificial light until the sun goes

down, as the floor will be practically as well lighted as

if there were no roof on It at all.

Practical Value of Designs in Carpentry and

Building.

It Is Interesting as showing the wide circulation and

Importance of Carpentry and Building, as well as the core

with which the designs presented within Its covers are

studied by Intending builders, to mention that the house

forming the basis of the supplemental plate accompany-

ing our Issue for October of last year, and designed by

John P. Kingston of Worcester. Mass.. Is being dupli-

cated in Havana. Cuba, for Charles It. Todd, a merchant

of that place. The construction of the house Is along

Hues calculated to specially meet the requirements of

the climate of Cuba, and in the execution of the work

brick Is being largely employed. In the arrangement of

the house there are four large rooms on the first floor,

with a broad hall In the ceuter, and on the second floor

are five rooms aud bath.

While possibly this may not have been the very first

house designed by an American for erection on the

Island it is certainty among the first, and Is a distinction

for the archieet, as well as a compliment to American

architecture. Mr. Kingston advises us that the house

which we Illustrated In the Issue for May. 1900. being

that of Edward Moulton, impressed a resident of Clear-

field. Pa., so favorably that he secured a set of drawings

from which to build one like It. These are not excep-

tional Instances of the kind, but simply emphasize in a

marked degree the practical value of the designs which

appear tn the columns of Carpentry and Building.

A wsw nine-story building Is to be erected by the

Colonial Trust Company of Reading, Pa., lu accordance

with plans prepared by Architects Seymour Davis and

Paul A. Davis, third, of Philadelphia, who secured the

commission In competition with eight other architects.

The structure will cover an area of 00 x 120 feet and

will cost about $130,000.

New Chamber of Commerce Building.

For some time past a movement has been on foot by
the New York Chamber of Commerce looking to the pro-

vision of uew quarters In the shape of a building of their

own. Plans hav« Just been completed for the erection on
the site of the old Real Estate Exchange, at Liberty street

and Liberty Place, of a structure of white Vermont mar-
bie, with a white granite base, the design being classical

and monumental In character. According to the draw-
ings of Architect James B. Baker, the building will be
four storleB In hlght, the first floor being some five steps

above the street and Intended to be used as a banking
room, handsomely finished, with mahogany fittings and
marble mosaic floor. The main entrance to the building

will be on the Broadway side, opening Into a large vesti-

bule, which In turn admits one past the elevators Into a
monumental hall and stairway 20 feet wide and 80 feet

long, extending through two stories. It will be built of
Caen stone and marble and will have an overlooking gal-

lery at one end. Opening directly off this gallery aud also

from the platform at the bead of the stairway will be
the main room or " Chamber of Commerce," which will

occupy tho second floor, the room being 90 feet long. 60
feet broad and 30 feet high. The room will be wain-
scoted, with Axed seats, while the floor will be white
marble. Light will be admitted through windows some
20 feet above the floor and also through an Immense
skylight In the ceiling which opens into a court of equal
dimensions extending through to the roof. The third

story of the building will be occupied by the executive
and committee rooms of the Chamber, while the fourth
story will be occupied as reading room, club room and
commercial library, together with a small kitchen and
serving room.

A Seven-Story Building Successfully Raised.

An Interesting piece of work, which has recently been
successfully executed, was the raising of the seven-story
Cambridge Hotel building at Thirty-ninth street and
Ellis avenue, Chicago, and this without so much as
cracking the plaster of a wall. Tho building, con-
structed in 1802, had originally only a 6-foot basement,
which was not sufficient to allow the boilers In the steam
heating and electric lighting plants to come up to the
grade level necessary under city ordinances. The build-

ing had to be raised 3 feet This has been done by
using over 1500 Jack screws, combined with a stool

substructure. The work was completed in 21 days In-

stead of 30, the limit placed In the contract The con-
tractors were the L. P. Friestedt Company, 145 La Salle

stro©t, Chlcfigo.

The Cambridge Hotel building contains 450 rooms, is

seven stories In bight and Is built of brick on a steel

frame work. It covers a ground space of 50 x 138 feet
is 150 feet high, and weighs 15,000 tons. This is claimed
to be the highest building ever raised, except a church
whose steeple was 145 feet high. The company were
under a $75,000 bond not to Injure the building, and the

work was accomplished according to specifications and
In nine days less time than the limit allowed. The com-
pany had 80 men on the building, with four foremen

and one superintendent, and the work went on without

a hitch.

New Stock Exchange Building.

The new building which will be erected on the site

of the New York Stock Exchange will be 10 stories In

hlght and will have a frontage of about 138 feet on

Broad street, 153 feet on New Street, and 15 feet on

Wall street. Tho facades will be of marble and the es-

timated cost of the structure Is placed at $1,000,000. The
plans were drawn by Architect George B. Post and the

contract for the work has been awarded to Charles T.

Wills. The caissons for the new structure will be sunk

by John F. O'ltourke, all of New York City.
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A ROW OF HOUSES IN EAST ORANGE, N. J.

IT
was not so very many years ago that It wan com-
mon practice to so design a row of bouses as to make

each Individual structure severely like its neighbor, giv-

ing them a general effect which In these progressive
times wonld be regarded as extremely monotonous. This
practice, we are pleased to state, has given way to a
more attractive style of architecture, In which variety

of effect is the object sought, and now In the suburban
districts as well as In the smaller cities and towns, one
may And rows of dwellings where each building has an
external treatment differing from that of the one ad-
Joining, and thereby increasing not only the attractive-

ness of the street upon which the houses are located, but
adding to the beauty of the buildings themselves. A
good Illustration of this tendency may be found In the
picture which forms the basis of our half-tone supple-

ment plate this month. Here Is represented n row of

cottages In which the treatment of the exterior is varied

in a marked degree; the one In the immediate fore-

of the house looking out upon a little balcony, a bath-

room and closeta for each sleeping room. Prom the den
access to the balcouy is obtained through a swinging
panel back window. There are also main and rear stara,

so that the servants are not compelled to enter the front

portion of the house In order to reach the upper floors.

In the attic Is a sleeping room and ample space for stor-

age purposes.

The construction of the frame is of spruce, the bear-

ing beams being 8 x 10 inches, the sills 4x0 Inches, the

Qrst and second floor timbers 2 x 10 inches, the attic

floor timbers 2x8 inches placed 16 inches on centers,

the main rafters 2x8 inches, and the valleys, hips and
ridges 2 x 10 inches. The exterior wall studs are 2x6
inches and the partition studs 2x4 Inches. The out-

side casings on attic, second story and dormer windows
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ground being in Its general aspects strikingly different

from the one at the extreme left, which partakes of the

early English in its architectural design.

The house which we Illustrate upon this and the fol-

lowing pages Is the one shown at the right In the pic-

ture. Prominent among its external features may be

mentioned the tower at the corner, with Its triple win-

dow, the bays at the sides, the broad window which

lights the landing of the main stairs, the overhanging

gable and the dormer window shown In the front eleva-

tion. The treatment of the exterior Involves a liberal

use of shingles above the belt course of the first story,

the general effect being (lightened by contrast with the

pure white trimmings.

An Inspection of the plans shows upon the first floor

a library, dining room, reception room and kitchen, to-

gether with a commodious staircase hall, kitchen pantry,

closets, butler's pantry and a rear hall. On the second

floor there are four sleeping rooms, a den In the front

are 2% x 1% Inches, all molded casings excepted. The
corner boards are 4 x 1% Inches.

The Interior finish of the principal rooms on the main
floor Is In oak, while the second floor Is treated in

cypress. As showing the attention which the architect

has given to some of the little things, It may be men-
tioned that the specifications state that the side gas
fixtures In the second story rooms are placed 6 feet from
the floor, the exception being the light in the den, which
Is 6% feet from the floor. That portion of the second
story ball at the entrance to the bathroom la lighted by
means of a window 4 x -Vi feet in size, placed In the par-

tition 0 feet above the floor. An inspection of the floor

plan will show Its exact location. The kitchen and bath-

room are wainscoted 4 feet high, and Just over the drain
board of the sink Is a window 2 feet high, which is

made to slide up into the head Jamb. This Is a con-

venient feature, as after the dlsheB are washed tboy may
lie passed through the window to the counter In the

butler's pantry, thus effecting a saving of many steps.

The row of houses here Illustrated was erected on

Googl
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Eighteenth street, East Orange, N. J., for Leon Mor-
gan, In accordance with drawings prepared by Architect
F. It. Comstot-k of 20 East Forty-second street. New
York City, the builder being Joseph Davis of East
Orange, N. J.

A Model Stable at the Pan-American Exposition.

One of the many features which will interest builders

who may visit the Pan-American Exposition just opened
at Buffalo, N. Y., will be the demonstrations by F. A.

Converse, who will show by m^ans of a practical work-
ing stable on the grounds how a structure of this kind
can be built at a reasonable cost. It is pointed out that

the first consideration in building should be thorough
drainage, that the location should be airy and sunny,
but not exposed to the cold winds of winter, while the

fact is emphasized that a tocatlon which cannot be eas-

ily drained should never be selected for a stable. The
floor should in all cases be made of cement and the bet-

ter and more thorough

the foundation la con-

structed the cheaper It

will be in the end. Un-
der no consideration

can a stable be built

properly with storage

room overhead. It may
be connected with the

barn and silo at one

end, but to be right It is

Important that the con-

struction be entirely

separate.

The foundation wall

should not extend above

the floor. From the

floor level, the stable

walls should be built

with a dead air space,

as this is the most satis-

factory nonconductor

of heat and cold. Start-

ing from the top of the

foundation wall, a sill

Is imbedded In fresh

cement mortar. This

should be 6 Inches

square, halved and
pinned at the comers In

the usual manner.
Studding 2 x C inches

by 8 feet, 3 feet apart,

are toe-nailed into the

sill, upon the upper
ends of which Is spiked

a 2 x 6 Inch plate.

Building paper
should be used both In-

side and outside of the

studding, thus making
a 6-lnch dead air space.

This paper may be pro-

tected with cheap or ex-

pensive boarding at the
option of the builder.

If the paper is carefully

put on, it will provide
the necessary air space
without respect to the
quality of lumber used.

The roof should be
steep, as anything less than one-third pitch is too short
lived if covered with shingles. The size of rafters will
depend on the size of the building, though, generally
speaking, 2x4 inches, placed 2 feet apart, for a rafter
up to 12 feet In length. Is strong enough for one-third
pitch or steeper.

Make ample provision for large windows, especially
in the south side. Admit sunshine, If possible, Into
every corner of the stable. To secure proper warmth

Ijftmnrr
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and ventilation, a celling must be provided 8%
above the floor. As a stable should In no

feet It should be remembered that dust Is one of our
worst enemies, as when moistened with the breath of
nntmals it constitutes an ideal breeding element for mi-
crobes. For this reason, all walls, partitions, manger and
stall rails should be smooth. Leave no ledges and have
no beading on the lumber used for celling or otherwise

!?** -.i— v".

I.

Attic with Roof Line*.

in AW Ornni/t, X. J.—Floor 1-16 Inch U, th. Fix*.

for storage overhead, this celling may also be very light.

Two by 6 Inch Joists will be heavy enough for almost

any stable, no matter what the size may be. because It

can be supported from th<< stall and
at different places.

about the stable. The celling should be covered with
paper on top, as the boarding will prevent the paper

from sagging between the Joists. Care must be taken

to make good Joints where the celling paper Joins the

wall paper.
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The loft should be provided with opposite openings

for ventilation and a trap door that Is well fitted. This

Is for the purpose of rendering the stable cool In sum-

mer and warm In winter. With fly screens, dark blinds

and double doors and windows properly fitted we now

have a room which may be shut up practically air tight,

and would be a very unhealthy place for animals unless

provided with a good system of ventilation.

The King system Is advocated by Mr. Converse, and

will be Illustrated by him at the exposition with a thor-

ough, full slsed working model In operation, assisted by

drawings and explanations carefully given to all inter-

ested visitors. This system works on scientific prlncl-
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with such high ceilings that In practice they were found
to be cold, damp and unhealthy. Warmer buildings have
shut out fresh air and opened the way to disease. As
the most expensive animals were naturally housed In

expensive stables, the Impression got abroad that thor-

oughbred stock contracted disease more readily than
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pies that arc well known, almost automatic In practice,

and when rightly proportioned to the size of the stable

gives good satisfaction..

The value of fresh air has never been brought force-

fully to the attention of small dairymen because the

ordinary, loose jointed farm building admits plenty of

It. In building warmer stables an attempt was made to

furnish sufficient air by allowing a liberal amount of

cubic feet per head of stock. Ideas were so liberal In

this respect that many stables were built so large and

common hardy scrubs. An Intelligent, systematic effort

is now being made to demonstrate the reason why it la

not only possible but profitable to construct a compara-

tively cheap stable that Is warm In winter, cool In sum-

mer and sanitary at all seasons.

Estimates have been received for the First Church of

Christ. Scientist, Grand Forks, N. D.. a building 45 x 74,

and to be erected of stone and pressed brick. F. R. Coin-

stock of New York City is the architect
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. H. Fox.

THE next point which we shall consider Is the ex-

planation of the construction of a cardboard repre-

sentation of a solid showing the actual Inclination

and position, togethor with the development of the sec-

tions, which belong to the face and Joint surfaces of a
rail, the plan of which Is less than a quarter circle, the

rise of the section plane of the face mold being taken

equal over the plan tangents.

In Fig. 10 Is shown the plan, with the tangents A-B-C
forming an obtuse angle. In the plan of Fig. 5 they

ferent method. We have already explained, In order to

show the surfaces of the lower Joint, that It Is necessary

to raise the ground plane above that of the seat line

forming the base of the model. Assuming C-D, of

Fig. 10 as equal to the hlght desired, draw D.-D"-5

parallel with the plan tangent C-B produced. Now set

off D.-C equal to the vertical rise of the rail, and divide

It In K into two equal bights. Then draw through K
the line K, K-F parallel with C-B, which gives in D"-F
the vertical rise of the rail over each tangent. Parallel

Flga. 10 and 11 - Construction of Cardboard Reprt Mentation of a Solid. SI o* ing the Actual Inclination and PoalUou, together withitbe

DeTrloproent of the Paction* which Belong- to Ibe Face aod Joint Surfaces in a Rail, the Plan of which ia leaa than a Quarter Circle, the Riae <>t

the Section Plane.betnfC taken equal over the Plan Tangenta.

The Science of Handraiimg.

formed a right augle, but In this plan, owing to radius

A-O being of greater length than that In the plan bo-

fore mentioned, and the center curve less than a quad-

rant, the tangents are obtuse. Having drawn the plan

curves and the tangents A-B-C to the points A-C of tbe

center curve, at which Joints are desired, we will ex-

plain the manner of ascertaining the position of the
" directing plan ordinate."

In practice the center O may tierbaps be at too great

a distance from tbe curves of the plan to be advan-

tageously emplnyed for this purpose, ns was the case In

the last construction. We will, therefore, employ a dlf-

lYipynKlitol li> ' lias H. Fox.

with C-C, draw B-F. then Join C'-F and produce It to

meet 1>. as shown In 5; then parallel with B-F draw
5-4. Join 4 with A and produce It, and the position of

the " level directing ordinate " may be obtained.

As before explained, draw the plan ordinates parallel

with this. Now at any convenient point, as B\ draw
L-B'-A' the seat line, square with the ordinate. Set off

K-C and A'-A of Fig. 11 equal respectively with C-C
and C-D, of Fig. 10; then, Joining C-A. tbe right In-

clination of the section plane may be projected. In tbe

manuer explaluod for the similar operations In Fig. 6,

square over tbe ordinates of the section plane, find tbe

points through which to trace the curves, draw the
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tangents, and square wltb them the joint lines, as H-5

of tlie upper and J-4 of the lower Joint surfaces. Then
In Fig. 10, with B as center rotate D"-F Into D'-F', and
Join F'-D. Square with F'-D draw D J, which completes

the r epresentatlon of the tangent plane over the lower

tangent A-B of the plan. Then square with F-C draw
C'L', and the representation of the tangent plane over

the tangent B-C, may be completed. Then parallel with

tho joint line O-C. draw K, K. K, E, and X"-L'-X'-L.

Now In Fig. 11 draw 11-L' and J-J' square with tho

right inclination; then parallel with the tangents A'-B',

B'-C. draw J-J" and H-L'. Now with H and J re-

spectively as centers, rotate K-E-L of the upper

and D-J' of tbe lower joint plane into like point*,

as shown at the diagram. At the lower Joint

surface, wltb J" as center, and J-J' of the plan as

radius, draw an arc In P; then with D-J of tbe plan as

tho radius, and A' of Fig. 11 as the center, cut the an
in P; Joining J" with the Intersection at P gives the

line In which the Joint surface meets the plane of tho

base of the model. Square with J"-P draw P A', which
gives the line in which the tangent plane over the lower

tangent meets the surface of the Jolut. The angle of

tbe plumb bevel Is given In 4-A'-P. Now in the manner
fully explained for like operation In Figs. 0 and 6, find

tbe points Q-P-Z, li-S, &c, and through them trace tbe

curves of right section of the joint surface. At the

upper Joint surface, with L' as center and L'-L of the

plan as tbe radius, draw an arc in L"; then with C* as

center and C'-L' of Fig. 10 as radius, cut the arc In L".

Joining C with the intersection at L" gives the position

of the line In which the tangent plane Intercepts the

surface of the Joint. The angle of the plumb bevel Is

given in II-C'-L". Now square with C'-L" draw K'-U,
E'-Y", &c, and in tbe manner already explained find tbe

points and trace the curves of the right section which
belongs to the joint surface.

We may remark the curves of tho right section are

exactly alike at each joint surface-that is, the section

which belongs to the lower is an exact representation

practice be employed for tbe purpose of developing the

face mold and Joint bevels. In Fig. 13. O shows tbe

plan center, A-C tbe center curve, and A-B-C the plan

tangents. The chord line A-M-C Joining A C Is taken

as the seat line, and all plan ordinate* are drawn at

right angles with it. Understanding this, at tbe Joint

line O-C produced, set off C-D equal to the rise of the

section plane over the tangent B-C; then, joining B-D,

the inclination of the section plane over the tangents

may be projected. Now square with A-C draw C-E

equal to the total vertical rise of tho wreath piece; joining

E-A, the right Inclination of the section plane may be

projected. Produce the plan ordinate*, as shown in A-K.

V-H-r, Ac. and in Fig. 12 set off 2-A-H. equat with

2-A-H-l, Ac. of Fig. 13. Square with A-C draw the or-

dinates of tbe face mold equal In length to that of tbe

corresponding plan ordinates and trace the curves; then

IS.-W««r»in» Showing Pnutl«l Method by M*»n»of which tbe F.ce Mold, and
in FiK 10.

The

of that which belongs to the upper joint surface.

The same remark applies equally to any example at

which the rise of the section plane may be equal over

the tangents of the plan. At all other examples tbe

sections will be dlffereut ones at each Joint surface.

This Is a very Important point for those who may be
Interested In stone work of this nature to notice; for,

say at a piece of coping having an unequal rise over the

plan tangents, the section of one joint surface may be

almost a right lined one, but at tbe other Joint the sec-

tion will be curved In a manner very noticeable.

Now take a sharp knife and cut clear through the

board at the outline of the drawing, following the direc-

tion as given by the curve of the section which lielonga

to tho face mold. Then cut about half through the

board at the lines 5-H, II-J, J-4 and the seat J'-L of

Fig. 11, and at the lines J-B and B-I/ of Fig. 10. Then
with the lines on the exterior fold the throe sides of the

model into their vertical position over the plan, tbeu

fold over the section planes into the Inclined positions

and the model may be completed. As in the case of the

last model, cut full size Joint sections and a duplicate

face mold. The means of employing these with advan-

tage have been fully explained, therefore a repetition

Is unnecessary.

In Figs. 12-13 Is shown the method which may In

draw tbe tangents A-B-C and square them with tbe joint

lines X-A-Y and F-C-E of the face mold.

Now to find the bevel proceed as follows: In Fig. 12

draw E D square with A-C; then parallel with A-C
draw F-D. Now In Fig. 13 draw A-F equal wltb F-D
of Fig. 12, and parallel with tbe ordinates draw F-O;

now at the Joint line O D set off D-X equal with

F-C: then square with B-D draw D-Y. Then parallel

with B-C draw X-Y. In Fig. 12, with Y as cen-

ter and D-Y of Fig. 13 as radius, draw an arc In Z;

then, with point X as center and the width, as O-W,
of Fig. 13 of tbe rail as radius, cut tbe arc In Z.

Drawing XZ gives the position of a level line lying at

the surface of the Joint, and 4-Y drawn square with

X-Y gives In X-Y-4 the angle of the plumb bevel re-

quired In order to obtain tbe proper direction at which

to " square the wreath."

A Joint section may now be developed in tbe manner
explained for the similar operation In the diagrams of

Figs. 7, b and i).

(To tie continued.)

Ax African mahogany log, 12 feet long and 39 inches

tho deepost way after being squared, was recently sold

at Liverpool, England, for what Is equivalent In United

Stales money to $2600.
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HOUSE RAISING AND MOVING.
By Charles W. Smith.

HOU8K RAlSlXt! ami moving In a work which build-

cm, especially those In the West and Southwest,

are often called upon to perform, sometimes as an oper-

ation by Itself, but more often perhaps in connection

with their regular line of building- It may seem a

simple matter, but in reality it Is a line of business

which requires on the part of the contractor much sound

Judgment, an ever watchful eye, and no little degree of

engineering skill, as the method of procedure Is largely

the result of circumstances; at least this Is the case as

regards the preliminary work; a great deal depending
on the kind of structure to be raised or moved, the condi-

tion and construction of its under frame work. &c, all

of which must, of course, be taken into consideration.

The lumber most generally used for timbers Is Oeor-

apart. and over these at right angles place two 6x8
Inch and across these 4x6 Inch and so on up to the tim-

bers. The blocking may be made up of timbers all of

one size, or they may be diminished in size as they near

the sill, as may be deemed most expedient. An Idea

of this may be gained from Fig. 4.

When all the above have been attended to and the

Jacks are In position, we are ready to raise. Where the

builder is sufficiently equipped. It is, of course, safer,

quicker and more desirable to raise both sides at once,

but should it happen, as It sometimes does with builder*

who do uot make this line a business, that they are

short handed or handicapped by a lack of Jacks, they

may raise only one side at a time to a hight of about 4

inches and after blocking up well, remove the Jacks and

i—nr
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Fig. t.~9i<l« View Blocking i Fig. « -Front View.

gia pine or spruce. The timbers are of all sizes from lOx 14

Inches and 12 x 12 inches to 2x4 inches, with inch Iwards,

while shingles are almost Indispensable, taking the

place of wedges and saving much time. The Jack
screws are also of all sizes and lifting capacity, but those

most generally used in ordinary cases are the 12-Inch

and 14-inch, with a lifting capacity of 12 tons each, and
the 10-lnch and IR-lneh, with a lifting capacity of 16

tons ench.

In showing the different methods employed we will

take for example a two-family house. 22 x 40 feet In

plan. The first thing to be done Is to place 10 x 12 Inch

timbers underneath, from side to side, across the width
of the house. These should be placed aoout every 8 feet

or so, according to the weight of the building. Under
these are then placed two other timbers at right angles

to those above, and Just Inside the foundation walls.

Under these last timber* are placed the Jack screws,

about 8 feet apart, and between the latter are put the

cross blocking, as shown In Fins. 1, 2 and 3. For each
cross blocking place two .** x 10 Inch. Hat or wide side

on the ground, and ns nearly level as possible, the length

and space apart depending on the hlght to which the

building is to be raised. For a hlght of about 3 feet

the timbers should be 6 or 8 feet long and about 4 feet

bring around to the opposlto side, when the operation is

repeated.

After raising has begun great care should be exer-

cised in keeping the building always well blocked up,

even while the Jacks are being worked—that Is, not wait
till the threads In the Jacks have been let out to the
limit before blocking up, as Is sometimes done, as the
buckling of a Jack might in that case result In a serious

loss.

When the house has been raised to the desired hight
and it Is Intended to be moved, the following prepara-
tions are made: On each side of the timbers which are
now resting on the Jacks, place a 6 x 8 inch timber te

serve as a run, and block them up to within the width
of the rollers from sill or timber, then place the rollers

on same and wedge up tight, as in Figs. 5 and 6. But be-

fore putting on the rollere a 2 x 6 inch about 8 feet long,

as shown In Fig. 7, should be spiked under the timbers
which rest on rollers, the front having a long bevel to

catch the rollers as they are placed In front of the
building and allow them to drop out at the rear. One of
these Is placed at the four corners and three rollers put
under ench. as shown at A A In Fig. 5. A fourth roller Is

always kept ready to be caught by the Jumper as Boon
ns the rear one drops out, which last one Is agala
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brought to the front This operation requires the serv-

ice* of one man while the building Is In motion. Roll-

ers are of all sizes, from 6 to 3 Inches, those made from

yellow birch being the best. In front of the building

another set of runs la placed and blocked up on a level

with the first. Runs should always be kept as nearly

level aa practicable.

We are now ready for the actual moving. Unless It

Is found more deBlrable to fasten the rope directly to the

front of the building, holes should be bored In the side

sills, and Iron bars driven In, to which Is fastened the

rope or chain, and brought around to the front so as to

form a sort of sling, to which Is made fast the rope

from the capstan, all as shown at A A In Fig. 3. Twelve-
Inch tackle blocks of one and two sheaves, and 1^4-lncb

rope will do In any ordinary case. The frame of cap-

stan Is about 8 feet long, 4 feet wide and 3 feet high.

The capstan Itself Is held In place by an Iron band
fastened to frame work, as shown In Figs. S and 9. The
capstan Is set directly In front of the building, and as

far from It as tbe length of rope or tackle block will per-

mit. It Is held firm in position by iron spikes driven

Into tbe ground In front and rear, and a large stone or

weight laid across the rear end to prevent It from tip-

in ordinary brick buildings, the

being that the timbers are placed

no more than 2 or 3 feet apart, and Instead of being

rolled tbe building Is made to slide on timbers lubri-

cated with soft soap. To accomplish this, two large

timbers are placed In front and rear, where the rollers

would set, and made to slide on a large timber which
takes the place of the two used for runs In frame build-

ings. But It Is seldom that a builder Is called upon to

move brick buildings, this class of work being generally

done by experts who make a specialty of this kind of

work.

Electric Bells in Dwellings.

Some rather Interesting suggestions regarding the In-

stallation of electric bells In an ordinary dwelling an
found In a late Issue of the Canadian Architect and

Builder and we present tbe following for the benefit of

readers on this side of the line:

Nearly every bouse of any pretention Is supplied with

electric bells and annunciator in the kitchen, and per-

haps other electrical appliances In various parts of in.

building. W here the carpenter does this work, be i
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ping up. One end of the rope Is then made fast to the

building and the other end Is passed a few times around

tbe bottom of the capstan, aud the end held by a man
who takes in all the slack while tbe capstan Is being

turned. If tackle blocks are employed Instead of a sin-

gle rope tbe two-sheave block Is made fast to buildlug,

and tbe one-sheave block fastened to front of capstan. If

the latter will hold It; If not, to a post or Iron bar driven

down In front of It, while the end of the rope which

passes through the last sheave of the block at the build-

ing Is passed around the bottom of capstan and beld as

shown In Fig. 3. The block containing tbe greatest num-
ber of sheaves Is always tbe one to be fastened to the

building. When no capstan Is used blocks of two and
threo or three and four sheaves are used instead of

those mentioned above.

It sometimes happens that there la no room in front

of building for the above metboda. It must then be

pushed from the rear with Jack screws. This Is done

by digging a small bole In the ground In which Is placed

a short, heavy block, against which rests the bottom of

tbe jack, while the top pushes against tbe sllL Tbe
Jacks are Inclined about 45 degrees, but the more near-

ly horizontal they can be placed and still hold their foot-

ing the better.

The theories and principles advanced herein are

mostly Intended for frame dwellings and buildings, still

the same principles and methods might be successfully

muke It a rule to have all wires running from the vari-

ous bells to batteries concealed either behind the lath

and plaster or along tbe line of some wood work where

they will not be noticed. All wires used for this par-

pose must, of course, be of copper and Insulated—that la,

covered with some non-conducting material. In choos-

ing bells. It should be seen thai no two bells have a like

tone, or confusion will surely take place in answering

them.

There will be no trouble In procuring bells with dif-

ferent tones. Ordinarily five bells will be sufficient, and
they may be arranged as follows: One from front door

to kitchen; one from outside to Inside of kitchen; a

foot bell from dining rooom to kitchen: one from parlor

to kitchen; one from second story ball to kitchen. Of
course there may be a greater or lesser number, accord-

ing to tbe size and character of the building. There la

no trouble In placing and putting In working order these

bells, and any country carpenter with any brains at all

may, with hair an hour's study, be able to Install a

set of bells such as Is here described. All tbe material

can be purchased from any dealer In electrical supplies,

and books of Instruction may be bad for the asking
when supplies are purchased. Electric bells are great

conveniences and should be more used In country resi-

dences than they are, end It Is thought they would be
If tbe country contractor was only able to put tbem
In buildings cheaply and efficiently.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING—XVIII.
|ncon> uain.)

Bv Fred. T. Hodgson.

THUS arranged, the train of wheels 48-24. which
causes the eccentric cutter to rovolve four times

to one revolution of the pulley, creates a figure of

four loops. The various ratios between the two points—

that In, the flange and cutter—with regard to these ec-

centricities, of course, alter the character of the figure

to a large or small extent, according to the movement
of either or both.

As an example of the difference to be obtained, we
will again set the Instrument to the center as at first,

and If from this point the flange and eccentric cutter

are extended a like distance the loops will touch at the

center, and the result will be that they will nil resemble
an egg In shape, the curves decreasing In width toward
the center.

If the eccentricity of the flange alone be Increased, It

will be seen at once that the figure Is entirely different,

resulting, as It does. In an open cusped figure, with
looped extremities, the amount of such space In each

loop depending upon the eccentricity given to the flange,

M

To proceed, If eccentricity be given to either the

flange D or cutter K, the tool will describe a circle equal

to the same eccentricity; while, If the eccentric cutter

K be set to a corresponding eccentricity to the flange the

tool will trace a straight line twice the length of the

combined eccentricities, and if the eccentricity of either

be Increased the tool will cut an ellipse.

This being understood, we now come to a very Impor-

tant section of the Instrument, and that Is the worm
wheel and tangent screw, which is fitted to the rear end

of the stem. This Is required for the purposes of com-

pensation, for each successive row or series of cuts, fall-

ing the employment of this addition, they will not stand

vertically, or coincide In any way.

The necessity for this compensation arises from the

fact that the course of the tool traversed by the revolu-

tion of the eccentric cutter K with each separate move-

ment of the flange D will cnu.se euch series of cuts to be

more or less at an angle, their direction being to the left

If the eccentricity is decreased and to the right when
the same is extended.

-

Figs. 121 and 122.—Front and Sectional View* of Face Plate. Klgn. IM anil 121.—Front and Sectional Virws of Flangu.

TKt Art of WW Turning.

which, as a matter of fact, may be made eventually to

terminate in a square; also the radius of the tool varies

the figure In accordance with Its movement.
So far, then, we have explained the result of extended

eccentricity to the flange only. To effect another varia-

tion, if the movement of the tool as to eccentricity be

Increased beyond that of the flange, the course of the

loops will be round the center, leaving an ornamental
space at that part, the amount of curve left In the center

of the different figures resulting from the ratios of the

two settings. When executing the work above described

It will lie necessary to resort to the worm wheel and tan-

gent screw at the back, for the purpose of correcting the

angularity of the deslgus so cut—that Is, where each
successive cut requires an Increase of eccentricity to

the fiange; and supposing that a series of loops Is to be

pinced on the work, eccentric to the axis, the Instrument
receives lateral adjustment by menus of the main screw
of the slide rest, and by this the loops may be placed

any distance from the centers.

When the Instrument Is about to be ndjusted for use

the eccentric cutter K should stand across the face at a
right angle, and to facilitate this adjustment a hole is

made through the front of the flange at H—shown as J

In the previous details—and this must be exactly over
the teeth of the wheels when In gear, a tooth being
marked by a smnll dot. so that It can be seen through
this hole. By this means It will be rendered nu easy
matter to readjust the whole of the wheels, when the

parts for numerous reasons may have been removed.
When the flange D and cutter K are both set to their

respective zeros the revolution of the Instrument cuts a
minute dot only; and this Is an evidence of the accuracy
of the workmanship displayed In the Instrument, and
without It standing this test It will not satisfactorily

perform the work It Is Intended to execute.

The figure Itself may be multiplied again by varying

the position of the tool by the movement of the worm
wheel. For Instance, if It Is desired to have two four-

looped figures so pinced as to represent eight loops equl-

distantly apart, then the first cut having been made the

worm wheel must be moved through the space erected

by inn; turns of the tangent screw, and the same propor-

tionate movement of the screw will be necessary for In-

creased numbers, this adjustment being always calcu-

lated from the point at which the wheel stands after

the figure has been set to the vertical position.

A still further increase of the powers of the ellipse

cntter may be effected by the Introduction of a second

radial arm, which fits over the circular bars of the

flange, and has a curved slot by which It Is fixed to the

flange. This arm carries two wheels revolving on pivots,

so that either or both may be employed to produce fig-

ures In either direction—that Is, Inward or outward. To
engage with this a small wheel of 18 teeth Is placed on

the termination of the eccentric cutter. The 48-wheel,

as before stated—that on the main spindle—always re-

maining constant, the changes being made always with

the Intermediate wheels.

Having fairly described the ellipse cutter In a manner
which we trust will be understood by the renders of this

Journal, we will now venture to describe another adjunct

to the lathe of which perhaps many readers would like

to know. This Is the eplcycloldal cutter, a tool capable

of forming an endless variety of figures.

As In the description ami Illustrations given of the

ellipse cutter, we have borrowed froely from Evans' " Or-

namental Turning " and other authors who have written

on the " lathe and Its capabilities," we trust we bare put

the matter in such a shape that it will be acceptable to

the readers of Carpentry and Hulldtny.

" If the actions of two circular movements are so com-
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blued that the velocities and eccentricities have a united
effect the <ourse traversed by the tool or cutter will give

a single example of the numerous geometric or cplcycloi-

dnl figures, which may be continued to Infinity."

As in other geometric chucks, the jtoint or the tool

may remain a fixture in the epicycloldal chucU. and the

work to be ornamented revolve, or the cutter may re-

volve under precisely similar conditions or principle,

while the work to be operated upon is held stationary by
the index in the dial plate of lathe pulley.

In describing the ellipse cutter we partly covered the

ground required for a description of the epicycloldal cut-

ter, which It somewhat resembles, but the latter has large-

ly iucreased facilities and advantages over the former,

which may be summed up as follows: The various pat-

terns to be effected are not only numerically Increased,

but the dimensions of the same are considerably en-

larged: the capacity of the whole arrangement Is so In-

creased in all ways that It Is not only in the extension

of the dimensions that we benefit, but the work Is exe-

cuted with greater facility, ami In proof of this It may
be said that It Is not only In the Increased size of the

various loops uud patterns which may be extended that

give the advantages claimed, but what may be consid-

ered more Important Is the fact that when It Is required

to change a train of wheels the alteration is made with-

out the necessity for removing the flange or front of the

instrument, which, it will be remembered. Is the case

with the ellipse cutter.

It will be seen that the end of the radial urm, having

its aperture made throughout the end of the arbor which
carries the wheels, Is easily removed from the same, the

wheels changed to those required and returned with

equal ease to gear with those that remain permanent.
This Is obviously tt very great saving of time and trouble.

The ability to introduce a far greater number of

wheels and consequent variations In ratios gives a con-

siderably Increased range of loops, lstth consecutive and
circulating, the former ranging from 2 to G that Is, 2.

•A. 1. 5 and 0 emanating from the number of revolutions

of the eccentric cutter in proportion to the rotation of

the pulley, while the latter are obtained from 5 to 7".

caused by delaying the revolution of the eccentric cut-

ter, and introducing a train wheel of fractional value.

The various figures may have their loops turned in-

ward or outward from the center: but each will require

compensation, and this, as with the ellipse cutler. Is ef-

fected by the worm wheel at the bock of the Instrument,

the only difference In this particular being in the wheel,

which has «i teeth, as against 150 in the Instrument pre-

viously detailed.

The necessary amount of compensation will entirely

de|iend upon the relative movements of the eccentric

cutter and flange as to their respective zeros. With
these few preliminaries, we will at once proceed to give

the details connected with the construction of the In-

strument.

Many of the observations following will be similar

to those made In connection with the construction of the

ellipse cutter, but. although the instruments are in many
respects alike, It Is thought best that each Instrument

should Ih> dealt with as though the other had no exist-

ence, for there are some very important differences,

which, explained as the machine Is being made, will

more readily be understood than If they were taken up
alone or In connection with the making of the ellipse

cutter.

The actual fitting up of the square stem, main spin-

dle and front plate may be regarded as the sume as for

the ellipse cutter, differing as they do only In their re-

spective dimensions, as far as the plate and worm wheel
are concerned; the stem, of course, is Identical, and must
fit the tool box of the slide rest in exactly the same way
as all Instruments of a kindred nature. This being the

case, it Is quite unnecessary to Illustrate this particular

part, as It has nlready been illustrated and described; the

same may also be said of the spiudle which passes

through the same.

Commencing, we have first the front circular plate.

Tigs. 121 and 122. This must be 5-V, Inches In diameter.

It does not matter much If It slightly exceeds this. It

will be better, however, to keep as nearly as possible to

the dimensions herewith. The plate, as will be seen, la

provided with a boss or projection at the center, extend-

ing from the back. A, Fig. 122. A good pattern Is, of

course, the first Item to consider, and from it, having
obtained a clean, sound casting, it must be carefully

turned all over In the lathe to prove Its soundness. It

will be noticed that It Is received at the buck, leaving

practically a rim where It is turned to a Y-groove, by
which it Is driven from the overhead motion. The ob-

ject of the recess is for the purpose of relieving the

weight as much as possible, for the reason that, when
completed In all Its parts. It Is desirable that tbe weight
should lie us much reduced as possible.

In distinction to the Instrument previously described

It will be seen that the driving pulley Is in this case

turned on the edge of the plate, dispensing with the ad-

ditions of the wood pulley. The extreme thickness of
the plate at H, Fig. 122, is about 5-lt! inch, but there Is

nothing to tlx this thickness; It Is, however, sufficient

The rim at C Is % Inch; so that when the recess is turned
tbe iKHly of the plate will be about 5-16 Inch. So far.

then, we have the proportionate dimensions of what
may be termed " the base of operations."

When this part has been roughly turned all over a
hardened steel collar, about "s Inch In diameter, must be
tightly and carefully driven In at the center, after which
It must be ground out true and smooth. This makes the
bushing which works on the spindle of the lathe. Before
hardening this collar or sleeve be careful noi to forget

to drill a small hole through ror the pur|M>se of lubri-

cating. This should be drilled in the collar, as shown at

U in the figure: and the hole in the collar should exactly
coincide with the corresponding hole in the bars, aa
shown at A. Fig. 122.

Assuming that the directions for the stem, spindle

and worm wheel have been carried out In accordance
with Instructions previously given, uot forgetting that

the latter must have iMi teeth in place of the 15o, wc may
turn our attention to the front flange and its accom-
panying parts and details.

Figs. 12:! and 124 illustrate the form of the flange, for

which. In the first place, a good pattern must Im» made,
and the dimensions given will lie what are most suitable.

The plate inch thick when finished and ; » Inches deep
from back to front of bars. The casting must in

this, as In all other cases, be turned all over in the lathe.
It will be readily seen that the flange in the present In-

stance is of considerably Increased dimensions, shown
in Figs. 12:1 and 124. to that I have already dealt with.
The necessary operations, however, required in Its man-
ufacture are very similar. There are at the same time
certain deviations. References to Fig. 124 will iKiiut out
that the back face Is perfectly flat, and that the recess
at the upiMjr part is not tur 1 in It, as In the flange of
the ellipse cutter; the whole In the present case resting on
the one plane, and working from the center Joined at
A, Fig. 12.'t. and held In the numerous jiositions required
by a milled head screw passing through the curved slot
K, which is obtained from this same center.

Let us endeavor to show as clearly as possible the
easiest and lM»st way to cut out this slot to insure per-
fect accuracy, having the main surface to work from

—

viz., that of the back of the fiange. Lay off the center
and bore the hole A. A chuck with a true surface suffi-

ciently lorge In diameter should be used to allow of a
center plu being fitted to receive the hole A. and the
plate of flange to be flat upon It. When thus placed two
small steel clamps are used to fix it to the face of the
chuck securely. A cast iron surface chuck Is preferable,
but a good well seasoned chuck will answer the pur-
]K«sc. if an Iron one should not be obtainable. Having
thus chucked the plate a drill spindle is employed to cut
out the slot.

The character of the drill has much to do with this
class of work, and we strongly recommend for this pur-
pose a rose drill; at the same time, however, a drill hav-
ing four cutting edges will do the work, and allow for
more clearance. .Such u drill, too, is easily made. When
ready lay off the precise length of the slot required on
each side of the center. At each of these points pass
(he drill right through the plate uud set the segment
stops to the exact position for each. After this It simply
remains to cut the remaining portion by n series of cuts
of suitable depth, moving the plate through the required
distance by hand. The two thoroughfare holes allow
the drill to pass out at each end, and so cut a perfectly
dean and smooth aperture.
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COMPETITION IN $2000 FRAME HOUSES.
THIRD-PRIZE DESIGN.

ACCORDING to the derision of the committee having
charge of the competition In 12000 frame bouses,

the third prize, as announced In our April Issue, was
awarded ihe design submitted under the nom dc plume
of " Goethe."' the author being Louis Folk of 2785 Third
avenue, in the Borough of Bronx, New York. In pre-
senting the design herewith, we give the specifications of
the author In full, together with his detailed estimate
of cost, both of which. It will be observed, indicate a

1

0

nto noov

iiVk iV_

\ /
Second Floor.

Flrat Floor.

Scale, I 18 Inch to th« Foot.

clear appreciation or the letter and spirit of the condi-
tions of the contest.

He states In the preface to his specification thnt the
outsldo dimensions of the bouse are 20 feet over all at

front and rear, with a depth of 30 feet and an average
bight above grade of 24 feet. The design Is to be exe-

cuted outside the Are limits, and comply with the build-

ing laws established iu Greater New York.

Mason Work and Materials.

Foundations.- To be of sound native building stone

laid lu g< m

m

I slinrp wand and cement mortar, the bottom
stone to Ik- lawful size: all the brick work In foundation

to be laid in cement mortar. Build the brick piers for

piazza as shown. All the window openings are to be

faced with brick.

Build the chimneys, as shown on plan, with common
hard brick; all flues to he lined according to law. Top
out about 4 feet above the roof with sound hard selected

brick laid In cement mortar. Each chimney to have a
blue stone quarry cut chimney cap with flue hole cut In

same for each flue. All windows In cellar to have blue

stone quarry cut sills.

Plastering.—All walls and ceilings of the first and
second story to be lathed and plastered three coats of
King's Winsor dry mortar, to be applied according to the

directions of the manufacturer.

Concreting.—The cellar Is to be concreted In the usual

manner.

Miscellaneous Mason Work.—The mason Is to do all

the patching and pointing up of the wall where re-

quired. The kitchen hearth is to be made of Portland

Front EleTatlon. -Scale, % loch to tb« Foot.

Competition in $100,) Frame Houtt — Third l*ritt DttAgn.—Loul*

Folk, Arthltttt, St* York City

cement ulmut 2 Inches thick on deafening prepared by
enrpenter. The mason Is to brick up the partition back
of the range 4 feet wide and 3 feet high, the studdlug

being taken out by the carpenter for that purpose.

Carpenter Work.

All framliig timbers to be sound spruce, but all stud-

ding for walls and partitions may lie of hemlock.

The framing Is to be of balloon type, spiked and

braced together In n workmanlike manner.

Sills are to be 4 x C Inches; the posts, 4x4 Inches;

the plates. 4x4 Inches; lit— t and second tier of beams, 3

x 8 Inches; lrt inches on centers. Trimmers and head-

ers. 4 inches thick, and rafters, 3x6 Inches, placed 24

Inches on centers.

Sheathing.—The outside. Including the roof, to be

covered with sound North Carolina pine tongued and
grooved shentlng put on horizontally and well nailed to

each Mod.
The entire surface Is to be covered with good rosin

sized building paper, lapped 2 Inches around doors and
windows. The first story is to be clapbonrded between

the sill and cornice with U inch clenr pine or cypres clap-

Iwards.

The walls and roof above cornice are to have cypress

shingles, and If they are 18 Inches long they are to be

Google
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laid .v.j Inches to the weather on the sides and 5 Inches

to the weather on the roof.

Mill Work and Materials.

All the outside wood work not otherwise called for

Is to be of cypress. Corner boards and water table are

to be IK Inches thick nnd cornice and molding % Inch

thick.

Doors and Window Frames.—Are to be made In the

wedged; also a hard wood handrail fastened to the wall

with Iron brackets.

Cellar Stairs.—To be made of rough spruce, IVi-luch

plan, with open risers; 114-inch string pieces, with newel
and slat handrail.

Dressers.—Kitchen and dining room dressers to be

made in the usual manner, with sash doors above counter

shelf and drawers and doors below, as per detail.

Kiil<> 'Riihtj Elevation.

usual manner, with pulley and pocket; the outside casing

being iyb inches; sill, 1% Inches, and subslll, 2 Inches.

Sash.—All sash are to be made nnd glazed as per

elevation with front, with two lights to the Window,
glazed with double thick, first quality American glass;

the sides and rear to have four

lights to the window glazed with

second quality, single thick, Amer-
ican glass.

Cellar Sash.—Are to be hung on
top and fastened with knol) and
batten at the bottom.

Blinds.—All windows above the

cellar are to have outside rolling

slat blinds in two folds, hung nnd
fastened complete. Blinds '<> l»-

painted two good coats of palm be-

fore they are hung to the house.

Doors.—All outside doors IN to

be 2 Inches thick, and made U pet-

elevation.

Flooring.—All the first and see-

ond floor is to be laid with tongued
and grooved North Caro-
lina pine, % x 4 Inches,

clear flooring, blind nailed.

Inside Trim.—Is to be
of clear cypress, as per de-

tail showing the base, cas-

ing, jambs, &c.

Inside Doors.—All in-

side doors are to be 1V&-

Inch thick regular mill

made doors, with flush molding. All doors to \m hung
on loose pin butts, and fastened with mortise locks and
provided with wood knobs.

Stair Work.—Build the stairs as shown on plans.

The main flight will be u box stairs; string pieces and

steps to be l^i Inches thick, riser % Inch, the steps and

risers to be housed Into the string pieces and glued and

8M«> (iseti\ Elevation,

CvmfJttltton it *20u0 y ramr Hnxurt —Third-/'me lkiign.—Ettiatu,n:-Scnlt, >i Inch to the Foot

Front and Rear Stoops.—To be built as per plan, the

flooring to be 1^ i 4 Inch clear pine, the columns, posts

and rail all as shown, and steps l',i inch, riser % inch,

spring piece 114 Inch.

Mantel.—For parlor may be selected by the owner,

put up complete, not to exceed J20.

Wainscoting.—The kitchen and bathroom to lie wain-
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sooted 4 feet high with Vi x 2 Inch clear cypress celling:

and finished with a neat cap molding. The dining

and hall to have chair rail to match the trim.

Detail or (table

Itt loebe* to the

to the Foot.
N

1

r
OP

Miscellaneous Work.—Put up hat strips with hooks
and shelf In each bedroom closet where required. Put
door stops and door saddles to all doors.

Build the woodhouscs In cellar, as shown, with hem-
lock boards.

Plumbing Work and Materials.

The approved permit from the Department of Build-

ings Is to be considered a part of this contract. The
plumber Is to do all his own excavating for sewer and

C roton water pipe. The plumber Is to tap and pay for

tapping the main water pipe In street; connect at this

point and lay a %-lnch galvanized Iron pipe to the Inside

of stone wall. Place a stop cock and waste faucet so as

to shut off the water at this point; continue with a %•

H Inch to the Foot.
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Elevation of 1'urlor MautW —Scale. 1 Inch to the Foot. Klevntion .-t t>:ninic Kootti Pivmmv*.. -Snip. «4 inch to th« Font.
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Inch lea I pipe to nit fixtures with Vtut-h outlets. Fau-

cets to nil fixtures tu be compression. All cast Iron to

be extra heavy east Iron, ax required by law, to i-nuueet

to sewer in street or cesspool in yard.

Water Closet.—To be earthen ware porcelain front

wash out closet, wltu hnrd wood seat and cover com-

plete, with sh;te safes uuder Kauic, and flushed by 10 x

10 x IS Inch copikm- limit tank.

Ranges -To tJraff & Co.* •• Hero," or as may be

selected by tho owner, with warming shelf, water back

and gas attachment complete.

Boiler.- To be :w-gnllon galvanized Iron, to rent on

galvanized iron stand; connected to range with brass

coupling*, witli blow off attachment connected to the

waste pipe. All put up In good, workmanlike manner.

Wash Basin.—Marble slab and back, earthen ware
bowl. 12 inches In diameter, supplied with hot and cold

water.

Bathtub.- To be steeJ clad bathtub; hardwood rim;

hot and cold water supplied through combination fau-

cets. All faucets to he nickel plated, and all exposed

pipe to tie silverlzed In bathrooms.

Washtubs.—To bo Empire slate or soapstone; two
compartments: set on galvanized Iron legs, with hard'

wood covers and hot and cold water supplied.

Sink».-*inks to be roll rim, galvanized, with back

and legs; hot and cold water supplied.

Gas Piping. -Pipe tho building with outlets as shown
ou plans-nlso range. The rising lines to 1m. S-inch.

branches '--inch, drop lights '-.Inch, side lights :S,-lnch,

all tested in presence of owner or his representative.

Arrange for meters.

All the exterior wood work. Including the leader, porch

floors, celllugs of porches, com Ices of wood, molding

around windows, to have two good coats of white lead

ami linseed oil paint. The shingles on sides and roofs to

have, one good cont or colored stalu in such color as may
be directed by ow ner.

The interior wood work Is to bo tilled with wood tiller

and finished with one coat of varnish. All the hard wood
Is to have one good coat of Unwed oil and turpeutlue

mixed, and uni«ht«l with a good font of varnish.

Furnish and put up a furnace iu the cellar, with all

the necessary pipes, registers, linings and cold air box.

with all necessary tlttiugs to comfortably heat the house.

All gutters, valleys and projections to be lluod with

painted tin. Put up the 3 inch leaders with elliows to

lend the water to the ground.

Prcsxii metal work to is- put on front tower as
shown.

Detailed Estimate.

The detailed estimate of cost of the various parts of

the work is as follows:

MASHX «'OIK.

75 square yard* excavating, at SO cent* 122.50
ltMJO feet stone work, nt 12 cents 120.00
141 Iwl bottom Mom-, ul 2o cent. 35.25
2 cblmne>», 1U x 1U Inches, lined, with cap 411.00

4.00

lu.OO
3H 00
140.00

3.IMJ

2.50

4 (1st stout; Mil* tor cellar windows, si si.

4 brick piers to plaxzntt. at (2 50
3Sti feet concreting cellar, at 10 cents.

400 TariU plastering, at 35 cents. ...

Concrete of hrarth
Whitewashing cellar walls and ceiling.

I'iaaterliig cellar celling on plaster hoards 11.40

Total * 131 05

< Alll-KNTKU Willi K A N LI HATKHIAI.V

;tr.i>ii f,-,.t of lumber, a! S2<» *7U00
1SOO »i|Ulirc feet Of Mil-Ill lllllli. Ill *H". 2.H.SII

JolM. 2', \ 4 Indies. 50-10. 25 12. 40 10 : 1200 fee! at

1', cent* 15.00

Wall Mri|i». 2x1, 5« to, .T.12, 4<M"; 12'H' f.vi at

1 cent 12.00
isoii wpiure feet of IMitM-i . .ii i,

. .-nt 4..-.0

12110 leet cla ant. No. I. ir. S25 ::i./."

1100 *o,unre roof Mii!n.-le«.
.

|.re«». at 5 i-ut» 55.0.1

lino feet furring for name 10.0a

tOOO mjnare feet shingles to side*. nt ,". reals 50.00

I'l.Mirliiu. I5O0 Miliar.- |.-. r . 12IHI liet». a! *2.."0. 87.50
flooring plazzn. 15o wjiiare fe.i. nt 4 c ih% 6.00

lelllua plaxxa. 150 stpiare feel, at 8 centa.

Urldslng and hanging ceiling alufT

Woodhou.es In cellar. 0 X 17 feel

157

4.50

10.00

5.00

Total rougli lumber

fELLA It.

line told air window frame and aildea

4 cellar frames and saabes. at *2

PIHST BTUIM.

HW running feet H4 x fl Inch water table, at 4 cents. .

.

110 running feet double corner board. Hi X 7 Inch, at

*V, centa

120 running feet of lielt cornice. 20-lncb. at 10 centa . . .

35 running feet of tower cornice, 12 Inch, at 6 centa

138 running feet of gable cornice. 12-Inch, at tt centa. .

.

50 running feet of ridge capping, at 0 centa

II wlndowa ; frames, aaslies and blinds : at SS

3 plaxxa culumna, at {2.50

1 plaxxa newel, at 12
5 atrlng pieces, at 30 centa

3 steps. U* I 12 Inches, 10 feet, at S1.20
3 atepa. 1^112 Inch. 4 feet

8 running feet of rail atutf

2 door frames, front and rear, complete

3 Inside door framei. complete, at Sit

1 porto opening, at $3
2 dining room dressers, at ?N.50 >••
1 kitchen dresser, complete, at $0
1 mantel, complele. grate and mirror

150 running feet of base and mold, at U centa

Stairs, complete

SKIONI, STOMY-

l»0 running feet bane and mold, at 0 cent"

7 door Jamba and caalng. complete, nt »0
5 windows : frame, saah and blind ; at *s

3 dormer windows; nasb and blind. ; at Sin

24 running feet shelving and bat strips, at 10 centa

1 diamond
I'lpe casing.

280 square feet wi

8.00

4 24

4 05
12.00

2.10
8.28

3.00
72.00

7.50
2.00

1.50

3.B0

1.50

2.00
25.00

300
1700
0.00

0.00

11.40

42.00
40.00
30.00
2.40

3.00

8.40

Total mill work S424.47

Tinner work «25.O0

Hardware and nails, Ate. 40.00

Furnace, complete 110.00

Palming, two-cat work, and Malnlng 76 00

Plumbers' work, complele. Including cesspool lor sewer)

connection 275.00

Carpenter labor not Included abore 275.00

Total subcontract..

Masou work
Total rough lumber.
Mill work
Subcontract

IlliLAIITl LAI ION.
1131.65

424^47

Total cm ,1.005.02

The drawings were accompanied by three builders'

certllicates, theso Is-lng signed respectively by Troadwell

Ketcham of 440 Willis avenue. New York City; Henry

Jaeger of 2151 Mnpes avenue. Borough of Bronx, New
York, and T. .1. Cunningham of 454 Kast 150th street.

New York City.

The New Connellavllle Library.

It la said that the new Pubtic Library, which Is to

be erected in Couuellsvllle, Pa., as the gift of Mr. Carne-

gie, will be something cpjlte out of the ordinary as re-

gards Its style of architecture. The plans for the build-

ing have been drawn by Architect J. M. McColluui of

Pittsburgh, and call for a structure SO feet long, 72 feet

wide ami two stories iu hlght. The location of the site

is such that the building will face four streets and will

have three entrances, nil In keeping with the old Italian

school of architec ture. On ihc four sides of the building

along the second story will be a balcony with free stand-

ing columns, each 2<> Inches iu diameter and 18 feet

high, with Italian capitals. Back of the columns against

the wall will be pilasters of the same kind and similar-

ly ornamented. The building material will be stone

with terra colta trimmings, and tho roof will be of tile.

The floors will be of tile aud the wainscoting of marble.

(In the second Hour will lie an auditorium seating 400

people, and la the basement provision lias been made
for :i Mviinining pool, gymnasium and a billiard room.

The light for the building is lo be furnished by a local

electric light company, ami the heating will bp by steam,

li is t-xpeeietl tu haw the new building ready for occu-

pancy by November 1.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
0«*rE*r«Y »»o tkriLDi»«

Jcmi. 1S01.

ftlcihod or Obtaining the Lines for Wreath Pieces In
Flight of Stairs the Plan of Which Is Leas than
a Quarter Circle.

From C. B. n.. Warren, Pa.-I have rend Carpentry

and Building for quite a number of yenrs, aud finding In

Its pages many articles and Illustrations of great value

to me as a builder, contributed by those whose only ob-

ject seemed to be to assist others In mastering the

various and many times perplexing problems met with
In the several departments of the building business. I

have conceived the notion that an Illustration of a stair

MrtM of OUtining tt„ Lint, fur Wreilti /W» in Hiy/,1 of St„ir, l/it /'/,.«

of uhieli it Lru fA in a V" r'< r Circle.

problem might not be without Interest to some who are

using a much more complicated system. I Inclose dia-

gram Illustrating a simple and easy method of obtaining

the tangents, bevels. &c. of side easements or wreath
pieces going around less than a quarter circle nnd com-
ing to a level, together with the face molds for tbe same.

The least possible number of lines employed to properly

lay out a piece of work is always desirable, as the lia-

bility of mistakes Is thereby lessened. Referring to the

sketch, draw A B C 1) K as the line of the front string.

Next draw H B, the pitch of the stairs, from the string,

and continue H B to J Indefinitely. From F. the center

of the side of the newel, draw F B—a level tangent.

Make B A the same length as B F. then A Is the spring

line. Draw F (' at right angles to the string and tat right

angles to B J draw J C G Indefinitely. Take the length

of the lower tangent from B. where It touches .1 C <;, and
draw G B: then G B II is the tangent line for the face

mold. At right angles to the string draw A H.

To find the required bevels make C I) ami C K the

same as A II and C J respectively. Connect E and D
with F. The bevel at E applies to the Joint (;, while the

one at I) Is applied at II. Draw K L half the width of

the rail from the string line. Take the distance K E
and from G mark It and I', the width of the face mold
on the butt Joint. Now make II O and II N equal to D
L, the width of the face mold at the upper Joint II, nnd
ease the angle U-twceu V O and between U X. Add
straight wood to X II O, as desired, and the face mold
is complete. These lines will be found correct no matter
what the pitch of the stairs or curve out mny be. pro-

vided the curve is less than a quarter circle.

Building for 1802, several methods beiug found in the

issue for August of that year. It Is possible that our

correspondent may not have access to a file of the paper

for that yenr, nnd we shall therefore be glad to have
our practical friends describe their present methods of

doing work of this kind.

The India Oil Stone.

From M. H. K.. Ternrkana, Art.—In the Issue of

Carpentry and Building for Jnnunry of last year I prom-
ised to give the readers my experience, as well aa that

of the several carpenters of which my
crew consists. In using the India oil atone

manufactured by the Norton Emery
Wheel Company, and sold by the Pike
Mfg. Company of Flke Station. N. H.
We have used the different grades of this

stone from fine to coarse for 18 months,

during which time our grindstone has not

been employed for sharpening any tools,

except such as axe or adze. Our work
consists generally of building depots,

water tauks and such other work as

comes to the bridge and building depart-

ment of n railroad company. We have
to use about all the carpenters' tools that

go to make up a wood worker's kit. as

well as some other mechanics' tools, and
out of some 50 oil stones of various kinda

and qualities none has been found to suit

my men so well as the India stone. At their request I

recently ordered and received one No. 0 coarse Indian

oil stone for each of my best and most progressive work-
men. To carpenters who already have an ordinary oil

stone for fine work I would advise purchasing a No. 0
coarse India, otherwise get a medium coarse for genera]
work. It must be remembered that fast cutting stones

cannot put on razor edges, but one good enough for ordi-

nary work. I will conclude by saying that no Intelligent

carpenter will regret the money Invested In an India oil

stone of the above manufacture. I do not know any-

thing about the corundum stone or stones of that name.

A Handy Picket Pointer.

From F. J. G., Fori D. A.. Russell. Wyoming— I send
Inclosed a sketch of a picket pointer which may meet

0

Dcalgn Wanted for Summer House.
From I). B.. Hasting*, On/.— I have been watching

Carpentry and Building for some time for designs suit-

able for summer house.*, but as yet have seen none pub-

lished. Will some of the correspondents of the paper

furnish the editor with a few designs for vine clad or

nuy other style of summer house, say about x S feel

or 8 x 10 feet In size ':

ShlnellnK Hips

From C. II.. Baltimore, ild.— I would like to ask the

readers how they shingle hips with the extra course cov-

ing the hip all the way up?

Xt,t<:—We would state for the Information of this

correspondent that the subject of shingling hips was

very fully discussed in the volume of Carpentry and

i'u-bt VonUr

the wishes of " S. F. H ." whose inquiry appeared In a

recent issue. It will suggest to him the idea, aud he can

exercise his own Ingenuity for holding the picket from

slipping, as he tuny tlnd It necessary to make two or

three cuts to form a single side. The handle is 2M> feet

in length measuring from the point where It Is bolted
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to Uie 4 x 4 piece. The device la simple and effective,

and makes all pickets alike.

Gravel and Galvanised Iron Boots.

From G. M. B., Arcadia, Ind.—Will some reader of Car-

pentry and Building who has hart actual time experience

with gravel and galvanized Iron roofs tell me which la the

better as regards durablllty-tbat Is, what Is the life of a

No. 1 gravel roof properly constructed, and what Is the

life of a galvanized roof made of the best galvanlxed

Iron with a slope of 1% Inches to the foot?

Vote.—Without any desire to anticipate the comments
which wc hope our practical readers will present for pub-

lication, we would remark that in a general way the life

of a roof depends very much upon local conditions, the

quality of materials employed and the manner In which

the work is done. A gravel roof properly made should

laHt an Indefinite period, while the life of a galvanized

Iron roof will depend very much upon the frequency

with which It is painted, and the absence of salt and

Hulphur In the atmosphere. There Is much to be aald

oil the subject of roofs of the kind named, and we trust

our readers will express themselves freely.

Device for Orlndlnc Tools.

From II. K. R., Larned, Kan.—I inclose herewith rough

sketches of a grinding device or clamp which I have

been using for some time, and a brief description of

which may be of Interest to the readers of the paper. I

build my grindstone frame just high enough so I can

turn the stone without stooping. Referring to the

sketches, B B of Fig. 1 represent a piece of hardwood
board 1 Inch thick cut out at A A. At C Is shown thumb
screws on top of the clamp for holding chisels and

plane Irons. In Fig. 2 Is represented a cross section of

FiR» 1 nod S.-Flan View of Orlmlinc Drvice, with On** Sectlun of

damp nt the Point C

doubtful whether the patterns may still be there, as 1

think the place has been burned out once or twice In

the Interval. If the correspondent Is building a gin after

this plan, I suggost that he make a pattern after the

measurements given In Fig. 80, making the " draw " or

taper Inside to suit the top of the tripod. I would also

remark that our experience with the machine described

was that It would have been better to have had the

lugs a foot or two longer, so that It would stand say

20 or 21 feet clear under the " mast bead " when rigged.

With regard to the aecond question as to the gin be-

ing set for every bent that is raised, or whether It sets

out on the end of the barn, I am not quite celar aa to

bis meaning. The last sentence of the article above re-

ferred to, which appears on page 212, may serve In part

for an answer : " The lightness of the gin made it pos-

sible for three or four men to move it at will to any
part of the building." Our method, except for the pur-

lins, was to set up the posts, one at a time (using the

gin. if there was not help enough to do this by band),

fill in and then put the cap timbers In place with the

gin. This wc found could be done as quickly nnd with

FiK.8.-Of»cr»l View of Stone and Ortiwlinif rwrloe in fw

Dtric« for G> fading 7W«.

the clamp at C of Fig. 1, while In Fig. 3 Is presented n

general view of the clamp In use In connection with a

grindstone. The clamp is of such a character that It can
be made by any carpenter at very small expense, and
the device Is a very handy one for use, especially if

there is no boy to turn the stoue. The bit can be held

at any angle with one hand, while the stone is turned
with the other. The general view shows the point of the

clamp stuck Into a post at the end of the grindstone for

the purpose of holding it in place.

ITa« of a Clin In Barn Balslnc.

From C. A., TFe*l Union, Iowa.—In the Issue of the

paper for September, 1897, page 211, there Is an article

entitled " Barn Framing In Western Pennsylvania," In

connection with which appear illustrations of a gin for

raising barns. I would like to know if the cast Iron

trljiod fastener at the top enn he obtained In auy market,

and also If the gin Is to be set for overy bent that la

raised, or Is it placed out on the end of the barn ? I

would also like to know if the top pulley plate la on a

swivel ?

Anstcer.—We submitted the Inquiries of our corre-

spondent to the author of the article In question, who
furnishes the following reply: Concerning the cast Iron

tripod fastener or table shown In Fig. 30 of tho Issue

of the paper mentioned by the correspondent, would
aay that tho casting that was used lu the construction

of this gin was made at Porter's foundry aud machine

shop at Clayville (Lindsay Post Office), near Fuuxsu-
tawney. Pa. That wan about 18 years ago. and it is

less danger than by raising lu bents. Of course this

necessitated moving the gin for each post, or to the

center for each long timber or piece of timber. In the

case of the purlin, if it bad loaning or short posts. It was
all put together and the gin placed in the center, being

well guyed aud ballasted, and the bent raised In place.

The question, " Is the top pulley plate on a swivel ?
"

I think is answered mainly by the second paragraph on

page 212, as above, beginning "Other machines of

my knowledge," Ac: the last sentence In particular,

which reads, " With the metal table with the round pin

and a corresponding bole In the mast head, a timber

might be reversed If need be, &c." In Fig. 40. showing
the details of the mast head, which the correspondent

refers to as tho " top pulley plate," it will be noticed

that there Is a 2-lnch bole through at 10 inches from

the three front pulleys and 40 Inches from the tall pul-

ley or full. In riggiug up the gin tho mast head was
placed on the cast Iron table with the 2-Inch pin. Fig.

39, through this hole. This i>ermltted of a swinging mo-

tion or reversing, if necessary. The casting was solid.

I notice one thing was omitted in the description as

It originally appeared In the columns of the paper. In

Fig. 41 lu the base of the gin is shown an eye bolt In

this a single block was hooked, through which the fall

or loose end of the rope was threaded whoa a team was
used, or the lift very heavy.

Geometry and Handralllng.
From CitARt.Ks II. Fox.—Under the headlug, "Some

Comments uu Ilnudtnlllus." in ilio March issue of the

paper I notice what " Ited Onk " has to say respecting
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the manner of presenting the subject I am treating.
While there is a great deal of truth in what tho corre-
spondent Hays, yet I know from practk-al observation
that the majority of men are too impatient to study
geometry. They wish to obtain practical results In as
short a time as possible. They do not care to study the
projection of points, lines, planes or solids; instead, they
want something to look at, something they can see and
not conceive-that is, in having a representation of a
solid before them they do not have to conceive In their
mind's eye the positions. Intersections, &c, of the several
*x>lnts and planes (as It wore In space) of which the solid
may be comprised. Having been taught the construction
of the solid, or rather, of the representation of the solid,
they will, If so minded, retrace their steps and study

rules of the rtfioare. If more carpenters would study the
tool, they would find it time well spent. I have found
many who do not know how to use the board rule or
brace rule, and as for the octagon or 100 scale, they
anow still less about It, and still they have the nerve to
call themselves mechanics. It takes all kinds of people
to make a world and we have all kinds In it We all
Mara a vast amount and then know but little.

Position and Paneling of Newel Post*.
From \V. II. M., Woodlaicn. Ala.-l am a reader of

Carpentry and Building, and come to the Correspondence
columns for a little information respecting the subject
of stair building. I inclose sketches of four different
styles of stairs, and would be glad to have some of the
exports Inform me as to the position of the several new-
els, their length and the paneling of them. I want to
ascertain if the space between the newel and the nearest
baluster should be the same as between the different
balusters, estimating both with two and then with three

Schools.
From O. L. McM., Tacoma. Wa*h—In the March issue

of the paper, on the editorial page, is an extract from the
report of Win. H. Maxwell, Superlnte dent of Schools
of New York City, iu which he favors the Introduction of
trade schools after the sixth grade is reached. I beg
leave to enter a protest against the idea. Boys at 12
years of ago are too ynung to commence learning a trade
at the present day. That might do were they still re-
quired to serve a seven years' apprentircshlp, some part
of each year of which they spend in school; but boys In
the sixth grade have not yet acquired sufficient education
to lead ug to hope they could become even ordinary
skilled mechanics, let alone masters of their trade, to
say nothing of the lack of physical ability to perform the
ordinary work of the trade. No boy should begin special-
ising ha his education before he leaves the High School
at least, and If conditions compel boys to leave school
at H years iu order to go to work, Mr. Maxwell and
others in like position will serve their eonntrv and man-
kind much better If they will so guide the education of

ug i fi«. a.

! Pm-lm3 of Xncrl ft*f»._ Oiigram$ of Four

balusters to the trend. Any Information on this subject
submitted through the columns by some good authors on
stair building will be greatly appreciated.

Finding Pilch of Boor Prom Circle.

from M., Denver, Co/.—I intended to answer the
letter of " K. L. AI " of Greenville, la., relating to finding
the pitch of n roof from a circle, some months ago, but
I have been too busy to give It attention. The way I

was taught was to consider the rise In proportion to
the width of the building. In his table, " E. L. M." gives
5 feet rise to 12 foet run for one-quarter pitch; 7 and 12
for one-third pitch; 12 and 12 for one-half pitch; 21 and
12 for two-third pitch, and .'!() and 12 for three-quarter
pitch. Where would In go to get a whole pitch?

I send a table showing my understanding of the pitch
question for si building 24 feet wide, which will divide
up to the best advantage in a question of tills kind.

Itfi<(«. Mini
u t is «6
u H x 51

u i m At

14 X 0

li
i M 7

!.' 50 ti

II i fit *7

Hlw Kun in fee

4 fis-t

fl feet.

9 fret,

n f**t.

11 frx-t.

I* ft*l.

»t r.-i.

In all my experience I have never had occasion to use
anything of Mie kind except in connection with ore
mills. We hear it quite frequently, when talking about
bins, setting screens, A-c.. but never on an ordinary build-
ing. :is the square Is much belter. If mechanics only
understood the steel square a little belter it would be
largely to llieir advantage, and 1 am surprised to lind
rrn- number of s,, called carp, titers who do not know the

each youth that the conditions which are responsible for

such a state of things may cease to exist, than by advis-

ing such changes in our school sytem as will turn loose

a supply of half taught mechanics who have hardly suffi-

cient education to Intelligently use the language of their

country and not enough to even begin to understand the
first principles of tneir trade. Our country can produce
•nough to supply the ue»sls of all without requiring boys
of 12 to commence learning trades In order that they
may leave school and become wage earners at 14 years
of age.

Design Wanted for Grand fttaud.

From L. W. K., Central I flip, /.—Will some reader
furnish for publication a plan for a grand stand about
40 feet long and 18 or 20 wide? I want something that

is not too elaborate and yet not what would be called

cheap. I am a young chip and have never been around
where I could see any fairly good ones, and will there-

fore tie thankful for any designs which the practical

readers may see lit to furnish for publication.

Comments on Flrat-Prlxc Design In #3000 House

From IU-rai. Scu.vr. n Awi.. Smith Critter. Ann.— I am
always Interested in plans giving details of work, mate-
rial and cost, such as i he prize design in the April Issue

of the paper. It s.-etns to inc. though, according to Mr.
Kidder's rules, given in < '1/17.1 nlrii tnid Ituilding. there
Is a weak spot namely, the girder to support the floors

and partitions, especially when it is considered that
hemlock is the kind of lumber to W Used, and that the

lii-i door joist may W spliced ou this girder. This de-
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sign conies to us from nil architect who Is also a builder,

and It Is uot the Intention of the writer to criticise his

work further than to call attention to a fault. If I am
correct, that ought not to have been overlooked by the

committee and sent out to lie copied by those of us

looking for practical help.

Xolr.—We an- always glad to hnve our readers criti-

cise designs which appear In the columns of the paper,

as It shows they art- sufficiently Interested to carefully

study them In all their details and ascertain their weak
points. If there be any. In this case, however, we fear

our correspondent's position is not a strong one. In the

first place It will bo noted that the spans are less than 12

feet: that the line partition is bridged, which practically

makes It a truss, thereby relieving the girder of consid-

erable weight, and that the house Itself Is not a large

one. In order, however, to ascertain what the author,

Charles W. Smith of Watervllet, >'. Y., had to say upon
the particular |M>lnt raised by the correspondent above,

we laid the matter before him. and have the following iu

reply:

"With regard to the criticism made by the corre-

spondent concerning the girder in the flrst-prlste design, I

would say with all due respect for both himself and Mr.

Kidder, that I consider the girder in question to be as

strong under the circumstances as any that could In-

used. In the first place both spans are h>ss Hum 12 feet

between bearings, and in the next place I had intended

that the tlmlN-r of lsith lloors should be the full length,

which renders the floors to a certain degree self supistrt-

ing. Again, the bridging of all partitions, especially the

line partition, forms a truss which is no mean factor in

relieving the girder of some of the weight. Finally, in

this Instance the girder has no very great weight to sup-

port, as the house is not large and the whole frame work,

partitions, floors, in:, are as light as possible.
' Now as regards the strength of girders. I am con-

vinced, from practical experience and observation, that

a sound « x S inc h hemlock girder will answer the pur

pose Just as well as a larger one for all ordinary build-

ings where the span between bearings Is not over 12 feet,

and this when the floor timbers are in two lengths. Our
own residence, for Instance, is a large house, 27 x 4.H

feet, two full stories and a llulshed attic in bight: the

partitions of which support 22-foot rafters, and the gir-

der is only li x H inches, with floor timbers In two
lengths. In short, if the correspondent will look over a

few numls-nt of Carpentry and ttuildino he will find de-

signs of large houses by prominent architects where the

girders are only 0 x S inches: but as the girder is one of

the vital parts of a building's construction, it would no

doubt prove Interesting, as well as instructive, if some
of the readers would give their opinion on the subject."

From J. K. W., Htmnt (iron: Ind.-l would like to ask

through the columns of the paper what is the best ami
cheapest process to preserve shingles. Should they lie

treated before or after laying, or both, in order to render

them most durable. I am very much Interested In the

Correspondence Pepartment, and gain from it many val-

uable points.

.Voir.—Without any desire to anticipate the comments
of our readers on this subject, we would suggest that

our correspondent will obtain very satisfactory results

by dipping his shingles in creosote before laying them,

lly reference to our advertising columns he will find con-

cerns who make n specialty of creosote stains, which, It

Is claimed, not only add to the durability of the shingles,

but also give attractive coloring effects.

Durability of Wire Nail*.

front M. C. ('•. Sheridm. Il>>. I have heard a great

deal said about wire nails rusting out when driven in

cedar shingles, but I cannot say that I have been fully

convinced, for last week I took off part of a roof that

had been on a building nine years, wire nails being used

to hold the shingles. 1 inclose herewith a couple of the

nails which I took out, and I should say that they were
good for 20 years more.

Xotc—The nails inclosed by our correspondent meas-

ure 1»4 inches In length, and for a distance of % inch

from the iKiint are apparently as bright as the day they

were driven. The remaining portion of the nails are

slightly discolored, but In no place Is there any indica-

tion of scaling; in fact, their condition Is what might
be termed as remarkable under the circumstances, for

we confess to having seen wire nails with their heads
completely rusted off, and this after having lieen In use

only a comparatively short time.

Tool for Truing Grlndaione.

From ,T. A. R., Spokane, Wash.- -In answer to " A. J.

F." of Provlncetown. Mass., who asked In the February

number fi r a tool for truing a grindstone. I would sug-

gest that a piece of common gas pipe of small size, say

Vi-meh or thereabouts, will take a cut that will slip

a belt very often, and Is used in some machine shops for

doing the work. Fasten a solid wooden rest close to the

face of the stone, apply the end of the pii»e, and as the

cutting point Is worn away roll the pipe on the rest, thua

bringing a new cutting edge to Uie work. A solid piece

of metal becomes rounded on the end and so ceases to

cut, but the pipe being hollow keeps nn edge much bet-

ter. The stone should remain dry while truing It up. as

water hinders the work. The rest must 1k« straight and
true with the face of the stone. The pipe would slip

on a metal rest much worse than on a wooden one,

hence the suggestion that the Intter kind be used. There
will be much dust created by the o|ieratlon of truing the

stone, so the windows and doors should be left open.

On a power stone enre must be tnken not to let the pipe

crush the hand ngalnst the stone when taking a heavy
cut.

Dealgo for a Prayer Desk.

From Old Hickory. Wrhiyan.—Will some of the read-

ers furnish a design of a " Frie Dieu" or prayer desk? A
friend wishes one made from timber grown on my prop-

erty, and as I am under many obligations to her I would
like to gratify her wish if I could get a simple and
proper design for use in a dwelling.

Lajrlnc Clapboard*.

From W. S., Palrrton, X. J.—In answer to " H. C.,'*

Flke Itlver, Conn,, I would say that In this section we
usually gauge the clapboards to a width, working so as

to have the courses show as near alike as possible from
the water table to the bottom of the window sills and
from the sills to the top of the window heads or belt

courses, as the ease may be. When the building la

sheathed we put 5 or (i inches of clapboards on a pair of

horses, and after gauging them wo cut both ends square
for a long stretch, and the short ends we use between
the windows wherever they will cut to advantage. The
quickest way to put on clapboards, or siding, as we call

it here, where the spaces are less than the whole length

of boards that Is to say, 4. G or 8 feet— Is to cut them
half an Inch longer thau the space. When, on the other
hand, the short pieces can tie bandied to better advan-
tage than the long ones, we cut enough pieces square on
one end to lill the panel, then mark and cut them off as
wc go along. Sometimes we start at the bottom of the
gable and side it and flulsh the cornice and roof; then
start from water table and carry up until the gable Is

reached, shoving the last board under those already on
the building. I have been In places where they used a
wide miter box or a Jack In which to cut the siding, but
of all the slow methods that was the slowest. Here we
use a small try square and cut the boards slightly bevel
so they will lit tight on the face.

Designs for Counter*, JHantrJa, Ace.

From 11. I. W.. Toronto. Canada. I have been a reader
of VuriHiilry and Building for a groat many years and I

find it getting better and better with every number. I

would like to ask some of the practical readers to send
for publication drawings of counters In hard and soft
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woo<l finish, nnd also of first-class mantels. I am sure
that a good many others like myself would bo benefited
by their publication nnd at the same time It would open
up a channel for discussion on the subject.

From C. W. S.. WalerxlM. .V. Y.—l have carefully ex-

amined the second-prize design in' the $2000 bouse com-
petition, published lu the May number of the paper, and
as far as I can see, the committee havo made a good

selection. My personal Impression Is, however, that the

author's estimate Is somewhat low, although it may per-

haps be possible to execute the design In his neighbor-

hood for the sum specified.

Laying Out a Stair Rail Around a 6-Inch Cylinder
Containing Winders,

From S. \V., I'atrr*a», .V. J.— I would like to have some
of the practical stair builders nmong the readers of the

paper tell me how to get out the twist part of a stair

rail where It goes around a 0-Inch cylinder containing

winders. I want n simple method which will not re-

quire a knowledge of geometry, ns nil the systems I have

7xityiH<7 out n Sliir Uul .In.um/ a C lufh ''ylixihr I'onUiiuing

Windfr*.

seen are so full of lines thut an ordinary carpenter can-

not understand them. I Inclose sketch of the stairs, and

would say that there are a good many of this kind put

up In this section. The celling Is 10 feet 0 Inches In the

clear.

Construction of a Dry Klin.

From S. D. II., Dana, 111.— I am an Interested reader of

Carpentry and Building and would like to ask sonio of my
brother carpeulers how to construct a dry kiln for drylDg

green lumber. How long does It take ou the uverage to

make a drying ?

Constructing a Pentagon Upon a Given Side.

From II. W. B.. Olean. .V. Y.—Having read with much
interest the discussion begun by " F. L. T." In the De-

cember issue of Carpentry and Huilding regarding the

construction of a pentagon upon a given side, and con-

tinued in subsequent numbers by such well-known pro-

fessional men as I). H. Meloy and others. I take the lib-

erty of offering a method which I consider will lie of

more value to members of the trade generally, as It

covers the subject of polygons of any number of Bides.

Keferring to the diagram which I inclose, let A B repre-

sent the given side of the polygon; erect the perpendic-

ular C nt right angles with A It, and with A B as rndlus

describe the quadrant A C. Divide this quadrant into

aa many parts as there are sides lu the polygon. Now
through the second division from C draw the diagonal

It D and bisect A B nnd erect the perpendicular E. The

point of Intersection with the diagonal will be the center

from which to describe a circle intersecting the vertices

of the polygon. Then with A B as the given length step

off with the dividers the remaining sides of the polygon.

This method Is the same In all regular polygous. and Is

/

\
1 \

Cmutrwt\»g a I'rnt-igvn l a (litrn SUit.

taken from W. D. Baker's " Contractor, Craftsman and
Apprentice."

I am also Interested lu the tool chest controversy, and
up to this writing think the Grandpa tool chest still

holds Its own for the general carpenter outside of shop
work.

Finding Bevels of Valley Raftcra In a Roof Having
Two Pitches.

From P. 8. W„ CraicfordsvUle. Ind.—la reply to
" Learner " of Taterson. N. J.. In the March number of

the paper relative to cuts for valley rafters, I Inclose

sketch showing the manner in which I get out of the

difficulty he names. All the explanation that would
seem to me to be required is lu connection with the

points marked A, representing the thickness of the val-

ley rafters, let It be what It will. The bevel B will cut

the rafter to fit the ridge running to the front gable,

while the bevel C cuts the rafter to fit the ridge running

at right angles. In this particular ease the bevel C Is

almost the same as the plumb cut. If any of the

brethren should be short of time and knowledge a very

simple way to obtain any of these cuts Is to make a

block of the same pitch as the volley and set the base

Finding Bnr'l <,f
VatUy fttflrrt in ,i H<„J H.llriHQ T*o 1'iUhti.

ou the seat of the hip or valley, squaring up on both

sides at the line of the ridge board. Joining the two
points on top across the pitch. Let the block be as thick

as the rafter and square on bottom or base. This will

work on an octagon roof ns well.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
PROBABLY there never was a time in tbe history of the

country when building operations were being pushed to

the extent that is now prevailing in all parts of the

United States. Notwithstanding sporadic strikes and labor

disputes, which are causing interruption to building work in

several quarters, and some delays through inability to secure

materials, structural operations are being vigorously prose*

cuted, and those who make or sell building supplies of any
kind are simply swamped with orders. The call for structural

steel, lumber, brick, builders' hardware, plumbing and beat-

ing goods and kindred supplies is enormous, and the outlook

points to tbe largest business in these lines ever done in any
former season.

Atlantic City, N. J.

Since our last issue went to press the labor situation in
Atlautlc City has developed considerable friction, more espe-
cially in the building trades, growing out of the demand for
an eight-hour day. As the situution now stands the builders
claim they are completing their contracts by working all the
men they have overtime, while, on the other hand, the strik-
ers cluiui they have kept the builders from obtaining help
from out of town. There are something like 400 cottages
under course of construction, besides 10 or 15 large apart-
ment bouses and six or seven brick stores. A noticeable fact
In connection with the building operations now under way is

that most of the large hotels are of the fire proof order. One
of the largest improvements contemplated is the new office

building to be erected at the corner of Central and Tennessee
avenues, and to be known as the Blackstone, owing no doubt
to the fact that it will probably be the future home of a ma-
jority of the lawyers of the city. It will be a ten-story affair,

constructed of granite and brick, and will cover an area of 08
x 41 feet in size. The contractors are Stiles A McClay.

The Builders' Exchange is in a flourishing condition and
at their annual banquet elected officers for the ensuing year
as follows: President, Frank A. Souder; vice-president,
James Tilton ; treasurer. John Turners, and secretary, Jo-
seph Conover, whose residence is at the corner of New Jersey
and Arctic avenues.

Boston, Mass.

Tbe method of settling differences existing between em-
ployers and employed pursued by the Mason Builders' Asso-
ciation and the bricklayers unions of Boston might with ad-
vantage be adopted in other parts* of the country. There was
a disagreement regarding tbe basis of wages for the year's
work, tbe men dcinuiiding un increase of 5 cents per hour,
while the employers contended that business conditions would
not warrant them In paying more than tbe scale then ruling,
wbicb was -15 cents. This disagreement led to the proposi-
tion of appointing a judge to settle tbe matter, and Charles
Francis Adams, who has large interests in real estate and
building enterprises anil is therefore well qualified to consider
the matter, was selected. Mis decision was that the brick-
layers should have an advance in wages of 2 cents per hour

—

that is, from 45 cents to 47 cents, beginning .May 13.

Chioago. III.

The greatest boom in building since tbe days of the
World's Fair is reported by the building department of the
city of Chicago, with indications that the high water mark
then set will be exceeded in the coming months. In April
050 buildiug permits were issued, covering a frontage of
18,011 feet, the buildings »o cost 52,092,640. Last year in
the same period the cost of buildings, for which permits were
then issued, was $<J(>0,000. May 1 of this year passed off
without any labor troubles, being the first experience of the
kind in many years. Since the great building trade strike of
last year was settled Chicago has developed an Increasing
demand for skilled labor. The greatest activity is on the
North Side, where a large number of tine apartment bouses
are being erected in Buena Park and other desirable suburbs.
The plans of most of the buildings in course of erection call

for modern improvements from basement to attic, and the
amount of money owners are putting into tbem is somewhat
larger than usual. In fact, it is slated that the general run
of the buildings going up is far superior to those of any
former year in the last decade. The result of this activity
has been to render tbe demand for brick very strong, and in
some instances an insufficiency in the supply has caused some
men to be temporarily out of work. Contractors are of the
opinion that several hundred millions of brick will be used in
the city before the season is ended.

Columbus, Ohio.

It is to be regretted that the feeling of unrest and discon-
tent in the building trades has spread to such an extent as to
reach nearly all sections of tbe couutry. It is to be hoped,
however, that where differences exist they will be speedily ad-
justed, so as not to interfere with building operations at a
season when the outlook is so promising for a greater volume
of business than has been the case for many years past. Ac-
cording to our latest advices from Columbus it is expected
that the wage dispute will be settled in a few days. It is

stated that a number of tbe contractors have expressed a will-
ingness to concede the demands of the men, while on their
part tbe men express a willingness to be graded according to
their capacity for work, but claim the minimum price of 40
cent* an hour for an eight-hour day. They also concede to
the contractors the right to discharge a man for incapacity.

In this connection it is interesting to note the scale of

wages in tbe various branches of the trade, as given in on*
of the local papers. The bricklayers get 00 cents an boor for
eight hours; the stonemasons 40 cents aud work eight hours;
the plasterers 40 cents, work eight hours ; the tinners receive.
30 cents, work nine hours ; the hod carriers get a little over
28H cents and work eight hours: the painter works nine
hours at JO cents an hour, while the carpenter gets 30 cents
an hour for eight hours.

Loa Angeles, Cat.

i .

Du™"£ tnc
,
'?8t weeks, says our correspondent under

date of May 6, Southern California has been treated to sev-
eral showers of rain, and while this section of the country
will not be blessed with very largo crops, the situation is
nevertheless so much better than it has been for several years
that builders expect to do and are doing more than for a long
time past. During tbe last few weeks the building permit!
for new buildings have averaged over #100,000 a month. Asummary pf the building permits granted during the mouth
or April shows three factories, cne four-story lodging bouse
live two-story brick residences, eight stores, 13 two-story
Huts, ,»i two-story residences, 82 one-story residences, and 23
other buildings.

Lowell, Maes,
In accordance with the programme announced in our last

issue, the annual banquet of tbe Builders' Kxcbange was held
ut the American House on the evening of April 17. The oc-
casion was a notable event in tbe history of tbe exchange,
there being a full turn out of tbe members, while a very largenumber of others engaged in the building trades of the citywho properly should belong to an exchange of this kind
availed themselves of the Banquet Committee's invitation to
participate n the annual festival. When the feast bad been
served President W. H. Fuller called the members to order
and introduced as toastmaster of the evening Col. Itoynl S.
itipley.

The first toast of the evening was " The City of Lowell

"

responded to by his Honor. Mayor Dimon. who received quite
au ovation. Ibe speech of the evening, however, waa made
by Vice-President Patrick Coulon, who responded to the
[oast, " Ihe Builders' Association." He briefly outlined tbe
history of the Builders' Kxcbange from the time of its organ-
ization in April, lJvSS, and traced its growth from that time
up to the present. He pointed out the fact that the archi-
tects are coming to regard membership in the exchange moreand more as a standard of merit and trustworthiness, and
briefly reviewed the advantages and privileges resulting to
membership in an exchange of this kind. In conclusion be
stated that the time was past when the Builders' Exchange
of Lowell could be regarded as an experiment. Other speak-
ers were Major Chas. S. Proctor of the Governor's staff ; E.K boater, principal of the Manual Training School ; Fred. H,
Sticknev, representing the architects; Col. James Bennett
!• rank L. Weaver, Amasa Pratt and Edgar M. Hill.

Ihe annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange waa held
April 17 and was largely attended. The annual reports of
the different officers and committees were well received and
the exchange waa shown to be financially and numerically
in even better condition than a year ago. The exchange af-
fairs have been judiciously and successfully administered and
during tl.e month of April some new members were
The annual election resulted, with two exceptions, in
tinuance in office of the old board, the new
Norman Whitelaw and Capt. O. M. Pratt.

With regard to the building situation in the city it may
be stated that on May 15 the plasterers were still out, no set-
tlement having been reached, and as a result of the refusal
of their demands for au eight-hour day and a minimum wage
of $2.25 tbe union carpenters went out on May 1. As a re-
sult of the labor situation the prospects for a very good sea-
son s business have been somewhat blighted. It may be stated,
however, that (here is considerable work under way, the
largest improvement being that of the Textile School build-
ing, which will be of buff hri. k and will approximate in cost
S200.OUO. The bids for this work closed on May 6.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The following is

the Master Builders'
Carpenters' Union,
until April 1, 1 002:

Eight hours shall constitute a da v.
Thirty-two «nd one-half cents per hour shall be the mini-mum wages of journeymen carpenters.
Time and one-half shall be paid for all overtime.
Double time shall be paid for Sunday work.
Contractors shall decide when overtime is necessary.
All members working for bona fidv contractors must be

paid in full at least every two weeks.
A non-union superintendent may be employed by the con-

tractor, but there must be a union foreman between him and
the carpenter*.

No representative of the Carpenters' Union shall be al-
lowed to visit meu on jobs during working hours unless called
to the works to settle differences between men employed and
the contractor, and then the business agents shall not call
the men off before the contractor or his authorized agent has
been notified, and the two parties shall meet and settle tbe
differences unless the contractor is out of the city, in which
case 24 hours shall be given before tbe men are called off.

Union carpenters will put up material regardless of fac-
tory or shop manufacturing same, after May 1, 1901.

All contractors or builders employing union carpenter!
within the jurisdiction of Carpenters' Union No. 7 shall be

' one apprentice to each shop, and all contractors and

the outline of the agreement adopted by
s Association and representatives of tbe
the rules and regulations to hold good
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builders employing on an average of 20 carpenters during the
year shall be entitled to one additional apprentice to every 20
carpenters and joiners so employed.

On the first Tuesday of November each year a joint com-
mittee of five members from the Master Builders' Association
and live members of the Carpenters' Union No. 7 shall meet
for the purpose of drawing up and agreeing on wages and
working ruleB for the following year, which shall take effect

April 1 following.

Naw York City.

As we go to press with this issue it looks very much as if

building operations in the city might be seriously interrupted
unless an agreement is reached in the next few days by the
Mason Builders' Association and the bricklayers. The trouble
grows out of the action of the contractor of a large apart-
ment hotel on upper Broadway, formerly the Boulevard, in
whose contract was a clause forbidding him to use non-union
labor to lay fire proofing material in the hotel. This clause,
it is stated, was disobeyed, and the material was being laid
by men employed by the company making the material. As
a result a strike followed, the bricklayers demanding the dis-
charge of the non-union men and the right to lav the fire

proofing. The dispute was submitted to a board of arbitrat-
ors made up of members of the Mason Builders' Association
and of members of the uniotiR. It was decided that the con-
tractor should not have violated his contract, but he consent-
ing to have the rest of the work on the building done by
union labor, the matter was considered closed. The members
of the union, however, refused to abide by the decision of tho
board, as it was bound to do under a written agreement, be-

cause the board had not awarded them wages which they
claimed they had lost during the strike. The board found
that the men had lost no time of consequence, and that the
contractor should not be called upon to pay their claim. In
addition to this trouble the wage agreement under which the
men have been working for several years and which was re-

newed yearly on .May 1. had not up to the time of going to press
been signed, although some of the employers were said to be
willing to sign it. The bricklayers intimate that those who
do not sign last year's contract will this year have to pay <10

Cents an hour, while those who sign the coutraet will be
asked to pay 55 cents an hour.

The Mason Builders' Association have issued a notice
reviewing the facts of the strike and pointing out that the
acquiescence in the demand on the part of the men for pay
for the time they were on strike and while their grievance
was being adjusted by the arbitration board, would be plac-

ing a premium on strikes and establishing a dangerous prece-
dent. They therefore, at a meeting held on Saturday, May
11, passed a resolution that " all work of journeymen brick-

layers on the building operations of the members of the Mn-
son Builders' Association Is? suspended on Thursday, May Hi.

unless in the meantime tiie members of the bricklayers'
unions live up to the annual agreement existing between the
association and the unions and abide by the decision of the
joint arbitration board In tl ase cited above. Subsequently.
at a meeting of the Mason Builders' Association, it wsb de-

cided to extend the time until uoon of Friday. May 17, this

action, it was explained. being taken in order to give the
bricklayers no excuse for '-limning that they did not receive
fair notice. The announcement issued by the association
also states that " for ltl years no rupture has occurred be-

tween the two organizations, and nn annual agreement has
been signed: that the Mason Builders' Association has and
always will stand first and last for arbitration and an
amicable adjustment of differences, but the unusual and inoxt
arbitrary stand taken in this issue compelled the above ac-

tion."
The Marble Cutters', Carvers' and Polishers' unions of

New York City entered into nn agreement with their employ-
ers which began May 1 and will last two years. The cutters
will receive $4.50 and the carvers $5 n day. All three unions
are to have an eight-hour working day and a Saturday half

holiday. If on May 1, 1003, no action has been taken on
either side regarding a new agreement, this agreement is to

continue until either side notifies the other that it wants a

change.
Iu Yonkers the strike whMi existed for a few days result,

ed iu p. compromise on the question of waces. Previous to

May 1 the bricklayers, plasterers add masons were receiving
f>0 cents on hour, and they decided to make a demand for a

half holiday on Saturday and for an increase of 5 cents an
hour in wages. This the employers refused to grant and the
men went out on strike. After a number of conferences the
ni-n agreed to accept an advance of 2',i cents an hour.

Philadelphia. Pa.

A vast amount of building is in progress in the outlying
districts of the city, principally in the wny of dwellings, al-

though in the city proper there is more or less being done in

the way of business structures. Among some of the large

building operations at present under way is that of Con-
tractor Harry Brockelhurst. who is putting up 157 two-story
bouses in the Thirty-third Ward, in accordance with plans
drawn by Hales & Ballinger. Work has also been com-
menced in Germantown upon the first installment of a build-

ing oiNTHlion involving 234 houses, which will necessitate the
expenditure of nearly three-quarters of a million dollars. B.

S. Sterling has finished the plans for 51 houses which will

be cris'tcd in the Twenty-third Ward. Plans ore also under
way for the cr-ction of 70 two-story, eight room houses on a
tract of land at Seventeenth and Bristol streets; permits
have l»>en issued for 38 two-story houses and six two-story
stores and dwellings to be built in the Thirty-fourth Ward
by Alexander Wilson, and work has recently been commenced
by I*nnc Kunne on an operation including 08 two-story
houses in the Twentv-fifth Ward. There is also an operation
under way by Win. II. Bnbn covering 22 houses in the Twen-

ty-fourth Ward, while minor operations bring the aggregate
up to a large total.

An interesting fact which may be mentioned in this con-
nection is that Architect Chus. E. Oelschlager has recently
finished and forwarded plans to Ponce, Porto Kico. for a new
Methodist Episcopal churcfi to be erected in that city. The
building will be of steel frame construction, with tile roof,
and will be in thp Spanish stvle of architecture. It will cost
about $10,000. and will cover an area of 40 x 73 feet.

One of the contemplated improvements in the city of
Philadelphia is an ll-story apartment house to be known as
the Northumberland, covering a plot 5<> x 42 feet. The
structure will be of the steel frame type and have ornamental
fronts of brick laid in Flemisn bend and trimmed with gray
terra cotta.

Paorla. III.

There is nothing new in the building situation in the city,
the differences between the carpenters and the Master Car-
penters' Association remaining practically unchanged. The
men have been out since April 8, and up to the time of going
to press there seemed to be no immediate likelihood of a
settlement. There is not a great amount of work in sight
just at present, but the feeling among builders and contract-
ors is that there will he increased activity just as soon as the
lalsir troubles are settled.

At the annual election of the Master Car|>entcrs' Asso-
ciation, held at their quarters in the Woolner Building, the
following officers were chosen for the ensuing year: George
J. Bothan. president: .1. S. Johnson, vice-president: C. J.
Sutter, secretary, and Joseph Miller, treasurer.

The Board of Directors selected consisted of J. M. Hart-
wig, M. F. Eanglon. George Todhuuter, Henry Wieehmann,
Sr., Harry Bates and W. F. Benson.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

The report issued by Superintendent Brown of the Pitts-
burgh Bureau of Building Inspection shows that during the
month of April permits for .°I2."i new huldings were issued,
estimated to cost $l,«jii2.'.Ki7. which with additions, altera-
tions and repairs bring the total for the month up to $1.7hl,-
5! IN. This record is said to ls> without precedent in the his-
tory of the city. A number of large buildings in the business
portion of the city are swelling the totals, hut there is also a
proportionate increase in activity throughout other sections.
The apartment house movement is growing very rupidly, and
some new buildings of this character are under way. In the
Momingside district a building operation involving the erec-
tion of more than 50 brick dwellings is under way, und in
the Thirty-fourth Ward 25 two-story houses and nine two-
story stores and dwellings are being erected by Win. A. Pat-
terson. An operation includiug 2S two-story houses iu the
Thirty-ninth \Vard has been commenced by George W.
Young, and the Park Land Company have recently awarded
the contract for the erection of 30 houses in lbltuar Place.
Twenty-first Ward.

It is estimated that fully 300 houses are under way at
Glassporl, und it is extiectcd that a great deal of building will
lie commenced at Blair Station in a short time. A contract
has been recently awarded for the erection of 50 houses at
Swissvaie to cost about $2000 each. Several real estate con-
<-crns are putting up rows of five and six room houses in
McKVesport, and It is estimated that fully $l,O00,OUO will I*
spent in that vicinity for the erection of houses costing on
average about $2000 each. The Knoxville Ijind Improve-
ment Company will build 100 houses in Knoxville Borough,
representing an investment of something over £4'sUS«J. The
dwellinge will he erect ml on 2.Vfoot lots, each house costing
from $4000 to $4,500. and will 1* built in accordance with
plans prepared by Architect Eudwig Hick. A five-story mer-
cantile and apartment block, to cost about $15o,000. will be
erected in Oakland, the building covering a site of 220 x 80
feet. There will be ten stores on the first floor, and the upper
stories will contain 40 apartments.

May 1 saw several changes in the labor situation. The
oasis on which all the scales are constructed is the official

agreement of the Master Builders' Association, which is to
the effect that on and after May 1 eight hours shall he con-
sidered a day's work for journeymen cariK-uters. The tin-

ners and cornice workers recently ratified the wage agree-
ment which calls for 33l-j cents per hour for an eight-hour
•lay. It is said that the trades now working under an ad-
vanced wage scale include the marble, cutters and setters, tile

layers and helpers, bricklayers, bod carriers, lathers, painters,
decorators and paper hangers, tinners and cornice workers,
structural steel and iron workers, masons and stone cutters,
carpenters, joiners and stair builders, elevator builders,
plumbers and gas fitters. The pattern makers have a special
>•< ah-.

Qulncy. Mass.

The Master Builders' and Traders" Association of Quincy.
Mass., recently perfected their organlratiou by electing Wm.
A. Bradford president, John W. Pratt vice-president, and
Henry L. Kincaide clerk and treasurer. The directors elect-

eil were Benjamin Johnson. Jr_ George H. Field. Henry I.

Kincaide. Frank S. Patch. Edward J. Sandberg. Julius John-
son and William A. Bradford.

Roohaster, N. Y.

Early in May the building contractors of the city held a
meeting to take action upon the demands made by the union
carpenters for an increase of wages from $2.40 to $2.50 per
day. After discussing the matter it was decided by the con-
tractors to grant the demands, and they In turn asked that
the union carpenters refrain from sympathetic strikes and
to refer all difficulties between employer and employed, first

to the bunt executive committee of contractors and carpen-
ters, and in the event of their decision being unsatisfactory to
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a tingle arbiter, whose decision should be final. This de-
mand, it is mated, has been conceded by the carpenters. One
of the prominent contractors 111 the city states that if this
agreement ran be maintained for a number of years it will
be a decided benefit all arouud. The feeling U that a great
point has been gained, for matters in dispute can now be
speedily nettled instead of drugging along for weeks and seri-
ously hindering buildiug operations.

Rochester. Pa

Several meetings hare lately been held by the master
builders of Beaver County wilh a view to perfecting an organ-
ization by which mutual interests would be protected. At a
meeting held in Rochester (he latter part of April an organi-
sation wea perfected, known as the Beaver County Builders'
Exchange and incorporated under the laws of the State of
Pennsylvania. The object of the new organization is " the
promotion of social enjoyment and friendly interchange of
views and sentiments, with cultivation of agreeable business
relations between those who may become members; the ad-
vancement of all legitimate interests of the building trade* of
Beaver County, and to establish and maintain a central
oOicC headquarters where members may meet and transact
business." At this meeting l'J firms were represented, and
the deliberations were presided over by W. Dolby, while the
position of secretary wes filled by K. McDanel. At the close
of the meeting a collnlion was served, the menu cards being
printed in blue, while the names of the dishes were couched
in builders' terms, making it both unique and interesting to
the fraternity.

Salem. Ore.

Advices under date of May 0 are to the effect that a grenl
deal of building is now going on at Salem, the capital of the
State of Oregon. This movement is chiefly in the line of
dwellings and business blocks of moderate dimensions suit-
able to a town of the size of Salem, but there are also a num-
ber of high-class buildings. The most notable now in course
of construction is the Federal Building on Willsons avenue,
which is to cost 11100.000. Among the less pretentious build-
ings mav be mentioned that of Dr. F. E. Slater by Contractor
Homer Truex, as well as those of Dudley Henry, Jacob Ams-
ler, D. S. Bentley and Breyman Bros.

San Antonio, Texas.
At a recent informal meeting of the Builders' Exchange,

held at their headquarters on East Commerce street, the
labor situation was considered and a committee on publica-
tion was appointed. It was also voted to issue a list of mem-
bership of the exchange, which shows Henry Pauly to be
president. Earnest Steves first vice-president. James Brocks
second vice-president. W. Fenslermaker third vice-president.
Chas. Baumbcrger fourth vice-president, O. A. Balcom secre-
tary, and Jacob Wagner treasurer.

The trustees include N. M. Carney. Otto Kroegcr. Fred
Humniert, John I'm* heid and James Wilson.

It is stated that as the result of the difference* betweeu
contractors and carpenters comparatively little work is being
done in the city, thus leaving a large number of buildings In-
completed. As we go to press it is reported that all contracts
for buildings soon to be commenced have been canceled or

San Franclaoo. Cal.

Our correspondent, writing under date of May C states
that the building situation is now in first-class shape. The
labor troubles of n few months ago seem to have smoothed
themselves out. nnd there is a general tendency to settle down
to a healthy, busy season. Owing to the lowering of the rate
of interest at the savings banks here, there is a general move-
ment among people of moderate capital to invest in homes.
Architects are busy on numerous plans for work of this sort.

The big buildings so long contemplated have actually
reached the starting point. On April 22 three important
building permits were issued, one to Charles E. Green and
H. T. Scott to construct a 12-story fire proof hotel building
137.0 feet on Powell street by 1G5 feet on Ceary street ; one
to James L. Flood to erect on the big Baldwin block at Pow-
ell and Market streets a fire proof building 250 feet in hight,
and one to the Mutunl Savings Bank to erect a ten-story
fire proof building 147.fi fpet high on Market street.

The Board of Supervisors has. after a long struggle,
passed a bill imposing fees for granting building permits. It

has also passed an ordinance removing all restrictions on the
hight to which fire proof buildings may be erected. An ordi-
nance has been proposed limiting hospital buildings to four
stories in hight.

The Builders' Exchange of this city on March 18 elected
its Board of Directors. The latter met on April 15 and
elected the following officers ;

President, S. H. Kent ; vice-president. Thomas Elam

:

recording secretary. James A. Wilson; treasurer, J. J.

North ; financial secretary, John A. Dunker ; doorkeeper.
Julius A. Krauss.

Membership Committee: Thomas Elam, Charles A. In-
rson, James Fennel.
Rooms Committee: Charles A. Day, Tim Sullivan, R.

Herr.ng.
Finance Committee: E. L. Snell, Thomas Butcher, R.

Herring.
Arbitration Committee: James A. Wilson. 1

Thomas Butcher. R. Herring and C. A. Ingerson.

St. Louis. Mo.
Advires under date May 10 are to the effect that building

operations in the city during the pn«t 30 days have received

a decided impetus and the outlook is very encouraging.
Ground is changing hands and architects are busy drawing
plans. Quite a number of buildings are under way, and iu

cases tenants are waiting for the completion of the

structures. The amount of building will necessarily be In-

creased as soon as the World's Fair site is chosen, which will

be within a short time. Public enterprise seems to have

found its legitimate sequence in the activity of private cap-

ital. This our correspondent believes is but the beginning.

Improvement of streets, parks and public buildings and a

new city administration will follow, and will tend largely'to

inspire confidence in men of wealth whose civic pride has

been wounded by past actions of former city officials. It is

their desire to improve the city and make it thoroughly pre-

sentable before 1008. This, it is thought, will insure better

buildings and more of them, while at the same time it will be

an inducement to others who might otherwise look for in-

vestments elsewhere. Strangers are rapidly invading the

city, and it is reasonable to suppose that from now on St.

I»uis will witness a revival of building second to none in the

country.
The erection of wholesale houses on Washington avenue

will aggregate more than $1,250,000. while those on Olive

street will run in excess of $1,000,000. Aside from this

there arc under way in different parts of the city business

structures, churches, residences and apartment houses (the

term flat becoming obsolete in St. I^ouis) amounting to more
than $1,000,000.

The iabor situation in the city is anything but satisfac-

tory and probably can beat be described as chaotic. All agree-

ments heretofore existing between masters and their men are

said to have been abrogated by the H. T. C. and at present

there is no telling what the near future will develop.

Seattle. Wash.

The records of the City Clerk's office show a remarkable

amount of building construction for the month of April, the

figures being more than double those of the corresponding

period of last vear. Work, however, is much delayed on ac-

count of the ahortage of lumber and general building mate-

rial. The figures indicate that permits were issued during

April for 550 buildings, costing $590,000. as compn red with

205 permits for structures involving an outlay of S.WxfHW
in the same month of last year. Our correspondent advises

us tlint there is a good opening for an up to date sash and

door factory, but that labor is in plentiful supply at present.

Spokane, Wash.

During the first four months of the present year the

amount of new building undertaken was greater than that of

any other similar period in the history of the city, excepting

that immediately succeeding the great fire in 1880. The total

lor the four months foots up to almost half a million, and
nearlv all of this represents buildings ranging in cost from

#000 to $5000. Permits have been issued for only a few
large buildings. Among these are the Great Northern freight

depot, to cost $20,000, and the Thomas Hogan Building, to

cost $12,000.

Notes.

There is much activity in the way of building operations

in St. Joseph, Mo., accompanied by a scarcity of skilled labor.

A great deal of work is in progress at Bangor, Pa., and it

i* stated that 100 buildings will be put up through the com-
ing summer.

It is said that building operations at Niagara Falls,

X. Y.. will exceed this season any previous period in the

history of the city.

The opinion prevails in Biddeford, Maine, that there will

Mioti be under way a building boom the like of which has

never been equaled in that section.

Several hundred new dwellings of moderate size are under
way tn Camden. X. J., and the outlook is said to be favorable

for n continuous demand for dwellings of this character.

The carpenters of Poughkeepsie, X. Y . will hereafter

work eight hours a day and the painters will receive an in-

crease of 25 cents a day for their work, making their wages
S2.50 instead of $2.25 per day.

A large amount of new building has been started in the

suburb* of Svracuse. X. Y., and it is stated that the number
of dwellings to be erected in that part of the city during the

next six months will be greater than during any correspond-

ing period.

Reports at hand indicate a considerable amount of build-

ing this season in Ithaca, X. Y.. where on the campus a new
medical college and a large annex to Sibley College are to be

erected. There will also be built a new Presbyterian church,

a salt plnnt and the Alhnmhra Building.

It is stated that at a meeting early in May the members
of the Muster Carpenters' Association of Xewark. X. J.,

•dmed an agreement to pay carpenters $3 a day for eight

hours' work, but the journeymen are not to work for any one
who is not a member of the Master Carpenters' Association.

The demands of the carpenters in Saginaw, Mich- for an
eight -hour day anil a wage scale of 30 cents an hour have
liceti granted as the result of a joint meeting of committees
from the Builders' Exchange and the Carpenters* Union. The
trouble of the striking pbimbcrs has also been amicably ad-
justed and they are to receive $2.50 for an eight-hour day.

The strike which wni in progress for some time in In-

dlarapnlis, Ind.. resulted nfier ses-ernl meetings of the con-
tractors' and carpenters' "ommitte*s in an agreement which
was to continue in force one v-ar from April 1«. The basis

of the settlement is i wage scale of :t2 l i cents an hour: time
:iml nne-ba!f for all overtime and double time for holidays.
The union men nr? not to work for contractors who do not
ccmplv with the agreement.
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Veneering Large Round Columns.

The subject of veneering Is always of interest to car-

penters, cabinet makers and other workers in wood, so

that a brief account of the method by which largo round

columns are successfully treated by a contributor to the

Woodworker may not be without suggestion to some of

the readers of this journal. We quote as follows:

I have used the following method for veneering round

columns ami other convex surfaces for a number of

Venvring Large Mound Cvtumru

years, with good results. In places where there have been
only a few to veneer and the work In a hurry:

The veneer should be made damp on the outside, to

make It strong and pliable. After the veneer has been
carefully bent around to the glued surface, use a damp
canvas or sail cloth, with a strong cleat nailed securely
on each edge, as shown In the sketch.

Rub the canvas perfectly smooth with tbe hands, to

remove all wrinkles and to get out the glue. For full

round columns tbe veneer should be cut % inch shorter
than the circumference of the column—shorter If condi-
tions will admit. This will give a chance for the glue
to get out. It will readily be seen that as the damp cloth

begins to dry contraction takes place; this, of course,
has a tendency to draw the veneer closer to the glued
surface, thereby making a perfect contact.

I might add here for the benefit of those who have
never used the cloth that I get the best results by cutting
the cloth from the end of the roll; If my column is longer
than I can get cloth wide, I use two pieces side by side.

I find the contraction Is more uniform this way, owing
to the grain or weave in the cloth. If there are large

numbers of columns to be veneered, then there are other
and more economical ways of doing this.

An Interesting fact In connection with the new build-

ing of the Mutual Life Insurance Company, In process of

erection on Cedar and Liberty streets. New York City.

Is that the cellar floor Is about 55 feet below the level of

the sidewalk and 35 feet below the line of standing
water. In sinking the foundations the problem was
somewhat complicated by the fact that tbe adjoining
building was an 18-story structure, and the ground floor

was filled with the safes and vaults of a safe deposit

company, so that a settlement of the foundation as much
as 1-lflth Inch would have Interfered with the working
of the time locks and prevented the doors of the vaults

from being opened. In order to sustain the wall caissons

formed of steel tubes 3 feet In diameter were sunk and
a substantial underpinning provided, after which the

construction of the foundations for the new building

was commenced.
It was necessary to sink the main caissons through

loose sand and crumbling rock In some places 32 feet In

depth, so that bed rock was not reached until the cais-

sons were down very nearly 100 feet below the street

level. The site of tbe new building was practically iu-

closed by sinking steel caissons each 8 feet in width and

from 15% to 22 feet in length. When these were down
to bed rock, a water tight inclosure was made by ram-

ming the space between them full of red clay. This

was accomplished by sinking a 3-Inch pipe between tbe

caissons by means of a water Jet, and dropping cores of

clay Into the pipe and then forcing this out by dropping

a heavy steel bar upon It: the pipe meantime being

drawn up foot by foot until the whole of each space was
filled. Some Idea of the extent of the work Involved In

connection with this part of the structure may be gath-

ered from the statement that in the permanent founda-

tions there are 2000 tons of Steel, 20,000 barrels of ce-

ment, 10,000 cubic yards of stone and 5000 cubic yards

of sand. Above the sidewalk the new building will be

eight stories in hight In Cedar street. In order to corre-

spond with the old structure, while In Liberty street it

will be IB stories above the sidewalk and will cost, when
completed. In the neighborhood of $2,500,000.

Method of Deadening Floors.

A novel scheme of construction having for its ob-

ject the deadening of floors In apartment houses is being

carried Into effect by an architect in Chicago. One of

tbe very annoying features of the modern flat or apart-

ment house Is the distinctness with which sounds are

communicated from one floor to another, and in some

houses It is not Infrequently the case that tenants on

one floor are unable to long occupy their apartments, ow-

ing to the continual noises overhead; every sound of

walking or moving about being communicated through

the floor and walls as if the latter were made up of

" sounding boards."

From an inspection of the sketch It will be seen that

Instead of using one Joist on which the floor will rest

and to which the celling will be attached, the architect

has two, one for the floor and one for the celling.

The floor Joist will be 2 x 12 Inches and the ceiling Joist

2x0 Inches, placed as shown In the illustration. There

noo»
_ .
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MelMvd of Deadening F loon.

is a space of 1% Inches between the bottom of the floor

joist and the celling, and the open space cuts off all com-

munication between the floors. The cost of the building

will be materially Increased, but as it is being erected

for Investment and not for speculation, the owner be-

lieves that the advantages of an attractive structure

such as It is proposed to construct, will appeal to ten-

ants, and that they will appreciate It.

All who have visited the Pan-American Exposition

In Buffalo unite In declaring that nothing hitherto pro-

duced In the way of electrical illumination can compare

with the display made at the Pan-American, with the

aid of the electricity generated at Niagara Falls. The

electrical tower Itself Is described as something abso-

lutely unique, resembling a great pillar of flame from the

ground to the golden figure which surmounts it. Every

building of the exposition glistens at night with thou-

sands of incandescent lamps. Imparting a falrylike, and

nt the same time magnificent, aspect to the whole sur-

roundings. Electricity is probably the strongest point

about the present show, although it Is said to be remark-

ably strong in every department.

From the top of the 360-foot level of the Electric

Tower of the Pan-American Exposition there will be

operated a searchlight, the beam from which. It is ex-

pected, will be visible 50 or more miles distant. This

searchlight will Ik? a 30-lneh projector and one of the

most won*lerful of the kind ever made. While the

searchlight which commanded so much attention at the

World's Columbian Exposition was known as a 36-Inch

projector, this atMncli projector of the Pan-American

Exposition will be far more surpassing light.
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PREVENTING DAMPNESS IN BUILDINGS.

ALL hollow wnlls should be provided with a damp
course—that 18, a course or layer of some material

Impervious to damp, at least 3 Inches above bottom of

cavity—and this damp coarse should always be Imme-
diately below underside of ground floor Joists and where
possible above ground level.

Fig. 8 shows an arrangement which may be used In

many residences where the level of ground floor Is above
ground .surface and where there are no cellars. If

thought advisable the damp course may be put on out-

tide half as well as Inside half, and at the same level.

Fig. 0 shows an arrangement which may be used
when ground floor level Is only Just above surface level,

and when basements are provided the thicker portion of
wall on the outside below such surface. In order to be
more capable of sustaining earth. A damp course may
be provided for outside half Immediately above the sur-

face level. If the thin portion of wall ran down to the
footings there would be no bend In the cavity, as shown
In Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows an arracgemeut for a building with a
parapet wall and gutter behind. In case of snow or
heavy rains the parapet wall would get wet, as also in

Fig. II Cavity in Wall Filled with Dmmp
Proof Material.

_ "7,
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the two portions, which will act as transmitters of the

damp from outside to Inside.

Placing the thicker portion Inside gives the best sup-

port for roofs, floors. Ac., without having to lengthen

the members, and all connection with outside Is avoided,

but there is much difficulty In forming deep reveals with-

out the danger of forming a connection between the two

parts so that damp may be transmitted from one to the

other. However, I may say that the thicker portion In-

side is better and more economical.

In regard to the materials necessary I would say that

tie Irons are made of cast or wrought Iron, the latter of

which I prefer, being lighter and more capable of resist-

ing tension. They arc made of different patterns, but

are generally twisted at the middle, or sunk, to allow

the water to drop off and not pass along them toward in-

terior portion. They are better forked at the ends, giv-

ing them a better hold. They are also made of wire, In

the shape of the figure eight on its back, and are twisted

at the middle and have a email drop to lead the water

away. In all cases they should be either dipped when
hot in tar, enameled, or galvanized.

Damp courses are formed: 1. Of vitrified pottery

slabs, pierced with perforations of different patterns.

They are usually about 0 inches long by 1V4 to 3 Inches

thick, their width varying according to the thickness of

the wall. These slabs have a tongued and grooved

Fig. H.-Damp Course where Level of Ground Mg. » -Arrangement of Damp Course »% 10.-Management of Karnp Course for

Floor la above Grade Line and there la no «bei (.round Floor Level Is only slightly • Building wltti Parapet Wall and Gutter

Cellar. al>ote Grade Line. Behind.

Prftrnting Dampna* in Jiuildingt.

the case of overflows or leakages, and to prevent this

wet getting to the Interior portion below a damp course

Is Inserted at tome convenient point below level of gut-

ter, as shown.

In all cases where hollow walls are used the cavity

may be made 1 to 2 inches wide, and the Joints near the

cavity left clear of all mortar, as shown. The cavity

Is then filled In with damp proof material In a fluid state,

which fills up the cavity and remainder of the Joints,

sets hard, and the result la one solid wall, perfectly Im-

pervious to damp, as shown In Fig. 11.

Slates, overlapping vertically, placed between ex-

ternal and Internal parts, and ties which are bent up and
hooked, secured ultimately to slates and walls, answer
the same purpose. These are sometimes called vertical

damp courses.

Where hollow walls are used of an even number of

half bricks In thickness, exclusive of cavity, there are

arguments for and against the use of the thicker portion

outside and for its use Inside, which may be briefly

summed up as follows:

Thicker portion outside: This is often the case with
walls having a stone face, and It allows of deep reveals

to openings. If such be required, without additional con-

struction. It, however, admits of holding a much larger

percentage of water, which causes a greater bulk to be

nearer the Inside wall. Timbers. &c. If they are to be
carried by the stronger portion, will have to be length-

ened, and consequently connections are made ltetween

Continued from page 127. May [aaue

meeting Joint, and the surfaces are ribbed at right angles

to the face.

2. Of different kinds of natural and artificial as-

phalts, whicb should. In all cases, be impervious to

damp.
3. Sheet lead laid along walls, from 1% to 5 pounds

per superficial foot in weight—the Joints should be

lapped.

4. Slates laid In cement mortar In double courses,

beading Joints, broken.

5. A mixture of boiling pitch and tar run on hot to a

thickness of % Inch and sprinkled with sand.

(I. One or more courses of Staffordshire blue bricks

laid In cement mortar.

7. Cullender's pure bitumen damp proof course la an
excellent material and most convenient to use. This

material is made up In various widths to suit all thick-

nesses of walls and in different lengths, from 24 feet,

upward. The meeting Joints are made by lapping the

material I
1

.. Inches, heating with a hot iron and pressing.

In addition to the natural forms in which dampness
attacks buildings the latter often suffer through gut-

ters, rain water pipes and waste pipes leaking, galleys

placed against building overflowing, footways Insuffi-

ciently drained, drain pipe Joints leaking. &c.

The sooner defects of this unture are remedied the

better, for It is n very forcible case of " a stitch In time
saves nine."

Those who have old buildings, the walls of which arc

damp through prevailing rains, if such wall or walls
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wore rendered with cement, covered with slates or good
tiles lapped and secured to battens, or other walls built
around the damp ones, leaving a cavity between thetn
and tying them together as hereinbefore described, and
ventilating such cavity, would in most cases remedy
the trouble. If the dampness arises from the founda-
tions, the first thing to flo is to effectually drain them
and then below the floor level and above the ground
level insert a .lamp course. I bav< had a case In which
the floors were taken up md the site was covered with 6
inches of concrete.

But circumstances alter cases, and what applies to
one may not t.t another, and so It is with curing damp-
ness in old buildings. I should strongly advise those in
their possession to consult some person who has had ex-
perience In such cases before inadvertently spending
their money, and those who are about to build take ad-
vantage of other people's experiences. Make your build-
ings damp proof and they will be more durable more
healthy, less expensive to maintain and will in tiie end
be by far the cheaper. Be wise in time, therefore, and
remember dampness means destruction to the building
and death to those who Inhoblt It.

New Publications.

Brick Laying. By Owen B. Maginnls. Size 6 x 9
Inches. 80 pages. Illustrated by over 200 engravings.
Bound iu board covers with gilt side title. Published
by the Author. Trice $2. postpaid.

This little work has been prepared to meet a well
defined demand for a treatise on the most approved
American methods of bricklaying, the data having been
obtained directly from practical work during process
of construction. The matter Is comprised In several
chapters covering bricklayers' tools and their applica-
tion; laying out the work; mixing
bonding; building brick angles, corner
witlis; brick arches, lintels, and piers; chimney flues and
chimney breasts; anchoring, bracing and furring brick
walls, together with general and miscellaneous details
of brick work. The volume Is divided Into two parts,
the second of which relates to shoring and needling, as
originally published In Carpentry and Building, together
with a chapter on underpinning and sheet piling. The
author states that the contents of the work Is made up
of serial ami Individual articles written for various trade
Journals and which have been revised and supplemented
by other valuable information gathered by him In bis
own daily observation and experience in building con-
structioi) during the past 20 years.

Saw Fili.no and the Management of Saws. By Robert
Grimshaw. Size, 4 x GU Inches. 94 pages. Illus-
trated by 81 diagrams and engravings. Bound In
board covers, Published by Norman W. Henley &
Co. Price ?1, post paid.

This Is a revised and enlarged edition of a work by a
well-known author, whose aim has been to make the lit-

tle book to servo as a practical aid to those who use saws
for any purpose. As Its title implies, It treats principally
of saw tiling, but at the same time attention is given
to the questions of gumming, spring setting, swaging
and hammering, as well as to the brazing of band saws.
There are also extensive comments upon the speed, work
and power to run circular saws, &c. In the revision of
the work the effort has been to bring it up to current
practice, and to render It of special Interest and value to
the practical mechanic.

Technical School in Pittsburgh.

Preliminary plans for a group of buildings for the
proposed Carnegie Technical School, at Pittsburgh. Pa..

to cost $1,000,000 or more, have been prepared by Emll
Swensson. formerly chief engineer and manager of the.

Keystone Urldrje Works, of the Carnegie Steel Company,
but now the property of the American Bridge Company.
These plans are now in the bands of the Committee on
Plan nnd Sr.pp.-. at Pittsburgh. The plans provide for

six large buildings of brick, two and three stories

The Idea is to have them grouped about a central court

yard or hollow square. In the center of which will be a
well kept lawn. One large building will face the Btreet

at the edge of a lawn artistically cut up with driveways,
flower beds and fountains. Behind this building across

the central court is another of equal size, an
the central square on either side are two pairs of i

structures, to be u?ed for various purposes.

New Building for the Department of Agriculture

The appointing of a board, consisting of Secretary of

Agriculture Wilson, Supervising Architect of the Treas-

ury Knox. Cass Gilbert of New York. J. II. Rankin of

Philadelphia, and Rush Marshall of Washington, to

superintend the preparation of plans for a new building

for the Department of Agriculture has recently been
approved by Secretary Gage. This board Is to select

ten architects, who are to be Invited to submit plans by
October next, when the board will decide which plan

shall be adopted and presented to Congress for approval.

The new building, which Is expected to cost about

£2,000,000, will have a frontage of 400 feet for the main
section, and the winga will be 200 feet deep. It will

be of white marble and four stories high.
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Public Support of Trade School*.

An Interesting departure baa recently been made by

tbe public school authorities of Springfield, Mass., In

tbe storting of trade classes In connection with the pub-

lic school system of tbe city, the expense being borne

by the public funds and tbe classes superintended by

tbe City Superintendent of Schools. This Is probably

tbe first Instance in which a definite trade education

baB been provided In connection with tbe public school

system of any city in the United States, and the venture

will be watched with considerable interest by those In-

terested In the industrial trainlug of American boys.

Should the Springfield experiment prove successful

there is every reason to expect that the example will

be followed iu other cities. The labor unions may per-

haps array themselves against this practice, and It Is

quite possible that their influence may be sufficient to

prevent its wide adoption. Nevertheless the principle

Is a good one. It has been tried and found satisfactory

in European countries, and, when properly understood.

Is likely to commend Itself to the public at large, or at

least to that section of It which is more particularly

Interested In the Industrial development of this country.

Reports from Germany clearly demonstrate tbat the In-

dustrial excellence attained of late years by the work-

men of that country is due almost entirely to the facul-

ties giveu to the youth of the Fatherland to obtain a

trade training at the public expense.

Lack of Public Financial Support.

Hitherto the trade school movement in this country

has beeu hampered by tbe lack of public financial sup-

port Such schools as are now in existence have been

started either by associations of employers lu the build-

ing trades or by private munificence. No public support,

has to any very material extent been provided

for any of these Institutions. It is this that has pre-

vented the spread of the trade school movement In the

United States. In view of the rapidly expanding

foreign trade of this country and the growing demand

for skilled labor of all kinds, it would seem tbat a

larger public support of Institutions whose object Is

the training of American boys as skilled artisans Is one

of the greater needs of the present day. At the present

time, and for some time past, there has been a com-

plaint from many parts of the country of a scarcity of

skilled workmen, especially in the building and allied

trades, and it Is an obvious fact that the supply of

such labor Is not equal to the demand. One reason for

this state of affairs is that the policy of the trades

unions hns been, and still Is, to keep down to the nar-

rowest possible limits the number of apprentices In tbe

different building trades. The only way by which an

American boy can be provided with a clear field for

making a livelihood along industrial lines is by giving

him every facility for equipping himself with the best

theoretical and practical knowledge of a trade; and this

can best be provided through the medium of the trade

school.

Paying Model Tenement*.

Further substanUal support of the claim that the

erection of model tenements can be made a paying in-

vestment was offered a few weeks since in the annual re-

port presented to the stockholders of tbe City and Sub-
urban Homes Company of New York. The report in

question shows that the company have now upward of

$2,000,000 invested, chiefly in model tenements In the

Borough of Manhattan. The earnings on this Investment

during the past year have been satisfactory, and divi-

dends of 4 per cent, have beeu paid after all current ex-

penses were met Last year the dividend rate was 8%
per cent, and In the previous year, the first In which tbe

company operated, a 3 per cent, dividend was earned.

The increase In the rate of dividends has been effected

without Impairing the surplus which existed a year ago.

The experience of the company during their three years'

existence demonstrates, the report says, that it Is pos-

sible for model tenement houses to be made to earn 5

per cent. net. with a lil>enil allowance for depreciation.

The company at present are operatlug two model tene-

ment properties, one ou the east and one on the west side

of the city, from which the total rent collections last year

were $20,000, the losses from bad debts being only $48,

and the loss from vacancies during the year only 3.44

per cent. The vital statistics of the company's tene-

ments, too, are strikingly favorable, showing a remark-

ably low death rate as compared with the figures of the

entire city. So successful have the company been with

their existing Investments that they have determined,

during the coming year, to put a further sum of $1,250,-

000 Into model tenements for colored people on the west

side of New York, to contain about 200 apartments,

chiefly of two or three rooms each. A very Important

result of the company's operations Is noted by President

E. K. L. Gould, In the fact that by establishing a higher

standard of bousing accommodations on a basis of suc-

cessful financial returns, other owners of tenement prop-

erty in the vicinity of the company's estates have been

compelled to improve and manage their property with

more regard to the health and social welfare of their

tenants. This is rightly regarded as one of the most en-

couraging results of the efforts of the company, and It la

not too much to expect that the Important experiment

which Dr. Gould and his associates have undertaken will,

In connection with the new tenement bouse law, work a
revolution In the matter of housing the poorer wage
earning classes of tbe city of New York, provided always

tbat the tenement house law Is strictly and honestly en-

lorced.

The Tendency Toward Fire Proof Dwellings.

Those who closely observe the tendency of the time*

cannot have failed to notice aftor a stroll through some
of the residential sections of New York City the extent

to which old fashioned dwellings with brown stone

fronts and high stoops are being torn down to make
room for modern homes, largely fire proof In their con-

struction, and arranged in accordance with the latest

architectural devices for comfort, convenience and lux-

ury. In commenting upon the change which la taking
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place it may be pointed out that the average brown

atone house put together 30, 40 or 50 years ago was

designed with too much disregard of the possibilities of

ruin from Are and that not a few of them were any-

thing but attractive to the eye. The architects of to-day

have made striking advances over the pattern of the

old style brown stone house, and certain residential quar-

ters of the city are rapidly taking on new aspects, the

change being most striking both In outward appearance

and in the Interior arrangement of the homesof thosewho

are In more than comfortable circumstances. The som-

ber monotony of the antiquated rows of exactly similar

" brown stone fronts " with high stoops is giving way

to transformations which make many blocks far moro

attractive than before and are fully in harmony with

the spirit of modem Improvement and progress. The

excessive use of brown stone by builders has been sup-

planted by a welcome diversl'y of building materials

and In the fronts and the si lines of costly houses.

The deadly dullnoss of the c Adote tint Is becoming

less prevalent. Many different kinds of stone and of

brick are now used freely in the rebuilding of houses,

and It is gratifying to note that the new homes in a

great number of Instances are more nearly fire proof.

Association of Builders' Exchanges.

The Ohio State Association of Builders' Exchanges

was organized at a meeting held In the rooms of the

Cleveland Builders' Exchange, In the Chamber of Com-

merce Building, May 15, this being the second organiza-

tion of Its kind In the United States. The new associa-

tion is Intended to bring Into closer affiliation building

contractors and dealers in building materials of the State

for the purpose of Influencing legislation at Columbus,

procuring greater uniformity In methods of practice, pro-

viding a means of intelligent consideration and action in

wage matters, cultivating acquaintanceship and main-

taining headquarters where information of mutual In-

terest may he collected and disseminated.

There were present at this meeting representatives

from all the exchanges In the State except Cincinnati,

but a letter was received from the latter city pledging

co-operation hi the movement. The delegates in at-

tendance were J. L. Creswell, president, and Albert Neu-

koni, secretary of the Toledo Builders' Exchange: Presi-

dent Miley, Lonls Heller and H. I*. Ileedy of the Youngs-

town Builders' Exchange; K. .1. Oardlner, secretary of

the Columbus Builders' and Traders' Exchange, and a

committee of five, representing the Cleveland Builders-

Exchange.
The officers for the ensuing year elected were: Presi-

dent, James Young, n prominent general contractor of

Cleveland; first vice-president, J. L. Creswell of Toledo;

second vice-president, II. P. Heedy of Youngstown; third

vice-president, K. J. Gardiner of Columbus; secretary and

treasurer, Edward A. Roberta of Cleveland.

The visitors were entertained at a social and business

luncheon at the Hollendeu Hotel at noon, upward of 75

being present, when enthusiastic speeches In favor of the

proposed organisation were mnde. It was decided to In-

clude In the representation Individual contractors and

builders In cities and towns where no association exisU,

and to have nn Executive Committee, consisting of one

member from each city and town, to conduct the affairs

of the State association in the Interim between annual

meetings. Features of the association are to be standing

ci/inmlttecs on legislation and arbitration.

It was decided to arrange for the first general meeting

at the Hotel Victory. Put-In-Bay, early In the summer.

TrrE competition among the 13 prominent architect*

of the country for plans for the Public Building at

Cleveland. Ohio, has been settled by the unanimous

agreement of the Board of Award, which has selected

the plans submitted by Arnold W. Brunner of New York

City. The Board of Award consisted of the following

architects: C. A. Cooltdge of Chicago. T. C. Young of

St. Louis, .1. M. Carroll of New York. S. 8. Peabody of

Boston. James Knox Taylor. Supervising Architect

of the Treasury, ex-offlcio. The report of the board waa
approved by Secretary Cage and Assistant Secretary

Taylor. The building, it Is said, will be one of the finest

In the United States.

Qlrls Learning Carpentry.

Female students of the State Normal School who par-

ticipate In the sloyd class at the school completely dis-

prove the old saying that " a woman cannot drive a nail

straight," says the Baltimore American. The young
women of the cIsbs not only drive nails, but handle saws,
planes and other carpenter tools with a dexterity that

would shame the awkwarduess of many men. The
whole system of education by sloyd teaching means to

combine Intellect with the handtraining, and educators
the world over are Interested in it.

The sloyd room in the basement of the Normal School
Is really a well equipped carpenter shop. It contains
about a dozen sloyd or carpenter benches and a com-
plete equipment of all varieties of carpenter tools. Be-
fore taking up this part of the work the pupils are in-

structed to mold certain objects, and do work in paper
folding. This elementary part of the work is really very
complicated. Working plans arc made of all the work.
Then comes cardboard work, forming figures out of
pieces of cardboard, representing geometrical solids.

After this preliminary work the pupils are Introduced to

the carpenter shop. They display some little awkward-
ness at first, but soon become skillful In handling the

tools, and become Intensely interested In the work.
Only one girl has injured herself thus far. and that

happened because of a shaving alighting on her nose.

She was so Interested In her work that she thoughtlessly
brushed at It with her knife and cut her nose. The first

tool handled Is a sloyd knife, with an ordinary blade
about 3 Inches long. The first article mnde is a glove
mender, requiring 22 steps In the making. The next
article Is a seed stick, introducing the use of the plane
and requiring eight different steps. Thus different ar-

ticles are made, each introducing her tools, until the use
of all the tools Is acquired. The pupils work in both hard
and soft woods. All work Is shellacked by the students,
who, also, do all gluing and use sandpaper sparingly.

The tools used Include different sizes and varieties of
chisels, saws, planes, hammers, mallets, gouges and
squares. The middle and senior classes participate in the
work. Prof. W. C. A. Hammel is the Instructor. He has
studied Bloyd training under Swedish teachers, and
planned the ?ystem at the State Normal School.

Convention of Architects.

The next annual convention, which will be the thirty-

fifth of the American Institute of Architects, will be held)

In Buffalo, N. Y., Octotter 3, 4 and 5 of the current year-
President Peabody has appointed ns a committee of ar-

rangements Glenn Brown of Washington, Walter Cook
of New York and E. B. Green of Buffalo.

We understand It Is the Intention of the committee to
secure several papers showing the results produced on
Government architecture by the Tarsney act. together
with several papers on the Exposition.

The first stone of Cologne Cathedral was laid on Au-
gust 15. 1218, and the body of the edifice was not opened
until August 15, 1848, eoo years later to the very day.
It was not, however, until August 15, 1880, that the
splendid structure was finally completed, having thus
occupied In building the " record " time of exactly 834
years.

A pkess dispatch from Menominee, Mich., reports the
sale of a quantity of shingles which- will rank among
notable transactions of Its kind. It states that the Ed-
ward nines Lumber Company of Chicago hove pur-
chased of Northwestern concerns 100,000,000 shingles of
the 1!*)1 season's cut and Involving $200,000.
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HOUSE IN A NEW YORK SUBURB.

THE residence wblch forms the basis of the Illustra-

tions prescoted upon tbla and tbe pages whlc-ti fol-

low, embodies In Its design much tbat Is of suggestive

interest and value. The architectural treatment of the

exterior Is such as to attract more than passing attention,

tbe noticeable features being tbe plaster stucco work,

which covers tbe outside of the house except tbe tower,

where the first story wall Is constructed of field stone

laid In cement mortar, tbe piers supporting the veranda
columns, the low wall partially encircling the tower and
forming an uncovered porch at tbat end of the build

lng, tbe heavy overshot cornice and tbe leaning toward
tbe Spanish in the style of architecture. A general view
of the finished structure, as well as parts of the Interior,

are given on our half-tone plates, whlcb are made from
pbotographs taken for tbe purpose.

A careful study of the floor plans shows a rather

Inches, placed 16 Inches on centers. Tbe first and second

floor beams are 2 x 10 Inches, the tblrd floor beams 2 x

8 Inches, all placed 16 Inches on centers; the ridges are

1 x 10 lnchea, and tbe ribbon pieces 1x5 Inches. Tbe
frame work of tbe building Is covered with hemlock
sheathing boards, put on horizontally, then lathed and

covered with Portland cement mixed with King's Wind-
sor cement, in tbe proportion of about two of the latter

to one of the former and one of sand. The cement was
floated to an even surface and finished with cement dash

work, all as shown by tbe elevations and half-tone plate.

The roofs are covered with 18-Inch red cedar shingles

laid r>'-j inches to the weather, all corners being woven
In and hips and rtdges combed with Boston hip.

Tbe floors of the first and second story are double, the

rough or lower one, being composed of % x 8 Inch boards

laid diagonally and well nailed to the beams. The top

Front Election.—Scale, % Inch to tb* Foot.

Hoiut in a A'«« Tort Suburb —A. F. Leicht, Arthiteet, M State Street, Sew York City.

open arrangement of the first floor, the disposition

being sucb as to make tbe parlor, library and re-

ception hall practically one room. The dining

room is at the right of the reception hall as

one enters the house, while the kitchen is directly

In tbe rear, communication between it and the dining

room being established through the butler's pantry. The
main stairs land nearly in tbe center of the bouse, giv-

ing ensy access to the principal sleeping rooms on tbe

second floor.

The walls below grade, as well as arches and topplug

out of chimneys, are laid In cement mortar, composed of

one part Brooklyn Bridge cement and three parts sand.

All walls above grade are laid up in lVi parts Kockland

lime to three of sand, with the face of tbe wall laid lu

cement mortar as above.

According to the architect's specifications, tbe timber

used In tbe frame of the building is white pine or spruce

•of the following sizes, and as approved by the Yonkers

Building Department. Girders 6x8 Inches, sills and

posts 4x6 inches, plates composed of two 2x4 spiked

together, window and door studs 2x4 inches, hip and

valley rafters 2 x 10 inches, and common rafters 2x6

or finishing floors are composed of strips of x :v- 2 Inch

tongued and grooved Georgia pine, while the third floor

Is of strips of % x 4 Inch North Carolina pine. The beads

and Jambs of the Interior door openings, as well as the

trim and base, are of chestnut. All windows on the first

floor have panel backs and all others have molded stools.

The kitchen, Iwthroom and butler's pantry are wains-

coted. The stairs from the first to the second floors are

of chestnut, with threads and risers boused Into the

wall strings.

Tbe wood work of the first and second floors Is fin-

ished natural, and has one coat of Wheeler's best filler

stained In colors and well rubbed In, after which It Is

treated to two coats of Charles H. Gillespie & Sons' Mon-

arch wood finish. All exterior wood work has two coats

of whlto lead and linseed oil.

Tbe bathroom Is equipped with a Standard Iron enam-

eled bathtub with combination faucet, a Kenny deep

seal siphon hopper and trap combined closet and a 14 x

17 Inch oval Standard iron enamel wash bowl, with nickel

plated fixtures.

The kitchen Is fitted with a No. 80 portable Thatcher

range, a 35 gallon galvanized iron boiler and a two-part
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tloD that no man, I care not how advantageously ha

may deem himself situated, is or can be Independent of

bla fellows; nay, more, show me a man holding and
acting upon these views, and I will show you one that

the world will be no better for bis baying lived. The
belief, I care not by whom entertained, that be la or can

be independent of bis fellows, Is a fallacy of mono-
mental proportion. The man who by good fortune has

attained what may aoem to him to be a position of inde-

pendence and therefore thinks he has no interest In com-

mon with his fellow men, has lived to little purpose, and
It goeB without saying that such a one may safely be

put upon the list of those who never will be missed.

Oentlemen, the question la apt to arise in the minds
of the members of the Builders' Exchange, What benefit

do we receive from this organization? and I have heard

it expressed very, very often by some of the members
present to-night In this connection I am Impelled to

say that the benefits to be derived from an association

such as the exchange are In almost direct proportion

to the use that Is made of the advantages and privileges

It affords, for many new members, 1 fear, have the idea

that by joining the exchange tbey will be the recipient

of gifts without further attention or even attendance.

When they do call at the exchange they are disap-

pointed because tbey do not find dollars on the floor or

suspended from the celling, waiting to be taken, or, In

other words, they expect to find some person waiting

rimt Floor. Kwooii Floor

Alberene stone laundry tub, all plumbing being done

under the rules of the Board of Health of Yonkers. The
house Is wired for electric lighting and Is heated by
steam and hot air.

The residence here shown Is that of Mrs. R. F. East-

man, and is beautifully situated In Lowerre, Yonkers,

one of the mnny attractive suburbs of which the city

of New York can boast. The house whs erected In ac-

Ilwut in o Sew Tork Suburb —Floor J Uint.—ScaU, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

cordance with drawings prepared by architect A. F.
Lelcbt of 21 to 24 State street, New York City.

Advantages of Membership in a Builders'

Exchange.

At the annual banquet of the Builders' Exchange of
Lowell, Mass., the principal address of the evening was
made by Vice-President Conlon, who after reviewing
the history of the organization since its inception in

April, 1888, referred as follows to the advantages and
benefits resulting from membership In Bucb a body:

In looking around this banquet table to-night, I see
some of the members present who. In my opinion, de-

serve the thanks and congratulations of the members
at large for their untiring work and zeal In carrying

out the business and the object for which the exchange
was organized in a faithful, conscientious and unselfish

manner. " 'TIs a pity we have not more of tho same
kind."

Gentlemen, some say that they are not likely to re-

ceive or need help from any body of men. A sufficient

reply to thla deceptive and contracted view Is the asser-

to take them out and show them some job whereby they

can make enough profit to pay their year's dues.

Another complaint we hear Is that such or such a

man never nsks me for a bid. In reply to that I want
to say If any member of this exchange does not see fit

to want my bid, that, gentlemen, is his right and privi-

lege. We do not know why be does not ask us for our

bid, bnt ho does not. We should not try to force ourselves

on any one. Again, we hear members say that this or

that man has not used us right. To that I will say, kick,

gentlemen, kick. Tell him so, go to that man, ask for

an explanation, meet him face to face, man to man,

and I venture to say that in nine cases out of ten you

will find that the gentleman had no Intention of using

you wrongfully and the motive will be explained to your

entire satisfaction. If not you know what to do, never

give him a bid again. Any man may be taken In once,

but it Is a fool that can be played for a sucker a second

time, and In my homely way I would say. " Watch him,

but don't go out on the street corners telling everybody

about It. Your time will come: just watch him."

But, gentlemen, it Is worthy of notice that the most
faithful members and the oldest members of the ex-

change are the best satisfied and most contented with.
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their membership. Many opportunities are offered
through the organisation to broaden and extend one's
business.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I want to remind you that
our business hour at the exchange la from 11 o'clock
to 12 o'clock dally, and to Impress upon your minds the
necessity and advantages of attendance. If It Is only
for fiTe minutes each day; call at the exchange. You
who have two or more members In the firm certainly
have time to call dally some time between 11 o'clock
and 12 o'clock. The time Is paat when the Builders'
Exchange of this city can be called an experiment. It

is a fixed fact and only needs that we be true and loyal

to our undertakings to realize all our reasonable ex-
pectations.

Wood Working; Tools in the Philippine Islands.

In the wood working line the manufacture of boxes
and cases In the islands has opened a new demand for

The Exhibit of Hygiene and Sanitation at the

Pan-American Exposition.

The exhibit In the Interests of sanitation at the Pan-

American Exposition will be under the direction of Dr.

Selim H. Peabody. superintendent of the department of

Liberal Arts, and In the special charge of Dr. Jacob 8.

Otto, assistant superintendent The exhibit, it is said,

will be a representative one, though not of great extent,

owing to the small space available. The exhibit in pub-

lic hygiene, made by the United States Commission at

the Paris Exposition and collected by Dr. Samuel W.
Abbott. secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Health,

will form the basis of the exhibit at the Pan-American

Exposition. The general powers and duties of cities and

municipal boards of health and the results attained In

various departments connected with them will be pre-

sented In the form of reports, charts and models. A
complete quarantine system will also be on exhibition.

Stile (Left. Elevation.—Hcalr. % Inch to the Foot.

Huute in a Xtw York Suburb.

appropriate tools and equipments, says a correspondent

in discussing the needs of the islanders regarding ar-

ticles of hardware. The great forests of the country

are about to be included in the available products of the

islands, and the hum of the saw may already be heard

In the woods. Mahogany, rosewood, pine and kindred

other species arc being cut in large quantities, sawed
into building and box making materials; all this is call-

ing for more wood working tools than the stores of the

country have thus far been able to furnish. Buzz saws

of a portable character are much wanted, so that wood
cutters may move from point to point with the sawing

outfits. I know of several parties here possessing cir-

cular sawing outfits who are earning money by going

from place to place cutting lumber for others. Values

of sawed lumber are high and profits arc large.

Carpenters' tools are being ordered to a larger extent

than ever before. Native made planes are odd devices

and seldom satisfactory in their work. Chisels are in-

ferior, and the same Is true of the whole list of tools.

The boring tools are particularly defective and holes are

drilled only with considerable exertion and trouble. The

resulting bore Is always imperfect. Bits and bit stocks

•ell with ease. Gimlets, all kinds of cutting tools and

hammers are selling very freely.

In addition to maps illustrating the progress of the in-

troduction of large water supplies In cities and towns,

there will be photographs and plana to show the vari-

ous schemes for supplying water to large communities
and the relation of the mortality rate in certain locali-

ties to measures undertaken for the purification of that

water supply.

Owing to the close relation of the subject of water
supply to sowage and sewage disposal, a map will be
exhibited showing the percentage of population by
States and Territories living In sewered towns in 1897.

Various methods of sewage disposal will be illustrated

by exhibits made by cities and municipalities where
such methods are In operation. The exhibit of the city

of Worcester, Mass., will illustrate the chemical precipi-

tation methods. There will also be a model of the great

drainage canal at Chicago. The American Sewage Dis-

posal Company will erect a plant to Illustrate the bio-

logical system of sewage disposal and water purifica-

tion, widen will demonstrate the action of bacteria on-

sewage in process of purification, and photographs,

charts and statistics will be used to show the equip-

ment and results obtained by the Lawrence Equipment
Station in Massachusetts uj.der the control of the Stats-

Board of Health.
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THE ART OF VENEERING.
17«

» X article on the subject of

A in > late Issue of one of the
papers, contains so many Interesting suggestions that
we present it herewith: A wood suitable for veneering
requires to be thoroughly well seasoned, free from
knots and shakes, and should not contain turps. The
best of woods for the purpose are mahogany and
American walnut, although good pine answers well for

ordinary purposes. The surfeee. if flat. Is carefully

planed with the trying plane. It Is then well toothed
over with the toothing plane- first the lengthways of the
wood and afterward the crossways-care being taken to

tooth the work thoroughly. If you are working pine,

use n coarse toothing iron; If mahogany or other hard
wood, a finer Iron Is requisite. If the wood presents

a hollow or rounded surface. It Is shaped with suitable

planes, rasps and (lies, and finally well prepared cross-

ways with coarse gloss paper such as strong No. 2 or

No. 2%.

The nest preparation la sizing. To make the size,

take one part of good Scotch glue and boil It well with
50 parts of water; then brush over the ground work
while hot; allow to dry, and if there should be any de-

fects in the ground work fill In with stopping. Make
your stopping by mixing some finely ground plaster of

parts with hot glue and water, enough to form a moder-
ately stiff paste. Then lay In where necessary with a

chisel, taking care to allow for shrinkage; let It dry.

then level off with a rasp.

Having sized the ground work over next proceed to

the preparation of the veneer while It Is drying. Look
carefully to the wood before cutting It, and see that It Is

done In such a manner as to get the grain of It to the

best advantage. Cut it rather larger than the surface it

is Intended to veneer, to allow for leveling at the ends
and sides. Most veneers, such as mahogany, oak,

chestnut, maple, sycamore, birch, satinwood and various

other woods, are ready for cutting as received from the

merchant; but some, like burr walnut, brown oak.

Amboyna, Ac. present an uneven surface, called
• hackly." When this Is the case, damp one side with

clear water, lay it down with Its dry side upward, and
put the wet side of the next veneer upon It. repeating

the operation till all are done. Take particular care to

keep each veneer. If there are more than three or four.

In Its proper order aa you damp and turn over,

and do not on any account get them mixed. Let the

wood stand about four or five hours, then lay them out

to allow to nearly dry and they will be ready for cutting

The next process Is flatting. Get two pieces of wood
(dry straight pine will answer), rather longer than the

veneer nnd heat them on a stove or before a bright fire;

then place the veneer together between the hand screw,

and allow it to reiunin for about half an hour; repeat

this operation until the veneer Is perfectly dry and thor-

oughly tint.

Filling In.

Our wood is now ready for tilling In. If It Is per-

fectly sound this operation Is. of course, unnecessary;

but it frequently happens, especially with burr walnut,

that It contains holes that require tilling. To do this

take a piece of the veneer (off the edges of that already

cut out), and flat It precisely as the other. Select the

part of it which matches la>st with the grain of the

wood around the hole to be tilled In. Place this under-

neath the hole. If you have a stamp rather larger than

the hole, you may now cut It square or circular and
the piece for tilling It at the same time. If not, take

an ordinary pocket knife having a sharp point and cut

your hole and veneer the required shape. When you
have filled In the wood lay It on a flat board, then press

the piece In with a hammer. If they are rather large

use one or two finely pointed tacks to keep them In

position. Now cover all the pieces with strips of paper,

selecting a strong paper such as copy book or note paper

for the purpose—one that Is not too thick—and glue It on
side. Take care to use glue Just thick enough to hold

the wood in position. Pay particular attention to
or It will cause a good deal of trouble. You will find

it best to cut the paper In strips about 1*4 to 1% inches
wide. Lay it on a board to glue and smooth It over
your veneer with a damp rag.

Jointing.

We now proceed to Jointing. Place the veneer In

the position It will appear when laid. Observe that It

matches. If you are to have one Joint with two veneers
or two Joints with four veneers see that the grain of
the wood forms a figure havlug both sides alike. If
the veneers have been kept In their right or following
order this will not be difficult. If you are working a
thick veneer (saw cut), make the Joints with an iron
plane or ordinary trying plane on the shooting board:
If using thin veneer (knife cutl). make them with a chisel
and straight edge. Take particular care to have the
bevel edge of the chisel against the straight edge when
cutting or It will run, and you may come off with an
ugly cut. Now put the Jointed edges together on a
deal board, and tack one edge down; put the tacks about
% Inch from the Join ted edges and about2V6 Inches apart
Having tacked one piece down put the other up to It

and tack It In the same manner. Now cover all the
Joints with paper, glue together in the same manner as
previously mentioned in the filling In; smooth It well
down with a damp rag and allow to dry. If the weather
Is hot It is best to cover your Joints to prevent them
drying too quickly. A good and simple method Is to
lay your board with the veneer downward on the
floor. Let the Joints dry. then take out the tacks and
knock the head holes In with a hammer from the under-
neath side. Put the veneer aside until you are ready
for laying It. It Is beat to cover It up and keep the air
from It by placing It under a board or wrapper.

There are two ways of laying veneer—by means of a
caul or a veneering hammer. I shall describe both
methods, although the first Is of greater importance,
and should, whenever practicable, be adopted, but In
certain cases which I shall mention the second is ex-
tremely useful.

Veneering kr Caul.
In the first place to make a can] take a piece of

seasoned cedar or pine, rather larger than the
intended to cover (about 1 Inch to 1% Inches each way)
and plane It op true on both sides, if, the work Is flat
If otherwise, make It to the requisite shape to lit the
work, hollow, round, or whatever It may be. If it Is
necessary to shape the caul use thicker stuff, and It is
advisable to screw on two or three battens on the back.
Wuen making shaped cauls It Is best at the same
time to get out the pieces of wood necessary to form
a flat surface when the wood Is put In the caul. Thus,
suppose we wanted to veneer a door having a rounded
surface on one side and a hollow one on the other
\>e have made a hollow caul to correspond with the
rounded surface having its under side flat. Now put
the rounded side of the door in the caul and shape
your piece of wood, rounding it to fit the hollow side
They should be 2 Inches wide-the same width or a
little larger than the caul, and 5 Inches or G Inches
apart. If one side only of the wood Is shaped these
woods are unnecessary. If the wood Is not wide enough
make a good Joint, dowel It together, and take It to
pieces for heating. The caul. If likely to be much In
use, should be covered with zinc. Cut the metal out
large enough to cover the face of It. with sufficient to
turn over the edges and ends, and fasten It on with
flat headed zinc or copper nails.

Glae.
Numerous failures In unaccustomed hands may be

ascribed to bad glue. Nothing but the very beet glue
should be used for veneering. Get the best Scotch
glue you can, break It up and boll thoroughly It differs
so much In strength that the proportion of water cannot
be given, but after breaking up In pieces Just cover
with water and allow It to soak; then boll off with
frequent stirring. It will, if good, now requJ„ JJJhalf as much water as previously added to bring It to
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tbe right consistence for veneering. It should be spread

evenly with the brush and be free from lumps. Having
made tbe caul and prepared the glue, get the hand
crews and cramps to commence laying. Heat tbe caul

on a stove or before a bright Are. If It la to be doweled

together, and If It Is more convenient, take It to pieces,

taking care to mark your joints first. If you Intend

laying two similar pieces of veneer on flat surfaces

beat both sides of It and do both pieces together. If

not, get one side of it well heated, as hot as you can

without letting It burn. While It Is heating set the band
•crews and cramps open as near the distance as you

will require them, and place handy for the work. Now
glue the ground work well, and If the veneer shows any
signs of being backly glue it slightly on tbe under-

neath side, as this will help to soften It Having fin-

ished gluing, put the veneer on the work and smooth

It over gently with tbe hand. Then see that tbe caul

la hot enough, and that Hs surface la free from any

mall cinders or dirt. Now rub It over with a greasy

rag, and lay It gently on your veneer. Draw tbe work
and caul a little over the edge of the bench. Just enough

to get the hand screw on; put It on very gently, then

tighten as much as possible. You can then stand It upon
the floor, and If you have nobody to hold It for you rest

tbe hand screw against tbe bench while you put on the

remainder. They should be placed about B inches apart,

and mind that they bite fairly. Do not get any screw

tighter than the other or you will only get the pressure

at the outside, and Inside of the chaps. If you have a

piece of work so wide that the screws will not reach

the center from either side or the ends, get two pieces

of wood 2 Inches or 2V4 Inches thick and about the same
thickness, plane them up, slightly rounding on one side,

put their rounding sides facing each other on the work,

and hand screw them at each end; they will then tighten

m the middle and give sufficient pressure. Let the caul

remain on for nearly an hour (in very hot weather

longer will not hurt), then undo the hand screws, and

If the caul sticks Insert the edge of a thin metal square,

the back of a hand saw, or anything of a similar nature,

between it and the veneer, and work It carefully about

until you get them apart. If the glue has been used

thick enough and the caul well greased there will not

be very much trouble, and they will often come apart

themselves, or by giving the end of the caul a Up with

the hammer, or on the end of tbe bench. 8ee that the

veneer Is down. Feel It all over with the hand. If It Is

up you will be able to tell by the hollow sound on

tapping It with the tip of your finger as well as by tbe

raised appearance called blisters It will present when
held to the light. If you heat your caul sufficiently, use

the glue thick enough, and put the hand screws on

properly, you will not be troubled with blisters. Should,

however, there be any. let the work stand for one or two

hours, and then put a smaller hot caul on when required

until well down all over.

To level the veneer, first lay It (veneer downward) on

a board and scrape off with a chisel as much of the

glue that has come over the edges as you can. Now
put It on the bench screw and level toward you with

the paring chisel If thin veneers; If thick, use a smooth-

ing plane. Put It aside to dry. If you have two pieces

of the name size put them with their veneer sides to-

gether; If only one, place It so that the air does not get

to the veneer; allow to stand for two or three days, then

•crape off the paper for filling In pieces and Jointing

with a chisel, having previously damped It with hot

water. The work Is now ready for sizing. This opera-

tion may he dispensed with, but It Is decidedly advan-

tageous, especially If working wood which has an open

grain. The size, which should be about tbe same
strength as that used for the ground work, Is brushed

or rubbed over the veneer with the hand, then wiped

off as dry as possible with a cloth.

Voneerlng; by Hammer.
As I have already mentioned, this method Is useful

In certain cases. We sometimes want to veneer an edge,

to put a narrow slip of veneer on some small surface

where It would be very Inconvenient to caul It down.
If we are working a wood of a glossy or greasy de-

scription, like satinwood or rosewood, It* nature will

not admit of suflicient pressure by this process, nor

should It ever be adopted for work where water will

act Injuriously. I believe the prevailing opinion Is that

veneer requires a good deal of wnter to make It lie.

In the first process, you will remember that It is laid

quite dry. In the second process water is used, and if

we consider that a damp surface tends to cause tbe

wood to cast as It dries, we can readily understand
where It should be used.

In a recent report to the State Department Consul-

General John L. Blttlnger of Montreal refers to an arti-

ficial stone made from lime and sand and known as
*' Owen stone," from the name of the manufacturer.
In Its preparation quartzoae sand Is first dried by being

heated, after which It Is thoroughly mixed with hydrau-
lic lime in the proportion of about 12 per cent of tbe
latter to 88 per cent, of the former. This mixture, still

In a dry condition, is packed into very strong molds or

any desired shape, tbe filled molds being subsequently

built up In a steel frame or box. Tbe latter is conveyed
by tramway to an Immense steel cylinder, Inside of

which It la placed, the cylinder now being closed and
the door strongly bolted. Water near tbe boiling point

is then admitted until the cylinder Is full, and an In-

dicated pressure of from 60 to 70 pounds maintained.

The water Is kept In a highly heated condition by steam
colls running along the length of the cylinder Inside.

On the admission of the boiling water tbe hydraulic

lime In the molds commences to slake, and the pressure

maintained assists in forcing tbe water into tbe sand

and lime mixture so as to bring about complete slaking

throughout tbe mass. The mixture being confined In

strong molds, it follows that the expansion of the ma-
terial consequent on slaking Is not allowed free play, so

that immense pressure is set up within tbe material It-

self, which tends to render it much more compact than

might otherwise be the case.

It la Important that as Utile air as possible should be

admitted Into tbe cylinder during tbe slaking; this is

why the water Is admitted at boiling point and the tem-

perature kept up by steam colls Instead of live steam

being Injected direct into the water.

When the lime Is thoroughly slaked, the pressure and
temperature are gradually lessened and the material Is

allowed to cool slowly. When tbe cylinder is opened, tbe

mixture Is found to be converted Into solid stone. Tbe
latter Is in a wet condition and becomes harder in tbe

course of 24 hours. The whole operation, from the

packing of tbe cylinder to the withdrawal of the molds,

occupies about 60 hours. The manufactured stone and

bricks may be molded Into any form and are of a hand-

some gray color.

Mr. Owen Is authority for the statement that It can

be manufactured much more cheaply than natural stone

can be furnished from tbe quarry.

The Idea of having a roof garden In connection with

a building Ik not confined exclusively to theaters and
iipartment hotels, but is now and then to be found as a

Icature of a church edifice. There was recently dedi-

cated in Parkersburg. W. Va.. a kite-shaped church build-

ing with a roof garden consisting of an upper story with

22 windows. These are so arranged that when
opened the sides of the structure practically disappear,

leaving only the supports of tbe roof. The pastor of the

church planned the building.

The quarterly Bullrlin of the American Institute of

Architec ts, compiled and edited by Glenn Brown, the sec-

retary, contains much that Is Interesting to the architec-

tural profession. There are comments upon the future

grouping of Government buildings In the city of Wash-
ington, together with notes concerning various chapters

of the Institute; also an index of literature from the pub-

lications of architectural societies and the periodicals

on architecture and allied subjects, from January 1 up to

April 1 of the present year.
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SOME DESIGNS FROM THE $2000 HOUSE COMPETITION.

THE recent publication of the designs awarded prises

In the competition for 92000 frame bouses has at-

tracted no little attention on the part of our readers and

baa brought requests that a selection consisting of some
of the other efforts submitted In the contest be laid be-

fore them for consideration. It will be remembered that

In their report the committee referred to the fact that

In several Instances the authors failed to comply In all

respects with the conditions of the contest, and that they

had therefore no alternative but to throw out all draw-

in the future. On the second floor at the front Is a large

bedroom, opening out of which is a dressing room, while

at the rear of the house are two sleeping rooms and a

bathroom. The next design Is that of TTi . the exterior

of which shows a chimney exposed Its entire length,

while at the left comer of the house is a tower extending
through two stories. The first floor has a commodious
reception hall, parlor, dining room and kitchen with com-
bination stairs. The second floor provides for a sewing

Front Elevntion. Side (Rlxbt) Elevation

First Floor Second Floor.

Some Drtign* From the ftotO Home Cam/xtition—Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

ings Included in this category. This was greatly to be

regretted as there were many designs which from an

architectural standpoint contained much that was of

suggestive interest and value.

We have, however, selected from some of these Ave

sets of floor plans and elevations mid preseut them here-

with. The design submitted by " Maple City " shows on

the first floor a reception ball, parlor, sitting room,

dining room and kitchen, with front and rear stairs,

while on the second floor are five sleeping rooms and a

bathroom. It will also be noticed that under the main
stairs on the first floor is a toilet room. The study con-

tributed by " Buzz " presents au exterior in which the

first story is covered with siding, while the second with

the gables Is shingled. The first floor has a parlor, dining

room and kitchen, a well equipped pantry, and provision

la made for a china closet in case one should be required

room, three sleeping rooms and a bathroom. The fourth

study which we present Is that submitted by " Ideal
"

and shows a rather attractive exterior with Its shingled

Bnbles, leaded glass and eyebrow windows, &c. The
main stairs rise from a reception hall out of which opens

parlor, sitting room and dining room, while at the reur

Is tbe kitchen. The latter may be reached from the

dining room through tbe pantry and from tbe Bitting

room through a short passage from which rise the rear

stairs. Access to the cellar Is gained by a flight of stairs

leading directly from the kitchen and also through a door

from the outside which opens upon a broad landing. The
second floor has three sleeping rooms, a sewing room,

bathroom and ample closet room. The last design which

we show is that of [,'".'
s the house being more nearly

square in its outlines, and involving In its external treat-
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meat considerable shingle work. Tbe first floor shows a
large reception hnll, parlor, dining room' and "cook
room." as tbe kitchen Is designated, wltb main and rear

flights of stairs as well as those leading to tbe cellar.

The second floor Is divided Into four sleeping rooms aud
bathroom. A study of this plan will show that tbe stairs

are of the combination order, the main flight landing In

nearly the center of the house.

We have made tbe elevations to tbe same scale as that

of the floor plans—namely, 1-1G Inch to the foot, which
we feel sure will facilitate comparison and study. We
shall be glad to have our readers comment upon these

designs freely, expressing their views regarding treat-

ment of exterior, arrangement of rooms, and any other

features which may attract their interest and attention.

Free Baths in Public Schools.

"Hot and cold shower baths, at any time, for all

pupils who want to keep clean."

This Is the sign, says the New York JfoU and Bxpra$.
that In a few days will lie conspicuously displayed In tbe
class rooms and the halls of Public School No. 1. at the
corner of Oliver and Henry streets. Further, tbe notice
will mean everything that the words Indicate. Any
child In the school can hare a bath for tbe mere asking.

Later on the children will be compelled to take It

whether they waut to or not.

This idea of shower baths for the children marks a
new departure in the public school system. So far as
known, It Is the only school In the State that Is supplied
wltb such n plant It is an experiment upon which
thought has been expended, and, if successful. It will

be extended to every school In Greater New York, at
least.

Its success or failure Is being watched wltb the
keenest interest, not only by all of tbe School Commis-
sioners and those in any manner connected wltb the
public schools, but by tbe health officials as well. It la

also being watched by health and police officials all

over this and other States. The Idea of supplying tbe
schools with baths Is au old one, but It never took tangi-

ble shape until something over a year ago. At first the
Intention was to supply tbe schools particularly In

tenement districts, where baths are few, with a regular
plunge bath. Such a scheme was to have been put In

operation In Public School No. 1, but after an ex-
haustive discussion it was abandoned. Tbe conclusion
reached was that the plunge bath would be nnhealthy,
for tbe reason that so many children would necessarily
be compelled to bathe In tbe same water.

The shower bath. It was pointed out, would In any
event prove more beneficial. If In general use In tbe
schools a marked improvement In the health statistics

might be looked for. So the plunge for No. 1 was
abandoned, and tbe basement floor, on the Oliver street

side of the building, which had been lowered, was raised

to meet the new conditions. There are 18 shower baths
there new, all of them practically ready for use. The
only thing necessary Is to fix up a couple of "waiting
rooms " in the basement, as the rlans provide for. They

will be undertaken at once. As soon ss tbe 16 are to

working order, the work of building 50 additional bath*

will begin, and before tbe summer Is over they, too, will

be ready. Tbe baths are 7 feet In length, open at tbe

top, between which and tbe celling Is a distance of 4 f«*L

The sides of the baths are all of thick smoked glass,

which was specially made for the purpose. Through this

gloss Is a network of wire, tbe wire Itself being covered

with asbestos. This Is for the reason that the wins

being subject to contraction or expansion from tbe heat

or the cold would break tbe glass. The asbestos cover-

ing will prevent this.

Each bath is something over 6 feet In length and 3

feet wide, and a heavy curtain acts as a door. The
arrangements are such that a child four years old can

manipulate them, and It will be Impossible for children

to scald themselves.

While pure water, fresh from the hydrant, can be

turned ou at will. It Is made Impossible for the hot water

to be turned on to a greater temperature than 78 de-

grees. When that temperature Is reached a valve closes

automatically, and the water, while In use. Is kept at

that temperature. The floor of the batbs Is of cement,

and by means of a graded channel all waters are car-

ried off.

Preparation for Resisting: Damp Walls.

Many articles have been tried to prevent the damp
from striking through the walls, but all are more or less

of no practical value to the painter, says a writer in an

English exchange. One of the many objections to them

Is the exorbitant prices charged by the dealers, while at

the same time tbe material from which they are pro-

duced perlsher after a few mouths' exposure to tbe

weather, which generally results in the damp resister

and overcoats falling off lu large masses.

An effective preparation may be prepared as follows:

Procure 14 pounds common rosin and melt over a fire, or

by means of a hot water bath. After It has completely

melted, stir in 2 parts each boiled linseed oil and hard

oak varnish, and then allow it to cool down somewhat

and take well away from the fire and add slowly % pal-

Ion coal tar naphtha, constantly stirring until all tbe In-

gredients are thoroughly mixed.

This preparation should bo kept In air tight vessels,

otherwise the naphtha, being volatile, passes off, leaving

a thick, unworkable mass.

The above preparation Is transparent, but may be

prepared In any shade or color by adding any good

bodied pigment, thinned down with naphtha and thor-

oughly mixed Into the preparation.

Tbe best method of applying the preparation la to rub

the first coat well Into the work by means of a heavy

varnish brush. This should be allowed to thoroughly

dry, which usually takes about three hours. It may then

be given another coat, which dries hard with an excellent

gloss. The work may then be proceeded with In the

usual way. This recipe produces about 2U, gallons, and

will cover about 120 square yards, one coat.

THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. H. Fox.

WE will now explain tbe construction of a cardboard

representation of a solid, showing tbe actual In-

clination and position, together with the development
of the sections of tbe face mold and Joint surfaces.

In a rail the plnn of which Is a quarter circle,

the rise of the section plane being placed over

one tangent, while the other Is " level." The prob-

lem presented In the diagrams of Figs. 14 and 15

Is very different to that explained In the preceding con-

structions. There the rise has been taken equal over

each plan tangent, while here it Is placed altogether

over one. the other being termed " the level tangent"
Itjnay be noted lu the models already constructed, that

Copyright. by Claw. H. Fox.

the Joint surfaces are Inclined to tbe plane of tbe base

of the model. Here we may find that only the upper

one of the joint surfaces Is Inclined. The lower one,

although at right angles with the section plane, wUI
also be at right angles wltb tbe plane of tbe base of

tbe model. For this reason It Is generally termed "a
plumb surface." Tbe problem is that generally em-

ployed to cover a quarter turn at a landing to either
" start from " or to " meet " a level rail.

In order to construct a representation of tbe solid

proceed as follows : In Fig. 14 Is shown the plan. I>

being the center. Draw the convex F-O-Q. the center

A-L-C, and the concave E-K-R curves, as shown. Tb»
points A and C of the center curvo are the reprw-
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entation* of the points at which Joints are desired. The
center quadrant A C is again inclosed within the

A-B-C-D, two Bide* ot which, A-B and B-C,

the tangents; the oppoaite aides, A-D, D C, represent the

Joint lines of the plan. This understood, produce the

sides of the square Indefinitely In either direction. Now,
auumlng C-0 as equal to the vertical rise of the rail,

draw B-9; then parallel with A-B draw F-G, the borl-

sontal trace. Thia ia the line in which the oblique sec-

tion plane of the face mold meets the plane of the base.

Now parallel with B-9 draw G-C\ which gives the right

Inclination of the section plane of the fsce mold. Now
square with G-C draw C'-4 of any length. Through 4

draw 4-1, parallel with C'-D, which gives In C-O-C-4-3
the representation of the piano tangent with C, which
forms one aide of the model. Now upon the joint line

D-F construct a similar figure, this giving another side

lei with Q-7 draw 1-2. Then In Fig. 14 set off E-10-E,

equal to the hlght of the rail, and complete the section

of the rail as shown in the diagram, which will com-
plete the model.

Now take a sharp knife and cut clear through the

board at the outline of the drawing, following the curve
line Q-l'-J' of the face mold. Tbeu at the lines O F,

F-3', 3'-3 and 3-0 of Fig. 14. and at Q-7 of Fig. 15. cut

about half through tho board; touch the edges with
liquid glue and bring them together with the linen at

the exterior, then fold over the section plane Into Its

proper position, and it may then be seen that only the

upper Joint surface Is Inclined to the plane of the base

of the model. The lower joint surface will, if the draw-
ing has been projected correctly, be In a vertical position

In Its relation to the plane of the base. Now, cut tint; as

before directed the two Joint sections and placing them

Kip.. 14 ami 15 -OoiwtiiK-tiun »f Cjinlbusnl lii^.n-wutntion of a
KnlW. Show In* tlip Actual InohniUiun ami Position, Tcwthtr
»llh lint iN-vcIoimii'M of th<- .".'in inn » which ltelont; to tin- Fai-<>

aDfl Joint .Snrfso-» In ft Hail, thi. Plan "f wliliti Is n Qimrtt-r
CIMe. Tho Klx- <;f the S«:li.,n I'latie Mne 1'lawl I'v.r

Tangent, the ottiirr Mil* Taken t.-M-l.

TAt SHenee of JlandraUtny.

of the model. The other side may be constructed by
making 3-4' equal to 3-4 of the tangent plane. Then
parallel with C'-D through 4' draw 4'-4". which com-
pletes the sides of the model.

To construct the representation of the section plane
and develop the curves of the face mold proceed In the
following manner: First, through any points, as I-J-H.

dec, of the plan curves, parallel with the tangent A-B
draw H-H', J-J', 1-1', &c, meeting the right Inclination,

as shown in H'-J'-I', Ac. Now, with O as center, rotate

each point Into the tangent OB, produced as shown In

H'-B-J'. Ac, of Fig. 15. Now parallel with O F draw
H'-H, B'-A. Ac. Then parallel with C-O from each point

of the plan produce lines, as shown; these Intercept the
onlluateH of the section plane In the points LI-J-I, Ac.,

giving the points through which to trace the elliptical

curves of the face mold. Now having drawn the curves

and produced the Joint line Q-7 of the upper Joint sur-

face, set off Q-8' equal with CM of the Inclined line of

Fig. 14. Through 8' draw then set off Q-l equal

with the half thickness of the rail, and through 1 paral-

In their proper positions at the model, it may be seen

that the plan of the plumb Joint Is' simply the line E-F.

but that, owing to the Inclination of the Joint surface

over C, the plan of the Joint section occupies a space as

showu comprised within the lines l'-2'-2-l of Fig 14.

The patterns will also show to the student the

manner In which the top and under surfaces
" twist " in covering the curve of the plan. If

at the side of the model over the Joint line F-3',

lines os E-5' and 5-5", are drawn through the

points E-5 of the Joint section, parallel with F-C, the

thickness required of the wreath piece may be ob-

tained, as shown In R"-6', and, as may again be noted,

the wreath piece is in a manner Intersected with the cen-

tral plane F-C. and It Is upon the representation of this

plane that the face mold has been developed.

It may be of interest to those readers who are en-

gaged in the laying out of these problems and the ma-

terial made use of is other than wood, say stone or mar-

ble, to state that the section planes of the face model

as projected by the tangent system method are not the
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moat favorable ones as regards tbe quantity of ma-
terial required out of which to form the finished stones.

Owing to the conditions required In this system " that

tiie Joint surfaces be square with tbe working surface

of the solid," a quantity of stone must of necessity be

wasted.

In the cutting of stone a different method has to be

adopted than that which obtains when the rail may be

comprised of wood, for the simple reason that tbe stone

cotter is not able to fasten the face mold to the working
surface of the solid In the manner the wood worker
does; the lines must be marked directly upon the work-

ing surfaces of the rough tttoue. This Is not required

with wood, as other metuods may be employed to give

the proper direction at which to form the cylindrical

sides of the wreath piece. Letting like conditions ob-

tain—that is, projecting tbe patterns so that they may
be employed In the manner the stone cutter generally

make use of tbem, the molds to be applied and the

contour marked at either surface of the stone, there are

many problems connected with uandralllng. In which, by
•electing and making use of a more favorable section

plane upon which to develop the face mold, nearly one-

half of tbe material may be saved over that required

If tbe tangent system of projecting the molds be em-
ployed.

In Fig. 16 Is ghown the method by which the face

mold and bevels may be developed in practice. O repre-

sents the center with which the plan curves may be
drawn. A-A'-B the tangents, and O A, O-B the Joint

Lni, may be Collrtructed for a Rail. Ptan.Ao., of whidh to aUoSlt
to that frlTMi In Fig-. 14.

nary square," is shown at the upper Joint surface; Its

application may be clearly seen on an Inspection of tha

upper Joint surface of the model In Fig. 17 Is shown
an oblique projection of the model, and in Fig. 18 a

geometrical elevation of the solid of the rail with the,

bevels shown applied to the surfaces of the Joints.

(To be continued.)

Ij» connection with the new 20-story Frlck Building

now In process of erection In Pittsburgh, Pa., there will

1

Fig. IT —Pictorial RepraMOtatloo of Cardboard Model of

Flga. 14 and IS.

Fig. 18.-Omiru>«rioal Elevation of Rail alter being "Squared Up;"
Berela are rtiown Applied to Joint Surface* in tbe Manner Observed

In Fraction.

7** Stiene* of Bandrailing.

lines. Assuming B-C as equal with the vertical rise

of the rail, by Joining C-A' and producing It. we may
obtain the right Inclination of the section plane of the

face mold. This understood, parallel with A'-A draw
the plan ordinates to meet the right Inclination, as shown
In the points D'-G-A'-E', Ac; then square over the ordi-

nates of tbe section plane, and set off the length of these

equal with that of the corresponding ordinates of the

plan, and the points may be obtained through which to

trace the elliptical curves of the face mold. The Joint

lines of the mold are already given in A'-O and C-B'

produced. The bevel No. 1 of the lower Joint surface Is

shown In D-D'-V, the construction of which will be ap-

parent from the drawing. The other bevel. " an ordl-

be a considerable amount of solid bronee and ornamental

Iron work which wlU be nsed with artistic effect There
wlU be solid bronee staircases, rails, newels, elevator In-

closures, bank railings, window frames and the like for

the lower floor, while on the upper floors there will be

ornamental Iron radiator casings, staircases and elevator

Inclosurea. There will also be railings of bronze around

tbe building, all of which. Inside and outside of tbe build-

ing, will be of the most ornate character. Tbe contract

for this work has been awarded to the Wlnslow Bros.

Company, of 390 Carroll avenue, Chicago, 111., who are

also to furnish all tbe ornamental Iron work for n $400.-

000 office and hotel building which is being erected at

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Hethod of Obtain I Hopper Bevela.

From A. Koherts, Lincoln, ,»6.—The following meth-

od of obtaining the bevels for hoppers Is the most simple

and easily applied of any with whleb the writer Is ac-

quainted. It has the great advantage, with scarcely a

variation, of being employed for obtaining the bevels

for any kind or shape of hopper; so that the mechanic
has only one method to learn or remember, and that, by
the way. the easiest one.

Referring to the diagrams. Figs. 1 and 2 represent

portions of a rectangular hopper, one side of which, B
B'. is set at a different pitch from the others, while

Figs. 3 and 4 represent parts of a hopper, one corner of

which Is the same as that of a triangular hopper and
the other that of a hexagonal one. The several figures

are lettered alike, so that oue description with little

variation applies to all. The plan views show portions

of the sides A and B and the end C. the bevels for

which are to be obtained.

First erect a perpendicular at a and set off a ft equal
to the width of the board, or a b. Draw a line through

d« -J L

1

I

i

i

\

'J

d

B
A

Fur. I

T\gt. l and *.—Portion* of a Rectangular Hopper. One Bide of

Plndlng Bevele of VaJlev Barters In a Boor Havlug
Two Pllrhea.

From G. U 8.. Temple. Ind.—l have been reading the

various replies to " Lenrner'B " request relative to bevel-

ing a valley rafter In a roof of two different pitches,

and have found each of them, up to and including the

May number of the paper. Inaccurate. I have waited In

the hope that some other chip would challenge the

accuracy of these replies, but as no oue seems to say

anything I certainly think It would be a great mistake

to let the answer go out to the young fraternity without

some correction. Thousands of young mechanics as

well aa " Learner " are Interested in this problem, aa

It Is one of tho most Important In roof framing. There
are other features which should be brought out in this

same problem, such, for Instance, as the Intersection of

the cornices on roofs of this character, also the differ-

ence In length of studding under the two roofs. To be

sure, much of this Is the architect's duty, but, strange

as it may seem, not one architect or carpenter In DO

seems to understand anything about It and always neg-

lects It. so the work falls on the carpenter In the end.

Figs. S and 4 - Portion* of a Hopper, One Corner ot Which Is

the Same u That of a Triangular and the Other That of a

JM-MXf of Obtaining Ho,^tr B**U.

h parallel with the base, which gives the upper edge of

the side C C as It would appear if set plumb. Instead of

flaring. We know, however, that the length of this top

edge must be the same as that from c to o on the plan;

hence by erecting at either end a perpendicular from
«. or directly from b on the elevation, we obtain the

point C; then a C Is the side bevel required.

Now to obtain the bevels across the edge of the

board lay off the thickness of the stuff from ft to k and
draw through k a line parallel to c* e\ which gives a

representation of the edge of the board revolved Into

the plane of projection. For a miter cut we know that

the outer edge of this board must be the same as It ap-

pears on the edge of the plan, hence If we erect a per-

pendicular from d we know that d' Is one point and
it d' is the bevel required. If we wish, however, to

make a butt Joint Instead of a miter, we erect a per-

pendicular from / to f, which latter would be a point

In the butt Joint If the edge of the board were level; hut
the outer edge Is lower than the inner, coming only to

the mark o level with the corner g; hence It must be
shortened by a distance equal to that from b to the line

« i or tf i. Hence If we set off that distance back from

f we obtain the point e and C <? Is the bevel for a butt

Joint As will be seen from the figures, these rules will

work as well for a triangular or hexagonal hopper as
for a rectangular one, and they will answer quite aa

well for any other form.

Carpentry and Building Is doing a great work, and

where an error get* Into its columns it Is Important that

it should be corrected. If no one else points out these

errors, and It Is desired that 1 should do so, I will will-

ingly take time and demonstrate the whole problem.

Including cornice, studding and all, in an article for

some future number of the paper.

JV'o/f.- We shall be very glad to have our correspond-

ent put his demonstration on paper, with a view to

adding to what has developed Into an Interesting dis-

cussion of an Important phase of framing.

Dr«lgn» for Sanall Honaca.

From C. H. N., WAeafland, Wyo.—I would like to see

published more designs for small houses, say four, five

and six rooms, costing from $500 to f1500. What I es-

pecially have In mind are houses which are built by

people of moderate means, as those are the kind the

carpenters of country and small towns are principally

called upon to construct. I think such designs will be

of more benefit to the members of the trade than the

costly bouses where the plans are furnished by archi-

tects.

Note.—We are always glad to have letters from our

practical readers expressing their views regarding the

conduct of the paper, and Intimating the particular

t hings in which they are most Interested. Our aim Is to
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present such a variety o« designs as to meet all require-

ments, and while we have In the past given consider-

able attention to low cost houses, especially In the vol-

ume for 1899, we will boar the wishes ot our correspond-

ent in mind and endeavor to give additional designs

along the lines indicated.

Laying- Gravol Bosh.
From J. 8. L.--WH1 some one please Inform me how

to put a gravol roof on a building that at the present time

has a tin roof, without removing the latter? The size

of the roof is 48 x 60 feet, aud the pitch is 2 feet. Would
this be practicable?

Antiter.—So fnr as the pitch is concerned, that would
be sufficient »o carry off the water. While It would be
better to lay the gravel roof direct on the sheathing, we
see no reason why the gravel roof could not be laid direct

over the tin roof, providing, however, that the roof Is

made perfectly level by pounding or nailing the bucklea
down well and assuming that a cap Hushing is already In

the wall. Lay the gravel roof as follows, but do not have
any walking thereon after the roof is completed. When
the roof haB been made smooth cixat the surface with a
layer of hot rooting pitch, 3-Ui inch thick. On this put
live layers of best roofing felt, weighing not less than 15

pounds per 100 square feet single thickness, with the sev-

eral layers each comented together with hot roofing pitch

for one-half the width of each sheet, using about 8 gal-

lons per 100 square feet for the sticking. Then put
on flashings around all the walls and openings, turning
same up against the wall underneath the cap Hashing
and out on the feltlug 4 inches. Nail the flashings down
upon the feltlug about 3 inches apart; then put on two
layers more of felling over base llashlngs. cemented to
the five layers of felting with hot roofing pitch. Then
finish the roof by putting on a heavy coating of hot
roofing pitch and about G pounds per square foot of dry
beach gravel thnt will pass over %-lnch screen and
through a % inch screen aud avoid walking over same
constantly.

"Singling Hip..

From It. W. !>.. MoHne, lll.-ln the last Issue of the pa-
per '• S. H." of Baltimore asks how we shingle hips. In
this section of the country 1 would state that there are
used a number of methods, although I have found only
two which would stand the test of time. One way, and
I think it Is the best. Is to let the shingles break when!
tbey will on the hip and cover the joint with a galvan-
ized hip roll or hip shingle, such as that for example, Il-

lustrated In a receui Issue of the paper, and made, I be-
lieve, by the Willis Mfg. Company of Oalesburg. An-
other good way, and neater iu appearance than the
above, la to make the corresponding courses of shingles
intersect the hip at the same point, and cover each of the
Joints on the hip with a tin shingle about 4 inches wide
and long enough to reach well up under the course next
above. The corners of the tin should be clipped off to fit

the course over which It is nailed.

CoadtDulliin In Chimney.
From G. J. X„ Mraford, On/.—Will some of the read-

ers please tell us what will cure a chimney of sweating?
The chimney runs up through a ono and one-half story

cottage. It Is used in connection with a hot air furnace,
and an 8-inch pipe leads from the furnace up 14 feet and
then runs over 4 feet to the chimney. The chimney Is

10 x 14 :nche« in size, and It sweats so freely that the
condensation runs down through the bottom of the chim-
ney. The pipe does not sweat, the trouble appearing
all in the chimney, yet the furnace Is not Interfered with
from lack of draft.

Xote —Evidently the chimney Is not of sufficient bight

to have any considerable natural draft, and owing to

its size at the point where the smoke pipe enters it la

not heated sufficiently for the draft to carry off the

products of combustion before condensation takes place.

Where the smoke from an 8-Inch pipe having an area

of 50 square Inches enters a 10 x 14 Inch flue, which has
an area almost three times as great, It Is natural for the

contact of the smoke with the cooler walls of the chim-

ney to cause the condensation noted. Having stated the

cause, the remedy can beat be applied by our correspond-

ent, who Is on the spot and la the best Judge of what la

needed. It is quite possible that if a smoke pipe was
run up Inside of the chimney from the present point of

connection to the top the trouble from condensation

would be avoided.

Laying Out Wreath Ploeea for "lair Ball Around a
Cylinder Containing Winders.

From C. B. H., TTdrrea. Pa.—In reply to the query
propounded by " S. \\." of Paterson, N. J., regarding a

Tig. l.-Partlal Plan of Stain.

laying Out WrtUh 1 ,«w for SUir JiaU Around a Cylinder

Cmtiinmy Winder*.

plain illustration of the principles employed to lay out

the wreath pieces for a stair rail around a 6-lnch cylin-

der containing winders, I submit a plan of stairs Id

which the same rules are applied to make a much easier

and better flight of stairs, as well aa a better appearing

mil. In developing this problem I use more lines than

the practical stair builder requires, but only what seem
necessary to make the principle plain to the Inexperi-

enced workman. Right here let me say that stair lines

cannot be comprehended at a glance. Close and careful

study, aa well aa practice, are required in order to fuUy
understand them.

The plan of stairs Is given In Fig. 1, which snows a

12 Inch cylinder. I wish the readers to notice the lias
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of travel 15 Inches from the line of the front string. On
this line it will be observed the treads are of equal
width from start to finish, but as we approach the
cylinder they are reduced at the front string and
widened at the wall string, all as Indicated on the plan.

The tangents to the center line of the rail are shown at

1. 2, S, 4 and 5. These lines are level tangents. Now as
the rail Is rising from 1 to 4 In passing around the cylin-

der, these three tangents are much longer.

The length and pitch are shown by 2 T of Fig. 1. but
how are we to And the length and pitch as there given?
We must obtain the stretch out of our circular rail and
the exact night of the rail at the finish, as well as above
Its lower or starting point at the cylinder line, where
Joined to the front strlug. Wo set up. therefore, an
elevation of a few treads and risers of the stairs below

Ltn. n»IL

In Fig. 3 we show the manner of laying out the face

mold for the lower wreath piece, which is done by draw-

ing the line A B as shown, making F, 7, 8. A, equal to

0. 7. 8, 4. of Fig. 1. Make A E. A D. F E and F D each

equal to E G of Fig. 2 or 2 T of Fig. 1. From E and D
set off half the width of the rail as found on the line 2 V
at W of Fig. 1. and through the points 1. 7. 3. and 4, 8.

2, bend n flexible strip and mark the lines of the face

The bevels for squaring this wreath piece at both

ends are found at L of Fig. 2 or at V of Fig. 1. The
at D. Fig. 2. or at T of Fig. 1, Is applied to the

end of the upper wreath piece, as shown in Fig,

4. Detailed explanations for making this face mold are

perhaps not necessary at this time, as It explains Itself.

Readers will observe that I have used James H.

Monckton's system of developing this problem In many
of Its parts, but have endeavored to make the explana-

tion so full that the reasons for using the lines and dis-

tances may be readily understood by the ordinary me-

chanic. In applying the principle to the plan referred

to by the correspondent, " S. W.," an almost perpen-

dicular rail around a (5-lnch cylinder would be the re-

sult. The ramp below the cylinder line and the ease-

ment nt the Joint over 5 of Fig. 1 would be very abrupt
if anything like an even hlght was maintained over the

Fig. 3,-Method of Laying Out Faoo
for Lower 1

P

§rt±

Jijj. 1.— Elevation of Blair* ahowtoji Treatl» and Rltem Below th« Wind*™ with the

I Cylinder to the Floor Um or Upper I

Laying Out Wreath 1'iece* for Stair Rail Around a (yUwttr Cimtaminy Windm.

Fl«. 4.-BhowlnK Applica-

tion of Bevels to Upper

breath.

the winders and all of the string and cylinder to the

floor line or upper landing, as shown In Fig. 2, making
the width of treads the same as shown on the front

string In Fig. 1. Taking now the distance from 1 to 2

of Fig. 1. which is the length of the level tangents, we
space off from the cylinder line P E of Fig. 2 the dis-

tances F. II and J, as shown by the dotted lines. At
L> J, a distance of half a riser above the floor, draw a
level line representing the bottom of the level rail.

Draw the line D M, representing the center of the rail.

Now D becomes a fixed point and cannot be moved.
Through the top of the treads at the center of the short

baluster, or 1 inch from the face of the risers on the
regular treads, draw the bottom line of straight rail:

also draw the center and top lines of the straight rail.

Next draw the line from D to E and extend It 3 Inches

at any hlght desired. This line from D to E gives us
the pitch and full length of the three tangents as used
In laying out the face molds or rail. Two of them are
used or embraced In the lower wreath, and one. a level

tangent, as from 3 to 5 of Fig. 1, In the upper wreath
piece. Now by drawing the level or horizontal Hoes
E F, G FI and I J of Fig. 2 from the point where the
perpendicular lines touch the raking tangent line, we
divide the same directly over 2 and 3 of Fig. 1. There-
fore from E to G, G to I, and I to D are the length and
pitch of each of the three tangents when in position

over 1. 2, 8 and 4 of Fig. L

cylinder, as Is always a desirable feature In rails of this

kind. I will not here enter Into a treatise on the ap-

plication and use of face molds and bevels, as the same
may not be expected or required by the correspondent

making the Inquiry.

Size of Crown Mold for Gutter.

From J. C. 8.. Britith Columbia.—Will some of the

readers tell me through the correspondence department
what size of crown mold to order for a S-lnch gutter, as

I And a S-lnch crown mold will not miter. I notice on
some buildiDg8 In this part of the world that the gutter

is returned and the crown mold run down Into it Is this

a good way ?

Coal of Cornleca.

From O. T. B., Mattachusrtts —From time to time we
have received valuable Information through the columns
of the paper, and I believe you can help a country me-
chanic a great deal byshowlngthe cost of different styles

of metal cornices, using a certain base price on copper
and galvanized Iron. I would like also to know how to fig-

ure the cost of skylights and various metal work done in

a cornice shop. At the present time, on account of the

low price of cornice brakes, nearly all tin shops have a
brake of some kind, and many days' work can be had
in making skylights in country towns where wood Is

now used. If tinners could take hold of that line of work.
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In talking with owners of shops we find that the lack
of ability to give builders an Idea of the cost, rather
than the lack of ability to make cornices, is the reason
why they do not do that class of work.

Answer.—It Is ImposNible to glre the cost of any
given style of cornice work per running foot without
first taking off the quantities from the drawings, as the
styles of cornces vary. One of the first steps necessary
In obtaining the amount of material In any cornice, after
receiving the plan, no matter what scale it Is drawn
to. is to take the dividers and obtain the stretchout of
the material required, by stepping up the section of the
cornice and placing all divisions on a straight line, after
which obtain the correct length or girth by using the
scale rule of the proper scale. Assuming that the girth
Is 4 feet, multiply thla by the length of the cornice, which
will give the number of square feet, and assuming that
No. 26 galvanised Iron is to be
ounces to a square foot, mul-
tiply the number of

feet by 14% and divide the

product by 10. which will

give the number of pounds
required. To this must be
added the cost of the pressed
sine work, If any. which
can be obtained from the
various catalogues on work
of this kind, and the cost of
cutting, forming and setting
the work together In and out
of the shop, to which the
entire profits must be added.
In arriving nt a close bid on
labor experience Is the best

teacher.

In skylight work the rate
of prices can easily be

which weighs 14%

method is not new at this time. I have used the

scheme for the past ten years and find It gives very sat-

isfactory results, the cost not exceeding that of any
other deadening which will give like results. By omit-

ting the double floor and the furring strips between the

cost is less than any form of deadening that can be put
in, while the results are far ahead of any of the familiar

practices In use.

Denlgn Cor More Counter and Shelving.

From W. A. E., Bast Waterford, Maine.—In the February
Issue of the paper " J. G. B." of Southport, N. C. asked

for designs of a store counter, and In reply I will try

and help htm by sending the sketches inclosed. Thes*.

represent the front and end elevations of a counter, and
also sections of shelving intended to stand Just In the

rear of the counter. Our friend may use whatever be
likes for moldings around the top and bottom. He can

T

i

of ShelTlng.

given, as there is no change in the construction or shape

as in cornice work. There is not much metal used In

skylight construction, and for that reason it Is desirable

to know the price of glass per square foot as may be

called for in the specification. Flat skylights using %-

Inch ribbed glass are worth from 85 to 45 cents per

square foot in New York, while hipped skylights can

be made, uBlng %-Inch thick glass, for 50 to 00 cents

per square foot If, however, the glass Is % Inch or V&

inch, or sometimes wire glass, the amount over the price

of %-lnch glass should be added to the above prices.

We would suggest that our correspondent make three

or four flat and hipped skylights, and note carefully

the labor on same and material. These lights can al-

ways be used, and he wiU have something to guide him.

The same applies to cornice work. Make a cornice

about 3 feet high and 20 feet long, and note carefully

the time and labor expended on each piece, which will

give an Insight Into work of this kind. It requires ex-

perience to estimate from a set of plans, and this can
only be obtained In one way.

method of Deadening Floors.

From J. M. Flaknebt, Syracuse, If. 7.—In the June
numlier of Carpentry and Building, page 106, la pub-

lished a sketch showing a method of deadening floors

being carried Into effect by a Chicago architect and re-

ferred to as a novel scheme. I wish to say that the

also arrange the shelves and drawers to accommodate
the kind of goods which it Is Intended to keep on them

Deela-n for a Wooden House on Wheel*.

From Onward, Bombay, India.—Will some of the

many readers of the paper kindly send for publication

plans of a one-story wooden house of Swiss style of

architecture, the cost to be about $300? I desire some-

thing light, cool and portable, running on wheels, with

an open stairway. The plan of the wheel gear Is es

peclally requested.

,Vof«.-If any of our readers can furnish designs ol

the character indicated by the correspondent In India

we shall be glad to have them sent forward for publica-

tion.

Durability or Wire Nalla.

From C. H. N.. Wheatland, Wyo.—l am much Inter-

ested In the correspondence of brother chips and obtain

many valuable hints therefrom. I will say in support ol

" M. C. G.," whose letter appeared on page 101 of the

June Issue, that any one acquainted with the climatic

conditions of this section will not be surprised at the

preservation of wire shingle nails In roofs. We have

only a few showers spring and fall, the wind soon dries

the roof, the air Is pure and dry. and the lumber (we
use Oregon white pine and fir) Is rich In oils.
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Hv F««d. T. Hodgson.

C*0 far, then, we may consider the flange In a state

l3 ready for getting It attached to Its place, prior to

which the block shown at Figs. 125 and 120, which supports

one eud, *nd the stud. Fig. 12", to effect a like purpose

for the opposite extremity, must be made. The latter Is

fixed to the main plate by being carefully fitted to a hole

bored In the correct position and held thereto by a screw

from the back. The iwsition required will be that which

when the flange stands In the vertical position the center

bars will run as nearly true as It la possible to get It:

and here, again, a hint as to the best means to secure

this may not be out of place. I may say, that, flrst of

all. a piece of box or other equally hardwood should be

securely fastened In the center hole of the malu plate,

which must be turned off perfectly true to fit the so far

temporary or rough hole through the center of the bars

or flange; then place the latter onto the plate, and with

thU guidance we get the position In which to flx the

stud; mark from the hole In the flange with a fine

pointed scrlber or circle, and In the center of this drill

the hole the correct size.

By the foregoing method we also obtain the proper

position In which to flx the block. Figs. 125 and 126.

This Is, In the first place, made to the shape and curve,

as seen In Fig. 125, which Is obtained by the circle or

curve being struck from corresponding centers. It Is

then fixed securely to the main plate by two screws

from the back. The hlght of the stud between A and B.

Fig. 127, must correctly correspond with the depth of

the block at A. Fig. 126. Any error In this respect will

from the overhead motion while thus arranged take a

very fine cut through the hole. This is a positive method

of Insuring perfect accuracy, so far as humun efforts can

go. Before turuing out the bole as above take partic-

ular care to see that the face of the block is quite free

from any foreign matter, and the milled bead screw.

Fig. 128, Is then securely fastened down in its place. It

is, with all fixed at center, in this wuy that we have the

perfect concentricity of the Instrument assured, and be-

fore any attempt is mnde to release any individual part

the zero line, as shown at Fig. 120. must be distinctly

but finely marked across both flange and block,

thus when any movement of the former is desired it <

lie returned to the zero with precision.

Church Built of Chicago's Old Post Office.

The recent dedication In Milwaukee. Wis., of 8t
Josephai s Church recalls the Interesting fact that this

unique piece of architecture was largely constructed of

materials takeu from the old post office in Chicago. The
story In connection with the building is that the pastor

of the church while riding through Chicago In a street

car overheard two passengers discussing the sale of the

old post office to the Chicago House Wrecking Com-
pany. He Inspected the building and was told by B. Brlel-

maler, an architect, that the material could be used and
it was therefore purchased. He also secured the pillars

from the La Salle street side of the Chicago City Hall

and they are now supporting the Corinthian entrance of

the church. The work of Mr. Brielmaler In arranging

the building is a rather unique architectural feat. When

T2» e
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cause the flange to lie the reverse of parallel with the

plate, which will create very considerable difficulties if

not discovered in time to make any correction required

In this respect When the block. Fig. 125. Is In Its place to

satisfaction it is a safe plan to Insure Its return posi-

tively to the same position by drilling two small holes

about 1-16 inch In diameter, and fit to each a steel

steadying pin. These are shown at A. A, Fig. 126.

These are driven tightly Into the block and must fit ac-

curately into the plate. They prevent any alteration In

Its original position and are Important.

With the flange thus attached to the plate It is al-

most needless to say they revolve together. We are

ready now to prepare the hole in the center of the bars

for the reception of the hardened steel collar till It is

necessarily fitted.

As before explained, there are two ways of doing

this; and perhaps, considering the weight we have to

deal with, we may as well utilize both. First then, a

steel chuck with an accurately turned pin to fit the steel

collar In the main plate, and from this, when so fitted,

the hole In the front of the flange may be turned out to

receive the steel collar In which ultimately the stem of

the eccentric cutter Is to revolve.

While the above precautions may secure accuracy, It

Is almost Impossible to obtain and maintain accuracy

without the greatest care In construction, and it will be

well to feel doubly sure by exhausting every effort to

make the Instrument perfect. Therefore. I would ad-

vise that the best means of obtaining it in this case is to

f the instrument together as now finished very care-

nd then either mount It on a block of wood in the

latlie or place It In a slide rest, and from Its revolutions

the 500 carloads of material from the Chicago post office

were unloaded it was scattered over a number of vacant

lots near the site of the church. Then he personally in-

spected and measured every stone, figured where It be-

longed and what he could do with It in the way of erect-

ing the new building. The stones were all shapes and
sizes, some carved, some plain, but ail designed for a
commercial building. The architect however, sorted and

very stone, and each sets In Its place In the

structure as though specially cut for the pur-

pose.

The church building Is 250 feet high and 240 feet In

circumference, Its massive exterior being covered by the

old copper roof of the post office. The church itself is

built In the form of a cross and Is 212 feat long by
128 feet in its extreme width. No particular style of ar-

chitecture was followed In Its construction, but It appears

to blend the Grecian, the Roman, the Byzantine, and the

Renaissance, together with some of the modern utili-

tarian ideas seen In the construction of a business block.

The entrance follows a Greek design, the front is flanked

by two towers of Oriental pattern, while the dome Is de^

cidedly Roman. The church has a seating capacity of

2400 and standing room for 1000 more. The Interior Is

finished m pure white.

Models of Iroquois houses of 300 years ago form a

notable feature of the exhibit in the balcony of the

Ethnology Building of the Pan-American Exposition at

Buffalo, N. V. The models, like the bouses, are covered

with bark. They Include the "long house" with its

three openings In the roof for the escape of smoke, a
squaw dwelling house, a round dwelling house, a tem-
porary camp, a stockade and a " house of the dead."
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE
Jexv,

DOING.
ON'

the evening of Tuesday, June 4, the Builders' Exchange
of Baltimore city held their thirteenth annual meeting
and election of officers and directors at the exchange
corner of Cbarlea and Lexington streets. The busi-

meeting wax preceded by a luncheon, after which the
»r ticket was elected, as follows:

President, Third Vice-President,
John H. Short. E. M. Noel.

First Vice-Prealdeut, Secretary,
Joseph H. Hellen. John M. Hering.

Second Vice-President, Treasurer,
John J. Kelly. B. F. Bennett

Directors

:

H. L. Black, Israel Griffith,
C. W. Coggina, Louis F. Young,
Jno. T. Buckley, Wm. Garthe,
J. D. Caahner, Theo. F. Krug,
F. II. Davidson, H. H. Duker,
Albert Weber, .1. Ered'k Brumshagen.

The new president went to Baltimore from St. Mary's
County, Md., when 13 years of age, and for the past 41 years
has been engaged in the mill business. For several years he
has been a member of the Board of Directors of the exchange
and last year served as first vice-president. In assuming
his office Mr. Short, iu well chosen words, acknowledged the
honor conferred, and clearly revealed the sincerity of hi*
purpose in accepting the responsible position of president,
urging the importance of hearty co-operation by bis asso-

ciates, in order that the success of his administration might
be assured.

Benjamin F. Bennett, the treasurer, entered upon his

thirteenth year In office, having bad charge of the financial
affairs of the exchange ever since it was organised. John
M. Hering, the genial and popular secretary, was re-elected
to the office, he having previously been chosen to fill the un-
expired term of Mr. Miller, whose death occurred shortly
before the annual meeting last year. Mr. Hering has intro-

duced a number of new features, all of which have proved
of great benefit to the members, and his unanii
at thv meeting cn June 4 is a striking illustration of the
esteem in which he is beid by the members.

The report of the retiring president, Jefferson J. Walsh,
•bowed the exchange to be in good condition, attention being
called to a number of points of special interest. Reference
waa made to the appointment of A. H. Clarke as librarian,

his interest in the exchange, and especially in the matter of
the technical library, being generally recognized. The re-

port also stated that upon the bulletin boards of the exchange
have been published 114 projected improvements and 128
general contracts in operation. The portion of these which
fell to the general contractors of the exchange was valued
approximately at $2,ft50,000, and the popularity of the sub-
contractors and the dealers in supplies among outside con-
tractors was referred to as being " pleasing beyond measure."
Several new members were added to the exchange during the

year, and the retiring president expressed gratification that,

although the exchange had not a large membership, yet no
department of house construction need suffer from the want
of an "exchange" wan to master it

In conclusion Mr. Walsh raid: "1 would uot have you
practice any false economy, for a judicious expenditure of

available means in improving the facilities of the exchange
is sure to prove a paying investment. To this end, there-

fore, I would urge the prompt paying of the yearly dues,

which would le^ve (he secretary unhampered and with much
more time at bis disposal for serving the members In ways
more profitable and genial than would otherwise be the case.

I would once more impress upon you the fact that builders'

exchanges have passed the experimental stage, and the rapid-

ity with which they are springing up in some 50 or 60 cities

of the United States shows that everywhere craftsmen and
dealers realize the importance of getting together to simplify
methods, to expedite business and to establish a prestige

founded upon skill and honor. Advertise your exchange on
your business cards, on letterheads and billheads, aud in

your newspapers, but, better than this, let every job you do
be a good one, a sample job, and let It be known that an ex-

change man did it. Let every piece of material furnished

ge as good as or better than is specified, that it may be known
that the honor of an exchange member is his only standard.

Chicago. 111.

Building operations in the city of Chicago continue upou
a most gratifying scale, and the figures which are available

for the month of May show that with but one exception the

estimated <"ost of the projected hnildinss is the largest in its

history. This eveption was May, 18312, prior to the World's
Fair, when iM-rmiu were issued for 1300 buildings, estimated

to cost $ri,:!72.2<Kt. In May of the present year permits
were issued for 710 building improvements, aggregating a

frontage of 1!».'.H7 feet and estimated to cost $4.83.1.000.

This i- mi increase over the siune month of lust year of 424
boilditiss and $3.7 12.«>0 in cost.

There is n considenilile amount of work In progress in the

wav of high iliiss resiliences, some of which will aggregate

$100,000 in co<t. Among the office buildings prominence may
be given to the tie-* structure which will be put up by the

National Life Insurance Company on Ln Salle street, esti-

mated to cost $1.2.10,0110 The plans were drawn by .lenney

& Mundie and the contract lin* been awarded to the George

A. Fuller Company. The building will be 1.1 stories in hight

and will have a frontage of MS feet, with :» depth of 210 feet.

It will be of xk.-lcton frame construction, with exterior of

granite and terra cot la. while the interior will be elaborately
finished in white marble mosaic and mahogany.

Cincinnati. Ohio.

More or less building is in progress in and about the city,

although the aggregate is not particularly striking. There
have been a number of minor labor disturbances, but they
have not been thus far sufficient to seriously interfere with
active building operations.

At the annual election of the Builders and Traders' Ex-
change, with headquarters in the Grand Opera House Build-
ing, corner Vine and Longworth Btreetm the following of-
ficials were selected for the ensuing year: President, Frank
Hoke; vice-president. B. H. Busse ; secretary, George H.
Heitbriuk, and Measurer, William J. Tanner. These, with
J. M. Blair, S. L. Smidgins* and Boss Hamilton, constitute
the Board of Directors

Cleveland, Ohio.
The month of May v>ill be remarkable, in the sense at

ieast that the estimated cost of building operations for that
time in many suctions of the country was iu excess of that
for any previous corresponding period. Iu Cleveland the
percentage oi increase was very marked, the number of per-
mits for new buildings issued in May of the present year
being 432. estimated to cost $1,230,000, as against 272 per-
mits, involving un estimated expenditure of $377.0*5, in May.
1900. The difference is not quite so great for the first five

months of the year, although the gaiu, particularly in the
estimated cost of the improvements, has been moat striking,
the figures being $3,028,033 for 1001, as compared with
$l,147,54i.S in I'.WO.

The work of getting in shape the new Ohio State Associa-
tion of Builders' Exchanges is making rapid progress, and
already the Cleveland Exchange, as well as those of some of
the oilier cities, have ratified the action of the joint commit-
tee. We understand that plans are now being considered for
an outing of all the exchanges at Put-in-Bay, and it is

thought that this will be one of the most enjoyable affairs iu
which the builders of Ohio have participated. It is esti-

mated that the members of the Cleveland Exchange will go
iu a body, making this their annual outing for the summer.

The Builders Exchange is prospering, and according to
a recent report of the Board of Directors, the membership
is now the largest in its history, and, with < exception, of
that of any In the country. The linances are also in excel-
lent shape aud there is a reaerve fund of several thousand
dollars. The exchange '.b well organized and the various
committees are doing effective work. The exchange now has
a baseball team, which engages in active practice whenever
possible, and we understand that it is getting in shape tor
Its first game, to occur on Saturday, June 15.

The Cleveland Architectural Club will hold its anuual
exhibition in the auditorium of the Cleveland Chamber of
Commerce during the week beginning June 17. At the meet-
ing of the club to be held on Thursday, June 13, the annual
election of officers will occur, and at the same time will be
received the annual reports of the various officers and com-
mittee*.

Dayton, Ohio.

The city has been having a rather varied experience in
regard to labor matters, and the building trades have not
escaped the general infection. On May 1 the plasterers Id
the city went out on strike, and on May 8 the carpenters and
wood working machine men declared what they term a " de»
tial strike," and put it into operation next day by calling out
the men of a member of the Carpenter Contractors' Associa-
tion. In support of this member the rest of the carpeuter
contractors of the city, which include four planing mills,
suspended operations on May 11. The situation is now sain
to be clearing, and many of the men have pulled away from
the union and returned to work as nonunion men. We are
advised that there are now working about 65 per cent, of
the entire force in the city. The manufacturers are standing
firm against unjust demands, and it is hoped that Boon mat-
ters will be progressing smoothly.

Something of a departure in the way of organizations in

the city is what is known as the Builders' Council. The
carpenter contiactors, sloue contractors, brick contractors,
and, hi fact, all of the master mechanics in the various build-

ing branches, are organized into separate associations, each
of which selects three delegates and sends them to the gen-
eral council, forming what is known as the Builders' Council.
The secretary of this, as well as of the Carpenter Con-
tractors' Association, is S. S. King.

We understand that efforts are being made in the city to

organize a builders' exchange along the same general lines

as those at present in existence in the leading cities of the
country.

Easton, Pa.

The builder.! of EaMoti. Pa., have recently organized the
Mason Builders' Association, with a uicmbershp of 40, and
a movement is now on foot looking to the formation of a
builders' exchange. The officer;! of the new association are
Frank McPherson, president: Daniel Hunt, vice-president;

E. W. Gilmer, treasurer, and Thomas J. Heller of 207 South
Sixth strtet. secretary.

Lowell, Mass.
The labor situation in the city is practically the same as

last month, no advances having been made on either aide,

although journeymen carpenters have in sonic cases returned
to work for their former employers. There is in the aggre-
gate considerable work being done, among the contracts juat
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awarded being (bat to P. O. Hern for tbe Textile School, to
coat $120,804 ; to \V. H. Wiggin for tbe Pickering Mfg. Com-
pany'* Building, and to C. F. & J. B. Varnuin (or tbe Primi-
tive Methodist Episcopal Church. Nearly all tbe sub-
contracts were awarded to members of the Builders' Ex-
change.

The annual " outing " of the Builders' Exchange will be
held June 25 at Bass Point, Nahant. The committee in

charge is composed of Messrs. Fuller, Conlou, Carroll,
Weaver and Wbittcl. At a mcetiug held June 5, C. E. Howe
& (X, lumber dealers, were admitted to membership.

New York City.

There is little in the local building situation to call for
comment, as operations are being conducted along tbe same
general lines as heretofore. The season is in full swing, and
in tbe aggregate there is a large amount of work being done.
An idea of the outlook may be gathered from tbe fact that
up to June 14 there were 1169 permits issued for new build-

ings in tbe Borough of Manhattan, estimated to cost $72,-
241,900, and in the Borough of Bronx 048 permits had been
taken out for buildings, estimated to cost $0,273,330. These
figures arc exclusive of alterations and repairs, which for
the two boroughs for tbe period stated aggregated an esti-

mated cost of $4,140,007.
The principal event in the building situation baa been

the practical settlement of the bricklayers' trouble referred
to last month. A meeting was held on May 27 by the joint
Bourd of Arbitration of the Mason Builders Association and
the Bricklayers' Unions, when an understanding was reached
and the men returned to work pending a final adjustment of
the trouble. Tbe agreement was as follows :

" In considera-
tion of the bricklayers at once fully manning all the works of
the members of the Mason Builders' Association, includ-
ing the Stokes Building at Seventy-third street and Broad-
way, and submitting all questions in dispute to a joint Board
of Arbitration, an umpire to be appointed if necessary whose
decision shall be 6nal and binding, the Mason Builders' As-
sociation agree that the wages of the bricklayers for tbe year
ending May 1, 1902. shall be at the rate of GO cents per hour,
beginning June 28, 1901." Subsequently tbe arbitrators of
both parties selected an umpire whose decision will be final

in the settlement of tbe trouble. Tbe umpire selected was
K. YV. De Forest, who at one time was president of the Tene-
ment House Association, and 1b now president of the Charity
Organization Society, as well as a lawyer of repute.

The seventh annual meeting of the Builders' Iveague was
held on tbe evening of June G at their headquarters, 74 West
12(1th street. The election of officers for the ensuing year
resulted in the following choice : President, John B. Leo

:

first vice-president, Jackson Lawson ; second vice-president,
J. A. Rossman ; secretary, J. S. Sayward, and treasurer,
L. E. Landon. With the exception of Mr. Sayward all the
officers were re-elected.

Oakland, Cat.

There is a very marked activity in building operations in
Oakland at the present time and some large contract* are
being made for private residences. Though tbe market price
for building materials is about as high now as it ever bas
been, building operations do not seem to be materially de-
creased in consequence. Among the more important con-
tracts let during recent weeks are the residence of Francis
Catting, on Durant street, to cost $20,000; the Josiab Sun-

Building, to cost over $10,000, and six new fiats for
Mrs. Heamer. on avenue, to cost $18,000.

Omaha, Neb.

The outlook for building operations in and about the
city is regarded as much more promising than for some time

A large number of buildings are in process of con-
struction, and we arc informed that it is a fact that dwellings
running from $20 to $30 a mouth cannot be had in sufficient

number to meet the demand. Several large buildings are
also in contemplation.

Tbe building contractors of the city have recently or-
ganized a builders' club, to be composed exclusively of con-
tractors who are engaged in the construction of buildings.
The club was organized with a membership of 40, embracing
the various linex of contractors and with the following of-

ficers for the year 11*01 :

President.
Fred. II. Hoye.
Vice-President.

Partridge.Chan. W.

J. J. Hanigben,
.1. H. Jones,
B. Kunkel,

I (hectors

:

Treasurer,
J. E. Merriam.

Secretary,
W. S. Wedge.

K. B. Anderson.
A. A. Newman,
Herman Gurskc.

Tbe object of the organization is to bring together into
closer relations those engaged in the building trades of the
city as contractors. The associations represented in the club
are plumbing contractors, carpenters, plasterers,
workers, painters, electrical workers, gravel and slate roof-
ers, and contractors for brick work. At the meetings of the
club, which will be held on the second and fourth Saturdays
of each month, matter* relating to the trades will be dis-

cussed and steps taken to improve the condition of the con-
tractors. Should any labor troubles arise with any branch
of the club the matter will be referred to tbe Arbitration
Committee and the club will act as a nnit on its decision.

In this respect, we understand, the club will be similar to the
Building Trades Council of the labor union. The Arbitra-
tion Committee *nd the Board of Directors are composed of
a number from each branch of the trades represented in the
club. Each branch, of the club has one night set apart for
its separate organization meting, when matters pertaining
to Its Individual affairs can be discussed.

Phtladslp it a. r> i,

Some of the building operations which are under way
in the outskirts of the city indicate that building mechanics
are likely to have plenty of work throughout the entire sea-
son. Many of the improvements contemplate the erection
of more than 100 houses each, and in some instances the
total runs considerably above the 200 mark. In the Thirty-
fourth Ward Joseph E. Clark has commenced jin operation
which includes 222 houses, estiniated to cost $748,000. All
the houses will be two stories high and will be of Pompeiian
brick, with stone trimmings, and finished in hard wood.
Many of them will be built in pairs in tbe neighborhood of
Fifty-second and Brown streets. In the same ward an
operation, including 107 three-story houses, is about to be
commenced by Robert A. Pitts, architect and builder. They
will be located on Sixty-second street and will cost about
$400,000. The houses will be of fancy brick, finished in hard
wood. E. L. Seeds has commenced work on 47 three-story
and 21 two-story bouses in tbe same ward, while in the
Thirty-third Wardc 2t»0 two-story houses will be erected In

accordance with plans drawn by H. D. Hale and H. U.
Morse, Jr., the approximate cost of the improvement being
$3U5,<KX). In the Thirty-ninth Ward T. F. Gallagher is put-
ting up 21 two-story houses, and in the Fortieth Ward Wil-
liam Ball is about erecting 29 two-story brick dwellings, with
<\>rner stores, at a cost of $110,000. On Waterloo and How-
ard streets, beginning at Westmoreland, 50 two-story dwell-
ing will be constructed bv James W. Orr, at an estimated cost
of $94,000. Architect A. E. Yarnctl is preparing plans for

nine three-story combination cottages to be built in Ogonts
by William T. B. Roberts.

At the quarterly meeting of tbe Master Builders' Ex-
change, held on May 28, considerable attention was given to
the consideration of a bill at that time before the subcom-
mittee of the Council's Committee on Police and Prisons, of
which William llarkness, secretary of the exchange, is chair-
man. The bill limits builders to the street space in front
of the operation, instead of 80 feet additional, as is now the
rule. The point was made that if the bill should become a
law it would increase the cost of building, and, after several
members bad ventilated their views on the subject, it was
referred to a committee of five, with authority to act in con-
junction with the Legislative Committee. It was also agreed
to leave it to the managers of the Pan-American Exposition
at Buffalo to name a day in tbe week of September 0 or 14
to be known as Architects' and Builders' Day.

The Supervising Architect of the Treasury Department
has invited estimates from the members of the Master Build-
ers' Exchange for the erection of the i

in Hot Springs, Ark.
The third annual convention of the Architectural League

of America was held at the Art Club on May 23, 24 and 25,
and was a very successful affair. Papers were read, visits
were made, receptions attended and Joseph C. Llewellyn of
the Chicago Architectural Club elected president

Pittsburgh, Pa.

The estimated cost of the building Improvements in Pitts-
burgh during the month of May reached a total which was

r five times
,

uearly five times greater than that of the same month last
year, and wbb in excess of that of any one month since tbe
Building Bureau was established. There is a vast amount
of construction In progress in the way of dwellings in tbe
city and suburbs, many being of an expensive character. Ac-
cording to Superintendent J. A. A. Brown of the Bureau of
Building Inspection the number of permits issued for new
buildings in May was 405, involving an estimated expendi-
ture of $4,133,325, as against 207 building operations, esti-
mated to cost $788,310, in May of last year. Taking into
consideration the additions to new buildings and the altera-
tions and repairs, the total is 005 permits for May of tbe
present year, involving an estimated outlay of $4,498,308, as
compared with a total of 383 permits, estimated to cost
$872,445, for the corresponding month In 1900

Among the improvements mention may bo mad 18-
story office building, estimated to cost about $G50,000, which
will be commenced next year nnd erected in accordance with
plans drawn by Architects Craig, Hodgens & Burns ; a fine
apartment bouKO in Allegheny, to cost about $350,000, from
plans by tbe same architects; the new 15-storv building for
the Keystone Bank, to cost more than $500,000. and a nine-
atory buff brick apartment house, to cost about $200,000,
from plans by J. 1*. Bailey.

At MrKee's Rocks tbe contract has been awarded for the
erection of 20 houses, costing from $1800 to $2500 each.
Twenty-five brick dwellings arc under way in Belmar place.
East End, for George II. Shickler, the cost amroximating
$75,000, in addition to which he is putting up 51 other houses
in Belmar place. 13 in the Bauui Grove district, 25 at Swiss-
vale and 25 at McKcc's Rocks. Most of them are dwellings
which are intended to sell for $2500 to $5500 each, except
those in Baum Grove, which are high class. Pyle & ltilfie
are about erecting a block of 18 brick dwellings of nine rooms
each on Hermitage street, each house to have a frontage of
25 feet, and the total cost approximating $60,000. At Hazel-
wood 30 brick houses are about being erected, to cost about
$3000 each, and there Is considerable talk about a building
improvement Id Friendship Park, involving the erection of
80 houses, that will cost about $700,000. A. L. Scbultt, gen-
eral manager of the American Bridge Company's plants in
tbe Pittsburgh district, is about erecting a handsome resi-
dence on North Highland avenue, the exterior to be of pressed
brick, with stone trimmings, and costing over $20,000. The
plans have been drawn by C. M. Bnrtberger. It is given
on the authority of a prominent local dealer in builders' sup-
plies that over $2,000,000 will be spent this summer in house
building in towns adjacent to Pittsburgh.

The building report of Allegheny City for Mav. which
s recently made public, was one of the best for that period
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ever issued by the Building Huron.),
for building - There

to

Salt Lak« City, Utah.
Architects are kept husy on previously made contracts,

as well as on a large quantity of new small work. The build-
ing of dwelling* to meet the unusual demand is going on at
a rapid rate. A Dotable feature Is that all the houses, no
matter bow small, are fitted up with the modern conveniences.
Furnishers of building material are strengthening their forces

in order to supplyand working their plan In to the
the demand for construction material.

Considerable trouble lias been experienced by contractors
with_ their workmen. Trouble has been threatened ever since
the first of the year, and has broken out occasionally in a small
way. On May 10 a portion of the men in the employ of the
halt Lake Building A Mfg. Company struck because the firm
furnishing the stone work of the building were employing
nonunion men. The strike, however, lasted only one day.

San Franclsoo, Cal.

San Francisco building continues steady, consisting
chiefly of flats and other dwellings of comparatively small
cost. None of the contracts for the Flood Building, the
Cnion Square Hotel or the cold storage structure have yet
been let. The record for the last week of May shows only
18 building contracts recorded, calling for the expenditure
of $81,180. This, nowever, does not include a considerable
amount of work which is being dene by contractors who are
also owners of the property.

In face of the present outlook for unsatisfied labor, pros-
pective builders have in many cases ordered their architects
to pigeonhole their orders. This bas occurred in spite of
the fact that the Building Trades Council has distinctively
and repeatedly refused to make common cause with the labor
anions now on a strike. It is also probable that the in-
creased cost of building materials and labor has discour-
aged people with small capital and prevented them from
building at present.

A substitute for a bill fixing the hight limit of buildings
in the city has been passed to print. The limits are fixed at
from 145 to 110 feet, according to the width of the street

Seattle, Wash.
While the number of new buildings for which permits

were taken out during May does not exceed, either in point
of value or total*, that of April, it Btill shows a considerable
increase in both respects over the month of May, 1900. The
number of permits taken out was more than double those for
May of last year, while the aggregate value shows a gratify-
ing increase. There is a great deal of building going on in

the south end of the city, along the line of the Seattle &
Tacoiaa Electric Railway.

The demand for new residences seems to have fallen off

considerably during the last few weeks, due probably to the
immense number of buildings of this sort which have been
recently put up. The demand for storeroom buildings in

such locations ss the business section of Second avenue is

apparently as strong as ever. A number of new buildings
of the larger sort are now in process of erection, among which
may be mentioned the Philadelphia Block, at the corner of
First avenue and Seneca Btreet, to cost $55,000 : the Bead
Building, at the corner of First avenue and Spring street,

to cost $70,000: the Pike 8trect Block, at the corner of First
avenue and Pike street, and the

' avenue, which will cost a|

Curtis Building, on
SSo»

Worcester, Mass.

A fair amount of building is in progress in and about
the city, but there is nothing of sufficient importance to war-
rant special comment. There bave been some differences be-

tween the master carpenters and the union with regard to

rates of labor, wages, rights of delegates, apprentices, 4c,
and at a meeting of the master carpenters held in May it

was voted, in view of the fact that every craft In the city

was working eight hours, that it seemed advisable to adopt
an eight-hour day. On .Time 1 they notified the men in their

emplov of this Jt-cislon. leaving the matter of wages to each

master carpenter to adjust iudivic...
that there has been no strike except in a
with no serious interruption to work.

The report of Superintendent C. II. Peck shows that dur-
ing the month of May 60 permits for new buildings were

involving an estimated expenditure of $188,700. Of

We are advised
individual cases.

15 of the buildings were one-family residence*, 7
were intended for two families and 18 for three families.
There were also Issued 34 permits for additions and altera-
tions, to cost about $13,000.

The Builders' Exchange Is in a prosperous condition, and
Secretary H. \\. Sweetser advises us that new members are
being added each month It is probable that the
will keep "open house" July 4 for members and

N otes.

hbki that more building permits were taken out inV J.
L
during the month of May than for any

It is

i- umtlen, •-. -
lar period in the history of the city

Among the building improvements in Washington, D. C,
is one involving the erection of 208 three-story bouses iu
uccordauce with plans drawn by Thomas Bennett of Phila-
delphia, Pa. The houses, which will cost in the neighbor-
hood of $1,000,000, will be built in pairs on lots 50 and 25
feet front, with an average depth of 150 feet.

At the annual meeting of the Building Supply Dealers'
Protective Association of Camden, N. J., held a short time
ftK'o. the following officers were chosen for the ensuing year

:

\V. C. Beeves, president; W. J. Cooper, vice-president

;

Major Goodman, secretary, and Isaiah Hatch treasurer
The Executive Committee consists of James Dougherty, \v!
Coles, Silas W. Volk and A. K. Bennett.

The Buildins Bureau of Birmingham. Ala., issued 81 per-
mits during the month of May, calling for building improve-
ments estimated to cost $132,302. Four were for buildings
costing $10,000 and above, four for buildings coating $00»iO
and under $10,000. while 19 of the permits were for build-
ng. costing $1000 and under $5000. Contractors are very
busy and mechanics are wid to have all the work they can do.

From present indications Alloutown, Pa., is likely to
experience a season of building activity which will surpass
anything in its history. Contractors, builders, planing mill
operators, lime dealers and eand and stone people are unusu-
ally busy for this season, while the permits already issued
for buildings indicate widespread activity. Since the first
of the year permits bave been granted for 210 buildings, in-
cluding bouses, factories, stablea, ttc.

The building outlook In Wlndber, Pa., la for the erection
of a large number of houtes this year. The Borwind White
Company have recently awarded the contract to the W. T.
Geddea Lumber Company for the construction of 100 new
houses, these to be erected at the various mines of the com-
pany and in the town. A portion of the Statler farm bas
been purchased by John W. Carroll, who, it is understood,
will erect a number of houses on the property.

Contractors in Csnton, Ohio, report that they have an
unusual amount of work in sight, and there seems to be no
question that in spite of the high prices of all kinds of ma-
terials there will be a most gratifying degree of activity in
the building lines through the spring and summer months.
This activity bas also stimulated the sale of vacant lota,
the prices of which bave advanced, and it ia also thought
that the demand for bouses will tend to increase rents is
well.

The differences existlug between the members of tbe Car-
penters' Union and the Contracting Carpenters' Association
of Bock Island. III., were recently adjusted and work was
resumed oil along the line. The scale as agreed upon fixes
the minimum wage for carpenters' work at 28V4 cents an
hour, which the contractors hove been willing to pay, while
the carpenters concede the right of the contractors to hire
such men as they can obtain at wage* to be agreed upon
when the union is unable to meet the demands of the con-
tractors.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
"SUFFICIENT NOTICE IN WRITING " FOR LIES.

A letter from material uiiu to the owner, requesting

him. when making payment to contractor, to ace that a
check for a specified amount Is made payable to them on

account of materials delivered, as their account largely

exceeds such amount, and they will be obliged to register

a Hen If payment Is not made, is a sufficient notice In

writing of their liiu.—Craig nr. Cromwell, 32 Ont.. 27.

NO I.IKN FOR WORK AFTER Af.VEPTANCK HY THE OWNER.

Where one who contracted to erect a building did so

in substantial compliance with the terms of his contract,

turned it over to the owner, received full payment for

his services, and was discharged by the latter, the rela-

tion of owner and contractor between the two was at

an end, whether the building In all respects conformed to

the plans and specifications agreed on or not, and the

contractor, by afterward ordering and using brick to

make the chimneys the night required by the plana, could

not make the property subject to a mechanic's lien for

such brlck.-~87. III. App. Ct. Bep., 04.

AGREEMENT OF PARTIES TO (oJIHt.KTK A HUlLlfLNU NOT A.

PARTNERSHIP.

Where those having a contract to construct a bulMlug.
not behig able to complete the same for want of fuuila,

contracted with certain creditors that certain persons
should take charge of the work, provide tbe necessary
labor anil material and complete the building, pro rata
advnnces to be made by the creditors, such agreement
did not create a partnership.—Fewell r«. American Surety
Co.. 2b So., 766.

RIOIIT OF CONTRACTOR WHEN CERTIFICATE Is UNJCSTLT
REFUSED.

Though a building contract provides that all payments
" shall be made on written certificate of the architect to
the effect that such payments bave become due," an un-
just refusal of tbe architect to give tbe certificate doea
not defeat the contractor's right to payment.—McCono-
lcgue r». Larkins. 66 N. Y. S.. 18a
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Examples of Work for the Wood Turner.

with the series of articles on wood
through the columns of the paper

It may not be without Interest to present as supplement-

ary thereto a few examples of wood turning gathered

from various sources. It is quite true that there are

many designs of this general character to be found lu

the catalogues of manufacturers and In the mass of

circular literature which Is distributed broadcast over

the country, but it Is not always In Just the right shape

to be of most value to the turner. Experience and ob-

servation have shown that comparatively few avail them-
selves of the vast amount of suggestive Illustrations

which are thus presented to the trade, as It has been found
that the attention of those who should be most Inter-

ested requires to be especially directed to the matter,

while at the same time it must be carefully arranged

brought to bear upon the specimen. Ou the under side

at either end of the stick or piece of wood to be tested,

was fastened a small steel plate, while in the center of

the reverse side was placed a similar piece of steel. Each
stick was then supported upon uprights at each end,

the steel plates resting upon the supports. The weight

was brought to bear upon the plate In the center and the

pressure recorded.

In the first test the stick of flr withstood a breaking

strain of 9060 pounds; the yellow pine broke at 10,600

pounds pressure. In the second test the flr broke at 8310

pounds and the pine at the same pressure. In the third

and last test the native wood succumbed at 9040 pounds

and the pine at 7«40.

In the tensile tests each stick was placed In a lathe

and the center turned down to a spindle only 1 Inch In

diameter. At each eud was left a large knob to furnish

a grip for the clutch. In the first test the flr yielded to

\ urner.

POfltlrr.

.Von! Sample* of Work for the Wood Turner —Contributed by Paul D. Otter.

and under specific headings. In this shape It is cal-

culated to serve a most useful purpose. The sources

from which material of this kind may 1* gathered are

almost legion, hut we present herewith a few examples
which have been arranged from early American and
English work by Paul D. Otter, and which is of a char-

acter to give inspiration to the enterprising turner in

adapting Miein for posts, balusters and for general pur-

TesU of Yellow Pine Washington Flr.

In order to determine the relative merits of Washing-
ton tlr aud yellow pine, there was recently made at the

Paget Sound Naval Station a series of very interesting

tests. Samples of tlr were submitted from rnrlous parts

of the State, the samples being in the form of pieces of

fir 3 feet iu length and 4 inches square. The samples of

yellow pine were similar in size, but wen- specially

selected, being taken from the long leaf yellow pfne,

grown In Texas. The trntuv.rse tests to ascertain the

breaking strain of the wood were made in a machine so

constructed a.s to record every 10 pounds of

a pulling strain of 10,200 pounds: in the second, to a

strain of 18,200 pounds, and In the last test to a strain of

17,000 pounds. Iu each instance the specimen did not

break, but the fiber was pulled out. leaving a hole at

either end of the stick of the same slxe as the spindle.

The best sample of the yellow pine submitted was only

able to withstand a strain of 11.000 pounds.

At the fourth annual meeting of the National Ilard-

wood Assoc iation, held In Chicago May 23 and 24. officer*

for the ensuing year were elected as follows: President,

V. H. Smith; first vice-president, W. H. Busse; second

vice-president. William II. White; third vice-president.

Max Sondheimer; secretary. A. It. Vlnnedge. and

urer, George E. O'Hara.

A scnooi. ok TKciiNOLooY is to be added to the other

departments of the Northwestern University, Evanston,

111. The school will comprise courses in electrical and

mechanical engineering.
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New Publication.

Bamboo Work. By Paul N. Hasluck. Size 4% x 7

Inches. 160 page*. Illustrated by means of 177 en-

gravings. Bound In board covers with side title.

Published by Cassell & Co.. Ltd. Price. 40 cents, post-

Tbls little work, by a well-known nuthor, treats of a

subject which Is of interest not alone to furniture and
cabinet makers, but also to the ingenious and skillful

carpenter, who very often desires to make in his leisure

hours convenient articles for the home. The variety of

articles which may be made from bamboo Is almost
without limit, and the author of the book In review tells

how the work Is accomplished, while at the same time

sufficient details are illustrated to make everything clear

and readily understood. The matter Is comprised In 11

chapters, the first of which deals wholly with the source

and uses of bamboo, followed by suggestions as to the

method of working it. The following chapters deal with
various articles of furniture and household equipment,

such as tables, chairs, seats, hall racks and stands, mu-
sic racks, cabinets and cases, window blinds and miscel-

laneous articles.

St. (Jeorge's Evening Trade School.

Superintendent Arthur A. Hamerschlag of the 8t.

George's Evening Trade School, connected with St.

George's Episcopal Church, New York City, advisee us

that the school has Just concluded a very urosperous

Reason In Its new building at 505 East Sixteenth street.

Tbe total enrollment of boys in the past season was 302,

of whom SO were instructed in the plumbing classes. In

charge of William ,1. Tucker. On May 1, 2 and 3 an ex-

hibition of the work of the pupils during the past season

was made In the school building, and on Wednesday.
May 8, the commencement exercises were held in St.

George's Memorial Building, at which President Charles

M. Schwab of the United States Steel Corporation de-

livered an address to the graduates. Twenty medals

and prizes were awarded. The course of instruction In

the school covers three years. Classes are carried on In

carpentry, plumbing, painting, mechanical drawing, free

hand drawing, wood burning and decorating and manual
training.

Licensing Architects in California.

The question of licensing architects Is gradually re-

ceiving more and more attention by tbe legislative bodies

of the country, and one of the latest States to pass a law
In regard to this matter Is California, Provision Is made
for tbe appointment or a State board of architecture, five

of the members of the board being residents of the north-

ern district of California and five of the southern dis-

trict The members or Uie board are to serve without

compensation from the State, the expenses being paid

out of the fees collected from applicants for certificates.

Tbe board for the northern district is to meet in San
Francisco and that In the southern district In Los An-
Keles. to examine architects for certificates. Any per-

son shall be entitled to an examination as to his ability

to practice architecture upon the payment of a fee of $15.

A Heavy Concrete Floor.

The use of concrete In floor construction In heavy
fire proof structures Is very common at the present day,

but tbe heaviest concrete floor construction in this coun-

try Ib said to be that of the Gottfried Brewing Com-
pany's stable building. In Chicago, whore the average

dimensions of the arches are 10 x 14 feet and 3 feet thick

at the beam. In order to bring the weight of the arch

the beams beforo the cement had fully set. In this

ace a system of suspended centering was designed

and patented, which hat? come into extensive use slnco.

owing to Its great convenience. Iron hangers acting

on the principle of Ice tongs, one end provided with Jaws
to clutch the lower flange of the beam, and the other

end of each piece bent Into a step to carry a Joist, are
set at proper intervals on tbe beam; the Joists are set

in position, carrying the sections of centering, which are

thus forced up tightly against the bottom flanges of the
beams from which they are hung, and as the concrete
Is rammed Into plnce the weight is brought upon the
beams. The centers are easily struck by disengaging
tbe hangers, and the apparatus Is exceedingly convenient
for use.

What will probably be one of the largest buildings

of Its kind In this country at least Is tbe structure now
in course of erection at Schenectady, N. Y., to be used
ns the offices of the General Electric Company. It will

he over 200 feet in length, more than 100 feet wide and
five stories In hlght, and will be equipped with every
modern appliance in regard to heating, lighting, ventila-

tion and sanitation. Tbe cost of the structure will be In

the nelghtmrhood of $250,000, and will have 100.000

square feet of floor space.

Tror. work Is now In progress of razing the buildings

at the corut r or Broadway and Maiden lane. New York
City, where an 18-atory office building will be erected In

accordance with plans drawn by Clinton & Russell. Tbe
plot has a frontage or TtJ.7 reet on Broadway and 88.1

reet on Maiden lane. The building Is estimated to cost

in the neighborhood or $S¥K),000, will be erected by the

Fuller Construction Company and Is expected to be

ready for occupancy In April. 1902. A* showing the de-

mand ror office space It may be Interesting to remark
that tenants ror a portion or the building have already

been secured.

Public Support of Trade Schools.

.

Ijirlt of Public financial Support.

Paying Model Tenements
The Tendency Toward Fin?

Association of Builders' Exchange*
Girl" Learning Carpentry
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House in a New York Suburb. Illustrated
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Wood Working Tools in (hi? Philippine Island*

The Exhibit «f Hygiene and Sanitation at tbe Pan-American Expo-
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Free Baths In Public Schools
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Tenement House Improvement in New York.

The new tenement house law, which went Into opera-

tion In New York City on Monday, .Inly 1, contains a

Dumber of provisions which arc calculated to secure

material benellts for those who dwell In the crowded

districts of the city. It is stated that there are no less

than 82.000 tenements In New York which come under

the terms of the now law. gome of the provisions of

which are likely to cause lrrltntlun to owners of old

tenement house property For example, a clause pro-

vides that each room In old tenement houses must have

a window open Ink to the outer air. or a window open-

lug into an outside room. This will compel owners to

put windows Into the walls of rooms which are ar

ranged with one front and one hack outside window and

two dark rooms between. There are over six thousand

such tenements in the city. Another most salutary pro-

vision of the law Is one requiring owners to supply

plenty of waur at all hours of the day or night on each

floor, and also to supply receptacles for garbage and

refuse. The sanitary value of these provisions. If they

are strictly carried out. will be particularly recognized in

such torrid weather as that which oppressed the city

early In July. Enforcement of the regulations affecting

new buildings lias already been undertaken by the city

Building Department, and the Health Department Is re-

sponsible fur seeing that the rules affecting old build-

ings are enforced until January 1, 1002. when the new
city Tenement House Department of the municipal gov-

ernment created by the charter revision law will come

into existence. U is the opinion among those best quall-

lled to know that hundreds of the old houses now used

us tenements will have to be abandoned If the new law

Is strictly enforced. The wiping out of such rookeries

as cannot exist under the new law will be a satisfaction

to all who have the well being of the city at heart. The

owners, who are drawing a substantial revenue from

them lu their present unsanitary condition, nre about

the only persons who will regret their disappearance.

Good Counsel on Strikes.

President Samuel (tampers of the American Federa-

tion of Labor has issued a circular to all of the affiliated

labor unions which contains some very sensible advice

against hasty action In declaring strikes. This proceed-

ing. Mr. < tampers says, was rendered necessary by the

action of a number of unions entering into strikes too

hastily, which strikes have proved very costly and at the

l>cst only partially succes-f ul. The circular says lu part:

No strike shall be ordered until every effort has been
made by a committee to settle the differences with the
employer.

A strike should be inaugurated only as a last resort.

A conciliatory policy W more advantageous than con-

test. Arbitration should be offered before a strike has
begun. It Is easier to adjust a difference Is-fore a strike

thau after.

Whenever the question of strike Is to be voted upon a
secret ballot should be had and each member required to

write his own ballot.

When the union enters Into an agreement with an em-
ployer Its terms should be faithfully kept, regardless of
temptations to break it.

This Is sane and wholesome advice and timely withal.

If the principles set forth by the president of the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor were generally adopted and

honestly acted ui>on by all the labor organizations of the

country, the strike us a weapon of offense would rarely

Is? resorted to. and much unnecessary loss and suffering

would be avoided. The strike should be used, as Mr.

(tampers says, only as a last resort after all efforts In the

line of conciliation and arbitration have been exhausted.

I nfortunately it has been Inaugurated too often In the

past on the flrst Impulse. It Is a gratifying thing, how-

ever, to linil one of the most prominent and Influential

lalsjr leaders of the country coming out squarely In favor

of Justice and common-sensible action In n matter bo

vital to the Industrial welfare of the United States. If

employers and employed would at all times act on the

principles laid down in his circular. Instead of acting as

if their Interests were fundamentally antagonistic, how
much trouble would be obviated and how smoothly the

wheels of Industry would run.

Pittsburgh's Modern Apartment House.

Among the many building Improvements which are In

progress or in contemplation In and about Pittsburgh a

notable example Is the six-story apartment bouse In Oak-

land, having a frontage of 220 foet and a depth of 80

feet. It will l>e constructed In accordance with plana

prepared by Architect F. .1. Osterllng, and will, we un-

derstand, contain features never before Introduced In

apartment houses in Pittsburgh. The entire structure

will l>e of steel, stone, brick and terra cotta, the floors

of concrete, and the partitions of hollow tile. The flrst

story will be of cut Cleveland sandstone, with molded

and ornamental cornices and arched and pllastered en-

trances. The superstructure will be of ornamental gray

colored terra cotta and buff brick. All the windows will

l>e of plate glass and each room will lie lighted from the

outside. The rooms on the flrst floor will he finished In

mahogany and those above in birch and oak. The main
stairways will be of marble ami iron and will surround

two large passenger elevators ami a freight elevator.

Water will be supplied from artesian wells, from which

it will l>e pumped to a reservoir on the roof. The build-

ing will lie heated hy steam from a central plant; there

will be telephone service for each apartment, the light

will l>e by electricity, and In the basement will be a well

equipped steam laundry for the use of the tenants. The
building will also he equipped with a refrigerating plant

and the structure will In all respects be au up to date

affair. The estimated cost Is $3T>0.000. and the con-

tractors are Kerr & Fox, who expect to have the build-

ing ready for occupancy late lu the spring of next year.

Six Months' Fire Loss.

The record of lire losses for the month of June, as

compiled by the New York Journal of Commerce, shows

a gratifying decline from the remarkably heavy losses

recorded for the first tlve months of this year and for

the whole of the year 1000. The loss for June amounted

to $9,509,000, as compared with $22.S80,000 In the preced-

ing month, and $21,281,000 In June. 1900. The aggre-

gate of Are losses for the flrst half of 1901 Is given as

$3W.!«r,.uuo. as against $lo:!.299,000 during the same
period of lWNi. The June Are loss of last year was
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swollen by the great Hoboken disaster, but even taking

that Into consideration, the very marked decline shown

last month indicates a welcome change from the ex-

pensive experiences which the lire Insurance companies

have had for almost two years past. Yet It appears to

be n larger sum than should he wasted in one month,

when we consider the improved Are lighting facilities

possessed by our titles and towns, and the fact that

legislation aimed at the prevention of lire has been so

widely adopted. Taking the city of New York as an ex-

ample, the losses by nre In the boroughs of Manhattan

and the Bronx alone amounted last year to $7,500,000,

and during the past three years to $17,835,000, as com-

pared with $10,lt>7,000 during the preceding three years.

This big Increase has naturally given the underwriters

much concern, and they have been making an Investi-

gation of the causes. The result of the Investigation Is

a severe arraignment of the city Building and Fire De-

partments, which are held to be responsible for the non-

enforcement of the laws intended to protect buildings

against lire.

Board of Directors of Architectural League

At the annual meeting of the Architectural League of

America, held In Philadelphia in May, a president waa
selected for the ensuing year, the choice of the remain-

ing members of the Executive Bonrd devolving upon the

Executive Committee of that club of which he Is a
member. An announcement has recently been made
through J. H. Phillips, of the Chicago Architectural

Club, that the Executive Board has been filled by the

reappointment of the members who served Inst year, and
Is constituted as follows:

President, Joseph C. Llewellyn of Chicago; vlce-preal-

dent. Richard E. Schmidt of 172 Washington street,

Chicago; corresponding secretary. Emll Lorch, Art Insti-

tute, Chicago: recording secretary. Hugh M. G. Garden
of 172 Washington street, Chicago, and treasurer. Au-
gust C. Wilmanns. Journal Building, Chicago.

The Executive Board also Includes Professor Newton
A. Wells of Urbana. 111., and Robert C. Spencer. Jr., of

1107 Stelnway Hall, Chicago.

Builders* Association in Austria.

According to advices received from Consul Hughes
of Coburg. the master builders of Austria have deter-

mined to petition the Government to allow the establish-

ment of a national master builders' chamlH-r (to a cer-

tain extent after the pattern of the chuiulters of com-

merce!. The objects are to unite the master builders of

the Empire: to guard their interests legislatively and
otherwise; to give Information to the Government as to

building, labor, ate., and to see that the building regula-

tions are observed. The Government, it Is reported, will

do everything in Its power to promote the undertaking.

Builders' Day at Pan-American Exposition.

President John S. Stevens of the National Asso-

ciation of Builders has received notice that September
11 has been chosen ns Architects' and Builders' Day at

the Pan American Exposition, Buffalo. N. Y.

Early Use of a Building Balance.

An interesting explanation has recently been given of

the methods used by the architects and builders of the

early cathedrals to determine the equilibrium of the

arches and sttpiKirting columns. The various problems

connected with their construction were solved by a

graphic method, which Involved the use of the " Bau-

wage." or building balance. This consisted of a flexible

cord in the form of an inverted arch, passing over pulleys

at either end. the curd being drawn Into an equilibrium

polygon by weights suspended at various points along

the cord, each proportionate in position and amount to

those which the arch would be required to carry at Its

various points. By means of weights connected with the

cords passing over the pulleys at each end the system
was supported and the horizontal force also measured.

From tho curve thus obtained the various elements could

be readily calculated and a reliable method of construc-

tion devised. The system was employed by the so called

master builders, who were Included In a guild that ox-

tended over Europe during the Middle Age*. Through
this guild the traditions and higher knowledge of the

building art were confined to a few masters In each
country, and there is every indication that they were
endowed with more than mere artistic feeling and in-

tuition in carrying out their constructions. The graphic

method dn«crihed was used before 1585, but previous to

that time It is hardly thought to havo carried with it any-

special knowledge of the laws of statics.

Characteristics of Ornament.

Egyptian ornament Is thoughtful and always alle-

gorical. There are serpents' heads, wiuged globes and
palm leaves. Straight line* predominate, and the curves
are slight and pyramidlcal. The Assyrian Is still quaint-

er, simpler and more primitive. It is full of diamonds,
circles and pilasters, cross bars, crescents and cables.

The Greek revels in noble sweeping curves and In fretted

foliage, highly conventionalized. The Oriental types in

their art lost their symbolic character and became en-

riched and idealized by fancy: harmony and n sweet
grace are in every line. The Etruscan is rude and
Asiatic, with Greek luxuriance. It has leaves and frets

and circles. The Roman Is strong and vigorous, leafy,

luxurious and voluptuous. The Byzantine la barbarian,

rich, knotted, linked and studded like embroidery. It is

vigorous but conventional, sometimes grotesque and
humorous, always varied, but full of strange harmonious
confusion. The Moorish Is tho poetry of geometry and
tho mathematics of color, varied and changeful as na-

ture. The Gothic Is nature subdued and limited by rules

and space. The Renaissance Is poetical and extravagant,
florid aud bombastic, yet decorative and adaptive. The
Cinque Cento is Jewelers' work, costly, minute and fanci-

ful. The Indian is varied—strange in Its blendlngs and
studied intermixtures, tropical and bold in color, ar-

ranged by the instinct of men of a hot climate; but the
Persian Is the most graceful and poetical of all Oriental

work; gorgeous and yet delicate in color, it is full of the
broadest effects of contrasting hues, and wreathed and
blossomed with threads of flowers, bright as those of a

missal. In the harmonies of dyes there are Invention

and imagination; in the lines lie the secrets of new flow-

ers and a whole Paradise of beauties, both of form and
color. It may be almost deemed the climax of one order
of ornament, the Mixed, which, though more pure in

creation than the Gothic. Is less natural and less national.

A new hotel is about to be erected lu this city which
is eat '.mated to cost in the neighborhood of $500,000.

The site selected is on Fifty-fourth street. Just east of

Broadway, and the plans have been drawn by S. B.

Ogden & Co. The building will cover an area 75 x 02'^

feet, will be 11 stories In hlght and will have a front of

brick, granite aud Indiana llmestoue.

Many novel methods of moving buildings have been
adopted in various parts* of the country In order to meet
local conditions and circumstances, but among the most
curious ways of doing work of this kind Is that of utiliz-

ing barges or flatboats to float buildings across stretches

of water. One case of this kind occurred not long ago
in Pittsburgh, and a later one is thnt at San Francisco,

where a man. having constructed a small hotel, desired

to move it to a let which he had secured at Benlcla.

The house was first moved to the wharf and when the

tide was right was pulled onto a barge by means of a

horse windlass, after which the barge was towed to-

Beuleia by a river steamer.
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DESIGN FOR A SWISS COTTAGE.
A PLEASING variation In the series of designs which
IX constitute a valuable feature of our columns is

the cottage Illustrated upon tbls and the pages which
follow. It Is Intended for execution on blgh sloping

ground, a very striking effect being produced by
setting the bouse well toward the rear of the lot and
using the long sweep In front for a well kept lawn, re-

lieved with beautiful flower beds and walks of graceful

curve. In referring to the design the author points out

that while the front entrance as planned does not at

first sight appear particularly Inviting, yet It should be
treated seriously, and may be guarded from the inquisi-

tive eye as well as from the intrusion of each passing

stranger; for, ss he puts It, "things half seen appeal

under all partitions running the same way and are set

4 Inches apart. The sills are 6x6 Inches, the outside
wall studs 2x4 Inches, and minor partitions 2x3 Inches,

all placed 16 Inches on centers. The first, second and
third story floors, as well as the exterior covering of the
fsame. are of hemlock boards, while the roof has % x 0
inch surfaced spruce boards. Over the sheathing boards
is a layer of heavy building paper well lapped, tbls In

turn being covered with spruce clapboards laid not more
thnn 4 Inches to the weather. The roof, as well as the
walls and gables where shown, are covered with cedar
shingles laid 6 inches to the weather. The upper floors

are of matched rift hard pine, ft

not more than 4 Inches wide.

Kind, u>t

Duign for a Strtn VoUagt.—H. M.

most strongly to our taste and tempt us most with Inter-

est and appreciation." The square outline of the building

affords opportunity for economical construction and the

treatment of the exterior has been such as would seem
appropriate to the site for wbich It is intended. A notice-

able feature of the exterior is the sliding shutters and
the subdivisions of the glass, the latter not only empha-
sizing the character but aiding In the ornamental pro-

portions of the windows.
According to the specifications of the architect, H. E.

Barclay of 9 Newcomb street, Qulncy. Mass., the founda-

tion walls below grade and where not exposed to view
are of granite, while the exposed walls are faced with

round selected field stone, the latter being fitted together

according to their sice, and without spalls. The back
and aides are split with a hammer where necessary to

give a bond, and are btid in black cement mortar, backed
up with split face rubble bonded to the facing with lime

mortar. All the timber used la spruce, the first-floor joist

being 2 x » Inches; second floor. 2x8 Inches, and the

third floor, 2x6 Inches. The floor timbers are double

The piazza floors are of heart rift hard pLno strips

% x 4 Inches and laid with 3-16 inch open Joints, double

nailed to every bearing. The outside steps are framed
on spruce carriages bearing on Btone foundations. The
window frames are of cypress with pulley stiles and
parting beads of Georgia pine, while the «nsh are of

white pine 1V4 inches thick, double bung with No. 7 Sil-

ver Lnke sash cord and cast Iron weights.

All outside finish Is of cypress, with Beaver brand
building paper under all window and door casings. The
caveB and gables are finished with rafter ends dressed

as shown in the details. There Is a % x 8 inch molded
frieze against the wall and a %-lnch board cut between
the rafters and gained K inch into them, being driven

down against the frieze to make a tight Joint. The
edges of the eaves and up gables are finished with % x 2

Inch molding.

All the ouslde wood work Is to have two coats of lead

and oil paint, while the wall shingles are to have one

coat of Cabot's creosote shingle stain. The interior Is

to be finished In the natural wood or stained, as the
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owner may desire, and to have one coat of wood filler

and two coats of Crocker's No. 1 preservative.

All Inside finlBh Is of cypress except 'the kitchen,

which is of North Cnrollnn pine. The base of all the

rooms nnd halls Is % x 7 inch with l'i-inch base mold,
except tho kitchen, where the base is nailed to the stud-

ding and the sheathing fitted to it. A china closet Is

built Into the dining room and has four shelves Inclosed

with lWi-lueh sash doors divided into lights, as shown.
Tho front stairs are framed on plank stringers, three

to each flight, finished with cypress risers, skirts, posts

and balusters, with birch hand rail and oak trends,

open strings and molded nosing returned at the
ends. The bathroom is finished with 7-lnch base and
molding outside of wainscoting and finished with rail

% x 3Vi Inches. A feature of the bathroom directly over
the wash basin is a medicine chest or closet provided
with two shelves and having a 1-inch panel door, glazed

Petion for a Strut Cvttaot.- Floor

will be Impossible to feel them through the glue. This

shows that It Is too strong and needs the water as di-

rected.

Workingmen's Homes at Cold Spring.

At the recent meeting of the Get Together Club In

New York J. M. Cornell of J. B. & J. M. Cornell made the

following address which we reprint from Social Service,

the journal of the society:

The science of making lives of employees comfortable

without incurrng the sense of obligation Is a difficult

£3

Section through Front Wall on Line I) D of Uw Foundation.

-Scale. H Inch to the Foot.

-SeaU, 116 Inch to tht Foot.

with French plate glass mirror. The bathroom Is fitted

with siphon closet and 5-foot roll rim porcelain enamel
bathtub with compression double cock and waste; Italian

marble slab and wash basin, with bracket, all exposed
fixtures being nickel plated.

Making Glue Size.

A writer in one of the furniture papers offers the fol-

lowing directions for making a good glue size: Tut about

4 ounces of best white glue Into a tin vessel and just

cover with cold water; let this soak until so soft that

you can press your linger through it or for between two
and three hours; then place the vessel Into hot water

and leave until the glue is perfectly dissolved. After

that is accomplished put your thumb ami first linger

Into the warm glue and pour In warm water slowly, stir-

ring with your hand until you can feel one finger resist

another. This Is an Indication that the glue is of the

right consistency. When the fingers are first put in it

one and worthy of much study. All Idea of inspiring

gratitude on the part of employees must be dispensed

with, for gratitude is the result of a sense of obligation.

If the employer is entitled to any reward for his efforts

In this direction he must take It in the knowledge that he

has been of some use to his fellow men.
About four years ago we commenced to move our

works to Cold Spring from New York, having secured

the Old West Point Foundry property. One of the rea-

sons for making this change was the desire to get our
employees into a place where we could carry into effect

the plans we have had for aomc years for adding to their

comfort. Our first move was to offer to sell and deliver

coal and flour at wholesale cost, being careful to have
it known that they were under no obligations to pur-

chase from us; no store orders have ever been known In

our establishment. This has resulted In a large saving
to the men.

Having a number of SKilled men who were not ready
to move their families from the city, we secured a large
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dwelling ou one of the best streets near the village aud

near the works, naming It
H The Iron Inn." This was

furnished comfortably and put under the care of my
secretary, with Instructions to have a goou table and a

plentiful one. These men were housed there, and they

came to the city Saturday afternoon, returning Monday
morning. I frequently spend a night or take a meal at

the " Inn " for my own convenience and to see that the

table Is good. They certainly seem to be very happy.

In summer the piazzas and windows are entirely Inclosed

with wire screens. A number of our men have, moved
to Cold Spring willi their families, and as every house in

the place was soon tilled it became necessary to build

some cottages.

These houses I carefully planned and believe them to

be very comfortable. Care was ta&en to have them

house— it Is to have a reading room, billiard room, bowl-

ing alleys, bathrooms and gymnasium, the latter to be

used as a hall when required for meetings.

Organizing a Builders' Exchange.

The degree of activity In the building trades which

has prevailed during the past sis mouths has greatly

stimulated interest In the builders' exchange move-

ment, if one niny judge from the number of these or-

ganizations which are springing up all over the country.

In places where there are no exchanges, however, and

where It is desired to organize them for mutual benefit,

local contractors aud builders will find much that is sug-

gestive In the following extracts from an article which

appeared in n recent Issue of the Architect*' and Buildtrt'

SWle I Right) Eleratloo. -Scale. M loch to the Foot.

Detiffn for a Siriu Cottage.

painted differently in cheerful colors. Kach house has a

cellar with a cement floor and an up to date furnace,

stationary slate waahtuhs and white enameled bathtub

and baslnB in bathrooms: a good range and boiler In

kitchen; parlor, dining room and kitchen on first floor

and four bedrooms and bathroom ou second floor, with

a well ventilated attic—keeping the house cool In sum-
mer. Especial attention was given to the number of win-

dows of generous size and covering the entire house,

under the shingles and clapboards, with double hair felt

paper, making these houses warm in winter and cool In

summer. A privet hedge in front and the flower gardens

we propose having will make the little houses very at-

tractive. These house* rent for f 12 per mouth, which
gives about 10 per cent, on the Investment, 5 per cent
being In cash and 5 per cent, in the pleasure we have
when we look at them. It la our intention to build somo
cottages which can be rented for less, also laborers' cot-

tages, with bathrooms, which can be rented for. say, $6

per month. I am now struggling with this problem.

I regret to say that this Is all we have been able to do
as yet. We have purchased property for a large club

Journal: Let It be understood, first, before starting such

an organization, that it must not be a social club, but

strictly a business organization. A Builders' Exchange

Is, or should be, a rendezvous; a common place of meet-

ing for those engaged In the various branches of build-

ing, whose trades have to be prosecuted in conjunction

with each other; also for those whose lines of business

make it desirable for them to frequently see the eon-

tractors In various trades for the purpose of selling

material.

It should be Impressed very strongly on the minds of

those who In the future contemplate organizing a build-

ers' exchange that prompt attendance at 'change hours

means time and money to the builder. On the floor of

the exchange, at the recognized 'change hour, the build-

ers may be reasonably sure on any business day of

rinding those men whose work must be on the same lines

with theirs, and whom they in consequence need to see

to talk up some detail, or whose experience they wish

to consult as to the feasibility of certain work or whose
estimates they want for immediate use. The common
meeting place then once established as a dally habit be-
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comes as indispensable ns any other of the many con-

veniences which aid the transaction of business and as-

sist in the many movements of life.

The question may be asked: Cannot I Ret along with-

out it? Yes; one can get along without it, and can get

along, too. without many of the helps which experience

baa raised for the advantages of the world. Most any
one can gel along without using steam transportation,

which now wblgks him from the Atlantic to the Pacific

it

-• i

In Kitchen-Sea*, tt

to the Foot.
Datall of suir

are taken into the organization on the same footing as
the good and honorable. Such an indiscriminate organi-

zation is incapable of sound management, for it utterly

destroys any distinctions between those who are honor-

able in thilr methods and skillful In their work and
those who are not. An exchange that does not offer

some inducements to the best men of a given city to

become Identified with Its Interests cannot hope for suc-

cess, and It Is self evident that the best men will find no
Inducement, to membership In an exchange which In-

cludes among its members the worst as well as the best
An exchange to offer such Inducements as will draw
to It the fidelity of the men whose standing and Influence

are sufficient to give it dignity must so discriminate In

the selection of its members that membership shall be
something to be desired, otherwise it becomes a thing
of no value, so commonplace and Insignificant that no
man with any regard for his reputation would desire it

An exchauge In its management or administration
should Is? liberal and progressive. In and about the
roomB which are to bo the business center for so many
people durlug so many hours in the course of a year the
comfort or (hose who are to occupy them should be a
constant consideration. Appointments that should com-
prehend all the improvements of the day should be
freely placed at the service of members.
A good location should lie obtained and care taken to

make the place attractive and refreshing to ail who enter
the doors. Writingtnblessupplied withatntionoryand writ-
ing materials are of course ludispensahle and should be
kept In the freshest condition for use by constant dally
service, and the telephone service should be of the beat

A builders' exchange should 1k> a place for dully meet-

J
of Main Stain and Seat.- Scale. H

to the Foot.

Vertical Cruta Sec-
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for a Cottagt.

at Do miles per hour. He may, if he chooses, get along

by using the old fashioned stage conch, but we think his

Journey would be rattier a long and lonesome one, and
his feelings rather mortifying on arrival to find that,

though he had got there all the same, his competitors

had been and gone.

To those who can get along without these tilings

which a tiullders' exchange affords, we would say, "<«et

In line; do not use the old stage coach; go by rail, as

your competitors do; get there as> soon as they. L»o not

rely so much on the mails; use the telephone aud tele-

graph when necessary, and you will find with the aid of

this machinery aud your builders' exchange your busi-

ness will Increase. It will keep you In touch with those

you should *t- and want to see each day to make your

busluess i success. A builders' exchange is a place

where a builder can come during 'change hours, If only

for a few minutes, and will find a bulletin lioard which
keeps him posted on all that 1b going on in the building

world in his c.ty and nearby towns; he will also tlud a

flrst-class library tilled with the best references on any-

thing he may want to know; he will also find a complete

file of .-ill the trades' Journals and different sets of plans

on the tables.

To those who would organize a builders' exchange
It would la? jterhaps well to understand that the mere
establishment of such an organization will not give those

who seek the protection and welfare of the fraternity

any new power over those who do not, bo long as the

weak and the unreliable, the bad and the indifferent.

lugs of persons whose associations ns contractors, man-
ufacturers or material men connect them with the In-

dustry of building. In order to facilitate business inter-

course between such persons, to promote mechanical In-

terests, to Inculcate Just ami equitable principles of
trade, to acquire, preserve and disseminate valuable
business information, to adjust differences and settle

disputes, If any, between members, aud generally to pro-

mote the Interests of building.

Quantity of Brick that Can be Laid in a Day.

In an article on the subject of estimating, which ap-
peared not long since In one of the English architectural
papers, it is stated that in foundations and walls where
the joints are left rough a bricklayer supplied with ma-
terials by his hel|M>r can lay bricks per day of ten
hours, as owing to the mass of the work he cau pack
them In with both hands. In boundary and other walls,

where l»otb faces have to be worked fair, not more than
1000 bricks, and If they are carefully Jointed and faced
with picked bricks of uniform color, not more than 500
per day can ln> laid, and then only In straight walls with-
out many openings. A bulldor engaged In large opera-
tions Is said to estimate that a bricklayer can lay 500
Inside and 300 facing bricks per dny. which would be an
nvcrage of 400 bricks for the entire wall
We shall In* glad to have our readers express their

views as to the amount of similar work which the aver-

age bricklayer can do In their section of the country.
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SOME COMMENTS ON PHILIPPINE ARCHITECTURE.

IN
commenting upon the architecture of the Philippine

Islands and the prospects of Its style changing, a

correspondent of one of the daily papers, writing from

Manila, Bays:

The present method of building houses, while well

ulted to the climate In many respects, leaves much to

be desired. There are two Important things that the

architect must obviate as much as possible, the effects

of earthquake* and heat. Out of deference to tbe former

there are almost no houses in Manila that are more than

two stories high. The churches, though tbey cannot be

reckoned In stories, nro very large, and most of them

have huge vaulted roofs. It Is well known that the

cathedral suffered severely from an earthquake not long

ago, and that a large building In ita vicinity was com-

pletely shattered. The churches are built as massively

aa mediseval castles, the walls being in some cases from

4 to 5 feet thick. This Is all of »olld masonry-cement

and stonea. There once stood on the Calle Palaclo a

Urge church which has been completely destroyed by

an earthquake. It was built in 1700. and the ruins,

which are still standing, would Indicate that the style

•of architecture differed from the other huge churches

with which Manila Is filled, and which have withstood

earthquake after earthquake for 200 or 300 years. The

greatest curiosity in church buildings In Manila Is that

of San Sebastian, In Santa Cruz. It was literally " made

In Germany " and brought to this country In pieces of

galvanized iron. Such is the firmness with which these

are bolted together, and the careful relation which each

bears to the other, that it Is considered strong enough

to withstand a very heavy shock. It Is claimed that the

building could not be broken npart. but could be only

swayed or bent—or tipped over altogether. The very

massive form of architecture in which most of tha

churches are built, and which seems to have survived

tbe shocks well, is being abandoned for that of the new

buildings which are going up.

Hovwi Antique »ud Cllooany.

The most common sort of house of the present day

ia the two-story wooden one; that Is, in speaking of

houses of the better class. These are all built in one gen-

eral way, the architecture being decidedly Spanish. The

largest ones are entered by a driveway which runs un-

derneath the house Into a courtyard In which are the sta-

bles. In some cases the stables are ou the first tloor of

tbe house. Except when a house is built In the bunga-

low style, with only one story, ihe family live, eat and

sleep on the second tloor, and there Is rarely so much as

a loft above it. In the old days the red tiles of Spain

were used in all cases for the roof. For some time these

have been entirely abandoned for the new houses, and

are only to be found on the old ones. The reason of this

Is easily understood; during the shock of an earthquake

the earthen tiles ttew about In such a manner as to en-

danger the lives of those with whom they came in con-

tact. There was also this danger during a typhoon,

when the tiles were blown off Instead of being shaken.

They have been replaced by large sheets of galvanized

iron, which are bolted down, overlapping each other.

This sort of roof, however, is not without its menace to

life as well as the tiles. One of the greatest precautions

against earthquakes In the building of a house Is to

have the upright beams, or pillars, of one solid piece.

This Is not difficult in a land as rich in magnificent bard

woods and trees of enormous size as the Philippine*.

In the new portion of the Jesuit college in the Walled

City this has been done. The advantage is that while

the shock sways the building It cannot break It.

Kmrmpr from the H«l,

In meeting the question of heat, the bouses are built,

most of them, so that they can be entirely thrown open

or entirely closed up. It Is not uncommon late In the

afternoon, when the breeze begins to come In from the

sea, for a house to be so opened that any one passing

la the street can see the entire Interior of each room.

Just as we see a house at home when one of Its walla Is

pulled down. This cannot be done when a house la built

with the " corridor," which runs along the second story

outside of each room, and overhangs the sidewalk below,

like a balcony. The rooms open upon this with folding

doors, and sometimes the doors arc tbe only means of

admitting the light and air to the Interior; more often

there are apertures In the wall besides. The " corridor "

has moving casements above and below, and these may
be pushed back at wIlL Tbe upper casements are com-

posed of green wooden blinds and " conch " windows,
which have countless small panes of cut shell Instead of

glass. When closed those are found to be translucent

and admit a dim light, which Is much less trying than
that which would come through glass windows. In fact,

when glass Is used—and that Is very seldom, on account
of the earthquakes—there are always Inside shutters pro-

vided as well. Since the " corridor " has been so largely

adopted by architects, they must consider that Ita ad-

vantages In the way of coolness are very great. When
the sun Is likely to beat down upon a house all day, It

probably servos to keep much of the heat out; at the

same time It often makes the Interior stifllngly hot and
close at night. I am Inclined to think that this style

will be abandoned by the American builders, for there

will be houses built here soon by our enterprising coun-
trymen.

All buildings In Manila have bard wood floors, that

being the very cheapest variety which can be put In.

They differ only as to the grade of the wood, the care
with which It Is made and the width of tbe boards. In
this particular we could not possibly do better. They are
the most healthy and cool for the climate, and easily

cared for.

In the toilet arrangements we shall make great Im-
provements, and there Is need for such, for Manila
plumbing is of a most primitive character. The harvest
to be reaped by the plnmber who si«ts up in business out
here should throw his past records Into the shade. In
only a few houses, and those the more recently built

ones, are the baths what they should be In this climate,

but there are a few which are so delightful as to leave
us In wonder why they are not all as adequate. Some
are so arranged that you can literally swim In them.
Still, there Is a very good opening for our plumber, with
his porcelain tub. The hot bath is a feature almost un-
known. Of course, none of the houses have boilers, and
consequently no hot water faucets. Hot water could be
brought In palls and dumped Into the tub, but In all the
Manila traditions and customs which I have come across
I never hear of this being done. The people share the
same fate as their clothes and their dishes, they are al-

ways washed In eold water.

New Medical Laboratories of tbe University of
Pennsylvania.

The University of Pensylvanla are about erecting a
new laboratory of medicine, which, it Is expected, will be
tbe most extensive and complete ever constructed in this

country or Europe. The medical school of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania is tbe oldest In this country,
and they intend to expend more than $500,000 in

the erection of the new laboratory. The latter will

have a frontage of 340 feet and a depth of nearly 200
feet, the front facing north, thus securing a maximum
amount of the best light for laboratory purposes. The
building will be quadrangular in shape and two stories

in bight, with an unusually high basement. In addition

to the numerous laboratories, research rooms, &c, there

will be four lecture rooms in tbe building, each capable

of seating 186 students. At tbe rear of the building

will be two more large lecture rooms, each seating 400
students. Tbe most modern apparatus will be employed
In lighting, heating and ventilating the building. Tbe
new laboratory building is only one of a group of build-

ings for the teaching of medical science contemplated

by the trustees of the university. The architectural con-

struction of the entire group will correspond with that

of the dormitories of tbe university, the same architects

having been engaged to design the new medical labors-
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
By C. H. Fox.

WE now come to the explanation of the construction

of a cardboard representation of a solid, showing
the actual Inclination and position, together with the

developments of the sections of the face mold and Joint

surfaces of a rail, the plan of which is less than a
quarter circle. The full inclination of the section plane
of the face mold is placed over the upper tangent, the

>ne being termed "level." This problem la very

to that Illustrated by means of the diagrams In

Figs. 14 to 18. Here, as in that problem, the rail starts

from the level. The plan Is given in Fig. 19, at which
A, -B-C represent* the tangents to tho points A,-C of the

center curve, at which joints are desired. This under-

stood, we proceed aa follows: With any convenient radius

draw the plan and divide the curves Into any number of

points, and from these parallel with the tangent A,-B
produce the plan ordlnates. Then at tho ordinate C,-C
set off C,-C. equal to tho assumed vertical rise of the

rail, and through C draw A,-C'-M. This Is the right

Inclination of the section plane of the face mold. Now
parallel with A,-M draw T-K. Notice here the Joint line

T-K becomes the seat line, and the surface represented

In T-K-K, of this model answers a double purpose; first-

ly, that of representing the vertical joint surface over

A, and secondly, that of containing In T-K the right In-

clination of the section plane of the face mold.

To develop the elliptical curves of the face mold, pro-

ceed as follows: Square with T-K draw E 8. A,-B, Ac.
the ordlnates of the section plane, equal respectively

with the corresponding ordlnates of the plan. Then, con-

necting A-B, B-C, gives the projection of the tangents

of the face mold. Square with these draw the joint lines

TJ-Y' of the upper joint surface, and trace the curves In

the manner before directed for the similar operation at

the preceding diagrams.

Now to draw the repn>nentatlon of the tangent planes,

which form two sides of the model, proceed as follows:

In Fig. 19 square with the plan tangents A-B and B-C,

draw B-F and B-F'. making them equal to A, A of Flg.20:

then draw E-F and F-I parallel with the tangents. This

done, set off I-G equal to C -C which gives the vertical

rise of the rail. Join F'-G, which gives the Inclination of

the section plane over the tangent. Then square with F'-G

draw G-W, and the representation of the planes which
form the two sides of the model may be obtained. Now to

obtain the representation of the Inclined surface of the

upper Joint and develop the right section, we have to

first find the vertical line in which the tangent plane over

the upper tangent intercepts the surface. This may be

found as follows: In Fig. 19 parallel with the Joint line

H-J through W draw V-W-U. then parallel with the

ordlnates draw T-U. Now in Fig. 20 parallel with the

ordlnates draw T-U, equal with T-TJ of the plan: then,

with U as center and U-W of Fig. 19 as the radius, draw

an arc In W. Then, with C as the center and G-W of

Fig. 19 as the radius, draw an arc In W; drawing TJ-V

through the Intersection at W will give the position of

the lino In which the upper Joint plane meota the plane

of the base of the model, and W-C drawn square with

U-W gives the position of the vertical line In which the

surface Is Intercepted with the tangent plane. This line,

If the drawing Is correct, will pass through the points

C'-W, already projected.

This la. perhaps, the best method for the student to

employ at the model, but the following one may bo em-

ployed In practice for the purpose of ascertaining the

position of the vertical line required. In Fig. 20 draw

Y'-Y parallel with the ordlnates; then square with the

seat line draw Y-M, and parallel with It draw O-M. Now
In Fig. 19 set off O-J equal with Y-M of Fig. 20, and

parallel with B-C draw J-Z. Now In Fig. 20, with Y' as

the center and G-Z of Fig. 19 as the radius, draw an arc

In H"; then with C as the center and the half width, as

T-A,, of the rail of Fig. 19 as the radius, cut the arc In

H"; now through H", drawing C-H", the position of a

level line lying on the surface of the joint may be pro-

jected, and H"-Y' at right angles with this will give la

C'-Y'-H" the angle of the plumb bevel, required at the

surface In order to " square the wreath." On trial these

lines may be found parallel with the lines given re-

spectively In U-W and C'-W first drawn. Now to pro-

. by H. Fox.

Fig*. i» and ao —Conatructlon of Cardboard KepieaenUt'oa of

• Solid, Show lot; tbe Actual Inclination and Poailloo, together with

the Development of the Section* which Belong to the Face and Joint

Surface* of a Rail, tbe Plan of which ia Lea* than a Quarter Circle,

the Poll Inclination of i be Section Plane of the Face Mold being placed

(>Ttr the I'pper Tangent, the Lower one being Termed " Level."

Thr Scitnct of HamlraUmy.

ject the right section we may assume G-Z of Fig. 19 as

equal to the half thickness of the rail, and through Z
draw Z-Y parallel with the Joint line. Then In Fig. 30
*et off Z'-D'-Y" equal to that given In Z-D-Y of Fig. 19,

and through the points trace tbe curves, which will give

the contour of the section desired.

Take a sharp knife and cut through tbe board at tbe

outline of the drawing of Fig. 20; then at the plan cut

through tbe board nt the outline A,-E, B-F, F'-G and

G-W. Then at the lines U-Y' and T-K of Fig. 20, and at

T-K,. A,-B and B-C of Fig. 19, cut about half through

the board; now turn up the sides of the model Into their
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periwndicular position. Then fold over the section planes

Into their Inclined positions, at which they may be se-

cured In any manner which suggests Itself to the student.

Then In the manner directed lu connection with the mod-

els previously const ructed cut the full sisse sections, and

secure them at their proper position. The manner In

which the top and under twisted surfaces of the rail

may be formed will be seen. Fasten the duplicate face

mold Into Its position parallel with the top surface of

the model, having the tangents of the mold perpendicular

over those of the section plane. The observations made

lu the diagrams of Figs. 1418. referring to the projection
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of the mold over the arris of the upper joint surface, &c,

mav be noted.

in Fig. 21 is shown a geometrical elevation of the

rail with the bevels applied to the working surface of

the wreath piece. Bevel Xo. 1, the construction of which

will be apparent from the drawing, Is shown applied to

the lower Joint surface, and bevel No. 2 to the upper

surface.

Constructing a Chimney of Concrete.

At the present clay concrete Is belug so extensively

for nearly all varieties of buildings that brief ref-

to a chimney which has recently been constructed

of this material at Klizabethport, X. J., for the Singer

Mfg. Companv. and which, we understand, is the second

of its kind in the country, may not be wholly without lu

terest. The chiinuey is 11*5 feet high and has a a foot

flue. In the execution of the work what is known as

•• wet " concrete was used, the mixture being composed

of 1 part American Portland cement, 3 parts sand and 5

parts broken Hudson Ulver limestone.

The chimney is of the ltnnsome cold twisted Iron con

struetlon, the twisted Iron bars being Imbedded In the

foundation and radiating from the center. In this work

twisted rectnngular bars were used, as the spiral rit>s

formed upon the Iron tend to make a continuous look

between the bars and the concrete. After the founda

tion had become thoroughly set a mold 12 feet In hlght

was put in place hii.I fllled with concrete, through which

Iron bars were distributed. The concrete was then thor

oughly tamped and allowed to set. After this was ac-

complished the mold was raised 5 feet and then again

tilled with concrete and Iron rings. Perpendicular lorn

i<bs were also placed through the chimney and these

were Joined at every tilling, thus making a series of con-

tinuous bars from the Ikisc to the top of the chimney.

After the concrete had set the mold was again raised ."»

icet and the ..iteration repeated until the entire work

was finished. _
Wk have received from Oilenn Brown, secretary of

the American Institute of Architects, a copy of the pro-

ceedings of the thirty-fourth annual convention of that

body, held In the Arlington Hotel of Washington, D. ('..

on I>oce;iiber 12 to li>. Inclusive, of last year. The mat-

ter Is issued In the same ijoneral style as that which has

characterized the proceedings of other conventions, and

constitutes u volume of ISC pages. A great deal of Inter-

esting matter is presented, and in addition to the regular

proceedings are to be found lists of officers. Executive

C niltiee and members of the Institute.

As a general observation It may be stated that wooda

do Dot alter in any material degree In respect to length.

They, however, contract in width, warp, twist, and

when fitted lu panels In loose grooves they shrink away
from the edge which Is most slightly held, but when
held by nails or other attachments which do not allow

them the power of contraction they will split with ex-

traordinary force. It is said by some authors that the

softest woods split most In width, but It 1b very difficult

to get definite information on this subject, says a writer

in an English Journal. In woods that have been par-

tially dried this defect Is lessened where they are de-

fended with paint or varnish, but the defects do not then

cease, and with dry woods every time a new surface

is exposed to the air, even should the work have been

made for many years, these perplexing alterations will,

In a degree, commence even Independently of the

chances of the atmosphere, the fluctuation of which the

woods are at all times freely disposed to obey. Tbe
atmosphere has an effect on most woods, aud some deals,

particularly Hip stringy deals, are very liable to bo af-

fected by the moisture of tho atmosphere, and never

lose the property—however long they have been sea-

soned—of expanding or contracting with every change

of atmosphere.

When a lot of green wood Is exposed to a dry atmos-

phere the outer fibers contract both at the sides and

ends, whereas those within are In a measure shielded

from Its Immediate effects and retain nearly their origi-

nal dimensions. Those deals cut near the center of the

trees are very liable to split, yet they are not so bad as

those cut near the outside. All deals are slightly split

up at the ends, and in 12-foot deals one can scarcely

calculate upon more than 11 feet 8 Inches In length, for

they will spilt \ip at each end. Splitting Is an important

thing to be considered lu all woods which are cut down
Into boards, although small splits are not of so niucb

importance In beams and sticks of tlmlier, yet when
cut down Into thin boards, perhaps V'i Inch thick, splits

and other defects would l»e total destruction. Sap should

l>e carefully excluded In all deals. We often meet with

deals which are very good at one end aud defective at

the other.

The French are not so particular about sap as the

Eugliah. If the deal has the required quality of good

wood on one side they do not care much about the other.

Their deals are not so good as ours In that respect. Their

common calculation In regard to sap Is that In a plank

12 Inches wide there shall be 9 Inches freo from sap on

both sides. The deals cut next to the sap are the best

between the center and the sap. The center deals are

clearer of sap than the outside deals. White deals are

similar to yellow, except that the sap In white deals

Is not discernible from the heart. In yellow deals the

sap or albumen of the tree ought to show Itself only

at the edge of that part of the deal which was furthest

from the center of the tree. After the sapwood had
been removed from the edges of the board <or after the

edges have been what Is technically termed shot without

removing the s«p» they ure called "listed" boards.

When the sides are planed they are described as
" wrought." Lk'als are apt to rend from unequal or too

rapid drying, which produces curtain fissures or cracks

called " shakes," and deals thus affected are termed
" shaky." Outside deals ave very subject to shakes.

A knot Is frequently very injurious to deals. The bark

of a tree sometimes adheres to knots, which,

ly, have a black ring round them. When the deals .

to be cut into boards a knot or this kind Is apt to fall

out. " Cast " or " warped " is an effect produced upon
pieces of timber by heat, moisture, or otherwise, the

fibers Incoming bent or twisted from their original direc-

tion. To prevent warping as much as possible they are

listed.

Another point I* the action of mortar on deals. Very
often It will be found that where surrounded by some
kinds of mortar the deals will have simply rotted away.
This is due to the action of the earthy particles in tbe-

ruortar, for earth has the property of rotting pine or

deal to a very marked degree.
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A ROW OF HOUSES IN SCRANTON, PA.
(WITH SUPPLEMENTAL PLATE.'

T11K
half-tone supplemental plate which accompanies

this issue of the paper represents a row of seven
modern dwellings located on Green Ridge street, cor-

ner of Penn avenue. In the city of Scrauton, Pa., which
were erected for Dr. F. V. Arndt of that place. The
house of which we show the front elevation and floor

plans Is the one In the foreground at the corner of the

street. The picture Is a good illustration of the manner
In which a row of houses can be rendered attractive by
varying the architectural treatment of the exterior,

while conforming largely to the name floor plan.

In the corner house the frame is of white hemlock,
the first anil second tier Joist being 2 x 10 Inches, the

mortar, the brick facing being anchored to the sheath-

ing by wire spikes. The stone water table, sills and lin-

tels are of Nicholson bluestone, rock faced. The sec-

ond story Is covered with white pine bevel siding, while

the roofs .ire covered with white cedar shingles 18 Inches

long, laid 5 inches to the weather, the shingles through-

out being dipped In Cal»ot's creosote stalus. All flat

roofs and balcony floors have four thicknesses or layers

of the Acme brand of roof felt, the flrst course next to

the enves being of fire thicknesses or layers of Acme
felt.

In this connection It may not l><> without Interest to

describe how the work was done. Each successive layer

Front Elevation. -Scale. M Inch to the Foot.

J Hor of in SeranUm, Ih.—Kdvarti H. Davit, ArrMttct.

third tier and the celling Joist J x H inches, all spaced 16

Inches from centers; the rafters, - x •! inches, spaced 20

Inches from centers: the collar beams for main roof, 2

x 0 inches, also spaced 20 Inches from centers; the sills,

4 x (i Inches, halved and pinned at the angles; the gird-

ers in the cellar, t> x s inches, and the posts In the cellar,

0x6 Inches, with flagstone base. 4 x l."S x IS inches. The
Joist are doubled and spiked together under all cross

partition* and for headers and trimmers. The studs are

2x4 inches, placed 16 Inches from centers, and ore

doubled and spiked together for all augles and for all

window and door openings. All openings 4 feet or over

In width are substantially trussed in the most approved

manner. The partitions dividing the houses one from
another are made of two rows of studs set staggering,

with a thickness of felt ph I between, as Indicated In

the detail to lie found on the following page. The frame

of the house is covered with hemlock sheathing Itonrds

laid diagonally, which are In turn covered with one thick-

ness of two-ply building paper with Joints well lapped.

The llrst story of the nOlUC is of brick veueer laid III red

was lapped at least two-thirds of Its width over the pre-

ceding layer, and the felt firmly secured with cleats

nailed on In the manner customary in the liest composi-

tion rooting. The surface underneath the outer layer

of the flr»t course anil underneath each succeeding layer,

as far back ns the edge of the next lap. was thoroughly

Dtopped with a thlu coat of the Diamond brand of roof-

ing cement, equal to not less than 10 gallons to 100

si |mi re feet, including what was used between the lay-

ers of felt. The latter was then covered with a coating

of slag, granulated and bolted for the purpose; no slag

lieing used larger than that which would pass through a

•'S-lnch mesh ami none smaller than that which would

be caught by a 14-inch mesh.

The bottom of the entire cellar and step areas axe

covered with 4 Inches of concrete, composed of 1 part

P. O. Naughton's Bridge brand Kosendale cement. 2

parts screened sand and 3 parts broken stone sufficiently

small to pass through a 2-Inch ring. The concrete Is

topped with •% Inch of Portland cement.

All exterior trim, such as doors, window casings, cor-
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ner casing, ridge boards, wnter table, cornice, moldings,

&c, are of white pine. The sills of the front porch are

4x6 Inches, and the columns are 8x8 Inches poplar.

The porch Is floored with white pine laid at right angles

to the building and paluted two coats of oil and lead.

first coat being composed of " F " Paragon with fiber,

while the second coat throughout was composed of best

finishing lime and line white sand.

All exterior wood work Is painted two coats, and all

tin work two coats of Prince's metallic paint. The ball,

dining room, kitchen, pantry and bathroom have one coat

of McCloskey's Royal filler and two coats of Archi-

tectural Coach, made Uy the Chicago Varnish Company,
while the balance of the first, second and third stories are

paluted two coats of oil and lead. The oak floors hare
the grain well filled with best filler and one coat of Su-

pretnls floor finish smoothly flowed on.

Tlie houses here shown were erected In accordance
with plans drawn by Architect Edward H. Davis, Com-
monwealth Building, Scranton, Pa.

Public Support of Trade School.*.

Commenting on the editorial on " Public Support of

Trade Schools." printed In our Issue for July of this

year. Thoma3 M. Bnlllet, City Superintendent of Schools

of Springfield, Mass., remarks an follows In connection

with the trade classes that have been started In that city

under the public school system:
"

I hope the little beginning that we have made may
lead other cities to do the same thing on a larger scale.

I am glad to say that the labor unions hnve placed no

obstacle in our way. On the contrary, the plumbers'

union lias passed a resolution that they will take as

helpers only such young men as take n course at our

trade school. 1 believe that the labor unions will in-

dorse the school. I know, at least, nothing to the con-

trary. My sympathies with the cause of labor are so

strong that I should be sorry If trade schools should

prove prejudicial to Its Interests. I do not l>elleve they

Horizcntal Section through Par.

ililon I*lw**ii Dwelling*-

HbowlnR Method of Pe«'ilri>.

Inc -Sc«1p. »« Inch to ttar

K....I.

A „/ Hvuh, in Scr«»Um, l\i — F Ivor Finn. - Seal,, l-.ti iuch to far Foot

The poivh Is ceiled with Vineh No. 1 tougued and

grooved North Carolina pine.

The floor* of the bouse are of North Carolina pine,

tougued and grooved and blind nailed. The vestibule,

first story and bathroom have oak floors. The kitchen is

wainscoted ."i feet high with rs-ineh North Carolina ceil-

ing, having a i"'...-inch face, while the bathroom Is wain

sooted -f feet high 111 the same manner.

The finish of the halls mid stairways, dining room,

bathroom nnd pantry is North Carolina pine, the finish

of the balance of the house being white pine for paint-

ing. The main stairs are of North Carolina pine.

The side walls and ceilings of the first, second and
third stories of the house are plastered two coats, the

will, however, and I think that the labor unions will

come to see the mntier In this light. It Is not possible

for any trade school to make a full fledged Journeyman.
Every graduate of the Hade school should serve a short

apprenticeship In a shop. So long as this point Is In-

sisted upon the trades unions can control the labor mar-
ket, and need have no reason to feel afraid of trade

schools. I believe that this is the way out of that pos-

sible difficulty."

Mr. Balllet is recognized as one of the lending educa-

tional workers of the country, and his opinions, fortified

us they are by careful study of the trade schools In

Kurope. will carry weight with others who are studying

this phase of the educational problem.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
.Halting k Cellar Water Tight.

From V. It., Coalville, ltah.—l have n cellar which Is

6 feet deep with an 18-incb stone wall all around. Dur-
ing the Rummer months wnter rises 12 to 14 inches, and
I desire to loam what I can do to keen the water out

and make a good clean cellar. The ground In which the

cellar is built Is mostly gravel, especially the bottom.

If any of the readers of the paper can assist me In this

matter they will greatly oblige one who has only the

best wishes for the success of the paper.

Elevations for "J. \V. H.'a" Floor Plana.
From E. F. T., Salem, Mas*.—I send herewith blue

print showing what I tblnk will mako suitable elevations

for the plans of "J. W. II.." Lynbrook, N. Y., published

In tho May issue. I would say by way of explanation

that the roof Is square pitch. The windows are 22-Inch

finish In first and second stories, which. I tblnk, will

bring them about right. The windows In front bay arc

13V6 x 30 inches; the dormer windows are 24 x 24 Inch

gl.i-s, the twin windows on the first flight of stairs are 24

x 36 inches, and the twin windows on the second flight of

stairs are 24 x 24 Inches. The top lights of the second-

story windows are 16 x 20 Inches and the bottom light

tlon modulus Is respect lvely 33 1-3 and 04 Inches -two-

Joists being stronger than the girder. To say the least. It

hi a very Inconsistent use of material.

The assumption by the architect In his reply to the

correspondent that the Joists being in full lengths woDld
relieve the beam to a certain extent, Ib entirely wrong.

If the beam was placed In the center and on a level

with the end supports it would carry ten-sixteenths of

the load on the floors, three-sixteenths going to each of

the end supports, assuming tho load to be uniformly dis-

tributed—see table on page 141 of " Modem Framed
Structures." The beam would be relieved by making
the Joist noncontinuous.

A Rooting Problem.

From J. & C. Troy. Ala.—We have a rooting problem

which we wish (0 Solve, and COBM to the Correspondence

department for assistance. The architects through this

section. In specifying the method of putting on flat ve-

randa and deck roofs, where 20 x 28 tin is used, require

that It shall be put on flat, lock seamed and soldered on

both sides and the same nailed to the sheathing. The
question is. can any of the renders tell u<< how It can be

Front Elt-ration.
Scale. M0 Inch to the Foot.

KUeatUMu for "/. W. H.'i" Floor PU,nt

Hide (Left) Elevation.

Is 30 x 20 Inches. The kitchen window. It will be ob-

served, is scaled rather large on account of the sink.

Glue Nlie and Shellac for Flnlah.

From E. H. C, Lahrina. Muni, Hawaiian Island*.—

I

would like to ask through the columns of your valuable

paper bow a " glue size " Is prepared and applied to nice

finish work; also how shellac is thinned, evenly applied

and smoothed up? I wish to get a very hard finish for

desk tops, suitable for writing upon, and dosire to learn

which Is the Itest method.

now can varnish be applied so it will give an even,

smooth appearance? I am not a painter, but am away out

here In mid-raclflc. where paiutcrs are not to be bad; so

if some one will kindly give me the desired Information

I will promise not to use it where it will hurt a legiti-

mate tradesman.

Coiumenta ou Plrat-Prlze Design In S2000 Honae
Competition.

From I). J. McL., Bandon, II. C—Referring to the

criticism of " Rural Scratch Awl " In the June number
on the G x 8 inch girder In the prize design, which ap-

peared in tho April Issue, of the paper, I would say that

his point is well taken. It appears unnecessary to go

Into figures to show that tho load contributed by 2 x 10

Inch Joists on 10-inch centers to a 0 x 8 Inch girder of

nearly equal span would be too much for It. Their sec-

done In a skillful and workmanlike manner? We think

we are practical roofers, but this gets ahead of ub.

Hole.—In some sections of the country. Instead of fist

seam roofing being put on a sheet at a time, the tiu Is

prepared In rolls. Usually it is soldered on but one side,

although It Is often painted on the under side. In apply-

ing the tin to the roof, a V..-lnch edge is turned up
along one side of the strip and turned down on the other.

The strip Is then fastened by nails being driven close

In under the edge which is turned, and the closer the

ualls arc placed together the more easily and strongly

the seam can be soldered. Tinned nails should be used

for this |)un>ose. It may be that the architects desire

to hove the tin put up In rolls for this class of work, and

have the seams soldered on both top and bottom sides.

.Ylrthod of Deadening Floors.

From Samuki. Cabot. Boston, Mass.—Referring to the

article on page 100 of the June number, headed " Method

of Deadening Floors." It may be interesting to you to

note that the Stelnway Building in Chicago was entirely

constructed upon this deafening-by-disconnection plan.

After it was built It was necessary to go over the entire

building with a special deafener because It was found

that the scheme was a failure. In deafening, a great

deal depends upon the construction of the building, of
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, bat no special construction for framing bnlldlogB

has over yet been devised that will give a sound proof

result, except occasionally with the aid of special deaf-

Around a 8-lnrh C ylinderLaying

From MonBis Williams. Scranton, Pa.^l tender the

accompanying diagrams and explanation In answer to

the request of " 8. W.," Patersou, N. J., which appeared

in the June Issue. Pig. 1 Illustrates the plan, elevation

and inclination of tangents over the cylinder. On one

tangent the bight of Ave risers Is marked, as shown at

y, a, 6, c, d, and e. This will fix the bight of the floor line

above the springing of the cylinder. The landing rail is

shown at 7 above the floor line, the distance c-7. By
continuing tbo landing rail from 7 to 0 the point 6 be-

comes a fixed one from which the Inclined tangents over

the cylinder are to start downward to meet the rail

over the bottom flight, ns shown from « to 1. At 1 !s

shown an enseiuent in the bottom rail to conform with

too inclination of the tangents. The joint at 1 is made
square to the tnngents. not to the bottom rail.

in this maimer the Inclination of the four tangents

thus found with a flexible piece of wood and the face

mold Is complete. The bevels are shown at both

applied square to the tangents, and a square

of the rail is shown, indicating how by means of the

bevels the wreath Is twisted.

In Fig. 3 is shown the face mold for the upper wreath,

whllo Figs. 4 and 5 represent perspective views of the

whole construction, which. 1 think, will adequately ex-

plain every line shown lo Pigs. 1, 2 and 3.

Construction *r Dry Kiln.

from D. K., fndianapoUt, Ind.—In regard to the ques-

tion of the correspondent " S. D. H.," which appeared In

the June Issue, I would suggest that the proper thing for

him to do under the circumstances Is to consult some dry

kiln manufacturer and let him put up a kiln under a

guarantee to satisfactorily dry the green lumber. There

1

A v :[ 3 A J—"ft I.QENT r,|

;
'. .,<,V' V i

Fig. I.—Diagram Showing Pino, KlevsUun nml

of Tangenta over tbo Cyllsder.

Fig 8 -Faoe Hold tor

Wrostb.

Laying Out a Stiir Jtatt Around a 6-Inch Cylinder Containing Firt Winder*

of the two wreaths has been found, the upper wreath
having one tangent, 7-4J, level, and the other, 0-5, Inclined.

The two tangents of the lower wreath are equally In-

clined, as shown at 5-t and 4-2.

The center Joint Is shown at 5 made square to the

line of tangents. The bevel for the upper wreath Is

shown at 8-C and the bevel for the lower wreath Is

shown at tr-r. This last bevel is to be applied to both

ends of the wreath, while the other Is to l>o applied at

the end 7 of the upper wreath.

To draw the face mold for the lower wreath, mark on

the line A B of Fig. 2 the distances 5, 4, 3, 2. 1. taken
from the tangent in Fig. 1. Draw 3-6 perpendicular to

A-B, and from 4 with the distance 4-2 cut the line 3-«

in the point c; then draw a line from 4 through e. extend-

ing it indefinitely. We havo thus found the tangents of

the face mold 5-4 and 4-r. alw> the angle r-4-r, lietweeu

the tangents. One end of the face mold will be made
square to the tangent 5-4 and the other end to the tan-

gent 4-r. Draw the dotted line c-O parallel with 4-6

and the dotted line 0-5 parallel with 4-c. Connect the

points 4 and O. Mark the distance 4-ic equal to o-o of

the plan, Fig. 1. On tr mark the width of the straight rail,

and on each side of both 5 and c mark the distance tc-jr,

taken from the bevel In Fig. 1. Connect ail the points

are many concerns In the country making a specialty of

this line of business, and they can probably do the work
for him very much cheaper and more satisfactorily than

he can construct a kiln himself.

A Question in Pumping.

From J. H. C, Connecticut.—A farm water service

has two discharges; the one at the barn, being a few feet

the lower, furnishes water when open. On account of

low water In tho spring none can now be drawn at the

house unless that discharge be lowered, which is not con-

venient. Formerly a tight barrel, except an air Inlet

pipe, was sunk in the ground at the house low enough to

have a fall from the spring at all times, and water was
pumped readily from the barrel. Whenever the spring

tilled up sufficiently water would run from the pump
spout, as no shut off was provided below the pump to

stop it. Then the pump and barrel were removed and

the water came by gravitation as high as desired. Now
the spring is low and tho question which the above pre-

amble lends to is. will a pump draw water to a house If

attached direct to the sen-Ice pipe without having a

barrel reservoir as formerly, and if not why not? It Is
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not feasible to raise the pump above the maximum water

In the spring or have the spouts discharge below It*

minimum. Under these circumstances what action would

be advisable? The spring Is about 6 or 8 rods from the

house.

Aniicer.—The conditions of your water supply may be

so arranged as to equalize the flow of water at bouse and
barn: 1. By a new and separate pipe line from the spring

to the house, a few rods only, which will give a constant

and reliable flow of water at cither place. 2. If it Is not

'desirable to lay an extra pipe or to enlarge the present

line from the spring to the house a house flow may be ob-

tained direct from the pipe by partially closing the outlet

at the barn, allowing only enough water to flow for

actual use. This arrangement will lessen tbe friction In

the pipe between the spring and house and raise the flow-

ing head. 3. A direct connection of the pump with the

water pipe will allow of a good bouse service, only that

the pump will operate In a somowhat Jerky manner, be-

cause It has to pull Its water through the long pipe at each

Fig. S.-Vlaw Showing Entire CooMructioo

Lzytng Ou: a Stair Rail Around a 0 Inch Cyilndtr Containing

Five Winder*.

stroke. An air chamber of 3 or 4 gallons capacity con-

nected to tbe water pipe as low as possible and near the

pump will equalize the pump action and give a satisfac-

tory service. In order to prevent a constant flow when
the spring Is high a faucet should be placed at the pump
discharge and a double acting pump used. If a pitcher

pump is In use the faucet should be placed In the suction

pipe.

Pleea tor Farm Hoim.

From Ti:kbob,JHcA.— I send herewith plans which may
answer very nicely for a farm house, and could be built.

In this section at least, for something like $1200. The
main part of the house bns 10-foot posts and Is of one-

third pitch: the sitting room and porch. 13-foot posts and
also ouothlrd pitch, while tbe dining room and kitchen

should hare 0-foot posts and be of one-quarter pitch.

This may Interest " D. I,. P." of Klver. Ind., and " H. W.
L." of Climbing Hill. Iown, whose inquiries appeared on
page OS of the March Issue.

PI ding; Bevels of Vellay Rafters la a Roof Havlag
Two Plicae*.

From W. B. J., Charlotte, X. Y.-I have taken your
valuable paper for several years and am much Interested

In the way the several correspondents are handling the

subject of bevels of hip and valley rafters in a roof

having two pitches. In each and every one of the ex-

planations given tho writer assumes that the ridges

i

Main Floor.

riant for Farm Route Submitted by " Tuebor."—Scalt,

1 16 Ineh <n the Fool.

intersect. Now let us suppose they do not come level.

I have Just framed a roof where this was tbe case and

had no small difficulty in locating tbe truo seat of my
valley. One roof had a rise of 13 feet In 14 feet run.

while the oilier had a rise ot 13 feet In 12 feet ran. for
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the common ratter. In framing a valley rafter for a roof

of this kind It Is necessary to carry one valley to the

higher ridge for support, then cut the opposite valley

against the one already mentioned. In getting the side

bevel of the hip or valley rafter where It Intersects with
the ridge, one has only to make the draft for Bald rafter

and take the mo on one side of the square and the length

on the other and mark on the length side, the result being

the bevel. The trouble In my case, however, Is to

where to seat my rafter, so as to get my draft. I

bo ploascd to hear from any and all on this subject, as

I know from experience It Is the hardest In roof framing.

From J. F. W.. Danrillt, I'a.—l notice In a late Issue

of the paper an Inquiry from " Learner," Paterson, N. J.,

who wants to know how to get the lengths and bevels

of valleys, hips and jacks of a roof having two pitches;

also the various answers thereto. As being of interest

In this connection I send a sketch showing my method
of doing the work. The house is 40 feet long and 30

feet deep, the letters 11 B representing the center lines

of the structure. The pitches and run of the main raft-

ers are represented by C C C (', while I) I) represent

the rise or pitch of the valley or hip rafters. Take the

length of the rafter C and lay it on the center line B

40 Ft.

to beveling a valley rafter to fit between two roofs or

gables of different pitches, I note slight errors In each.

I have therefore decided to submit a solution entirely

different to either of those presented. We will suppose
tho Inclosed sketch to represent the building In question,

A B Indicating the valley rafter. First extend the line

F B C to a point directly plumb with D, thus making

1-3
,

Dlairram guhntittcd by • O L S
"

PI* liram S»lmltt»<l li>- 'J. K. W.." showing Hia Method of l>olnfj the Work.

finding littxts of VaUty Raften in a I(o»f Hiring '/'*»/ Ptfrha.

from K to F.; then draw n line to the corners, as F to

F, and space off the jacks on tho long side, as shown.

Take the length of the rafter C and lay It on the line B'

from G to G, drawing a line frum G to F, as shown,

which represents the run of the valley rafter, the line H
being its seat. Space off the Jacks from F to G. which
will give the lengths of jacks on the short side. Square

up the rise of the valley or hip from P to S and draw
the line S I) F. which will give the length of the hip or

valley. A bevel set at P will give the side cut. In order

to obtain the backing of the hip rufter. square from the

hip 1> to the line H', as shown in the upper right hand
portion of the diagram, and take that distance as a ra-

dius; then square to A and draw 2-2. A bevel at 2 will

give the backing. At 3 is the bevel for the cut across

the edge or top of purlin bents, while a bevel set at 4

will give the down side or cut. The top bevel for the

valley or hip Is shown at S. while at X is the plumb cut

fur the rafters on the 30 or 40 foot sides.

I'nim G. 1j. S., Tcntple, In/!.—In looking over some of

the re.-ent issues of the paper containing articles relative

F B C equal G K A. This makes the Hue B C tbe
run of the commou rafters iu the large gable and Is

equal to the ridge line F A. Connect C and A, and the-

line thus made becomes parallel and equal to the com-

mon rafter B K. Now the corner A C B has by this con-

struction become a square corner and the square applied

as shown at A C B demonstrates that If the ruu of the

rafter B G be taken on one side of the square and the

length of the rafter A C be taken on the other, marking
by A G will give the requiriMl bevel to tit against the

ridge A I).

We have already shown that B G is equal to K A and
that A C Is equal to B K; therefore, to find the bevel

against the ridge A D, take the length of the common
rafter and the ridge in the opposite gable and mark by

the rafter, or

B A I> = A K > B K: cut by B K.

Also B A K = A H x B I); cut by B 1).

It will thus be seen that this bevel in either roof 1b

cut by figures taken from the opposite roof, and in this

respect the error In the demonstration in the April Issue

will be found
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE building situation in the city of Baltimore is compar-

atively quiet just at the present time, although there are
under way a number of building improvements which in-

volve a considerable amount of capital in the aggregate. Of the
contracts awarded probably the one of most interest was
tint of the Maryland State building at Annapolis, refer-

ence to which has already been made in these columns. Some
of the recently awarded contracts include the Maryland
Hotel and Sanitarium, war Ellicott City, for which H. D.
Bollnian of Baltimore hns the contract; the Catonsville Na-
tional Bank Building, to cost ¥13.000. for which Baldwin
& I'ennington are the architects; a $15,000 residence for L.
A. Dieter, for which Edward Brady & Son, members of the
Builders' Exchange, are contractors ; a $40,000 residence for
Gen. A. E. Booth, to be erected in accordance with plans
drawn by J. E. Sperry of Baltimore; a $10,000 residence
for William Blackford, for which I). II. Thomas Jr.. is ar-
chitect, and a $(S0O0 addition to the residence of It. L>. Hop-
kins, the contract for which has been awarded to Israel Grif-
fith, also a member of the exchange. We understand it Is

the purpose of the Bank of Cummercc to erect a bank build-
ing to cost about $75,000, and of the Citizens' National Bank
to make extensive additions and alterations in accordance
with plans by J. E. Sperry.

Chloago, III.

The activity in building continues on a most gratifying
scale, and all indications point to a volume of business which
will far exceed that of any recent year. The figures for
June show that permits were issued for 62" building im-
provements, having n frontnge of 1H,<!70 feet and estimated
to cost $4,090.1)50, which compare with 335 permits for build-
ing*, having a frontage of 7570 feet and involving an esti-

mated outlay of $1,111,900, for the corresponding month of
last year. In recent years the only time that the money
value of the building improvements exceeded last month's
record was in June, 1895, and the impression seems to pre-
vail that the present activity will continue for some time to
come. During the six months ending June 3o permits were
taken out for the construction of 3145 building improve-
ments, covering a frontage of 88,223 feel, estimated to cost
$17,779,9ii5, these figure* forming a most striking contrast
when compared with those of the corresponding period of
1900. when permits were issued for 1274 buildings, having
a frontage of 33.898 feet and estimated to cost $4,53U,540.
These small totals were, of course, due to the prolonged
strike in the city, which brought nearly all building opera-
tions to a standstill. To what extent operations were sus-
pended may be gathered from the figures for the first half
of 1899. when i*rmits were taken out for 2118 buildings,
estimated to cost $ll.Sti5.2iS».

Columbus, Ohio.

An Important meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held
on the evening of July 3, when it was decided to make the
Columbus Exchange a part of the Ohio State Association of
Builders' Exchanges, thus practically completing the State
organization. The action of the local exchange also secures
for it a membership in the Excutive Board, and John
Drayer was appointed to the office. The principal address
of the evening was made by Joseph Young of the Cleveland
Builders' Exchange, temporary president of the Stale Asso-
ciation, who explained the objects and benefits of the state
organization. Addresses were also made by William Watson
and August Blcsch. both members of the local exchange, who
spoke in favor of the association.

As intimated in our July number, the first convention
will be held at Put-in-Bay, July 30 and 31, when n perma-
nent organization will be effected and the officers will be
elected. This convention will be largely in the nature of an
"outing," and the delegates from Columbus will go up to

the lake in special cars. A committee of three, consisting of
William Watson, !•'. E. Beeves and John Drayer, was ap-
pointed to arrange for the comfort of the local members at
the convention.

Erie, Pa.

The record of the Building Inspector shows 150 permits
to have been issued thus far for new buildings, which is only
IS less than were issued during the entire year of 1900.
During the month of April 95 permits were issued for old

and new work. 98 during the month of May and 74 during
the month of June, while up to July 12 23 permits had been
taken out for the mouth, mostly for new work. Among the

more important contract* may 1m- mentioned the Presby-
terian Church, to cost $25,000, Constable Bros. Compajy
contractors, and the St. Andrew's Church, to cost $21.87.).

KirBtner Bros, contractor*. The buildings for the Erie Elec-
tric Motor Company for the new summer resort called " Wat-
Intneer " are rapidly being completed by Contractor A. H.
Schoper. This resort is pleasantly located atwut 4 miles
west of the city, with water surroundings which made it an
ideal spot for bathing. The grounds have been laid out by
Superintend!.tit Wilbur of the Electric Motor Company and
the iiirliitectural work is that of Architect Joseph Front.

The Erie Builders' Exchange is in a flourishing condi-
tion and includes in its membership the leading members of
the building trades.

Hartford, Conn.

The building trades in Hartford, after an unprecedented
spring rush, have settled down to normal conditions, and it

is the opinion of the UtiiMing Inspector that the issue of

weekly t>ermits for new work from now ou will br >u an

average scale only. Yet there is much work in hand to be
finished, and the trades will be kept busy throughout the
summer and fall. The permits issued by Inspector Budde
thus far the present year show a most gratifying Increase, as
compared with the same time last year, this being particu-
larly noticeable up to May 1, since which time, however,
there has been a slight shading in the number issued.

Hazleton, Pa.
The outlook for the season's building business is not

altogether encouraging, owing to the differences existing be-

tween the carpenters and contractors. A strike has been in
progress since the latter part of May and from recent advices
a settlement seems to he a long way off.

At the annual meeting of the Hazleton Builders' Exchange
the following officers were chosen: President P. F. Boyle;
vice-president, Charles Knelly ; treasurer, Justus Schaub,
and secretary, Oliver Leibensberger. The Board of Directors
consists of Benjamin Uausch, Samuel Frederick and Fred.
May.

Louisville, Ky.
The carpenters' strike, which will go on record as one of

the longest ever known in the city of Louisville, was brought
to an end after our last issue went to press, concessions
being made on both sides. The trouhle began on May 2 by
reason of the refusal of the Builders' Exchange to recognize
the demands of the Carpenters' Union for a nine-hour day
and a minimum wage of $2.50 per day. The recognition of
the union card was also Jemanded. After being out six
weeks, during which time a number of conferences were held,

and after a sympathetic movement was begun more than once
among the plasterers, tinners and plumbers, an agreement
was reached, as follows :

"That for n consideration of the District Council agree-
ing to withdraw from the Building Trades Council the
Builders' Exchange agrees to pay members of the Car-

nters' Union who are mechanics at the rate of $2.50 per
y of nine hours' work.
"That the Builders' Exchange have the right to employ

whom they please, but that the union has the right to use
all honest endeavors to induce the nonunion men to become
members of said union without any interference on the part
of the employers.

'* Shopmen, when employed exclusively as such, are not
bound by the above agreement.

" Members of the union are not barred from working
with shopmen, but not exceeding the length of time of one
week.

" It is also mutually agreed that the relationship and con-
ditions existing between the employers and the carpenters
shall be in the same status as belore May 1."

Many jobs on which work had been practically suspended
will be pushed to completion as rapidly as possible, and it is

expected everything will run smoothly for a long time to

come. It is said that the permanent Arbitration Committee
will be composed of Gustav I^ortz, A. N. Struck and John
Keller, representing the Builders' Exchange, and I. F. Jones,
K. L. Glasgow and Thomas Iteagan of the carpenters' unions.

The Building Contractors' Association was incorporated
June 25, its object being to foster friendly relations between
its member* and those not in the membership. The incor-

porators were Jacob Stengel, Fred. C. Krebs, J. B. Ohlig-
schlager, John Hoertz and Charles Hamsbey.

Loe Angeles. Cal.

For the half year ending June 30 the new buildings un-
dertaken in Los Angeles were estimated to cost $1,072,953.
This total represents a gain over the same period in 1900 of

$022,<m4. and a gain over the same period of 1899 of $553,-

5fi»>. No part of the city seems to have been exempt from
the building activity, most of which was iu the nulure of
new residences.

Private advices received in the city are to the effect that

owing to strikes and threatened strikes in the logging camps
of the north there is likely to l>e an advance of ail kinds of

lumber of from $2.50 to $3 per 1000. and it is understood
that contractors are taking this probable advance into con-

sideration. Among the new business buildings now being
put up in Los Angeles are the Angelus Hotel, at the corner
of Fourth and Springs streets, costing $250,000; the Con-
servative Life Insurance Building, at the corner of Third
and Hill streets, costing $175,000: the addition to the Broad-
wav department store, the City of Londou Building and the

Todd Ford Building.

Montreal, Can.

The building word of Montreal. Canada, for 1900. just

prepared bv Building Inspector Cbausse, shows that the

amount of building done was $3,0S1,103, aB against $2,370,-

080 for the vear preceding. It is further explained that a
large proportion of the buildings were tenements, showing
an increased demand for houses.

Oakland, Cal.

Our correspondent, writing under date of July tl, says
that Oakland and other suburban cities are enjoying such

a building activity that the scarcity of mechanics is becom-
ing a serious matter. The supply of Bkilled carpenters is

entirely exhausted and advertisements for more help are fre-

quently noted. The demand for suburban residences costing

from $3000 to $10,000 is fast filling up what »as formerly

open territory lying between Oakland and Berkeley. In the

latter place especially the dry season is being taken advantage
of bv prnpertv owners for the erection of new building*, mid
it is estimated that more than 200 dwellings are ck In
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up, rang-have been put i

several residenc
and brick flats from

course of construction j n that town. In Alameda the situ-
ation is somewhat similar, though not 10 so great au extent.
The supply of business houses and office buildings is ap-
parently ample, as no new structure* .of tbis ebarneter are
now under way,

Ogden. Utah.
Many business blocks arc now in course of construction,

many of tlicin being pushed rapidly to completion in order
that the contractors may begin work on other structure*
which they desire to have under cover before winter weather
sets in. Among the big buildings now under way are the
Healy Hotel, on lower Twenty-fifth street : the Rogers Block,
on the same street, which is now almost completed, and the
Patterson Block, on Washington avenue. Residence build-
ing is also actively under way iu nearly all parts of the city.
There is, however, no marked scarcity of labor, although
some lines of building materiai are anything but plentiful.

Omaha, Neb.
The outlook for the erection of a large number of dwell-

ings and buildings adapted to business purposes is regarded
as particularly bright just at present. The greatest need
of Omaha is said to be for dwellings which will rent for $20
to $30 a month, the demand being far in excess of the sup-
ply. The figures for the month of June show improvements
to have been projected estimated to cost $212,485, as com-
pared with 830.084 in June last year. For the first six
months of 1901 the figures show a considerable Increase over
the corresponding Period of last year, the gain being more
than SO per cent. Thus far the most important building en-
terprises have been the erection of the Bennett Building.
170 x 132 feet in sire, and the Omaha High School, coating
$l.

r
>0,000. Several school bj

ing in cost from $8000 to f

ing in cost from $20,000 to
$14,000 to $30,000.

Secretary W. 8. Wedge, writing with regard to the Omaha
Builder*' Club, states that at the end of the first quarter of
its existence it is In a most flourishing condition, with 60
members on its roster and a number of additional applica-
tions in Bight. The members are working energetically to
make the club a success, and it now looks a* if they would
succeed beyond exi>«ctation.

One of the many things they are trying to accomplish is

to have all bids opened in public. This has always been a
knotty problem to solve, and one which has given all ex-
changes a lot of trouble. There would seem to be no good
reason why a bidder who bad spent u number of hours work-
ing hard over a set of plans should not have the satisfaction
of knowing how the bids of his competitor stood, but it seems
impossible to get the average architect to look at it that way.
As Mr. Wedge says, " They fail to give you any satisfaction,
simply telling you that you were not in it, and even after a
contract has been awarded you get little or no satisfaction.

"The United States Government and State architects
have all bids opened in public, and why cannot our architects
do the same? They bave power to reject any or all bids if

they so desire. The opening of bids In public would do away
with all excuses of nonsuccessful bidders and Ulk about
crooked work or a large sized ' nigger in the woodpile ' when
Mr. Smith or Mr. Jones fails to get a contract. We have
some architects who very readily open their bids in public,
also some who give a list of bids and figures as soon as the
contract is awarded, but they ore comparatively few. The
writer must confess that he has tried to accomplish this for a
number of years and has failed to do very much good along
this line so far."

Philadelphia, Pa.

The monthly statement of the Building Inspection Bureau
shows that during June 814 permits were issued, covering
1190 operations, estimated to cost $2,301,800. This was a
decrease as compared with the month of May of 108 permits
and $1,575,905 in the estimated coat. The figures for June
last year show 703 permits to have been issued, covering 1151
operations, estimated to cost $2,448,870. The operations
covered by the permits issued in June of this year included
3 school bouses, 10 manufactories. 0 workshops, 5 ware-
houses, 3 municipal buildings, 20 stables and carriage
bouses, 308 two-story dwellings. 78 three-story dwellings, 2
apartment houses and 287 miscellaneous jobs.

The records of the Building Bureau show that only once
has the total value of building for the first six months of
the current year been exceeded, the exivptlon being the first

half of 1897. The figures from January to June of the pres-
ent year show 4323 permits to have been issued, covering
<!830 operations, the estimated cost of which is placed at
$15,000,840. These figures compare with 308" permits, cov-
ering 5485 operations, estimated to cost $11,44<,S15, in the
first half of last year, while for the first six months of 1897,
which constitute the exception noted above, 4138 permits
were issued, covering 7907 operation*, estimated to cost
$15.777,(V_»ii.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

The building operations in the city continue on a Urge
scale, and tbc amount of work under way makes n most
gratifying showing when compared with the same period of
fast year. During the u rh of June, U«*i. permits were
issued for 193 buildings, estimated to cost $!H4,ll."i. which
figure* were increased to .'155 buildings, estimated to cost
$2,310,071. for June of the present year. Taking figures

in the report of Superintendent J. A. A. Brown of the Bureau
of Building Inspection, it is found that for the fust half of
the J car permits were taken out for 1704 buildings, esti-

mated to cost $10,309,314. as against 1031 buildings, involv-
ing an estimated expenditure of $4.01)4,769, for the first six

months of lOOti. January. May and June were the months
this year which showed a heavy increase a* compared with
the corresponding mouths of a y.-.ir ago.

Portland. Oregon.
Property owners in Portland seem to have decided that

there is a luck of flats in the city, as more are now being put
up or are in contemplation than ever before. During a re-
cent week work on half a dozen or more costly residences has
been commenced. The most important movement in larger
buildings is the extension of the Y. M. C A. Building, on
Fourth and Yamhill streets, the estimated cost of the ex-
tension being $25,000.

San Franclaoo, Cal.
Some of the architect* report that the labor .trouble*

have caused a certain number of their clients to postpone
building, but the record of contracta shows that construction
is still unusually active, especially in small lines. The week-
ly records of building contracts during the past month have
averaged from 25 to 30 in number, and iu the neighlwrliood
of $150,000 in value. Dwelling houses are still in such
strong demand that it is hard to find habitable dwellings for
rent either In San Francisco or iu the suburbs. During the
fiscal year just closed tbc Building Department issued 1200
permits for new buildings and improvements. A local lum-
ber paper states that never before has San Francisco and it*

vicinity witnessed so much building with wood as the prin-
cipal structural material. Itcceipts of redwood aud piue
have not kept pace with the demand.

The State Board of Architecture met for the first time in

the city on June 21, when the following officers were elected

:

President, Octavlus Morgan ; vice-president, Seth Baboon

;

secretary and treasurer, Merritt J. Ileid : assistant secretary
and treasurer, Fred. L. ltoehreig. The board will meet as
a whole once a year. In the interim it will be divided into
two sections, one for the northern and one for the southern
district of the State. The board is now engaged in formu-
lating regulations for the examination of persons applying
for certificates as architects.

Seattle. Wash.
The value of building permits taken out in Seattle dur-

ing June was $312,217, which shows a very satisfactory in-

crease over the month of June. 1900. During the latter
period the penults amounted to $221,508, showing a gain of
nearly 50 i>er cent. This is considered especially good, as
during the month just closed only one permit was taken out
for a large building, the others being chiefly homes built by
the owners. The prospect is that during the month of July
a similar record will be maintained.

St. Loula. Mo.
According to advices received from our special corre-

spondent under date of July 10, the buildiug business sine*
the selection of the World's Fair site has received an im-
petus that Is astonishing. Plans and specifications in the
hands of architects are increasing daily, and members of the
Building Contractors' Association have been requested to

bid on work the past two months to an extent In excess of
that of the past two years. Prices remain normal, although
material has in some cases slightly advanced. Labor in

most all branches is in demand, more particularly, perhaps,
bricklayers at 55 cents and carpenters at 45 cents.

The permits issued for building improvements during the
month of June were estimated to cost $1,342,104, as against
$290,910 for the same mouth last year. The figures for the
first half of 1901, just Issued by Commissioner C. F. Long-
fellow, show the cost of the building improvements to have
aggregated a total of $8,259,825, as compared with $2,069,
150 for the first half of last year.

The Contractors' and Manufacturers' Protective League
has been organized, having for its object tbe doing away
with sympathetic strikes in the city. There has been more
or less friction between the contractors and the Building
Trades Council of the city, and the feeling has been grow-
ing that the time has arrived to take some action to prevent
strikes, es|s?cially during tbe World's Fair period and sub-
sequently. We are advised that the methods adopted to ac-
complish such a result resemble those of Chicago, but It is

expected that the struggle will not lie so long drawn out,

owing to better organization. Tbe league embraces in its

membership the Master Builders' Association, iron and lum-
ber interests, a majority of the building materials men. and
the Master Bricklayers and Stone Masons. It is probable
that tbe Building Contractors' Association will also become
a member. The league is composed of men of determination,
said to be thoroughly in sympathy with unionism, but bit-

terly opposed to the methods practiced by the Building
Trades Council and its business agents in St. Louis during
tbe past two years.

Waltham. Ma**.
After holding several preliminary meetings the contract-

ing carpenters convened at Waltham on June 14 and_ or-

ganized the Master Builders' Association of Waltham. New-
ton, Watertown, Weston and vicinity. They adopted ar-
ticles of agreement intended for mutual benefit in a business
way. and a board of officers was elected, as follows: Presi-
dent, U. K. Clancy of Waltham: vice president. II. V. Boss
of Newton : secretary and treasurer, Herbert M. Gragg of
07 Ijiwrence street Waltham. Mas.*.

Tbe Executive Committee consist* of the above named
officers and A. B. Murdough of Watertown and C. H. Ire-

land of Newton.
Owing to tbe controversy regarding the number of hours

of labor to i on«t it ute a day's work, and having many large
contracts at the present time, it was voted to adopt the
eight-hour day. to commence January 1, 1902. As many of
the jobs under way in the suburban districts are being ex-
ecuted on a nine-hour day. the members of the association
feel that in stating a distinct time so near at hand for the
universal adoption of the eight-hour duy In their district

thev are granting all tlmt the men •Tin reasonably expect
and all that public opinion will warrant
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING-XIX.
{ncoMD into.)

Bv Pmd. T. Hodgson.

HP HE nut move will be to get the eccentric cutter

| fitted up. This should he made from a steel piping
similar to that used in the Instrument previously de-

scribed, nnd should be made on the same lines as those
mentioned. It may be remnrked, however, that there is

a slight dlffereuce with regard to the vertical projection

which carries the tangent screws and frame at the bock.

Id the following it will be seen how this differs from the
ellipse cutter in one or two trilling particulars. The Il-

lustration, Fig. 130, shows the complete instrument with
all Its details. On examination of the Illustration It will

be seen that the frame In which the tangent screw ro-

tates is held to the upright by two screws countersunk
Into the top. and then two screws, F F. with spherical
heads are employed to more accurately adjust the work-
ing of the screw when In place.

The micrometer hend of the tangent screw Is In this

case divided luto 3<i equal part*, having been turned to

a rather acute chamfer, as Illustrated; the scale of di-

visions is then figured at every 10, thus 10, 20. 30, 40,

Ac. having at the same time a small dot over every
Intermediate fifth line. By this means the wheel and
Its movements may Ih> subdivided Into any number that

with the wiieei having 04 teeth that Is fixed to the spin-

dle, passing through the center of the square stem.
This, being correctly set out, will cause the second wheel
on the arbor to assume Its correct position with regard
ro the 40 wheel that Is attached to the end of the stem
of the eccentric cutter.

Wheu setting out the above distances considerable
care and attention must be given to it. Observation will

show that the space Into which all wheels, Ac, have to
be fitted Is limited—that Is, between the face of the main
plate and the under face of the tfango. The arbor being
made of steel and well ritted, need not be hardened.
This arbor, it will be seen, does not require a nut In or-

der to keep the wheels In tbelr places, for these are held
by the flange which tits over the end of the stud; there-
fore the fitting Is between the collar of the arbor which
bears against the base of the stud and the underside of
the flange, the leather or key on the arbor rectifying the
movement or the wheels In connection with it.

With regard to the collar In which the stem of the
eccentric cutler I* fitted, the condition* are different,
for. because of Its "xlng the principal fitting, and on
which the accuracy of the working of the Instrument

Kig. -I

Fig. lao.-Froot View of Epicycloid*! Cutter.

Tig. 188.- Figs. 184 sad I8P.-Views of

Fl»t Filed Jkrtor.
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may be required. Uevertlng for a moment to the main
spindle, which passes through the stem, the face of the

stem forms tue front bearing to retain the main plate

In Its place. On the front end of this is fitted a wheel
having *U teeth. This Is shown in the illustration at

the letter C, and Is sufficiently distinct to need no further

comment
Returning to the eccentric cutter, hnvlng fitted this

to the steel collar, the projecting end has fitted to It a

wheel having 40 teeth. This wheel is, when once fin-

ished, a fixture, and unlike thut similarly fitted in the

ellipse cutter, Ik never required to be moved, the changes
in the train of wheels emanating, as they do, from a
different source.

Before referring further to this. It will be well to

•tudy the revolving arbor which Is fitted to the stud,

upon which the Mango turns nnd upon which the change
wheels nre placed. A reference to Fig. 131 will show
the manner In which ibis Is made. and. for preference,

cast stool should l>e employed for the purpose. After
It 1ms l»eeu accurately fitted to Its place— that Is, to the

stud u|Mtn which It revolves— It must be again fitted to

a perfectly true arbor, and the outside turned to fit the

aperture in the wheels with equal precision. This done,

a narrow key should be lilted and fixed throughout the
length A B, and this In turn must fit the keywny that Is

cut in the wheels, for the purpose of preventing any
movement of the Name when arranged for use.

It will be seen Hint the base of this arbor is provided
with a projecting collar, nnd this must l>e turned to such
a thlckuess that the wheel, which Is then fixed, will line

dependH. it should in all cases be hardened to prevent

wear.

As thus OtU'd we have in this arbor one wheel of 32

teeth working In the same plane as the 04 on the main
spindle, with a second wheel of «50 teeth" In a corre-

sponding plane with the wheel of the 40 teeth attached

to the extremity of the eccentric cutter. Thus arranged

it is of course evident they revolve simultaneously.

So far then, It will be seen that we have four wheels

fitted to their respective positions; but it will be equally

clear that ut present we have no means of connecting

them in any way. nnd as the Instrument now stands the

three existing movements work Independently of each

other.

It is in order now to provide the necessary means of

communication, which consists of a radial arm, in which,

a second adjustable arbor Is fitted. This is for the pur-

I*>se of accommodating the various changes In the dif-

ferent trains of wheels employed. First, then, we will

take the radial arm. This is made from a piece of cast

steel forged or cut to the shape shown In Fig. 13-1. It

must be carefully faced on both sides, and about 3-32

Inch thick. The center hole A upon which It moves la

carefully fitted to the stud, which projects above the face

of the linage nnd terminates In a square above the

radial arm. To the square is titled a steel washer, Fig.

1.15, with a corresponding hole. It is then retniDed In Its

place bj the screw, as shown, which must fit well Into

the *tud. This arm Is mnde to partially rotate. In order

to meet the requirements of the various changes of

wheels. A segmental slot Is cut. as shown at B. and
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tbls must bo made from the center A, as It turns upon
that fitting and is fixed iu the desired position by a
screw with a square head and washer that well covers

the slot; In fact the larger this Is the more tightly It will

clauip the arm to the flange.

We bare no fur tbe motions obtained from the arm,

tbat will admit of adjustment to tbe wheels in one way.

Tbe next thing to do Is to cut out a radial slot, as seen

at C. Fig. 134, In the projecting arm. Into this Is fitted

the removable arbor, which slides throughout its length

and receives the different wheels as required.

The construction of this arhor will require careful

consideration, especially with regard to the necessary

lengths. The flrst part will be the short spindle, Pig.

133. This Is made from a piece of round cast steel about

% Inch In diameter turned down at A to, say. % inch, nnd
then filed Hat on each side, us shown lu Klg. 136, to fit

well In the radial opening. The length of this fitting

must be Just under the thickness of the arm. In order

that the screw which clamps it may take immediate
effect upon being screwed np. It is always advisable

to have a thin loose washer under such screw beads: It

greatly assists In Its clamping power. By tbls arrnngc-

TK* Art of Wood Turning.

ment It will be been tbat the spiudle can be fixed In any

position within the length of the open slot.

Our next movt will be to fit to the projecting end

another steel socket to revolve thereon. This is shown

In Fig. 137, nnd is made to fit accurately between the

face of the collar In Fig. 133 and the screw head B in

the same illustration. Now we are here again somewhat

limited; hence the necessity for the spindle on which the

socket routes being small; as the screw head must not

exceed in diameter the bottom of tbe thread upon which

the milled head nut. Fig. 132, screws. The latter is re-

quired to retain the wheels on tbe socket, which la also

provided wltli a feather to fit the keyway in tbe wheels.

The thread of ihe socket and uut must be a very fine

one on account or (he limited space that can be spared

for the pur|Hi>w.

In Fig. 140 the removable arbor Is shown complete in

Itself with back and front screws. Of course the precise

lengths, widths. &c, will largely depend upon the thick-

ness of the wheels, depth of bed and other conditions,

but tbe general outline may lie taken as correct. It may
bo mentioned Hint the best material of which lo make
the wheels will be the kind used by clock makers, onty.

perhaps, a little harder. It should be about 532 Inch

thick, so that it will finish to the required thickness and

size. There should l»e 12 change wheels— i. r., 30, 32, 34,

30, 38, 40. 42, 44. 4fi. 48 in duplicate, and 00 teeth, re-

spectively, and these will enable the number of loops

already described to be obtained.

Upon putting the instrument together, when so far

completed, we shall find that by interposing tbe arbor

we have Just considered the upper wheel of the

two placed upon It will gear with the 40 wheel on the

eccentric cutter, while the lower one performs the sauie

office with the 00 wheel, which U the top one on the

socket, that revolves ou tbe stud. With the Instrument

thus geared it will be seen that we have formed a con-

nection betweeu all the parts, and provided two wheels

of equal nuinlters are employed iu the unity the value

of the train remains tbe same and will produce a figure

of three loops caused by the eccentric revolving three

times as compared with one complete revolution of the

main plate of the Instrument. And the various wheels
employed on the removable arbor for the different trams
multiply or divide the initial value of the permanent
train, wblen is 04-0U.

To change the train of the 32-40 wheels on the arbor

Is a simple matter. First relieve tbe screw H and with-

draw it from the radial arm; then loosen tbe milled

bead nut J nnd remove the wheels, replacing them by
those required In exchange, nnd fixing securely with a

pin wrench, Fig. 138. This done, the arbor Is returned

to tbe radial slot; release the screw which binds tbe arm
to the flange, readjusting all the wheels to gear freely,

as nearly without shake or backlash as possible, and re-

fix all clamping screws. Having effected all these move-
ments we see thai they consist of the lateral adjustment
of the arbor in the radial slot, combined with the seml-
rotatlon of the arm on tbe flange.

The foregoing being thoroughly understood we may
proceed to the two carrier wheels marked M M in Fig.

130; wblcb are for the purpose of reversing the direction

of the different looped figures produced. To effect this

result It Is necessary to connect the 32 wheel at the
lower extremity of the arbor that revolves on tbe stud
with the 64 wheel attached to the main spindle passing
through the square stem. This is accomplished by two
carrier wheels. These are made as shown In Fig. 139.

It will be seen by reference to the Illustration that a
short steel stud paws through tbe face plate, and la

clamped tightly to the same by the screw A at the back.
On the opposite extremity a similar luit shorter pro-

jection exists, to which Is fitted a wheel. Tbe hole in

the plate through which the plain part B. Fig. 139,

passes is much Increased lu size. In order that either

or both wheels may be released from gear, a washer
should be placed under the head of the screw, and thla

must be of sufficient slice In diameter to cover the
aperture In tbe plate.

The main object of these two carrier wheels Is, as al-

ready stated, to change the direction of the pattern.

For example. If both nre employed at the same time It

will bo seen that we have an equal number of axes at
work, which causes the loops of the figure to turn In-

ward; whereas, if only one Is geared, the result is the
loops turn In the reverse direction, or outward. It Is

perhaps needless to remark tbat these wheels do not In

any way alter tbe value of the train of other wheels em-
ployed, but simply supply the meaus of largely Increas-
ing the number of alterations in the unlimited quantity
of figures to be obtained.

Reference to Fig. 130 will discover the fact that tbe
frame screw and vertical projection are different from
those Illustrated in connection with the ellipse cotter.

These are matters of detail, depending upon the diameter
of wheel and uutuber of teeth In the same.

Tests of Fire Proof Stairs.

Consul-General Guenther of Frankfort reports that

on March 4 official tests of so called fire proof stairs for

apartment houses were made at the yards of one of the
fire department stations In Frankfort where Intense

fires had been started for the purpose. The stairs cov-

ered with plastering showed the longest resistance and
could still be used after being subjected to the fire for

25 minutes. Of stairs coated with fire proof paints no
tangible results could be stated, as the stairs experi-

mented with were, of great variety as to material and
strength; but they were still serviceable after five or
ten minutes under fire. Of the wooden stairs without
fire proof paints, those of oak withstood the fire the
longest.
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WATER SERVICE IN A SUBURBAN RESIDENCE.
rp HE plumbing of a suburban dwelling, no lew than

I that of a city residence, pertaining as it does to a
phase of the building business which is of paramount Im-

portance In every well equipped habitation of the present

day, la a matter of general Interest to a large class among
the readers of this journal. It may not, therefore, be out

of place to here give the account of an interesting Job

of plumbing in a suburban residence contributed by a

correspondent of The Metal Worker to a recent Issue of

that publication.

All the material used was such as Is obtainable at any
stock bouse, and all the pipe in the Job, except the soil

pipe, vent pipes and a few odd waste connections, is

galvanized iron pipe. The kitchen of the house, where

the portion of the work described is placed, is of the

long, narrow type, and the piping is arranged, as far

as possible, so that each fixture has separate supplies.

Though a trifle more expensive, this is an excellent fea-

ture for work In a suburban house, where the possibility

213

To avoid a failure and make proper circulation

certain at all times, regardless of the trap In the bot

water service pipe made by dropping from the boiler to

the floor and running across under it to the sink where
It rises, the bot service pipe was continued to the attic

and a return was made from there, an air pipe being

taken from the highest point, to prevent its becoming
air bound. The air pipe was carried over to a point

over the sink and left open so that all of the bot lines

will drain when the supply cocks are shut off. On ac-

count of the supplies being carried down from the boiler

and up behind the sink, stop cocks are placed where they

will draiu without giving special attention to the waste
water, which will discharge Into the sinks. This arrange-

ment also enables the stop cocks to be placed wbere they

can be readily reached from the first floor. Pipe 6 is

the cold water supply to the bathroom fixtures, and the

supply to the water closet tank is taken from the pipe 9,

where it passes under the closet room floor, a cock being

'' 111,1
'
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of the pipes freezing is somewhat greater than In the

more closely built sections of a city. If anything gets

out of order, so as to require the services of a plumber,

It is a simple matter to shut off the supplies to such a
fixture wbile the repairs are being made in order to

prevent damage, leaving all tbe other fixtures still avail-

able for use.

A view of the piping from the top of the kitchen sink

to the ceiling is presented In Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows
tbe pipe connections under tbe sink. In order that the

purpose of tbe different pipes shown in Fig. 2 may be

understood, they are numbered, nnd in tbe description

these numbers are used. Flpe 1 carries the water from
the house force pump to the tank, and Is arranged so as

to discharge over the top of tbe tank. The tell tale pipe,

2, runs from tbe tank and discharges over tbe sink at the

bottom, so that the person using the pump can tell as

soon as water flows from it that tbe tank is full to the

point of overflowing. Tbe discharge noasle of this tell

tale pipe may be seen on the splice back of the sink

Just behind the pump faucet The cold water supply to

the china closet and butler's pantry sinks Is 3. No. 4 Is

the hot water supply to tbe same fixtures. Pipe 5 la the

return circulating pipe from tbe bathroom hot water

placed Just above the cIokH room floor. Pipe 7 Is the bot

water supply to the batbroom fixtures. Tbe main cold

air supply from tbe tank is pipe 8, which has a cock over

tbe sink, and is also provided with a valve at the tank.

Pipe 9 supplies cold water to the laundry and tbe hall

lavatory, as well as the water closet supply, as already

mentioned. Pipe 10 supplies bot water to the laundry
and tbe hall lavatory.

All of tbe service pipes, both bot and cold, above the

first floor are continued up to and turned over the tank.

This allows the air to enter the pipes when the stop

cocks on them are turned off. Tbe line of pipe on the

ceiling In tbe foreground. In Fig. 1, is a full sited con-

tinuation of the boiler hot water service pipe, which Is

carried up to the tank with an open end which tu

the tank. This is to afford a relief for vapor and
The pipe which supplies tbe fixtures turns down behind
the boiler and runs over to the sink, where it rises for

the purposes mentioned. On account of the trap it would
not serve well as a relief under any conditions, and again

the hot water supply might be shut off when the relief

was needed most. There is neither trap nor cock on this

line. It Is always open as a safeguard against hammer-
ing and accidents due to expansion, regardless of what
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may happen to other parts of the piping system. The
tank being In the attic directly over the kitchen, the

pipes pass up through the kitchen and on the partition

separating the bathroom from the bedroom. Over the

pipes boards are arranged and secured with screws so

that access to the pipes can be readily had In case of

necessity. The kitchen sink faucets have air chambers
and stop cocks on the branches. The traps In the various

supplies have bleeders with stop cocks, as shown under
the sink. The hot anil cold pipes are put up In pairs,

with the hot pipes always on the left hand side. Where-
ever the pipes run horizontally the hot pipe is always
the upper one. Oak is the material of which all the cap-

plugs, splash boards and drain boards are made, and
they stand out from the wall so that air can circulate

freely behind them and a brush can be passed tip and
down the space to clean it out. The lines from the bot-

tom of the tank stand filled with wnter at all times, un-

less drained by the faucet shown connected to the air

chamber. The notzle of this faucet Is over the sink.

There Is n check valve In the nlr chamber where It bolts

The practical plumber will note several little Interesting

features In this work. It is of interest to know that the

job has been in use for two years, giving excellent i

faction.

The Carnegie Technical

The Advisor}' Committee appointed by the Board of

Trustees of the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh to in-

vestigate and prepare a plan for the proposed School of

Technology to be presented to the city of Pittsburgh by
Andrew Carnegie, have banded in a report which advo-

cates the establishment of three grades of schools. The
first will be the Carnegie Technical College, which will

provide a technical education to high school graduates,

teaching engineering In all its branches. The second, to

be called the Carnegie Technical High School, will tx»

for the benefit of graduates of the grammar schools, and
will provide, In addition to the regular high school stud-

ies. Instruction in blast furnace and foundry practice,

brass founding, pattern making, metal working, statlon-

n * -View of Piping Below Slak

Water Serrtce in a Suburban Btthirnce.

to the cylinder opening. There are pet cocks tapped in

under the check valve, and also oue under the bottom

valve of the cylinder.

The line of pipe at the extreme right on the celling, in

Pig. 1, Is an extra line to the cellar which the owner
Intends to use for connecting a hydraulic ram later on,

and the tee on the pump pipe Is designed to receive the

supply from the ram direct. In connecting the water

back with the boiler, to further facilitate rapid circula-

tion, a brass nipple was screwed into the end of the tee

In such a way as to allow a freer passage of water

through the nipple than through the branch. The nip-

ple of the tee was connected with the return circulating

pipe and the branch to the Isittom of the lioiler, and the

other end connected with the lower opening In the water

back. The tauk valve is sumcwhai novel, not being a

regular system valve, but Is a standing bath waste con-

nection lengthened out so as to bring the overflow holes

attove the water line. The waste end coupling collar Is

connected to the bottom of the tank with n wipe Joint,

aud the water overflowing from the tank outers the side

opening of the waste just as the waste from a bathtub

would. This plan allows air to enter and empty the

pipes. A valve Is naturally placed where it can be easily

reached, or may K- operated with a chain if desired.

ary, locomotive and marine engine and boiler manage-
ment, gas manufacture, electricity and other depart-

ments, more particularly adapted to the needs of the

Pittsburgh district. The third school will be the Car-

negie Artisan Day and Kvenlng Classes. These clashes

are intended for the benefit of those who are unable to

take advantage of the more complete courses in the tech-

nical school.

Proposed Motel for Women.

The plans have recently been filed with the Building
Department for the proposed hotel for women, which
will occupy a plat 75 x 107% feet on East Twenty-ninth
street. Just ofT Fifth avenue, New. York City. It will be
<.f tire proof construction throughout, 12 stories In hlght,

aud will have a /of.irf< of brick. Indiana limestone and
terra cotta. The cost Is estimated at $350,000, and the
building will bv erected in accordance with plans drawn
by Architect itouvrt W. Gibson.

TiiEHt is a woman carpenter in the city, says a recent

issue of the Daven|MUt, la.. Timrs, and yesterday she
was found on the roof of a house engaged In shingling.

She did Hit Jot) neatly and well.
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It U Interesting at times to compare methods of con-
struction which prevail in one locality with those which
obtain In another considerably remote, as it often af-

fords suggestions or hints of value to the practical me-
chanic. It 1m well known that many phased of building

construction as practiced abroad differ radically from
American methods, and it Is with a view to gratifying

the curiosity rather than affording practical suggestions
that we present herewith Illustrations of two. forms of
<>ornlce construction, as recommended by a correspond-
ent In an English trade journal. An examination of the
Illustrations will show some of the parts designated by
names which differ with the practice of this country,

but the meaning of which Is readily apparent.

Test of Steel Flooring.

A mo«t Interesting test of the endurance of Are proof

flooring to be used in their new warehouse has recently

been made by the Boston & Albany Railroad Company.
A large oven was built to test the steel and concrete

flooring, which is HVj inches thick and has a weight of

100 pounds to the square foot. The flooring in area Is

about the same as that In a good sized room in a dwelling

house. Upon it workmen built what seemed to be a

Fin. 1 -Cornice for Low Pitch Roof

of a wood preservative, in which he says that " the sap

is removed from timber and at the same time It is Im-

pregnated with chemicals to render the wood either fire

proof or Impervious to attacks of Insects or to decay in

salt or other waters. If necessary the impregnating

plant can be used at the felling ground. The cost of Im-

pregnating Is about 2 cents per cubic foot and the cost

of the plant about $1000."

A Water Proof Wash for Brick Work.

Damp walla are a source of almost endless worry and

expense, and the troubled householder often longs for a

cheap and simple cure. In many cases the damp arises

In the wall from the wet ground, and in other cases It

comes from defective gutters and flashing. Water proof

washes are useless in cases like these, says a London

Journal, but when the damp Is caused by rain beating

against the surface of the wall and percolating thence

to the interior of the building, a water proof wash may
be of service.

Two solutions are required, the first consisting of

Tig. S.—Cornice for Ht«p Roof.

S<xne h'ntjluh Form, of Cornier Cnnttruehufi.

solid mass of bricks, carrying these up in a square col-

umn the same size as the flooring beneath them. In all

fully 50,000 bricks were required for the test, which Is

that of 1200 pounds to the square foot. The bricks were
piled high, without the use of mortar, until enough had
been used to secure the required test of strength of 1200
pounds to the square foot. By building the bricks in

piers they were prevented from arching. The weight of

bricks reached 1000 pounds to the square foot, but the
steel floor stood the test with the deflection of only %
inch.

No mortar was used because, when the extreme test

of weight had been reached, the bricks could as readily

be taken down as put lip, leaving standing the mass of

brick to the hight of only 4 feet. This had been calcu-

lated to mean 400 pounds to the square foot, which is

the " working load," as It Is called, that tho Boston &
Albany Railroad will require for their purposes in their

warehouse. In the big vault oven beneath the floor was
built a Are of oak and birch heavy timber. With this a
temperature of 2000 degrees was sought, to be kept at

that figure from two to three hours. Following this

about 48 hours were allowed for the oven and flooring

to become cold, and then the bricks were piled up again
Just as they were before the test, to get a proper knowl-
edge of the endurance of the steel flooring and the weight
It would hold after it had been through the firing process.

The State Department has received from Commercial
Agent Johnson of Stanbridge a report on the discovery

castile soap and water In the proportion of % pound

of soap to 1 gallon of water, and the second of alum

and water, in the proportion of 2 ounces of alum to a

gallon of water. The wall must be perfectly clean and

dry before the solutions are applied, artificial heat being

resorted to If necessary, and the temperature of the air

should be above 60 degrees. P. Wash No. 1 (the soap

wash) should be applied boiling hot, and carefully laid

on with a flat brush In such a manner as to avoid mak-

ing a froth on the surface of the wall. After this has

been allowed to dry and harden for 24 hours, wash No. 2

must be applied in a similar manner, but Its temperature

need not exceed 00 degrees or 70 degrees. This also

must stand for 24 hours, and then a second coat of wash
No. 1 muBt be applied, to be followed, after another

Interval of 24 hours, by a second application of wash
No. 2. As a rule two coats of each will be sufficient, but

In exceptional cases three or even four coats of the two
washes must be applied.

Cost of Excavating Cellars.

In estimating the cost of a building, about the first

thing we are confronted with Is the digging or excavat-
ing the cellar and trenching for foundation walls. This
work Is generally estimated by the cubic yard, and the
contents In cubic yards may easily be obtained by the
following method: First obtain the number of square
feet on the surface and divide by nine, which will give
the number of square yards on the surface, then multi-
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ply by one-third of tho feet In depth. The result will be

the number of cubic yards. Thus, to ilud the number of

cubic yards in a cellar 18 x 30 feet and 7 feet deep, there

are 540 square feet on the surface, which, divided by

nine. Kives W square yards. Multiplied by two and one-

third, which is one-third of 7 feet, we have 140 cubic

yards. The cost of excavating varies with locality, qual-

ity of materials to be removed, distance of hauling and

in other particulars, but the usual cost where all things

are favorable may be put down at from 20 to 30 cents

per cubic yard, Including hauling. To excavate clay

costs more than to excavate sand or loamy soil, gravel

still more and shale and rock very much more. Lime-

stone rock. If blasting la necessary, may cost from $2.25

to $3.25 per cubic yard, according to conditions, says

Stone. Hard conglomerate may cost from 40 to "0 cents

per cubic yard, and often more when It Is naturally ce-

mented together.

The Worklngmen's College, Melbourne,

We are In receipt of tbe fourteenth annual prospectus

of the Workingmen's College of Melbourne, Australia,

for the year 1901, a substantial illustrated publication

of 120 pages, giving detailed Information regarding the

wide field of educational work covered by that excellent

technical Institution. Tbe college and its work In the

line of technical and trade Instruction have been re-

ferred to In these columns at various times in tbe past

few years. It Is sufficient to say of the present prospec-

tus that It shows tho institution to be keeping well In

line with modern progress In the extent and variety of

the subjects Included In Its curriculum, as well as In Its

equipment for providing Its pupils with the best tech-

nical education available. In the nine departments of

tbe college instruction is given by a large staff of pro-

fessors and Instructors In engineering, mathematics,

mining and metallurgy, architecture, art and applied art,

music, commercial subjects, agriculture, and household
economy. A large trade school, giving Instruction In

carpentry and Joinery, plumbing and gas fitting, turning

and fitting, blacksmlthlng, metal foundry, carriage build-

ing and printing by means of day and night classes, la

an Important feature of the institution. The curriculum

In this department contemplates a three years' course,

each year representing a different grade of Instruction,

from elementary exercises up to the finished problems
In each trade. More than 200 pupils were enrolled In

the various departments of the college during the past

New Publications.

How to Become a Good Mechanic. By John Phln. 68

pages. Bound In paper covers. Published by the

Industrial Publication Compauy. Price, 25 cents, post

paid.

This la the second edition of a work which was brought
out very nearly 20 years ago in response to numerous
Inquiries relating to the subject matter of which it treats.

The matter has been rewritten and the work enlarged so

as to bring It up to date and make it more than ever

practically useful. The book Is intended as a guide to

self taught men, telling what to study, how to begin,

what difficulties will be met with and the manner in

which they may be overcome. It Is, in fact, a description

of how to carry on such a course of self Instruction as

will enable the young mechanic to rise from the bench
to something higher.

Practical Draftsmen's Work. Edited by Paul N.

Hasluck. Size. 5x7% Inches. 160 pages. 226 illus-

trations. Bound In board covers. Published by Cas-

sell & Co., Limited. $1, post paid.

ThiR little work, as the title Indicates, is Intended for

the special use of tho draftsman, and the matter has
been put in convenient shape for every day use. It con-

sists substantially of a number of series of Illustrated

articles by Prof. Henry AdamB which originally ap-

peared in two English publications edited by Mr. Has-

luck. The matter Is comprised In ten chapters, the first

of which deals with drawlug boards, paper and mount-
ing. The next chapter considers drawing Instruments,

after which Instructions are given In drawing straight

lines, circular lines and elliptical curves. The subject

of projection is considered iu a chapter by itself, follow-

ing which are extended comments on the back lining of

drawings, coloring drawings, drawiug to scale and pre-

paring maps, and, finally, a discussion of the subject of

making a drawing. In this chapter the author describes

the various steps from the beginning of the drawing un-

til the work is completed. A comprehensive index alpha-

betically arranged Is a valuable feature of the closing

In the construction of the new buildings now ap-

proaching completion at the Brooklyn Navy Yard glass

has been employed to a greater extent than usual. The
side walls have a brick base with glazing above, and
put on In bevels or sections which are capable of being

swung out to provide ventilation. The side walla of the

clearstory are of corrugated Iron with glazing above.

The bulk of area of the shed roofs is skylight, and wide
skylights are also placed In the clearstory roof.

The library which will be erected in Phopnlxvllle, Pa.,

us the gift of Andrew Carnegie will be a structure one
story and basement In hlght and will cover an area 64

x 72 feet. It will be built of Avondale limestone and
have a slate n«of. The basement will contain a public

document room and receiving rooms, while the main
floor will be devoted to a board room, library, reading

room and lavatory. The interior finish will be In quar-

tered oak. The lighting will be by electricity and the

heating by steam. The plans were prepared by Archi-

tects Savery & Sheetz of Philadelphia, who secured the

commission in competition with several others.
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Dwelling Houses of Glass.

No little attention Is Doing given lu the trade press

to the ideas advanced by a French glass expert, Jules

Henrivaux by name, who puts forth the theory that the

next age Is likely to be distinguished as an age of glass.

He maintains that this material will be largely used In

the future for building construction, as, in bis opinion, It

Is the best substance known for almost any kind of

structural purpose, but wore particularly for dwelling

bouses. The claims of this glass enthusiast appear to be

founded upon the inexhaustible supply of the materials

from which glaRs is made, from its adaptability to all

shapes and forms, its durability and Its cleanliness.

Practically every part of a dwelling, according to M.

Henrivaux. can be constructed of this material. It can

b» molded into cornice*, slates, bricks, wall decoration*,

panels, and. In fact, about everything that enters Into

the construction of a building. The foundations and

walls enn be constructed of a variety of glass recently

invented called " stone glass," which Is said to have al-

ready withstood the severest tests. When crushed It Is

said to give a resistance three times as great as granite,

and when subjected to heat and cold it is found to be

less sensitive than steel. It is claimed to resist a shock,

such as a hammer blow, to a degree 22 times as

severe as that which would fracture marble, while

the test of tension has practically uo effect on It what-

ever. The walls of such a house, as described by M.

Hcuilvaiix in the London Daily K.rprcx», would be built

of glass, held together by angle iron, so as to permit of

a hollow space through which pipes could pass (the pipes

themselves being of glass) conveying hot air, hot and

cold water, gas, electric wires, drain pipes, and every-

thing needed for the health and comfort of tho Inhabit-

ants. Stairs, balustrades, ceilings, wall decorations,

floors, umntels and lire places all could be constructed

of glass. Moreover, even the household furniture and

utensils could be made of vitrified material. Such a

house would be absolutely clean and practically In-

destructible. The whole of tho surface could be washed

from top to bottom without any humidity being left,

aud dust would find no resting place upon the polished

surfaces.

Cost of Glass Houses.
As to the question of cost, this advocate of glnss

claims that such a house would be fully as cheap or

cheaper than a house constructed of the building ma-

terial at present In general use. Glass can be made out

of anything amenable to the Influence of Arc. The stone

glass referred to Is manufactured almost entirely from

what has hitherto been regarded as waste substances,

auch as the slag from blast furnaces and mines. To

avoid the monotony which one would naturally associate

with such a house as that described, M. Henrivaux

claims that the glass can be shaped, colored and deco-

rated to an extent of which no other material is capable,

thus providing all the variety desired. How far such a

building would make a comfortable dwelling place Is a

matter of doubt. One great advantage, however, pos-

sessed by a glass bouse tilled with glass furniture would

lie its practical Immunity from fire. It may Just be pos-

sible that M. Henrivaux has hit upon a solution of tb*

problem of the absolutely fire proof house*.

New York's Latest node I Tenement.

At the time of their completion we referred In these

columns to the several model tenements erected in the-

city to provide accommodntions for the deserving poor,

but It 1b probable that none of them will compare in

magnitude and appointment with the building of thls-

character for which plans were died a week or two
since, this being practlcully the first undor the new
tenement house law. The building will have a frontage

on Avenue A extending the entire block from Seventy-

eighth to Seventy-ninth streets, will be six stories In

hlght and will contain 18«i separate apartments of tbree-

and four rooms each. The facade will be of golden buff

colored bricks, with Indiana nmestone and terra cotta

trimmings. The entrances will be of polished colored

granite, the vestibules will be wainscoted with marble,

and the floors of the entrunce and staircase halls of col-

ored inlaid tiles. The roof will be of plastic slate, and
the Are walls will be carried above it so that it can

readily be transformed Into a roof garden or playground

for the children should this Ik> found desirable. There

will be eight staircases. Inclosed In heavy brick walls,

with absolutely Are proof floors, stairs, doors and win-

dows. The first floor will contain nine storeR, 16 apart-

ments and a number of shower and tub baths for the

use of tennnts, while each of the upper doors will be

divided Into 34 apartments. The aim of the architect*,

Harde &. Short, w ho spent several years In the study of

the economic planning and construction of Improved

model tenements. Is to make each apartment In Itself s>

complete home, with plenty of light, air and ventila-

tion. Kach will be supplied with a gas range for cook-

ing, hot water from the basement steam heating, dust

shoot leading to the cellar, where there will be a special

furnace for consuming the sweepings, refrigerator space

in each private hall, letter box. speaking tubes and elec-

tric vestibule door openers. There will also be dumb
waiters, and a complete laundry and steam clothes dry-

ing apparatus in the basement. A feature that would
doubtless be highly appreciated by tenants of some
of the higher class fiat bouses of the city will be sound'

proof floors and partitions which will separate each-

apartment from its neighbor. The entire structure ha»
been so planned that there will bo no interior vent shaft*

of any kind, but the rooms will have from one to three

windows opening directly on the street, yard or Urge
open courts. When the building Is completed It Is the

Intention of the owners, the City and Suburban Homes
Company, to commence work on a second section in the

rear, fully as large as the one now under way and sepa-

rated from It by a 20-foot roadway. When these Im-

provements are fully carried out accommodations will be
afforded for a greater number of people than are to be
found In many of tbe smaller towns and villages of thsr

country.

nodernizlng an Old Office Building.

A piece of work of special Interest to architects au<?

builders, more especially those located In the city, a*

found in connection with the alterations which are betar

made to the Morse Building, a brick and stone structuxe-
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situated at the corner of Nassau and Beekmon streets.

New York City. At the time of Its completion. In the

year 1879, some features of Its ornamental brick and

structural work were Illustrated In these columns, as our

older readers will doubtless remember. The property re-

cently ehnnged hands, and the new owner decided to add

six stories to the building, placing them on tup of this old

walk, which are of a most substantial character. In

doing the work a story and a half was taken from the

top of the building and a continuous line of large steel

gilders was strung on nil exterior walls, while steel

supports were placed on the center walls. Upon these

steel girders is now being erected the skeleton frame for

the additional stories, thus combining in a single build

lug the old and modern styles of construction. White

brick will be used for the outside walls of the new por-

tion and the red brick of the old structure will be cov-

ered with artificial stone. For the purpose of raising

materials a huge derrick was placed on what was origi-

nally the eighth floor, while over the sidewalk for the

protection of pedestrians heavy scaffolding was erected,

this also supporting the hoisting engine.

Convention of Ohio Builders' Exchanges.

The first annual convention of the Ohio State Asso-

ciation of Builders' Exchanges was held at Hotel Vic-

toria. Put-in-Bny, on July 30 and 31, In accordance with

the plans announced in n previous Issue. There was

a large representation of the exchanges present and

the affair was most enjoyable in every way. A very fint

address wns made by President James Young and Sec-

lory E. A. Roberts presented his report. A constitution

was adopted and some Interesting discussion developed

regarding the question of what should be recognized as

a builders' exchange. It was Anally voted that any reg-

ular organization of builders, comprising not less than

ten members, should Ik? eligible to Join the State associ-

ation. It was also decided that each exchange should

have five votes in the deliberations of the convention,

and that an Arbitration Committee was unnecessary.

Among the papers presented was one by J. C. Romels

of Toledo entitled " Practical Use and Development of

the State Association; " another, by Secretary R. J. Gar-

diner of the Columbus Exchange, on " Business Ethics

Among Builders." the author's remarks being based

upon experiences of his exchange; one by H. P. Heedy
of Youngstown, on the relation of Ohio exchanges to

each other, and still another by C. W. McCormlck of

Cleveland relating to the question of "Needed Legisla-

tion for the Building Interests of the State."

The election of officers resulted In the choice of James
Young of Cleveland for president, J. L. Creswell of To-

ledo for first vice-president, H. P. Heedy of Youngs-
town for second vice-president, E. J. Reeves of Colum-
bus for third vice-president and Edward A. Roberts of

Cleveland for secretary and treasurer.

Athletic games were Included In the programme for

the day, and a feature which served as the basis of a sou-

venir of the occasion was a large group photograph with

the Great Western Band In the foreground.

The C. M. Schwab Industrial School.

The new industrial school which Is to be erected at

Homestead, Pn.. as the gift of C. M. Schwab, will be of

brick, stont and steel with floors of concrete and will

cost tn the neighborhood of $50,000. According to the

plans, which have been drawn by Architect E. J. Oster-

ling of Pltisburgh. the building will have a froutnge of

03 feet in Ninth avenue, extending back a distance of OS
feet. In the basement will Ik- a iMiiler room, engine
room, foundrv. \c; on the tirst floor the office,

laboratory, unit blue shop, stock room and black-

smith shop; on the s.cond Moor moms for drafting,

turning, wood working, supplies. &c, while on the third

flf> <v are the draw lug aud sawing rooms. kitchen and
-dining rooms matron'- n-om and -ripply r-'otn

<• Builders' Day " at tha Pan-American Ex-
position.

The following circular relative to " Builders' Day,"
September II, at the Pan-American Exposition, has been
Issued from tho office of William H. Sayward, secretary

of the Natlonnl Association of Builders:

The National Association of Builders bat arranged with the
management of the Pan-American Exposition to hove a special
dar set apart as " Builders' l>av.'' as above stated, with the
idea Unit It would be n means of bringing together at the Buf-
falo Exposition builders from all parts of the country, who
would naturjlly have u special Intercut In the buildings, as well
as the exposition Itself, mid who would also And much of pleas
ure aud Inf -.>r mat Ion through assembling In fraternal faahloB.

1 lie National Association does not propose to hold any con-
vention meetings, but advantage will be taken of this gathering
to have one social iifTnlr, possibly a banquet, to which all bull«f
ers present on the day ludlcuted will be welcomed. Each one
participating In (Ins audnl affair will be expected to "pay hl»
own way."

TltANSI-OItTATION.
No attempt wl!l be made to secure reduced rates of trans-

portation especially for this occasion, as reduced rates may be
negotiated for from almost every section of the country upon
fully as favorable terms as could be arranged under any spe-
cial plan. Associations mid Individuals are therefore recom-
mended to make their own rates with their own local trans-
portation companies or ugeurles.

1IKAUQLAHTKKS.
rule** otherwise ordered, headquarters will be at the Build-

ers' Association Exchange Building, corner Court and Pearl
streets, Buffalo, where all further Information can be obtained.

This circular is sent to ail associations of builders through-
out the country, with urgent Invitation from the National Asso-
ciation of Builders and the Pnn-Amerlcan management to at-
tend the exposition on " Builders' Day." It Is hoped that a
large number ol builders will accept the Invitation.

Jons S. SravBNS.
President of National Association of Builders.

Wu. H. S»vwak|), Secretary.

In this connection it is interesting to note that the

.Master Builders' Association of Boston have planned
an "Outing." hnviug for Its main objective point the

Buffalo Exposition, with the special feature of attend-

ing " Builders' Day." A large delegation will leave Bos-
ton on Monday afternoon, September 9, reaching Niagara
Falls the following morning. An opportunity will be
afforded for viewing tho Falls, and then the Journey
will be continued to the exposition grounds. On Wednes-
day, September 11. the visitors will attend the cere-

monies incident to " Builders' Day." and Thursday,
September 12, will be divided between the Exposition

and Niagara Falls. On Friday the delegation will re-

turn to Boston, stopping en route at Springfield.

Tho headquarters of the party will be at tbe Inter-

national Hotel for tbe entire period, tbis location having
been selected on account of Its convenience of access
to trains running at frequent Intervals between Niagara
Falls and Ihe main entrance to the exposition grounds.

Lumber Consumption.

At the eleventh semiannual meeting of tbe Southern
Lumlier Manufacturers' Association, held in St. Lou la,

July 10 and 17, Secretary Oeorge K. Smith of that city
presented some figures showing tbe comparative amount
of lumber shipped from the following States In the laat

two years:

1000. 1901.
States. Shipments. Shipments.

Missouri

50,378,072

81.030,149
Arkansas 106.046,733 241,587.705
Texcs 180.150.771 308.865,300
Louisiana 130.054.100 180.040.S7U
Mississippi 110.S52.60S 104.751,008
Alabama

75.815.152

60.589.070
Georgia

11.822.615

28.441.044

Totals 755.720.051 974.316.653
The consumption of lumber has correspondingly In-

creased In building, as the permits in the territory em-
biaced by the association show a gain of 37 per cent,
f-ir the mouth of June. The secretary declares tbat
building in St. Ixmln has had a phenomenal Increase,

due to the World's Fair activity.

The commission of architects for the St. Louis Ex-
position Is composed of D. H. Burnham of Chicago,
Walker & Kimball of Boston aud Omaha, Carrere &
Hastings of New York. Van Brunt & Howe of Kansas
City. Cass Gillrert of New York, and Isaac S. Taylor. T.
C. Link. Eames & Young. Barnett, Hayues & Barnett
and Widdemauu. Walsh & Bolsscllier. all of St. Louis.
The general scheme of planning for the grounds and
buildings will follow the design prepared by Walker &
Kimball,
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A MODERN COTTAGE AT ELIZABETH, N. J.

WE take for the subject of our supplemental plate

this month a cottage which Is In every way up
to the times, and which affords In Its design and ar-

rangement many points of interest to prospective build-

ers. The exterior Is broketi up In such a way as to re-

lieve the monotony of plain surfaces, the noticeable

features being the projecting bay at the landing of the

main stairs, the broad veranda extending across the

front and around a portion of one side, the bay window
of the dining room, the dormers at the front and sides,

and the effects produced by covering the entire exterior

with dark green shingles, relieved by white trim.

The building Is of balloon frame, all timber being

hemlock, with sills 1 i tS Inches laid in mortar flat side

down; girders 0x8 inches; Brut-floor Joint 2 x 10 inches;

secoud-floor Joist 2x8 Inches; third-floor Joist and cell-

ing beams 2 x C luches, and outside wall Joist 2x4

is double, the lower one being composed of 1 x 10 Inch

hemlock boards, on which Is ]aid % x '-" _ inch North
Carolina comb grained pine flooring. The second and
third floors are of % x :v.. Inch North Carolina pine,

tongued and grooved, laid in courses nnd blind nailed to

each beam.
The Inside finish la of cypress. The casing Is % x

»' . inch molded trim and the base Is % x 6 Inches, with

a 1^-lnch face mold on top, the same being mltered and
run up the side of the casing to form a wall molding.

This butts against the head casing, which projects lVj

Inches beyond the side casing. The head and side cas-

ings have a Vr'nch strip screwed to each and glued to

keep them from shrinking apart. This results in an

economical trim, while at the same time it presents a

most attractive npitearance when in place and properly

finished.

Front KlrvatiGu —Scale, 4, Inch to the Foot.

A Modern OoUafft at KllMibtth, ,V. J.-J A, Oakley A Son, AnkUteU

S«H'tion.

inches, placed 16 inches on centers; posts at the corners

4x0 Inches; ribbon strips of hard pine, 1x0 inches;

common rafters 2x6 Inches, placed 20 Inches on centers;

valley rafters 2x8 Inches; celling joist 2x4 Inches, and
partition studs 2x3 Inches and 2x4 Inches, also placed

16 Inches on centers. The foundation walls from bot-

tom to the top are covered on the outside with a coat

of Portland cement and sand, and the entire cellar bot-

tom Is covered with 3 Inches of cinders and cement, with

a top finish of % luch of cement and sand, floated to a

smooth surface. The outside walls of the building are

covered with 1 x 10 Inch tongued and grooved hemlock
boards, placed horizontally, over which Is a good quality

of building paper. The dormer and main roofs arecovered

with 18-lncb red cedar shingles, laid 5% Inches to the

weather, and resting on 1 x 2 inch hemlock lath, while

the outside of the house Is covered with white cedar

shingles. The floor of the veranda Is % x 3^ Inch white

pine boards driven up In white lead, and the celling Is

finished with Mrluch beaded strips. The first-story floor

The bathroom Is equipped with open plumbing and

nickel plated fixtures. The bathtub Is a 6-foot porce-

lain lined, made by the Standard Mfg. Company of Pitts-

burgh; the closet is a No. 2 porcelain washout, with

copper lined oak cabinet tank. There Is also a 22 x 30

Inch marble countersunk slab, with a marbellsed basin

and 10-lncb marble back and sides. In the kitchen is

a 35-gallon boiler and a Richardson & Boynton portable

range. The house is wired for electricity and piped for

gaB. It is heated by a No. 123 Richardson & Boynton

furnace.

The cottage here shown Ib pleasantly located on West-

field avenue, Elizabeth, and was erected for Charles W.
Oakley, In accordance with plans drawn by J. A. Oakley

& 8on, Elizabeth. N. J. The contractor for the ran>enter

work was M. Burns and of the mason work Alexander

Kerr, both of the place named.

What Is said to be the first apartment hotel in Kan-

sas City, Mo., is about being erected on Broadway at
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« cost estimated to approximate $100,000. It will rover

a plot G7 x 107 feet and will contain 42 apartments, with

baths. It will be seven stories in night, not Including

roof garden and basement. The first two stories will

be of Carthage stone and white terra cotta, the next four

will be of buff brick, while the seventh story and the

entrance will be of white enamel brick. The roof gar-

den, covering the entire top of the building, will be trel-

llsed over with beams supported by Doric columns. The
building will be steam heated, each apartment will be

fitted with the latest Improvements, Including refrigera-

tion, telephone service, gas range, hot and cold water
supply, Ac.

»

Durability of Cut and Wire Nails.

In the past Issues of the paper there has been more or

4ess discussion as to the relative merits of cut and wire

that they are for general purposes In construction. Their

toughni«s and breaking strain are so much greater than

the old kind that the question of their strength and
utility admits of no argument, but, na Is the case with a
good many things, there are some uses for which they

are decidedly Inferior to the cut nail, and these are where
there exists a state of dampness. Common experience

and observation go to show that the steel nail la sus-

ceptible of being oxidized much quicker than the cat

nail. Go over one of your old sidewalks In the town
where It has b.vn put down with steel nails and you will

dnd almost Invariably that the nail has given out sooner

than the wood. This Is the cause of so many loose boards

In the sidewalk.

It is for this reason that whenever you see a railroad

company putting down a new platform at one of their

stations you may notice thnt they use the cut nail In-

stead of the sieel article. You may also notice that the

Left Side Elevation. -Bcale, \4 Inch to the Foot

-t Modm Co(tog« at RliiaMh, S, J.

calls, more particularly perhaps In connection with roofs.

Some rather Interesting comments by a correspondent
•re to be found In a recent issue of the Mississippi Valley
Lumberman regarding this question, and from It we quote
aa follows: While I have been In this place I have bad
good opi>ortunlty to note the lasting qualities of what
bas now become the old fashioned cut nail. A good
many roofs of the old houses are giving out and being
reahlngled. Standing recently near a house that was
being covered, I took up some of the old shingles and
examined thetn and found that where the shingle was
sound about the nnil bole the nail Itself was almost as
good as ever, and It struck we then that the life of a cut
nail and a white pine shingle was pretty nearly of the
same duration. Where the shingle was decayed the nail

also was rusted out, and so I concluded that where both
the wood and Iron were kept dry they were practically
Indestructible.

When the now common steel wire nail first came out
it was generally conceded that they were a great Im-
provement on the old cut nail, and there Is no question

aplke which Is used to fasten the rail down to the tie Is

practically the same as It always has been and of the

same material. If the steel klud were more serviceable

you may be sore they would be used for that purpose, as

tallroad men are given to determining pretty closely

what Is the most durable In such matters.

Fastening shingles to the roof with wire nails has

come to be pretty generally known among observant

builders as defective to the making of a good serviceable

roof. They have learned this through experience, al-

though it must be snld that the great majority of them
still keep on using them, and will continue so to do until

the public generally becomes advised against them for

that purpose. The principal reason for this Is no doubt

because of their being easier to drive than the old cut

uail. Anybody, even a woman, can start and drive a

wire nail, but everybody doesn't know how to do the

same with a cut nail, because If you do not start the lat-

ter just right you will spilt the wood if you are driving

it near the eud of the piece. This will be news to some
ft you youngsters who have come up since the wire
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nail was first introduced. You ask your father if
,

a mind to and he will tell you the aame thing.

Two years ago I reshingled my own house and profit-

log by what I had seen of the wire nail for that purpose.

I had my carpenter use the cut nail. He " kicked " about
it, but, as 1 was paying him by the day, It made no dif-

ference to him. He contended, like a Rood many others,

that it was not the fault of the nail that it rusted out sa

Ftrrf Floor.

isted through in white ploe

siding. This goes to prove that It to not acid that ruata

them.

Within the past year or two there has been manu-
factured a new kind of wire nail which I think will before
long come Into general use to nail on shingles. It la the

galvanised wire nail and has the sharp point and flat

head of the common nail that la now used. Their cost

la about the same, and may be had at any hardware store

lu the larger towus. They wlU keep them in the smaller
places also If the earpentcra manifest a disposition to aak
for them. If the dealers don't care to keep the two
stocks of shingle naila, the Lumberman could probably

prore more effective In getting them Into general use by

Ktue with

A Modern Cottage at . A. J -floor Plan, - Scale, 1-16 Inch lo the Foot.

quickly, t ut that the red cedar shingle waa the cause. I

*m aware of (he fact that from thla idea haa arUen a

prejudice against thla kind of ahlnglea, it being claimed
that there is some kind of au acid In the wood that has
close affinity for metal and eats It away. Now, without
belnd rude to any one who holds such an opinion, I will

aay that I don't believe there la a grain of truth In such
no assertion.

I have In my possession some wire nails that were
used In putting on white pine siding. They had become
so badly rusted that the heads had fallen off, compelling
the owner of the building to have the aiding entirely re-

naUed. This Is not the only Instance of the kind I have

getting a few kegs and keeping them for sale. It won't

take much arguing to induce some one who Is building

a houae to buy the better article when there la no differ-

ence In the price.

A good way to avoid cold In a lower floor If the Joists

rest on a stone foundation la to " brick fill " between the

Joists to a level with the floors, making the brick " fill-

ing " not less than 4 Inches thick. The bricks should be

laid In good mortar, well " flushed " up to the Joists and
made level with the top of the timbers. In atone or brick

bulldlnga " brick filling " la generally done on the lower

floor, but often In the upper storiea where the walls are
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Kl-v.ti.tn of Window at «talr Land-
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Vrrtkal Station through Window at
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of l»ir»«r in Butler'» Pantry.
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left thinner by the set backs the Joists rest on the steps

formed by the set back, lu many cases nothing being
done to the wall twtween the Joists, while the celling and
floors are finished with nothing to prevent the cold pen-

etrating through the thin walls to the spaces between
the lath and the floor. Sometimes a careful workman
will see that the brick walls betweVu the Joists are ren-

dered with a heavy coat of mortar, which Is very good In

Its way. and would be better if the furring rnn down to

the edge or step and the space was lathed aud plastered;

but this Is perhaps objectionable because of its forming
places where mice or other vermin would Und resting

places. The better way Is to brick fill, leaving n hollow
space between the wall and the filling on the room side.

If the projection of brick work receiving the Joists is not

more than 4 Inches the brick tilling may overhang the
walls an Inch or so on the Inside, ho as to give a 1 Inch

hollow space between the wall and the filling.

the currents. There must be a convenient entrance for

the rarefied air from the fire place to the flue, and this

ihroat. as It is called, would best slope at an angle of 45

degrees.

The flue must bo built in proportion to the size of the

Chimney and Fire Place Construction.

A subject which is always of interest to architects

and builders, as well as house owners. Is tbnt indicated

by the abovo title. A great deal has been said with re-

gard to the construction of chimneys and fire places, but

the subject seems to be by no means exhausted. In a

recent Issue of the A mrrinm Arrhilnt and Huildiny Aeir*

the matter is discussed by \V. W. Jackson, who. In part,

says:

It is usual to think that a chimney has in itself ability

to create a draft, but this Is not true. Force is always

needed. Usually It is heat; In some cases a fan or other

machine gives the motion, or ex-

ternal air movements induce the

currents. The chimney is merely

n tulH?—the place in which the re-

sults of the energy arc manifested,

and without some external power
there can be no draft.

When there Is a current up or

down an unused flue, It will be

found that the air of the house Is

warmer or cooler than that out-

doors, or the sun's rays may be

warming the chimuey especially.

!

DrUul of Panel Work in I>ioinK Rnom and TTlui for Kir»t Htorj-

. S Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Second Story and Kitchen Trim-
H Inch to the Foot.

Elevation of Main Staii sbowio* Panelin* and Grille Work.

H Inch to the Foot.

Mail* of a Modern <Mt«<Jt at , .V. J.

The amount of current in the flue depends on the dif-

ference of density between the air within the flue and
that outdoors. Just as the balance falls when one side

Is heavier than the other, so the lighter column of air

rises from the pressure of denser and colder air. It is

pushed up by the heavier volume.

The architect's wnrk is to make easy the operation of

fire place, aud must have as much volume as possible In

proportion to Its wall area.

The surface of the wall exerts an enormous amount
of resistance, and especially when there are turns, bends
or changes In size. Flue linings are desirable, not alone

for their protection against fire, but because of their

smooth surface and their uniform size. In fact, a rough
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brick Hue 8xS iuehes when lined lteconies 6i« Inches,

and although the cross section is not much more than

half, the draft Is almost equally as good.

A small, smooth flue is better than a flue that Is larger,

but Irregular. In cutting a channel for water In new
irrigation plants, the water course is loft rough from

economic motives. As the demand for an additional sup-

ply Is realized, the rough rock work Is tilled in and a more

rapid flow results. Air and smoke are similarly affected.

When flue linings are not used, see that the Inner walls

of the Hue are smooth. Cut off the corners when corbel-

ing or turns are necessary.

The shape of the flue must be such as to give a large

area, with little friction. Thus a circular flue Is better

than a square one, and a square better than an oblong

rectangle. A triangle is bad. for, with but half the area

of a square, it has 85 per cent, of the wall surface. And,

too, the corner spaces soon till with soot, so as to reduce

the original area rapidly. The flues of old-fashioned city

house*, wide and shallow, are especially bad. Thus. 4 x

1(1 inches Is no larger than 8x8 Inches, yet It has 25 per

cent, more wall surface, and 50 per cent, more exposure

to the outside cold.

It Is always ltest to have the chimneys In Interior walls,

as then more heat Is radiated to rooms adjoining the

flues and less is taken from the smoke. With an outside

exposure, the cooling of the smoke seriously reduces the

draft of the flue.

With an Interior flue, of course, the more exposed

the brick work the more heat will be received in the house

from the chimney, which is not a good feature for a

kitchen flue In summer.
The size of the flue in cross section should tie one-

twelfth, or possibly as small as one-flfteenth. the area of

the Are place opening. Soft coal requires a proportion

of one to ten.

Do not alter the size of the flue, unless It be to Increase

the area near the upper part, and have no cap or stone

over the top.

The chimney must be as high as the highest point of

the house, and if there are any high objects ne«r, there

will still be trouble wheu winds are blowing across the

chimney toward those objeets. In mountainous sections

a tire place will inevitably smoke In certain winds,

though, of course, an increase in the night of the chimney
will help.

Except that they Increase the hlght of the opening,

chimney tops or cowls do little good. It is not so much
the direction of the wind that Is disastrous to the draft,

but an Increase In density of the atmosphere at the place

of obstruction. This heavy-atmosphere, seeking an outlet

to relieve the pressure, goes down the flue and causes a

"downward draft."

There Is one other feature required for the free burn-

ing of a grate tire, and that Is a source of air to supply or

replace tho draft. It Is evident that the air passing up
the chimney must be replaced. One cannot suck air out

of a bottle. If the furnace Is running It supplies a vol-

ume of air and materially helps the draft.

In the usual case, the air comes through cracks around

doors and windows, and if there be no cracks the draft

Is checked. The well built house Is more apt to have

smoky Are places than the cheap contract house. To
supply the draft, either use some of the grates that are

constructed on this principle, or yourself arrange a sim-

ilar system.
Here, loo, the wind has an effect on the Are. The

side of the house on which the wind blows is uuder more
than normal pressure, and there is a natural exit up the

flues of the rooms ou the side. On the other hand, the

leo side Is subject to suction, and the lire places here have
this to overcome, or smoke pulls down the flue and Into

MAKING CEMENT WALKS.
TIIOSE of our readers who have occasion to make

cement walks will dottbtlass be Interested in the ex-

tracts from a little pamphlet, entitled " How to Use

Portland Cement." Issued by the Buckeye Portland

Cement Company, which we present herewith:

Excavate below grade line to the depth of 12 Inches.

It Is useless to make the excavation deeper than the out-

let. The object of the gravel or cinder filling is to make

a dry. porous foundation for the cement slab. If exca-

vation is made below the outlet It will hold water.

Abundant outlet for the water at the lowest point of the

tilling Is necessary. Frequently the gutter Is the only

outlet; if so, the excavation should not extend below tbe

level of the gutter. Sandy soils, or those porous at all

times, need not be excavated. Stake strips. 2x4 Inches,

solidly on the outside, to keep the walk straight, being

careful that the level and fall are right. Fill excavation

within 4 or 5 Inches of the top of strips with coarse

gravel, atone or cinders, after which tamp and wet well.

Then fill the level tops of strips with concrete made of

gravel or broken stone 4 parts; clean, coarse sand, 2

parts, and Portland cement. 1 part, thoroughly mixed,

dry and wet. and ram until the water comes to the sur-

face, llloeks of from 20 to 30 square feet must be sepa-

rated by tarred paper or cut effectually. If the concrete

Is 5 inches thick at the center, the blocks can contain

30 to 40 square feet, and If 0 Inches thick at the center,

they may contain 00 to 70 square feet. It Is better to

make all' blocks 3. 4 or 5 feet square. Avoid long blocks.

Avoid broken Joints. Re-level the strips which have

lierome displaced. Notch each end of a straight edge

1 Inch, and strike off the top of the concrete so as to

leave 1 inch space below the level of the top of the strips

for the top cement coat. Fill that Inch before the con-

crete has set. if possible, with stiff mortar made of

cement and clean, coarse sand, equal parts; tlrst mixing

thoroughly, dry and wet. Level It with the straight

edge from tbe top of the strips.

After laying awhile, float, and then trowel to a aur-

faca Avoid dusting the surface If possible. Avoid

troweling too long or air cracks will result. Never use

for dusting, but equal parts of flue aand

mixed. Bevel tbe four sides of each block.

Be careful not to break the edges In removing tbe strips.

Keep the surface free from dirt and dirty water, that

the color may be clear and uniform. Wet the walk
thoroughly three times a day for ten days, not allowing

anything on It during that time. Protect the surface

against the hot rays of the sun and against currents

of air if possible. For this purpose, canvas, boards, and
corrugated sheet iron are used. Such 4-Inch walks will

require 7 or 8 pounds of cement to the square foot.

The following table gives the amount of surface cov-

ered by a barrel of Portland cement of 400 pounds when
mixed with varying qualities of Band:

One barrel of sand :

67 aquare feet. 1 Inch thick.
U0 square feet. % inch thick.
134 square feet. H Inch thick.

Two barrela of sand :

104 square feet, 1 inch thick.
139 square feet. \ Ineh thick.
20H square feet. Hi Inch thick.

Three barrel* of sand :

140 square feet. 1 Inch thick.
1ST square feet. Inch thick.
J80 square feet, u, Inch thick.

For a good brick and atone mortar use :

Portland cement 1 part.
Clean, coarse aand fl

1 part.

For inside walks. 2 parts of sand to 1 part of cement

will do for the topping. For walks on business streets

mix 'i to 1 pound of lamp black with each barrel of

cement.

Prussian blue will make a bright blue, and Caput

Mortuum will make a bright red stone, but is expensive.

Venetian red is cheaper, but not so good.

Iu ordinary cement walks 1 cubic yard of concrete

makes 100 square feet of 3Vi-lnch grout, made 1 of

cement to 7 of gravel.

One hundred square feet of top. 1 cement to 2 of

sand. Inch, takes 271 pounds of cement.
Enough sand for the top coat can bo sifted from most

gravel with advantage to the gravel for grout or con-

crete.
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DETERMINING STRESSES IN ROOF TRUSSES.—I.

By F. F.

THE various steps to bo pursued In designing a roof

1 truss, and by this we nicau proportioning the parts
nnd joints t.i the stresses that will be produced when
the truss receives Its greatest load, may be described
as follows:

1. I-aylng out the roof aud trusses on plan and sec-
tion.

Consulting Architect.

roof and ceiling surfaces for which the tross shall be
computed. To do this one must know the construction
of the roof, the kind of roofing material that will be
used, the possible snow load, and the character of the
ceiling. If any.

The weight of the roof will generally be made up of
the following items:

Allowance for weight of emu Itself.
Wright per square foot of purlins
Weight per squire foot of rafter*.
Weight per square foot of abrathlng.
Weight per square foot of roof rorerlng.
Allowance per square foot tor snow and wind.

For making up these weights the following data will
be fonnd of great assistance:

Table I.- Approximate Weight Per Square Foot of Roof Surface
of Wo.joVw T> u,k».»

(Prepared by the writer.)

4 pitch.Span
Feet.

I'p to ::.i.

:te to .vi.

50 to flo..

«0 to 70.

Pounds.
3

34
34
3*4

70 to 80. -iv;

SO to 30 j
!'0 to ltNi

100 to 11H 04
110 to 120 7

•K..r scissor* tru

1-3 pitch. 4 pitch. Flat.
I'ouods. founds. rounds.

34 3% 4
*\ 4 44
4 44 4*4
44 4*4 5V4
ft ftS, 0
'. 04 7

7 8
74 s j>

84 1> 10
Increase one tl.lrd

Fig It -Plan of Wall. the L*uls Rawt on
the Tie Beam.

Determining Stre—ei in Roof

2. Computing the greatest [Misslble loading of the

truss, aud its disposition.

3. Determining the resulting stress in each member
of the truss.

•1. Computing the size of the truss members aud de-

tailing the Joints.

The llrst step presumes sutHcieut knowledge on the

part of the designer to decide on the kind of truss it Is

Iwst to use. its shape and bight, nnd the distance apart

the trusses shall be spaced. These points will be deter-

mined largely by the width of the building, the inclina-

tion of the roof, and the shape of the ceiling below.

Before any computations are made a section should
be drawn, showing the walls or supisirts. the roof nnd
celling, nnd the approximate desigu of the truss. The
spacing of the trusses should lie determined nt the same
lime. This drawing will enable the designer to get the
necessary measurements for computing the loads at the

different joints of the truss.

In drawing the truss the sizes of the pieces must be
assumed, or guessed at, and after the stresses are deter-

mined they can be accurately computed, and the draw-
ing revised.

Determining Roof Loads.
After making the section and truss drawing, the next

step will be to decide upon the loads per square foot of

Table II.— Weight of /rafter* Per Square foot of Hoof Surface.
Spruce, hemlock, white pine. Hard pine.

Site of Spacing In Inches, c. to c Spacing In Inches c to c
Kafters. 10 20 24 18 20 24
Inches. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Pounds.

2*1 14 115 1 1! 13 ft li-a
'-• i « 24 1 43 1>*j 3 22 5 22x7 -5-8 2 1-10 111, 34 24 5 2 1 3
1 ** 3 2 25 2 4 3 1-3 223
2 X 10 3\ 3 24 5 4 ;, 1 3

Wooden purlins will weigh ahout 2 pounds per square foot
of roof surface, when the distance between trusses Is from 12
to 10 feet.

Sheathing 1 inch thick will weigh about 3 pounds per aquare
foot for the soft woods and 4 pounda for tb? bard woods and
pitch pine.

tppr.^imafe Weight Per Square Foot of Hoof Surface for Roof,
ing Hat, rial*.

Shingles, common, 24 pounds: extra thick or long, 3 pound*.
Slates, aTerage, «4 pounds : thick. 0 pounda.
Plain tiles or clay shingles, 11 to 14 pounds,
lmprored flnt tiles. 64 to 7 pounds,
Ludowlcl tile, 8 pounds.
Spanish tiles (clay), old style, two parts. 10 pounda : new

style, one part, 8 pounds.
For tiles laid In mortar, add 10 pounda per aquare foot.

Tin roofing, abeeta or shingles, Including one thlckm-s* of felt. 1

pound.
Copper roofing, abeeta. 14 pounds; tiles. 1*4 pounda.
Corrugated Iron. No. 20. 1 pound: No. 24. 1 15 pounds: No. 22,

14 Pound..
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Standing seam steel rooflng. 1 pound.

Five-ply felt and gravel roof, 0 pounds.

Four-ply hit and gravel roof. Sty pouudB.

Kcady rooflng. In rolls, 0.6 to 1 pouud.

Allowaa. c tor I

lu making au allowance for snow, ones Judgment

must tip exercised 1o a considerable degree, as tho maxi-

mum snow fall varies widely in different localities, and

the amount of snow that may lodge upon a roof will de-

pend in a great measure upon the Inclination of the roof

and its exposure to the wind, also somewhat utiou the

roof covering and whether or not snow guards arc

The weight of dry. freshly fallen snow is commonly

given at 8 pounds per cubic foot, while saturated snow

or snow mixed with hall or sleet may weigh as much

as 32 pounds per cubic foot. Dry snow may attain a

depth of 3 feet and possibly more In some localities, but

snow weighing as much as 32 pounds per cubic foot will

hardly ever be found more than 10 inches in depth, even

on a tlat roof.

As the maximum snow and wind cannot well lie

exerted on a roof both at the same time, because the

wind would blow the suow off. a single allowance may

be made for both kinds of loads when computing the

stresses for the ordinary types of wooden misses.

Allowance for Wind and !*uow Combined.

In the opinion of the writer the following allowances

for both wind and snow may safely be used for ordinary

conditions and without requiring an undue amount of

material.*

For Northern States, 30 pounds per square foot of roof

surface for roofs of " one-fourth pitch " and 20 to 30

pounds for roofs of less pitch.

For Maryland. Missouri. Texas and States further

South. 30 pounds per square foot of roof surface for one-

fourth pitch aud over, and 5 pounds for less pitch.

Celllnga.

For computing the weight of ceilings, the weight of the

joists may be taken from Table II, or computed on the

basis of 3 pounds per foot board measure for soft woods

and 4 pounds for hard woods.

For lath and plaster allow 10 pounds per square foot.

For %-luch ceiling 2% pounds, and for metal eolllngs

with furring Wi to 2 pounds.

The writer also usually adds from 3 to 5 pounds per

square foot for occasional loads on the coiling, such as

persons walking or climbing over It.

Computing the Truaa or Joint Loads.

After the loads per square foot are determined upon,

the loads coming on the Joints of the truss should be

computed.
Calculations for the stresses In a truss are always

based on the assumption that the loads are transferred

to the Joints, and tbnt the various pieces nre hinged at

the Joints, as on a pin. When purlins are used to sup-

port the rafters they should always bear on the truss as

near the Joints as practicable.

The method of computing the Joint, or panel, loads, as

they are often called, may be best Illustrated by an ex-

ample. For this purpose we will use Fig. 1, which shows

a simple truss supporting roof and celling, and Fig. 2,

which represents a plan of the walls and trusses. In

this case tho rafters are supported by purlins, which

come at the Joints, while the ceiling beams rest directly

on the tie beam of the truss.

Now !f we let D represeut the distance in feet from

the center of the space on the left to the center of the

space on the right of any particular truss, thou the load

at Joint 2 for that truss will be a x D x weight per square

foot of roof, aud at Joint 3. '2b x li x weight per square

foot of roof.

The load at joint C or 8 will be r x 1) x weight of

ceiling per square foot, and at Joint 7, d x D x weight

per square foot.

The points j- x and y y, in Fig. 1, which fix the lengUJ

of a and c, should be located Bt the center between the

bearings and tie beam respectively. Thus the first x Is

half way between the wall plate and the first purlin, and

the second x is half way between the purlins. The first

y is half way between the wall and the rod at (1. and the

second y half way between tho rods at G and 7.

To work out the example In figures, we will assume

that Fig. 1 is a drawing of Truss 2 of Fig. 2: then D will

equal 13. By measurement we find that u equals 11 feet

3 Inches. I» equals 0 feet 2 iuches, c equals 8 feet 3 inches,

and d equals N feet (i Inches.

The span of the truss is 33 feet, and rafters have a

rise of 10 inches in 12. The roof is to be of slate ou %
inch sheathing; rafters and ceiling Joists 2x8 Inches,

pine or spruce, 10 Inches on centers.

The weight per square foot of roof will therefore be:

I'ounda per

square foot.

For slate

For sheathing 3

For rafters 8

For purlin* 2

For trims 3>i

For wind and mow So

Total ~*T%

The weight per square foot of celling will be:

Pounds per

square foot.

2 IS joist 3

Lath and planter 10

Add _5_
Total 18

The load at Joint 2 will = IUi X 13 * 47* = 0.9S3 pounds.

Load at joint 3 = 12 1-3 X 13 ^ 47»4 = 7.057 pound*.

Load at Joint 0 = 8*4 X 13 X 18 = 1.B30 pound*.

Load nt Joint 7 - 8V4 X 13 X 18 - 1.989 pounds.

The loads at 6, 7 and 8 will be tbe same, whether the

celling joists rest on the tie beam, os lu Fig. 1, or on

purlins hung from the tie beam, as In Fig 3; but it will

make a difference in the required dimensions of the tie

beam, as will be explained later.

When the roof is quite steep It Is sometimes desirable

to support the roof, as In Fig. 3, without a purlin under

the ridge. In this case the load at Joint 3 will equal 6 x

I) x weight per square foot As a rule, It Is better con-

struction to have a purlin at the top.

When the roof truss supports hips or valleys the roof

area supported at the Joints will vary somewhat
must be computed from the framing plan of the roof.

•To be theoretically correct, the atreases due to wind pres-

sure should be determined separately from those due to the

vertical iuada. but as the method above explained will give
*tre*s«-« sufficiently law to Insure safety for the ordinary type*
of wooden trusses, without anv appreciable waste of material,

and as the more correct method I* Intricate and laborious, this

method of treating wind pressure is generally pursued for ordl-
nnry tvpe* uf trusses. For truss** wltb curved chords, or a
verv m^ j. Inclination, the more exuet method should be followed.

Making Paste Wood Fillers.

Taste fillers for hard woods are made from any of

the following materials, or a combination of these, says

a writer in the Painter*' Magazine: Bllex or silica,

alba, whiting, china clay, starch, rye flour,

times barytes. SUex or terra alba will, on drying, give

the least discoloration to the wood. The pigment should

be of Impalpable fineness and Intimately mixed to a stiff

paste with one-third each of pale Unseed oil, pale gold

size japan aud turpentine. This paste may be either

run through a mill or be given a very thorough mixing,

and to test It for quality it should be thinned with tur-

pentine to tbe consistency of a varnish, applied with a
varnish brush to open grained good, preferably oak, al-

lowed to set for about 20 to 30 minutes, and the surplus

filler removed by wiping across the grain In the usual

manner. After 24 to 8C hours, the surface should be

lightly sandpapered and a good, flowing coat of rubbing
varnish applied, which when fairly well set should not

show any pitting or pin holes. Should It pit, however,
or show pin holes or needle points, tbe filler is defective

In binding properties and the portion of Japan should be
increased with a corresponding decrease in the propor-

tion of turpeulne. The linseed oil and the gold size japan
must be of good body, and If corn starch or rye flour Is

used in connection with silex or silica, the proportions
should be about one of the former to Ave of the latter

by weight.
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PLANING MILL AND SASH FACTORY.
A T the time of our competition in small wood working
/\ shops the prize designs attracted so much atten-
tion that some of them were republished by the Wood-
worker for the benefit of a large class among It readers.
As a result a correspondent of that Journal took the
opportunity to contribute to It an article descriptive of
a combination planing mill and sash factory, the Idea
being to show the arrangement of machinery which in
his opinion would prove the most satisfactory- for an es-
tablishment of that kind. What ho has to say Is of mani-
fest Interest to ninny of our readers, and we take this
occasion to present the matter herewith.

In the April and May Issues of the Woodworker there
appeared articles and drawings describing and Illustrat-

ing plans of small wood working establishments, which
were awarded first and second prizes in competition by
the publishers of that well-known and popular journal,
Carpentry and Building. These plans were very neatly

the inside of which proceeds the hum of busy machines
bard pushed to their work. Into the inspection of this

we will enter later. In the meantime we will euter the

door of the building to our right, which Is also of red

brick, substantially constructed and two-storied.

We find this to be. as expected, a stock warehouse,

the lower flat of which Is utilized exclusively for the

storage of stock sash and doors, which, except In the

slack season of the year, when other work Is scarce in

the mill, are Imported from some large outside plant do-

ing work in this line exclusively. The arrangements for

the storing of stock here are very neat and complete.

In the series of racks and divisions around the walls

!>ctwecn the windows and In the center of the floor, as

shown on plan, the stock Is arranged, with lettered signs

above each compartment stating plainly what style and
size of sash or door Is therein stored, It will be seen by
the arrangement of the racks on the floor and the win-

Hits Floo«, where " 1 " Repre»enlK Water Tap and Sarin* ;
•' Filing Room . • Engineer » Viae Room :

" i," Che.'kera Oflle* :
- i,

Oatea: " D," the Dynamo; ' B. B." tne Boilera ;
" E," the Kto»ator; •: SP." Surface Planer; "BE," Band Keaaw ;

" M," Ma-,
" R." Rip Saw., and " s, • Stickers

Pltfnimti Vffl „•»./ «^faA F.trtnrtii tvnmj/ anu J<i*n ractorj/.

gotten up, and the descriptions were ho simply, plainly

and interestingly put before the reader that a prospective

builder, no matter of how limited experience. If wishing
to make practical use of them, would have little difficulty

In following them and carrying his work of erection to

It is my Intention in this article to plan and describe

a combination city planlug mill and sash and door fac-

tory, doing general custom work in exterior and Interior

building and olHce finish. In doing this my hope and de-

sire is that I may be able to make myself and my draw-
ings as neat and complete and as easy to follow as the

fortunate prlxe wlnnerB made themselves and their draw-
ings in the articles referred to.

The site of the present plant Is supposed to be In a

city, and is, as it should be. with due regard to taxation,

situated very convenient to the business portion of It.

It has, moreover, the additional advantage of being bor-

dered on three sides by streets, that in front being one
of the principal thoroughfares of the city, while to the

rear Is the usual and very necessary water supply In the

way of a navigable river. Thus it will l>e seen access

to the mill is very easy by any of the several gates open-

ing from the several bounding streets.

Having arrived nt the plant, we enter the premises

from the front street through the principal gateway,
which on the accompanying ground plan is marked 5.

To our left hand, upon entering this gateway, rises the

substantial looking two-storied red brick factory, from

dows in the building that here, unlike the common run

of storehouses, there Is ample light thrown into every

part of the building, so that a customer may see at once

without carting the article out into the light of day what
he Is being shown and whether or not there are blem-

ishes In the stock.

There are persons who would, no doubt, upon looking

at this arrangement of racks, conclude that there was a

great amount of floor space wasted, but a trial would
soon convince them that It Is really wonderful what an

amount of stock can be stored in this way. I have seen

from five to six carloads of sashes and doors piled away
in a warehouse of this size under this arrangement, and
even then one could almost make himself believe there

was room for another, so uncrowded In appearance waa
the room. There is nothing like system.

The second flat of this building, which we reach by a

stairway built at the mill end of It, Is used to store the

finished product of the upstairs department of the mill.

This product, which consists of odd sizes and styles of

sashes and doors, trimmings, such as newel and veran-

da posts, balusters and spindles, &c, brackets, and all

kinds of house and ofllee finish. Is deposited here prior

to shipment, on factory trucks, which reach the store-

house from the factory by way of a viaduct connecting

the two buildings, as shown by the dotted lines on the

plan of the second floor, in times when there Is a rush or

work on, extra work benches, if those In the factory are

found insufficient, ciiu l>e arranged here by crowding the
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finished product down to the shipping end, but prefer-

ably by keeping the floor clear by prompt deliveries.

Having fully inspected this very convenient ware-

bouse In connection with the plant, we now make our

way across the viaduct into the upstairs or sash and
door department of the mill. We do not wait here, how-

ever, reserving this flat for later Inspection. We turn to

the right upon entering the door, and, crossing over to

the corner, where In a stairway, proceed down Into the

planing mill department. Here In systematic arrange-

ment we find eight large, heavy framed, modern looking

machines, consisting of a pair of four-sided stickers or

molders. two self fed rip saws, two powerful lightning

matchers, a band saw, and. Anally, a fine, businesslike

double Burfacer.

The arrangement of these machines upon the floor,

together with the arrangement of the eight large sliding

doors at the front and rear of the building, is such that

wagons or trucks loaded with stock, which, by the way.

Is brought from the extensive yard on the opposite side

of the front street, to be matched, dressed, resawn,

ripped or molded, as the case might be, can be hauled

right into the mill and unloaded, or left there to be un-

loaded as fed through the machines, and then the un-

loaded wagons or trucks passing on can now pick up the

the feed end of the surfacer. Down here with the engi-

neer we find things bright and shining and In perfect or-

der. We are shown Into the engineer's work room, indi-

cated by the figure 3 on plan, and then Into the dynamo
room, where we examine the machine which grinds ont

lightning for the electrical lighting of the plaut when
working nights or In the short afternoons of the winter

We are told that the twin boilers In the boiler

which Is separated from the engine room by a

solid brick wall, are each of 75 horse power, while the

engine at high pressure will develop quite 100 horse-

power, which is more than sufficient for all requirements

likely to be put upon It.
•' But," as the engineer said,

" the boss, unlike a great many other bosses I have
known, believes in having lots of power behind bis ma-
chines, and I am right In with him there, for it Is always
very discouraging to the engineer, not to mention ex-

tensive to the owners, when a plant Is lacking in this es-

sential."

The shavings box In connection with the boiler room
Is In size 15 x 15 feet. 30 feet high, and Is of ample pro-

portions for the storage of a large quantity of shavings

against times when the supply from the mill Is not suffl-

cient to keep steam up to the proper pressure. It will be

noted on the end elevation plan given that the usual dust

separator or cyclone Is Installed in connection with the

fan system of the mill, and that from this there Is a pipe

for feeding shavings directly into the fire

finished material, pass through the rear door and on up
town to make the delivery.

It will be noted, as designated on the plan by the

arrows, that all the machines on this flat except the two
rips and the resaw feed from front to back of the mill.

The reason these three machines feed In the opposite di-

rection to the matchers and surfacer will tie readily

understood by old planer men. but to those who are not

familiar with the run of things In a planing mill It might
lie explained that the backward direction of the feed of

these machines is for the purpose, in the case of rip

saws, of dropping the ripped material as It comes from
the saws handy to the front, or feed end, of the matchers
and stickers, so that the work of returning the material

to the front of these machines, if fed In the other direc-

tion, is saved. In the case of the resaw the reason of the

reversal Is that when the material is surfaced to be re-

*nwu after the surfacing, when passed through this ma-
chine it is right there for repassing through the resaw, or

rirr i<r«». if the rcsawing is done tlrst. to be followed by
the dressing.

At the rear of the surfacer. aud outside of the main
building, where good light is obtainable, is built, as in-

dicated by the figure '2. the tiling and grinding room.
We all know how essential good light Is to good work
in this room, and here we have this e»seutiul light in

abundance, given by two side windows and an end win-

dow, supplied with blinds, while in the roof Is a hinged

skylight for ventilating purpose* as well ns lighting.

From the planer department we now go down into

the power rooms by way of the xtalr In the corner at

boxes under the boilers. This Is as It should be In all

plants that make pretense of being up to date.

From the boiler room we retrace our steps, and upon
the Invitation of our engineer friend, who seems very

proud of his charge, which includes all under the plan-

ing mill floor, we enter a doorway under the stair down
which we came a short time age, and here. In the base-

ment under the mill, is the main line of shafting with a
multiplicity of wood split pulleys (which, by the way, are
coming Into very general use) on line shafting, of va-

rious diameters aud widths of face. The position of this

line of shafting is Indicated by the long dotted Hue ou the

first floor plan, and the only noticeable feature about i»s

adjuncts out of the ordinary Is the extraordinary

length of the belt connections with the countershaft

pulleys of the machines on the floor above, there being

quite 1G feet between the centers of the shaftings. This
necessitated, according to the diameter of the pulleys,

belts from 45 to 50 feet long, which, by mill men familiar

with the peculiarities of belting, boxings and loose pul-

leys, will be recognized as a great advantage.

Aud now again we emerge from the basement, and
bidding our friend, the engineer, good-day, we make our
way upstairs. Fercelving. as we roach the planer floor,

that the power elevator, marked E on plan, from the

sash and door department above is on the way down,
we halt to observe Its workings and Its purpose. Im-

mediately It comes to a rest upon the planing mill floor

the surfacer operator throws over his belt to start his

machine, and then proceeds to feed Into It some I'i-

inch material from a tnick Just brought In from the yard.
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An tbis material passes through the machine the tall roan
stacks It upon the elevator, which Js not a difficult op-

eration, as it almost drops here of its own accord, and
when In a few minutes the material is all dressed, hav-
ing obtained leave, we position ourselves on top of the

load and are elevated with It to the floor above.
We are now In the sash and door department of the

plant. Introducing ourselves to the foreman of this de-

partment, and telling him the object of our visit, be at

once places himself at our command. " Yes." he says.

In response to a remark, " we have a very neat plant here
all through, and 1 think my own department and Its ma-
chinery about as well arranged and kept as any of them.
We have very little lost motion, so to speak, in getting

out our work. You see, now, for instance, this load of

IVs inches clear upon which you were elevated. Well,

It Is for an order of 50 odd sized stock pattern doors re-

ceived this morning from a contractor down town. To
machine these doors we proceed as follows: First you
will notice that this material Is brought from the sur-

facer lielow and placed, by the elevator. Just where it Is

wanted for the self feed rip saw without handling. We
now rip It to the proper widths—that is. 4% Inches for

stiles, mulllons and top rails. 8 inches for lock rails and
10 inches for bottom rails. Without loss of time, or much
wear of shoe leather. It Is laid handy to the cut off op-

erator by the tall man of th»* rip saw. Having been cut

to the proper length*, the material for mils and mul-

llons 1* placed handy to the teiioiier. tuiil that for the

stiles I s taken to the layout bench, thence to the mor
tiser. all. you see. by a steady forward movement, which
Is continued t li rough the stieker and rcll*her to the put

alwut 12 feet high from the driveway floor. The length

Is in the neighborhood of 180 fact, and it is capable of

holding a great variety of moldings and also a consider-

able stock of celling, flooring, siding and other orna-

mental material used in building operations.

Away down to our left at the end of this well bnllt

shed we notice a solid chunk of a brick building with a

metal roof. We are of an Inquisitive turn of mind and
the appearance of this building arouses our curiosity, for

from where we stand we can see no sign of a window
except the skylight in the roof of iron. We also notice

of the two doors In It one Is of Iron and the other of

wood. Closer Inspection tells us that the Iron door, the

one nearest the gateway, gives entrance to the Are proof

oil house, while the wooden door gives eutrance to what
Is a very necessary adjunct to all plants In operation,

and that Is the department which, when denoted by the

combination of the letters " W " and " C." Is sufficient

wherever English Is " spoko * without further explana-

tion.

Warm Weather Houses

The heat of the present summer ought to have some
effect upon the construction of homes with reference to

warm weather, says a recent issue of the Kansas City

together bench, and theu on again over the clamp to the

large three-drum sander. which finishes the operation and
leaves the door ready to take Into Btore. or be delivered

to the customer.
" And now," continued the good natural foreman,

" supposing the next load up the elevator is stock for a
hatch of window or door frames. This material on Its

way forward will In no way Interfere with the set of ma-
chines on door or sash work, for. being already run
through one of the stickers below, both Jambs and sills

are ready for the cut off operation, which this time Is

done on the cut off saw here close to the elevator (marked
<"'>. From here It Is forwarded on trucks to the com-
bination saw for dadoing, and then to the drum sander.

or. if this machine Is busy, to the arm sander on the other

side. The frames are now ready to be shipped If or-

dered knock down, or if they are put together, to lie

taken to the bench room."
" Everything seems to have a continuous forward

movement from start to llulsh by your system?" was
ventured.

•' Yes," acquiesced the foreman, " every concelvablo

Job. almost, and you will easily see the advantage In

that."

We are now shown the veneer and dry rooms, which
are complete In every detail, and then back through the

shop to the bench room, which will need no fuller ex-

planation than Is given by the accompanying plan. From
here we continue our way down stairs, and then out

through one of the rear doors of the planer department,

to And facing us across the 32 feet of planked driveway
a One. capacious molding shed running almost the full

length of the property. This shed is in depth 18 feet by

JSfar. In every large city, and even In the country, for

that matter, all houses of considerable size should have
some special provision for excessive heat as well as for

extreme cold. The roof garden Idea is capable of wide
application. It may be utilized In an elaborate way In

connection with tine homes, or It may be employed in a

limited but saving extent in building smaller houses. For
the past two weeks those who have had large verandas
or flat roofs, especially such as could be resorted to as

Improvised sleeping quarter*, have enjoyed an Inesti-

mable advantage over those who have been forced to oc-

cupy close rooms, shut off from the breezes that alone

have made life tolerable. The time will come when there

will be a general revolution in house construction with

reference to hot seasons, particularly In the warmer cli-

mates.

Homers Clarke, the architect in charge of St. Paul's

Cathedral. London. In a letter to the Time*, says: " The
immense weight resting upon the eight piers upholding

the dome has caused the foundation under the dome to

settle more than elsewhere. The settlement thus caused

has broken the eight arches and the windows of the

clerestory over them In the nave of the choir and the

north and south transepts, where they abut on the dome
piers, In the same way. The very great weight of the

western towers has caused them to sink, and In sinking

they havo cracked the west front vertically through the

great door, the window above and the vaulted ceiling of

the portico. They have also cracked tho wall of the

chapol to the east." Mr. Clarke says that the two un-

derground railways and the Inrge sewers have affected

the foundations.
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BUSINESS ETHICS
» T the first annual convention of the Ohio State As-

/\ soclatlon of Builders' Exchanges, held at Put-In-

Bay the last two days of July, one of the papers pre-

sented was that of K. J. Gardiner, secretary of the Co-

lumbus Builders' Exchange, and entitled "Business

Ethics Among Builders." In It the author tells how the

builders do business in the city of Columbus, and iu a

way to interest architects and builders all over the coun-

try. We therefore present the paper herewith:

It Is very gratifying to state that perfect harmony

exists between the Builders' Exchange and the architects.

The latter very kludly furnlt.li the exchange with a dupli-

cate set of plans of nearly all the work that Is prepared by

them. The exchange has provided a room which they

called the " figuring or plan room," which Is 13 x 28 and

entirely Inadequate to accommodate the great number

of plans that are placed there for the convenience of

the members. Very little figuring Is done outside of the

exchange rooms by Columbus contractors, except it be

on private work, or, as we term it, "invited competition."

On August 31. 1808. the following resolution was
unanimously adopted aud has l>eeu continuously in op-

eration:

Or it ftrmlrrd, Tlmt on anil after the passage of this reso-

lution the member* of this exchange shall place all bids with the

aecretary of the exchange at least one-half hour before the

time art fur letting, and the secretary shall take all bids to the

architects, and If not then and there opened In the presence of

the secretary he shall return all bids to the exchange, and be

kept there until they shall decide to open them In his presence.

Any member violating thla rule will be subject to expulsion.

Rnolird. further, That a copy of these resolutions be sent

tu al< architects and members of the exchange.

Bids on all jobs are tabulated ou blanks especially

provided for that purpose aud posted In the plan room

immediately upon thp opening of the same, this system

doing away with the long delays the contractors were

formerly obliged to undergo, after depositing their bids

with the owner or at the architect's office, often hear-

ing nothing at all from them.

I desire to state In Justice to the architects that no

insinuations are cast upon them whatever when 1 say

that very often the bids are never heard from. This is

no fault of the architect*, as very often their clients

have a preference as to whom the work shall be let, and
they are obliged to submit to the wishes of the owner.

If the rule is objected to the Job Is then looked upon
with suspicion. When bids are asked for iu open com
petition and a contractor devotes his time and brains to

such work, why Is he not entitled to Inspect the bids

after they have been opened? After this rule was
adopted we received letters from several of the archi-

tects expressing themselves as being perfectly satisfied

with it: others who did not take kludly to It at first have
since expressed themselves as being perfectly satisfied

after giving it a trial, und In some lnstuuces it has
proven beneficial to them upon their owu acknowledg-
ment. This run- does not apply to public work, as the

law provides that bids on all work of that character be

opened in public.

The different branches of the builder*, are organized
within themselves in the Builders' Exchange, having
their owu ollicers and meeting regulurly in the exchange
rooms, the exchange being considered the mother of

them all.

This is done in order to handle strikes and labor trou-

bles, mid proved highly successful during the recent

carpenters' strike, and were It not for the limited time
I should like very much to go into detail upon this stib-

pect. The union made a demand of 40 cents an hour on
May 1, which was an advance of SO cents a day. or 3a 1-3

per ecut. This demand, however, was met with a flat

refusal by the contractors ou account of the scarcity of

40-cent carpenters iu Columbus. The contractors suc-

ceeded In disorganizing ihe two unions, rescinding the

last year's agreement, which was a minimum of 30 cents

an hour, and compelling every carpenter who returned

to work land they all returned! to apply for their posi-

tions the same as new men. The contractor to-day pays
just what he thinks the man is worth. The success of

the master carpenters in this strike Is based upon two
things: 1. Perfect organization, fur without that the

strike would undoubtedly have been lost. Splendid

AMONG BUILDERS.
" business ethics of the builders." Combine the two and
you have what is required to successfully handle labor

propositions.

1 am now going to read you a resolution that borders
on a subject with which all contractors are familiar. I

don't know in what way you have endeavored to correct

this evil, if at all. but after bids have been received on
a Job and tabulated you very often see a bid exception-

ally low. You readily understand the work cannot ue

done for the price, but if the contractor has a rating at

all the job Is Immediately offered him. He, of course,

will look up the other bids to see just where the next

lowest bidder stands, and then he says he made a mis-

take; he left out this and he left out that, and will then

give the architect a new bid that comes within a few
dollars of the next lowest bidder. We found It was be-

ing continually practiced, and those exceptionally low
bids were Intentional, which led to the adoption of the

following resolution:

Be it Reaolted, That on and after the passage of thla reso-

lution no member of the Builders
- Exchange be permitted to

raise or lower his bid on any Job, when In competition with any
member of theBullders' Kxcbange. after the time limit But If

an error Is discovered by said bidder after the bids are opened,
and he refuses to proceed with the work at his figure, he shall

withdraw his bid and have nothing further to do with the Job.

either through the architect or owner, but shall have the right

to correct any mistakes, providing It la done before the time

set for letting. Auy violation of this resolution shall be pun-

ishable by a fine of not more than and not leas than
Said member shall stand suspended until said fine Is paid, but

If not paid within 30 days he shall be expelled from the el

change.

Rtioltrd. further, That a copy of these resolutions be sent

to all architects and members of thla exchange.

All penalties are fixed by the Board of Directors.

It has been the custom of some contractors, doubtless

on account of their Incompetency, to have the lumber

and mill men take off the lumber bills and mill work

from architects' plans, and in making up their total bids

these items were put in at actual cost, thus preventing a

progressive contractor from making any money on this

part of the business. This question came up for dlscus-

slon before the Builders' Exchange, which brought out

this argument: To be a general contractor one should

lie able to figure all branches of the building business,

especially that pertaining to carpentry; should he be un-

able to perform this branch of the business he should

not " pose " as a contractor.

A committee was appointed to wait upon the lumber

and mill men, giving the views of the exchange upon

this subject, which led to the lumber and mill men pre-

senting a set of resolutions which were accepted by the

exchange after ?very lumber and mill man in the city

had signed It.

The substance of the resolutions is that Ihe lumber

and mill men decline to figure from plans in architects'

offices. Builders' Exchange or for contractors or owners

until after the jolts are let. This, of course, was Intended

to force the contractors to figure their own work, and

after they receive the contract then the lumber and mill

men could enter into competition.

The code of practice for sub-estimating recommended

by the fifth convention of the National Association of

Builders, which reads. " When architects or owners so-

licit estimates both in the aggregate and detail, members

of this exchange should only submit estimates In detail."

has been adopted by the Columbus Builders' Exchange,

and should be practiced by every exchange.

In the summer of INK) the exchange felt that they

had occasion to draw this clause a little closer, aud

adopted this resolution:

A'i »ofn J. That hereafter when bids are ask-d for Iu the ag-

grrKMe und detail, the exchange will bid only In detail, and

If tin- architect nr uwuer will receive bids In the aggregate (at

the same time he receives bhls In detail) the bids from the

exchange will ""1 b« submitted.

I am extremely happy to say that every resolution

aud other business methods advocated by the Columbus

K.xchauge has proven highly successful; they have made

no mistakes aud the building business under the reign

of the Builders' Exchange has beeu highly elevated In

the city of Columbus.
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. R Fox.

THE next phase of tbe subject deals with the construc-
tion of a cardboard representation of a solid, show-

ing the Inclination and position, together with the de-
velopments of tbe sections of tbe face and Joint nurtures
of a rail, the plan of which Is greater thnn a quarter
circle. In this connection tbe inclination of the section

square base, within which tbe center curve has, In con-

nection with similar plans, been Inclosed, we have In the

presont case a flgure of somewhat different shape as

regards tbe base. In order to construct the plan and find

the direction of the directing plan ordinate, we draw the

center curve A-C greater than a quadrant, then draw
tbe Joint lines O-C and O A and produce them In eltber

direction. Square with these draw the tangents A-B
and B-C. and In like manner produce them In either di-

rection. Now at tbe Joint line through C set off C-14.

equal to the total vertical rise of tbe rail, and parallel

with O-C draw B-lfl. equal to tbe vertical rise of tbe rail

over tbe lower tangent A-B.

In these drawings the bight may.

of course, be assumed at pleasure,

but we have In the diagram In ques-

tion placed the greater rise over tbe

upper tangent This condition will

in the diagrams which follow be re-

versed—that is, the greater rise will

be placed over the lower tangent. In

practice these bights may be ob-

tained In the development of tbe tan-

gents, or of tbe center falling line.

Now draw 14*11 and extend It to

meet the tangent C-B. produced ns

shown in the |»olnt 13. Join 13 with

Fig* tf soil Show Construction of Cardboard Representation of a Solid

Showing tbe ailual Inclination and Position, together wlih lite Development*
or the Section* which belong to tbe Face and Joint Surfaces of a Rail, the

Plan of which la greater than a (Quarter Circle. The rlae of tbe Section Plane
of the Face Jlold M taken unequally over tbe Plan Tangents.

Fig *4.-Practleal Method of Developing

and Joint Molds.

The .Sritntt of Handmlih'j

plane of tbe face mold is taken unequally over the

tangents of tbe plan.

The problem to be explained iu Figs. 22 to 27, inclu-

sive, is considered by many bandralllng experts to be

tbe most difficult of any of those met with In this branch
of stair building. However, the geometrical principles

as applied to the developments of the face and joint sec-

tions of the models already constructed are those ap-

plicable to similar constructions in these diagrams, and
If the student has mastered tbe application of the prin-

ciples in question, as shown In connection with the pre

ceding articles, be will have little dtBlculty In obtaining

tbe required representation of this rather intricate prob-

lem In bandralllng.

We show In Fig. 23 tbe plan, where A C Is the repre-

sentation of the center curve and Is here taken as greater

than a quarter circle. It may be noted that, unlike the

Copyrighted, mil. oj Cobs. H. foi

A, and the position of the directing ordinate of the plan

may be obtained. Parallel with tbls produce the ordl-

natcB of tbe plan.

To construct the representations of the tangent planes

forming two sides of the model, we assume A-D as the

higbt required to raise the ground plane above that of

tbe base of tbe model, In order to obtain tbe represen-

tation of the lower Joint surface. Parallel witb A-B
draw D-D', then parallel with tbe joint line draw B E.

and with K as the center rotate D' Into D", and set off

D"-E'. D'-E. each equal with B-16, the rise of the rail

over the lower tangent. Join E D. and draw D-R square
with E D. and tbe representation of the tangent plane
over the lower tangent may be projected. Now parallel

with 13-M draw E'-F; square with this draw F G. Then
parallel with the tangent draw D"G and E'-J'. Thon
parallel with the Joint Hue O-C draw G-H through G;
this completes the construction of the representation
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of the tangent plane over the upper tangent. In
l is. -2 set off A'-A and C'-C respectively equal with

nnd C K of Fig. 23: joining A C gives the right In-
dlnatlon of the umluu plane of the face mold. Square
over the ordinate* of the section plane; make the length
of these equal to that of the corresponding plan ordl-
nates. and through the |>olnts obtained trace the ellip-
tical curves of the face mold, and project the tangents.
Square with them draw the Joint lines L-9' of the upper
and MS of the lower surfaces. This done, square withA C ,iraw I.-G nm| M X; then parallel with the tangents
draw L-C nn> , m-V. Next with M a* center rotate
1 -\ Into P'-.V at the representation of the joint surface.
Join I- with A* and the projection of a level line lying
upon the surface of the joint may bo obtained. Now
square with P -A' draw A-R, and the angle of the plumb
bevel required at the lower Joint surface Is given In

In the manner fully explained for like operations In
the preceding constructions And the points through
which to trace the right section which belongs to the
surface and project the line N'-S. Now In the upper
Joint surface first set off Ho of the auxiliary vertical
plane over the seat line, equal with H O of Fig. 23.
With L as center rotate the points K-J-G Into the like
points In the representation of the Joint surface. Then
with C as center, and K G of Klg. 23 as the radius, cut
L-G' In G'; Joining C'-G' gives the line In which the Joint
surface Is Intercepted with that of the tangent plane
over the upper tangent. The angle of the plumb bevel
required In this surface Is given In L-C'-G'. Now And
the points and through them trace the elliptical curves
of the right section of the Joint surface, which will com-
plete the model.

Take a sharp knife and cut through the board at the
outline of the drawing; then at the lines 9'-L, L-M M-8
and N-H of Fig. 22. and In the lines R-B. B H of Fig 23
cut about half through the board, then fold the three
sides of the model Into their proper vertical position, and
fo d over the Inclined section planes of the face and
Joint surfaces. It may be found on trial that the vertical
lines and the sections of the planes will fall perpendicu-
lar over the corresponding projections of the plan, which
proves In a practical manner the accuracy of the con-
structions. Now cut the full size Joint sections and the
duplicate face mold. It may be noted In placing the face
mold Into Its required parallel position over the section
Plane forming the top surface of the model the point 2'
of the lower Joint section is further removed from the
section plane than Is that of the point 11' of the upper
Joint section.

In Figs. 24 to 27 Is shown the method which may be
adopted In practice for the developing of the face and
Joint molds. In Fig, 24. O shows the center with which
the plan curves may be drawn. A-B-C represents the
tangents to the points AC of the center curve at which
Joints are desired. These are. of course, drawn square
with the Joint llneB O A, O f. Understanding this pro-
duce O C, and set off C F equal to the total rise of the
rail. Then parallel with O-C draw B-D, equal with the
rise of the rail over the lower tangent. Draw F-D pro-
duced to meet C-B produced in 7. then Join 7 with A, and
the position of the directing ordinate of the plan may lie

obtained. Square with this draw the seat line through
A. then through C square with the seat line draw G-H.
equal to the total vertical rise of the rail; Join H-A, and
the right inclination of the section plane may be obtained.
Now produce the plan ordlnates as shown in Y-Y'. AA',
X-K'. \. .: then In Fig. 25 set off Y A K,, Sec, equal with
the lengths given in Y'-A-K'. of the right Inclination
• •f Fig. 24. Square over the ordlnates of the section
plane, equal to the length of the corresponding ordlnates
i-f the plan, and through the points obtained trace the
curve". Project the tnugents and square with them
draw the joint lines, in the manner fully explained for
similar constructions in preceding diagrams.

Now to project the plumb bevels, and develop the
joint sections, proceed as follows: In Fig. 25 square with
A II draw I I'. and YV-3 of the upper and X-Z of the
lower joint lines. Now in Fig. 24 set off P-.I equal with
3-1*. then square with C II draw .11,. Then set off E-7

equal with P L and parallel with B-C draw 7-8. Then
square with B E draw E-& Now In Fig. 25, with I as cen-
ter and E-8 of Fig. 24 as radius, draw an arc In N; then
with W as center and the width of the rail as radius cut
the ore In N; Join W-N. and the projection of a level
line at the surface of the Joint may be obtained. Draw
I N square with W-N. and the angle of the bevel required
is given In W-I-N: then set off E N of Fig. 24 equal with
the half thickness of the rail, draw N-5-0-5' parallel with
O-C. and the direction may be obtained, as required In

5, 0-5 of Fig. 2fi. at which to project the right section of
the Joint surface. Now in Fig. 24 set off P-Z equal with A-Z
of Fig. 25; square with C-H draw Z-l; then at the Joint
line O A set off A -I, equal with P-l: then, having drawn
A M square with D-A )B-D,. of .nurse, equals B-D, and
D,-A is the pitch over the lower tangent), parallel with
B-A draw L-M. Then in Fig. 25. with X as the center
and A M of Fig. 24 as the radius, draw an are In M.

Fig. ©-Projecting ibe P.orob B*v*l«.

Thr

Then, with A as the center aud the half width, as A-X,
of the plan of the rail as the radius, cut the arc In M; this

gives In X-A-M the angle of the bevel required at the
lower Joint surface.

In Fig. 27. A 3' has been made equal with A M of
Fig. 24. at which figure 2-2' is drawn through M parallel

with the Joint line; the direction is thus given in 2*-3'-2"

of the [mints required in Fig. 27 through which to trace
the right section of the Joint surface. Then, setting off

B-4. 4-B. each equal to the half thickness of the rail, the
section may be completed. Then In the manner pre-

viously explained transfer the bevel to the sections, as
shown In 2 A-2" of Fig. 27 and 5 C-5' of Fig. 2t>.

<7o lie ciinliiitml.i

Tun new college hall, which Is to be erected by the
trustees of Columbia University, will occupy a site on
the campus at the comer of Broadway and 116th street.

New York City. The structure will be 205 feet In length,

55 feet in width and four stories In bight, the architec-

ture beina of the same general style as that of Have-
tneyer and Schermerhorn halls. The cost of the building

will be in the neighborhood of $400,000. and provision

will lie made for 19 lecture rooms and 50 studies, be-

sides the offices of the dean.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Wanted for Yacht flub Hons*.

from C058TA5T Reader. Philadelphia, Fa.-V>\\\ some

of the architectural friends of the pa|ter kindly send for

publication the drawings of n bout house about 10 x 24

feet, two stories high, and suitable to the needs of a

yacht club"?

ShlBft-llBK HIaa.

/'row F. A. K., Alba, Pa.— In shingling hips I would
say I have a very satisfactory method which cannot be

without Interest to the correspondent making the In-

quiry In a recent Issue. In covering a roof I first lay

the two bottom courstB. and then draw a line parallel

with the hip 4 Inches, for example, from the center of

the hip. The butts of the shingle* are to lie brought

just to the points where the two lines come together on

the roof. Then when the roof has l>een run up, shingle

the hip, making the bottoms of the shingles cross the

Shingling Hip*. Fig. \.-XUvation of Roof, Shewing Thru

hip, so as to strike the lines on the other angle of the hip

square. The shape of shingle Is Indicated at A of Fig. 1,

where is represented an elevation of a portion of a hip

roof, while Fig. 2 Is a true face showing the shingling
lines. The shingles should be of good material and
something that will not split. After one side has been
laid, take a chisel and flatteu the edge of the shingle,

so that the one aU.ve will fit over it, making a nice job.

In this way all nnils are covered.

Dors the Bars) Hoof ftwrat ?

From C. R., Fillmore, A\ T.-l had occasion last fall

to roof a barn 40 feet long, having about one-third pitch.

I used galvanised V crimped Iron, and Instead of lap-

Fig, •i.-True Fact of R,*>f,

ping. I locked the shoots together and pounded the seams
down. Xow the roof seems to leak in several places,

more especially about two-thirds of the way down the
roof. I have been there and used red roof cement on
the seams, but the roof still leaks. Could some of your

readers who have had experience with Iron roofs of this

sort suggest a cause for the leak? Can it be possible

that the roof sweats?

ftiila for Chamfering.

From TiEBOR.-In the April Issue are some comments

relative to chamfering, and as being of possible Interest

.j— M'—.

Rule for Chamfering.-Fig 1 -Shoving
Kdge of Piece.

In this connection I submit a rule furnished by an old

Pennsylvania carpenter: "Take one-sixth the face of

the piece for the width of the chamfer." For example, a

piazza post Is required to be chamfered, the clear hlght

between the bottom of the frieze and the floor being 8

feet; required the width of the piece and the face of the

chamfer: 8' -» 96" (96" -e 12) x
At)

or 0.9 = 8- x 0.9 =
7.2". 7.2- -4- 0=1.2", the face of the chamfer. 1.2" x Sin

4.V - 1.2 x 0.70711 = 0.848532, or 0.84 +, to mark on each

side from edge of piece, as shown In Fig. 1. This allow-

ance may seem large, as shown on the section. Fig. Z.

but when the post ur column Is viewed front an angle of

45 degrees the chamfer is none too wide. Of course there

are exceptions to any rule that may be given. The sec-

tion of the column indicated represents that of a post for

a veranda, the hlght In the clear between tmttom of

; 8 feet, or 96 Inches, an.l the width

of JUt.

of the post 7.2 inches, the width being determined by

I>. F. Allwood's " Rules for Proportion."

Water Cloaet Ooastruetlon.

From W. 8., Blue Inland, /W.-Please explain the dif-

ference between the siphon jet closet and the siphon

waBhdown closet.

.4iwircr.—A siphon jet closet Is one In which the dis-

charge from the closet bowl Into the waste pipe Is par-

tially Induced by means of n portion of the flushed water

entering the discharge passage of the closet at the bot-

tom of the water seal and being directed toward the

waste pipe. The object is to Induce an overflow Into the

weir formed by the shape of the outlet In the closet,

which makes a practically right angled turn before It

reaches the soil pipe connection. The weir retards the

flow of the water slightly, so as to fill the full bore of the

pipe and prevent air ruahlug up. The result is a down-
ward movement of water In the stack, having exactly

the same effect as that produced In the long leg of the

siphon. This enables the atmospheric pressure to exert

Its force on the surface of the water in the closet bowl,

and the contents of the closet are discharged.

In the washdown siphon closet there Is no right

angled turn acting as a weir to secure the siphonic ac-

tion. Some washdown closets, however, are induced to

discharge by menus of a jet. The washdown siphon is

really the liest form of a hopper and trap combined close-
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quick
Id operation the overflow Is

In large enough volume to set up a slphonlc

exhaust the contents of the bowl.

of Valley la •

From M. T., Washington. P. O.—l send the following
method In nnswer to " Learner " of Pntereon, N. J., who
inquired In the March number how to obtain the bevels

FltuHno Bn*U of ValUy Jiaften in a Hoof Sat iny Tiro Fitrhet

— Fig. l.—rian of Hidgtt Where They /ntrrtel.

of valley rafters in a roof of two pitches. I would say
first draw a full sized plan or top view of the ridges

and valley rafter where they Intersect each other, aa In-

dicated in Fig. 1. Next lay off the down bevel on the

rafter and square across the lop, as shown at a b c of

Fig. 2; take the distance il « o( Fig. 1 and lay it off

square with the down bevel, as shown at d e of Fig. 2;

then a Hue drawu from e to the point where the center
line of the rafter crosses the line b c will give the side

bevel. For the bevel on the other side take the distance

/ 0 of Fig. 1 and proceed aa before. By this means a
bevel can be found for hip, valley, cripple or Jack raf-

ters, either straight or curved, in roofs of any pitch,

being careful always to lay off the distance d t square
with the down bevel and not parallel with Ihe edge of

the rafter.

From W. S.-The August numlier of Carpentry and
Building Is at hand, and I see another good answer to

my stair rati question. I also observe a very good sys-

tem of framing a roof, by "J. F. W." of Danville. Pa.,

whose plan is, I think, a. very eonveuien* one, except
where he tells how to cut the bevel of the valley to fit

against the ridge marked P. The line shown is only the

seat of the valley, and when we add the rise of the roof

to It the bevel is changed and It Is made longer. If he
hail carried the valley Its full length from the lower

/ •• - (/>,!.,.„ „,, II,, It- ,

corner to the point where it would strike the ridge, then

a bevel in the angle would be the true bevel, as indi-

cated by the dotted lilies in the sketch. Fig. 3, Inclosed.

inking a Cellar Wait
From I.. T. M.. Pottxrillr, Pa.— For the information of

" F. U.." ('iwilvillc, Fiali, who asks about a water tight

cellar, I would say that I have Just completed a dwelling

house and bad to contend with a wet cellar. Water
stood in the cellar ami the mud and slush were several

inches deep and would not drain off. I finally concluded
to cement the cellar bottom and I filled In on top of the

mud about 0 inches of concrete, composed of cinders and
2 inches of cement, with a top coat of the be«t cement.

At first water came through the cement, but this ceased
when the cement hardened, which took about a week.
This composition made the best water tight floor I ever
saw. There is not a bit of water to be seen and the
cement Is much harder than If the cellar had been dry.

From O. A. S., Elgin, ///.—Regarding the inquiry In

the August Issue of •• F. K ," Coalville. Utah, as to the
way to make a cellar water tight, I would suggest that
the cellar bottom be leveled up with sand and a layer
of cement about 2 Inches thick laid on, running It well
up against the walls. After the cement Is dry coat the
floor and the walls on the Inside with hot asphalt, after
which pave with brick dipped in asphalt, covering with
another coat. I would then suggest that the outside of
the walls be coated with 1 Inch of cement, running It

down lielow the cellar floor level and covering this after
it Is dry with a coat of hot asphalt. I believe that If these
instructions are faithfully followed a water proof cellar
will result. The plan may prove somewhat expensive,
but my oplulon is that the Job ought to tie done well If

at all.

From S. C, Trxas.-Wlll you tell me through the
columns of the paper how cuts suitable for relief prinUng
are made from photographs, such, for example, as the
half-tones which form the supplement each month? I

am sure your answer will be very Interesting to a great
many of the readers and will be highly appreciated.

Anmrrr.—There are many processes by which engrav-
ings or printing plates can be made from the photograph

/iff . Letttr of " W S "

as a has*. In some cases the photograph is given to a

draftsman, sometimes called a pen artist, who makes
a line drawing with a pen and a special black Ink upon
smooth cardboard, reproducing the shades and tones

of the original, which drawing is placed in the hands of

the photo engraver, from which a plate Is made by photo-

mechanical process. The class of pictures known as
•' half-tone *• engravings are made by the photo-mechan-

ical process direct from a photograph without the em-

ployment of artistic work In any form.

In the case of the plate which Is made from the " line
"

drawing previously referred to. the drawing is placed in

front of the camera and a negative made therefrom In

the usual way, with the exception that great density Is

required. A plate of zinc which has been previously

polished to the highest degree is coated with a sensitised

solution, of which the principal ingredients are albumen,

gelatlue and bichromate of ammonia. The coating of the

plate must, of course, lie conducted in a dark room,

where it is kept until thoroughly dried, after which It Is

placed uuderneath the negative previously made and

placed in the sunlight, or, In the absence of sunlight,

close to a |K>werful electric light, for the purpose of

printing the image contained In the negative upon the

zinc plate. The action of the light In this printing proc-

ess is such as to render Insoluble those portions of the

coated surface which have been acted upon by the light

coming thromth the transparent parts of the negative.
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Consequently, when the negative has been removed and
the zinc plate placed in the tray of water, those portions

upon the plate representing the lines of the original pic-

ture will remain upon the plate, while the other portions
which have been covered by the dense parts of the nega-
tive will Immediately dissolve in the water, thereby leav-

ing a picture, or an Impression, of the original drawing
upon the zinc plate, which after being heated becomes
much darker and more plainly visible. After the wash-
ing operation has been completed the zinc plate Is placed
in the etching bath, which consists of a dilute solution

of certain acids, when the etching proper Iteglns, the acid

eating away those portions of the zinc which arc un-

protected by the lines of the film, while those portions

which have been protected of course remain In relief

and furnish the means for producing the Impression
when tue plate is llnally put lu the printing press. To
obtain sutlicient depth to the space between the lines to

Insure good printing qualities. It Is sometimes necessary
to repeat the etching operation two or three times. After
ench " bite," as it is called, it Is necessary to protect the
sides of the lines to prevent the acid from eating under
or undermining them. This Is accomplished by means
of a finely powdered gum dusted on In a peculinr man-
ner, after which the plate Is hented to make the gum
stick to the sides of the lines.

General View of Bain.

iMjft th* Burn

work. The treatment of the two metals is similar, but
different in detail, different acids being employed, and
certain modifications In the sensitizing solution are also

made.

Does (he Barn Haraaoalze with the Honu f

From Rural Scratch Awl, Smith Center. Kan.— I am
sending under separate cover " snap shots " of a house
and barn located lu this place. The bouse was remod-
eled from plans furnished by the architect and I was
then asked to construct a barn from the floor plan, to

harmonize with the house. The first photograph shows
the house and barn together, while the second picture

represents a nearer view of t lie barn. The plan gives n

general Idea or the Interior arrangement of the main
lloor. I desire to know what changes, in the opinion of
others, would be au Improvement. The cupola is sup-

ShovinK Itclntire Position or Bonne and Burn.
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In making the half-tone engraving the active agent In

producing the effect Is a glass screen, upon which fine

opaque lines have been ruled or engraved very closely at

right angles to each other. The effect produced by these
lines In the plate can be seen by Inspecting any half-lone
engraving with the assistance of a magnifying glass. It

will be seen by such an Inspection that in the light por-

tions of the picture the "tint" consists of a series of very
small dots arranged In regular lines or squares. In those
portions of the picture where the " tint " la darker t lie

dots will be larger aud will appear nearly square, form-
ing a sort of checker board pattern. In the still darker
portions of the picture the enlargement of the dots causes
them to close completely at the corners, leaving some
white dots upon a darker background, which white dots
become smaller as we approach the darkest tortious in

the picture. The negative for the half-tone engraving Is

made In the same manner as for the " line " drawing
above described, with the exception that the glass screen
is placed In the camera a slight distance In front of the
sensitive plate during the time the exposure Is being
made. The success of the work depends largely upon
regulating the distance between the glass screen and the
sensitive plate, which varies under different circum-
stances from % to % Inch. The effect of this screen upon
the negative Is to transform the " tints " of the photo-
graph Into the large, medium and small dots seen In the
engraving, according as the portions of the photograph
are dark, medium or light. This negative, having been
completed and sufficiently Intensified in the usual man-
ner. Is used In subsequently printing upon the metal In

the manner above described In connection with the
" line " negative.

Copper Is used In preference to zinc for half-tone

posed to be finished with a metal horse. The roof is
half pitch, while that of the cupola Is 15 Inches to the
foot.

Troubled bj Wall Mweaflag.
From B. W., Innerkip, Ont.—l have a customer who

has a rough caRt hollow wall bouse. It Is finished with
lath and plaster on the Inside and has the same finish
on the outside. The walls sweat so ranch In the winter
time that the bod clothes become wet and water can be
scooped up on the floor. The bouse Is of frame con-
struction and Is girt half way up the side of the build-
ing. The front Is one and a half story, while the kitchen
Is but one story In hlght. There Is Just as much trouble
In the kitchen as in the front room from the sweating
The walls ore hollow from top to bottom. On one side
there is a row of five maple trees 20 feet from the house.
Ou the other side there Is a driveway between the house
and another row of five trees from 35 to 40 feet from
the house. Can It be that the trees cause the trouble?
I should be glad to have auy assistance possible toward
remedying It.

•Vofe.-The sweating is probably due to the fact that
the walls, belug cooler than the atmosphere of the room,
cause the moisture contained In the air to condense!
Where moisture Is precipitated In such quantity as that
mentioned there Is obviously an excessive amount of It
In the air. In the winter season the walls naturally are
cooler than in the summer, which would Induce a quicker
condensation. Inasmuch as the doors and windows are
closed In the winter season, the amount of moisture In
the air eau be controlled by the occupants of the build-
ing. If a tea kettle Is kept on the cooking stove and the
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stove Is used lor boiling and preparing food or for any
domestic work of that nature, considerable steam will be

made, which will be taken up by the air in the room and
deposited wherever the nlr conies In contact with a cixil

surface. We shall be glad to hear from our readers on

this matter, as It Is possible some of them have experi-

enced the same trouble as that mentioned.

Dratgni for Farm Houses.
from W. A. E.. Ea*t Wnlerford, Ifaim'.—liarlug seen

the inquiries of some of I he renders of the paper for plans

tunity for some of our practical readers to show their

methods of doing the work, nnd we trust all will feel

free to write us, accompanying their letters by such

sketches as may be necessary.

Cleaning sk, n-i.t Ghu,
From Skvlioht.—Some time ago a correspondent

wanted to know how to clean skylight glass, but so

many things occur to occupy my time that weeks often

pass before I And opportunity to offer suggestions which
I think may possibly prove of value. I would ask if the

Front or Eaet Klevaiioo Side (Left) Elevation.
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of buildings suitable for farm
and country homes, I take pleas-

ure In Inclosing door plans and
elevations of a house and " L "

which may help out some of

those who nre looking for such
designs. I have drawn the plans

to have a southern and eastern

frontage with the barn facing

the east. An examination of the

Urst-lloor plan will show the line

of the barn sills and that u one-

roofed shed may be extended be-

yond the woodshed and Joined to the wall of the barn
as far as desired in order to enlarge the woodshed and
other outbuildings. &c.

The small chamber or bedroom on the tlrst Uoor of

the main house may be used as a bathroom if desired,

although the chamber In the "L" Is large enough for

division into a bathroom and bedroom or Into two small
bedrooms, according to circumstnnces. A casual study
of the elevations shows that the roofs are all plain, as

they are more durable and suitable for such buildings.

I think the drawings show so clearly whnt is intended

ns to require no further description for any good carpen-

ter to understand them.

Constrnetlon of coved Celll n(,

From G. A. N., (Hrntonnn, ilinn.—Will some one please

tell me how to accurately obtain a hip circle—that Is,

where a quarter circle Is used in a brick building next

to the celling nnd the wall. I am anxious to find out bow
to draw the circle on the bracket which goes In the

corner.

Xotr.— Tills la a question which affords an oppor-

Beeond Floor.

Scale. 1-16 loch to the Foot

Dttlgnt for Farm Asm-Contributed by " W. A. JT.,"

Katt WaUrford, Maine,

dust referred to as being ground Into the glass might
not lie stains from Iron rust or sine corrosion from the
galvanized sheet Iron frame, which I assume forms the

skylight. I think that If the correspondent making the

Inquiry will wash his windows with a solution composed
of a handful of oxalic acid in a pall of water he will

find that the dirt will disappear. Another method Is to

cover the glass with sand that has been brushed off of
foundry castings and wet to a stiff mud with a weak
solution of sulphuric acid and water. The acid will cut
the stain if allowed to lie for a few minutes before It is

washed off with clean water. A slight scouring may lie

necessary, then a thorough washing. An Important part
of the work is to polish the glass with a soft woolen rag
so that tlie dirt will not readily adhere again. A little

ammonia In the water thnt is used for the washing may
prove of advantage.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE figure* covering building improvements in Chicago

during the tnoulh of July do not make quite as favor-

able a showing as those for June, although when com-

pared with July of last year the gaiu in very marked. The
bulk of the building operation* in July of the present year

U made up of data and oue. two and three story house*, the

flats predominating. During the mouth (icruiits were taken

out for 547 buildings having un uggregate frontage of 15,308

feet and estimated to cost $3,105,300, these figures compar-

ing with 340 permits for buildings having a frontage of 0807

feet and estiinuted to cost $2.1U8.8«J0 in July of last year.

The notice from the National Association of Builders

that September 11 has been selected as Architects and

Builders' Day at the Buffalo Exposition was considered by

the Board of Directors of the Builders and Traders Ex-

change on August 3. It was ordered that the notice be
posted in the exchange rooms with the request that the mem-
bers contemplating attending the exposition choose that day
and that they record their names with the secretary' of the
exchange lo the end that concerted actiou may be had for

them to go as u body representative of the exchange.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The year thus far has been characterised by an increased
activity in the building line, each month showing a healthy
increase over the amount of improvements last year. Most
of the architect* in the city have new work under prepara-
tion, and the present iudicatious are that Cincinnati will

buve one of the most prosperous years in the building line

which it has experienced for a decade.
Charles A. Tooker, Inspector of Buildings, reports that

for July there were 318 permits issued for building improve-
ments, estimated to cost $287,375, as against 328 permits for
buildings estimated to cost |22b\33C for July of last year.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The regular quarterly meeting of the Builders" Exchange

was held on Monday evening, August 5, when it was decided
that the exchange could not attend the I'an-American Ex-
position on Architects and Builders' Day, owing to the fact

that the date has unfortunately been chosen during the week
of the C A. U. National Encampment in Cleveland ; other-
wise a large delegation would undoubtedly have gone to

The management of the exchange cordially Invites all

members of the building fraternity throughout the United
States to make the spacious rooms of the exchange on the
third floor of the Chamber of Commerce Building fronting
on the Public Square their headquarters while in Cleveland
attending the (». A. U. Encampment. We are advised by the
secretary, K. A. Roberts, that the exchange will be glad if

intending visitors will have their mail addressed in care of
the exchange and make the exchange their rendexvous from
day to duy. A committee of 15 members of the Builders'
Exchange will be detailed to assist visiting Grand Army
builders to have a good time.

At the quarterly meeting referred to, the exchange took
important action in indorsing the efforts of the Ohio State
Board of Commerce to swure the passage by the next Legis-
lature of three sweeping and far reaching measures. Other
important matters were also discussed and a nominating
committee was named to select candidates for the director-
ship of the exchange, consisting of Henry Wattersou. W. II.

Dettleback and W. If. Wuterbury. The candidates selected
by the committee will be voted upou at the annual meeting
in November. <\ W. McCormack was chosen as the Cleve-
land representative upon the Executive Committee of the
State organization.

The report of Treasurer Palmer was one of the most en-
couraging in the history of the exchange, the statement show-
ing over $0000 in cash assets to bo available. Following the
business session the members enjoyed their annual water-
melon fenst.

Detroit. Mloh.

The building situation in the city has shown, up to the
present time, a great improvement over Inst year, with Indi-

cations |K>inting to still greater activity in the future. The
report issued by C. W. Brand, permit clerk, for July shows
2U0 permits to have been issued for buildings, estimated to
• ost $377.NOO. as compared with 102 for buildings estimated
to cost $318,300 in July of last year.

The members of the Builders and Traders' Exchange
have not yet formulated any definite plans looking to their
visiting in a body the Pan-American Exposition on Archi-
tects and Builders' Day, which occurs on September 11.

It is probable, however, that the local organization will be
represented on thnt occasion.

Fresno, Cal.

The contest between the Carpenters' and Bricklayers'
unions and fourteen of the principal contractors of Fresno
has been demoralizing building there. The dispute is over
hours of work and recognition of the Federated Trades
Council. The contractors met early in July and resolved to

hold out to the bittpr end. Practically all building opera-
tions have ceased. The Trades Council has declared a boy-
<ott on certain firms und contractors.

Honolulu. H. I.

Building is very active in Honolulu, and a small sized
is now in progress. Architects have been pushed

in the work of preparation of plans and specification* aud
have paved the way for un immense amount of building
which will continue for several months. Along the main
thoroughfures. such as Fort, King, Alakea and Hotel streets,
together with numbers of residence streets, new buildings
of the modern ty|ie and copied after the California style are
in course of construction. In many instances the new dwell-
ings do not seem well udapted to the needs of a tropical
climate, which Honolulu posscwm-s. and there is a cry among
newcomers for houses better adapted to the climate. A box-
like house constructed on the California plan does not meet
the requirements of life in these islands, the low, rambling
cottage, punctured by many windows, being probably a
nearer approach to an abode of comfort that could be built
here, but with the influx of Americans architecture has taken
on an American style.

Lowell. Me.ee.

The annual "outing" of the Builders' Exchange, held at

Bass Point, Naham. was a most enjoyable affair. There was
a large gathering ot members and their guests, the latter in-

eluding many geutlemeii identified with the city's buildiug in-

terests.

As i result of a conference held in July at the Builders'
Exchange between the Master Plasterers Association and
(he Plasterers' I'niou. the journeymen plasterers returned to
work at the former hours and wages, thus ending a 14 weeks'
struggle. While the friction between employers and em-
ployed tended to curtail what promised in the spring to be a
large business, the indications now arc for an active fall.

It is a noticeable fact that the architects are looking
upon the membership of the exchange as a whole with more
appreciation. The requirements of admission to the exchange
are such that no reliable lirm should keep out on the plea of
" It is of no benefit to me," as its usefulness has been clearly-

demonstrated during the past few months. Another fact
which redounds to the credit of some of the general con-
tractors of the exchange is a tendency to give the subcon-
tracts to members and thus encourage the standing of the
exchange and keep alive an organization that has for its

prime object the protection of the interests of all concerned.
Work placed in the hands of reliable and responsible firm*
<-an but prove the cheapest in the end. if not always on first

cost, as represented by the bids for contracts. This fact i»

too often lost sight of by architects and owners, for good
work is worth its price.

Our correspondent expresses the wish that some power
could Ite used to instill the above idea into the minds of own-
ers, who seem to regard cheapness as the only consideration
in building construction. In the city the banks are becoming
cautious in the matter of loans on buildings erected ou the
speculative or cheap contractor methods. Experience has
been indeed a dear teacher in the past few years, and the
local tendency is now toward better construction.

The Board of Directors of the exchange have just issued
a circular letter to the membership, reviewing exchange mat-
ters, dealing with the strikes which have prevailed and pro-
l>osing methods which are expected to still further redound
to the credit of the organization in the future. With regard
to Architects and Builders' Day at the Pan-American Expo-
sition, there is every reason to believe that the exchange will
be represented, although at the time of going to press no ac-
tion had been taken as to attending in a body.

Philadelphia. Pa.

The amount of building in progress in and about the city
continues to show a large volume in the aggregate, the de-
velopment of suburban property being especially noticeable.
The report of the Bureau of Building Inspection for the
month of July shows 790 permits to have been issued, cover-
ing 1202 operations, involving an estimated expenditure of
$2,81 1.320, which record, with the exception of that for July.
1806, when 015 permits were issued covering 1207 opera-
tions, costing $3,041,505. eclipses that of any corresponding
July in the history of the bureau. It is stated that more
than one-third of the work in progress lies within the bound-
aries of the Eighth and Thirty-third wards, the large figures
in which are due in a measure to the theatre for B. F. Keith,
now under way on Chestnut street, the numerous dwelling
operations in the suburbs, and the <

torles.
erection of several fac-

One of the operations in the Thirty-third Ward Includes
45 houses for H. H. Downshrough. to cost about $110.0110,
while another, in the same ward, covers 81 two-story houses
and three two-story stores and dwellings for John Loughran,
estimated to cost nearly $220,000. In the Thirty-fourth
ward William A. Patterson is erecting 41 two-story houses,
while (Jeorge W. Hnnev is erecting 30 two-story houses on
Priscilla street. One of the more important operations in
the Twenty-fifth ward includes 17 two-story houses, which
an' being put up for E. K. tJallowsy.

If present plans are carried out, aliout 150 members of
the Master Builders' Exchange and their friends will leave
the city Septemlier 0 for a visit to the Pan-American Ex-
position. They expect to spend Tuesday. September 10. at
Niagara Falls, and visit the exposition on Architects and
Builders' Day. which is September 11. They will also de-
vote Thursday. September 12, lo the exposition, and will
lenve for home that night, reaching Philadelphia Septemlier
13.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

The building activity which prevails in and about the
city shows no signs of diminution, although contractors
rather looked for a little easing up during Julv and August.
It is probably safe to say that the amount of work for the
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jeur, if the present rate of activity continues, will be far
in excess of any corresponding period in the history of the
city. Dealers in all kinds of builders' materials report an
active demand for their goods, and the claim is even made
that many projects are being somewhat retarded by reason
of the shortage of supplies. Some of the builders hold the
view that if the present activity is maintained for a few
months more, there is likely to be difficulty in obtaining
brick, to say nothing of other building materials, and there
are also intimations of a scarcity of workmen in certain lines.

Of con rso, just how long the present condition of things is

likely to continue is a mere matter of conjecture.
Superintendent J. A. A. Brown of the Bureau of Building

Inspection rei>ort* thut for the mouth of July permits were
issued for 107 buildings, involving nn estimated expenditure
of ? 1,717.1)7"), these figures comparing with 234 permits for
buildings, estimated to cost $740,000. for July of last year.
The July report of the Allegheny Bureau of Building In
spectiun shows 50W permits to have becu issued, calling for
an estimated outlay of $203,300. This showing is referred
to as being exceptionally good for this season of the year.

The Kelley A: Jones Company are shout erecting, on
Water street, Pittsburgh, a ten-story steel frame fire proof
brick warehouse, which will be the tallest structure on that
street and will add very much to the appearance of the river

front, where large and modern structures are few and far
between. A fine apartment bouse is soon to be erected ou
Forbes street. Kiist End, by William Witherow, proprietor
of the Hotel Duqiiesne, which will lie first class in all

respects. It will cover an area 100 x ISO feet and will cost

several hundred thousand dollurs. It will be of steel frame
construction, finished throughout in hard wood, heated by
steam, lighted by electricity and equipped with high-speed
elevators.

A great deal of work is being done in the way of develop-
ing suburban property, aud the operations under way ag-
gregate n large total. One of the largest projects under-
taken in Allegheny in many years is about to be commenced
in the Perrysville avenue district, where it is expected 40
houses, costing in the aggregate about $100,0110. will soon
be under way. In the Herroti Hill district, arrangements
nre being made to erect 20 brick buildings costing about
$7fi.000, while in the Uiverview I'ark district. Allegheny. 15
brick houses are contemplated.

St. Loula. Mo.

The latter part of July and the first half of August,
usually counted as a dull season in the building business,

opened up better than for years past, but the indications are
that business will fall off some, to In- recovered later on.

The extremely hot weather had a bud effect on investments
and was a factor in renting also. Builders have, however,
been unpreeedentcdly active, thousands of contracts having
been closed in the past three months, and work will be car-

ried on to completion. The steel strike is affecting the build-

ing industry to some extent, and if continued will affect it

seriously. Bricklayers, plasterers and men of other crafts

are in good demand at wages in advance of the union scale.

Valuations of building permits issued in July amount to

$1.4!>$,283. against $441,727 last July—an increase of $1,-

OnA.VMi. The valuation of new brick buildings authorized in

July was $1,380,603, against $350.«20 a year ago.

While no concerted action will he taken by master build

era regarding attendance at Buffalo on Architects and
Builders" Day, quite a number of contractors expect to be
present on that occasion.

8*n Francisco. Cal.

Our correspondent, writing under date of Augnst 0,

states that with nearly 25,000 men on strike in San Fran-
cisco and nearly all the shipping and transportation business
of the city crippled in consequence, it is not to be expected
that building operations would be up to the usual standard
of activity, although thus far none of the important build-

ing trades are involved.
The San Francisco Federation of Labor has, however,

called out the union sand teamsters and will attempt to tie

up building operations by stopping all deliveries of sand,
rock, cement, 4c. The union painters in San Francisco
and Oakland have also struck for a minimum wage scale
of $3.50, instead of $3. The latter strike, it is believed, will

not be general, as many employing painters are already
paying the higher rate. Trade is quite active in brick and
stone and in wood. The building contracts for July show
a healthy growth as compared with preceding months, a Urge
part of the showing being for fiats and small residences for
renting purposes.

According to the law passed by the last Legislature, all

architects practicing in this State will, after September 23.

be obliged to have a certificate of proficiency in their pro-
fession. The State Board of Architects is divided into two
sections, one with headquarters in this city and the other
with headquarters in Los Angeles. Begulsr examinations
will be held on the first Tuesdays of January, April. July
and October.

Salt Lake City. Utah.

Salt Lake City has lieen afflicted with a brick famine
for several months past, says our correspondent, under date
of Aucust I'< Manufacturers find it impossible to keep up
with their orders, and building in this line is somewhat de-

moralized in consequence. In the meantime there seems
to be no ler up in the demand for builders and building
material. Contractors state that building mechanics are
'•oming to Suit Lake in unusual numbers no less than 40
i n rpi nters linvinc reached the city within the last month.
This 1ms relieved the situation somewhat as to workmen,
but tie .!<•"- ion of materials Is still an nn-olve.I one.

Soranton, Pa.
The building business of the city is not as brisk as it

might be just ut this season, although there is more or leas
work in the way of dwellings. A tew large buildings are
being erected, but these are what might be termed contin-
uances from last year. The agreement between the Master
Masons' Association and the Journeyman Bricklayers'
Union, and that between the journeymen and Muster Car-
penters' associations, which were entered into a short time
ago, provide tlmt all differences shall be settled by arbitra-
tion, and that there shall be no strike against the employer
individually or collectively, or in sympathy with any other
trades.

The Builders' Exchange adjourned in July and will not
meet again until September S. so that nothing very defiuite
can be ascertained us to the number of members likely to attend
the l'un-American Exposition on Architects aud Builders'
Day, September 11. A bulletin, however, has been posted
culling attention to the matter, ami quite a number of the
builders have expressed their intentions of attending on that
day.

Seattle. Wash.
Seattle builders are licginniug to complain that the strikes

in the iron trade are having a iscrioits effect on building.
Structural steel for the larger class of buildings is hard to
get in some cases, mid delays have caused construction to be
delayed for months. Another serious effect of the strikes
thut is leared. though not yet very evidcut. is the falling
off in residence building that is sure to result from the pro-
longed idleness of a considerable portion of the laboring
population.

This city, which has hitherto been free from the modern
skyscraper, is now going to make a first step in that direc-
tion. The Moore Investment Company have matured plans
for an eight-story building to be erected here, and there is
tulk of putting up another sliucture Beveral stories higher.

Spokane. Wash.
Everything indicates that Spokaue will make a bigger

record in the matter of building permits this year than in
1000. Last year .'i.">7 building permits were issued during
the first six months, making a total of $40S,045 represented,
but this year there have been 582 permits issued from Jan-
uary 1 to July 1. making a total showing of $023,001 for
the first six mouths. Last year there were 20 per cent, more
building permits issued during the latter part of the year
than during the first half, uud if this holds true this year
it will muke the total amount about $2,07<i,SS7.

Worcester, Mass.
Building operations continue in a quiet way. as might

nuturally be expected at this season of the year. The report
of Superintendent C. H. I'eck shows that for the month of
July 50 permits were granted for new buildings, estimated
to cost $315,200. and 13 permits for alterations and repairs,

%u™* 1 makin« » tot»' 'or the month of
$324,U55. Ibe work consisted for the most part of tenement
bouses and dwellings.

It is probable that the Builders' Exchange will be credita-
bly represented at the Pan-American Exposition on Septem-
ber 11. which is Architects and Builders' Day, although
there will be no concerted action looking to the members
attending in a body.

Youngstown, Ohio.
The Youngstown Builders' Exchange is said to have ac-

cepted an invitation from the Central Labor Union to take
part in the Labor Day celebration at the Fair Grounds.
It appears that a short time ago an invitation to participate
was extended to the Builders Exchange, as the Central
Labor Union desire to make the occasion a success, and it
is believed that the presence of the employers in the build-
ing trades would have much to do with accomplishing the
desired end. The Builders' Exchange, through President
Charles A. CollinB and Secretary George T. Bert, accepted

Notes.
The directors of the Builders' Exchange at Atlantic City

>. J., voted at a recent meeting that on and after Monday,
August ,). eight hours shall constitute a working dav for
carpenters. This action, we understand, is in fulfillment
of a promise made by the Contractors to the men, who stood
by them during the carpenters' strike for eight hours last
spring.

Building activity is increasing in Manchester, N. H.. and
while the amount of new work which has been executed dur-
ing the first half of the year is not startling when compared
with other cities. It shows a gratifying gain over the
period of a year r

—

Janesville, Wis., has been enjoying one of the biggest
building booms that the city has ever known in a single year.
It is said that there are in course of construction and in
contemplation nearly half a million dollars' worth of build-
ings.

A local pajH-r Is authority for the statement that a
new record for speed in the setting of granite in Chicago
was made In the work on the new Post Office Building.
In a month's time 22,000 cubic feet of granite were put
in plnoe uud 300. ot to brick were laid ou the walls.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XX.
By Feed. T. Hodoson.

THIS description completes tbe cotter in Its simplest
form, and It will now be necessary to sbow tbe

method by wblcb tbe whole of tbe working parts are gov-
erned and placed under complete control. Tbts Is effected
by tbe worm wheel and tbe tangent screw, tbe former at-

tached to the boss behind the face plate, while the frame
which carries the screw is hinged to work on a vertical

projection fixed to the collar on the square stem. A
back view of the Instrument Is shown In Fig. 141, which
will at once convey to tbe reader an idea of the construc-
tion.

The Instrument as completed In Its primary form, or
as we have It, as already described, produces a large
number of very beautiful figures of the description con-
fined to very fine line tracery, and. as said before, there
Is practically no limit to the extent and variety to which
such work can be developed, and the excellence of all

such patterns is always more advantageously exhibited
when printed from the blocks cut In the lathe. Orna-
mental designs for fine lace and textile fabrics and paper
and other ornamentation may be. and often are. ob-
tained from these blocks, besides the gratification it af-
fords In producing them.

Beautiful, however, ns are such results, the Instrument

diameter, tbe hollow at tbe back of tbe bars on plate

being very carefully turned down to receive It, leaving

a shoulder or face for the wheel to receive and bear

against it: It is then fixed to the bars by two screws

with countersunk heads, A A. Fig. 142. These screws

must have their beads either perfectly lovel with the

face of the wheels or, preferably, slightly under tbe sur

face, as tbey have to pass tbe vertical plate during tbe

revolution of the wheel. On the periphery of the wheel,

tbe diameter of which must be 2% Inches and whose
width Is % Inch, 140 teeth are cut. and the edge is di-

vided Into equal parts to denote Its semirotatlon.

We have now the wheel attached, and from this the

projecting plate. Fig. 143, may be attached and fixed In

Its place. Roference to the drawing will show that It

Is cut out at A to fit over the square stem, and Is fixed

to the face of the flange attached In the solid to It (tbe

stem) by a screw on each side, each countersunk Into

the plate. The latter Is carried upward sufficiently blgb

to admit of the frame. Figs. 144 and 145. being placed

across the stem at a right angle, in order that tbe tan-

gent screw may assume a like position when In gear and
ready for nse.

The screw Is fitted to the metal frame In the manner

Fig. HI —Bc«r View of EpioycJoUlaJ Cotter. Vlg* 144 and 14S.-8Me and End Vfew* of Fr<uaa.

Tht Art of Wood Turning.

la limited somewhat In value, from tbe fact that in this

state It is confined 'to this class of work; only a certain

depth beyond the actual printing line may be cut; by
tbe principle upon which the construction of the Instru-

ment Is carried oat, anything of an appreciable depth
creates a considerable strain on the many parts and is

likely to produce complications of the same. If the In-

strument la provided with the means now about to be
explained, the same patterns, when they are suitable in

design, may be cut to such a depth that the whole ef-

fect Is entirely changed, first by cutting tbe design deep
ly Into tbe surface of the work, and then removing the
surplus material, by which the work or figure Is left In

relief on the surface, Instead of In intaglio.

To effect this result It Is obviously necessary that the
combined motions of the instruments are made to travel

precisely tbe same course, but at a slow rate of speed,
which the Introduction of tbe present arrangement pro-

vides, and It will be clearly seen that by its employment
tbe two parallel movements are In no way Influenced

with regard to their value one to the other; but the speed
at which they move Is placed entirely under the control

of tbe operator, by conducting motion to the same by a
winch handle. By this means a slow, continuous trav-

erse or a series of partial rotations may be obtained, to

accommodate the class of work It Is Owlred to decorate.
Tbe above brief description will. I hope, make clear

the advantages of completing the Instrument to this

extent, and by following the drawings and details It

will be found a simple thing to accomplish.
Fig. 142 shows the worm wheel, which Is made of

gun metal and is turned out at the o».n t«>r to 1 316 Inches

shown in Fig. 14G; it is the simplest and most effective

way. The right hand end of frame Is cut out, as seen In

Fig. 145. to receive the plain fitting turned in the screw.

Fig. 146, at A. This must fit weU between the two faces

B and C, Fig. 144. and the face of the screw is retained

In its place by a small center screw, D. at tbe opposite

end. as shown in Fig. 147. Tbe collar of tbe screw is

chamfen-d at B, Fig. 146, to receive the divisions wblcb

form tbe micrometer to subdivide tbe movements, and
tbe end terminates In a square, for tbe purpose of carry-

ing a winch handle. Tbe micrometer la divided Into four

equal parts and figured 0. 1, 2, 3.

With tbe frame and screw thus far completed, we
may proceed to get It hinged to Its place. To do this

first lay the screw and frame In gear with the teeth of

the wheel square across the top, then drill a bole below

tbe center line, which allows tbe screw to become re-

leased with less elevation. When this bole Is drilled,

again lay tbe screw in Its place, and when correctly ad-

justed, mark off tbe bole In tbe frame E, Fig. 144, wblcb

Is tapped. Care should be taken to have the plain bole

In the steel plate larger than the outer diameter of tbe

screw, as by that means we get a longer face for tbe

screw to bear against. The screw Is then well fitted to

B, Fig. 143. and so adjusted that when home In its place

a bearing between the face of tbe metal frame and tbe

screw head Is created, and It Is between these two sur-

faces that the frame Is hinged and works. Proceeding,

we come to tbe manner of holding it In and out of gear,

whichever position Is required. A short curved slot, seen

at C, Fig. 143. Is cut out, being described from tho cen-

ter of tbe bole B. which receives the screw that forms
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the hinge. A milled bead screw, Fig. 148, then passes
through the plate Into the frame, and by thla It la

clamped, either In or out of gear, as followa: When It la

required to move the tangent screw from contact with
the worm wheel release the milled head screw, and by
this raise the frame until free of the screw, and again
clamp It to the plate. This done, It will be seen that the

Instrument remains the same as before the Introduction

of the wheel—that is, perfectly Independent of It, and
free from any obstruction whaterer. On the other hand,

when the slow movement Is required, we have only to

lower the screw into gear and reflx It, by which all or

any movement of the main plate is stayed, except
under the influence of the winch handle. It will be i

that the end of the screw, Fig. 146. Is lengthened, which
Is necessitated because of the throw of the winch handle,

is required to pass the extreme diameter of the

plate when In motion. Having thus far completed
the Instrument, let us see the result of our additions. We
And that by turning the winch handle, when the screw Is

In gear, the tool box and, of course, the cutting tool

therein, traverses over exactly the same course as

revolved by the band from overhead In the

way, and this without reference to the train of

that may be employed; these are quite uninfluenced by
what we have added. Reference to the shaded engrav-

Hg 1*1 Slrra -civo

Fl« M;.-Uack of Fr»-ae. Fig. 1** Mill Headed Screw.
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Ing, Fig. 141, will show the full view of the arrrange-

In gear, with the winch handle ready for use.

It may be well now to briefly consider the develop-

referred to. which consist In the ability to divide

and subdivide the work In hand. It has been shown
that the worm wheel is provided with 140 teeth, the

periphery of the same being also divided by a line at

every tooth, giving a corresponding number of reading

lines, with numerals at every tooth line, and an Indicator

at every intermediate fifth line, In the shape of a small
dot over It. As described, the chamfered collar of the

tangent screw, Fig. 146, being divided into four equal

parts, we have the facility for obtaining almost any
subdivision of the pattern that can be required.

A steel index is fitted to the end of the tangent frame,

as seen in Fig. 144, marked n, and fixed with a small

screw. It Is made to fit round the edge of the wheel
and extend a short distance, as seen.

We have now before us the power of conducting the

course of the tool over work at a suitable speed, coupled

with the necessary means of dividing and subdividing

the work Into as many equal parts as may be desired to

execute, and it will now devolve upon me. In conclusion,

to give some details regarding the making of revolvlug

tools to Ik- used in conjunction with this instrument, and
to notice the requirement of the overhead motion to

facilitate the efficient working of the machine.

Tut Division of Forestry has just issued what Is

known ii« Bulletin No. 30, entitled "A Forest Work-
ing Flan for Township 40," In which the working plan

proper is prereded l>y a discussion of conservative lum-

bering and the wnter supply, by Frederick H. Newell,

hydrographer, Vuited States Geological Survey. An-
other important feature of the bulletin is the working
plan for conservative lumbering on Township 40, Hamil-
ton County. New York State Forest Freserve. prepared

by the Division .<f Forestry In cooperation with the

State of New York. This is said to be the first Instance

of co-operation in practical forest management between
the Federal Government and that of any 8tate. The
bulletin Is nlso notable In that it contains the first de-

tailed study of a problem in lumbering by a practical

lumberman, to be published by the Division of
or elsewhere, as far as known.

Theory and Practice in Houm Designs.

It is evident from the experience of those who bare
come in contact with people who are about to build

houses for their own use that certain theories, which,

when advanced, are apt to receive practically universal

assent are almost as generally treated as mere abstrac-

tions when the chance comes to put them Into actual

practice. This Is Illustrated In providing for such a com-
mon feature of a house as its ventilation. There Is no
one who claims to be civilised but will agree that there

should be abundant facilities for light and air In all

dwelling houses, and yet when the opportunity comes to

give a practical demonstration moat people abandon
their theories without a sigh rather than to go without

some freak of fashion which they know is in the bouses

of their neighbors.

In the same way people will be uncomfortable in their

person and suffer actual pain rather than not to wear
some article of clothing which happens to be In the

style. The degree to which fashion dictates the kind of

house one .should build, and how It should be furnished,

is quite as far reaching and fully as arbitrary and ty-

rannical as any edict of the sort relative to wearing ap-

parel. However, at this time, when building plana are

apt to be considered, it might prove to be of help to

some one who Is trying to rid himself or herself of the

tyranny of fashion or of public opinion, or whaterer It

may be that makes one do things contrary to hla Judg-

ment and good sense, to lay emphasis on the Importance

of giving prime consideration to climatic conditions In

the planning of houses.

4. house that Is not comfortable in summer, or at

least as much so as la possible. Is not a suitable living

place for the average resident of this city, says a Waah-
lnzton paper. There should be wide openings, and the

Rashes so hung that practically the entire spaces can be
used, and then there should be a chance for tbe air. In

the event any Is moving, to sweep through the

from end to end. The serlts of boxes of the

city Interior provide habitations about aa livable

the hot season as the sunny aide of a tin roof.

Labor Situation in Oreat Britain.

In a recent bulletin Issued by Carroll D. Wright,

United States Commissioner of Labor, some Interesting

statistics are given covering the labor situation In Great
Britain In the year 1890. Ono remarkable fact developed

by these statistics Is that of the total changes In the

line of increase of wages and reduction of the hours of

labor ouly 3 per cent, were secured through strikes. Of
1, 175,570 individuals affected by such changes In tbe year

1890 only 34.273 had their wages increased in conse-

quence of strikes, and of tbe whole number affected by
changes In wages only 1132 had their wages reduced.

The net results of all the changes last year showed an
aggregate Increase In the wages of working people In

Great Britain of over $442,000 per week, the average In-

crease per week for each employee being 37% cents.

Another Interesting feature connected with this showing
is that 53 per cent, of the employees affected by changes
had their wages Increased as the result of direct negotia-

tion. In 32 per cent, they were the result of arbitration,

mediation or other forms of conciliation, and In 15 per

eeut. they were the result of the automatic action of

sliding scales. The Improvement In the condition of the

British workmen during the past seven years has been

remarkable, wages having steadily Increased during that

period, while the hours of labor have Ikmju cut down In

- orrespondlng ratio.
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HINTS ON ESTIMATING PAINTING.

XHE general subject of estimating is one In which
builders and contractors are always Interested, and

le they are not called upon to do the work of painting,

it is desirable that they should know bow to estimate the

amount of surface to be covered by the painter. The
suggestions offered by a correspondent of tbe Painter*'

Magazine touching this matter may not be without sug-

gestion to many of our readers: Be careful, in estimating

from plans, to read the carpenter's, mill man's and stair

builder's specifications to see if, by any chance, there

may not be some wood work which will require painting,

but which Is not mentioned in tbe painter's specifications

nor indicated on the plans. Things to look for particu-

larly are wainscots, sots of drawers in closets, kitchen

and pantry dressers, hall or window sets, storm sash or

storm doors Inside blinds, nauel backs and boxes
for Inside blinds, and bathroom and storeroom fit-

tings. Find out whether you will be required to finish

the mantels. Look carefully to see whether dimensions
of moldings are specified under the head of mill work,
and try to gain some idea of their general form. If you
have never bid in that office before, question some mill

man who has worked from that architect's drawings, to

find out whether the moldings are apt to be broad and
simple in their lines or whether they will be full of

quirks and narrow fillets. There's a good deal of differ-

ence In the amount of time required for finishing a 5-inch

window trim that Is an almost flat surface or one that

Is reeded or broken up Into deep hollows and small mem-
bers.

Ix>ok carefully under tbe mill man's specifications to

find whether any of tho doors are to be glazed. This is

frequently mentioned under mill work and not under
tbe painting, even when tbe painter takes tbe contract

to furnish the glass.

Look under the carpenter's specifications to see

whether shingle stalna are called for. Some architects

always mention the stains when specifying tbe quality

of the shingles, but the carpenter will not include them
In bis bid, and will rightly bold that this work belongs

to tbe painter.

Count the windows carefully, both on plans and de-
rations, and check up one against the other. Sometimes
the same window appears on the plans for two different

stories, if It happens to be between tbe two. If there

Is any discrepancy which you cannot reconcile, ask the

architect. It Is better to be sure bofore you band In your

bid than to find out afterward that you had not Included

several large lights of plate glass, or lose the contract

by counting them twice.

Look in the specifications for wooden cornices, ceil-

ings, picture moldings and chair rails. A few words
under the head of mill work may often mean a good deal

of work which you might readily overlook.

If any plaster work Is to be painted, look over the

plasterer's specifications to see whether there are cor-

nices, centers or other elaborate work.

Where glass dimensions are not figured, but where
brick openings arc, look under the mill work to see

whether tbe frames of tbe windows are to be plank front

or reveal. If the former, you can safely deduct 12 Inches

from the total width of opening as the total width of

glass, and 14 Inches for the bight. If this Is in more
than one light, deduct '4 inch for each muntln nnd 1 Inch

for the meeting rail. If tho frames are reveal, you can

count on the total width of tbe glass opening being from
7 to S Inches less than the opening figured for brick work.

The total glass bight will be about 0 Inches less. Do not,

In any case where brick openings are figured, count upon
the mill man favoring you so that glass sizes will come
out even. The openings are figured to run even bricks,

which are much harder to cut than glass, and not one
draftsman In a dozen will think of the painter when It

comes to working up tbe full sized details.

When estimating on repainting an existing building, If

It Is brick, an approximate estimate of the bight, which
Is very closo to being absolutely accurate, can be made
by counting brick courses. Philadelphia pressed bricks,

and nioat common briek«. will run 2\ 2 Inches to each

brick course, Including the mortar joint. For Pompellan
and Roman bricks measure five courses and divide by
five, to get the average. In counting It la much easier

to count tbe vertical joints than tbe horizontal. Take -

tbe next row of joints to any corner—where tbe half

brick comes—and count. It will help you If you point

with a rule or pencil as you count. Twice the number
of vertical Joints will be the number of brick courses.

First count from the bottom up, and then, to check up
tbe measurement, begin at tbe top and count down.

To got at the bight of a frame building, measure tbe

width of one of the clapboards—not the bottom one—
and count the number of boards. Sometimes tbe spacing

varies a trifle to make the boards come even at tho win-

dows, but It will be less than tho width of one board m
the whole hlgbt of a building.

To estimate tbe bight of a steeple, chimney or other

tall object which you will have to repair, and which
will probably require scaffolding, take two poles, one 10

feet long and the other 8 feet long. Get a man to bold

the 10-foot pole perfectly vertical—a plumb bob will be

of service—at a distance from the foot of the steeple

roughly equal to its hlght. It may be nearer or further

off, depending on circumstances. Then move backward,
and set the 3-foot stick vertically on the ground at such

a distance that, sighting over the top of It and ovor the

top of the 10-foot pole, you will Just see the top of the

chimney or steeple. A tack or pin on top of each make
convenient points to sight over. Next moasure the exact

distance between the two poles and between the point

at which tbe 3-foot stick has rested and tbe foot of tbe

steeple. Of course, this can be done only on level ground.

Multiply tbe total distance from your eye to the base of

the steeple by seven—the difference in hlgbt of tbe two
poles—and divide the product by the distance between

your standpoint and the base of the 10-foot pole. By
adding 3 feet (or the hlght of the short pole) to the quo-

tient, you will get the hlght of the chimney or steeple.

If you use a tape divided into feet and tenths, tbe arith-

metical operations will be simpler than If you use feet

and Inches.

A Concrete Pile Foundation.

A most Interesting form of pile for tbe foundations of

heavy buildings, piers, bridges, docks, &c, has recently

lieen brought out in Chicago In the shape of what Is

known as the Raymond concrete pile. This form of

foundation was recently tested with such satisfactory

results that concrete piles were specified Instead of

wooden ones to support the nine-story apartment house

now in process of erection at Fiftieth street and Ninth

avenue, In accordance with plans drawn by S. S. Beman,
a prominent architect of the city named. This structure

will rest upon 300 plies which have recently been put In

place by the Raymond Concrete Company of Chicago.

Tbe concrete pile Is made of taper form and Is produced

by means of a steel core closely fitted with a shell made
of a thin steel plate or heavy paper except In wet aoil,

where It would become moistened, driven In tbe same
manner as wooden plies are forced borne In foundation

work. The core Is then reduced and withdrawn, leaving

the shell In place to maintain the cavity until It Is filled

with concrete. The pile, however, la not driven to hard

pan. as In the case of a wooden pile, owing to the faet

that the friction of the tapered sides agnlnst the earth

will hold such an enormous weight that It is unnecessary

to go so deep, tbe taper being calculated according to the

character of the soil.

Experiments which have recently been made show
that the concrete answers all the requirements of a

wooden pile, and at the same time is less expensive. It

was found that at a given blow tbe penetration of a

tapered steel cort 20 feet long, 18 Inches in diameter at

Ihe butt and 6 Inches at tbe point, was only 1 Inch, while
that of an oak pile of same length. 12M, inches at the

butt and 10 Inches at the point, was Inches. It Is

claimed that the concrete pile may be used In any kind

of soil without regard to the water line and will there-
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fore save the expense of excavating, which la often very
great. Wooden piles. It may be stated, must be sub-
merged below the water level, which In some Instances
Is many feet below the surface of the earth, and often
after they have been thus submerged the water level has
in many Instances been lowered, thereby exposing the
.tops of the wooden piles to decay, and tending to de-
stroy their usefulness. Concrote piles are especially
desirable In those localities where the teredo Is a de-
structive

Causes of Paint Cracklnr and Peeling on

A bouse was built In 1800 and primed with yellow
ocher and allowed to remain for two months, when It was
painted white with two coats of strictly pure white lead
and linseed oil. In 1890 It was again painted white with
ready mixed paint, which was found by analysis to con-
tain 75 per cent, of sine oxide In the pigment and mixed
with strictly pure linseed oil. In 1901 the paint com-
menced to crack and peel off, especially under the

porches, where It was protected from the sun.

In reply to a correspondent who asks why the paint
on the house cracked and peeled under the conditions

named above, the Painter? Magazine says:

During the past ten years or so many experienced
and observing painters have pointed out the effects of
priming with yellow ocher alone, and have recommended
that when ocher Is to be used for priming It should be
mixed with from SO to 70 per cent, of pure white lead

and thinned with pure raw Unseed oil only, or at most
with the minimum quantity of dryer. Ocher, consisting

for the most part of silica or sand. Is at best a brittle

pigment and cannot bold Its own with white lead as a

priming. When covered with an elastic white lead paint.

It will remain fixed longer than when a more brittle paint

Is used over It. but sooner or later It will split, throwing

off the top coats of paint. If this has happened In your

case, you can determine by examining the back of the

peeled off strips of paint, as well as the bared wood, both

of which would show a yellow color. We believe that the

lead paint had perished to such an extent that the lead

and sine paint obtained a direct hold on the ocher prim-

ing, which had also lost Its adhesion to the lumber, and
there not being oil enough for oil. caused the cracking

and subsequent peeling or scaling. The only other cause

that the trouble could be attributed to would be a damp
surface on painting.

Art Product*.

We have received from Gen. L. P. dl <

of the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York City,

a copy of the programme for the first International ex-

hibition of modern decorative art, which Is to be held In

the city of Turin. Italy. In the year 1902. General dl

Cesnola, who Is commissioner-general of the exhibition

for the United 8tates, Is anxious that American manu-
facturers engaged In the lines which will be represented

should be made aware of the favorable opportunities of-

fered In connection with this enterprise for the exhibi-

tion and Introduction of their goods Into foreign coun-

tries. The undertaking is under the patronage of the

King of Italy, and his cousin, the Duke d'Aostn, Is presi-

dent of the same. In connection with the programme
the statement Is made that the exhibition is not to be

merely a reflection of other Industrial exhibitions so

often repeated, neither is it Intended to show reproduc^

tions of styles already known, nor simply industrial pro-

ductions that nre wanting In artistic merit, but It Is

opened solely to original productions, tending to the Im-

provement of the artistic form in modern decorative art.

The departments which will be of more especial Interest

to our renders arc those of warming apparatus and ae-

cesecrlos, such as stoves, registers. Are dogs. Are guards,

Ac. lighting apparatus of all kind*, anil metal work,

engraved, embossed, lieaten or cast. These nre Includ-

ed in the first class of exhibit* under the general head-

lug of -The Modern House nnd Us De.orntlve Ele-

ments." Information regarding the proposed exhibi-

tion can be obtained either from General dl Cesnola,

Metropolitan Museum of Art, Central Park, New York
City, or from the Exhibition Committee, 28 Via Ospe-
dale, Turin, Italy.

_

A Royal Kitchen.

We are accustomed to barbaric splendors at the Rus-
sian imperial court but It Is not generally known that

the kitchens at the Palace ot St. Petersburg form a mag-
nificent part of it, says a writer In the Wentminster

Gazette. The walls and ceilings of these establishments

are of black marble, covered with valuable ornaments.
The kitchen utensils are of solid gold, and date back to

the time of the Empress Cstherlne. Their value is

£10,000, and there are among them several saucepans
worth £50, while a fish kettle Is worth £1000. The
kitchen staff consists of 267 persons, and the head
receives a salary of £10,000 a year. Six other cooks (

each from £1000 to £1600. From these figures it appears

that, next to the Spanish court, that of the Great White
Czar Is the most luxurious In Europe.

But all these splendors pale before those of the kitch-

ens of the Shah of Persia at Teheran. There the mean-
est vessels are of gold, and every article of the dinner

service is incrusted with precious stones. No wonder
the Shah's kitchen battery is valued at £1.000,000.
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Some Local Building Improvements.

If the opinions of local architects and builders are

any criterion the present year Is likely to be one of the

most notable In the history of the city an regards the

erection of buildings Intended for business purposes.

The Improvements are not confined to any one locality,

although they largely follow the general Hue of Broad-

way, excepting In the lower portion of the city, where

many new structures are found just to the east of this

great artery of metropolitan traffic. The Interested

visitor cannot fall to notice In passing to and fro the

number of Instances where old buildings are being de-

molished to make room for more modern and Imposing

structures, lie will also observe the many cases where

foundations are being sunk to lied rock by means of

enormous Iron or wooden caissons, us well as the many
examples of steel skeleton frame construction which are

rapidly moving skyward. Commencing at the foot of

Broadway, he will find facing Bowling Green the Im-

mense foundations for the new Custom House; at Broad

and Wall streets the active operations Incident to the

new teu story Stock Exchange building, the corner stone

of which whs laid a few days ago; on Liberty street,

close by. the foundations of the monumental structure

to the erected by the Chamber of Commerce; on Broad-

way, opposite Rector street, and running through to

New. the caissons of the 20 story Century Building are

being sunk, while at Cedar and William streets, one of

the landmarks of the last 40 years, the old Iron fronted

Kemp Building Is being torn down to make room for a

15-story office structure. At Broadway and Maiden

lane are to be seen the preparations for the 18-story

Jewelers' Building, and at Pine aud Nassau streets the

site is being cleared for the 22-story office structure of

the Hauover National Bank, further on. at the corner

of Sixteenth street and Union square, progress Is being

made on the foundations for the History building of

the Bank of the Metropolis, and at Twenty-third street

are the yawulng excavations for the 20-story structure

which will occupy the site known as the "Flat Iron," from

Its resemblance in outline to this well-known article.

The greatest Improvements, however, are to be found

at Herald square, where work la In progress which will

change the whole aspect of that locality. On Broad-

way, between Thirty-third and Thirty-fourth streets,

excavations are being made for the Saks Building, which

will be eight stories In hlght. while In the next block

above the foundations are being sunk for what will be

the largest department store In this country. If not lo

the world. This will cover a vast area and rise to a

bight of ten stories. These are only some of the more

Important Improvements which are now under way in

the city, and It Is estimated that the amount of capital

invested In buildings contracted to be ready for oc-

cupancy by the first of the coming May, and which will

radically alter the sky line of the city, reaches the

enormous total of at least $30,000,000. In the upper port

of the city vast sums are being Invested In flats and

elevator apartment houses, many of which are on a

scale of inngnlAcence never before attempted.

Six Months' Building Operations.

From the figures available it Is evident that the

various builders of the city are being fully occupied,

for from January 1 to the middle of September pennlta

were taken out In the boroughs of Manhattan and the

Bronx for 2148 building Improvements, estimated to

cost #H.utM.GO0, as compared with 1320 permits for

buildings to cost $42,237,710 In the corresponding period

of last year. In this connection It is interesting to note

the report of the Department of Buildings, covering the

first six months of the present year, showing, as may
be Inferred from the figures just cited, that the opera-

tions lu the city have been on a much more elaborate

scale than during the same period of 1000. Taking the

five boroughs constituting the Greater New York, we
find that applications were filed for new buildings and

alterations estimated to cost $97,020,043, as against

$4t!.t;i8,ri!il for the first half of last year. As may
naturally be supposed, the greatest proportionate in-

crease Is found In the figures for the boroughs of Man-
hattan nnd the Bronx, where the estimated cost of Im-

provements Is placed at $81,218,427, as compared with

$3.->.»(52,548 for the first six months of 1900. In Brook-

lyn there has also been a gratifying increase In building

operations, although the Improvement Is not as marked
as in the case just cited, the figures standing $12,879,820

for the first hnlf of this year, as against $9,150,077 for

the corresponding months a year ago. Some Idea of

the extent to which flats and tenement houses are being

put up may be gathered from the statement that In the

first half of the present year plans were filed for 1832,

estimated to cost $33,484,154, while the estimated cost

of dwelling houses, not Including those of wood, was
$7,072,080, and for frame dwellings, tenements and
other wooden structures the estimated cost was $4,832,-

246. In the first half of the year plans were filed for

33 hotels and boarding houses, to cost $7,298,150, and
for manufactories, work shops. &c, 123 permits were
Issued, calling for an estimated outlay of $3,995,725.

In the second quarter of the year 21 office buildings

were projected, costing $4,001,750. and 54 stores, esti-

mated to cost $1,045,375.

Incorporation of Labor Unions.

One effect of the great steel strike which was Id

progress for something over two months, and In many
Instances, by reason of a scarcity of material or sharp

advance In prices, caused an Interruption to building

operations In various parts of the country, has

been to revive the subject of the Incorporation

oi trades unions. It is stated on what seems to be

good authority that the great Industrial Interests with
which a well-known financier Is Identified will In fu-

ture enter Into no negotiations with labor leaders un-

less the latter can show that they represent an Incor-

porated union which can give satisfactory guarantees

for the faithful performance of its contract obligations.

The contention that under present circumstances labor

unions, as unincorporated bodies, are lacking In respon-

sibility, is borne oat In the case of the Amalgamated At
sociatlon of Iron and Steel Workers. On the one side

of the present struggle are a great Industrial corporation.
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whose responsibility Is unquestionable and who can be

kept closely to their contracts, and on the other side a

body of men voluntarily acting together, without le-

gal or financial basis of responsibility, and from whom
no damages can be secured for breaches of contract. In

other words, responsibility Is opposed by Irresponsibil-

ity. When the tremendous Interests involved in the

present contest are considered. It Is but natural that

those who. by reason of their corporate character, could

not evade their contract obligations if they would,

should demand that the parties opposed to them be

placed under similar responsibility. The Incorporation

of labor unions would, after all. give them a standing

and dignity which would impart a new Importance to

the whole labor movement. And this view is held by

many of the more thoughtful and broad minded among

the wage earners, who see that the best Interests of la-

bor would be more satisfactorily served if their unions

assumed the dignity of incorporation. The only appar-

nnwortby of honest men—via., that Incorporation would

deprive them of the liberty to violate their contract ob-

ligations.

Builders' Day at Pan-American Exposition.

The gathering of builders which was held at the Pan-

American Exposition. Buffalo, on Wednesday, Septem-

ber 11. proved to be a very interesting occasion, delega-

tions being present from Rochester. N. Y.; Philadelphia,

Pa.; Youngstown, Ohio; Boston. Mass.; Pittsburgh. Pa.,

and St. Louis, Mo.
The Rochester aggregation added much life and In-

terest to the occasion, about 250 builders and friends

from the " Flower Uity," accompanied by the Fifty-

fourth Regiment Band, arriving at the exposition about

10 o'clock on a special train. They Immediately began

to liven things up. and to forcefully Impress on the

memories of the inhabitants of " Laughing Lane" that

September 11 was " Builders' Day." The other delega-

tions arrived a little Inter. An Informal gathering was
held In the rooms of the Buffalo Builders' Exchange at

10 o'clock in the morning.

A formal reception to the officers of the National

Association of Builders and the officials of the Pan-

American Exposition was tendered at 2 p. m. President

Oeiger of the Buffalo Association, together with a spe-

cial committee of Buffalonlans composed of Messrs.

Feist, Coppins and Cnrl. received and entertained the

guests. Their task was made easier by the presence

of the Fifty-fourth Regiment Band, which rendered a

number of splendid selections.

Later In the afternoon the band beaded the whole

delegation while making a tour of the midway. The

Filipino and Hawaiian villages were visited, together

with a number of other attractions, many of the con-

cessionaires giving special performances, with special

builders' names and building terms applied to many of

the acts.

At 5 p. m. the delegation assembled In the banquet

room of "Alt Nuernberg," where a bountiful spread

was served to about 100 delegates. Director-General

Buchanan, with several other Pan-American officials,

together with Mayor Diehl, attended as guests of the

local association. After the Inner man bad been satis-

fied. President Gelger. acting as toastmaster, called on

Conrad Diehl, Mayor of the city of Buffalo, for a few

remarks. Mayor Diehl responded briefly, thanking the

builders for the privilege of attending their festivities

and congratulating the builders of Buffalo on the num-

ber of live, active men belonging to the building crafts.

John Stevens, president of the National Association

of Builders, was next Introduced. He referred to the

good work already done by the National Association,

remlndiug all that the uniform style of contract now In

general use In this country had been prepared, and Its

adoption urged, by the National Association of Builders.

He ventured the statement that every builder present

had probably been saved thousands of dollars by the

lusertlon of the strike clause In the " Uniform Contract,"

and asked If that alone did not entitle the National Asso-

ciation of Builders to the interest and support of all

builders' exchanges.

J. N. Scatcberd, chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Pan-American, was the next speaker. He
congratulated the Buffalo Exchange for the active part

Its members had taken In advancing the Interests of

the Pan-American, saying that the builders generally

had shown great faith In It; that the Exposition Com-
pany had been their debtors to the extent of many
thousands of dollars at times, yet they had vigorously

pushed their contracts to a timely completion; that It

was the ability and skill of the twentieth century

builders and their associated craftsmen that had made
the beauties and wonders of the Pan-American possible,

and said he voiced the sentiment of the Pan-American
Executive Committee, and the thousands of people who
had and would yet visit the exposition, when he said

nil honor and glory to the builders of the Pan-American
and to the builders who do so much toward beautifying

our cities everywhere.

William H. Sayward of Boston, secretary of the

National Association of Builders, was next presented.

Mr. Sayward. In bis usual genial way, dwelt on the

history of the association, saying while the national

body might not be as active as It had been In the past,

yet It had possibly performed Its principal mission; that

it was still in a strong flourishing condition, and that

should there be any special work for the National Asso-

ciation of Builders to perform. It would be ready and
armed to do it.

F. P. Stallman of Rochester, president of the New
York State Association of Builders, was the next
speaker. He briefly told of the merits of State associa-

tions, and urged all exchanges of the different States

to form a State association.

C. A. Rupp of Buffalo spoke last, saying that be

wished the programme prepared for the delegates had
been a little more lengthy and elaborate one; that be

wished even more that the finances of the Buffalo build-

ers had permitted them to raise $8000 or $10,000 to en-

tertain the delegates; but he said that notwithstanding

the fact that Buffalo men bad executed over 76 per cent
of all Pan-American building, yet their financial policy

whs a conservative one, of necessity.

The delegations then adjourned, marching In a body
to the Esplanade, where the Illumination was viewed,

the party then scattering to follow Individual tastea

House Painters' Convention.

The eighteenth annual convention of the National As-

sociation Master House Painters and Decorators of the

United States will be held in Pittsburgh, Pa., February
11, 12 snd 13 of the coming year. The executive board
have voted to have as a feature of the convention on ex-

hibition of practical work, sketches, &c, and members
are Invited to prepare samples of plain or ornamental
work, lettering, graining, marbling, &c.

Changing the Color of Blue Prints.

Anthony's Bulletin gives the following practical

method of turning blue prints to a rich brown color:

A piece of caustic soda about the size of a bean Is dis-

solved iu r> ounces of water and the blue print Immersed
in It. In which it will take on an orange yellow color.

When the blue has entirely left the print it should be
washed thoroughly and Immersed In a bath composed
of S ounces of water, in which has been dissolved a
heaping teaspoonful of tannic odd. The prints In this

bath will assume a brown color that may be carried to

almost any tone, after which they must again be thor-

oughly washed and allowed to dry.
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AN "OLD ENGLISH " COTTAGE IN A CHICAGO SUBURB.

THE subject which we hare taken for the basis of

our supplemental plate this month Is a cottage of

the " old English " atyle of architecture, which was

erected not long since In Ravenswood, one of the many
suburbs of which the city of Chicago can boast The

with dark green trimmings. The front veranda columns
arc white, the railings and moldings dark green and the

faces of the brackets white. The roof of *be house is

moss green In color.

The floor plans presented herewith show the general

arrangement of the Interior. Indicating upon the first

floor a parlor, sitting room, dining room and kitchen,

with ornamental arches connecting the principal apart-

ments. On the second floor are four sleeping rooms

and bathroom, and In the attic there are some finished

of Storir*

Seal*. U Inch to Uw Fool

Fine Floor.

Hcale, 110 Itch to the Foot.

first story of the bouse and the piers below the columns
of the front veranda are of red pressed brick, laid with
white putty joints, resting on a rubble stone foundation.

Above the first story the body of the house Is of grayish
white cement, with dark green cross beams, cornice,

moldings. &c. The gables are of the same light body.

rroot Elevation.—Scale. H Inch to tor Foot

An "<Md tnglM" Cutigt in a Chietgo Suburb —William

L Klrmr, Arrhilwt.

rooms. The half-tone supplemental plate gives an Idea

of the appearance of the completed building, while

the details upon the pages which follow Indicate the

style of finish.

According to the specifications of the architect, Wil-

liam L, Klewer of 1600 Schiller Building. Chicago. 111.,

the girders in the basement are 8x8 Inches, supported

on brick piers; the first-story Joist are 2 x 10 Inches;

the second story Joist 2x8 Inches; the rafters 2x4
Inches, with 2x4 Inch collar beams every fifth rafter,

and celling Joists and studding 2x4 Inches, all placed

16 Inches In centers. The wall plate Is 2 x 12 Inches,

Ivolted to the brick work. The roofs are laid with 0-Inch

dressed boards, having 1-lncb open joints and covered

with shingles exposed not more than 4 Inches to the

weather.

The floors are double, the under one of the first and
second stories consisting of matched and dressed fen-

cing flooring, while the finishing floor of the parlor and
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sitting room is of pin.'. Tbe floor of tfae dining room la

of onk and tboso of tbc kltcben, rear ball, second story

ball, bathroom and pantry are of maple strips 214 Inches

wide. closely laid and blind nailed. Between tbe floor*

The kitchen is fitted with an IS x 30 Inch white

enameled Iron sink and a 30-gallon galvanized iron

boiler. In tbe bathroom is a 5-foot white enameled
Iron tub with roll top rim, a 14 x 17 Inch oval marble-

Ing on the firs* and second story there Is a layer of No.

1 felt paper. The floor In the basement la of cemeut.
All other floors are <•( 4 x luch Georgia pine.

All door and window casings, as well as the base in

parlor and sitting room, are 2% x % Inch white wood
with architrave heads for white enameling. Tbe finish

of tbe reception hntl and dining room Is of red oak. and
they have a 10-Inch molded base. Tbe finish for the

balance of tbe bouse Is of Georgia pine, similar in de-

sign to tbe oak trim. The wainscoting in tbe kitchen

and bathroom Is of Acme cement, with a 4-Inch chair

rail. The wainscoting In the kltcben Ib 3 feet high, ex-

tending 2 feet higher above tbe sink, while In tbe iwith-

room tbe wainscoting Is 5 feet high. Tbe front stairs

are of oak, tbe newels being 0 Inches square, with
molded cap and base. The front door Is 2 inches thick,

of veneered oak, while the outside storm doors are of

pine. lVt Inches thick, and fold back into a recess form-
ing paneled door Jambs. The. doors in the rooms tln-

Ished in tlcorgia pine have white pine stiles and rails

with five cross panels of fJeorgla pine.

IjmhI Wash bowl, and a 12-iucb Italian marble back piece.

It is also equipped with a porcelain washout closet

with large copper lined cabinet finished siphon tank, all

the plumbing fixtures having Fuller's nickel plated

trimmings. Tbe house Is piped for gas, the position of

Google
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the i>i iiii ijml nxturcH bciug Indicated by stars upon the

Boar plans.

The entire exterior wood and metal work of the
bouse Is treated with two coats of pure white lead and
linseed oil, and the shingles of the roof were stained

after laying. The Interior wood work of the parlor,

dining room and reception hall haa one coat of filler

and two coats of Aiuericnn Varnish Company's graulte

varulsh. The balance of the wood work In Oeorglu pine

has two coats of varnish. The maple floors of the
kitchen, bathroom and front stairs have two coats of

Klorine, while the oak floors of the reception hall, parlor

and dining room have one coat of vegetable tiller and

Code of Scranton Builders.

We take the following rules, which are said to govern
the practice of builders in BcrantOB, Pa., from a paper
published In that city:

1. All brick vem-ered residences are known as "car-
penter Job*."

2. In slate roof ouildlngs the master carpenters figure
the "entire" roof In estimating.

3. The master musons figure only mason work In a
" carpenter Job."

4. The painting and decorating of a batlding belong
to the master palntera. Any general contractor who
hires Journeymen palntera to do this part of the work
is violating the " golden rules of contracting and build-
ing."

5. There are three branches of the building trade In
Scranton that have agreements between employer and
employees—the master carpenter, the master plumber

V Irvatii.nof Oak Door.HbriwIng Trim

Plan and HmtlMi of Sideboard, In DtnittK Room -Scale. U lack DeU" of Arcb between Parlor aod in Princi|»l R.»c,ni»..n First Floor.

to the Foe*. Sitting Room -Scale. H Inch lo Fool. -Scale. H loch to the Foot.

JflsMlbaawi tWravfcw b-itO» of an " Old fWottri " G»M»#i in - S**ut*.

two coats of Florlne. All glass In the building Is double

thick American, while that of the front door Is bevel

plate, and the large light In the parlor window is plate

glass.

Renovating; a Painted Brick Front.

The method usually pursued In repainting brick

fronts Is to use bent steel scrapers, where the paint Is

•oft or scaly, following with stiff brooms or brushes, re-

moving all the loose paint and allowing the balance to

remain, as it will not show when the front Is painted

In flat color. Burning off with a torch would be the

quickest and surest method In some cases, but where
there are marble sills and trimmings care must be exer-

cised to keep the flame away from them to prevent their

being scorched.

There are many ways to remove paint without burn-

ing, but these preparation* make such a mess on a brick

front that the dry way of scraping and brooming is the

best.

and the master brick stone masons. Each have the ex-

clusive clause in their agreement, whereby the Journey-

men will work for none but member" of the master asso-

ciations, and the contractors hire only Journeymen mem-

bers of the Journeymen's association, and all differences

are settled by conference committees.

(I. All wooden buildings are " carpenter Jobs," and

the master carpenters bid In general; all sub-bids are

submitted to them to be Included In the general bid.

7. All brick, stone or brick veneered buildings, except-

ing brick veneered residences, are " mason Jobs," and all

sub bids are submitted to the master masons.

8. The master painter submits his figures for paint-

ing to the master carpenter in both mason and carpenter

Jol*.

!». The master plumbers, master steam fitters, gas

litters, tinners and steel celling and hot air heating con-

tractors submit their figures direct to the general con-

tractor.

10. A mason contractor figures no carpenter work.

A carpenter contractor figures " no " mason or brick

work.
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ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF BUILDINGS.

THE subject of acoustics Is one upon which a great

deal has been written, but the troubles often en-

countered by architects and builders are such aa to make

It a topic of ever recurring Interest Some comments

which appeared not long ago In one of the London archi-

tectural papers have In them so much of suggestive

value that we present them herewith.

One of the questions which primarily has to be con-

sidered is the power of the voice or the dimensions of

a building In which a speaker can be heard without ditn-

culty. Writers have generally referred to the natural

diffusion of sound In the open air on a calm day. Saun-

ders showed by his experiments that when a person

read from a book on a still day on an open plain be

could be heard 92 feet In front, 75 feet on each side and

31 feet behind, and If we draw these boundaries we
have a circle flattened behind the speaker. Sir Chris-

topher Wren gives more reasonable distances—viz., 60

feet In front of the speaker, 30 feet on each Bide and 20

feet behind, a circumscribed area large enough to seat

about 1000 persons-a more useful standard. With gal-

leries, a ball or church could on this calculation well ac-

commodate about 2000—the extreme number that can

see and hear comfortably in a church.

Direct Radiation or Sound.

Speaking first of direct radiation of sound, the prin-

ciple upon which a large claas of buildings depend for

sound— as theatres, balls—bight and shallowness of

depth are desirable. A larger quantity of air than abso-

lutely necessary Is to be avoided, as the more air there

is the more vocal exertion is required to set It In vibration,

to say nothing of disturbing causes like ventilating ap-

pliances, which cause a contrary current to be estab-

lished In the auditorium. M. Laches and many other

experimentalists have established the fact that a large

amount of air above and behind a speaker, which bis

voice has to set in motion, 1b objectionable; and the same
rale applies to the size of the auditorium: hence an ap-

proximate rule for ordinary rooms Is that, other things

being the same, the room or hall should be low in pro-

portion to the width. By restricting the room at the

platform end, making It low and without too much
space behind the speaker or vocalist Ita length may be

Increased; and this la practically effected by a lecture

room with a platform or orchestral recess or apse.

One writer says: " For lecture and school rooms a

hlght of 2, a depth of 3 and a breadth of 4 has proved
extremely satisfactory, the speaker being on the longest

axis. For small churches, court or other rooms, when
the speaker Is on the shortest axis, a hlght of 1. width
of 2 and depth of 3 has proved good." The same au-
thority says also: "On account of the nodal points es-

tablished by the columns in nnve and aisle churches, a
length of i or 6, width of 2 and bight of 1 to 1% works
well. This Is for cubical contents; but on account of the

lower celling In the aisles the nave ceiling may be
greatly increased In hlght over the above proportions."

The proportions given by the above figures give a rather
low building, but a hlght of three can be given on ac-

count of the low aisles, and this proportion will agree
with the proixjrtion of many modern churches of this

type. For theaters n bight of 3, breadth of 4 and length
of 5 Is said to be satisfactory, and many of the Chicago
theaters are of this proportion.

Form of Floors and ('riling*.

The form of Honrs and ceilings has a considerable
effect on the acoustic properties of a building, though
they cannot always be adopted. The seats are arranged
on a concave curve called the " isaeoustic " or equal
hearing curve, and this plan has been adopted In some
lecture halls and churches. According to this curve, the
seats dip down a little near the platform, and then grad-
ually rise, so that all the lines of sight converge to one
point — that of the speaker. The curvature required will

vary according to the bight of speaker. The position

and bight of speaker being determined, and that of the

tirst auditor's head, a line Is drawn from the lecturer's

mouth to the first auditor's head, and at horizontal dis-

tances 2 feet 0 inches between the backs of seats; and

allowing 18 Inches for each successive seat in hlght »

series of points are fixed which form the curve.

lu the formation of ceilings much also can be done

to Improve the radiation of sound. Where they are flat

they should never Join the walls at right angles, but

have coves or springing curves; and these curved por-

tions of the ceiling should be brought down as low

as possible round the platform. The volume of air

Is thereby reduced and unpleasant echo avoided.

In theaters the ceiling of the auditorium should

be aa nearly as practicable raked from the proscenium

arch to a point over the highest gallery sufficient

to give head room. ThlB slope may be curved, and

the celling stepped and coved to prevent reverbera-

tion from the rear wall of theater. Indeed, a good

acoustical celling would follow the proacenlum arch for

some distance, and not, as generally the case, form a

deep break between them.

Ootfele Chnrchea

Speaking of the pillars, aisles and timber roofa of

Gothic churches. Lord Grlmthorpe observes, so far are

these from " being worse for bearing in, they are gener-

ally better than the wide spread buildings, all under one

span, like a railway station, which It was the fashion to

erect In Urge towns," and he observe* that " some of

the worst places for hearing In that I know of are bnM-
Ings all under one roof, and of far lew capacity than

many churches, both old and new, of the nave and aisle

construction, In which large congregations can bear per-

fectly well." This opinion Is born out by many chnrchea

of which we know. The explanation Is that In these wide

spanned and lofty roofs there is a large and unnecessary

volume of air to set In motion, which the nave and aisle

construction avoids. The open timber roof and arcades,

If not too lofty, also prevent reverberation and echo In

many Instances which the large, smooth surface of a

long and wide span roof often creates. The kind of roof

that is most favorable for sound Is one celled or board-

ed around the braces and collars which cut off the tri-

angular space above, and many of our polygonal shaped

church roofs are of this description.

Arrangement of Walla.

Walls also can be bo arranged as to facilitate the

conveyance of sound. In fact, theoretical consideration*

would point to an luclosure of a flattened circular or

elliptical form. We know, Indeed, that the ancient

Greek theater was a very perfect form for Urge audi-

ences and sightseers. They heard by direct radUUon
of the voice. The seats were arranged In slopes on the

arhphltbeatrlcal plan above one another, and were con-

tinued In a horseshoe or semlclrcuUr form till they met

the wall of the proscenium—a plan that has been followed

in several theaters and orchestras, like the Handel or-

chestra at the Crystal Palace; also In the planning of

lecture theaters. In which the seats are arranged In

semicircular form around the lecturers and raised on

the principle of the Isacoustlc curve, by which each

auditor has uninterrupted sound and vision. But aa we
have before hinted, buildings with curved walls do not

come often within the practical requirements of the

architect, and can only be adopted for theaters, amphi-

theaters aud for concert halls of a large and special

class.

It Is said that sod houses are being built in large num-
bers In Eastern Colorado. They are made of oblong

pieces of sod cut from the prairie, about IS Inches In

length, 7 inches broad, and from 3 to 4 inches thick. No
foundation Is required, the sods being simply laid on the

prairie, and up goes the structure. This form of bouse

is said to 1h> cool in summer and warm in winter, and

when the snow-laden wind Is whistling without a cozy

sod house in which there is a good corncob tire Is not to

l.e despised.
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DETERMINING THE STRESSES IN ROOF TRUSSES.— II.

By F. F. Kidder. Consulting An httect.

HAVINO determined the loads at the joints, the next

thing to do Is to make a skeleton drawing of the

truss, which we call the "truss diagram." This should

be made by drawing center lines through the principal

members of the truss— In this cane the rafters, tie beam
and center tie rod. Next draw lines through the center

of the rods -Mi and 4-8. This will give the points 2 and 4

In Fig. 4, which represents the tniBS diagram for truss 1.

Then draw lines from 2 and 4 to point 7, to represent the

braces. These last Hues will not quite coincide with the

actual center lines of the braces, but In order to draw
the stress diagram correctly It is necessary that nil the

lines in the truss diagram meet at points representing

Die centers of the joints. In constructing the truss the

short ties and braces should be located so that their

center lines will Intersec t on the center lines of the prin-

cipals as nenrly as possible and get a practical Joint

When all the lines of the truss diagram are drawn the

loads at the various Joints should be Indicated by arrows

and figures, as shown in Fig. 4. The upper figures at

joints 2, 3 and 4, represent the roof loads at these joints,

ami the figures In the second line the celling loads direct-

ly below. As far as the stresses In the struts and tie

beam are concerned It makes no difference whether the

celling loads are considered as applied at the top or bot-

tom of Hie truss, but us it simplifies the stress diagram

After tie loads have been Indicated on Die

gram the reactions at Die ends of the truss should be

computed. Waeu a truss or beam rcBts on two walls

or postB, the latter must afford a resistance upward
equal to Die weight of the truss and its load. These re-

actions are considered as forces, and will hereinafter be

called Die " supporting forces."

For trusses symmetrically loaded the only kind will

be considered In these articles- each supporting force

will equal one-haif of the totiil Joint loads. In the ex-

ample we are now considering the supporting force*

are 13.T3G pounds each. The supporting forces should

be represented by lines with arrow heads pointing up.

They are also often designated by the letters P and P,.

LetteriBK the Trusa Diagram.

Finally the truss diagram should be lettered according
to a peculiar method, known as " Bow's notation." The
essential principle of this method of lettering is to letter

the spaces inclosed by the truss members and also the

in /?.««/ Truurt.

ci.nsiilt rably to consider the ceiling loads us applied at

the top, we shall do so in nil of the problems explained

in these articles. The roof and celling loads should al-

ways be put down separately, however, and added to-

gether, as In Fig. 4. When the celling loads are added
to the roof loads they must also be added to the stresses

in the vertical rods, us determined by the stress diagram,

u> -cause the rods have to transmit this load or stress to

the top joint.

It' the rods are not plumb the celling loads cannot be

added to the roof loads, but must be shown separately

in the stress diagram. As u reminder to add the celling

loads to the stresses In the rods, they should lie put be-

side the corrc-siRuidiug rod on the truss diagram, as

shown.

Krmbcra Not Subjrrl to

It often hnppens that a truss contains i

receive no strain when the truss Is considered as loaded

only at the top, or when the loads are perfectly sym-
metrical. Such members cannot be represented In the

stress diagram, and hence should be shown in Die truss

diagram by dotted lines, or if there are no ceiling loads

they mnv be omitted entirely.

The rods 2 0 and 4-8 In the truss. Fig. 1, would not be

needed if the loads were all at the top, and should be

represented by dotted lines in Fig. 4, as shown. These
rods, however, have to support the celling loads at 2

and 4, and hence the loads should be Indicated beside the

dotted lines, ns shown. This is the only stress in these

spaces between the external forces so that a line or force
en the truss diagram is designated by the letters on each
side of it. Fig. 4 is lettered In this way.

The bottom half of the rafter on the left Is designated
as A E. The left-hand brace as E F and the king rod
as F «]. The tie beam consists of two parts, O B and O
U. The supporting force at I is O A and the load at 2
Is A B.

The advautage of this method of lettering Is that in

the stress diagram the same letters come at the end of
the corresponding lines, so that each member and the

Hue representing the stress In it are designated by the
same letters to distinguish the member from Its stress.

Capitol letters arc used on Die truss diagram and small
letere on the stress diagram. In lettering the truss dia-

gram any letters may be used. In any order, and no at-

tention Is paid to members represented by dotted lines.

In actual work it is not necessary to number the Joints,

as In Fig. ». but in describing Die methods of procedure
It is necessary to have some means of Indicating Die dif-

ferent joints.

Drawing the Rtreaa Diagram.
When the truss diagram is completed, as above de-

scribed, we eau proceed to draw the stress diagram, by
» hleh the stresses in the different members of Die truss
may be determined. The stress diagram Is based upon
the principle of mechanics, that for a point to be In

equilibrium, lines drawn parallel to the forces acting on
that point and representing their magnitude to a scale
must form a closed polygon, the lines being drawn In the
'.mil' order as the forces.
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Each joint of a truss is supposed to be a pin, and each

full line on the truss diagram a force; the forces are sup-

posed to act on the pin, as If they were hinged, and con-

sequently for the Joint to stay in its proper place, or to be
In equilibrium, the forces acting on any Joint must bal-

ance each other.

To draw the stress diagram It Is necessary to first

draw the forces acting on one of the end Joints, then

these at the first Joint above and thus proceed from joint

to Joint until all of the forces have been represented.

The whole process, when unco understood. Is quite sim-

ple, but is not so easy 10 explain in a printed article,

where the Btress diagram must be shown completely

drawn. To understand the following description the

reader Bhonld reproduce un a sheet of paper the truss

Fig. 4, at about twice the stee of the lllustra-

and then draw the stress diagram, line by line, ac-

cording to the following directions, lettering each line as

It Is drawn.
The paper should be tacked to a drawing board and all

lines In the stress diagram drawn exactly parallel to the

corresponding lines In the truss diagram.

First draw a vertical line, equal to 13.736 pounds,

measured to a scale of, say 4000 pounds to an Inch.* and

ROOF . 1 bs.

WIND a SNOW 30

CEILING ISibt.,

letter the bottom of the line o and the top a, as sbowu in

Fig. 5. This line will represent the supporting force at

joint 1. Next, from the upper end a draw a line parallel

to the rafter A E, and from the bottom end o a horizontal

line intersecting the other line, and mark the point of In-

tersection e. We then have a triangle, a e o, which rep-

resents the three forces acting on the Joint 1. Next, 1

a measure down on a o, 8013 pounds, the load at 2,

the same scale of 4000 pounds to the inch, and letter tbe

point thus formed h. Then from o draw a line parallel

to B F.t and from e a line parallel to E F. lettering the

point where the two lines intersect, as /. The lines e u.

I ft, b I and / e then represent the four forces acting at

Joint 2 (the load being considered as a force) and the

number of pounds each force must exert to produce
equilibrium.

Nex;. from I measure downward. 0004 pounds. Un-

load at 3, and letter the point thus obtained as r. From
r draw a line parallel to C (5, and from f a line parallel

to F G (vertical) and letter the point where the two
lines Intersect, as g. The lines f b, b c, c g and g f then

represent the forces acting on Joint 3. We have now the

stress In the king rod, and in all the pieces to the left,

and as the truss Is symmetrical the stresses in the right

Mile of the truss will t>e the same as those In the left

>s>le, and it is not necessary to represent them in the

»tress diagram. If we did so we would get the dotted

Hues shown In Fig. 5. which would make the diagram
symmetrical.

To obtain the stress in the different members of the

miss lu pounds we measure each line of the stress dla-

^i-ani by our scale of 4000 pounds to the Inch, or the

snnie scale that was used In laying off the line o a. Doing

' Vot tl.i" vm\m*< an ••nirinwr's wale, graduate! to fortieth* of an
inch will fouml most cr.nvnient

• ti .boul.1 he reniembetv.l thai capital virer« refer tium <lla

tram. V\* t urn! small l.-ti.-r^ !.. the «f r-«s .llsirran, Kl<r. .V

this we find a e measures 21,300 pounds, o e, 16,260

pounds, f g, 0100 pounds, and so on.

These figures should now be put on the corresponding
lines of the truss diagram, as In Fig. 6. The truss dia-

gram, as finally figured, gives all of the data necessary

for determining the »l«e of the pieces, Tbe weights per

square foot of roof and celling used In computing the

Joint loads should also be put on tbe truss diagram for

future reference. The stress diagram Is now no longer

needed and can be destroyed.

The total stress on the center rod Is 0100 pounds, ob-

tained by scaling tbe Hue / g of Fig. 5, plus 1080 pounds,
the load at the bottom, or 11,080 pounds. Tbe Blgn r be-

fore the stresses denotes tbat the piece Is In

and tbe tnlnns sign that the piece is In tension.

/leaning- of the Terra Apartment House.

In referring to building operations to the more im-
portant cities where apartment houses are erected In

large numbers, the term of designation Is often misap-
plied. It. Is Interesting, therefore, to note what an au-
thority like Russell Sturgla. the well-known architect, baa
to say regarding this point. In the " Dictionary of Arch-
itecture and Building" complied by him, the following
definition appears.

Apartment. A. A room, or a room with anto-chnmber
or with alcove and closets; especially In English usage,
such as a room with appurtenances when occupied as a
bed chamber.

B. A number of rooms with necessary corridors,

passages and the like, occupied as a dwelling by one In

habitant or one family. This usage is in connection with
the French term, appartrmcnt.

The sense A Is uncommon except In writing of some
pretension; the sense B Is comparatively rare In England,
but has become very common In cltloa of the United
States since the Introduction of the apartment house,
about 1865. It is generally held that an apartment, tech-

nically so called, contains a complete establishment, with
private hall and complete inner communication between
the different rooms comprising It. There are, however,
apartments which have no kitchen, the occupants being
expected to use the rest of the house.

.4parfin«n* HoM.—K building divided Into suites for

families, but without private kitchens and tbe like, tbe

guests being supposed to use tbe rest of the bouse. This

term Is coming Into use to mark the distinction between
this class of building and the ordinary apartment bouse,

in which each apartment Is a complete dwelling.

Apartmrnt Howie.—A building Intended to be occupied

In separate apartments, especially In American cities

since 1870: a home for Independent housekeeping by gen-

erally more than two families, tbe rental for an apart-

ment exceeding 1300 per annum. Low priced apartments
are frequently called flats. (For tbe popular distinction

made between apartments, flat and tenement, see Teue-

Uufortunately. the section of the dictionary containing
" Tenement " has not yet been issued.

Reports from Charleston, S. C, Indicate that rapid

progress Is being made In the work of preparation for

the South Carolina Interstate and West Indian Exposi-

tion, to be held in that city from December, 1901. to

.June, 19("2. 'Hie construction of the buildings is well

uuder way and the grounds are being graded and laid

out in a manner that promises especially attractive and
artistic surrouudings for the forthcoming show. The
main building wlli be a magnificent Cotton Palace,

which, together with the Transportation Building and
the Machinery Palace, will form a fine group of build-

ings lu the Court of Palaces on the north bank of Lake

Tnx six most lofty structures In Europe are the tow-
ers of Cologne Cathedral, now 510 feet 0 Inches high;

the towers of Rouen Cathedral, 401 feet 8 Inches; the
tower of St. Nicholas, nt Hamburg, 473 feet 1 Inch; tower
of An vers Cathedral, 472 feet; cupola of St. Peter's,

Home. 400 feet 2 Inches, and the cathedral spire at Stras-
i.urg. 405 feet 2 incbei.
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THE SCIENCE OF HANDRAILING.
Bt C. H. Fox.

E
IKALLY we take up the explanation of tbe construc-

tion of a cardboard representation of a solid, sbow-

J the Inclination and position, together with the

development of the sections of the face and Joint sur-

faces of a rail, the plan of which Is less than a quarter

circle, while the Inclination of the section plane of the

face mold is taken unequally over tbe tangents of the

plan. Tbls Is a problem very similar to that explained

by meanB of tbe diagrams shown In Figs. 22 to 27. The
plan indicated in Kig. 28 Is taken less than a quadrant.

The greater rise has been placed over the lower tangent,

while In the model last constructed this was placed over

the upper one. The center used in drawing the plan

curves Is Indicated at Q of Pig. 28, while A-B-C repre-

sent the tangents respectively to the points A-C In tbe

center curve, at which Joints are desired.

We have already explained that In order to show the

tbe plan; then by joining C-A the right Inclination of the

section plane of tbe face mold may be projected.

Square over the ordlnates. And the points through which
to trace the elliptical curves of the face mold, project the

tangents A'-B'-C, and square with them tbe Joint lines

V-4" and W-8, Then project tbe surfaces, and develop

tbe elliptical curves of tbe right section, which belong to

the Joint surfaces over A and C of tbe plan. Also con-

struct the representations of tho tangent planes, which
form two sides of tbe model In tbe manner fully ex-

plained for similar constructions in connection with pre-

ceding models. This done, cut out tbe model to Ita de-

sired shape, and bring the sides together; fold over the

Inclined surfaces of the section planes, with the lines on

the exterior, and the representation of the solid may be

obtained. In the manner already explained cut the full

size Joint sections and tbe duplicate face mold, placing

them In their proper positions In tbe

model. Hie twist. Sec. of the rail may
then readily be seen.

In Plus. 30 and .31 Is shown tbe method

which may In practical work be adopted

for developing the curves of the face and

Joint molds. The plan Is given in Fig.

.10, where O represents the plan center.

A-B-C the tangents. O-A and O-C
the Joint lines, and B-D the

N W

V
tnd *.«. —Construct Ion of a Cnrdhoard Representation of u Solid,

Showing th« Actual Iucllnat on and Po-itlon. Together Kith the Oevrl

upmost of the Section and B-vels uf tho Kao» and Joint Surface* of a

Rail, the IMan of Which i» l**a than a v-"' 1 '™"". and tho Inclination

of the Section Plane of tho Face Mold l« Taken Unequally Over the

Plan Tangent*.

Fig 30. -I

The Srience of Handraaing,

the Face

surface of tiie lower Joint tho ground plan requires to be

raised above that of the base model. Assuming now
that A-A of Fig. 29 and A-D of Fig. 28 are equal to tbe

night desired, we may proceed to find the direction of

the directing ordinate of tbe plan and that of the seat

line.

In Fig. 28 produce the upper tangent C-B, as shown

In 8'; then set off 8'-8 equal to A D. and through 8 draw
8 D'-E parallel with B'-B-C Having now produced the

Joint line O-C, and parallel with it the Hue B-F', set oft

I)"-G equal to the total rise of the rail, and D'-F' equal

to the rise of the rail over the lower tangent B-A. Now
draw O S through 1". and parallel with the joint line

O-C draw 8-8'; then. Joining ft with A and producing It,

tbe position of the level directing ordinate of the plan

may be obtained. At any convenient point, as A' of the

seat line, draw A*n square with 8'-.V. and the projec-

tion of the seat line may be obtained. Set off G'-C and

A'-A of Fig. 20. equal respectively to A-D and C-Q of

Copyrighted. KOI. by Cba». H. Fox.

rise of the rail over tbe lower, and I>"-K that over the

upper tangents, while A-D and D'-E show respectively

the assumed pitch of the section plane over the tangents.

This understood, producing the pitch E-D' to meet the

tangent C-B produced In H, then Joining H with A, and
the position of the directing ordinate of tbe plan may
be obtained. Square with this through C draw the seat

line. Then square up and set off C-2, equal with C-E. the

total rise of the rail. Joining 2 with tbe point given in

F, at which the ordinate through A meets the seat line,

tbe projection of the right Inclination may be obtained.

Produce the plan ordlnates to meet this; than In Fig. 31

set off J-F-V'.&c, equal to J-P-K'.&c. of the right Inclina-

tion of Fig. 80. Square over tbe ordlnates, making the

length of these equal to that of tbe corresponding ordi-

nate* of tbe plan, and through the points given in T-S-Q.

&c, trace the elliptical curves of the face mold. Then

Join A-B-C. and square with them draw the Joint lines

U-V and Y-Y\ which will complete the mold.

Now to And the direction of the plumb line at the
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Joint surfaces proceed as follows: Iu Fig. 31. parallel

with the ordtnates, draw U'-tT, V'-V of the lower, and

Y,-Y, Y'-Y" of the upper Joint lines. In Fig. 30 Bet off

N-W, equal to U'V, and N Y, equal to C Y of Fig. 31;

parallel with the seat line draw Y Z' and W-X'. Then

set off F.-Z. equal with N-Z'. and iMirnllel with C-B draw

Z-l, and square with U K draw 10-1. Now, taking C of

Fig. 31 as the center and E-l of Fig. 30 um the radius,

draw an arc In 1; then take Y as the center and the half

width of the rail, as C-L of the plan, as the radius, and

cut the arc in 1. This gives in Y.-C-l the angle of the

plumb bevel required at the upper Joint surface in order

to enable the operator to " square the wreath." Now at

the lower Joint over A draw AW. square with D A. set

off AX equal to N X* above, and parallel with A B draw

X-W. Now. taking V of Fig. 31 as the center and A-W
of Fig. 30 as the radius, draw an arc in T. Then with

V as the center and the full width of the rail, as U-3

of the plan, as the radius, cut the arc iu T. which gives In

TJ-V-T the angle >>f the plumb U-vel as required at the

lower joint surface. These nuglcK may Is? transferred

Klg. ai.-Findlnir Direction of Plumb Uiw nt Joint Surface..

Ttu SoVrer of Hatulratlmtf.

to any portion of the drawing, anil the sections of the

Joints may be dcvelojHd In the tunnne- previously ex-

plained.

If the student lias fully mastered the geometrical

principles involved In the construction of tho representa-

tions of this seven solids already projected, he should

now be able to construct a representation of a solid of

any problem in practical handralllng thnt may be met
In actual practice. We have iu the construction of the

models introduced the leading or principal problems met
with In " The Tangent System of Ilaudralllug

viz.. the " level tangent." the " equal rise over tangent,"

and the "unequal rise over the plan tangents." There
Is hardly nu example In practical handrailing hut what
contains one or the other of the three problems given lu

our constructions. Of course, hundreds of examples
may be given In which the plans or rise may be of varied

lengths and hlght—that Is, the length of the radius of

one plan at which the rise over tho tangouts may be
equal may bo greater or less at another example of the

similar problem. This applies equally to either of the

problems, but either one or the other of the three lead-

ing problems aliove enumerated will be contained iu any
one of the several problems or examples which may be
given in actual work.

(THE ENU.)

Tin: Appellate Division of llic Supreme Court in New-

York recently ha mli d down a decision iu a case Involving

the question of what constitutes movables ami fixtures

in a building. A man named Biennan built three apart-

nient house!; in the uptown district of New York. He
carpeted tin- hulls and stairways and put iu ranges aud
refrigerators, awnings and shades, as well as clothes

racks on the roof, ash cans, &c. Another party subse-

quently came into possession of the houses on a fore-

closure and refused to give up any of the articles men-

tioned. The plaintiff Brennan then brought suit for con-

version. A decision was given against him in the lower

courts, but the judgment was reversed in the Supreme

Court, which ordered a new trial. The Court held that

the carpets, window shades and ranges were movables

as a mutter of law, also probably the drying frames and

awnings. Some of the other items, including the re-

frigerators, may have been fixtures, but that would de-

pend on the facts to be ascertained at the trial.

Strength of Broken Stone and Oravel Concrete.

In discussing the question why gravel is not better

than broken stone in making concrete, a recent issue of

Municipal Engintrrimj olTers the following In the way of

comment:
The proportions of the materials in concrete must be

varied according to the kind of cement used and the

duty required of the concrete. A concrete made of 1

part natural hydraulic cement. 3 parts sand and U to 7

of broken stone would not prove satisfactory for very

many uses. The proportions for natural cement are sel-

dom greater than 1 cement, 2 sand and 4. 4Vs or 5 of

stone or gravel.

For concrete the amount of mortar should be sufficient

to Just fill the voids iu the stone or gravel used. The
amount of cement can be varied with the strength re-

quired in the concrete. In the " Directory of American
Cement Industries and Hand-Book for Cement Users,"

many specifications for all kinds of work are given. For

arch work, as at Kansas City and Indianapolis, the pro-

portions required were 1 sand. '1 Portland cement aud

4 broken stone or gravel. In arches, or 7 to 8 parts in

foundation. The Illinois Central Itallroad specifies 1. 2

and 5 for natural cement, the same for Portland cement
concrete in arches, and 1. I'Vi, aud « for Portland cement
concrete In bodies of piers and abutments, wing walls,

\-c. For foundations of cement walks, Pittsburgh uses

1 Portland cement. 3 sand and 0 broken stone or gravel.

Indianapolis u-cs 1. '2 aud f>; Milwaukee, 1, 3 and !>. In

concrete floors, 1 Portland cement, 3 sand and 0 broken

stone is good. Ordinarily. 1 Portland cement, 4 sand

and 8 to 8 of broken stone or gravel Is sufficient.

Average specifications for the best foundation work
may 1* stated, for natural cement, as 1. 2 and 4 to .">, and
for Portland cement, as 1, 2'-j and 5 to 0. Good con-

crete for less duty can be made with n smaller propor-

tion of eemcui If the proportion of mortar to stone is

kept the same.

Experiments on the relative merits of gravel and
broken stone for concrete indicate that with natural

cement the broken stone concrete is materially stronger

than gravel concrete, but that with Portland cement the

difference !s less and may even be In favor of gravel.

The gravel stones are harder and tougher than the usual

broken stone, but the adhesion of the mortar to the

rough surfaces of the broken stone is greater than to the
smooth gravel surfaces. The older the concrete, if it is

well made, the closer the bond and the stronger the con-

crete becomes. Dirt has even more effect in preventing
good boud in gravel than In broken stone, aud strict

cleanliness should Ih> demanded.
In the recently completed Third street tunnel in I.os

Angeles the spee'Hcatlon for the concrete used in the
walls called for one barrel or Portland cement in the

packed condition In which it in sold to six barrels of the
same size of the aggregates— i. <-.. sand, gravel ami broken
sione shoveled full but not otherwise compacted. As in-

terpreted by the contractors, this Is but little strouger
than the mixture 1 cement. 3 saud and 0 broken stone
or gravel, aud Is considered by the engineers who super-
vised the construction to make very strong concrete for

the thickness of the walls used.

In concrete masonry for locks the general proportions
for Portland ceuieiit concrete are 1 part Portland cement,
4 paris grave! aud 1 parts broken stone. In particular
situations ttiis is increased to 1, 3 1-3 and 3 13 respec-
tively. Natural cement concrete is made in the propor-
tions 1, 'J

1 and 2'i of the materials named.
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CONSTRUCTION OF EYEBROW AND CASEMENT WINDOWS.
"11/E present herewith some details showing the con-

YV struction of eyebrow and casement windows, the
drawings being to a sufficiently large scale to clenrly In-

dicate the important points involved. It may be stated
at the outset that eyebrow windows, as ordinarily con-
structed, are uot always regarded with favor from an
artistic point of view; but If they are carefully pro-
portioned so as to avoid too great a bight at the center
and the reverse curve being made to die out on the roof

the window Is taken. A wood lintel Is built in over the

top of the window to relieve the stone arch In front of

it. Kurring strips are set upon the Inside of the wall,

and to these the lath and grounds are nailed. The
grounds act as a gauge to plaster to and as nailing for

trim and other interior wood work.

In the section showing the sash open tbe stop beads

are cut at A and B. The outside stop above A and the

inside stop below B are fastened to the frame, while

Section at D

of Eytbro* and

without unseemly hump or break, they can l>e made
to present a not unattractive appearance. Tbe fact,

however, that they are often used In roofs of houses

for the purpose of lighting and ventilating unfinished

attics and are the basis of Inquiries from our readers

ia sufficient warrant for devoting a little space to the

subject at this time.

The dormer shown is swelled out with the aid of

rough brackets, nailed to the rafters, through tbe roof

boards. These brackets are sheathed with %-lnch stuff,

to which, after receiving the roofing paper, the shingles

are nailed.

Tbe sash swings In, as indicated by the dotted line In

the section, and Is hinged at the bottom, as shown in the

large detail. The section at D Is taken through the head
of the sash and dormer at line D on elevation. While
the section at K is taken through the sill at the line

B of tbe elevation. Iu this detail the sill Is hollowed

out as shown, to prevent water from entering under

sasb. Tbo flashing In cheap and medium grade work
is of tin, and in the first grade work of copper or sheet

lead.

In connection with pivoted casement windows It

should be stated and the point emphasized that they

should never be used In positions exposed to severe

storms, as It is practically Impossible to make them
weather proof, especially about the pivots. The case-

ment shown In the accompanying Illustrations has been

designed to overcome, so far as possible, this objection.

Tbe dotted line A upon the elevation Indicates the

cut from which the detail section through the head of

Of Window Taken nt I> and F. <>r tb«

S luetics tn ih« Kool.

the outside stop below A and the Inside stop above B
are fastened to the sash. The projecting part of frame
marked C Is cut away between the points A and B to

allow the sash to turn as shown.

We shall be very glad to have our readers criticise

the construction shown, and discuss the subject in the

light of their own methods of doing similar work.

At a recent meeting of the Austrian Industrial

Union statistics were given to prove that water power
was cheaper to use and much cheaper to operate than
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team power, and that the

general utility of the former
was substantially as great aa

that of the latter. The fol-

lowing tew* case In the Tyrol
was mentioned: A factory

was equipped with both

water and steam power of

exactly the same volume.

The water power cost 85

cents per horse-power and
the steam power 73 cents.

In the cost of operating, how-
ever, the difference

much greater. With
the expense was 0.07 cent per

horse-power per hour, while

with steam and cost was 0.61

cent. The saving In a year
by toe use of water at this

factory amounted to $203,812.

representing approximately a

capital of f4.000.000. Water
power Is a highly Important

factor for cheapening the

cost of manufacturing In the

mountain region or Austria.

Many streams abound, all of

which are utilised In turning

the wheels of Industry at a

small cost This Is the secret

of the success of Austrian

manufacturers In certain

lines In placing their goods

In foreign markets at a mate-

rially smaller cost

of other nations.

Front Elevation and Vertical Section or Que-
ls a Brick Wall. -Scale, ft Inoh to

Open.- !k-ale. 3 to thr-.Font.

of Construction. -Scale, S Inche* to the Fo9t.

CWtnictloN of Eytbrw ami Cavmtnt rVfiMiom.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Construction or Core Celling.

From M. Williams, Seranton, Pa.—The accompany-
ing diagrams show three different methods of obtaining

the form of an angle bracket for cove molding placed

In the angle made by the Intersection of the side wall

and celling of a room, and are presented In answer to

the Inquiry of " (J. A. N.," Owatonna, Mich., which ap-

peared in the Issue of the paper for September. In Fig.

1, ABC represents the level bracket and A' B' C the

angle bracket. To obtain the form of the angle bracket

draw parallel lines across the level bracket, continued

to the Intersecting angle of the corner shown at A' B' C

curve. Taking next the first divisions, we can draw
lines to meet the diagonal from each point, and trans-

fer the points thus found on the diagonal to the line

F D. From the points on the line D K draw Lines to

meet those from the points on the line F D, when a
curve traced through the intersections of these
will give the desired curve.

Designs Wanted to

From J. 8. F., Derrfteld, N. Y—Have any of the read-

ers plans for upper and lower verandas for an octagonal

building 10 feet on each side and with 18-foot posts?

Fig. a.—Another Method of Doiog the Work

From the points of Intersection square over the lines o'

o\ o' o', o' o', &c, and make each equal in length to lta

correspondent on the level bracket, as shown. Through
the points thus obtained draw the curve B' o' o' o'

o' C, which will form the angle bracket required.

In Fig. 2 make B D equal to the diagonal of the level

mold B C, and assume It to be the semiraajor axis of an
ellipse, the scmlnilnor sxls being equal In length to A C
of the level molding. The curve of the angle bracket
will be the quarter ellipse, as shown. In Fig. 3 Is

another method similar to the ordinary method of de-

veloping the center line of rail in hand rail construc-

tion, the development of the quadrant In this case form-

ing the angle bracket for the corner.

From O. A. S, Elgin. Ill—I send a sketch. Fig. 4,

showing a method of obtaining a hip circle, for the

benefit of " G. A. N." of Owatonna, Mich., and which
I trust will prove satisfactory. The first thing to do
Is to lay out an elevation of the cove or quarter circle,

in tills case shown at A B, and divide Into any numtter

of parts. A plan of the corner must then be made,
showing the direction of the desired curve by the diag-

onal. An elevation for the desired curve must also be

drawn, having a vertical hlght for the curve equal to the

distance B C, and a horizontal distance equal to the

diagonal on the plan. The operation of finding the

curve can then be commenced from the divisions on the

curve A B, drawing first some lines from the divisions,

cutting the line B O, and transferring the distances thus
found to the line I) K on the elevation for the desired

Fig. 2.- L'ae of Major and

E'_EV*-iOS OF

THE COVE

. III.by "O. A 8.," of

The building was erected upon a camp meeting ground

and used for a speaker's stand. It Is now contemplated

converting It Into a dormitory with upper
verandas extending entirely around It. I

andas suitable for various purposes would be an Inter-

esting topic for consideration by the practical readers,

and trust they will submit designs for publication.

Lonver In a Circular Ton
From Builder, MissUrtppi.—l have a piece of work

Involving the construction of an elliptical louver in a

circular tower, and come to the Correspondence depart-

ment for the aid of some of my brother chips. Will

those who have done work of this kind tell me how to

lay It out?
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: Bevels of Valley Hattera In Hoofs
It Id gee Do Not Intersect.

From T. TV. B., Brooklyn. -V. 1'.—Tho problem sub-

mitted by " W. B. J." In the issue for August may be

solved practlcnlly and with very little draftiug, pro-

vided the architect ha* correctly laid down on the plan

the sent line of the valleys; If not, the workman may
determine the correct point of intersection at his Job

without the aid of drawing Instruments, because they

are not usually part of a carpenter's working kit.

In Fig. 1 of the diagrams will be found a correct and

simple method for determining the side cut of a

rectangular hip, valley or Jack rafter, on roofs of equal

pitch. A piece of stuff the same thickness or width as

the rafter to be cut Is placed on edge, parallel to the

plumb cut; the point X Is marked, then square over to

Z, connecting V and Z, and we have the correct side

cut
In Fig. 2 It is assumed that the architect did not

correctly locate the seat of the volley rafters In the

plan. Adopt any convenient scale, say 1 inch to the

foot. This will be found best for Jobs,

squares are Invariably marked on one side with Inches

subdivided Into twelfths.

The lines in the diagram. Fig. 2, are numbered In

the order in which It Is Intended they should be drawn,

the lines Nos. 10, 11 and 12 being essential only to il-

lustrate the method of application. In practice the

place of these lines Is taken by the rafters to be cut

10B, Riving the side cut of valley No. 8 against ridge

No. I. Adopt the same course with dimensions 9a, QB

and lie, to get the cut of valley No. 9 against valley

No. 8. The lines No. 8. No. 10. No. 11 and No. 12, if

cnrefully drawn, will give the lengths of the valleys

No. S and No. 0 accurately.

Do Planks Mi rink Rndwlw ?

From E. E. L.. Kittery, Maine.— \ would like to ask

through the columns of the Correspondence department

if boards or planks shrink endwise. Some people hold

that they do. and others that they do not. If they do,

how much would a hard pine plank shrink that Is 3

inches thick and (i inches wide and 24 feet long-that Is.

how much per foot? I would like to have some definite

authority for decision.

Xotc—As our correspondent desires an authority to

cover his case, we would refer him to " Kidder's Build-

up. 1.— Method of Determining

Bide Cut of Rectangular liafter

on Roof« at £<)iuU Pitch.

Fig. i -DUsnun In which It l» the Architect did not Correctly Locate the Seat of Valley

In the Plan.

Findwt/ BntU of Valley Raften in Hooft Whrrr Hid<jt* Do Hot InUruet. Scate, >» Inch to the I-out.

The side cut of jack rafters to Intersect these valleys

Is obtained on the same principle; therefore It would be

superfluous and confusing to Illustrate them. The same
method may be used for octagon hips and Jacks.

Draw the Hue 1. 1, Indefinitely, representing the ridge

of the roof with the highest pitch; line No. 2 for the low-

est ridge; line No. 3 for the side or plate of narrow sec-

tion, and draw No. 4 from a point ou line No. 2. 12 feet

from O. line No. 1, to a point 15 feet from O, line No. 1.

This will give the profile of the common rafter to the

highest ridge. The drawing of line No. 5 will obviously

be the same ns No. 4, except dimensions. From the

Intersection of No. 1 and No. 5, square down to No. 4,

making line No. (>. Parallel to No. 1, from the Inter-

section of No. 4 and No. 0, draw No. 7. The Intersection

of lines No. 2 and No. 7 will be the correct Intersection

of the valleys under the circumstances suggested by
" \V. .1. B.," and the sent lines No. 8 and No. 0 may then

be drawn to their proper places on the plate.

To obtain the side cut of valley No. 8 against rldge

No. 1 and valley No. !) against valley No. 8, proceed as

follows: Take a piece of stuff the same width or thick-

ness ns the material to be used for the valleys and place

it against and parallel to valley No. 8. to obtain the line

8a to a point square with sn Take the distance on
8* from lines No. 1 and No. 10, marked 8C nnd square

from the plumb line ou the rafter, as shown at 8c~, to

the edge of tlx- rafter: square over to lon
: join 10A and

ing Construction and Superintendence." Fart II. where
he will find beginning on page 21 extended comments
ou the shrinkage of wood. We quote as follows:

" When a short piece of wood fiber is dried, it shrinks:

Its walls grow thinner. Its width becomes smaller and
the cavity larger, but the hight or length remains the

same. The thinner the walls of the fiber, the less also

is the shrinkage. The end walls of the fiber also shrink

in the same way as the sides, but as the length Is often

a hundred or more times ns great as the diameter the ef-

fect of the lougltudinal shrinkage is inappreciable. The
pith or medullary rays also hnve a marked effect upon

the shrinkage of wood. The cells of the pith rays have

their length at right angles to the direction of the wood
fibers, hence as the pith rays dry they pull on the longi-

tudinal fillers and try to shorten them, and being re-

sisted by the rigidity of the fibers the pith ray is great-

ly strained. The liliers also shrink at right angles to the

pith rays, and the latter in opposing this prevents the

former from shrinking as much as they otherwise

would. The construction of the pith rays parallel to the

length of the board is probably one of the causes of the

small amount of longitudinal shrinkage which has been

observed In bonrds. This longitudinal shrinkage, how-
ever. Is so very slight that in practice It Is customary

to assume that the leugth of a timber Is not affected by

The subject Is one which offers opportunity for dis-
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hull be glad t(

Oil ttie till I

linve

iukage

our practical

question.

Dora the Bin Harmonize with tne Hone ?

from O. A. S.. Elgin. TIL— I send a few sketches

showing a imsslble improvement to the l.aru about which
" Kural Scratch Awl " of Smith Center. Kan-

have an octagon cupola Instead of uu oblong one, while

a slight curve In the roof lines would add some to Its

beauty of outline. The front projection looks rather in-

significant, and could be improved by running the roof

down with different variations. The wide excuse of

roof should be broken, this being accomplished by the

addition of small dormers In place of the small windows

on the front. The belt course around the

house should have been left off. and placed

instead on the line of the main cornice, as

in Fig. 3. A gable extension with an ex-

tension of the main floor is shown In Figs.

I and 2. while Figs. 3 and 4 show a gable

extension without changing the main floor

hut the position of doors and windows.

«fi(A the Hornet

under the heading. " Does the Barn Harmonize With
the House'' " Judging from the pictures the house

seems to l>e white and the barn a dark color, perhaps

deep red, and I should say it Is not harmony, but a se-

vere contrast. A light color to the body of the barn

would, I think, have beeu much better. In design the

barn appears rather stiff, and It would Improve It to

Palatine Tin Boors Before They Bail,

From M. M. C, Miilbrook, .V. F.—Why Is

it that so many owners of houses allow the

tin of the roofs to become rusty before paint-

ing them 7 I think some very Interesting

comment might grow out of a discussion of

the question.

.Y«/».-Tbe probable reason many tin roofs

are allowed to rust Is because the paint on

being applied holds better than If an attempt

was made to point the roof as soon as com-

pleted. A little time also allowB the rosin

used in soldering to crack oft and permits

the paint, when applied, to cover the tin In

all places. In coating the plates with tin.

palm oil has been largely used as a flux, and

as long as this grease Is on the surface the

paint for the protection of the tin does not

get down to the material and is likely to

peel off or readily scrape off. It Is a simple

matter to give the roof a wash with tur-

pentine, which will remove all the greasy

substance. If the bulk of the rosin with

which the roof has been soldered Is scraped

off previous to this turpentine wash there

will not be enough rosin left to Interfere

with the paint adhering directly to the

metal.

Different experienced men make the fol-

lowing remarks about allowing a new tin

roof to rust. One says: " To allow a new tin

roof to become rusty before being painted

its like closing up the bunghole of a barrel

while the liquid Is flowing off from the

spigot. A rough surface secures the paint

better but gives the tin a Btart toward rust-

iug and the rust will sooner or later destroy

it." Another says: " After an experience of

30 years, my advice in the matter of roof

painting is. to begin with, a new roof should

not be allowed to accumulate any rust be-

fore painting." Another expert points out

that if a layer of hydrated oxide (ordinary

rust) be allowed to form, the successive coats

of paint will peel off, their separation from

the tin being merely a question of time, dur-

ing which time the rust has been spreading

under the paint. From this It may be read-

ily inferred that an iron surface, even though

coated with tin. should not be left exposed

to the weather until rust has formed before

painting, because, once started. Its action

in liable to continue even though paint be

applied.

Regarding the time that should elapse

after a tin roof Is laid before It Is painted,

much depends on circumstances. If the tin

Is greasy from the palm oil flux so

as to render the paint liable to peel oft*, the roof may be
left exposed until the oil has been washed off, although
some roofers recommend that aa soon as a roof is fin-

ished the rosin should be removed and the surface
should be washed with turpentine, benzine or an alkali,

to remove all traces of the palm oil or other grease. An-
other method is to sprinkle sand over the roof and sweep
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it off with a broom. In localities near tbo sea coast,

where coal Is largely used for fuel, tin plate exposed to

the weather la soon corroded, and when the cheaper
grades of roofing plates are used the surface soon be-

comes covered with a rust. Consequently It Is advisable
to clean the roof so that a good paint will adhere and
paint It as soon as possible.

An expert roofer points out that the value of a pulnt
Is in its oil. and economy consists In purchasing a good
oil paint, the best and purest to be obtained. He says
that the use of 15 to 20 per cent, of a pure fish oil. free

from any adulteration with kerosene or coal oil. will not
detract from the value of a pure linseed oil. The prin-

cipal reason for the adulteration Is that the more plastic

tbo first coat is the more durable, but the greater the

tendency to crack the second coat The weather coat
should always be more flexible, containing more non-
urylng oil. But a man of good Judgment will discrim-

inate. The most flexible. In the true sense, of good oils

Is boiled oil. but if too thick It will stand mixing with

Hecood Floor.

F—

I

MOOD
HOVK

any good I would suggest that be use a suitable filler

not too dark In color and light In body and then shellac
In the usual way.

Plana for Farm Houses.
From G. M., Breckenridoe, Uich.—I send plans of two

• heap farm houses In reply to the requests of " D. L. P."
and " H. L. W.," which appeared on page 68 of the

Fiml Floor

I, 1-1(1 Inch to the Fuut.

raw oil or with turpentine. As a priming ccttt, such oil

mixed with a little red lead, if not put on too thick, will

stlok tight to the roof. A little boiled oil thoroughly
mixed with raw oil Increases its elasticity but probably
Increases the chances Unit the paint will wrinkle and
curl a little, although if care be taken in mixing and in

UHing it any such effect should be so small as to be im-

perceptible* There is a strong reason for using more or

less of boiled oil—that Is, the pigment, particularly

loud pigment, will the more thoroughly unite with and
harden the oil.

Finishing Cedar ( li,

From M. W, G.. ffoiMa*.-aome time ago I noticed an
inquiry from a correspondent about the finishing of

cedar chests. While perhaps It is a little late to do him

March number of the paper The plans show the gen-

eral urrangement of rooms, and the farmer can put on

as much stye us individual taste may suggest, at the

same time making the rooms larger or smaller as cir-

cumstances demand. I send only the plans, as these

lire what are requested.

Poallloo and Paneling of Newel Poele.

From L H. W., Seattle, Waah.—In answer to the re-

quest of " W. II. M.." Woodlawn, Ala., regarding the

setting of newels, I would like a little space In " our
paper." as I call it, for comment. With two balusters

on a tread, they are placed one-half the width of the

trend apart between centers, and If there are three

balusters to a tread they are placed one-third the

width of the tread apart. The newel Is variously fixed
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In I la relation to the steps adjoining. In ordinary cases

It Is placed on the floor, and when so set Its center

should be in line with the center of the first riser. The
same rule applies to the relation of the angle newels

to the risers. Working from centers In stair building

Is almost a maxim. The center of the hand rail is to be
at the center of the newel; so also Is the center of the

stringer. Now, as the center of the newel la at the

center of the first riser and the center of the second
baluster is at the center of the second riser, the newel
takes the place of one baluster, and from the center

of it to the center of the first baluster Is the same as

the distance between any two balusters on centers.

I submit a little sketch which I believe will

prove useful not only to " W. H. M.." but alBO to

many others who have stairs to build. An inspection

of the diagram will show that at the line of travel the
width of the tread is equal, and yet there Is quite a

platform left which may be used In several wayB.

[Tittering Bake mnd Level .Holdings.

From W. 8., Paterton, K. J.—It the readers are not
tired of my questions, I have one which I think has not
appeared In the paper for at least several years past.

What Is the proinr method of procedure In laying out
a molding on a rake to Intersect with one on a level

MiUnny Ifakr and Leret Molding:

staudiug plumb? The inclosed sketch shows the profile

of the molding.

iYofe.—This question is one which occurs at intervals

and haa in the past been answered at considerable

length. It seems, however, that the younger generation
of building mechanics are encountering much the same
difficulties as their predecessors In certain Hues of work,
and It la not strange, Iherefore. that many questions of

the past are being repeated at the present day. We
lay the Inquiry of our correspondent before the readers

for their attention, as each doubtless has his own par-

ticular way of doing the work.

Finding Bevels of Valley Hatters In a Boor Having
Two (Miches.

From J. F. W., UanvilU, Pa.— I notice that " W. S."

gives In the September number the bevel of valley raft-

ers in connection with my plan, which appeared In the

August number. I am glad to see that the readers take

uu Interest In such work, but would say by way of ex-

planation that by moving the bevel from P to F In the

diagram he will have the correct bevel. The bevel

marked at P was misplaced.

Designs Wanted for Barns.

From W. B. P., Von/. III.— I have been an Interested

render of your journal for over one year, and I now
think I can scarcely get along without It I am very

much Interested In bam framing and would like to

ask some of the more experienced readers to submit

drawings of a barn 32 x 00 feet, with posts of suitable

hlglit. and have shown the proper pitch for the roof

with a break In it. or o "camel back." as some would

call It

Finding the Back Cut ou Jack Barters for Octagon
Boors.

From W. H. M.. Woodlawn. Ala.—I am looking for a

simple rule for finding the back cut or bevel on Jack

Finding Back Cut on Jack Rafter* fur Octagon Hoof.

tafters for octagon roofs. 1 want a rule which can be

correctly applied to any pitch of roof. In order to give

the right bevel. I Inclose rough sketch which will, per-

haps, indicate more clearly Just what 1 desire.

Pressure, Friction and Weight In Pumping.

From C. J. D , Petoskey, Mich.—A tank In a garret

two stories above a kitchen Is supplied from a hand force

pump in the kitchen. The pump has a 1}4-Ineh inlet and
the discharge Is the same slse. The man who placed the

pump reduced the discharge to % Inch, claiming that the

pump had to lift all the water In the pipe at every stroke

and that the small pipe reduced the weight to be lifted.

Is this correct, or la the pressure on the valve determined

by the hlgbt of the pipe rather than by the slae of the

pipe and the weight of the water In It, friction not con-

sidered ? Which sixe pipe Is better ?

Antwer.—The force to bo exerted In working the pump
Is governed by the pressure per square inch on the piston

valve due to the hlght the water is to be lifted. The
bight is the same whether a large or small pipe Is used,

and consequently the pressure is the same on the piston,

which remains the same size. The small pipe presents

an obstruction by reducing the discharge outlet and also

increases the friction. The larger pipe Is better.

from P.., Plainfidd, v'./T-Wlll some of the readers of

the paper who have had experience in this line. Inform

me as to the best method of polishing white marble?
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Building Under the New Tenement House Law.

Ever since the new tenement house law for Greater
New York went into effect it hits been the subject or

much animated discussion by architects and builders,

who tlnd many of Its features a source of great objec-

tion to them. To such an extent has this Iteen carried

that in Brooklyn. It is stated, very few ]>ermits have
been taken out for houses which would come under the

provisions of the law. one of the claims made being I hat

the law practically prevents the use of a 20-foot lot with-

out a large increase in the cost of construction as com-
pared with what was the case last March. Protests

have »>een entered and efforts are now being made to

bring about a revision of the law.

In the borough of Manhattan, however, a number of

tenement houses are In contemplation, and we take pleas-

ure In presenting herewith a typical floor plan of one of

the first intended to be put up under the new law. The
tenement, which was designed by Sass & Sniallhclser.

architects, of 23 Park Kow. la to be erected at the corner

of Kroome and Mulberry streets, with a frontage of 46Vi

feet on the former and 14D.j feet on the latter street.

coat of Imported cement In the proportion of two parte

cement to one part of flue, clean, white sand, and fin-

ished with a floated surface; but for heavy work the

oat should be I Inch In thickness.

A coat 1 Inch thick will require for each superficial

yard, 0.182 barrel of cement aud 0.001 barrel of sand. If

'-j-inch thick, one-half the quantity will be recpiired.

The body of the concrete should not be allowed to dry
before the finishing coat Is applied.

Modern Buildings for Japan.

Something more than a year ago we referred In

these columns to the fact that a steel palace for the

Crown Prince of Japan was being designed by archi-

tectural engineers In this country and that the steel

skeleton frame construction was likely to revolutionise

building in that far away section of the world. It Is

well known that the Japanese are a progresslv

and are desirous of keeping abreast of the times

In such matters as thl*. and It is Interesting to note that

there has recently arrived In New York City, for the

purpose of studying modern building construction. Y.

ui of « Tenement House to be

liuMinij Under the Xe*

Under (he Sew Law.

ffoiue iMtc.

An luspeetloii of the floor plan shows wide open courts,

as compared with the old method of diminutive air

shafts, and every room opening to the outside air.

Concrete Foundations and Floors.

Only the best brand of Portland cement should be

used for these purposes, and their proportions may be

as follows:

One part cement, 3 parts of clean, sharp sand, and
8 parts of stone, broken small enough to pass through a

2-Inch ring. In preparing the concrete the sand and
broken stone must be first carefully washed clean Im-

mediately before being used. Then the cement, sand
and broken stone are mixed together and an additional

amount of water added by means of a spray to form a
pasty matrix, the whole lielng well worked over and In-

corporated, and immediately deposited in position. It

must be well tempered. In heavy work the layers should

not exceed 12 Inches in thickness, and should bo allowed

to set for 24 hours before the succeeding layer Is depos-

ited For making one cubic yard of concrete, mixed In

the above proportions, the following quantities of ma-
terial will be required:

1 barrel of cement.

'A cubic yard of sand.

1 cubic yard of broken stone.

Itaseiiient floors are usually finished with a Vfc-Inch

Tsumagi, a civil engineer and architect of the Home
Department of Japan. While in New York City he

will be the guest of the Japanese Consulate, and. In

speaking of his mission In this country to a repre-

sentative of the New York Tribune, Secretary Y. Ohkl

of the Consulate said:

Our Government has sent him here to study your

wonderful buildings. Japan is going to build new
customs houses at Yokohama and other porta along

the coast. The present buildings are very old, and are

not large enough to care for the business of the Govern-

ment monopoly in tobacco. The new buildings will

have nil sorts of modern Improvements, such as ele-

vators and electric lights. Mr. Tsumagi will study

the most Improved methods of making buildings fire

proof and various problems In steel construction.

lie was In New York 16 years ago, and is much
surprised at the wonderful building developments.

There were no skyscrapers then. Such tall buildings

could never lie built In Japan on account of our ter-

rible earthquakes. They would be tumbled down, no

matter how strong they were built. Although Japan Is

an island, It is decidedly larger than Manhattan, and

we arc not so crowded for room that we have to

up Into the sky. Mr. Tsumagi will spend four

in this city watching building operations. Then he la

going to Washington for a month, to Btudy public

buildings.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THK amount of mouey which is being put into building sooner. Labor, too, in scarce, and builders who formerly

improvements in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, shows .1 contracted to put up a workingtnan's cottage for $700 are

large increase for August as compared with the same ^Vr^Ji'. n.^J11'*."
i'°

U" I V}' lh5 ,Um"

i. „f i„„, r„„, \v«.b „, ,i,„
mers real estate business Iw* been much better and moremonth of last year. Woik under way at the present time Ba,iBfacU,rj j„ everv wnj tha „ fur „ |ong time past. While

consists for the most part of dwellings, although there are there is no semblance of a " t>oom " there is a great deal of
quite a number of structures being erected for business pur- property changing hands, and a particularly desirable fea-

poses. A ten-story office building is under way, the two ,u re is the fuct that peuple are in nearly every case buying

lower stories of which will be occupied by the Commercial for actual use, either for factory site*, stores or residence*,^1 The Ctncfnoat. T^on Company are contem- o"flaI».
*^ P'°l

" "*^^ "P ^
plating the erection of a 12 or 15 story steel frame building Great Falls. Mont,
involving a considerable investment of capital. Altogether _,.

.i . „f ,h. DDUU„„ „-., 1 he conclusion of a successful wool season has prepared
he prwiKjcrs for th.? r. maiwlei of t he season arc ver.

, h| , ,;, lor m) „„,„.,„ activi , v in Uie ,ine of ,)U1 |d -.ng. A
bright ill the building line, and labor is likely to be full>

,ftr|fe numb,. r of r^jUences and other small buildings are to
employed. ._!>«.> put up this fall. There are also several large office andAccording to the report of Charles A. Tooker Inspector oth, r ^lavm ,lloCKH now bu , Mini{ or Ilbou , ^„V ^m-
of Buildings there were .INI permits issued for building ini- Illemw) . T,K. ,„.». Conrad Uank bf.ijdinK. to cost W0.0O)

fu^T^^^^^^alnit'^^rmi^StS!^ ^a««,,?fflnV rthe"^;^ ^ ^M
mated to cost $145,034 in August of last year.

""^ and m"" t 0O!!,l> bu,la,n* ln th« "'J
-

-

Loa Angelea, Cal.
Des Moines, la. T , , , , . „„Los Angeles had a narrow escape from a building strike

Recent advices are to the effect that building was never « few weeks ago, partially due to a disagreement among (be
more brisk and steadv than it has been the past summer in labor unions and partially to concessions made by employers,
lie* Moines. The bulk of the operations consisted of busi- 1'uring the mouth of August the number of building permits
ties* houses and flats, and (here are now iu process of i-ou- Jy"c!j3^. "

.

,otnl of ~ir> ' involving an expenditure of
structiou IS or 'JO two story lints, ranging in cost from «iOi. Ibis shows an increase of Ml per cent, over the
S4U00 to $32,000. A stone Congregational church, estimated permits issued m August. 1000. The building activity which
to cost $100,000 is also under way, and what is aaid to be ''as been in progress during the summer is not confined to

the largest storage warehouse west of Chicago is to be put nll J' one part of the city, nor to any one class of structures,

up this fall for the llawkeye Transfer Company of IX>s although an increase is to be noted in the amounts expended
Moines. A number of fine residences costing from $3000 to 'or lints and for buildings to be devoted to wholesale pur-
$5500 are also contemplated, together with a large number
of smaller houses for the laboring peuple. Our correspond- .

Ine following table of wages, prepared from data ob-
ent advises us that carpenters obtain from 3'JVj to 35 cents tamed from both contractors and labor unions, appears in

per hour, with a few getting -Hi cents, a day consisting of '''e Ihrald, and shows the increase in wages during the
eight hours ;

bricklayers get 50 r ents per hour"; tenders $1.75 I'ns t >>w. the rule for August 1, 1000, having been the same
a dav; an ordinary laborer ¥1.50 to $1.75 per day; plaster- as on January 1 of the present year:
ers $3.50 to $4. and plumbers $3 to $3 25. '1 he city is Present. January 1, 1001.
having nothing that might be designated as a " boom," but Carpenters $3.0O $2.50
a steady growth. number* 3.50 3.50

Detroit. Mich. Bricklayer* 4.50 4.00
Painters '\ (Ml *> 50

The building situation is keeping up to the exiK-ctatinns Plasterers !!!.!!!!! 500 4 00
of the earlier part of the year, and there seems to be no rea- Cement workers' .!.!.!!!! 4XM1 3.50
son why the remainder of the season should not equal that Cement workers' helpers''! 3imj 2 50
of tho past. The work under way consists largely of dwell- ji 0(j carriers ' 3 00 ^'50
ings, with some store buildings, manufactories and public Mortar meu .!.!.'!.' !2.50 to 3 00
schools in progress 01 construction. We understand that a ,

large aquarium is to be built on Belle Isle. r or overtime the contractors pay from time and a half
According to C. W. Brand. Permit Clerk, there were 225 10 double time,

permits for building improvements issued during the month 'P.""* smaller towns of Southern California a similar

of August, estimated to cost $034,400, these figures coiupat- <"ondition of activity exists. Pasadena and Kiveraide both
ing with 1711 permits for buildings to cost $504,100 for Au- "° unusu,,, I»™Kress in the matter of new buildings. F. O.
gust of last vear Lngstrum reports a total of $25;»,5<IO worth of building con-

p>i„ p. tracts secured for buildings in Southern California. These
include a $54,000 High School and a $14,000 car barn at

The building situation in the city is comparatively quiet Santa Burbara, a $32,000 depot at Los Angeles, a $15,000
just at the present time, although there are under way a Masonic Temple and a $45,000 warehouse at Oxnard.
number of building improvements.

The Eric Builders' L°xehnnge. now about five mouths old Naw Orleans, La.
and with a membership of over 100. is iu 11 most flourishing The friction which for some time past has been develop-
condilion and probably as prosperous as any of the other ex- ing among builders, architects, plumbers, painters and the
changes when the sixe of the city is considered. Assistant various building trades unions of the city culminated the
Secretary B. YV. S< hnfer visited several outside exchanges

|nst of August in a general lockout of all the trades unions
during the week commencing September 2, among them being by the associated employers. At a meet lug of the latter 100
those at C leveland and Columbus. Ohio. I he trip resulted employers are said to have signed an ironclad agreement to
in his securing a great deal of valuable information regard- refuse nil recognition to the various trades unions, but all
ing rules aurl regulations governing

;

the workings of builders agreed to grant an eight-hour dav. The master builders
exchanges which will doubtless be uli .red in connection contend that the changing demands of the men have ren-
with the local body At the meeting he d Monday evening. dered it impossible to bid 011 contracts with auy certainty.
September 0, the Rule Committee with the aid of the assist

J J

ant secretary presented a num!>er of favorable rules, which Oahkosh, Wis.
were adopted as read, anil the meeting also adopted the Code There is considerable building nt present in progress con-
of Practice, recommended by the National Association of sisting for the most part of residences ranging in cost from
Builders. $1500 to $5000. The Indies' Benevolent Society is build

Everett, Wash. ing a new home to cost $15,000, and a new High School is

The new buildi-.gs now under construction in Everett "'^null^r,"^^ d
LV

a^ fut
^
re

; .

run all the way from a $1000 residence to a *50,000 opera
| Me „f70 with office « f^,- ,11 vTr i 71 2 *mv"

house-. There is a crying demand both for store and office M Mert^ricTn.£ dent W,'
buildings and for homes, and it is claimed by contractors treasurer and ^ l! Frank ofVhi mRShL '

that every available mechanic is at work. The most notable i!"™ . '

S^Lfarv '
Hardware

buildings now being put up are the Colby Avenue Opera
J 1 } * } '

House, to cost $50,000: the Rucker Bank block, to cost Pittsburgh, Pa.
$40,000; the Colby block: the Seattle Feed Company's mill. The activity in building continues on a most gratifying
to cost $1.>.00U: the W. H. Miller mill, $lo.00O, and the new scale, with no indications of a let up for some time to come
High School building, $10.5t4. The new residences average The figures contained in the report of Superintendent J. A.
about $2000 each. A. Brown of the Bureau of Building Inspection shows that

Grand Rapids, Mich. for August there were permits issued for 28S buildings esti-

One of the features of the present activity in building ?*L* 1
'l?,

1
1;}-"?'

,

WhiC
„
h nn •"<«»« over the same

and real estate operations is the demand for working-men's T^/VW thel mateS^r l"*^!, *""ft
a
T;'

houses. A significant indication of the prosperity which per- ?n,r™„Hnu^ nn « ta^^fe i^.h. I "a™,
» r

f

dw*",
vades nearly all sectiona of the country, and (Jrand Rapid. X« are constanUv ^h,V d ,ll? etf hJTi^Si

"

in particular, is found in the larger payments the working
"ew 1,10,8 Bre ,'<)n 8",°tly being deielopcd and improved,

classes are able to make on their homes. Whereas they for- Sacramento, Cal.
merly paid down sums ranging from $50 to $200, it is stated About a quarter of a million dollars is now being ex
that now it is not uncommon for them to make payments of Pended on new building!) in Sacramento, and contractors re-
$300 to $500. Another feature of the building situation is port (hut the present activity is likely to continue, at least
the advance in the most of materials of all kinds which enter through the remainder of the year. Most of the new struc
into the construction of house*. One interest is reported as 1 11 rea are residences, although several business buildings are
having ."SO houses in the city all plastered and ready for fin- in course of construction. Architects report that there has
ishing, but which have been standing idle for weeks, because been a marked improvement in the class anil style of dwell
they cannot get the material and have the work done any m** built. Fourteen bouses, chiefly one and two story frame
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dwellings, are being put up by Contractor W. T. Murccll,
and seven more will be started by bim shortly. F. W. Book,
anotber contractor, states that within the last six months
he has put up 21 houses of an average coat of $2000.

Salt Lake City. Utah
Reports from Salt Lake City dated September 1 state

that contractors have not within a decade had such a busy
season as the present. Contractors are not, however, with-
out their troubles. They allege that all the money they have
made has gone to the carpentera, bricklayers and other work-
men. Moreover, they are badly hampered by a lack of some
kinds of material. Facing brick is hardly to be had at any
price just at present, and almost all materials have advanced
in price. The supply of structural steel is still holding out,
but it is understood that a continuation of the ateel strike
will necessitate postponing the erection of some large build
ings now contemplated.

San Antonio, Texas.
The San Antonio Builders' Exchange has recently been

San Franolaoo, Cal.
Until the labor troubles are settled no activity in build

ing can be expected here, writes our correspondent under
date of September 7. The large structures of the year are
being held back in consequence of the strike, and many small
buildings cannot lie commenced until late in the autumn or
until next spring. The lumber fleet is practically tied up in
the harbor and there are supposed to be more than SO lumber
vessels, with upward of 25.000.000 feet of lumber aboard,
now idle in the stream. The local yards are naturally run-
ning very low, though as yet no actual shortage in any lines
is reported. This is due, of course, to the fact that the de-
mand has decreased almost in proportion to the decrease in

the vessels' unloading.
The calling out of the sand teamsters by the strike lead-

ers almost n month ago has shut off to a large extent sup-
plies of sand, cement, rock. Sec, needed for building opera
tions. The Building Trades' Council has refused to' counte-
nance the present strike and is threatening to organize anoth-
er Kand teamsters' union in order that building operations
may go on without interruption.

St. Louis. Mo.
Advices under date of September 9 show that the build

ing business in the city haa not yet fully recovered from the
» fleets of the severe heat of the past two months. There are
;i number of plans on the boards of architects, however, on
which bids will be invited in the course of the next few

weeks. The report of the Building Department shows that

during the month of August permits were iasued for 106
brick buildings, estimated to cost $659,451, and 63 permits

for alterations, additions and repairs, to cost $84.i71, as

compared with 02 permits for buildings costing $465,871
and 45 permits for alterations, additions and repairs costing

$134,702 for the corresponding month of 1000. In August
of the present year there were also 132 permits Issued for

frame buildings, involving an outlay of $20,2.")0, and 40 per

mits for alterations, additions and repairs, to cost $11,690.

as against 05 permits for frame buildings costing $22,760
and 20 permits for alterations, additions and repairs costing

$405:1 in August of last year.
Labor matters are very quiet, there having been but a

few < omparatlvely insignificant striken in the recent past.

There is still a dearth of skilled labor, more particularly

bricklayers, plasterers, sheet metal workers and electric

wire men.
Preliminary surveys and cross sectioning have been com-

pleted and ground broken for the coming World's Fair.

Operations will necessarily be pushed to the utmost in order
to insure opening the fair on May 1, 1003. It is possible

that the scarcity of all kinds of labor may prove a serious

problem, although we understand that contractors just at

present are willingly paying a rate of wages somewhat in ad-

vance of the union scale.

8t. Paul, Minn.

According to the figures given out by Building Inspector
Wheeler, permits were issued during August for 181 bunding
improvements, involving an estimated outlay of $1.177,1175,

aa against 88 permitB for buildings to cost $482,275 in August
last year. The new building code went into effect on Septem-
ber 1, one result of which was a rush to file permits during
the last two days of August.

There are 300 divisions of the new Building Code, some
of the more important provisions of which are that no frame
or brick veneer building Bhall be erected within the fire lim-
its; all buildings more than five stories high must be fire

proof ; no livery or boarding stable will be allowed in blocks
laid out for residence purposes, unless two-thirds of the prop-
erty owners within a radius of Km feet give their assent

:

all hoteM or lodging houses occupying an area of 5000 square
feet or more shall have two separate stairways for egress

;

all buildings above three stories high, except private resi-

dences and apartment houses, hotels and lodging houses hav-
ing two separate stairways, must Ik- equipped with fire

escapes; all theatres, jails, police stations, hospitals, public
asylums or public institutions of any kind must be fire proof,
and no fenre on a street line shall he permitted higher than
MX feet.

LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
LIABILITY WHIN ONE BLILDINO 18 OX TWO LOTS OF

DIFFERENT OWNERS.

The bolder of a mechanic's lien for materials fur-

nished for the construction and erection of a building
on two lots, under an agreement with the separate own-
era, may enforce his lien against the property of each
by showing the proportionate amount and value of ma-
terial used In each part.—Minn., 66 N. W. Rep., 447.

WHEN CONTRACTOR 18 NOT LIABLE FOD INJURY TO
WORKMAN.

Where one who was engaged In raising timbers, which
were being used in the construction of a bouse, by means
of a derrick, and whose duties were to stand on a scaf-
fold nntl receive and detach such timbers from the der-
rick, was Injured by the giving way of the derrick, nnd
claimed that the ropes which were used to stay the der-
rick (one of which broke) were too small, and that tbey
had been In a cellar where there was an accumulation of
acid, he cannot recover, as he knew the ropes were too
small nnd had been In the cellar, but had continued to

work with thorn after hla attention had been called to the
defects, since by continuity to use them he accepted the
risk.-No. 30, S. K. Rep.. 304.

A contractor is not liable for an Injury to a workman
I'nused by his fall from a staging by reason of lta being
defectively attached to the building, when the workman
had built and attached the staging, and had not asked or
received any Instructions from the contractor-Mass.. 57,
X. E. Rep.. 200.

DF.TERMINLNO VALl'K OF EXTRA WORK

Where the terms of a building contract called for a
•-toss sum for all the work to be performed under same,
for the submission of differences to the arbitration of
designated persons, and that payment for extra work
should be governed by the contract price. It was proper
for the arbitrators to determine the value of such extra
work by the current market price for same.-S S. 56 S.

K. Rep.. 299.

LIABILITY OK SCRP.TY OF " ARCHITECT AN1> CONTR *CTOR
"

The architect who prepared the plans nnd specifica-

tions of a building, and afteward became the contractor
and agreed with the owner to put up the building accord-
ing to the plans and specifications. Is responsible for any
defect or Insufficiency in the specifications; and the sure-
ty company who sign his bond to guarantee the safe
execution of bis contract as " architect and contractor "

nre equally responsible.—La. 39, So. Rep. 223.

FINALITY OF DECISION OF ARBITER.

Where one contracted to build a school bouse for a
city, and agreed that the superintendent of buildings for
such city should be the arbiter of all questions arising
relative to the execution of the contract, a finding of the
latter that the work was not progressing In accordance
with the terms of the contract, and the city was Justified
In taking possession of the unfinished work. Is conclusive,
and In the absence of fraud will not be disturbed by the
courts.—25 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 747.

WHEN EXTRAS DELAY C OMPLETION.

Where the owner permitted a contractor to go on and
finish a building after the time stipulated In the contract,
and extra work was ordered by the owner, which re-

quired additional time, the delay in completion cannot
be set up as a defense to an action for the contract price.
-65 N. Y. Supp. Rep., 10.

WHEN ARCHITECT ACTS IN BA1> FAITH

t'nder a building contract providing that the con-
1 factors shall pay $15 a day for delay in completing the
building, except that where delay was occasioned by cer-
tain causes, additional time should be allowed, but no
such allowance should be made unless an application In
writing was presented to the architects, who should
award the amount of the additional time, the contractors
are uot liable where the architects' refusal of additional
time was In bad falth.-McDonald rs. Patterson. 57 N.
K-. 1027.

RECOVERY wnKN OMISSIONS ARE 81 IOHT

In an action on a budding contract for the price, re-
covery may be had for the proportionate part, where the
work has been substantially done In accordance with the
contract, the omissions and variations being slight.—
Kane m. Winson, 4 O D.. 509.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XXI.

IN
the cose of the old fashioned overhead motion, ar-

ranged on the suspension plan and fixed to the left

band aide of the lathe, it has been found In practice that,

no matt'.r what amount of spring is provided. It Is impos-

sible to obtain sufficient rise and fall to admit of the

Instrument following the varying course from point to

point throughout a looped figure, and It will be

obvious that any extension of the eccentricity employed

carried with It Increased Inconvenience In this respect

At first this was rather Inclined to ln> regarded as a

drawback to the application of the instrument should

the lathe be provided with an overhead motion of this

character.

To overcome this, under the circumstances a fairly

strong flexible rubber band may be employed, about

3-16 inches In diameter, when the objection will vanish.

It will be seen that with this attachment the tension

upon the cutting point will be maintained to a certain

extent, as the dlBtancc from the center varies lu accord-

ance with tbe movement of the Instrument. At the same
time It 1b obvious that the pressure brought to bear on

the same is less at tbe shorter distance than at the op-

posite point. The method works very well, but Is not

by any means ns satisfactory as It might be.

The more complete kind of overhead motion, navtng

two standards, which was introduced some years ago.

fulfills nil the requirements necessary. Some reference

will be able to make machines for themselves If the de-

scriptions given are strictly followed.

What Is now required is the details of the manner

In which the two supplementary revolving Instruments

are made that work In conjunction with the worm wheel

and tangent screw.

The first, theu, will be a miniature drilling Instru-

ment, which, although apparently complicated, is in

reality not so, ns will be seen. A piece of cast steel

about % Inch In diameter must be centered and turned

down, as shown in Figs. 151 and 152, In the first place.

The stem A has ultimately to be filed to fit the tool box

of tbe eccentric cutter, and must be left sufficiently large

In diameter to admit of the necessary slse being ob-

tained, and it must not be forgotten that the center line

of the stem is required to be accurately In the same
plane as tbe axis of the tool or cutter when In action.

Ky reference to Fig. 152 some Idea of the diameter may
he gathered, to which the stem In the first place

Fljr. I4V.-Beot Shank R|*DOer Fig*. IM aud 151- End and 8M* Vic«
of Driil OiUfk

Ft*. lM.-8t«.| fig VA -I

Tk* Art of Wood Tuminy

to It bus been made before in thane paiwrs. hut it has

not been fully described, so further allusion to It at this

point may be of considerable service. It Is shown in Its

complete form In Fig. 150. As thus made it is quite

obvious that the tension bar with Its guide pulleys and
counterbalance weight causes the pressure upon the pul-

ley of the revolving cutter to be equal at every point

throughout its rotation, whereby any uneven or undue
strain Is prevented, with the result that the tool works

iu every way satisfactorily. Tbe advantages of this

particular class of overhead motion do not apply to it

as connected with the eplcycloldal cutter only, but the

same smooth and equal pressure Is maintained In all

and every revolving instrument that can be employed

in ornamental turning.

The spanner shown at Fig. 149 has been found much
more convenient than If made straight, for there are

occasions when It is quite impossible to use a straight

shanked spnnner. whereas the bent shanked one can be

used on all oecnslous.

Tbe cutter employed In connection with the instru-

ment described in the Inst paper, when In Its finished

state, may be considered ns a sort of carving machine.

The bolder patterns, especially those In relief, are very

much admired, and the only thing that prevents a great

many owners of lathes having one of these instruments

as an attachment is the cost of them. When made to

order there Is no avoiding the fact that they they are

costly, but It Is hoped that ninny owners of fnot lathes

be turned. Before, however, reducing the stem to fit

tbe tool box all the work to tbe front part must be
executed, retaining the back center free for thts purpose.

It will be seen that the front referred to Is turned

to an obtuse cone at B, and tbe front projection C Is also

turned to n taper. The front Ib drilled up and tapped

to receive a screw for the purpose of retaining the pul-

ley, Fig. 153, In its place, and this will be tbe next to

do. This pulley must also be made of cast steel of tbe

diameter shown. It should be very carefully bored

and turned at U and E to correspond exactly with B and
C, Fig. 151, leaving sufficient to grind both to n perfect

fitting, when hardened. Having thus made the two to

correspond so far, the pulley is fitted to a short steel

arbor, and tbe external parts finished, a short screw, or

nose. Is cut with a fine thread at F. Great care and at-

tention must he given to this, as It may be required to

receive more than one socket. This we shall see when
this part Is done and the V-groove made. The front is

turned out to a recess, and the bead of tbe screw that

goes Into the fitting C, Fig. 151. Tbe recess may be

made as large as consistent with strength—In fact, the

larger the better, as the pulley is held to Its fitting be-

tween the face of the screw head and the obtuse cone
B. Fig. 151.

The best way to go about the work Is shown at Fig.

154. which is turned from n piece of steel 3 Inches long.

The ohlect of the extra length of the steel Is for the

purpose <-f Itclng able to fix n carrier to It. by which It
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is 80 much more convenient to hold when grinding the
two parts together. The only difficulty In thus doing
It Is the liability of the part that has to be tiled to flt

the tool box becoming hardened when the front Is sub-
jected to that process. This, with care, can be avoided,
and the best way to prevent anything of the kind occur-
ring to to have n vessel of water of sufficient depth to

barely cover the cone, and If the surface of the vessel

containing the water is large euough to move the object
well about, keeping it in the vertical position, all should
go well. Should nny doubt be folt on the part of the
operator, it will be best to finish off the stem first. This
will do equally well, but the advantage of the holding
power will be lost.

The stem. Fig. 1.11, should be kept as short as pos-

sible from the face I) to the extremity E, in order that

wucn complete the point of the drill will not lie unduly
extended from the face of the eccentric cutter Into which
It is placed. It is imperative that thlg part must be
subjected to the process of hardening; from the very
diminished slzo of the front pulley It must necessarily

run at a very high rate of speed, and, if soft, would soon
wear out and lie useless.

W hen the pulley. Fig. 153, is fitted to its place, leav-

ing sufficient to bring up the bearings when ground, it

must bo hardened before fitting. Care, however, must
be exercised with regard to the finishing of all Its parts
for the reason that, once hardened, nothing more afler

grinding can tic dune to It. Iu hardening these steel

pieces heat them to a deep blood red, and Immerse in

clean cold water. There is some little risk In this process

that some fracture may occur, but this cannot be
avoided, and should it occur, the only way to do is to

make another one.

With the parts hardened, the next thing will be tt.

grind them together. It Is possible that the expansion
resulting from hardening will leave more to be ground
thou was anticipated: if so, it will simply take a little

longer time, and that Is better than finding insufficient

material has been left to " bring up " the bearings when
fitted. When the screw Is fitted to the front and the

fitting completed, If the stem has been left on the piece

of steel, as shown at Fig. 154, it must be separated and
the stem filed, as before suggested. Care must be exer-

cised to keep the line not only to the center, but in a

lierfcctly parallel plane. For Instance, if any error

should exist in this respect, although the stem to all

appearances fits the tool box. it will become raised or
depressed at the point of the tool according to the

amount of deviation from actual parallelism.

New System of Construction in the Netherlands.

In a recent report to the State Department Consul

Frank 1>. Hill, writing from Amsterdam, states that the
" Anistei darnsche Fabriek van Cement Yzer W'erken "

furnished his office with the following description of a

new system of construction, which is used in the Costal

Savings Bank Building, now approaching completion In

the city named:
In the "Monler" system of building an iron frame

work (looking much like a bird cage* is entirely en-

veloped In concrete of Portland cement, which prevents

the iron from getting rusty and at the same time ren-

ders the concrete elastic. The Iron, or rather steel, acts

entirely in tension: the concrete, in pressure. This con-

struction is at once strong, tire proof and water proof,

and entails no outlay for repairs.

Patents have been taken out In various countries and
in Germany a Joint stock company have been formed.

This company have made a number of experiments, re-

sulting In the application of the T construction, de-

scribed as an economic substitute in many cases for T
constructions L'cnerally used heretofore.

Floor- without beams measuring ?U x 7U, n> <24.«

feet . and St., \ v.. m. .27.P feett have been constructed

for the Postal Savings Hani; at Amsterdam: and a floor

of .-•Mi -«| m. i.'.l-jn square recti, constructed as a whole

with li- : ,tn«'. I- about to be made tor a Government
builditiL' at The Hague.

Complicated formula; being required In the calcula-

tion of concrete-Iron floors and beams, the directors of

the company have had some graphic tables drawn up,

which enable them to find at a glance the necessary
data for the work. These calculations and tables are

kept strictly secret. This system Is growing rapidly In

favor In all European countries In the construction of

government buildings and in manufactories.

The Persian Dwelling House.

There Is still probably In the minds of most people

who have not been In the East, says the British Medical

Journal, a glomour of poetry about the very name of

Persia, doubtless traceable to the " Arabian Nights." But,

alas, medical science Is terribly realistic, and not all the

fabled perfumes of Araby can make a Persian town
sweet to a sauttarlan nose.

According to Dr. M. G. II. Paschnyan of Tauris the

ordinary Persian dwelling house is the very negation of

comfort as well us hygiene. Hidden away behind high

mud walls the houses themselves arc low and narrow,
and have but oue opening- to wit, the door. They are
caves or holes rather than houses. They are usually

some steps below the level of the ground, and the mud
roof, which is flat, forms a terrace where the people

sleep in summer. The latrines are in a courtyard Just

outside the dwelling.

The typical room Is small, with a narrow window, or
rather hole, without glass, and n low door which often

does not shut. Air and light penetrate with difficulty, con-

sequently the bouses are always damp. There Is scarcely

any furniture, except a bed, which is on the ground, nml
is large enough to hold the whole family.

In the houses of the wealthy the floor Is covered with
the large, soft carpets for which Persia Is famous, but

In the ordinary houses the floor is formed by the earth,

which Is bare, or covered only with coarse matting.

Along the walls, which are plain mud. uot whitewashed,
ure cushions, but there are uo chairs, tables or curtains.

The people sit on the ground on their bums, or with tbelr

arms crossed in the Turkish manner, and at meals the
cloth is bald on the floor. The Ore Is In the middle of the

room. The Utndour, which takes the place of a stove,

consists of a brazier. Into which are put small pieces

of charcoal, and a square wooden table standing over
the brazier, and covered with a large cloth, which hangs
down over the sides. It Is not surprising to learn that

children are often asphyxiated by the carbonic acid and
carbon oxide from the smoldering charcoal. These
tandmtrt are a common cause of rheumatism, owing to

the great difference of temperature in them and in the
rest of the room. Within the tanrlour It Is from 40 to

GO degrees C„ while in the apartment It may be as
low as 10 to 10 degrees. Only the wealthier Persians

have a stove and chimney. There Is another tandour

underground where baking ami cooking are carried on.

The smoke escapes how it can.

The poorer Persians have little in the way of cook-

ing utensils, while the rich, who possess them In plenty,

are utterly Indifferent as to their eleajdlnesa. By reason

of the extreme filthiness of the dwelling and Its furni-

ture, the want of light and air, and the confined space.

Persians suffer much from anaemia, phthisis and other

diseases depending on Insanitary conditions.

Tut: latest Idea in connection with the designing of

dwelling houses, especially of the more pretentious

kind, or, at least. In those of such ground area as to

permit of it. is a sick room. It is placed In some quiet

part or the house, where the patient may lie isolated.

Excellent lighting and ventilation are planned and some
means adopted to darken the windows when necessary.

The floor is made of hard wood or tiling and both floor

am! wall are painted, so they may be easily washed.

If such a room be furnished with iron lied, wood or cane
furniture and muslin curtains, it can easily be cleaned

ami di-infe. ted.
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NEW METHOD OF HEATING GREENHOUSES,

AN interesting description of what Is referred 10 as a

new method of steam heating for greenhouses wan
recently contributed by T. Eekhardt to the florist*' Ex-

change, the matter being supplemented by commenU by
Prof. L. It. Taft of the Michigan Agricultural College.

The method appears to bare been invented and Inaugu-

rated in Belgium by two amateur gardeners. Messrs. De
Meyere and Van der Slichelen, the one a civil engineer,

the other au explorer and traveler, who have been study-

ing and experimenting for some time to reproduce arti-

ficially in our greenhouse* those atmospheric and soil con-

ditions which in the tropical countries create the wonder-

ful growth of plants. The article says:

The new method of steam heating, which I have had
an opportunity of studying uuder the guidance of Its

inventors, tms been applied to a commercial greenhouse

establishment of considerable dimensions for over ten

dueled through a little box, B, Tig. 1, and there, as the

direction of the current is changed, any foreigu matter
drops, and through a removable bottom the little box
can be cleaned whenever required.

The steam U furnished by a conveniently placed

boiler under the pressure of, say, 5U pounds per square
mch. It can be carried, as Is well known, Irrespective

of direction, a thousand feet or more from the boiler

without appreciable loss of heat, and pipes of compara-
tively small diameters may be used. A tt-lnch supply
pipe would be amply sufficient for four or even mora
beds, each 50 feet long.

The steam under the pressure named Issues from the

small orifice with a velocity of about 1700 feet a second,

and at a temperature of about 300 degrees. In the re-

ceiver It expands and mixes with a large volume of air,

which it draws through the rings, and only a few inches
away from the receiver Its temperature is reduced to

gentle beat. In the Belgian establishment 80 degreea F.

were maintained. In a second the vapor charged and
conveniently heated air will have traveled through the

whole circuit of 100 feet in length. Thus we find at all

points of the canal practically the same temperature, aa
long aa the steam is kept on. The air In the canal la

quickly overcharged with moisture, and the surplus of

saturation condensing la deposited on the porous walls

of the cannls; It permeates these, and thus li communi-
cated to the soil and plants above.

The ten months' experience has proved that the re-

sults are excellent. Indeed, the fundamental Idea of the

Inventors Is that palms and tropical plants In general
should be planted out in beds constantly warm and

Flu. I.-Mas or Plant lVm-l ea Fl«. *•—Eleratlon of I'lant Beeches.

Sev iltthod of Heating Ortrn/itnurt

Fig. ».—rbe RrcrlTpr

months, and has proven Its superiority over older meth-

ods In many ways.
The Inventors have primarily sought to provide bot-

tom beat to the beds In which palms and foliage plants

are cultivated, and thoy have succeeded not only in do-

ing so In an economical way, but they have overcome
tbe disadvantage of the drying out from the bottom, and
even supply sublrrlgatlon along with the heat. The
structural arrangement of tbe benches Is easily explained

by the two sketches, Figs. 1 and 2. The dimensions

Adopted in this may, of course, be altered according to

circumstances to suit tbe conveniences at hand.

Solid beds aro constructed, about 60 feet in length,

with brick sides and ends, aay 2Vi feet high. Up to 10

Inches they are filled with dirt, with a layer of drainage
material (broken stones) on tho top. On this four canals

are built, of porous material—soft bricks and tiles.

Above the canals enough room Ib left for tbe bed, Fig.

2, and between them a space of about 1 Inch, which Is

Oiled with broken stone, bricks, cinders, or the like, to

provide drainage for the bed. Aa shown In Fig. 1, each
two adjoining canals together form a circuit in which
steam and air are to circulate. The flow canal la pro-

vided with a receiver. B. Fig. 3. which consists of

four or more concentric rings placed, telescope-like,

over one another, so that alwut % Inch space Is left

between each two succeeding ones. Into tbe smallest

one, of about 94-Inch Internal diameter, the steam Is In-

troduced through a very fine mouthpiece out of an orifice

of about 1 -Mi Inch. In order to avoid the stopping up
of this small aperture by dust. *c. the steam is con-

moist, and be kept growing on the same spot until the

marketable size is reached. Then they should be potted,

and tbe pots plunged into the same or similar beds, and
finally sufficiently hardened off. Fine, healthy, vigorous

plants are the result.

In tbe canal system there Is no loss of caloric, and
the heat 1b glveu off absolutely uniformly to all parts of

the beds. Besides that, tbe warm vapor arising from

the bed and Its walls keeps the atmosphere not only con-

veniently saturated with moisture, but the whole sur-

face of the bed acts like a large radiator and bouts the

atmosphere In the greenhouse.

In tbe Belgian climate (the test, winter 1890-1900.

wag n very severe one, the temperature falling as low as

5 and 0 below sero) tbe heat of the bed bas In all but the

severest weather kept tho house temperature at the re-

quired point; only In exceptional cases have separate

radiating pipes been turned on.

Not the least Important feature is the snblrrigatlon

which Is provided by this system. By practical experi-

ence It has been found that tbe moisture derived from

the condensed steam of the canals Is very nearly suffi-

cient; only occasionally (every week or ten days) have

I
alms been syringed with the hose to clean tbe foliage,

and that lias been the only addition of water that the

benches received. The drainage between the canals Is

provided to carry off any excess of water that might oc-

cur from that source.

During warm or summer weather the steam Is not

kept on continuously, but two or three hours beating a

day are then sufficient, without causing any appreciable

Google
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variations in I lie temperature of the bed, which ia not

surprising it the Inrge area heatod and the absorbing

capacity of the material be considered. The actual aver-

age cost of heating 10 square feet for 24 houra to 70 or

75 degrees has been 150 grains of soft coal, or for a bed

60 x 4 feet and tl Inches deep, for the whole year, a little

over l ton.

The value of this new system can hardly be over-

estimated, even If the method only found application

where bottom heat is required. The old fashioned way
of building up hot beds with manure, leaves or tan Las

many obvious disadvantages. It is expensive, the heat

la not uniform in a bed of same size, and not at all con-

stant, which make a renewal and much work necessary.

Here the first cost Is small, the Installation permanent,

and the beat is comparatively cheap and at all times

under control.

The degree of beat must be regulated by the quantity

of steam discharged Into the canal In a given time, and
the diameter of the receiver and canal; it is evident that

the less dense the vapor In the circulating air the lower

Its temperature will be; thus the pressure, also, though
In a leaser degree. Influences the temperature.

This same system could, without doubt, be success-

fully applied to greenhouse beatiug in general. A suffi-

cient number of canals would require to be built to fur-

nish the necessary radiating surface. As the difference

of temperature between the radiators and the atmos-

phere In the house would be constantly smaller than Is

the case in the ordinary steam pipe system, the radiating

surface would have to be five or six times as large.

For the majority of cultures the system would offer

treat advantages. It would automatically regulate the

moisture of the air, and we would avoid the strong di-

rect radiation from steam pipes, which often have to be
placed In proximity to the plants, and which are the

cause of disease and insect pests. The new method In

a measure combines the good points of the old steam and
water systems. The heat can be distributed from a cen-

tral station over a large area rery economically, and the

radiators of large surface give out a gentle beat.

Instead of the brick and tile canals, as described

above, for the heating of the bedB suitably constructed

terra cotta pipes could be employed for the house heat-

ing, and this would most likely bring the first cost of the

Installation considerably below either a steam or hot

water apparatus. In moderate weather it would be suf-

ficient to turu the steam on for a limited time. The vol-

ume of the radiants being large and their material a
good absorber of heat, they would continue to give off

heat for a considerable time-

There may seem to be a disadvantage In the fact that

a certain degree of moisture Is always imparted to the

atmosphere so heated, and thnt for some special cultures

it might prove an excess and detrimental: but it will

hardly prove to lie so. If we consider the cultivation of

roses, for instance, very little. If any, syringing will like-

ly be necessary after the beating apparatus Is once
brought Into action, and thus a very large amount of

water will not be wasted on the walls, in the paths and
underneath the beuches. Again. If the necessity should

arise, glazed pipes could be used for a part of. or the

whole, system, and the condensed water could be drained

off. It Is worth noting that the air canals or pipes,

whichever Is employed, may be laid in any direction and
Inclination; and provided there are not too many bends,

the circulation will be perfect.

In response to some Inquiries Mr. Eckbardt has fur-

nished the following additional Information: In order to

Insure a given temperature In tho canal, a certain pro-

portion botwecn the cubic capacity of the canal and the

steam issued in a second has, of course, to be estab-

lished. That Is to say. it the steam pressure Is given at

50 or CO pounds per square Inch and If the size of the

canal Is given by the size of the bench which Is to be

heated, the temjterature Is regulated by increasing or

diminishing the diameter of the orifice from which the

stenm is supplied. In the Belgian establishment an even
temperature of s»\ degrees was obtained In the canal, and
a few decree* less thronehout the bed. To nicely deter-

mine the size ef the nriliee. practical tests will have to

be applied; at least your correspondent does not know
of any previous experiments by which the calculation

could be made. But with the sizes given iu the article,

it would not be difficult to come to precise results.

The concentric rings may be made of any metal-
sheet iron riveted, or better, cusi iron or brass. They
should be Inserted into tho flow canal to their entire

length, or nearly so. Similar contrivances are in use la

steam injectors, and where steam is Issued Into water

in order to heat the latter without causing noise.

The little box B, the only function of which Is to re-

ceive the deposits of dust or rust which the steam may
have carried along, could, cheapest, bo cast of Iron. I

suppose. A removable bottom would have to be held In

place by bolts, clasps or the like.

As to the transmission of the heat generated In tbe

canals to the atmosphere in the house, of course tbe soil

and the heated parts of tbe bench walla become me-

diums of radiation. But there Is a vast difference bt

tween this system and tbe old one of burying bot water

and steam pipes In the bed.

This new system has many features which do not

present themselves until It Is practically tested. While

the bed heat directly warms tbe atmosphere, the plants

growing on a warm bed will Indirectly Influence the tem-

perature by absorbing but a limited amount of beat, or

even by becoming radiants themselves; for they will de-

rive a good supply of heat from their roots.

Professor Toft comments on the foregoing article as

follows:

I have read with much Interest the manuscript of

Mr. Eckbardt, and while I cannot be very enthusiastic

about anything that I have never seen, I am of the opin-

ion that such a system as be has described will be of

value, not only for tropical plants, but for many com-

mercial greenhouse crops that are benefited by bottom

heat and sub-watering. I have had excellent result*

with these and with aeration, both singly and combined,

and I have every reason to believe that If a circulation

of worm, moist nir can be secured in our greenhouse

beds. In canals such as are described by Mr. Eckbardt. or

through porous drain tiles, a marked benefit can be se-

cured with most greenhouse crops. Sucb a system could

undoubtedly be arranged to provide all of tbe bottom

heat and water that would be required by any crop, bat

it seems best adapted merely as an adjunct system so far

as providing tho beat needed by the house Is concerned.

In cold weather nt least. Tbe principal drawback to Its

use seems to be the requirement of a high steam pres-

sure for Its successful operation, while low pressure la

ordinarily used for greenhouse heating; but in large es-

tablishments a special boiler could be Installed to pro-

vide the bottom heat, and low pressure steam could be

used In the coils. If the merits of the system have not

been overstated, it might be feasible in small ranges of

houses to use a high pressure boiler, and reduce the

pressure of the steam used for the coils.

Architectural Education in Dublin.

A novel scheme of practical education for Intending

architects has recently been Inaugurated by the Archi-

tectural Association of Ireland, says a late issue of the

Irish Buildrr. The scheme Is one of technical demon-
strations, to be held each Friday at the workshop of

some leading firm connected with the building and

decorating trades. Each trade will be taken In rotation,

commencing with the bricklayer and finishing with the

glazier, and at these demonstrations the craftsman will

1«- seen at work, and experiments will be conducted on

the various materials used by him. Such practical In-

struction will be of great value to the student when
practising his profession In later years. It Is to the

credit of this young Dublin society that It has drawu
up so advantageous a scheme for Its members on lines

which have never been so broadly tried on the other

side, and also of the manufacturers and builders who
have readily placed their time and plant at the associa-

tion's disi>.«.a1.
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Telephone System* In Private Houses.

It is not uncommon at the present day to find In

many of the more pretentious private bouses a modern

telephone system connecting the various departments of

the household with each other. The main advantage of

the telephone over the speaking tube Is that one outlet

or one 'phone can be used to communicate with all the

different stations, whereas with the speaking tul>e a

separate mouthpiece was needed for each and every

station. In locating these outlets for the telephone great

care should be taken In placing them where they will

be most convenient for the use of the household, nud
also where they will not interfere with any of the tit

tings of the house which are to be Installed at a later

date, such as radiators, sideboards, Ac. A very con-

venient place Is near the casing of the door, where it la

almost impossible to place any heavy article of furni-

ture, but caution should be used in first ascertaining

which way the door Is to swing.

The wire cable which Is used in connecting the vari

great convenience. In some mansions the wooden caves

have been made of solid ebony, rosewood or other costly

woods, while the metal parts have been gold plated.

There Is no limit to the flexibility of a system of this

description, as any station can call all the departments

or It can be so wired as to call only a certain nu-vr.
Arrangements should be made for bringing the cable to

a point where It can be attached to wires going to the

stable, greenhouse. Ac. these connections being espe-

cially convenient for the lady of the bouse, as In order-

ing the carriage for a drive. Ac.

By a simple attachment In the owner's chamber the

telephone system can be Instantly nverted Into an
alarm system, and all the bells be made to ring at one
time by the simple pressure of a special lever. Thla
can be used In case of fire, burrlars or sickness, and Is

valuable In suburban residences.

The cable Itself should be Installed while the bouse
is In process of construction, and should be put In place

before the studding Is covered with lath and plaster.

The Instruments themselves should not be placed on
the wall until all workmen have left the building for

good, as a telephone Is rpt to be regarded as an

ft'-*

Tt in l-rlvile

ous stations should run as far from the water pipes as

possible, on account of breaks In the pipes which are

liable to occur and the moisture from which would In-

jure the wires, make cross connections, cause leaks of

current and soon destroy the vitality of the battery. A
cable having a weather proof insulation Is preferable,

not only on account of the properties which prevent

moisture from entering it, but also because a cable of

this kind Is not attacked by rats or mice. These ani-

mals gnaw the Insulation, and, while they do not Injure

the wires. In the ordinary cable they frequently cause
crossing or grounding of wires which are difficult to lo-

cate and is very annoying both to the owner and the

electrician.

Wall pockets or receptacles for holding the telephone

are very useful at the outlets, for while keeping the

telephone fully covered they do not deface the wails,

and by their use many of the connections enn be made
Inside and a buzzer or bell can be placed within for the

purpose of calling that station. The telephone Itself

can be very small and compact, as shown In Fig. 1, and
by using the hand mlcrotelephone in connection with a
elective switch, Klg. 2, an Instrument having a capacity
of 16 stations will occupy a space of only 4 or 5 inches

square. These two simple instruments, which are ob-

tained from the Ericsson Telephone Company of 290
Broadway, New York City, are well adapted for house-
hold purposes, and can be finished as regards the
wood work to match the finish of the room, and thus
the telephone can t>e made an ornament as well as a

of curiosity by the men doing other work
considerable damage Is done by their carele

Damp Proof Walls.

There are quite a number of ways to make a wall

damp proof. If only surface water Is to be guarded
against, cement or asphalt applied to the outalde Is suf-

ficient. If It is not desired that the cement should show
above the ground, the cement grouting should be stopped

at the grade Hue. Asphalt Applied to the outside of the

wall when boiling hot Is considered a durable and serv-

iceable coating, says Cement and Slate. Its color does not

harmonize well with either the brick or stone work, hence
It Is usually put on from the grade to the Iwttom of the

rooting. When cement or asphalt are applied the wells

should be built as carefully as possible, with the Joints

well pointed. The walls should be thoroughly dry be-

fore the coat of asphalt is applied, but it Is a good plan

to wet them thoroughly before applying the cement.

These coats may be applied to the Inside of the wall, but

they answer their purpose better If applied on the out-

side.

A damp proof course may Is? put Into the wall about
0 Inches above the highest level of the soli touching any
part of the outer walls, and should not be broken at any
point In Its length. It should run at least 2 feet Into all

cross walls, and If the ground is very wet it should be
continued through all walls. Pamp proof courses may
be made of hot asphalt and coal tar. They should be
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mixed In the proportion of 9 parts of asphalt to 1 part of
coal tar, and put on hi a % inch layer or the thickness of
a mortar Joint. Ah noted in our lust Issue, slate has been
nsed for thiB purpose rery successfully. Two thicknesses
with overlapping Joints, laid in cement mortar, make a
perfect moisture joint wulch protects the wall above
from all dampness. This is easier to handle and Is not
to liable to produce a weak spot In the wall, as might be

when tor is

building was also tested with equally satisfactory re-

sults. The interior of this building was partly plas-

tered with the plaster of the Piatt Company, and, while

In other buildings the plaster was almost entirely de-

stroyed. It seemed to be hardly affected by the Are. The
ninth and last building to be teBted was one erected by

Jacob Sebratweiser of Brooklyn, this being constructed

of the Schratwelser metal laths, with plaster In and out-

side the same, and a door of similar

test of this building was very satisfactory.

The Rochester Mechanics' Institute.

The Mechanics' Institute of Rochester. N. Y., has
favored us with a copy of the annual Circular of In-

formation on the courBcs of instruction for the seven-
teenth year of the institution, which begin September
20. 1901. and close April 26, 1802. The Institute Is now
housed in the new Eastman Building, the gift of George
Eastman, which covers nearly an entire block, and
which was specially designed for the purpose of giving
Instruction In a variety of courses by day and
classes, covering general education and practical

Jects. The classes which are of special Interest to our
readers are wood turning, pattern making, clay model-
ing, architectural, free band, pen and ink and me-
chanical drawing, chip carving and electricity. There ts

also a department of domestic science and art for wom-
en. The cost of the instruction In the different courses
Is nominal and is not sufficient to bar any ambitions
young person. The Institution Is equipped to do a
valuable work and cannot fall to be of great benefit to

those who avail themselves of Its advantages. It Is

calculated to make Its Impress for the public good wide-
ly felt.

Teats of Fire Proof Building Material.

An Interesting series of tests of fire proof building

material were held a few weeks ago, under the auspices

of the Building Department of New York City, In the

yard of the Sanitary Flreproafing Company In East 100th

street, near the East Klver. Each manufacturing con-

cern were required to erect a one-story building, 10 feet

6 Inches In width and 15 feet 6 Inches In length, on a
3-foot brick foundation, the sides and roof to be of the

fire proof material manufactured by them, with an iron

grate resting upon the foundation and an Iron or fire

proof door in the front and center of the building. Flues
and chimneys were also required. In each of the build-

ings a fire was started and kept going for one
hour, showing during that time, or a part of it, a heat

of not less than 1700 degrees F. At the end of the hour

a stream of water at a pressure of 45 pounds was thrown
Into the building, against the sides, for a period of five

minutes, In order to show what effect water would have
upon the fire proof partitions after having stood the ex-

treme heat.

The test was under the direction of the engineers of

the buildings departments of the boroughs of Manhattan
and" Brooklyn. The first building to be tested was that

erected by the White Fireproof Construction Company,
which, after going thronch nil the requirements of the

lest, was found to have withstood them, with the excep-

tion of a little bulging on one side. The next test was
that of the Norman Company building, with almost

similar results to the first one. The third was the build-

ing of the Metropolitan Company, in which a part of the

partition came down. The fourth test was made on a

building erected by II. W. Bell on the Bell system, the

showing In this case being good. The Union Fireproof

Construction Company's building, next tested, wus found

at the close to be in good condition, although the degree

of heat nt one time exceeded Halt) degrees. The Musleln

system, consisting of metal laths plastered on both sides,

was next tested on a building erected by Mr. Mosleln.

The inetnl laths withstood tin- heat, but the plaster was
foreed from them to some extent. The Krinkmuu sys-

tem, which uses watcslal made of solid terra cofta

blocks, was the siil-lee? of the succeeding test, and, ex-

cepting a slight buliriug en one side, the building stood

It satisfactorily. The Sanitary Fireproof Company

Protecting Blue Prints from Moisture.

If blue prints are liable to discolors 'Jon by rain or

dropping water they can be protected by applying paraf-

fin. The best way of applying it Is to dip a number of

cloths about one foot square In melted paraffin until satu-

rated, in which condition the cloths can be stored. Then
transfer the paraffin to the blue print by spreading a

waxed cloth on a smooth surface, nonabsorbint pre-

ferred, putting the blue print on this, and a second paraf-

fined cloth on top. Use a moderately hot flatlron to

melt the wax and cause the paper to absorb it. The
lines of the drawing are Intensified, the pape- doea not

shrink or become distorted, while at the Bame time it is

translucent and water proof.

Six Month*' Building Operations.
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The riodern Apartment House.

A feature of the present building movement In this

city which cannot have failed to attract more than

passing attention has been the rapid increase in

the number of apartment houses, more especially those

rising above live stories in hight and equipped with

passenger elevator service. It was not very many years

ago that buildings of this character were something of

a novelty, but at the present day the demand for family

apartment houses is such that notwithstanding the ex-

tent to which they have been erected and are now in

progress in the residential sections of the city, the num-

ber is still growing with great rapidity, and many of

them an* often fully rented long before the structure Is

completed. This style of building has been designed in

some niensure to take the place of the private house,

furolshlug nil its conveniences and comforts as well as

Some others which even the most pretentious never af-

forded. The improvement which has been made in this

class of dwelling during the past three or four years has

been very marked, and each year seems to have de-

veloped soine novelty in the equipment or arrangement

of these house* all calculated to Increase the comfort and

convenience or living in them. The courts and halls are

wide, light and airj\ while the rooms are large and de-

signed to meet the requirements of people who have been

accustomed to the spaciousness of private houses. Care-

ful attention has been given to the heating, ventilating,

lighting and cooling systems, while every apartment has

telephones to the office and for long distance service.

There are glass lined refrigerators supplied with cold

air from a plant In the basement, mall chutes, a fireproof

safe lu the principal bedroom of each suite, roof gar-

den on the top of the house and automobile storage and

charging room in the basement. In several of the

houses the garbage is disposed of by being sent through

chutes to a large receptacle In the cellar, where It Is

frozen and then carted away In that condition. In some

houses there is a marble lavatory In every bedroom

with closet overhead; In others the kitchen Is equipped

with a stationary marble table constructed of a thick

slab and a wall piece, this being fastened to the wall

adjoining the sink and supported on marble brackets

extending to the floor.

Interior Finish of Apartments.
So. too. in the modern apartment houses of the more

pretentious kind, there are often large conservatories as

well as rooms in which the tenant* may entertain their

guests at a ball or reception for which their own rooms

would be entirely inadequate. The halls of the build-

ing are wainscoted, the floors are Inlaid and the wood

work In the different rooms is of oak, mahogany, bird's-

eye maple, or some other variety susceptible of a beauti-

ful finish. Many of the dining rooms are finished with

ceiling beams and high wainscoting lu the Dutch style.

The bathrooms are enpacious and the floors and walls

are covered with tile. A portion of the house Is divided

Into sleeping rooms for the servants who cannot be ac-

commodated In the apartments, and for these there are

bath and dining rooms and servants' starcases leading

from the laundries and drying rooms In the basement to

the roof. Then again these family apartment houses

contain tunny luxurious features which are common to

all the occupants, such as the restaurants for the use of

those who do not wish to " keep house," and handsomely

appointee! dining rooms in the bouses where there Is a
hotel annex. The extent to which elevator apartment

houses are being produced in the upper sections of the

metropolis, especially above Fifty-ninth street on the

West Side, has had an Important influence on land

values, and it is expected also that the new tenement
house law and the completion of the Kapld Transit Sub-

way will tend to Increase the Income from this class of

property.

The Trade School Season

The attention of many young men who are ambitious
to master some trade as a means of securing a livelihood

is now directed to the trade school, this being the time
when most of these schools open their course of Instruc-

tion for the winter season. The advantages derived by
those who take a trade school course are demonstrated
In the popularity of such institutions wherever they are

in operation. When a young man receives Instruction

In his chosen trade under the superintendence of an
expert, who explains the best methods of doing work
nnd watches the pupil so that none of the bad habits of

Independent study are acquired, It Is not strange that

the pupil acquires a remarkable degree of proficiency,

not ouly In handling the tools, but In giving a finish to

his work that Is fully equal to that shown In general

practice. From the fact that the courses of Instruction

almost always Include a series of lectures dwelling In

detail on the principles involved and explaining the rea-

son for doing work In a given way. It can be readily

seen that a knowledge of the trade In all Its details, both
theoretical and practical, may be Impressed Indelibly

upon the mind of the student In a comparatively short

time, while If left to be gained from practical experience

in the regular way many important features might still

be left untouched.

Need of Trade Schools

A new season has Just opened at what Is regarded
as the most successful and popular of the trade schools

of the country, and. following the example set by Colonel

Auchmuty In founding this school, several similar ones
have lieen put In operation In the metropolitan district.

In a number of the large cities, however, movements to

secure trade schools have not met with the same sac-

cess Unit has attended this Institution. This Is much
to be regretted, for. lu view of the passing of the old ap-

prentice system for training young men lu the manual
arts, the trade school Is doing an Invaluable work as a
substitute for that system. The opposition which has
been raised to trade schools on the ground that the ranks
of the different trades are already sufficiently filled and
the trade school product menaces the livelihood of
Journeymen already in the field, when viewed In a broad,
liberal way. will not be considered a sufficient reason for

delaying the early establishment of a well equipped
trade school in all of the larger cities. The first con-

sideration should Ih> given to the coming man. It Is ea-
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aentlol to his moral as well as bis physical welfare that

he should be as well equipped as possible with the

means of supporting himself In a manner useful to the

community. While trade schools already exist in sev-

eral titles and there Is evidence that the number is to

Increase, their growth has by no means kept pace with

the demand. The manual training school as a purl of

the common school educational system, the trade school

and the advanced technical school are all parts of a new

educational system that cannot be too widely adopted in

a progressive country.

Convention of Architects.

The thirty-nflh annual convention of the American

Institute of Architects was held, according to pro-

gramme, in the Assembly Hall of the New York State

Building at the Tan-American Exposition, Buffalo, the

first week in October. After some routine business the

meeting was called to order by President Robert S. Tea-

body of Boston, who introduced John B. Milburn. presi-

dent of the exposition, who welcomed the architects to

Buffalo and to the exposition. Ills remarks were fob

lowed by the annual address of President Teabody, which

was received with marked attention and full apprecia-

tion.

A number of Interesting subjects were presented for

discussion nnd papers from various authors were read.

Among these may be mentioned one on " Effectiveness

of the Tarsney Act and Suggestions for Modifications,"

by W. A. Borlug of New York, and John H. Kaukln of

Philadelphia. The report of the Board of Directors was

presented and of the chapter and the standing and spe-

cial committees. These concluded the llrst day's session.

In the evening a banquet was teudered the visiting tnem-

lwrs nnd their friends, previous to which there was a

gathering of the visitors on the Triumphal Bridge to

witness the turning on of the lights and to listen to an

address ou the subject of the scheme for the lighting of

the grounds and buildings by Ileury Hustin, who had

charge of that part of the work.

The second day's programme included the reading of

papers on "Some Thases of Exposition Making." by

Carletou Sprague of Buffalo; the " Management and De-

sign of Expositions," by Thos. K. Kimball of Omaha;

the " External Color Effects of the Pan-American Expo-

sition." by C. Y. Turner: the " Electric Lighting and

Decorative Effects of the Pan-American Exposition," by

Luther Stlcrlnger. ami "Government Architecture at

the Exposition.' by E. A. Crane. It was voted to amend

the by-laws so as to add the Board of Directors to the

Executive Committee.

The election of oltlcers resulted as follows:

President, Charles F. McKIm of New York City.

First Vice President. Frank Miles Day of Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Second Vice-President, Alfred Stone of Providence,

K I.

Directors for three yenrs are Walter Cook, W. S.

Eames nnd Cass Gilbert.

The auditor for two yenrs Is Wlllinm G. Preston of

Boston, Mass.

The convention adjourned to meet next year in Wash-

ington. 1). C Saturday of convention week was given

up to a trip to Niagara Falls and U-wiston, taking In all

points of interest.

Convention of Brick Manufacturer*.

Announcement has liocn made by the Executive Com-

mitnv through T. A. Randall, secretary, that the city

of Cleveland has Ikcii decided upon as the place for

holding the sixteenth annual convention of the National

Brick Manufacturers' Association, the meeting to !*•

held February 10 to ].", inclusive. l'.lOJ. The geographical

location of Cleveland makes It particularly acceptable

as a place, of meeting owing to the fact that It Is In the

very heart of the day working Industry. Cleveland fa-

cilities for en'-'Vlainlng visitors are also such as to In-

sure a most enjoyable time for all who attend.

An Architectural Competition in Mexico.

In order to encourage the erection of fine building*

on the new extension of the Cluco de Mayo, which la In-

tended to be the leading thoroughfare of the city, the.

municipality lias opened a competition and offered

to both proprietors and architects for the three

buildings ou the new street. The prizes to lie awarded

to the architects consist of a gold, a silver nnd a bronze

medal, and of commemorative tablets, which will he aet

into the f/ic«<fr* of the buildings winning the prizes.

The prizes awarded to proprietors will be SWmo, $3000

and S'Jinki, respec tively. The buildings must be com-

pleted within two years from the time, the avenue is

opened. The Jury of award will consist of three dis-

tinguish Mexican architects, to be appointed by the

Commission of Improvements and Embellishments. The

Jury reserves the right nut to award any prize at all, If

it seems clear that none of the edifices are worthy of a

prize.

of Labor Dispute* in France.

from United StateaA report to the State

Consul Skinner at Marseilles gives some details of In-

terest regarding an organization established in that city

by the French Government for the adjudication of dis-

putes between employers and employees. The under-

taking appears to be to some extent tentative in ita

nnture. The mission of the new Council of Labor la to

give advice upon all questions bearing upon labor; to

prepare reports at the request of the Minister of Com-
merce and Industry; to publish the current and normal

rnte of wages; to determine the current and normal

length of the work day; to seek means of preventing or

terminating strikes or lockouts; to prepare reports upon

the division of allowances made by the public to Insti-

tutions of patrons and employees; to investigate and

report upon the execution of laws, decrees and orders

concerning labor and modifications which might prove

beneficial thereto. For the present the Council la only

granted advisory powers, the right of ultimate settle-

ment still being left to the established authorities: but

the idea is to enlarge its functions In the future.

The Council is formed of throe elements—employers,

employees and Prudhommr*, tho lntter class being mem-
bers of the Ciinmil des I'rudhommcs, which has had an
uninterrupted existence In Marseilles since tho |ierlod of

the Roman occupation. This body has for Its duty the

conciliation of differences between employers and work-

men. It Judges all complaints relative to contracts with

apprentices, and in default of express stipulation regu-

lates the amount of indemnity due in case of violation

of such contracts. Complaints relative to the accounts

of employees, trade-marks and patents are also consid-

ered by this court. The Cunscil is composed of employ-

ers and worklngmen In equal numbers, with a president

and vice president, the members thereof being elected by
their fellow employers and employees. The parties to

complaints presented to the Connril <Jr» I'rudhommc* plead

themselves, without the intervention of attorneys.

In the Council of Labor organized In Marseilles the

board of 1'ruiihommrn Is represented, but the majority

are inoinliers elected from the various syndicates of em-
ployers and workmen. The syndicates of employers
must have at least ten members to east one vote, and
these syndicates elect employing councilors. Syndi-

cates of employees must have at least 25 inomltcrs to

have one vote in selecting employee councilors.

The Pennsylvania Building at the exposition to be
opened in December at Charleston, S C. will be In

the Spanish style of architecture, and constructed of

stone. It will measure TOO x S<1 feet in area and hnve a

circular court "mi feet In diameter, surrounded by a
colonnade. There will be four towers ,V> feet high, one
at each corner of the building. The Interior will be
ntnaiiichicd tinted plaster work. The structure was
designed by Philip It. Johnson of Philadelphia, and the
contract for its erection has Just been awarded to Mc-
< anvil & Sloan of Charleston.
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SINKING THE FOUNDATIONS

WE have from time to time referred In these col-

umns to the many towerlug office buildings which

have been erected In New York City, and In a general

way to the mauuer In which the foundations for them

hnve been carried down to bed rock, this often necessi-

tating going to a depth of 50 feet or more below the

level of the Btreet. One of the more recent examples

of foundation sinking possessing features of novelty la

that In connection with the new ten-story Stock Ex-

change Building now in process of erection on Broad

and New Streets !n accordance with plans prepared by

FiK. 1.—View 1. .r.kirv South. from Wall and Broiul Stn-i-ti.

Sink-iny l/ie f'oitrttlationt

architect George B, Post. There are probably a large

number of readers of thin journal, more especially those

residing at a distance from Important cities, who have

never seen work of this kind in progress, and a short

description of the way in which the, foundations of the

budding In question are being suuk may not be with-

out interest to them, as well as possibly to others, who,

oavlng witnessed the operations, are not altogether fa-

miliar with tho details.

In our double pace plate we show several views made

from photographs taken while the work of sinking the

foundation*, w.i- in progress. The tipper one of the two

smaller pictures represents a near view of an air lock,

while the lower one is a portion of the excavation,

showing the location of several of the many caissons.

The large picture occupying a page by Itself Is a gen-

eral view of the excavations as seen from New street

looking toward Broad street. In the reading pages.

Fig. 1 is a view looking down Kroad street from Wall

stiver, the 'jo-story olllce building Just beyond the ex-

cavation betas 0M Vt the Commercial Cable Company.
Fig. - Is a general view of a rectangular caisson for the

wall: Fig. :'. is a partial plan, while Fig. -I Is an Iso-

metrical view of pneumatic eai««ons. In Fig. .*» is shown

FOR AN OFFICE BUILDING.

a circular caisson with Its air lock as It appears while

work is In progress. Fig. 0 Is a plan showing the loca-

tion of the numerous caissons which It was necessary to

sink to afford support for the foundations of the build-

ing.

The plans followed In this Instance were those of

the contracting engineer, John F. OTtourke, and mark
a long stop In advance In the construction and employ-

ment of pneumatic caissons la work of this character.

He was the first to design and use caissons built of

wooden staves, the latter being arranged vertically and
forming an oval, circular or rectangular caisson In cross

section, according to the requirements of the work Id

hand. The staves are secured to Interior angle Iron

frames or braces, the whole making a structure of am-
ple strength which Is air tight, and the exterior of which
Is perfectly smooth.

The plans call for the construction of a masonry wall,

or dam, extending entirely around the site, and reaching

to bed rock, a vertical distance of over 60 feet from the

lowest or Broad street curb. The previous experience

of Mr. O'Rourke had demonstrated to bis entire satis-

faction that wooden caissons were the proper kind to

Fig. i.-RectatiK<ilar Cnfiwoti for Wall.

fur an Offlrr Bit tiding.

use In this Instance, as be had found wood to be stronger

within the limits in which steel would be employed, and
more available in the sense that It could be better

adapted to tho requirements here found necessary. In

these caissons steel is employed for the ribs, roofs and

cutting edges, so that the benefit arising from the use

of steel Is secured In all places where steel Is best, while

wood is employed lu all cases where that Is best. Along

the line of the wall rectangular caissons are used, these

being 8 feet in width, and of n length dependent some-

what upon their location On top of the caissons are

the cofferdams, built in two sections, each 15 feet in

night
The rectangular caissons are built of -1-Inch yellow

pine, I he meeting edges being rabbeted and the Joint be-

ing calked. The outer surface of the lower edge of the

caisson Is provided with a steel plate, which serves as

a cutting shoo. An Important feature Is found In what
we mny term the arrangement of this shoe. It is not en-

tirely in a horizontal plane, the Inner edge, or that to-

ward the Interior of the excavation, being somewhat
higher than the outer edge, or the one next to the ad-

Joining building. This Is done so as to control the out-

flow of compressed air beneath the cutting shoe of the

Google
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caisson, so that It will be guided out where the disturb-

ance of the surrounding soil will do the least damage.

In other words. If the entire shoe were in the same level

the escape of air would be uniform all around provided

the material through which the caisson was passing was

of uniform consistency throughout. That this Is an ex-

ceedingly important consideration in making excavations

beside the foundation of heavy buildings will be appro-

dated. The top of the caisson Is built of curved steel

plates, which may be removed after the caisson has

reached Its destination and it becomes necessary to nil

It with concrete. Through this roof extend the air shafts

which terminate in the air locks.

The circular caissons, which are shown In position on

the plan. Fig. 6, are also built of yellow pine staves, the

as to form an opening from one caisson through the

walls to the uext one. These doors in the ends pull In or

out, as indicated by the arrows in the drawing; thus it

is seen that the north end of B is opened in and then

the south end of C Is opened from B. One caisson at a

time Is tilled with concrete with the exception of a small

space around the door. This space is afterward filled

from the adjoining caisson. This forms a continuous

and unbroken masonry wall.

The caisson* are sunk as nearly as possible to the

same level, but It Is not necessary that they should be

sunk absolutely to the same level. This Is for the rea-

son that the removable wall sections are made sufficient-

ly large to Insure the registration of some part of the

opening In one wall with some part of the opening In

I

Vis. 1. -Purlin! Fi™ of

U, >V I

W. I -
— 3 - * ei k'l rk'rt 1 Vuv, of riR'UMjatK Cuke*

.Vinlf.nr/ tht FunndalumM for an Offla &»Mt»g.

Joints being grooved ami tougued. While the rectan-

gular caissons are braced with angle irons and wooden
struts placed crosswise, the circular ones are strength-

ened by circular angle Irons to which the staves are se-

cured. The circular caissons constitute the piers In the

interior of the building, and also carry the Wall street

extension, as show u In Hie plan. After the caissons have
been sunk to bed rock they are filled with concrete,

which is mixed in the proimrtion of 1 cement, <'i sand

and 5 broken stone. The wall Is finished by the mason-
ry placed in the cofferdams on top of the caissons.

The recta uvular caissons are sunk one at a time, the

plan being as follows, reference being had to Fig. <J. Tlin

caisson I) whs sunk lirst. C and K next, then B. A was
the last on the New street side. On the north side

they were sunk in this order: K. 1\ G. H and J. On the

east side L was tirst and K was sunk after .1. After L
the order was M, X and I'. In each caisson tiear the bot-

tom Is ii removable section or do«r. These are so placed

I ho other wall when the sections of the two walls have
been removed.

The air locks, also the design of Mr. O'Rourke, pos-

sess many features of unusual Interest. The air shaft Is

a feet In diameter, the lock. I'ig. 5, being about 6 feet iu

diameter. Each door, at the top and bottom of the lock,

is made In two parts of sheet metal. Each half of each
door Is curved or saucer shaped, so that when the door Is

closnd and the two parts are brought together the sur-

face forms a continuous curve. Kacb half of enc.i door
is mounted upon a shaft which extends through the side

of the lock and carries a lever upon Its outer end. The
levers arc counterwelghted so as to balance the veight
of the doors. Rubber gaskets around the edge of the

door and at the center serve as packing to prevent the es-

cape of air. At the center of the miterlng edges of each
door Is an opening through which the hoisting rope
passes, a packing device about the rope serving to hold
the air. The caisson Itself Is practically a box
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open at the bottom. The air lock at the top

provides menus for ingress and egress both for

BMS anil material. When the caisson Is sunk through
wet ground or below tide level compressed air Is ad-

mitted at a pressure equal to or a little above that due
to the head of water. Ily this means all water Is forced

The work can be prosecuted much more rapidly when
the adjoining ground is not moved. This Is particularly

the case in a location surrounded by buildings, the foun-
dations of which must be protected at all times.

Fig. 5 -Circular Caisson with its Air Lock

out at the bottom of the

caisson, the earth being

left Hrni aud dry.

Kxcavatlon is carried

on at the bottom of the

caisson, the work progress-

ing from the center toward
the sides. As soon as the

materinl lias la-en dug out

sufficiently the caisson

sinks under the combined
effect of Its own weight

aud the weight with which
It is loaded, liuckets re-

move the excavated ma-
terial through the air lock.

The advantages po-

•eased by wooden caissons

constructed in the way
above described are many.
The perfectly smooth ex-

terior surface reduces the

friction to a mlniinium as

the caisson sinks through

the ground. There is

therefore less disturbance

of the earth, as there Is

hut little tendency of the

latter to cling. It may be

-aid without exaggeration

gnmod is confined strictly

Slate for Rooting.

In discussing the subject of slate and slate roofing

a writer In an exchange makes the following comments
which may not be without Interest to some of our read-

ers: The most prominent feature of slate la its cleavage

along parallel lines. Roofing slate is prepared by split-

ting the blocks of slate as they come from the quarry
Into thin slabs. For this purpose a broad, thin chisel la

used, and the blocks are split first Into two more or less

equal parts, each part split through the middle again,

and ao on until the entire block Is divided Into slabs of

the proper thickness. During this process the edges of

the block are kept moist, to facilitate the accurate cleav-

age of the stone.

After the slates are split to the proper thickness they

are trimmed to size by a sort of cleaver process, the

cleaving instrument being struck across the plate over
a shearing edge on a block. Ordinarily this process is

operated by hand power machines which are set to trim

the slates to any size desired.

Slates ordinarily occur In such colors as dark blue,

bluish black, purple, gray aud green. Iteddish and
lighter yellowish color slates are also occasionally found,

but are not as common, and are consequently consider-

ably higher In price for the same quality of slate. Some
slates are marked with spots of a different color. For
instance, dark purple slates frequently have spots In

them of light green. These spots are not Injurious to the

quality or durability of the slate as a rule, although they

mar its appearance.

A good shite should he bard and tough, although lia-

bility to abrasion does not always indicate an Inferior

material. Some softness Indicates good weathering qual-

ities. If It la too soft It will absorb moisture, nail holes

will become enlarged, and the slate Incomes loosened.

A good slate should give a sharp, metallic ring when
struck. It should not splinter under the slater's axe,

nor should it be tender or friable at the edges. It should

STREET

BROAD STREET

Fib *— lan -bonlnit Ixx-ation Cains-Mi"

.Sinking (Ac Fvuntl'ttlont fur an Offlet Building.

that the movement of the

to that portion embraced
within t tie Cutting shoe of the caisson, the outside eartb

not being disturbed. In tin- c moil form of steel cais-

son there arc rivet heads and Joints to which the earth

Clings, and in addition the metal surface offers a better

bold for the earth than wood.

not absorb water to any appreciable extent. An excel-

lent test is to place a slate on edge half its depth In wa-

ter, and If after 12 hours the line of absorbed water has

reached the top of the slate. It should be rejected. If It

does not rise more than % luch. It may be considered as

practically nonabsorbeut. Good slate should not absorb

more than one-half of 1 per cent, of its weight of water.
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Slates are made of a wide variety of size*, the larger

; being used upon large areas of roof, such a* factory

bulldlugs. The small sixes are nioro commonly used on

residences and roofB of lesser area. A common size for

house roof Is from 6 x 12 Inches to 10 x 14 Inches.

Bands, ribbons or veins of a darker color running en-

tirely through a slate are always dangerous, especially

when they run along the length of the slate, as the slate

will nearly always break or split along such a line. Even
If this does not occur, these bands will generally decom-

pose on exposure to the weather, causing a failure In the

slate and a leak In the roof.

Slates are generally laid on wooden
erably of fair thickness, matched and
with a tarred paper or felt. Sometimes the slates are

laid on roofing laths nailed to the rafters at such Intervals

as to permit of nailing the slates to them. This, how-
ever, does not make as good a roof. On iron roofs slates

are frequently laid directly on small purlins spaced like

the roofing laths, and In this case the slate Is fastened

with wire passed through the holes In the slate and
twisted around the purlins. Special forms of metal fas-

teners are also on the market for this purpose.

In laying slate on wooden sheathing copper composi-

tion or galvanized Iron nails are ordinarily used, about

1% inches long, with ragged shank, driven through holes

punched for the purpose In the slates, one near each cor-

ner. Some skill Is necessary In properly nailing slates

to a roof, as If the nails are not driven snug enough the

slates will have some play upon the nails, while If they

are the least bit too tight there is danger of the slate

cracking, either when the nails are placed, or afterward,

due to some movement In the roof surface.

The top courses of slate along all ridges and hips

upon roofs, and also from 2 to 4 feet from guttors. should

be bedded in some proper cement that will make these

parts entirely water proof, throughout all Joints and
miters. Care should l>e taken thsit the lower edge of

every slate fit as closely as possible to the exposed sur-

face of those below It, and that the vertical joints be-

tween slates be as close as possible, and occur only on

the center line in the next course below.

riodera Heating: and Ventilation

The new office building of the Armour racking Com-
pany un tho Kansas side of the State line at Kansas
City. Mo., says the Star, has a system of beating and
ventilation heretofore uuknowu In the West. There are

a few buildings In the East and one In Chicago which
have the same system, but it Is new even there, and this

is tho first building west of the Mississippi Kiver that

has It.

In the whole building there Is not a movable window.
The glass Is set solid and can neither be raised nor low-

ered. There arc a few transoms that can be moved, but
they won't be opened often, for the only purpose they
can serve will be to let In the odor which belongs to the

packing house district. Fresh air comes lu another way.
The temperature and atmosphere of the building are

manufactured down stairs lu the basement and will

come to the office through open registers in each room.
Two huge chimneys, each 8 feet square, rise above tho

building so high that they will escape tho greater part

of the smoke that fills tho atmosphere of the West l>ot-

toms. In the basement are fans run by electricity which
draw the air down through these chimneys and long

alleys at the bottom with a force that will toke a man's
hat olT. The current Is like the wind before a severe

summer storm.

At the foot of the chimney the current turns and runs

through a brick conduit that extends the length of the

building. First It goes through n spraying room where
a hundred sprays are throwing water in tine rain. The
water is hot or cold according to the season. In hot

weather It Is cold and In cold weather it comes from
the hollers. This water is expected to wash the air. It

takes out of It particles of coal and dust thut may be

flying nnd precipitates these atoms, it literally washes

the air anil goes n long way toward purifying it lnwldes,

changing the temperature a few degrees, according to

the season.

After passing the sprayers the air rushes through a

series of spiral tubes which dry It. taking out the mois-

ture that came from its recent washing. Then over tn*

big electric fan it goes and past colls which heat or cool

it as the conditions require. These colls are so well con-

trolled by valves and connected with the hot air cham-

bers and cold blast that It Is po**'°le lor the air when

It leaves them to have a uniform temperature the year

round, no matter whether the temperature outside Is

105 In the shade or 26 degrees below zero. There Is an

tic thermometer connected with a device In com-

air that can hold the temperature exactly to

With the two machines running normally the air

In the building will be changed every ten minutes. It

will always be fresh air. free from dust or smoke parti-

cles and of the temperature that la most comfortable In

Cheap Lodging Housea In Milan, Italy.

In a recent report to the State Department, United

States Consul William Jarvls, at Milan, Italy, gives a

description of a cheap hotel or lodging house after the

style of the well-known Itowton Houses In London or

the Mills hotels in New York City, which has Just been

built and opened In Milan. The expense of the building

has been provided by a society formed for the purpose.

The hotel was opened June 18 and has been In working

order for two months. It was at first thought that the

majority of those who used it would be men of the labor-

ing classes, but experience so far shows that almost the

entire custom comes from the poorer paid clerks, shop

assistants and others of that class.

The hotel Is restricted to men only. The cost of a

room is 10 cents per day, with an extra charge of 2 cents

for l»>d linen, bnt If taken for a week the cost Is 70 cents

without the extra charge. There are 530 sleeping com-

partments all of the same dimenslons-vlz., 5 feet 10

inches by 7 feet 0 Inches, with divisions between the

cubicles and corridor 7 feet 10 Inches high, leaving a

space of 2 feet between the division and the celling.

Each room has a window 5 feet by 1 foot 10 Inches. The

furniture consists of a bed. chair and clothes pegs. Elec-

tric light is provided for use during the time for dressing

and undressing. The floors of the bedrooms are made

of cement, and all the partitions are enameled hollow

cemented bricks. The whole edifice is heated by means

of hot air pipes, and excellent sanltury arrangements

are located on each floor. The bathrooms are open night

and day for the use of the Inmates, a complete bath cost-

ing 4 cents, while a shower bath can be taken for 2 cents.

On the basement floor, near the bathrooms, are wash

stands, consisting of marble slabs. In which the basins

are fixed. Each basin has a hot and cold water tap and

i discbarge pipe underneath. A laundry Is also pro-

vided In the basement. Access to the bedrooms la only

allowed from 7 p.m. to midnight, and the lodgers are

expected to leave the rooms not later than 9 o'clock In

the morning. No personal possessions are permitted

to be left lu the rooms, store closets with separate keys

being provided for each gitest, where he may deposit all

his clothing or other belongings.

The building Is of five stories and basement, and the

roof forms an extensive terrace. The architecture Is

described ns simple but In good taste. Tn addition to

the sleeping compartments there are large rooms re-

served for dining, reading nnd smoking. All these rooms

are lighted by electricity, the dining room being a par-

ticularly attractive apartment. To the dining room are

joined two large kitchens with heat always ready. Each

lodger is permitted to buy his own provisions outside

and use the kitchens, the hotel providing the necessary

cooking utensils. If desired, however, food may be

bought nady prepared at the hotel at the cheapest pos-

sible price The men may also do their own laundry

work or have it done for them In the house at a fixed

price.
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DETERMINING THE STRESSES IN ROOF TRUSSES.—III.

By F. E. KiDDKft, Consulting Architect.

A 8 u further illustration of the method of drawing

/\_ stress diagrams we will, for Example II, determine

the stresses in the truss illustrated by Fig. 7. From the

plan and section of the roof we obtain the following

data: Span of truss. 30 feet; distance between trusses,

which are uniformly spaced. 15 feet; distance a = 0

feet 10 Inches, b — 13 feet 4 inches and c ~ 12 feet 2

inches.

Lines drawn through the center of the truss rafters,

the top chord and tie beam give the diagram shown In

Fig. 8, the center lines for the braces being drnwn to

connect joints 2 and 7 and 5 and 8, although they would
not exactly correspond with the actual center lines of

the braces, for reasons already pointed out in the last

article. The diagonal braces B B in the center panel

are omitted from this diagram because they have no
stress when the loads are symmetrical. The roof will

consist of 2 x 6 Inch spruce rafters, 10 inches on cen-

ters, covered with Vlnch sheathing and common cedar

length to the supporting force 1* (18.500 pounds), at a

scale of, siiy, -KMX) pounds to the inch.* The bottom of

•his line should be lettered o and the top a. Then from

<i draw n line parallel to the rafter A F and from o a

horizontal line intersecting the first line, and mark the

point of Intersection f.t

The reason the point of Intersection is lettered / is

because F is the other letter designating the lower half

of the rafter and the left hand end of the tie beam.

The lint's a f and / o show the stress In the corre-

sponding members of the truss.

We must next consider the forces acting at Joint 2.

of which Uiere are four. One of these, f a, Is already

drawn. For A B we measure downward from a a dis-

tance equal to 0300 pounds and letter the point thus ob-

tained 6. To find the stresses In B H and H F we draw
from b an indefinite line parallel to B H. and from t a

line parallel to F H, until it intersects the line from h.

and letter the point of Intersection A.

The next step Is to draw the stresses at Joint 7. Of

the stresses nrtlng at this Joint we already have o f and

j, C-12'2'

tvr *- >J'r -*V

-— lev

Fig T — Trunk Illustrating Elaropk- It

6-i Ir T* f Ceilin* Joirt*

1JT-

J5

!

lieUrminintj thr Strrun in R>t>f Tru**,

shingles. The ceiling will be framed with 2x0 inch

joists, 16 Inches on centers, lathed and plastered, and

supported by purlins at Joints 7 and 8. The weight per

square foot of roof wiU be as follows:

2H pound*.

8 pounds

214 pounds.

I'urllns 2 pound*.

Truss 8 pounds.

Allowance for wind and snow .80 pounds.

Total *2% pounds per square foot.

Allowance for celling 20 pounds per square foot.

Using the above figures, the roof load at Joint 2

will be 0 5-6 >: 15 feet X 42% pounds, or 6,806 pounds.

l^oad at a, 13 I 3 in feet X 43% pounds, or 8,550 pounds.

I/Okd at 7. 12 1-41 X 15 feet X 20 pounds, or 3,650 pounds.

These loads should then tie placed on the truss dia-

gram, as shown, and the loads at 7 and 8 put beside the

vertical rods, to show that they are to lie added to the

stress given by the stress diagram, as explained in the

previous article.

Each supporting force will equal one-half of the load

on the truss, or 18,500 pounds. The diagram should be

lettered according to the principle explained in the pre-

vious article and as shown on the diagram.

T» Draw the "Uress MsfraBi

On the same sheet of |>aper as the truss diagram, and

a little to the right, draw a vertical line, o a. equal In

I A. and from the other two we draw a vertical line

through A, and at the poiut where it intersects the line

o f place the letter k. The polygon of forces for Joint

7 is then o {. f A. A k and k <>. Although k o lays over

/ o, it should be considered as u separate line.

Next determine the polygon of forces for joint 3. We
already have k A and A 6. so from b measure downward
12,200 pounds, which in this case comes at o; but we
also put here the letter c, as b c represents the load at 8.

There now remains only one unkuown force, O K,
and as we already have the point t, the line c k must
represent this force or stress, thus showing that the

stress In C K is the same as in O K. As the truss Is

symmetrically loaded, the stresses in the other half of

the truss must be the same as In the half we have de-

termined, hence it is not necessary to carry the stress

diagram further.

Applying our scale of 4000 pounds to the inch to the

lines of the stress diagram, we obtain the values given

To thoroughly understand the method of drawing the stress
diagram, the reader should take a sheet of paper on a drawing
board, and with T-square, scale and triangle draw the trass dia-
gram, for which all necessary measurement* nre given In Pig. 8,
with the utmost accuracy. Having drawn the truss diagram,
draw the stress diagram line by line, according to the directions,
u-lng careful to draw the lines perfectly parallel with tbosw In
the truss diagram.

t The reader will please remember that small letters refer
to llnt-a In the stress diagram nud cspltsl letters to lines In the
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in Fig. 0, which should either be put ou the stress dia-

gram or on the correspond lng members of the truss

diagram. To the stress obtained by measuring the line

A t must be Hdded the celling load at 7. thus making the

actual stress In the rod-* 0930 pounds. How to propor-

tion the timbers and rods to the stresses will be ex-

plained In a succeeding article.

Example III.

We will now determine the stresses In the horizontal

truss. Fig. 10. The trusses are supposed to be uniformly

(•paced, 15 feet 8 inches center to center, and the rafters

and ceiling joists spun from truss to truss aud rest

directly on the top and bottom chords, as the horizontal

pieces are called. The weight per square foot of roof

surface we find to be as follows (see the September

issue):
Poundi.

Fire-ply gravel rooting B

Sheathing ... 3

Karurs 3

Trass 4«4

Snow 30

Total 40Vj

The roof being flat, there will be no wind pressure.

The load at Joint 2 will equal

8 feet 4 Inches + 7 feet 10 Inches
2 x 15 feet 8 Inches x 40%

until It Intersects the first line. This point of Intersec-

tion should be lettered h, because H Is the letter com-

mon to the brace and tie beam In the end panel. The
triangle o a h o then represents the forces or stresses

acting at Joint 1.

Next draw the polygon of forces at Joint 2. We al-

ready have the stress In A H, represented by h a, and
from a we measure downward to ft. a distance equal to

7800 pounds—the load at 2. Then through 6 draw a

line parallel to B K. and through ft a line parallel to

H K, until they Intersect, and letter the point of Inter-

section k. The figure ft a b k h is then the polygon of

forces for Joint 2.

We must next complete the polygon for Joint 3.

Here we already hare the lines o h and ft k. and from
Jt we draw a line parallel to K L and extend the line o h

until the two intersect, lettering the point of intersection

/. The lines o h. h k, k I and J o then represent the forces

acting at Joint 3.

Next draw the polygon for Joint 4, which is formed

by the Hues k ft, 6 c, c m and I m.

For the polygon forces at Joint 5 we hare o I and
/ ni. and we draw m n and o «. We now have the stress

diagram for all of the truss members to the left of the

•enter, and as the stresses in the members on the right

A*

Koof Losd. lb*, per

P, :

18,506 lbs., V .JQ-
ft

Klg. * -TriiM Kins' ruin

Load at Joint 4 equals 7 feet 10 Inches x

15 feet 8 Inches x 40% = 5704 pounds.

Loadat Joint 0 equals that at 4, or 5704

pounds.

The actual weight of the celling Joists,

Jath and plaster will be about 13 pounds,

but we will allow 3 pouuds extra and use

10 pounds per square foot for weight of

ceiling.

The load at 3 will then equal 8 feet + 7

feet 10 iuches x 15 feet 8 inches x 10 =
l'.tsl pounds.

Loads at 5 and 7 equal 7 feet 10 Inches x 15 feet 8

inches x 10 ^ 1908 pounds.

The truss diagram will be as shown in Fig. 11 and

the joint loads should Ihj Indicated as shown, the ceiling

loads being added to the roof loads, as explained in the

October number. The figures beside the truss lines In

Fig. 11 are the stresses, obtained from Fig. 12, and, of

course, cannot be put on the truss diagram until the

fctress diagram Is completed.

The supporting forces will each be equal to one-half

of the joint loads, or ll>,:$77 pounds.

In lettering the truss diagram it should be borne In

mind that the center rod supports only the celling load

at 7. and hence cannot appear in the stress diagram

when the loads are considered as applied at the top.

The line representing the center rod should therefore

be dotted, and the same letter should be used on both

sides of this dotted line

To construct the stress diagram, we begin by drawing

the supporting force ut 1. which Is represented by the

vertical lite- « Fig. 12. From a draw an luaVUullp

lim- i'J- ' to \ II. and through •> a horizontal lliif

side must necessarily be of the same magnitude. It la

not necessary to go further with the stress diagram.
By continuing the process, however, we would obtain
the dotted Hues below o n, making the complete stress

diagram, which If correctly drawn will be symmetrical
about the line o n.

Measuring the lines in the stress diagram by our
scale, we obtain the stress given on the corresponding
lines of the truss diagram. The first of the figures on
the vertical lines arc the stresses obtained from the
stress diagram, and the other number is the load at the
joint below, which must be added to the stress to give
the full strain in the rod.

(To bt cvntinucd.)

Thk plans have recently been completed for a new
passenger station for the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany, to be erected at thirty-second and Market street*.

Philadelphia. Pa., which will cover an area 112 x 78
feet, and will be two stories in bight. It will be con-
structed of granite and terra cotta. with trimmings of
terra cotta and copper and tile roof. The flrst floor will
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contain vestibule, large general wnlting room, baggage

room, ticket office, women's waiting room. Sec. The main

waiting room will be open to the roof and flanking it on

either side at the second story level will be small rooms

to be used as offices.

Some Points on Chimneys.

Chimneys are required to produce draft for combus-

tion and to carry on" the spent gases. The Influence of a

chimney on the lire and on the economy of a heating

plant Is a factor of great Importance. A poor draft is a

source of continual expense and trouble. Chimneys

should be large enough in cross section to carry off the

gases nt a moderate velocity, and high enough to pro-

duce sufficient draft for rapid combustion. The capacity

of a chimney depends on Its hlght. Its cross sectional

cross section and as the square root of the diameter.

The effective area of a chimney for a given power varies

inversely as the square root of the hlght.

It Is a bad practice to put a ventilating pipe into the

chimney. It not only decreases the area of the chimney,

but Is a catch basin for soot and Is liable to bring the

foul air into the rooms Instead of taking It out of the

house. Provide a separate flue for ventilating work.

The iusido of a chimney should be perfectly smooth to

prevent the lodgment of soot and to Insure a good draft.

Bear In mind that the effective nrea of a chimney Is the

area at its smallest part <

The tendency of

in a spiral column,

other shapes

«r Chimney.

in an Inclosed shaft is to rise

flues are best, consequently

approaching them give best results.

R00 r

t >*. ll,-Tru» DiUKi-nm with Joint I.M.ts

area, and the difference In

temperature between the

and the external

temperature. To
the draft the hight of the

chimney or the temperature

of the flue gases must be in-

creased, says J. L. Blxbey,

Jr., in a recent Issue of The

Metal Worker. To Increase

the hlght of the chimney Is

the cheapest and most ef-

fective way to Increase the

draft. The Increased hight Is more effective than ehim

ney cups.

The heaviest work for a chimney to do Is Just after

thing, as the friction of the draft through the fresh fired

<-oal Is greater and the temperature lower than when the

lire Is well under way. Fires burn best In clear, cold

weather, because there Is a greater difference in tem-

perature between flue gnses and external air. Ordinary

tires consume about 500 cubic feet of air per pound of

coal. Chimneys for burning soft coal or wood should

have 25 per cent, more area than for hard coal.

Beams or pipes sometimes pass through the chimneys,

which increases the risk from lire and destroys the ef-

tlclency of the chimney. Wood requires the least draft;

tine coal or slack the most. The temperature of due

gases from closed stoves should not exceed 200 degrees.

Indirect draft stoves require a stronger draft than direct

ones. The lower the temperature of the flue (but not

lower than the temperature of water or steam within

the boiler), the more economical the apparatus.

The following table shows the draft power required

for different fuels, in inches of hight:

Sawdust 0.20 Hard coal 0.50

Straw 0.30 Soft coal 0 90

Wood 0.35 Slack 1.25

The velocity of the draft increases as the square root

of the pressure. Thus, to double the velocity the pies

sure would have to be four times as great To give three

times the velocity would require nine times the difference

in temperature. The pressure varies directly as the

hlght. Double the hight and the draft is doubled. The

capacity varlo« as the square root of the hlght. The

velocity In a 200-foot chimney equals twice that in a 50

foot one. For example,

The capacity nlso varies directly as the area of the

V ,0
-

Ih-ltrmimu;, Ih,

Octagon, hexaguu or squnre shapes are next best, and of

relative value in the order given, hong, narrow flues

are practically useless, as they have large wall surface

for loss of heat. Increase friction and are of small capac-

ity compared with a square or round flue with equal

circumference. Nine-tenths of the diameter of a round
Hue equals the side of a square one of equal capacity.

A smooth, straight due of proper shape from the cellar

door to 3 feet above the surrounding roof is sure to give

satisfactory results. A flue on the inside of a building

will give better results than one on the outside, besides

dispensing heat in the building. Outside chimney walls

should be nt least 8 Inches thick: if 4 inches thick they

must be tile lined or covered on the outside to give good
results.

Chimneys laid up with lime mortar are not as good as

cement laid, ns the action of sulphuric acid on the lime

and silicate will soon decompose the lime, leaving noth-

ing but sand to hold the bricks together. This action Is

helped by exposure to the weather and Is undoubtedly
the cause of many fires. The use of the tile lining

greatly lessens the risk from lire and Insures a good
draft. Smoke pipes should never be made with 90-de-

gree bends, but curves and branches should connect at

an angle of 45 degrees.

The nsceudlng volume of flue gases consists of matter
which, if of the same temperature, would be heavier than
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the surrounding air, such as soot or line curboii. carbonic

acid, sulphur, &c; consequently the particles must be

kept at a relatively high temperature to iusure an up-

ward current.

ftinuk) ( 111 mm') ».

Cbiinneys of the very best design and construction

sometimes smoke, owing to surrounding objects, which

the wind strikes, causing an eddy at or near the chim-

ney. Chimneys often cause stoves to smoke when first

started, for the cold chimney cools tbe gases down to a

low temperature before they reach the exit, the smoke
decreasing as the chimney becomes dry and warm. A
sure cure for a smoking chimney Is to locate and remove
any hindrance that prevents the natural tendency of

heated air to rise. Some chimneys smoke from the ab-

sence of an air supply to the room In which the stove Is

located. Weather strips and double windows and doors

lessen tbe chance of a good draft.

It Is of tbe utmost Importance that chimneys should

have solid foundations. If Improperly supported and

one side settles the weight on the low side Increases

with the settling of the chimney. When house chimneys

settle they crack plastering, crack themselves, Increase

danger from fire and weaken the draft by inlet of cold

air.

It is possible to get a chimney too large, especially

if it is a low one, for with a small volume of gas In a

large chimney there is invariably a down draft, tbe

amount of heat being insufficient to worm the chimney
walls. There Is no danger of getting the chimney too

high, as far as draft Is concerned. It Is very easy to

check a strong draft, but very expensive to improve a

poor one. To preveut creosote forming, the temperature

of the gases must be kept above 700 degrees.

Chimney tops should be protected by stone. Iron or

lead caps, otherwise frost and flue gases are liable to

loosen the brick work. Guy wires should be attached

at two-thirds the hight of a chimney.

Flue Tiles.

Square smoke flue tiles are listed by outside dimen-

sions, round ones by inside diameter. The ends of tiles

are squared off to fit close together and require little If

any mortar to make a tight joint Flue tiles are about

% inch thick and supplied in 2 feet lengths. They should

be Incased In -1-lnch well laid brick work and built In

as chimney Is erected. Being perfectly smooth Inside

tiled flues collect less soot than brick ones, thus Insuring

a better draft for same area. A well jointed tiled flue

la more effective than a brick one of larger size. Abso-

lutely fire proof flues may be made by leaving 1 inch

space between the tile and the brick work, and filling In

with soft mortar.

Chlmncr Flues.

Chimney dues should start at least 4 feet below the

smoke pipe entrance and be provided with clean out

doors at the base, Have an Independent flue for each

heater and a separate clean out door for each flue. Each

open fire must have a separate tlue; each stove ought to

have one. Heater and furnace flues should be at least

12 x 12 Inches In size, plumb, smooth and independent

of all other flues. See that each flue starts at the bot-

tom of the chimney and continues to the top, and that

the several flues are not merged Into one flue near the

top. Also that there Is no connection between the sev-

eral flues at the base or other parts of the chimney, or

that one clean ont door Is not used for all the flues.

From the foregoing It will be seen that defective chim-

neys mav be the result of any of tbe foUowing condl

tlons:

Insufficient area and bight.

Surrounding buildings deflecting the air currents.

The chimney being contracted or enlarged at some
point.

The tops or caps having caved in.

Being plugged with soot or rubbish.

Clean out doors or flue openings being open or loose.

Chimneys being badly cracked, thus checking draft

A benrn or pipe passing through the flue.

Belli* robbed by a chimney with a stronger draft

Too abrupt offsets.

lusuttR'ient space for soot to collect

Connection of ventilating dues.

The chlmuey being too large for stove in use.

Several flues In one chimney being connected together.

Flue being long and narrow Instead of round or

square.

The inside of flue l*lug rough and poorly laid up.

Hooking up ash pit and flue dampers so that they

work against each other.

Two or more smoke pipes entering same flue.

Two flues entering chimney at opposite points.

Smoke pipes being pushed too far into chimney.

Flues being twisted (a given side being at right an-

gles on floor above).

Long smoke flues or ones of poor design.

Defective chimney caps or the lack of a good one.

Carelessness or lack of ordinary good judgment In de-

sign and construction and as a result of not inspecting

the inside of the chimney occasionally.

When absolutely necessary to offset the chimney flue,

make it as long a slant as possible, for good results never

more liiun :ti» degrees from the plumb line, and as much
less ns possible. When there .ire two inlets into one

chimney tbe upptr one should be provided with an In-

verted hood or an earthen elbow pointing up. When
two pipes enter n. main flue at opposite points there

should be a partition plate at the center.

Chimney tops should be made to throw up any trans-

verse current of air and cuuse it to pass over the flue

Instead of Into it. In several styles of chimney tops that

give good results tbe principle of construction is such
that any current of air that strikes against them will

cause an upward current In the flue. Vertical plates or

partitions should be Inserted between the cones of the

cap. These vertical plates prevent any current of air

from passing from one skle to the other of the ventilator,

and Insure an upward current. Chimney tops, when re-

quired, should be of Are clay or terra cotta, as they are

not affected by flue gases or weather. They are also more
ornamental. It la advisable to increase the hight of

chimney rather than to use chimney tops, except as a

last resort They are not ornamental and If of metal

are short lived.

Painting Shingled Roofs.

More shingle roofs are painted now than ever before

in the history of building In this country, says a writer In

the Lumberman. It is mostly seen In cities and suburban
towns, although In tho country It is by no means rare.

Considerable inquiry has led to the conclusion that many
have their roofs painted to add to their appearance,
which In many cases It certainly does, while others labor

under the Impression that the paint acts as a preservative

to the shingles. Tbe latter are probably right, provided
the paint is renewed as often as it needs to be. If the

roof is allowed to remain with the paint partly worn
off, tbe shingles will retain more moisture, and conse-

quently decay sooner than they would were they not

painted at all On the score of durability little can be

gained In cost by painting. A good shingle roof un-

palnted will last a great many years, and the expense of

painting a few times would replace It. One painter, who
had iminted the roof of bis own bouse, when questioned,

used good logic from his standpoint. He thought that

painting a roof would add somewhat to Its length of life.

" You see," he said, " that I have painted mine. I do
for myself what I desire to do for others. If I did not.

the Influence would be bad."

A BtriLDUto operation, which will Include 220 three-

story houses. Is about to be commenced at Teadon. Pa.

The plans have recently been completed by M. H. ft C.
S. Dickinson, architects and engineers, of Philadelphia.

The houses will be of Pompellan brick with pebble dash
and shingle work, slate roof, cemented cellars, tiled

bathrooms. Ac. All the houses In this operation will be
lighted and heated from central plants, plans for which
have been prepared by the same architects, who will

supervise the construction.
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MOVING A BRICK OFFICE BUILDING.
WK have at different times In the past referred to

notable operations In the way of moving heavy

structure* of brick and stone, and we present herewith

I hist ra t ions snowing Itow a large otlii c hulldiiii; in the

Fig 1 —Ornrrml Vlrw of tlir Buililior aa Appeared During Ibe Operation of Moving

city of Cleveland, Ohio, was raised and moved severnl

hundred feet with entire success. The building was

stroyed l>y fire. The building measures 43 x 72 feel, is

four stories in night, and Is constructed of heavy stone
up to a hight of JO feet, above which It is of brick. It

contain* n large vault. 12 x 18 feet, extending from the
liasement to the top story. The weight
of the building Is 1250 tons, the vault rep
resenting half of this weight. The build-

ing was raised 2 feet and moved 430 feet

in a straight line, and afterward taken
• 15 feet sidoways. The contract was suc-

cessfully carried out by Harvey Sheeler
of the Chamber of Commerce Building
Chicago, III., who has executed many in-

teresting pieces of work of this character,

a notably example being the moving or

(he Immanuel Baptist Church in Chicago,
weighing, as It did, nearly 0050 tons. The
Cleveland contract gave Mr. Sheeler two
months In which to complete the work
lie left Chicago July 4 to begin opera-
tions, and the task was finished on Sep
tember 1. An Idea of the magnitude of

the undertaking may be gained from an
examination of Fig. 1. which shows the
building supported on the cribbing.

In the removal of this building heavy

M cribbing was used, consisting of 12 x 12
inch timbers and 6x6 Inch blocks. The
building was supported on the cribbing
by steel beams, while steel rails were
used as tracks, of which seven were re

• Itilred. Steel rollers were used which
ran on the tracks, the rollers comprising
seven sets. The rollers were 25 inches

long and 2 Inches In diameter. In mov-
ing the building the heel timber was anchored by chains
to thn cribbing under the building, the weight of the

Fig. i -Vkow Shoving the "Shoving 8>tvw«" ami ihr Patent Hook for Taking t'p Hlai-k in thf Chain.

Movinu a Jirick Offitt BnUding.

the property of the Brown Hoisting Company, and is building thus forming an anchor. The shoving screws

used by them for office purposes. It occupied a site were 5 feet In length.

which the company desired to utilize In tbe reconstruc- A special feature of the building, as shown In the

tlon of their works, which were some time since de- foreground of Fig. 2, Is the use of Mr. Sheeler** patent
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book, which is designed to take up the slock of the chain
and to do away with the use of the " dead men " com-
monly employed. It will be seen that the hook can eas-

ily be moved forward to take another grip on the chain
and thus keep it always tight The use of this hook
saves a great deal of time. The building was moved
an average of 12 feet a day, and an average of 30 men
was employed in the work.

The building was used all this time by the company's
force of 400 clerks. All water, gas, telephone, telegraph,

electric light and sewer connections were maintained
during this entire period. The pipes were so connected
that the progress of the building did not interfere with
heir use. and the wires for telephone, electric light. Sec.,

were arranged on spools which unreeled as the work
went on. The removal was accomplished without the
development of a crack, even the stone sills of the win-
dows and doorways being in perfect condition when the
task was completed.

Mr. Sheeler is now engaged in n very delicate under
taking In the city of Pittsburgh. In connection with the
building of the First National Bank. This building has
a vault which extends down into the basement Below
the vault Is a sub-basement, used for machinery for elec-

tric lighting. The banking room Is 7 feet above the side
walk. U was desired to remove the vault in the base-
ment to secure more room for office purposes. The
foundation hod to be cut away to Increase the size of the
room. The upper floor of the vault Is to be supported
on beams and columns. In accomplishing the work of
inserting the beams and columns It was necessary to

lever across the old foundations, as It was impracticable
to disturb any part of the sub-basement with Its ma-
chinery. The insertion of the steel columns to support
the vault above requires the use of not over 2 square
feet, while the removal of the vault enables 10 feet
square of additional space to be gained.

Severe Test of Fire Proof Construction.

There have been several cases recently in the city

of Chicago where fire proof construction has been sub-
jected to very severe tests. Probably one of the most
seven- was in the eight-story building fronting 180 feet
on Market street and 140 feet on Lake street, which
was erected about two years ago. and was occupied by
a nnn of wholesale grocers. The fire originated about
midnight by some unknown means in the southeast
corner of the first floor in some waste or rubbish which
had been swept to that place to be hauled away in the
morning. The tire penetrated to a mezzanine story
above 23 feet wide and 125 feet long, which was close-

ly packed with wooden ware, including buckets, bos-
ket*, tubs and other light articles. These with several
hundred barrels of sugar beneath were consumed. Ex-
perts estimate that at times there were 2000 degrees of
heat at one places yet notwithstanding the conditions
the tire was under control in half an hour. The fire-

men expressed the opinion that had the building not
been of Are proof construction the entire structure and
contents would have been destroyed.

The building was designed and erected under the su-

pervision of architects L». H. Burnham & Co. of Chicago,
who describe the construction as follows: The founda-
tions of the east wall of the building were built on what
is known as the cantilever system, resting on piles. The
columns supporting tho mezzanine story, which was 7
feet 3 inches in the clear, were of heavy cast iron and
were bricked in square. The beams were of cast steel,

having a segmental arch of hollow tile lire proofing. The
arches were supported by skewhacks. which protected
tho lower flange of the beam. The floors were of two
thicknesses or wood laid in concrete on wooden sleepers.

The south end of the mezzanine story was composed of
large wire glass transom lights G feet tall and the full

width. Piled up against these transoms was the burning
merchandise, but It is stated that the gloss was only
cracked.

The loss was adjusted on a basis of $31,53(1. and of
that amount only $3S09.34 was set aside as the damage
to the building. Much of the damage represented by
this amount however, was done by smoke, and by the

firemen in getting into the building, as well as in be

cleaning up and putting other than the burned section

Into good condition. Superintendent Tlnsley of the firm

of architects estimates the value of that part of the

building which was really destroyed at $200, the rest of

the loss being attributable to the causes Indicated.

In the opinion of Insurance men, owners, investors

and builders this was a most remarkable test of fire

proof construction, and shows what advances have beeu

made In this direction in the last few years.

Peculiarities in House Building.

In commenting upon some of the peculiarities in

house building as evinced by Individuals of pronounced
ideas, a writer in a recent Issue of the Mississippi Val-

ley Lumberman presents the following:

I was conversing the other day with a man who has

money enough to Indulge in building a bouse every year
according to his own particular whims and notions. He
is an experimenter In building woods, and One of the

very few men I hove met here who was not scared at a

new idea. In a house built Ia9t year, instead of siding

It up the usual way with 4 or 6 inch siding, he shingled

it all over with the best red cedar shingles he could buy.

For the cornices, corner boards, base and belting courses

he used B Select SIS. and Instead of turning the sur-

faced side out. he turned it next to the wall, thus show-

ing thp rough side to correspond with the shingles. I

saw the house when It was building, and, if I had not

know the man who was doing It, 1 certainly would have
thought It some one who had " wheels In his head," or

was trying to see how different he could be from the or-

dinary. You may suppose such a rough surface would

preclude all Ideas of painting, but he didn't paint it at

all as we understand a painted surface to be. Instead

he treated it with several coats of a kind of stain which
after It was on and the whole completed presented a

beautiful api>earanee, and at n distance the effect is much
finer than you would suppose.

Speaking with him on this point he said that tbe

treatment of wood in that way was much better and
more lasting than the common method of painting on a

smooth surface. I can well believe this, for I hove no-

ticed many times when I was living In Nebraska that

wind mill towers that were put up with rough lumber
and painted with a coarse grade of ml paint seemed
never to show signs of deterioration. Paint seems to

penetrate the pores of wood as It comes from the saw
much better than when from the smoothing process of

the planer. Paint never will peel off from a rough sur-

face as It does from a smooth one. It Is no use, how-
ever, to talk of such a method coming into common use

People wouldn't have it anyhow because of Its looks.

Utility is sacrificed for the sake of appearance as ofen

in building matters as It Is In the matter of the

clothes we wear. City and town people will persist In

wearing high collars In hot weather, but there's no
sense in it all the same.

To return to this crank on house building, I want
you to know the result of his experiment with fir for

his porch flooring. To a good many of my readers in

the trans-Missouri country the use of this wood for

such purposes is no new thing. It has passed beyond
the domain of experiment for them. But there are many
living east of thero who do not know much about It, and
It Is for these I am writing. The fir flooring on this par-

ticular porch was laid last September. It got a good
soaking rain on It soon after It was laid and before any
dressing was put on it. It was very dry when laid, and
naturally it would bo supposed that It would have swelled

up. but such was not the case. When It got dry enough
to paint there was not a sign of shrinkage In all that

large floor. The house fronts to the south, and Ib not

over a third of a mile from the lake, and therefore dur-

ing the summer months this porch floor Is subjected to

the pxtrcmes of wet and dry. The outer edge of It more-

so than next to the house wall. But even this severe
test does nor make any difference In the tightness of the
joints. It Is the best example I ever saw of the utility of

Douglas fir for outside exposure.
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DESIGN FOR LOW COST FRAME COTTAGE.

TUB elevations, floor plana and constructive details

which are presented herewith relate to a low cost
frame cottage having a rather neat exterior and arranged
with three rooms ontheflrat floor and three sleeping rooms
on the second floor. An Inspection of the plans shows the
main stairs so located as to economise space and render
the sleeping rooms on the second floor readily accessible.

The cottage was designed by Charles B. Sargent of
Ware. Mass., who states In bis specifications that the
foundation walls are of pasture stone, laid dry and
pointed on the inside. The underpinning and chimney
are of common brick, iald la lime mortar. The frame
and partitions are of spruce. The covering boards for
the roof and outalde walls and under floors are of hem-
lock. The first story of the house Is clapboarded with
No. 2 spruce, while the gables are covered with cedar

FT

of labor troubles occurring last year 10 were ocasloned

by questions relating to hours of labor alone, 28 to hours

of labor anu wages. :hi to wanes alone and the remaining
til were occasioned by a variety of causes. Of these

181) strikes 53 were successful, 10 partially successful, 25

were compromised, 74 failed, 14 were adjusted to the

satisfaction of both parties and the balance were pending

at the close of the year. Kx pressed In percentage. 28.04

per cent, of the contests terminated successfully for the

employees, 5.29 per cent, were partially successful, 30.15

per cent failed and 7.41 per cent were satisfactorily

adjusted.

Some Practical Hints on Insulation.

In these days when cold storage or refrigeration is so

extensively employed it Is Interesting to consider the

relative value of the materials adapted for use as a
means of Insulation. Investigation shows the literature

of the subject to be extremely limited, yet It Is one offer-

S«on<l Floor.

FTODt Elevation —Scale. M Inch lo the Foot.

/»f*ijr» fur L»v Cunt Frame Cottage.— Churiit E. Sargent, ArrMtrrt, Ware, Jinn

Firel Floor.

I

S, sir I HI Jiuh to tbr Foot.

shingles, laid 5^ Inches to the weather, aud the root

shingles are laid 4V£ Inches to the weather. The outside

finish, including window frames, cornices, porches, &c,
Is what is known as native pine, all moldings being of

stock pattern.

The inside finish of the house Is of North Carolina

pine, very plain, and all moldings, doors, ice., of stock

jtattern. The pantry and china closet are fitted with

shelves, and clothes closets are provided with cleats for

supporting hooks.

The plastering Is one-coat work of lime and hair

mortar, finished with a skim coat The kitchen Is pro-

vided with a sink connected with water supply, and this

drains to the cesspool, lu case there Is no sewerage

system.

The outside of the house Is pointed two coats of lead

and oil, and the Inside has two coats of hard oil finish

with filling.

The annual report of the Massachusetts Bureau of

Statistics, covering the year 1000. gives some Interesting

information about strikes lu that State. Of the 189 cases

ing an excellent field for discussion. A recent article

written by Kol>ert T. Rasinussen for the Architect/' and
llullder/' Journal presents some bints on insulation

which may prove of Interest to our readers, and we
therefore make UBe of the following extracts:

Most architects and engineers have pet bobbles of

their own. One says Bpnice lumber and pitch, another

charcoal, another sawdust, and so on through the long

list of materials commonly supposed to be good Insu-

lators.

That Insulation Is of the utmost Importance cannot be

denied, and If It Is not of tbe very best the cold air will

escape at such a rate that It soon disgusts all concerned
with their penny-wise pound-foolish policy. The use of

a cheap article reduces first cost, but increases current

expenses as long as the plant Is operated. Manufactur-

ers of refrigerating machinery long ago realized the

lack of positive knowledge In Insulation, and In order

to ninke sure their machines would do the required work
they often Installed them of 50 per cent more capacity

that is actually required if tbe insulation were right

The result Is larger coal bills, more piping and after ail

greater first cost

The following table shows the relative Insulating
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value of the materials now in

tual tests made at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. The eminence of this Institute should be a suf-

ficient guarantee of their correctness. The figures given

are not the actual ones as published by the Institute;

they have been changed and modified by the writer so

as to be readily understood by uninitiated minds. The
relative values are the same, however, and can be relied

Assuming a dead air space to be perfectly sealed (n

practical Impossibility) and Its rate of beat transmission

to be 1.00 B. T. U., then tho relative values are:

Dead air ipse* 1.00

Sheet cork, 1 Inch thick 1.14

cork. 3 laches thick 0.96

cork, 3 laches thick 0.87

Csrbonate magnesia. 1 Inch thick 1.45

Sawdust. 1 Inch thick ,.
1.24

Charcoal, 1 inch thick 1.82
Aebeatoa, 1 Inch thick 1.49

Coal cinders, 1 Inch thick 1.60
Hair felt, 1 Inch thick 1M
Hard pine. 1 Inch thick 2.72

proximately 43 cents, showing the greater value of cork.

In addition, the weight of the spruce and dead air parti-

tion would be about 20 pounds per square foot, while the

spruce and cork would weigh but 8 pounds per square

foot

By comparing the given values of these partitions

with the values of the different materials In the table

there should be no difficulty In arriving at the efficiency

any portion would have constructed of any of the ma-

terials. The great saving of space by the cork partition

should prove valuable in Itself. As will be noted. It Is

more than one-half.

A cube containing 1000 cubic feet made on the three

dead air Bpaces principle as above would measure out-

side 11 feet 10 Inches by 11 feet 10 Inches by 11 feet 10

Inches, and naturally would have an efficiency of 2.52

B. T. U. Now, if this cube were altered, still retaining

the outside measure, but substituting the cork construc-

tion of 3 Inches with the 2-inch spruce, the contents of

the cube would be increased by 1331 cubic feet—over

one-fourth. This applied to large buildings would

SMe (Right) Elevation —Scale. % Inch »n the Foot.

Itttign for a Iakt f'ott Framr. Cottayr

Oak, 1 inch thick 2.64
Spruce, 1 Inch thick 8.40
Spruce, 2 laches thick 1.81
Sprue*. 3 Inches thick 1.02
Brick wall. 4 Inches thick 4.17

These figures show that sheet cork Is the bast non-
conducting material, hence the best Insulator.

Now as to the method of using these materials. One
partition construction consists of two 1-Inch tongued and
grooved spruce boards, with water proof paper between;
1 inch dead air space, then two 1-lncb spruce boards with
paper again, and so on until three 1-Inch dead air spaces
have been formed, making a partition 11 Inches thick
and consisting of eight 1-lncb spruce boards, with three

1-inch dead air spaces. The efficiency of this partition

would be 2.62 B. T. U.—that Is, It would transmit 2.B2

B. T. V. per degree difference per square foot per 24
hours, and would cost approximately 58 cents per square
foot.

The cork partition to displace this would consist of
two 1-tneb tongued and grooved spruce boards, with
3-inch sheet between, and one layer of water proof paper
on each pipe, making It 5 Inches thick. This con-

struction would Iransmlt 2.13 B. T. U. per degree dlffer-

ea per square foot per 2» hours, and would cost ap-

tbat by properly insulating them their capaci y could be

Increased one-fourth or more without covering addition-

al ground space.

An Insulating plan that came to the writer's notice

In Washington a short time ago deserves mention. It

consisted of one 1-lncb spruce board, a 1-lnch dead air

space, 2-lnch spruce board, 4-lnch dead air space filled

with cinders; 2-inch spruce board, 4-Inch dead air space

filled with cinders; 2-inch spruce board. 1-inch dead air

space. 1-lnch spruce board, making in all 18 inches, with

a supposed efficiency of 2.25 B. T. U. Cinders, It Is

well known, have great capillary attraction. The result

is they lose after becoming damp from 30 to 00 per cent,

of their efficiency when dry. Most loose materials are

open to the same objection, while at the same time be-

ing extremely hard to pack to the proper density. The
only claim for asbestos Is that It Is fire proof. Mineral

wool. thouKht by ninny to !« the ideal Insulator. Is 25

per cent, less efficient than sheet wrk. besides beiti* dan-

gerous to handle; and after having been In use for any
length of time it will be found to have settled to one-half

Its former bulk.

Sheet cork is the ideal insulator. It has no capillary

ni tract ion. I" practically fire proof and odorless, easily
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applied and very light In weight. It contains Innumer-
able air cells that are closed by the binding substance,

thus securely entrapping the air and forming too only
dead air space that can be depeuded upon. In conclu-

sion, It has been found that an air space 1 inch deep Is

as efficient as one 3 Inches or more. The depth has noth-
ing to do with the efficiency, but, an has been stated, it

is next to Impossible to hermetically seal any dead air

space- It Is safe to say absolutely

be placed on dead air

The St. Louts Exposition.

The buildings of the Ixiuislana Purchase Exposition,

which will be held In the city of St. Louis In 1008. will

occupy a site embracing the unfinished half of Forest
Park, said to be one of the largest public parks In the

world. The portion to be used contains 688 acres, and
about 300 acres of aurroundlng property will be added

Detail of Water Tablf, Belt C«irw.

1 Inch to th*_r«Ot.

I-I

3T

1 1 3

Detail* of Porch Balustrade ud Pont. Section through Founua-
. H Inch to the Foot tton Wall. -Scale. ^

Inch to the Foot.

two wings, each 200 x 300 feet; a mines and metallurgy

building. 000 x 1200 feet; an electricity building, 000 x

550 feet; and a Government building to cover 100.000

square feet. The estimated cost of these buildings Is

$7,000,000. To these will probably be added buildings

for fish and fisheries, for machinery, for forestry and for

horticulture.

The work will be In direct charge of Isaac 8. Taylor

Li

Detail of Interior Wlwlnw
Trim -fleale, 1 Inch to the

Foot.

ivnail. of Maui Btory Win-
down -Scale. 1 Inch to the

Foot.

MitrrllaneoHt Ctmttructivt Drlailt of Lor C*** f'ramr Cottagr.

so as to bring the total area of tbe site up to about 1000
acres. The main buildings will be larger, it is stated,

than those of any previous exposition, and it Is expected
that the working drawings will be ready by November
1. The letting of contracts aggregating about Sll.OOO,-

000 for construction work on the buildings and grounds
will begin about December 1. There la to be an agricul-

tural building, 700 x 2000 feet; a manufactures build-

ing. 600 x 000 feet; a liberal arts building, 000 x 1200
feet; a social economy building, 550 x 700 feet; a trans-

portation building, COO x 1200 feet; an education build-
ing. 660 x 700 feet; an art building. 300 x 600 feet, with

of St Louis, who is at the same time chairman of tbe

Commission of Architects and Director of Construction

and Maintenance. This Is said to be the first exposition

in which the same man who led the planning of tbe ex-

position bad the chieftaincy in carrying out tbe con-

struction. Mr. Taylor has been In St. Louis all bis work-

ing life, and has erected some of tho largest buildings In

the city, besides doing much work iu Illinois and Texas.

It Is stated that tbe plan which will be followed la

tbe construction of a building at the exposition will be to

let the entire construction under a single contract, the

contractor to have control of all subcontractors.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Flndluc BeveU of Valley Rafter.

Not Interaect.

From L. 0. Keyes, flaiwrw City, J/o.—The following
diagrams end explanation are sent In answer to the re-

quest of " W. B. J.," Charlotte, N. Y., which appeared In

the August issue of the paper. Fig. 1 of the diagrams
shows a putt hi 1 plan and elevation of a roof with the

ridge on one part higher than that on the other; one part
having a rise of IB feet to a run of 12 feet, while the
other has a rise of 13 feet to a run of 14 feet The dia-

gram Is drawn to Illustrate a simple anil accurate
method for locating the seat or run of valley rafters In

ordinary roots where the ridges do not Intersect. When
not able to take the rise and run directly from the
square, and when there are no roof plans at hand, the
common way is to draw a plan of part of the roof having
the higher ridge, showing the ridge and plate, as Indi-

cated by 1 2 and 3 4. This drawing may be to any suit-

able scale, according to convenience. The next step is

to draw the line of the other ridge, as D' B\ Now at

the required pitch, 13 or 14 Inches In this case, draw uu
elevation of the lower roof, as indicated by A B' A',

which shows the line A B' produced to n hlght equal to

the rise of the higher ridge, as to B. The next step Is

to draw B D parallel to the ridge Hue B' D'. The point

at D •« where the longer vnlley must cut the line of the

14*11144 /

y
oj,

XL

N *

Flic. I-

llne of the ridge produced as to ,1 and draw the line A d.

rroduce the line A D Indefinitely and make A B' equal

to A B. Draw B' d. A bevel set at B' along A B' and
B' d will give the required side bevel of tills valley to

fit against the ridse, as at B in Fie 2.

The length and bevel of the short valley are found

as shown at A' B" in Fig. 3. The side bevel of the short

valley is found in the same manner as for the longer

one, but to keep the lines within the limits of the sheet

a line O O' Is drawn parallel to A' B" at the pitch of the

short valley, aud the line A I» is produced as to <!'. The
line 0 d' is drawn square from A' 1)'. A tievel set at

h' along O ft' and 6' <!' will give the ancle of side bevel

of this vnlley to fit against the side of the longer one. as

at B' in Fig. 2.

Flndliis Back cm on Jack Rafters for Octaic»n Root*.
Frnm T. D. O.. Council Bluff*. lotca.—lt " W. H. M."

,.f Woodlnwn. Ala., will take the distance from tlx- hip

sev-uou

Rafter* m l-oofn Fig-. .' at,. 1 1 Klndliut Side Bevel* of Valley Rating In Ho, r- where
where the RMKr, Do Not Interact. One h.,l Ke l« Higher than Anttner

Fh„li,„, U,-rl. ../ V,itl,v /(nflm •» /{<„,/ rAr..- /*. XU InUrmrt.

ridge 1 2. and the distance 1 1> is the distance from the

eud of the ridge to the point of intersection of the val-

ley and ridge.

If " W. B. J." will study the diagram a little closer

he will have no trouble In locating the seats of valley

rafters In this class of roofs, but I wish to remind him.

and also others, that his method of obtaining side bevels

for hip or vulley rafters—that Is, taking the ruu on one
arm of the square and the length on the other—will not

do ff-r ronfs of two pitches. It is correct only where
the seat or run of the hip or valley forms an angle of 4".

degrees wilb the. sides, as in square cornered buildings

with roofs of equal pitch.

In Figs. 2 aud 3 I show a method of finding the side

bevels In this class of work, being simple and absolutely

correct with scat at any angle and with rafters at any
pitch. The general principles of this methtxl were ex-

plained on page 131 of the Issue of Carpentry anil Uuilil-

Ing for last May. Fig. 2 represents a vertic:il section

through the lower roof and a sectional side elevation of

the ridge on the higher roof. It also shows n section of

;he higher roof, this roof having the same pitches ns

that shown In Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 Is represented the plan

nt the ridge, plate and also the seat of the valleys,

which are located as explained in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 the

iciij-tli of the longer rnllej- rafter Is indicated by the

line A It. the angle ,it B giving the down bevel and that

at A the Isittom bevel to tit on the plate.

In order to rind the side bevel of this rafter proceed

.is- follows' l-v.m A on the line l> A square up to the

along the plate of his octagon building to the lirst jack
rafter, and the length of the jack at right angles to the

plate, he will have the bevel to tit the hip lu any pitch

of roof. 1 always aim to conceive the superficial shape
of a roof in order to comprehend the various bevels.

For Instance, take his sketch iu the October number of

the paper, and we will presume the distance from the

comer to the first jack to be 7 Inches <of course It is

likely to be more than this); theu the ruu of the Jack
would be 17 inches: presuming further that the pitch

of the roof is one-half, or 4.1 degrees, then the length of

the Jack would be 24 inches: hence we have 24 and 7.

Marking alone 24 w.mld give the side bevel of the Jack.

Remodeling an Old Dalrv Ham.
From (J. II. K.. Sun Francif.'o. ''<//.— 1 am just re-

modeling ou old dairy barn. 113 x <;o feet In size, and
wish to arrange it so as to run a hay carrier. I inclose

n diagram of the framing, which I have purposely left

incomplete. Will Mr. Kidder or some other authority

suggest the best construction for the purpose? The
ordinary ties Interfere more or less with the carrier, so !t

is customary here, where we have no snow, to knock
out the ties In the malu barn where the "loan to" la

well tied to the main posts, using only a small cross tie

2 or ;{ feet from the comb. This appears to me to be In-

sufficient bracing for an 1* or 2n foot rafter. We usually

have 7.
r
. to 100 Inches of rain annually where this build-

Ins Is located, besides very heavy aud
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violent wiuds. Some one has suggested to me n modlfled

scissors truss arrangement made of 1 x 6 yellow fir In

conjunction with a 2 x 6 Me 4 feet from the comb. This
bring! the construction rather high In the roof to be
very effective, but I do not want any tie lower than 4

feet. All the Illustrations of scissors trusses given so

far In Carycntry and Building arc unsuitcd for my pur-

pose, as they have no hay carrier In contemplation, and
are not considered with reference to a " lean to." Also

tbey are built to withstand heavy snows and weighty
roofs.

My roof will be covered by redwood shakes 3 feet

long, laid shingle fashion 1 foot to the weather and upon
1x6 inch redwood sheathing placed 0 Inches apart.

The purlin I have Indicated Is never used here, but I

think it adds life to the roof by stopping wind vibration.

I will have considerable material from the old building

in the shape of 2 x 4 and 2x0 inch spruce scantling,

heavy, but I use them because they are good material

already on hand. Some of the readers may say " raise

your building and make more room for the hay," but In

reply 1 would state that we can only get cattle to eat

bay here about six weeks In the year, and as the building

is more for milking purposes than for feeding, I do not

want any more loft room.

An»\ctr.—We submitted the Inquiry of our corre-

spondent with his diagrams, to Mr. Kidder, who presents

the following in reply: The method I would advise for

trussing the rafters over the center span is that Indicated

at the left of the central dotted line In Fig. 2, the portion

nt the right representing the original sketch of the corre-

spondent. This leaves the center clear, requires but little

lumber and gives as stiff a construction ub Is possible

without a tie beam across from the upper plates. It will

give all the rigidity necessary and at the same time n

good supiiort for the rafters and for the hay carrier.

The frame work inclosed between the point* D, E. F
constitutes ft cantilever truss supported nt the point F.

each linlf of the !olt being self supporting. Tim rafters

will be in tension n:id the strut S in compression. The
i :ift«?rs ever the should. therefore. N> ti.nl le^elbei

Wit t'r^i.i V..-v

KtiIvo i| -x:

1 iv-.i-.n- • ,rr'~

•tt mxmt. . it. toot.! c(kic»

ttf \

H.
•

»

<s «tv-{e»
tvocm; in- >

j»vx.«
•bit-cut

[••1)5. * -EU-wuloii at tb* Rigbt of the « eoiral Dotted Line Our t*rrc»pon<»"nt «

by Mr KLtdcr.

,. »bUV at lb* U-ft l» tbe ConMnKti.m

HrmwMing an Old /M/rj/ U.tru.

which, perhaps, could lie worked lu the new building

where the strain is not very great. I also have 52 most
excellent seasoned 8x8 redwood posts, 14 feet long,

which I did not seem to be able to use to advantage In

this construction, but would like to do so. As they are

hewed, they are hardly true enough to be used as sills,

otherwise they ore better than anything I can buy. I

would use more fir In this building, but cannot get any
tbnt is seasoned, while the green is liable to be honey-

combed by insects. Small sills nre used very generally

now, as they are less liable to rot out with their own sap

when used in an unseasoned state. Itedwood is not as

strong, but much more lasting and the least liable of all

woods to shrink by seasoning in this eool coast climate.

The building rents on ocean drift sand, which makes
a good foundation when kept from shifting. Referring

to Fig. 1, which represent* four panels of the side fram-

ing, I would say that tbe bottom .sill Is 6 x 8 inches and
113 feet long, while the round timbers A A are 10 x 8 and
10 x 12 inch Douglas or yellow fir. The top floor ties nre

supported by the separate posts, as shown. The post B
is of t! x 8 Inch redwood and 20 feet high. Tbe plate !s

yellow fir, 4 x 0. and the sill is t; x 8 iuches.

I shall be pleased to have my whole plan criticised

from a constructive standpoint. 1 understand, of course,

that the outside po^s "'"1 '"ft t! *>s a'*1 unnecessarily

so as to form a continuous tie from tbe lower plate to

the ridge.

By slightly increasing the size of the timbers thi.s

construction could be used for any roof loads. The only

criticism I huve to offer regarding tbe framing showu

by the correspondent In question is that I think the

purlin at A should be 4 x 0 Inches, and tbe sill at B. Fig.

2, should be raised on edge. The original sketch does not

clearly show whether It is on edge or flat wise.

Conatrurtlon of » KbuMe Hoard.

/Yom .1. A. I... Snnlintjo. Cuba.—Will some of my fellow

chips toll me how to build the table of a shuffle board

V

I desire especially to know the size of table, kind oi

weights, &c, which are necessary.

Couatrarllni; * Chimney of fom r»lf.

from J. S. N., OnaKay, Mich.—I wish to build a chim-

ney of concrete, the bight being about :>l feet, measured

from the base in tbe cellar. The flue will be 8 x $

inches and the walls of the chimney about 4 Inebea

thick. 1 would like to know what proportions of Port-

land cement, sand and broken stone should be used.

Any Information on the subject or any suggestions will

be very much appreciated hy nn interested rentier of the

paper.
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of Cot* Celling.

K. K., Roshury, Mas*.—I send the inclosed In

answer to the Inquiry of " 8. A. .." Owatonna. Minn.,
which appeared In the September Issue of the paper.
Referring to the sketch, let L L' L" represent the plan

half the run to the opposite side. Place No. 1 ns No. 2

nt an augle of 45 decrees, square up to half the rise and
connect the two lines, and we have 11 inches and a work
line for the common rafter. No. 3 Is the common rafter,

with a run of 4 feet 8 Inches and a rise of 9 feet 6

Inches, which gives a work line of 10 feet 7 Inches—the

length of the common rafter. Now from the Intersect-

ing points of linlf the run and rise set off 11 Inches, and
a circle through the three points gives a radius of 15

feet 3 Inches, the outline of the common rafter, from
which to cut cripples and Jacks, as the dormer windows
make them ull cripples. I find It best to work opposite

to the customary rule and cut the hips first, because

there are no whole common rafters. I find It best to

mlter the heels so they join well, as It increases the

rigidness of the structure, and for practical work only

one-quarter of the lines are necessary. I have, however,

used all to make It plain, as this Is the only plan of

which I know. Perhaps It will bring

to the front.

»/ (W Ceiling.

Design t»r » Prayer Deck.

From Paui D. Otter, nhicixtjo. short time ago

a correspondent made Inquiry in these columns for a
" Priedleu." or prayer desk, and as 1 have seen no

answer published to the request, I Inclose a pen and ink

drawing which may be of service to him. In the con-

struction of a prayer desk for a home the use of the

Gothic style would seem, by Its distinctive character, not

quite In keeping with the Interior furnishings of the

present day. and so the plain surface and slight changing

of outline shown in the sketch, which Is typical of the

early American mission furniture, is deemed more ap-

propriate for a house. The construction. It will be seen,

is of n very simple and direct character. There Is no

set size but a hight of 36 inches from the floor to the

of the corner of the room.
<-ommon bracket and then
• 'irenmstances would seem

Mark ont the shape of

draw as many lines as

to require, as 1, 2, 3, 4,

These lines should run from various points of the
to the center line of plan of the angle
bracket. Extend these lines from the
center B to C, making them the same
length as those from A to L\ Next draw
the curved line from C to L' through
these points, which gives the curve of
the edge of the angle rafter or bracket
The lines lo, la, 3a. Ac, show how to get

the splay or chamfer. If required, of an
external rafter. This rule applies for ex-

ternal or internal angles, either large or

small, where they are lathed and pins

(••red and have angle rafters.

Framing a Tower Roof.

From E. C. G . Pittsburgh, JCaa.-Uav-
iug constructed a number of tower roofs

similar to this in the past, and as I never
saw anything In any mechanical work
pertaining to this particular construction

or met with a mechanic who said he
knew how, I send my method for com-
ment among my brother Chips, and use

for the purpose figures taken from the
plans of the new County High School,

tlnlshed January 1. 1901, at Columbus.
Kan. Referring now to the plans, the base of the tower

s 13 x 13 feet square and the diameter of the lantern

>>r octagon is 3 feet S Inches, or 44 x .' -:- 1- is 4 1-

lii' hes, the side of the octagon.

The part marked No. 1 shows one of the eight hips,

vhlch *tand at an angle of 39 degrees, with n run of

7 feet "> inches and a rise of 9 feet fl inches. This gives

a work line of i'J feet 1 inch, the length of hip rafter.

Now square up half the run and half the rise where
hey Intersect, and at the work line set off 1 foot 3

nches. Now a circle through the three points gives n

radius of 14 feet 9 Inches, or the outline of hip. which
Tt.iikes a good curve for shingles. Continue the line of

MtU>-*t ../ " K C. V." for Framing t Totter.

upper edge of the sloping top. with outside width of 32

inches, gives about the right proportions. The ends are

to lie 12 Inches at the widest part of the outline at top

and bottom, and the stock is to be 1<
4 inches thick. The

top l« fo bo placed at nn angle of 40 degrees, and the
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lower edge provided with a slight projecting quarter

round strip.

On top of the open frame or screen work Is placed

a 6-Inch shelf for books. The lower rail of this screen

Is Intended to pierce the ends and be secured by wooden

Dttign for I'r.tjftt l>t»k l^mtrtbaUti by 1 ant I). Ottrr.

pegs. Tho knee rest is made separate from the general

construction, but fitting between the end pieces, or It

may be fixed with a dowel and groove to allow of gliding

back when not in use. The top of the stool may be

padded and upholstered with carpet or other goods. I

think from the measurements which I have given and
the general description, the carpenter who Is bandy with

his tools wilt have no trouble In making the piece of

furniture here Illustrated.

From C. D. a, Montana.-! would Uke to aak the read-

er* of Carpentry and Building to make suggestions on

the following plan of a building: The building la a

B 8

Fig. I. -Plan of Partiiton. Vlg i -Vertical Section through
Partition.

Mtthod oj Hound DtaiUniny.

double one-story structure, built entirely of lumber, as

lath and plaster are very expensive here. The cause of

the trouble Is that the sound Is carried by the lumber
and the party living on one side Is disturbed by the peo-

ple HvlDg on the other side, and vice certa. To remedy
this trouble several suggestions have been made. One
Is to lath and plaster the division wall. Another sug-

gestion is to line the division wall with deafening felt

and line the celling with the felt on the upper side-that

Is, by going in between the roof and celling and lining

same. The partition wall is built »b shown in the sketch.

A being cotton lining and wall paper, B %-tnch sheath-

ing, C are 2x4 Inch studs, D space between sheathing

on each side of studn. This space has been filled with

cross cut sawdust up to the ceiling and no effect was
produced In deadening the sound. The celling and floor

joist are one continuous piece of floor lumber and cany
the sound very readily. Any suggestions the readers

may offer will be gladly received.

Laying Out Far* fluid for "lair Ball.

From C. B. G., Frederick, Aid.—I would be glad to have
some of the old stair builders explain, through the

columns of the Correspondence department, their

method of laying out the face mold for stairs having
a turn out at starting and a straight string In the center

of the well. Tho sketch which I luclose will explain

what I mean. The radius for the turn out is 14 Inches

platform

Uyxny Out Far* Mold f<,r .Stairf £atl

:

lor center of rail uud the distance from center of rails

at the well hole is also 14 Inches. The risers are 7%
inches and the treads 10 Inches. Now, if Mr. Wlllhuus
or the correspondent signing himself " O. B. H.." whose
answers to a similar question appear In the July and
August numbers, will be willing to again take up the
subject of handralilng. I for one will appreciate It very
much.

Fastening- Sheet Iron Booanaj to Saratnlaa;.

From H. C. Haneii. Indianapolis, Ind.-A. correspond-

ent of Carpentry and Building asks for a method of fas
tening sheet Iron roofing to the sheathing, at the same
time finishing with a lock seam, and soldered. The
method given Is not very satisfactory, and here Is the
wiiy It Is put on flat roofs around the mills and factories:

The sheets are turned up on edge % Inch aud clips nailed

to the sheathing and bent ovec the standing edge. The
next sheet is bent 1% Inches and then turned down on
the "i-lnch edge and clip, and both then turned down to

a l4-inch standing seam. This method does not put a

nail In the Iron and no leaks can result If it is properly
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Lombardlc Columns.

In commenting upon the design of Ixjnibardic col-

umns, n writer In a London paper states that the capital

was larger In proportion to the rest of the column, there-

by affording a greater surface, or impost, for the arches

to rest upon, and also combining the appearance of se-

curity at that point with general lightness of appear-

ance. The shaft was mostly plain, yet frequently highly

ornamental, striated or carved In different ways, and

sometimes twisted, either singly or with two stems twin-

ing spirally around each other. Columns furnishing

examples of all these different modes occur In the clois-

ters of San Taolo and San Giovanni Laterano at Rome,

and the capitals present quite as much variety. It seem-

ing to have been the aim on such occasions to Introduce

as"much diversity as possible. Instead of so arranging

the columns as to have two of the same kind placed to-

gether, a practice probably originating In ranking use of

columns and fragments taken from other buildings, and

afterward retained as conducing to variety and richness.

Although the arches were as frequently as not quite

plain and without archivolt moldings of any kind, the

use of archlvolts was by no means uncommon, some-

times consisting of merely a single molding Inclosing a

plain border around the arcb. at others divided Into

facia, and more or less enriched, as in the front of the

cathedral of Tlsa. in which building the nrches describe

more than a semicircle above the capitals of the columns,

being prolonged downward by a deep abacus, consisting

in some places of two. In others of a single plain block

resting immediately on the capital, a mode certainly pref-

erable to that of placing a mere lump of entablature

upon the columu, and not ungraceful In itself, because

it gives greater hlght and Importance to the arches,

which, being narrow, would else appear stumpy, de-

pressed and overloaded by the ornament around them.

Similar blocks, or abaci, occur In the remains of Fred-

erick Barbarossa's palace at Gelnhansen. where small

heads or masks are Introduced Immediately above such

abaci, so as to All up the space there between the arches,

and continue in some degree the vertical lines produced

by the columns.

Chinese Architecture.

Tli" columns and rafters used In the construction of

mincse houses are rather the bars of a light cage than

die support of heavy weights-tho perpendicular beams

serving less to support than to unite the cross timbers

horizontal rafters. The framework of the roof Is

only a light fabric of bamboos placed one above another,

supported by ledges and diminishing in size as they rise.

The ends of these transverse rafters rise either out of

the column which they cross, or from the walls them-

selves, and sustain that part of tho roof which over-

hangs the building. Columns in China have no capitals;

two reasons hnving prevented the adoption of this uni-

versally admitted part of the pillar, says a writer In a

London exchange. The first consists in the absence of

both architrave and entablature: the second in tho use

of double roofs. The first or lower roof being general-

ly only a lean-to or pent-roof, the slope of which neces-

sarllv' conceals the hlght of the column, every species

of figure, whether for use or ornament, not only appears

superfluous, but has not perhaps entered the mind of

the architect.

Bricks are. made In great perfection. The Chinese

join them together beautifully, so as to form triangles,

squares, circles, figures or dowers, &c. which gives to

the exterior a very finished appearance. The bricks in

sizo are about 10 Inches long. 4 inches wide, and rather

more than 2 Inches thick. A one-brick wall will, there-

fore, have a hollow of 2 iuches between the stretchers of

its two faces. Those of tho Great Wall aro reported as

being to inches long, half that In width, and nearly 1

uches thick

The walls of their houses are generally about IS

indie* thick. On the foundations they lay three or four

layers of bricks entirely solid. After which they tils

,i..so then: oil the iwo faces of the wall frontways and

lengthways ia- headers and stretchers' alternately, so

that the front ones meet and occupy the whole breadth;

but lietween those that are disposed lengthways there

remnlns a void space In the middle of tho wall. On this

first range they lay a second, disposing the bricks length-

ways, observing to covor the Joints of the front bricks

in the first range with a whole brick in the second, and
so thoy proceed alternately from the bottom to the top.

and by this means the expense both of labor and ma-
terials is considerably diminished and the weight of

the wall much lessened.

It Is uncommon to see anything built even of stone be-

side bridges and memorial arches, which adorn the

streets of the principal cities In each province; and mar-
ble Is generally applied for pavements, thresholds of

gates, the foundations of some of the pagodas and the

lining of canals.

The Roman Amphitheater.

It is not quite clear, says an English writer, whether
the arena was no more than the solid ground, or whether
it had an actual flooring of any kind. The latter opinion

is adopted by some writers, who suppose that there

must have been a souterraln or vaults, at intervals at

least, if not throughout, beneath the arena, as some-
times the animals suddenly Issued apparently from be-

neath the ground, and machinery of different kinds was
raised up from below and afterward disappeared In the

same manner. That there must have been some sub-

struction beneath the arena. In some amphitheaters at

least. Is evident, because the whole arena was upon par
tlcular occasions filled with water and converted into a

naumaehla. where vessels engaged In mimic sea fights,

or else crocodiles and other amphibious animals were
made to attack each other. Nero is said to have fre-

quently entertained the Romans with spectacles and
diversions of this kind, which took place Immediately
after the customary games, and were again succeeded

by them; consequently there must have been not only

an abundant supply of water, but mechanical apparatus
capable of pouring it in and draining It off again very
expeditiously. The arena was surrounded by a wall,

distinguished by the name of podium, although such ap-

pellation perhaps rather belongs to merely the upper

part of it forming the parapet or balcony before the first

or lowermost seats nearest to the arena. The latter,

therefore, was no more than an open oval court, sur-

rounded by a wall about 18 feet high, measuring from

the ground to the top of the parapet, a bight considered

necessary in order to render the spectators perfectly se-

cure from the attacks of the wild beasts. There were
four principal entrances leading Into the arena; two at

the ends of each axis or diameter of it, to which as many
passages led directly from the exterior of the building,

lM?sidcs secondary ones Intervening between them and
communicating with the corridors beneath the seats on

the podium. The wall or inclosure of the arena is sup-

lK>sed to have been faced with marble, more or less

sumptuous, besides which there apjiears to have been. In

some instances at least, a sort of network attixed to the

top of the podium, consisting of railing, or rather open

trellis work, of metal. From the mention made of this

network by ancient writers little more can now be gath-

ered respecting it than that In the time of Nero such

netting, or whatever it might have been, was adorned

with gilding and amber, a circumstance that favors the

idea of its having Itecn gilt metal work, with bosses and
ornaments of the other material. As a further defeuse.
ditches, called ourlpl. sometimes surrounded the arena.
The term podium was also applied to the terrace or gal-

lery Itself Immediately above the lower Inclosure, -and
which was no wider than to be capable of containing
two, or at the most three, rauges of movable seats or
chairs. This, as la-ing by far the best situation for dis-

tinctly viewing the sports in the arena, and also more
commodlously accessible than the seats higher up, was
the place set apart for Senators and other persons of dis-

tinction, such as the Ambassadors of foreign parts; and
it was here also that the Kmiieror himself used to sit. In

an elevated place called suggestus or cublculuin. and
likewise the person who exhibited the games, on a place
elevated like a pulpit or tribunal (clitoris tribunal). The
vestal virgins also appear to have had a place allotted to
them In the podium. Above the podium were the gradna
or seats of the other sp-etaiors.
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THE ART OF WOOD TURNING.—XXII.
Iikoio inin.)

By Fred. T. Hodoson.

WE now take up the aoeket.or nuzzle, which Is screwed

to tit over the screw on the pulley, as shown.

In Figs. 166 and 150. Here again cast steel Is the beat

material to use. and, when screwed. It Is hexagon at the

edge for the purpose of enabling a small spanner to be

employed in tightening It up. When boring or turning

out the recess It must be left deep enough to allow the

head of the screw, which fits the stem. Fig. 151, to re-

volve freely. The outer part may all be turned at the

same time as the screw Is cut This must be considered

Its primary stage, and when It Is first fitted it must Im>

put together and held by the stem and rotated from

the overhead motion, when the whole is again turned

to perfect truth and the front bored out to a taper hole

about H inc" In diameter. The object of this will be

at once clear, as it Is to Insure perfect concentricity of

the drill, which, like all of a similar nature, must run

true, and to insure this the only way Is to turn each In

its place.

It is quite evident that In this miniature drill spindle

we have many and delicate fittings to contend with,

each of which must be true In Itself. Any slight error

in one will multiply as we proceed to such an extent

that when we arrive at the point of the drill we may find

It so increased that, after all our labor. It will be prac-

tically useless; hence the necessity of the utmost care

during the whole making of the tool.

To complete the Instrument another addition Is nec-

essary In the shape of a small eccentric cutter, which In

Fix*. I55«0ij OH.—St.fl
Socket or I'ulVv

Ktg. 157.~Ht*el

Hlwk in ib<-

KIk 1.V< -The
K i II I » ll f il

HUH*.

As this hole is simply a guide to obtain the precise

the smaller the better. This done, mark a line at the

center from end to end. aud file away the upper part

until the face left is as seen in A, Fig. 150. The readi-

est way to hold the block of steel while the boss is

turned and threaded Is to solder ll to a small inetal

face chuck, taking care to see that it is properly cen-

tered before It Is fastened on. The parallel mortise A,

Fig. 158, will be the nest to work out. This must be

set out and a series of rouud holes drilled as close as

possible together, and then with a suitable file the slot

must be worked out perfectly true and square.

The main screw should follow, and, like nil kindred

screws, must have a definite value of ten to the inch,

thus necessitating a screw of four threads. This will

have to bo less In size than that employed for the eccen-

tric cutter of Increased dimensions. The tool box will

form the succeeding part. This Is made as shown In

Fig. 100, and fitted to slide In the parallel mortise A.

Fig. 158; then, as seen In Fig. 160, the Inside Is removed
aguln. forming an open mortise Into which a gun metal

nut Is fitted, so that tbo tool box may rise and fall to

accommodate the various tools that fit into It. A nut
and washer. Fig. 101. will complete this, and all that re-

Fie. JUu.-Tbe
To .1 Bo,,

Fl*. IM.-The

Fig. UH.-Tbc
fool Adjust

Fig. ItB.-Tbe Prill

Socket.

Fi|C. tffit - Tiro Drilling

Attachment Complete
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a liuislied state I show lu Fig. 103, and which will ma-

terially assist lu the clearer understanding of the de-

tails. The front part may be made to take the place

of the socket on the stem of the drill spindle, thus sav

Ing the trouble of making It complete lu Itself. As far

as the stein and pulley. Figs. 151, 152 and 153, are con-

cerned, they are Just the same as Just described, so

further description is unnecessary; so we will assume
the stem nnd pulley to be ready. It is not necessary

to have a forging In this case, as a piece of cast steel

1% x % x % Inch will answer our purpose. The first

thing to do Is to line the work nil out and dispose of

the superfluous material. The block of steel Is shown
In Its primary form at Fig. 157. Surface the face true

and mark n line from end to eud. as shown by ttie dotted

line, which should be rather above the center of the

material, but at the precise axis of the Instrument
When finished carry the line to the other side with :i

scribe and then mark off the center of the bars A. This
has now to be chucked for the purpose, turning away
the metal at B B, Fig. 158. to leave the boss C the re-

quired length. The boss Is then threaded, ns shown, to

tit the pulley, and this must fit well and bed well home
to the face; especial care must be given to this when
it Is mndc to transfer to the stem that holds the socket
of the drill spindle. When each Is made separate the
front is seldom removed except for oiling and cleaning

purposes. Next Is to place It on the stem, nnd while
being driven from overhead the center must be formed
at the front, nnd n small hole drilled and countersunk.

mains to be done is to fix the eud plate and turn a
milled head on the screw, which Is then divided into

ten equal parts. This done, we have the epicycloidul

cutter in Its most complete form.

It will be iu order now to give some few instructions

as to the manipulation of this instrument, and for these
I am largely Indebted to Mr. Evans' " Ornamental Turn-
ing," Just as I have been for the greater portion of the
description of the eplcycloldal cutter. Quoting directly

as to the position of the cutter: " The flange and frame
should bo placed at right angles, while the latter Is set

vertical to the lathe bed. To effect this correctly it Is

necessary to employ a back square, which when placed
on the lathe bed the frame Is adjusted to the blade.

This will bring it to the position above named. This
proceeding, however, will be useless unless we have
provided the means of determining the process hori-

zontally. To do this, when the positions have been de-

cided, two distinct lines must be marked, one across
the top of the collar on the stem, a second on periphery
on the boss of the gun metal or main plate, against
which It revolves In close proximity, the actual bearing
being against the Bteel collar which projects slightly

beyond the face. When these two lines agree the mi-
crometer of the tangent screw on the stem, also that of
the flange, arc adjusted to their respective zeros.

"Now It may. and as a matter of fact dop.s occur
with some trains of wheels that thooe on the lemovabW
order will not properly engage with those that are per-
manent. In this case the worm wheel may be par-
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tially rotated until the wheels gear, but In like manner
to the instrument previously detailed, the future read-

ings of the micrometer must be taken from the line at

which It stands when so adjusted with reference to

the divisions,

" Unless these primary details are arraugeil there euu
be no further move, and no movement must be given
to the flange, which, being at zero, the eccentric cutter

also at center. In fact, all the instrument centered, there

will be only a dot produced on rotation.

•Let us now adjust the two eccentrlcs-vlz.. the

flange and the eccentric cutter -and upou rotating the

instrument it will be shown that the wheels are slmul-
taneously moved on their respective axes. ThlB results

in the eccentric cutter revolving in cither direction, that

chosen depending on the carrier wheel employed."
If eccentricity be given to either the flange or eccen-

tric cutler only, the figure cut will bo a plain circle

only, the radius of the same being equal to the eccen-
tricity. If both are moved, the tool will trace a series

of loops, the character of which will depend upon the
amount of eccentricity given to each and the tralu of
wheels used in conjunction with them, their direction

being varied by the interposition of the second carrier
wheel.

In nlluding to the small eccentric cutter as capable
<>f extending the decoration of curves or looped figures
traced by the combined action of the Instrument, It Is

also of great service In producing a second series of
circles over the loops so traced. This Is done by equally
spacing out the pattern by consecutive circles. By aid
of the divisions on the worm wheel attached to the back
of the main plate, the circles are by this means taken
over the same course precisely as the line traced by the
complete rotation of the plate.

This particular style of decoration Is not confined to

simply training lines, but may be deeply cut, forming
the well-known barleycorn pattern; by using right or
left hand side tools, single angle or even a wider varia-

tion may be obtained by the use of different shaped cut-

ters. By using the drill alone a series of beads and other
devices may be produced, all of which follow the same
course.

The following table indicates a few of the changes
that can be made In the combination of loops and cir-

cles. The column marked L signifies loops; that marked
A Is the first wheel on the removable arbor, while B re-

fers to second wheel on same. A. gearing with the 40-

wheel on the eccentric cutter, the Becond wheel of the

pair engaging with the 32 on arbor running on stud.

L. of course, representing the number of loops made in

eneh revolution.

L A B I L A B
3 :<2 48 R 32 86
•1 48 48 !> 60 40
4 36 I 10 40 36
5 «0 »0 11 44 36
« 00 82 12 32 40
7 42 86

ThiB table might be extended indefinitely, and as

many loops as may be desired can be obtained by a
proper manipulation of the wheela. The table, however,
is quite sufficient for most purposes.

I need not say to the readers that the attachments
described in these papers are ample for the formation

of almost any ornamentation required that can be exe-

cuted upon the lathe, and while there are many other

attachments that are sometimes employed for lathe

work. Ii would extend these papers beyond reasonable

limits to discuss them here. I may. however, take some
of them up In single papers hereafter If the subject

proves of sufficient Interest. Before closing, however.

I must say a few words concerning the subject of swash
turning. This kind of turning was, at one time, very

much In demand. It consists of having all the members
on the spindle or newel post to be on the rake of the

«*talrs, or other structure. It Is generally turned on a

lathe that Is fitted up with oscillating centers, in the same
manner as described in the November, 1900. number of

rarpentry nml Building The material to be turned

innv.-s to and fro In the direction of its length each revo

lutlon, the distance moved being Just enough to form

lhe proper rak.- on the hnlnster or spindle being turned.

NoVKMHF.k, l'JOl

The movement is regulated by a swash plate or disk,

which is attached to the tail block of the lathe and la

adjustable for any angle. The mandrel of the lathe Is

pressed against the end of the material by a spring, as

described in a previous paper, and an attachment la

screwed on the tail center, having a small wheel at-

tached to the arm that travels around the swash plate

and which is kept in place on the plate by the pressure

of the spring at the head block. The operation is sim-

ple, and turning-, of this klnd-partlcularly in stone-

are often pleasing to the eye.

A patent was taken out some years ago. In Wash-

ington, for a new machine where the tool oscillated in-

stead of the material, but I have been unable to get a

drawing or description of the tool or I would have re-

produced it hi these pages.

I now conclude these papers, but, as before stated,

I may, from time to time, offer a few descriptions of

other lathe attachments and the manner of using them;

also, improved methods of executing difficult work. The

subject la by no means exhausted, but what has been

placed before the readers of Carpentry and Building is

thought to be quite enough for the present.

Color In Brick.

When a brick Is selected for Its color It is desirable,

of course, that It should retain its color In the work-
either unchanged or else only softened by age and ex-

posure, says a writer In the Architectural Review. Dark

colored bricks can in general stand some stains without

detracting much from the appearance of the work, but

light bricks which have turned green or greenish yel-

low and then a dirty gray, or which are so porous that

dust aud soot literally wash Into them at every rain,

soon present an appearance of faded flnery which is far

from pleasing, regardless of any excellence In the design

and original color scheme.

With the exception of long time tests, the best guide

to the selection of a bright colored brick which will not

ehauge seems to be the degree to which the brick Is

burned. If In order to get the color desired the brick-

maker has to burn off his kiln while the bricks are still

far short of vitrification. It Is almost certain that they

will become discolored In the work. The more nearly

vitrified the brick the more permanent is its color likely

to be. Fire flashed bricks of all shades seem to be quite

permanent, which is probably due to the fact that the

luce In this case is practically vltrtfled. However, even

vitrification may not always be a sure preventive of dis-

coloration; though the writer has never seen a vitrified

brick change color himself, he Is informed that such

cases are on record and well authenticated. On the other

hand, many bricks which are not vitrified are very per-

manent in their coloring.

The only safe rule is to use no brick for a large and

important building which has not demonstrated Its per-

manence by long time tests; let the new bricks as they

come on the market be tried in small buildings, and thus

compelled to demonstrate their merits at the least cost

to the consumer.

When It comes to durability there can be no doubt of

the volue of vitrification. If n brick Is perfectly Imper-

vious, not only will dust and soot wash off Instead of

into it, but frost can have no effect ou it, and the chem-
ical agencies of the atmosphere can destroy It only by
infinitesimal degrees. If at all. It Is probable that there

is considerable merit In some of the methods for render-

ing brick work Impervious by depositing an Insoluble

snbstauce In the pores after the wall is completed.

Where this does not change the color It is worthy of

trial, If Impervious bricks of the right shade are not ob-

tainable.

Many of the softer building stones stain bricks very

badly when used for sills, lintels and trimmings. Where
ilils cannot be cured by cutting drips on the stones, such
-lone should not be used except with impervious bricks.

K the desired architectural effect cannot be obtained by
Hi.- use or materials which will make It permanent, some
nther effect should be sought.

CARPENTRY AND BUILDING
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
rrUK reports which have come to hand from various sec-

I
tions of the country indicate continued activity in the

building trades, in some instances upon a scale which
breaks alt records for corresponding periods. The increase

in the cost of building materials seems to offer little If any
check to active operations, and it is probable that the volume
of building in the aggregate will exceed that of any recent

year. Labor troubles are comparatively unimportant, and
the outlook is for an amicable adjustment of difficulties

where they now exist.

Chicago. III.

With the exception of the year 1892, it is probable that
the 12 months of this year will witness a larger volume of
business in the building line in the city of Chicago than any
corresponding period in the past decade. Building of all

kinds has increased to a material extent and the indications
are that the expansion will continue until the close of the
year. During September permits were taken out for the
construction of 042 buildings, having a frontage of 14.024
feet and estimated to cost $2,914,100, this being an increase
over September of last year of 31 buildings. 12,090 feet of
frontage and $500,900 in cost. Currying the comparison
still further and noting the figures for September, 1899. it is

seen that the improvement has been very marked.
During the nine mouths just past permits were taken

out for the construction of 4714 building improvements, hav-
ing a frontage of 132,377 feet aud involving an estimated
expenditure of $27,073,715. These figure* compare with per-
mits for 2405 building improvements, having a frontage of
60,583 feet and coating *l0,GS7,900, for the corresponding
nine months of last year.

Columbus, Ohio.

The contracting stone masons, plasterers and bricklayers,
together with dealers in builders' supplies, recently held a
meeting in the rooms of the Builders' Exchange aud formed
a permanent organization, to be known as the Contractors'
and Material Dealers' I'rotective Association. The object
of the body is to secure mutual benefits to all the members
arising from the harmonious arrangement of their business
affairs. The association is said to be the result of the re-
cent trouble whereby one of the dealers in plasterers' sup-
plies was boycotted for selling material to a contractor giv-
ing employment to nonuuiou lalwr. A constitution and by-
laws was adopted at a meeting held October 15.

Erie, Pa.
The building situation in Erie has recently taken a de-

cided change and the outlook for the fall and winter months
is very encouraging. Ground is changing hands and archi-
tects are busy making drawings. Quite a number of build-
ings are being started by local contractors. Among those
of most importance is the Presbyterian Church, to cost
$25.000 : Constable Bros. Company, contractors: Fred. Ja-
recki, residence, to cost $20,000, Hrnrv Shenk, contractor;
an addition to tin- Metric Metal Works, to cost $10,000.
Kirschner Bros., contractors; nn addition to the Erie Litho-
graphing Company, to cost $4000, Wm. Ackerman, con-
tractor. Building Inspector Henderson reports that for
September 57 permits were issued. The estimated cost of
new brick and stone building was $851.1; of wooden building,
$38,940; additions and repairs, $12,53S. making a total of
$110,000.

Honolulu. H. I.

Building in Honolulu has been greatly hampered re-
cently by the shortage of materials and supplies, which has
resulted from the almost stoppage of sailing transportation
between the islands and San Francisco on account of the
strike. The lumber fleet from the coast has, however, come
in with considerable regularity. This has enabled the build-
ing of frame structures to proceed. The building records
show that almost all the permits issued during September
were for frame buildings. Several large buildings are. how-
ever, now under way. Among these are the new office and
sales building of the Honolulu Iron Works, to cost about
$12,000; the new warehouse of lowers »V Cooke, which will
cost about the same; the new Waitev Building and the new
Hall Building.

Indianapolis, Ind.

There has hern a great deal of building going on in the
city during t lie past season, the figures issued bv Inspector
Bedell showing 2"2 permit* for building improvements for
September, estimated to cost $711,907. as against 220 per-
mits for building improvements, costing S214.S03. for Sep-
tember of l.isr jenr. The largest permit* for September
were for the Indianapolis H"iel Company, calling for an
expenditure of S5< »K< m m, and for a brick and stone apart-
ment house for Joseph Kink. cost -tig STiMl. There were
albo two permits for S.'iiiim i ideu. s. If, permit-, for dwell-
ings cos-tire fi. in *2<n*i to $450O. 33 permits for buildings
ranging in cost from MOtm to S'jisst, and 40 permits for cot-
tages ind Structures costing less than $1(MMI. The total
building improvements lor the nine months of the year up
to September 30 involved an estimated expenditure, of
$3.274,9711.

Los Angeles. Cal.

On Oi tolier 1 the Los .Verde. M.llmen's Association
voted to ignore the .1 iuand made upon them by the Wood
Workers' I'liion for an eight-hour day with nine' hours' pay,
and the millnien further <]•< !•!>•! tint to recognize any organi-
zation of their employees. So far th union has taken no
action in return, but there i-. ...toe par that a strike will

result. In the meantime building is going rapidly ahead.

The September report of the Superintendent of Buildings

shows a total of new work amounting to $313,947, which it

nearly twice as great as the amount of new work started

in Septemlier, 1900. Of the new buildings started two were
brick buildings, valued at $10,000 ; 40 were two-story frame
buildings, valued at $115,000, and 104 were one and one-half

story frame buildings, valued nt $110,000. There waa one
church started, to cost $8900, and some frame flats, to cost

$27,300.

Milwaukee*. Wis.

The report of the Building Inspector of Milwaukee shows
September to have been a banner month so far as building

operations are concerned. There were permits issued for

109 buildings, estimated to coat $701,220, as compared with
permits for 113 buildings, coating $192,935, for the corre-

sponding month of last year. From these figures it will be
seen that the buildings now going up are more expensive
than those of a year ago, and include a number of Important
structures for business purposes. Taking the figures for the

nine months of the present year ending September 30, it is

found that the estimated cost of the improvements was
$3,957,390, as against $2,325,953 for the same period a year
ago.

The last day or two of September witnessed an unusual
degree of activity in the way of securing building permits,
owing to the fact that the new ordinance went into effect on
October 1. In the future an applicant will pay for the per-

mit according to the cubic contents of the building, while
heretofore he has had to pay according to his own estimate
of the value of the building.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

There seems to be no let up in the building activity in

the city of Pittsburgh, for, according to the report compiled
by Superintendent J. A. A. Brown of the Bureau of Building
Inspection, the total estimated cost of building improvements
for which permits were granted in September makes a record
which is the l>est for any similar month in the history of
the bureau. The figures show that 389 operations were com-
menced in September, of which 209 were new buildings, es-

timated to cost $1,474,820, while those for additions, altera-

tions and repairs bring the total amount to $1,535,580.
This is an excess of 119 in the number of permits and
$888,135 in the estimated cost as compared with September
of last year. Of the new buildings 08 were brick. 95 brick

veneer, 72 frame, two iron clad, two brick and stone and
one of steel construction. New work was started in nearly
every ward of the city, being about equally divided between
the brick and frame and brick veneer structures. The city

is showing a steady growth, and Superintendent Brown is

sanguine that his prediction made early in the year to the
effect that the $20,000,000 mark will he reached if not passed
by January 1 is likely to be verified.

Reading, Pa.

The Builders' Exchange of Beading is in a flourishing
condition and the meml>ers are taking an active interest In

many matters pertaining to the material welfare of the com-
munity. At the last meeting, held early in October, a copy
of an ordinance in force in Philadelphia and Lancaster, pro-
viding for the protection of subcontractors when furnishing
material and labor to contractors, was read and brought out
an Interesting discussion. It was decided to make an effort

to have the local council pass a silimar ordinance for the
city.

San Francisco, Cal.

The big strike of teamsters, longshoremen, stevedores,
sailors and the affiliated labor unions which has been going
on in the city for more than two months, was settled by a
compromise on October 1.

The proposed new building code of the city which has
been drafted by the Board of Public Works is now being
sharply criticised by the architects, and the San Francisco
chapter of the American Institute of Architects has pro-
tested against the adoption of the code.

St. Louis. Mo.
The building situation in St. Louis has again assumed an

activity that was not altogether unexpected by observers
who have closely watched developments during the past few
months. There is an active demand for detached houses
renting from $25 to $35 per month which exceeds anything
heretofore known, and It is therefore ex|iccted that the con-
struction of dwellings of this class will be on a large scale.
Contracts have just !>een placed for miles anil miles of street,

alley and sewer construction, preparatory to what may be
designated bh a new St. I ^oiiis. Charter amendments will
be voted upon during the month of October, and it is safe
to assume that the passage of amendments by vote of the
people will result in turning what is now a barren waste into
the semblance of a growing city.

The lnbor problem Is still serioin*, and while there are
good mechanics arriving in St. Louis every day. there is still

n dearth of first-class workmen in all branches, more par-
ticularly carpenters plasterers, plumber*, steam fitters and
sheet metal men.

An idea of the volume of building operations now in
progress may be gathered from the records of the Building
Department, which show tl.at for September of the present
year there were SN permits issued for brick buildings, esti-
mated to cost .< 117,019; 71 permits for additions, repairs and
alterations, .cling $! .5.543 : together with 120 permits for
frame buildings, to cost Sj: 5.321, and 13 permits tor addi-
tions, ti-tei t - itit'l alterations, costing S.'iMiiS. making a grand
total o<' sr.

|

-J. 'J'-. 1 . hi against building improvements costing
$275,090 in the correspond'! tu; month of last year.
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SOME PRACTICAL SUGGCSTi
THOSE of our renders who hnve considered the, ques-

tion of farm buildings, more particularly as regards
their arrangement and general location, are likely to

find tnucb that is of interest and value In a Bulletin Is-

sued by the United States Department of Agriculture,

under the title of " Practical Suggestions for Farm
Buildings." It Is known as " Farmers' Bulletin No. 120,"

and has been brought out to meet a well defined demand
for Information on the subject, and contains plans and
specifications for Inexpensive farm houses and barns,

together with a number of suggestions relating thereto,

which, it is thought, will prove of assistance to a large
class of people scattered throughout the agricultural dis-

tricts of the country. One of the. tlrst points considered
Is the location of the buildings, which should be on dry.

well drained soil, and not far from a strip of timber, or
at least In near proximity to a few fine shade trees.

The plans show two houses, the first of which has
on the main floor a parlor, living room, kitchen and one
bedroom, while on the second floor are three bedrooms.
This house Is estimated to cost $1100, and In connection
with It are given two bills of materials, the first providing
only for the main building and for a style suitable only
to tho extreme southern portion of the country. The
second design provides for a somewhat more commodious
house and one capable of being enlarged eventually, if

60 desired. Tho first-floor plan shows a living room
kitchen and two Imdrooms, while tho secuud floor com-
pleted gives a hall, two bedrooms, a bathroom and what
Is designated as a garret or storeroom. A single chim-
ney with two flues is so placed as to make It possible to

have a stove lu each of the rooms on the first floor, while
a large heater placed In the hall on the second floor will

give sufficient beat for those rooms. A bill of ma-
terials is given for the bouse and shows the cost to

slightly exceed flOOO. Tho house Is susceptible of a
number of improvements and additions, and comments
are given showing how the changes should be mnde to

advantage.

N"M*»llon» for Doing the Work.
In the description of the construction of the house

the country carpenter and builder will find specific di-

rections for doing the work to the best advantage, and
Illustrations show many of the features of framing, such
as the method of supporting floor Joist, the framing of
the corners of the building, the cross bridging of the
floor Joist, the cornice construction, the method of build-

ing the water table, &c.

it is suggested that all chimneys should start from
the ground, and that in a properly designed house of

moderate slxe, one, or at most two chimneys, containing
several flue*, will serve every purpose. If possible a
flue should l>e provided for each stove, as much better

drafts are obtained thereby. The chimney should have
a solid foundation of brick or stone, and. if of brick, an
extra footing course should be laid. The exterior walls
should be two bricks thick and the division walls one
brick thick. In case it Is necessary to carry a stove

pipe any distance inside a partition to reach the chimney
a terra cotta thimble should be used, and whore a pipe

passes completely through a partition it should be pro-

tected by a ventilated thimble.

In regard to the floors It is suggested that in all but

the mildest climates the first floor should be laid double,

the under one lielng of comparatively rough material

brought to an even thickness nud laid diagonally, while
the top floor should, If possible, be of -1-inch matched
flooring, laid tight and smooth.

It is suggested that tin- roof should have a pitch of

not less thnn one-third, or, better still, one-half, as the

roof with the latter pitch N less likely to leak, while at

the same time the outward pressure on the walls is less.

Shingles are recommended as a covering for the roofs

and should be laid not more than r> inches to the weather.

Shingle roofs, it is stated, should never be painted, as

the paint serves merely to retain the water under the

shingle and so causes the roof to decay much sooner

than would be the case If It were left unpalnted. If It is

desired to color the shingles, they should be completely

dipped in pare but thin paint, or some shingle stain pre-

ONS FOR FARM BUILDINGS.
pared for the purpose. In planning a bouse, it Is pointed

out that the simplest roofs are the best.

In covering the outside of the house there are three

ossentlnlB to a satisfactory wall—good sheathing, good
paper and good weather boarding. Placing the sheath-

ing diagonally is advocated, as when so placed every

board is a brace which will serve to stiffen and strength-

en the frame. A good quality of building paper should

completely envelop the outside walls, fitting closely

around all openings, and this In turn should be covered

with clapboards put on with the old fashioned cut finish-

ing nails.

In commenting upon Interior finish the statement Is

made that the luterlor of a house should be almost free

from paint, the kitchen floor, walls and celling and the

bathroom walls being the only places where It should be

found. The wood work should be sandpapered and one

coat of filler and one of hard oil applied.

A very Important portion of the work of building a

farm house is the painting, for not only does the ap-

pearance of the structure depend very largely upon It,

but also Its durability and comfort. The best siding

manufactured will deteriorate rapidly If left unpalnted,

posts and pillars will crack and chock, and wood work
will shrink and warp. The author points out that It Is

tho poorest kind of economy to slight this part of house

building, or to make use of inferior materials, and that

whether the1 work of painting be done by the farmer

himself or by contract. It will almost invariably pay him
to purchase his own materials.

mixing the Colon.

The colors may be bought dry or ground In oil, abso-

lutely pure linseed oil being used for mixing. The first

or priming coat should be mixed very thin, a cheap ocher

answering every purpose for color and body. It should

be worked well in and " brushed out," as the painters

put it, and allowed to dry thoroughly. The sooner it can

be applied after the siding Is in plnce the better. The
second coat should be somewhat thicker, of the proper

color, nnd smoothly laid on. The third coat should be

still thicker, and should not be put on until the second

coat is thoroughly dry and hard. In fact, It Is best, in

the author's opinion, to wait six months before applying

the final coat. If any cracks or checks have occurred, it

will fill thorn, or they may be puttied, and if the ma-
terials have been of the best, it will almost enamel the

wood and leave It In a condition to withstand all kinds

of weather for years.

There are also given In the Bulletin two plans for

barns, ono of which is estimated to cost |450 and the

other $275. There are bills of materials for each, to-

gether with elevations showing method of framing.

Some Interesting comments on bank barns, quarters for

the cows, light and general sanitary arrangements are

to be found among the closing pages. In regard to floors

the Bulletin states that the most convenient one for a

stable Is of cement. The ideal floor is made of cement

with movable plank floors for the stalls. In localities

where the soil is of a clayey nature a natural soil will

make a very satisfactory floor If the stalls are floored

with planks and plank gutters provided. When hay,

A-c. is to be stored above the stock, as is often the cose,

a tight second floor of matched lumber should lie pro-

vided In order to prevent the chaff from sifting down,

and in any event such a floor will go a long way toward

conserving warmth in the stable.

The Pulhtin of the New York State Department Of

Labor for the quarter ended June 30. 1001, Just Issued,

says that the returns from the labor organisations In

New York for the mouths of April, May and .June show
that employment was better thau it has been In any of

these months for the past five years. Only 2.3 per cent,

of unionists were Idle In that quarter, as compared with

9.4 per cent, iu 1000, and 3.7 In 1890. It was tbe low-

est percent a so hitherto recorded by the Bureau of La-

bor Statistics. The Improvement in the condition of the

labor market was very general, extending to nearly all

Industries except the printing business.
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Small Power for Carpenter Shops.

For a long time past the question of small power
for earpeuter shops and wood working eatabllsbinents

ol moderate equipment ha* l>een one of unusual Interest

to readers of this journal, and records of experience
which hare from time to Utue been presented hare at-

tracted more than ordinary attention on the part of
carpeuters, builders and contractors. In all parts of
the country there are shops where a motor of small
power Is required to operate a few machines and where
the expense of operation must necessarily be kept at a
low point. Experience seems to have shown that en-

gines using oil, gas or gasoline an a fuel are well adapted
for this purpose, and as showing what may be accom-
plished J>y the use of a small power engine In running
the equipment of a carpenter shop, we present the fol-

lowing relative to the establishment of N. F. Harding, a
carpenter and builder at Medrield. Mass. We also show
in Fig. I a partial longitudinal section of the shop, and
In Fig. 2 a plan of the main floor. Indicating the position

»*-* —'
1

Fl*. I.-Panlal K ev»tiooi-b.>«fnK BeIt Connection*.

without further attention, being automatic In its fuel

and water supply, keeping up a full bead of steam
whether using one or several machines, or running Idle.

All ibis with an expenditure of 1 gallon of oil per hour,

or less, according to the amount of work done, for which
the fuel aud water supply, steam and speed are auto-

matically regulated.

New Publications.

School Auchitectube. By Edmund M. Wheelwright
Size 7% x 10% Inches; 350 pages; Illustrated by 280

engravings; bound In heavy board covers. Published
by Rogers & Manson. Price, $5, delivered.

This work has been prepared by one who has had a
wide experience In the designing and construction of

schools and Is generally regarded as an authority on the

question of school architecture. It Is In effect a general

treatise for the use of tbose Interested In the construc-

tion of modern school buildings, and within the covers

may be found typical examples of schools in most of

the countries In which public education Is well devel-

oped. In preparing the matter the author states that

he has sought to keep within the province of the archi-

tect, and not to trespass upon that of the educator or

of the engineering, sanitary or hygienic expert. His ob-

ject has been to compile a compact handbook useful for

those interested In the subject, and he has in most cases

avoided detailed descriptions of buildings, owing to the

Fig * -Plan rf Main Floor of Shop, Showing Relative Position of

the Yarloua Machine*.

Small l\nttr for Varfmtltr Shop*.

of the various machines and their connections with the

engine. In the elevation, E represents the engine, C a

circular saw table, S a scroll saw, M an Irregular mold-

ing machine, I. a lathe, G a grindstone and I' a pump.
The shop equipment Is operated by a 4 horse-power

Shlpman engine using oil as a fuel, and In relating his

experience with this power Mr. Harding says:

I run a clrculnr suw. cutting 2-Inch plank, and a

scroll saw on 2-luch bracket stuff at the same time,

with ease, and can cut through 5 inches of oak without

any trouble whatever. I have belted to my engine from

the main shaft a scroll saw which will take stuff 0

Inches thlck;a wood turning lathe about 4 feet in length,

an emery grinder, a small circular saw aud molding

machine, nlso a countershaft to the story below. From
this counter 1 run a long horizontal belt to a circular

saw countershaft, and from the latter to the saw table

I can easily run nn 18 Inch cutting off saw or a li-inch

rip saw. From the main eon litersha ft I also run a
pump with :Much cylinder and a grindstone, the con-

nections being as shown In the sketch. I can run my
circular saw, operating on a •-'-inch plank, and nny two
or three small machines at tiic snnio time, or the cir-

cular saw and a large scroll saw, which is a Beach No.

4, together, which I have often done. Another point

that may lie of interest Is that when I have a small

job. such, for Instance, as getting out a white onk out-

side threshold, I can get up steam, do the sawing, which
takes .*> or Inches of saw cut. shut down and clean up

the engine in 'M minutes, and without using over three

quarts of oil. In order to do the work by hand it would
requite several hours' time ;,ud hard woik at :liat.

After nine years <>f use my engine works as well as

when llrst set up. and after 17. minutes 1

time In

starting and oiling it. is ready to run four or five hours

fact that the plans and other Illustrations presented

would seem to furnish all necessary data.

The basis of the work was a series of articles by the

author which appeared in the Brick Builder a few years

ago. the success of which suggested putting the matter

In book form. The original material has been recast

and the scope of the subject greatly expanded. It Is

comprised In 12 chapters, the flrs» of which deals with

the general requirements and features of schools. The
second takes up the subject of elementary schools of

Germany, Austria, Switzerland and France, followed

by tbose of Scandinavian countries, as well as of Eng-

land and the United States. In Chapter VI the author

makes a comparison of the leading features of ele-

mentary schools, after which he considers the develop-

ment of secondary schools of Northern Europe and
England, as well ns of bis own country.

A feature of the book which will appeal very strongly

to a large class at the present day is the question of man-
ual training. to which an entire chapter has been devoted.

Several of the leading schools where manual training

Is taught are described at considerable length, views

being presented of the interior of a number of the de-

partments, and a list given of the tools with which the

shops are provided. Special reference Is made to the

St. Louis, Toledo and Cambridge manual training

schools, as well as to the Mechanic Arts High School of

Boston. The chapter which follows deals with the sub-

ject of training schools for teachers, while Chapter XI
gives attention to the heating, ventilation and sanitation

of school houses. The last chapter In the work presents

specifications for an American school which will be
found of special Interest and value to architects and
builders.

While the details of school construction are consid-
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end at some length, the information la bo handled a* to
be confined within the limits of a convenient handbook
and made readily accessible by an unusually complete
Index alphabetically arranged. The work as a whole Is

a valuable contribution to the literature of school house
architecture and construction, and should find a place

In the library of every architect and builder who Is In-

terested in the subject.

How to Framk Houses. By Owen B. Maglnnls. Sire

7% x 10% Inches; 96 pages and 80 illustrations. Pub-
lished by the author. Price, $1, postpaid.

This Is a revised edition of a well-known work which
has been before the trade for some years and show*) la

a comprehensive manner the various steps necessary In

framing a building. The work Is divided into three

parts, the first of which deals with balloon framing,
the second tells how to frame the timbers of a brick

bouse, while the third Is devoted to roof framing, In

which are presented the best methods of laying out the

work, obtaining the various cuts, &c. This part covers

hip and valley roofs, pyramidal roofs, hexagonal roofs,

octagonal or circular roofs, as well as roofs of irregular

plan. An interesting chapter entitled " Practical Hints
for Carpenters" refers to the Importance of accurate

measurements, gives specific directions for laying of

floors, putting on hardware, nailing parts of framing
together, &c. The matter has been prepared by a prac-

tical man, and put In such shape as to render it of spe-

cial Interest and value to carpenters, builders. Journey-
men and others.
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have a free hand. This opinion waa shared by a num-
ber of others in the building trade, and a meeting of

thoBe in favor of resisting the action of the Architects'

Society wan held on June 14, when there was a large

attendance of those Interested In the building trade.

It was pointed out at this meeting that there are 34

architect*, or Unas of architects, in Aberdeen, but of

these only 14 belonged to the Society of Architects, and
that the work that passed through their hands during

the last two years only amounted to about one-third of

the whole work done by the building trade In the city

during that period. Resolutions were unanimously
agreed to in condemnation of the action of the Archi-

tects' Society, and strongly disapproving of any firm or

firms pledging themselves to the architects. It waa de-

cided to continue the present committee to watch over

the different Interests represented at the meeting.

Amo.s-o the important building Improvements In the

city of Bridgeport, Conn., may be mentioned the new
plant to be erected on what 1b known as the Southern
avenue extension by the Eaton, Cole & Burnbam Com-
pany of that plnce. We understand that »hey will at

once erect a steel and brick foundation building, 400
feet long and 150 feet wide, together with power plant

and buildings for tumbling barrel*, cores, pattern stor-

age, tupping department sorting, storage shop, Ac. Con-
tracts for the entire work have been awarded to the

Berlin Construction Company of Berlin, Conn.
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Resistance of Concrete.

When certain conditions are Imposed for the manu-
facture of concrete two very important errors are fre-

quently made, says n writer in an exchange. First, the

employment of screened stone Is Insisted on, although

the use of unscreened stone would be preferable. Sec-

oud, the proportion of the mortar Is fixed Independent of

the sparing between the stones. Screened stones give a

larger proportion of spaces than the unscreened, and
consequently they require more mortar, and produce a

more expensive concrete for the same volume of stones.

W. A. Hawley and K. F. Krabl have recently made a

series of experiments In order to determine the resist-

ance of n concrete, according to the relations existing be-

tween the space measurement and the quantity of mor-

tar. In these experiments the proportion of spaces filled

was, 125. MX) and 75 per cent. By increasing the propor-

tion of mortar by 25 per cent., the crushing point was
Increased by 53 per cent, and the breaking point by 15

per cent; a decrease in the proportion of mortar brought

about a diminution Id these two resistances of 21 and
35 per cent, respectively. In practical work the most
economical form Is that having a proportion of mortar
equal to 125 |>er cent.; because, by an Increase of 14 per

cent on the net cost an Increase in resistance of X\ per

cent, is obtained; while by a 14 per cent, diminution on

the net cost a decrease In resistance of 30 per cent. Is

brought about.

Aberdeen Architects and the Building Trades.

Advices from abroad state that the recent action of

the Aberdeen architects has created considerable Inter-

est among the employers of the various branches of the

building trades. .Some time ago they Issued notices to

the effect that, in order to protect their Interests and t'>

prevent persons who were not qualltW architects from

engaging In architectural work, they would issue sched-

ule* tor building* through the recognized societies of the

employers, and to no linns of Individual empi-.yers who
were .mi members ,,f their resjii'.tive trade societies.

At the time this notice was issued there was no Master

Haters' Sne'ety. but a new association was formed, li

was complained, however, that only a portion of the

master slaters bad been invited to joia 'his society, and

a -emnd uss.,oi:UI"ii was accordingly forme,]. A

I

'hough net antagonistic to the architects' pr 1 sal on

the whole, tin- opinion was expressed by me!, h is cf

the second a-soeialeiii that every man in busim- -h..uld
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Prize Competitions for 1902.

We desire to call the attention of our renders to the

announcement found on tin- colored pages which ac-

company this issue relative to some of the more impor-

tant matters which will eonstiute leading features of

Carpentry ami ituihltivj for the new year. Prominent

among these are (wo comi>etitions for which cash prizes

are offered aggregating several hundred dollars In value.

One of the contests relates to modern farm houses of

moderate cost, while the other deals with floor plans

for an eight-room house. These will be conducted on the

same general lilies as previous contests managed by this

journal, but in the ease of the floor plan competition

the prize winners will be determined by ballots cast by

the readers of the paper. Matters of this kind have al-

ways proven very ]>opulur In the past, and, as the com-

petitions are open to all. they offer an excellent oppor-

tunity for those Interested lu the subject of house de-

sign to show what they can do In the direction Indicated.

We extend a cordial Invitation to all our architectural

friends to partielpatc lu these contests, and shall be

glad to have them bring the matter to the attention of

others likely to be interested.

Compulsory Arbitration.

Considerable interest has been shown the world over

in the system of compulsory arbitration of lubor disputes

in vogue in New Zealand, reference to which was made
in these columns soiup mouths since. It was believed

in some quarters that the adoption of this system would

furnish a satisfactory solution to the problem of the

prevention of strikes and the adjustment of labor dis-

putes. It seems, however, that the New Zealand system

has not In all respects worked out to the satisfaction of

either the employers or the employed. According to a

statement made by J. tirattnn tJrey. a prominent New
Zealander now In the United States, the system of com-

pulsory arbitration as operating in his country Is by no

means a success. In fact, he says It has proved so In-

effectual as to leave stroug doubts as to the desirability

of its continuance. The accusation is made that the

members of the Board of Arbitration are in the habit of

prolonging cases lu order to secure the fees that are paid

to them each duy In which they are occupied thereon.

Mr. Urey says further that the arbitrators encourage

disputes, with the result of making capital timid and ar-

resting the development of industrial enterprise. Of

00 cases bronght Ix-fore the Hoard of Arbitrators In the

ten years from 1*00 to 1000 only 29 were settled. Thus

it would seem that the enthusiastic reports of the bene-

ficial effects of tbe compulsory arbitration system In

New Zealand published from time to time should not be

<omplet*ly relied upon. New Zealand has for many
yean been held tip as a criterion In labor matters. Tbe
workingman there la In On* ascendant, and her legisla-

ture is practically controlled by the labor vote. Vet the

mlHennhrm of labor and capital still seems afar off, even

the point of view af the worker In that country.

Arbitration in the United States.

In the report of the Industrial Commission on labor

disputes and arbitration, just issued, the commlsson note

a growing movement in favor of conciliation and arbi-

tration iK'tween organizations of employers and em-

ployees in the United States. This system haa been

adopted in a number of single Industries throughout the

country or throughout sections where the conditions of

business are generally similar. The report gives great

credit to the State boards of arbitration, which are do-

ing much toward furthering Industrial peace. Repre-

sentatives of employers and worklugmeu, however, who
testified before the commission almost uniformly op-

ined any system of compulsory arbitration. Several

State boards of arbitration also have expressed their

opinion against the adoption of the principle, although

the New York. Indiana. Ohio and Illinois State laws

provide for compulsion lu certain cases, as where life

and public welfare are in danger or great inconvenience

or loss is entailed on the public, as in railroad strike*.

The Hanover Bank Building.

The financial section of the city will soon have an-

other member added to the preseut large colony of tower-

ing otllce buildings which are to be found on tbe lower

portion of the island of Manhattan. The new structure

will be erected by the Hanover National Bank on tbe site

at the corner of Nassau and I'iue streets occupied by

that institution for many years past. The old buildings

have now Iteeu torn down and work Is being rapidly

pushed forward upon the foundations of the new struc-

ture, which will cover an area ubout 100 x 112 feet, ami

rise to a hlght of 21 'torles, or 332 feet above the level of

the curb. It will be of steel skeleton frame const ruc-

tion with an exterior facing of Milford granite. In the

slvle of its architecture it will follow the generally ac-

cepted rule lor tall buildings, which Is a base, a shaft

and a capital, the base and capital being ornamented

while the shaft is left perfectly plain. Architect James
B. Baker lias given very careful attention to the working

out of the details, and the result is what will probably

be the most pretentious building of the kind in New York

City. The treatment of the exterior involves the decora-

tion of the upper part of tbe structure with a series of

(Jreek columns having highly ornate capitals and an

elaborate cornice, the angularity of the average sky

scr«i»er being avoided by minding the edges. Of course

it has been necessary to some extent to exaggerate the

detail of the upper portion of the building, owing to

the distance from w hich it is viewed, while the base be-

ing close to the street and therefore to the eye of the be-

holder, is more studied and finer In Its general effects.

The building will be fitted with ten elevators, five of

which will Is . xpress and the local to the eleventh floor

only. The Hanover Bank will occupy the first story as

well as the two upper floors, one of the latter l»eing

utilized for kitchens, dining rooms, recreation rooms,

Ac. for the use of the bank clerks. These two floors

will be in direct connection with the bank Itself by means
of a private elevator. The remaining portion of the

building will be devoted to business offices, and will be

divided to suit future tenants. The basement will be

occupied by a safe deposit company, and will contain

what is said to be the largest and strongest vnult ever

constructed in the city, a feature being the new form of

circular doors. Special nttentlon will also be given to

the heating, lighting, ventilating and plumbing systems.
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The contractor for the new structure is Charles T. Wills,

who Is also erecting the new building for the New York

Stock Exchange, reference to the foundations of which

was made in our issue for last month.

Electrical Heating.

The time when an electric wire can be run Into a

building and connected with an apparatus for heating

the various rooms it may contnln depends entirely upon

how soon the cost of producing electricity can be brought

down to a level at which it can compete with other

methods of heating. At a recent exhibition of the Street

Railway Association In Madison Square Garden, New

fork, where several manufacturers displayed the new-

est things in electrical heaters adapted for street car

use, one manufacturer announced that he had In course

-of completion an electrical heater adapted for heating

-rooms. This heater Is intended ro be used very much

the same as a direct-indirect steam or hot water ra-

diator. It ia so constructed that its use is practicable

wherever there Is an electric lighting system, it being

necessary merely to disconnect the wires from the or-

dinary Illuminating globe and connect them with the

electric heater. This device is designed to be placed In

the window in such a way that on raising the window

allghtly a current of air wiil pass over the electric heat-

er and flow into the building warm enough to main-

tain a comfortable temperature. It would seem that In

a room having several windows one of the heaters

would be necessary for eacli window, should the tem-

perature drop to a sharp cold. These heaters, however,

are designed only for use In moderately cold weather,

and are not Intended to supplant the usual heating ap-

paratus when severe winter weather sets In.

Central Station Heating.

If a building cannot yet be effectively and econom-

ically heated by pressing a button, a very substantial

convenience in heating homes has been made available

from electrical power stations. To generate electricity

power la necessary, and this has been derived from the

generation and use of steam In the engines that run the

dynamos. Instead of allowing the exhaust steam from

these engines to go to waste in the atmosphere, as was

done in the past, It has been gathered In as one of the

by-products of the power station, and saved In order to

reduce the cost of producing electricity. A number of

cities and towns throughout the country at the present

time have street heating systems which derive their

heat from electrical power stntiuns. In some cases the

exhaust steam direct from the engines is being circu-

lated along the streets, and through the mains and

branches is carried into the residences and buildings of

customers. Another method of using this steam is for

heating water, which Is similarly circulated through

street mains and carried into the buildings of custom-

ers for heating purposes. The latter method seems to

be gaining in popularity, as being more economical thau

steam heating. It is also found that there is less diffi-

culty from expansion and contraction In the street mains

and the branches leadlug from them. The customer,

moreover, is not only furnished with heat without trou-

ble to himself, but gets it In the degree suitable to the

weather. Through expert supervision of the water heat-

ers at the power station the water is circulated at a

higher temperature when the weather Is cold ami at a

lower temperature during mild spells. In consequence,

the customer lias no occasion to open or close a valve, but

bis house is heated to a proper degree under all changes

of the weather, in view of the convenience derived from

such central heating systems the desire for direct elec-

trical heating loses much of Its urgency.

Labor in Japan.
According to United States Cousul-Gcneral Bellows

at Yokohama there Is wide complaint in Japan of the

lack of skllicd lalwr. This want. It Is claimed, is a se-

rious hindrance to the Introduction of foreign capital

so earnestly desired by progressive Japanese. While

wages are low In Japan, it Is pointed out by the local

advocates of skilled labor that there is a great difference,

as compared with Europe and America, as to the amount

and quality of the work produced by the present poorly

paid Japanese workmen. If this Is taken into considera-

tion, it is found that wages are relatively higher In

Japan than In Europe and America. At present the con-

dition of labor Is deplorable. According to a native

writer on social economics, children under ten years of

age are largely employed in factories, and both men and

women are generally made to work for Injuriously ex-

cessive hours. Fourteen. 1G and even 18 hours a day

are often worked In factories. There are more than

320 working days lu the year, and yet the pay for thla

labor Is Infinitesimal, the amount In many cases being

not more than *5 or SO a mouth for from 14 to 17

hours' work a day. In many factories no provision

whatever Is made for suitable ventilation or sanitary fa-

cilities. Japan has no laws for the protection of lalwr

or the restricting of the employment of women and

children. But the subject is now being considerably dis-

cussed, and It Is believed that some legislation of the

kind will be introduced at the next session of the Jap-

anese Diet. It Is Interesting to note in this connection

that the agitation which has arisen for the betterment

of the conditions of the Japanese laborer comes princi-

pally from the educated and professional classes, rather

than from the laborers themselves.

Recommendation* Adopted by American Insti-

tute ol Architects.

At their recent convention In Buffalo Hip American

Institute of Architects adopted the following recom-

mendations: That Congress be urged to provide for a

United States supervising architect who shall have

charge of all Government buildings and who shall act

as the representative of the Government in all matters

relating to buildings, that the actual designing and su-

pervision of Government buildings be given to archi-

tects hi the open field, as Is now done for certain build

ings under the Taraney act; that the institute take steps

for a World's Congress of Architects, to be held at the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis In 1903;

that after 1!)02 all admissions to membership in the as-

sociation shall l>e by examination, the applicants to take

an examination similar to that of colleges which award a

diploma in architecture, the association to grant a sim-

ilar diploma; that the pay of all experts employed In

heating, ventilating and electrical engineering shall not

be taken from the fees of the supervising architect, but

shall be paid by the owner.

Officers of Lumber Trade Association.

At the annual meeting of the New York Lumber
Trade Association, held October 1G. the following of-

ficers were elected:

President. Richard S. White.

First Vice-President. Albro J. Newton.

Second Vice President, W. P. Youngs.

Treasurer, Charles E. Tell.

The trustees of the New York Public Library a short

time since Invited three architectural Arms in the city

to carry out the work of designing and supervising the

construction of the 42 branch libraries, which are to be

established In New York City through the generosity of

Andrew Carnegie. The firms Invited were McKtm. Mead
tV White. Carrere & Hastings and Babb, Cook & Wll-

lard.
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BRICK RESIDENCE IN A CINCINNATI SUBURB.

THE double supplemental plate which accompanies
this Issue represents a brick residence lately

erected In Clifton, one of the many beautiful suburbs

of which the city of Cincinnati can boast; the Interior

view showing the main stairs as they appear to a per-

son standing at the outer entrance to the reception hall.

The half-tone engravings are direct reproductions from
photographs taken especially for the purpose, and give

an excellent Idea of the general treatment of the design

both within mid without. The ample porches at the

front and rear are noticeable features of the exterior,

and, as the architects put it, " make life pleasant dur-

ing the snmtnpr season and afford much protection In

the general run of second-floor plans and which wilt

commend Itself as a most convenient arrangement la

found in connection with the bathroom and the plac-

ing of the water closet. In this case the latter Is ac-

cessible even though the bathroom Is In use. The
plumbing fixtures Include washstand with decorated

bowl of gray Ivnoxvllle marble. Murkle Broa. siphon

jet closet with combination tank, enameled iron bath-

tub and nickel plated fixtures, with exposed piping.

The interior finish is thoroughly In keeping with
house of this character, nnd the appointments are first-

class throughout. In the reception hall the finish Is In

birch, the floor being of quartered oak. The parlor la-

Front Elevation.—Scale, H I°ch to the Foot.

Britk Kaidtntt in a Wnrinnatt Suburb.— Dornette tt Shcp/Mrd, ArthttecU, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Inclement weather." The materials used In the con-

struction of this residence are red pressed brick In con-

nection with buff Rock Castle stone trimmings. The
underpinning Is of deep blue limestone with foundation

walls resting on h bed of cement concrete. The roofs

are covered with extra heavy Virginia black slate, the

main roof having 12 x 20 inch slate, and the dormers
6 x 12 Inch slate.

The first story Is divided Into parlor, dining room
and kitchen, with main or stair hall of sutlicletit size to

be used as a reception room. The parlor communicate!
with the dining room uud front hall through sliding

doors, while the kitchen In so located that the front door

may be reached from It without passing through other

rooms. The disposition of the stairs is such as to give

ready access from the kitchen to the cellar and second

floor without the necessity of using the main flight. On
the second floor are three sleeping rooms of ample di-

mensions with commodious closets, a bathroom and
linen closet. A feature which differs somewhat from

finished In white enamel, with a floor border of maple,

while the dining room has a floor border of cherry.

The residence here shown Is pleasantly located on

Whitfield avenue. In Clifton, and was erected for

Frederic Closs In accordance with plans drawn by

Architects Dornette & Sbeppard of Cincinnati. Ohio.

Tile Roofs In China.

In an article dealing with the general method of roof

. i :ist ructnm followed in China. C. E. Dnrwent, In the

Slate Trade Oatctte, presents some comments which may
not be without Interest to readers in this country.

Among other things, be says:

The Chinese have no slates: had slat is existed In the

country no doubt the Celestials would have found out

the use of them, as they have of every other natural

product of their astonishing, rich country. Falling slates

they early took to roofing their bouses with tiles. These
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sre used universally, except In the poorer clan* of houses,

which are (batched with straw or reeds; or, la the case

of the huts of the huge beggar population, with anything

iliat comes handy. 1 have seen u roof made of un en-

ameled Iron advertisement of Nestle's milk, some straw,

old tarpaulin, a side of a vJossage's soap box. the lid of

a kerosene oil tin and some Rods. A patent for that roof

Ik about to be applied for!

Apart, however, from artistic roofs like this. Chinese

houses are roofed with ordinary tiles, of which, though

no expert, I cannot speak well. They seem to have all

tne vices capable of being possessed by tiles. They are

Invariably black ami of vei gritty clny. This

(hows Itself in the surface texture, which is rough anil

sometimes even covered with sharp points. m> that the

finger might easily be sllichtly torn as It Is passed over.

Their capacity for absorbing moisture Is enormous The

When Shanghul was tlrst founded Chinese tiles had
to be employed fot foreign houses; hut the use of

galvanized routing- cheap, clean, fast, secure— is becom-

ing universal for such houses. This may be grievous

news for the master slaters of threat Britain, but truth

must out. I am writing this shielded from a heavy rain

by n galvanized root. Another consequence of the loose

only parallel 1 CM hud fur It Is that of an Inveterate
toper for liquor. I should say that a Chinese tile easily

holds its own weight of water. Those of good quality

cost $5 i92.fr* American) a thousand. Those of pi>or

quality cost a thousand. The surface of :i cheap tile

would make n capital Me II la BO rough.
Id laying them the Chinese have not learnt the art of

pegging them. Each tile is held in Its place by the
weight of the tile above It. It can easily lie seen that to

enable the tiles to keep their place at all tbey must over
lap one another very considerably. They do so, in fact,

to audi an extent that each tile overlaps quite three-
quarters of the one below It. The result of the extreme
porosity of tiles and of this want of pegging is disastrous
for the roof in two directions. First, it adds enormously
to the weight of the root, and In the case of a large
I nlldlng it la normally great, and when rain falls heavily,
as It can do In China, the weight Is something terrible,
often leading to the complete collapse of the building.

character of Chinese tiles is that Chinese roofs are In
a chronic state or disrepair. They uever look tidy, aa
cats. In their .lightly gambols, displace the tiles. The
roof la a favorite place for the Chinaman in hot weather
for fresh air; he cllmlis the roof to gain a vantage point
t« wituese Area, and every step across a roof displaces a
tile or two. If a typhoon does manage to get under a
tile It playr havoc with the roof, and from one cause or
another these Chinese roofs always look untidy. The
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cuuutty ought to be h paradise for that belt noir of the

slater— viz., tlic "Jobbing bricklayer." But a roof uiust

show daylight through it before the average Chinaman
will have it mended. He is like the Irishman with whom
a traveler remonstrated one day on the state of his roor.

Why dotrt you mend it?" "1 canV said Pat, "it's

wet." " Why, then, don't you do it in dry weather? "

"Sure," said rat, "what's the good when it's dry?"
Only the Chinese have the pull over Pat as to weather.

In this climate, with its mouths of splendid dry weather,

rooting 1& nut of the Importance that it is in Britain.

I have not seen any tiles shaped like the English red

pantiles. They are all simply concave, and are laid one
on the other with the concave side uppermost. They are

laid In lines with a gutter between each line. The bot-

tom tile of each row is slightly raised by a closed end.

npon which appear designs, beautifully chased, of flow-

ers, or gods and goddesses, and these give a pretty finish

to the roof. As to the laying of tiles a Chinese con-

tractor tells mc that a workman will lay about half a

fautig a day. a fating being 10 feet square. This means
that lie lays 200 tiles a day. Wages are low. A man

building is constructed as the Temple at Jerusalem
seems to have been—in a series of open courts, alternat-
ing with covered buildings.

The native banks are very strong and solid institu-

tions. Tne Chinese have uad our banking facilities for

ages, such as dealt*, bills, &c, and you can send money
to any part of the empire by them. That you can do so
i» proved by the fact that missionaries in the most out-
landish places get their salaries regularly.

In conclusion I may add that while my description of

ordinary Chinese roofs is, I think, correct. I must. In

Justice, say that when all the lines of tiles are in order

they look well; while the roofs of the temples are fre-

quently very beautiful. On quite ordinary temples and
guild houses the ridge of the roof has the most attention

lavished en It. The ridge of the Guild House of the

Shansl bankers In Shanghai Is made of exquisitely

colored porcelain. The symbol of the sun is in the center

with a sacred dragon at each side. Such roofs, with
their yellow, red and blue tiles, with their quaint dragons

and monsters and their graceful upturned gables, are as
line as auy in the world; while one of the great temples

earns Ht» or -in cents a flay (15 ur 20 cents American),

according to circumstances.

In n cheaper style of roofs the tiles arc set up edge-

ways all along the ridge. This, of course, adds enormous-

ly to the weight.

The Guild House of the Sbansi Isinkers is one of the

best Chinese buildings in Shanghai. The front of the

building is very tine, the stones forming a cut diamond

surface, nud the masonry is so good that you can hardly

see the mortar between the stoties. The building looks

as if it were heavy and were cut out of one solid bloek of

stone. The carving over the central door Is very tine,

consisting of gods, &c.

.Most of the native banks are run by men from the

province of Shansl. which Is up north, and is the prov-

ince now decimated by famine. Somehow they have col-

lared the native banking business, and they seem great

at finauce. Kvery Viceroy and Provincial Governor has a

Sbansi accountant. Here, of course, we have a number
of them, who hold their meetings in the Guild nousc—
trade uiceiints and religious services. Then, also, the

building serve* to store up dead Chinamen from the

provinces until they can lie sent to Shansl. A Chinaman
always wants to he hurled In his ancestral town or vil-

lage. There Is a big business here In freightage on

.corpses 'en* to their last ancestral home. The whole

lu Pekin, with its roof of delicious sky blue tiles, is one

of the sights of the world—that is, if the allied troops,

during their civilizing (?i campaign in that city, have

not totally destroyed it and robbed the world of one of

the choicest productions of human art.

The Use of RoofIn* Tile Abroad.

In describing the manner in which roofing tiles were

used in Greece and Home, a writer In an exchange

states that flat tiles with raised edges extended from

rafter to rafter, the tipper end having a rib which en-

tered a groove formed on the under side of the tile

placed al>ove It. After these were laid the Joints above

the rafters wen- covered with other tiles, each formed

like the half of the frustrum of a hollow cone, so that

they were able to lap upon each other, their edges lying

snugly to fiat tiles on the roof. The end of these ridges

was terminated with an ornament. Tiles, both flat and

curved, were In great demand In Roman architecture.

Roofs were covered with the flat and curved tiles alter-

nating. Tiles 2 feet square, with a foot at each angle,

were used to line the thermw, so that an air space be-

tween them and the wall should prevent the absorption

of water by the latter,
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Vertical Kcction through Arched
Window in First Story.-Scale,

Election of Interior Uoor. % Inch to the Foot.

M'KtHwtout ConilrHfttvt DetitU «/ Brick Kttiiicnct In a VincUutaii Suburb.
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DETERMINING THE STRESSES IN ROOF TRUSSES.—IV.

By P. E. Kidder, Consulting Architect.

THE stresses In the truss shown in Figs. 10 to 12 In-

clusive can be computed by Rules 1 to 10. Riven on

pace 187 of the issue of this Journal for July. 1900, and
It will be good practice for the student to make the com-
putations and compare them with the stresses obtained

by the graphic method. Fig. 13 gives the necessary data

for making the computation. By the graphic method It

Is Impossible to determine the stresses below 100 pounds
with much accuracy, as with a scale of 4000 pounds to

the Inch 100 pounds is a very small division, and If a

scale of 1000 pounds to the inch Is used It makes the

lines so long that it Is difficult to get them absolutely

parallel to the lines of the truss diagram. As a rule the

writer uses such a scale of pounds as will make the line

representing one supporting force from 3«£ to 6 Inches

The trusses are to be spaced 12 feet apart from centers.

The roof load at Joint 2 will equal

10 ft 3 in. x 12 ft. x 43 lbs. = 5280 lbs.,

and at jolm 4.

11 ft. 8 in. x 12 ft, x 43 lbs. = 6020 lbs.

The celling load at 3 will equal

7 ft. 3 in. x 12 ft x 10 lbs. = 1382 lbs.,

and at Joint 5.

7 ft 8 in. x 12 ft. x 10 lbs. = 1472 lbs.

loads are supported by vertical rods
i that they are Applied at the upper Joints

as in the previous example.

19.377

Klg. 13.—Diagram for

Klg. 14.—Simple SclHora Truss Where the Tr
12 Feet od Centers.

AtermMmg the Slreuet in Roof Truun.

long. For roof trusses a variation of 100 pounds in the

stress of any member would not affect the proportioning

of the parts.
i

Example IV.

We will next determine the stresses In a simple

scissors truss, as shown In Fig. 14. This truss is Intended

to support a shingle roof and plastered celling and the

weight per square foot of roof surface will be as follows:

!*.!*.!!!!! s
2

am
3

iw 80

Total 42%, or aaj 43 pounds per square foot.

The actual weight of the celling would be about 12%
pounds per square foot but to allow for possible addi-

tional loading we will allow 16 pounds per square foot.

The necessary dimensions for drawing the

gram representing the center lines of the

are given on the diagram. Fig. 15.

In Fig. 10 is represented the truss diagram properly

lettered and with the loads Indicated. Each supporting

farce Is equal to one half of the Joint loads.

In order to construct the stress diagram we first draw
a vertical line, o ei. Fig. 17, equal to and representing

the supporting force at Joint 1. A scale of 3000 pounds
to the Inch will be the moat suitable for this diagram.
Next, through a draw an indefinite line parallel to A D
of Fig. 10 and through o a line parallel to O D and In-

tersecting the first line. Letter the point of Intersec-

tion d. Then a d represents the stress in the bottom of

the rafter and o d the stress in the tie beam.
We must next complete the polygon of forces for

lolnt 2. The first line of this polygon will be the line

d a, already drawn. From a measure downward 6681
pounds, the load »t 2. and letter the point thus obtained
6. Through 6 draw a line parallel to B E. and through d
a line parallel to D E, and letter the point of Intersection
<-. The four-sided figure d a b e d Is the polygon of
forces for Joint 2. The vertical rod 2 3 merely transmits
the celling load to the rafter and cannot be represented
in the stress diagram, or in other words, the stress dia-

gram Is drawn as though there were no such rod in the

We must next draw the polygon of forces for Joint 4.

The first line of this polygon, e 6, Is already drawn.
From 6 measure downward 7402 pounds, the load at 4.

and letter the point thus obtained c. Through c draw a
line parallel to C F, and through e draw a line parallel

to E F, and letter the point of intersection /.

We now have the stress in the center rod, and for all

the members to the left The Btresses in the truss mem-
bers to the right will be the duplicate of those already
found, if the stress diagram has been correctly drawn
a horizontal line through o will bisect the vertical line

r f. Measuring the lines of the stress diagram we obtain
the figures given on the lines of the diagram, which are
the stresses in the corresponding truss members In
pounds. The total strain in the center rod will be 13,850
pounds plus the load at fi (1472). or 15,332 pounds. The
stress In each of the other two vertical rods will be
merely the celllnc load nt 3 or 0. or 1392 pounds.

Tills method of determining the stresses may be ap-
plied to nil symmetrical trusses In which the
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loads are transmitted to the top of the truss by vertical

rods. When the rods are uot vertical, but inclined, the

ceiling loads cannut be added to the roof loads, and it la

necessary to show the ceiling loads separately In the

stress diagram. The stresses in any true truss may be
determined by means of stress diagrams, bat as the
trusses become elaborate the method of drawing the

stress diagram becomes more complicated and should

not be undertaken without a thorough understanding of

the subject.

dive Street and Number In Address.

The extent to which correspondents omit the num-
ber nnd name of the street when giving their address

is the cause of uo little trouble and annoyance to those

receiving their communications. Many writers also ap-

pear to labor under the Impression that there Is only one

city or town bearing the name of the place In which
they live, and that therefore there can by no possibility

be any mistake on the part of the recipient as to the

proper address. In this they grievously err, as a casual

examination of a United States Postal Guide will quick-

ly show. An indicating in some measure the extent

to which this form of annoyance Is carried, we pre-

sent below a letter from a local architect who has busi-

ness dealings with builders in many cities of the Union.

6,020

Fig. 10.—Trass Diagram Lettered and with Loads Indicated.

Determining the Strmt*

across the street from the corner where I asked the

policeman. Now If the street and number had been
on that letter head I would not have had to ask ques-

tions, and anybody could have directed me to the

street, and It Is only a question of Intelligence to follow

up the number.
" I spoke to a gentieman yesterday about this mat-

ter, and showed him his letter head, and he replied, as

everybody does, ' Why, everybody knows where the
Benedict Building Is.' To prove this I asked a police-

man and a hotel clerk and neither of them knew where
it was.

'• Now you see this takes a great deal of valuable
time. People should give their number and street ad-
dress. It saves time In writing It out and looking It

up. It seems to me that this subject is an important
one. and I trust others will express their views regard-
ing it."

Pittsburgh's New Warehouses.

Something of a departure in warehouse construction
in Pittsburgh. Pa., will be inaugurated in connection
with the erection of 40 warehouses now contemplated
in that city. In order to make room for the Improve-
ments 40 seven-story buildings will be demolished, some
of which were the first erected in that part of the

Fig. 17.—The Stress Diagram.

Roof 7Yue«M.

and who, as a consequence, is in receipt of letters from

widely scattered sections. Among other things he says:
•' Any one will notice from even a casual examination

of the letter heads of many firms, and even of private

Individuals, that In perhaps the majority of cases they

omit the street and number in their address. Sometimes

they give the number of the room In a public building

where their offices are located, but often they simply

give the name of the building, with no further address

except that of the city and State. Now, this may be all

well enough for a cltisen In their locality, but when a

stranger desires to see these parties, or writes them,

it Is another question.
" In correspondence, usually the name of a building

is a long one, and It takes a great deal of time to write

it out and one is more apt to make a mistake. For
example, I correspond with parties In the ' Metropolitan

Lite Insurance Company Building,' also with parties In

the " Keith-Perry Building.' whereas the number and
name ot the street would be more simple. Or. in another

case, the person lives on the corner of ' Commonwealth
avenue and Washington street.'

" Now In my travels I have visited many cities, try-

ing to find people located in some of these buildings,

and while In Cincinnati a short time since, with the

letter head of the kind above mentioned In my posses-

sion. I nsked a policeman where such a building was
locati'd. and he directed me some six blocks away. I

showed him the letter head and spent about an hour
trying to find the place, and to my surprise, as well as
disgust, the building I was looking for was directly

city, known as " The Point" The foundations of the

new warehouses will be absolutely water tight, and
will extend above the street level nearly 2 feet, so that

in times of flood it will be necessary for the water to

rise higher than It has been for 30 years In order to get

Into the basements. The exterior of the buildings will

be of Pompellan brick, with terra cotta trimmings, and
the structures will be seven stories In bight, so arranged

that each floor may be rented separately If desired.

There will l>e one system of sewerage throughout the

40 warehouses, and It will be so constructed that It

can be shut off to prevent inflow of water when the

river Is high. The power will be furnished from a
central station, thus avoiding separate lighting and
heating plants In each building. The aim will be to

construct the bouses as nearly fire proof as possible,

and in each will be two elevators operated by electricity.

It Is the expectation of those Interested in the enter-

prise that the buildings will be made of such a character
that they will be equally desirable 60 years hence.

The representatives of 28 firms handling maple floor-

ing agreed, at a meeting recently held In Grand Rapids,
Mich., to form a central company capitalized at $250-
000, to handle the entire output of the mills of the asso-

ciation, amounting to 107,000,000 feet per annum. W.
T. Oliver of I.udlngton. William H. White of Boyne
City and Henry W. Carey of East Lake were ap-
pointed a committee to locate the headquarters of the
new company.
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CONCRETE IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.

W 11 ILK the use of COBCKtC in suustitutiou for ma-
sonry is constantly becoming more prevalent,

there has not eorne to our uotlce an example where its

use is so extensive In the construction of Industrial

buildings hp iu the Instance of tiie new ear shops which

are now being built at Eliza bet bport, N. .1.. by the Cen-

tral Uailroad of New Jersey. With a single exception,

all the buildings In this plant are being constructed with

concrete wails. In Uie ease of three buildings and a

large fresh water reservoir concrete is employed In

building the root as well as the walls and foundation.

The great machine shop has concrete foundations and
brick walls. This Is the only building of the group

when- the brick construction was adhered to.

Throughout the entire work a series of Interesting

experiments were Instituted. One thing that is strik-

ingly at variance with the ordinary practice In concrete

construction Is the entire exclusion of trap rock in the

mixture. In various portions of the work different mix-

tures are employed, but they are either of cinder, fur-

grooved plue boards, for the construction of that por-

tion of the structure above the window sills special

wooden frames were built. These were Just the proper

hlght to extend to roof line from the finished portion of

the wall, and were of sufficient width to allow for the

molding of three windows with each set of frames. The
window spaces were cut out of each frame. The frames
were properly supported so that two stood directly op-

posite one another, and they stood exactly 8 Inches

apart. As the concrete was tilled In between each pair

of frames small strips were nailed along the sides of

the window spaces, and thus the intervening spaces
were tilled iu solid with the concrete mixture. The
f mini's then remained for three or four days until the

mixture hardened. Then they were removed and
shifted to another portion of the wall; where the process
was repeated. In this manner half a dozen sets of
frames are Is-lng made to serve for the construction of
the entire wnll. with the exception of the west end,

where n special frame with extra supports Is erected.

Klg. 1.—Snowing Method Employed la Conntrurtlon of Forge Shop.

Vtmerrtt in Building Cunstrurlum.

nace slag, sand and cement, or gravel, wind and cement

For the foundations and heavy work the latter composi-

tion is employed. In some of the walls the cinder mix-

ture is used. In every Instance the mixture Is approxi-

mately four to one. Work on the buildings has been

In progress several months, and It Is not expected that

those now under way will be completed much. If any.

before the first of January.

Probably the most conspicuous portion of this under-

taking is the large roundhouse, the walls of which arc

now approaching completion. This building is of the

usual semicircular construction. It Is to be 400 feet In

diameter. Half <>f the wall is now ready for the roof;

the other half Is abOQ< up to the windows. This buihl-

Ing Is being constructed entirely of concrete up to Un-

roof. The roof will be of wood, with an upper surface

of tar and gravel. The concrete wall Is being built 8

Inches In thickness, owing to the wide spaces between

the Windows the wall is considered sufficiently safe to

stand without bracing, with the exception of the west-

erly section, which Is to lie permanently supported by

means of timber bniclncs. In the construction of this

building the foundations and wall up to the window line

were first finished, being built In the ordinary manner
by pourins; the COnetVte into molds built of tongued ami

Fig. .'I shows a portion of the wall of the roundhouse
constructed by means of the sectional frames, and a

number of the frames are shown lying on the ground,
having just been taken from the wall. Fig. 4 shows
the special frame and bracing employed In the erection

of the west wall. Here the concrete was hardening at
the time the photograph was taken.

The pits In the roundhouse are also being constructed

of concrete, and Fig. 2 shows a pair of the wooden
molds preparatory to the pouring of the track beds. It

will lie observed that these molds are resting on solid

foundations of concrete. This Is about 12 Inches thick,

and rests on a sheet of expanded metal, which Is calcu-
lated to aid in obtaining a solid bottom for the founda-
tions. It may here Ik- remarked that this kink Is em-
ployed In connection with all foundations throughout
the plant, ns the grade at this point Is about even with
tide level and water Is encountered a few feet below
grade. <'onse<piently throughout the entire work the
foundations have necessarily been planned wide and
flat rather than deep. In pouring the track beds long
l-inch bolts are Imbedded vertically in the mixture at
proper Intervnls. and to these the shoes holding the rails
are fastened. Directly In front of the roundhouse there
is a peculiar little structure which presents the apnea r-
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ance of a solid block of concrete 180 x 70 feet. It Is of

concrete—walls, roof ami all. It will be used as n stor-

age bouse for oils. One little sunken doorway surround-

ed by concrete wall Is Its only opening.

Looking east from the oil bouse tbe transfer table,

170 feet wide, runs in a northerly direction for 4<tO feet.

As this Is comprised entirely of a series of parallel foun-

dations. It Is constructed throughout of concrete. The

i

pita are similar to those in the roundhouse and the

same method of construction la employed.
East of the turntable the big machine, erection and

holler shop looms Into view. This building la 700 feet

long and 160 feet wide. As previously stated, the foun-

dations are of concrete and the walls of brick. The
struetnre is of steel skeleton construction. The founda-
tion la built of a elnder-slag mixture and Is 10 feet wide
at the base, rising to a hight of 0 feet above grade and
tapering to a width of 2 feet on top. Here commences
the 12-Inch brick wall. This Is surmounted by a roof

built of plnnklng and »ar and gravel. The foundntlona
for the various machine tools to be Installed In this

building are also constructed of concrete. There la

also a concrete subway running through the entire length

of the building, which contains frequent manholes. In

this the electric wires, pipes, &c. will be carried, and
the manholes allow for entrance to any point, so as to

permit Inspection or adjustment of tbe wires at will.

Krom this will be gathered, of course, that the ma-
chinery Is to be operated electrically.

In hack of the machine shop the forge shop Is being

erected. This building will be 175 x 300 feet and will

bo built of concrete around a steel frame to the roof.

The roof will be of planking, tar and gravel. The walls

are 8 inches thick. This building is Illustrated In Fig. 1.

This engraving shows the method employed in the con-

struction. The wooden frame, about 6 feet high, will

be observed at the top of tbe aide wall. A similar frame
Is on the reverse side of the wall, and the two are raised

siniultauously as the work advances. It will also be

noted that the foundations of this building were com-
pleted to a hight of (5 feet above grade before the work
on the walls was commenced.

The power house, which Is represented by Fig. 5. Is

the only building In the entire group In which any at-

m fiiiiiiiiii
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Fig. 2.— Interior of Round House. Wooden Boxes In Foreground "re Mold* fur Concrete Track Itril*.

Fig. 3.—Exterior of Round (louae Walts, fhowlng Wooden Frames T"»ed In Construction.

Conertle in Entitling Construction.
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tempt at ornamentation was uinUc. l'luiti :tg it is. tb'e

favorable appearance of box column effect will lie read-

ily appreciated. This is another structure entirely of
concrete. Floor, walls and roof are all of the cement
composition. The foundations for the boilers and the

Fig. 4 —BtKing TVd in Constructing West Will of Round Hons*.

r

engine bed are also built of c oncrete. The building Is

175 x 22 feet and attains a hight of 25 feet. Alongside

of the power house there Is a storage reservoir for re-

taining rain water drained from all of the buildings and

for use in the boilers. It Is about 100 feet In diameter

and is 15 feet deep, being built almost entirely under-

ground. It Is constructed of concrete. Hie roof included.

The last building of the series Is known as the office

and storehouse. This structure, too. Is constructed sole-

ly of concrete, and the walls are of but I inches thick-

ness. The building is Irregular In shape, a portion being

two stories high. It is surrounded by a platform built

to the hight of a car floor. The structure la 100 x 300
feet, and at the lowest point 18 feet high above the car
platform. The double story portion of the building la

25 feet high above the ear platform.

As soon as possible after the construction of these
buildings Is completed a number of others will be
erected. They will Include a freight car shop, a
passenger car shop and a paint shop. The transfer table

will be extended to 800 feet. George Hill of 150 Fifth
avenue. New York, is the engineer and architect In

charge of the work.

Architects for the St. Louia Fair Building*.

In our last issue we made some reference to the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which Is to be held In

St. Louis in 1803, giving in connection therewith a list

of some of the more Importnnt buildings. The work of

designing them lias been assigned to the following

architects:

Agricultural Building. Isaac S. Taylor; Manufactur-
ers' Buildings. Nus. 1 and 'J. Karnes .V Young; Social

Economy Building. Harnett, Haynes & Barnett; Liberal

Arts Buildings. Nos. 1 and 2. Carre re & Hastings;

Transportation Building, Wiilman, Walsh & Bolsaeller;

Education Building. Theodore C. Link: The main divi-

sion of the Art Building and its two wings, ('ass Gil-

bert: Mines and Metallurgy Building. Van Brunt ft

Howe; Service Building. Isaac S. Taylor; Electricity

Building. Walker & Kimball; United States Govern-
ment Building, J. Knox Taylor. A uniformity of eave
line will be observed at a hight of 05 feet

A novelty in architecture Is a building to be erected

at the great Dusseldorf Exhibition for next year. The

building Is Intended to show the products of an asbestos

manufacturing establishment, and is a picturesque cot-

tage of half timber work, the panels between the tim-

bers filled with sheets of asbestos, with sheets of cork

fabric Inside. Construction of such material makes a

wnrm house.

In Germany new houses are being supplied with

floors made of compressed paper. They are soft to step

Ml, and having no cracks of any kind harbor no dust
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BLUE PRINTING BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.

r large manufacturing establishments the short and

frequently dark and cloudy days of winter are the

occasion of (treat inconvenience and delay In the produc-

tion of blue prints. A printing plant suitable for making
the required number of prints In summer will be entirely

Inadequate for the same production iu winter. Unfor-

tunately this Is a department which ordinarily caunot be

worked overtime in order to make up for the loss. Suf-

fering much on this account because of the large num-

ber of blue prints required, the General Electric Com-

pany, says Ft. O. Reist. some time ago tried several meth-

ods of printing by electric light. In one plan a small

room was arranged with nine are lamps, placed about IS

Inches apnrt. suspended from the ceiling, and by a suit-

able arrangement of reflectors a large portion of the

light was thrown downward on printing frames arranged

on trucks. being the same frames which are used ordi-

narily for printing by sunlight. The reflectors are hinged

so that the light may be thrown to the position wanted.

With a rapid printing paper the time required for print-

ing with this arrangement la from six to eight minutes.

Print Iok Apparatus.

Another arrangement for printing, and one which Is

being used extensively with somewhat more satisfactory

results, consists of two lamps, each being a standard ."

ampere 110 volts Inclosed arc lamp, inclosed by a metal

hood a little larger In size than the printing frame. The
hood la Btrongly constructed of sheet Iron, with parabolic

Idea, which are finished on the Inside with white en-

amel, having good reflecting power. The hood is sup-

ported on the lamps, and In order to prevent the parts

from overheating an effective ventllntlng device Is pro-

Tided at the top. There are also handles on the side, so

that it may conveniently be moved along the track. The
lamps In turn are supported on a small trolley arrange-

ment, made from the parts used for Blldlng folding doors,

and on each side there Is a conducting wire from which

a small trolley wheel carries the current to the lamps.

The tracks on which the lighting device Is supported

are of sufllclent length ao that five printing framea can

be set under each of them and the lamps readily moved

to cover any one of them. The printing frames which

we are now using are the standard frames used for sun

printing, althongh they can lw somewhat simplified if

they are made specially for printing by electric light.

The lamps are inclosed iu white opal globes. This dif-

fuses the light and the white interior of the reflector pro

Jects It downward, so that the area over the print to be

made Is very uniformly lighted, there being no percepti-

ble difference In the tone of the print In the middle from

what It Is in the corners. When the first print has been

exposed a sufficient length of time the light and the hood

are moved along the track to the next frame, while work
la begun on the first one to replace the printing paper or

tracing, as the case may be.

The time required for printing naturally varies widely

with different tracings and different makes of paper. In

general It may be stated that the time required Is three

or four times us Ions as with bright sunlight. With one

grade of paper which we are using the time by sunlight

In the middle of the day during February Is about 33

seconds, and by electric light one and one-half minutes.

It will readily be seen that there are great advantages in

having a print. ng establishment which Is Independent

of the season or of the condition of the weather. With
an electric equipment blue prints may be put into the

factory almost immediately after the completion of the

tracing, regardless of the time of day.

Printing- In Nnmmrr.
In summer it is possible to print all the time during

office hours, and the per cent, of time lost on account

of cloudy and rainy weather is small. In winter it is

not practical to print after about -4 o'clock in the after

noon, and the amount of bad weather is a large part of

the total time. In the belt in which I live it Is cloudy

as much as HO per cent, of the time during the months
of December and .January. In cloudy weather the time

required for priming Is about right t.. ten tlm«-s great

as on a clear day. and on a rainy day It is not possible

to print at all out of doors, except by a specially devised

water proof printing frame; but at such times the time

required for changing print* is greatly Increased, as the

frame has to be wiped to keep from injuring the tracing.

From curves of the actinic value of sunlight for dif-

ferent times of the day and for different reasons, I have

calculated that w ith a paper so rapid that it will print in

eight seconds in the sun at noon during the month of

July, the mean time required for making a print In Janu-

ary for the hours from S to 12 and from 1 to 4 Is 2.33

minutes. Similarly, In July the meau time for the hours

above, except that the time Is extended to 5.30 In the

afternoon. Is n.fio minute, or the mean time for clear

days during the year Is 1.40 minutes.

Taking all the above into account. I find that the

average numlier or prints made by one operator In win-

ter per day is 2(5.4. In summer the number of cloudy

days Is about 23 per cent., and the average number or

prints that may lie made by one operator is 57.3, or more

than twice as many as can be made In winter.

'1 he cost of making prints by electric light is much
smaller than one would expect, and the following figures

indicate that It Is cheaper to use artificial light than Bun-

llght for this puri»oRe.

In printing by electric light it Is assumed that the cost

of electricity Is 12 cents per kilowatt hour, which. I be-

lieve. Is n fair commercial rate. The lamps are turned

off when not in use. They are in use only 85 minutes

for each operator, as shown in the table below. Each
lamp requires 550 watts and the cost Is 18.7 cents per

day.

Labor Is assumed at the rate of $1 per day:

Electric

Snnllirhf, light.

Cent*. Cents.

Number of prima per day, mean per year 41.9 58.5

Cott of prlntlDg. per print 2-30 2.09

The time required for changing a print In sunlight 1b

a little longer than when the artificial light Is used, be-

cause the whole frame has generally to be moved and
the frame has to be adjusted to the proper angle to get

the most effective sunlight The time allowed for chang-

ing prints Is seven minutes when printing by electric

light, eight minutes when printing by sun. while wben
printing during a rainy day as much as 20 minutes may
be required. It will then be found an advantage to use

electric light printing as a supplement to the ordinary

method, even if the latter method Is not entirely snper-

Among other advantages may be mentioned the

space required for an Installation for a given

output than for sun printing: also, there w ill be less

paper wasted, as the time for printing is much more uni-

form.

This method of making prints will especially appeal

to manufacturers who are located where there Is a tend-

ency to have fogs or where tall buildings may Interfere

with the normal sunlight.

Building*.

The green or black covering which forms on light

colored stone after some time has been found by Dr.

Fruhling to be a llcnen. aud If once developed is hard

to remove. Its formation, however, may be prevented
by painting the stones with a diluted sulphide of po-

tassium solution at Intervals of one year. Leitzmann
has attempted to wash oft* the houses with hydrochloric

arid, and found that this was effective for three to six

TitritE lias recently been cut what Is believed to have
been the largest walnut tree in Ohio, aud one of the larg-

est now left in the country. This tree measured a little

over 8 feet in diameter at the stump, and the body of

the tree, suitable for cutting into logs, was 74 feet long.

This will make two carloads of export logs, in addition

to a large quantity of squares which will be cut from
Ihnl -
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THE ART OF DOVETAILING.
Br Pmd«bic Bkushasn.

GOOD dovetailing Is quite an art, especially where the

article In question Is to be made of hard wood and
afterward Is to be polished or varnlBbed. Dovetailing

consists of a number of flaring tenons adapted to fit

Into mortises with receding sides, to prevent withdrawal
In the direction of the tension to which It will be ex-

posed in the structure. Both mortises and tenons must
fit snugly together, as otherwise the work might as well

be united, as a loose dovetail not only looks bad, but also

falls to hold the work properly together.

I shall here describe two methods of dovetailing, and.

In order to do so more thoroughly, I shall take for my
subject an ordinary tool chest with panel lid. I will as-

sume that the interior dimensions of the chest are to be
36 inches long. 20 Inches wide and 18 Inches deep, and
the boards of which it la to be constructed % inch thick.

The first step Is to cut the side and end pieces about 2
inches longer than actually required, or, in this particu-

lar case, cut the sides 40 inches long and the two end
pieces 24 Inches long and gauge them to 18 Inches In

width.

boards should be marked, placed in the clamp, and bow
to separate them after the glue Is applied to the Joints.

In order to make the drawlugs more clearly understood

I hare marked the six boards as Indicated In Fig. 1 of

the drawings. To pile these boards properly together,

preparatory to having the glue applied to the Joints,

place board No. 2 on top of No. 1; No. 3 on top of No. 2;

No. 4 on top of No. 3; No. 5 on top of No. 4, and the sixth

board on top of No. 5, as Bbown In Fig. 2 of the draw-
ings.

Apply the glue to the five Joints on each side as quick-

ly as possible, place the boards in the clamp, and pro-

ceed as follows: Grasp all six boards at the same time,

drop No. 1, the bottom board, against the edge and back
of clamp, as shown In Fig. 3; then drop board No. 2

against tbe inner edge of No. 1, next drop board No. 3
against the Inner edge of No. 2, board No. 4 against the

Inner edge of No. 3 and so on until the last board is dis-

posed of in the clamp. It will thus be seen that the

work may be done with the utmost rapidity and with-

out confusion.

Fig. 1.—Method of Marking the Boards. Fig. 3.—Showing How tbe Boards art Placed la the Clamp.

2.—Method of Piling tbe Boards.

Fig. 4.—Method of Fastening Togo t h e r

the Tw o Sldf* of tbe Tool Chest.

Fig. 5 —The TWO Fnii I'lcccs

Tacked Together Ready for

Catting tbe Dovetails.

Ttu Art of DorttaUing.

If the lumber on bond Is less than 18 Inches wide ami
the pieces require Jointing and gluing, great care must
be taken to secure good glue Joints. To obtain a first-

class glue Joint the following requisites are necessary.

See that the plane Iron of the Jointer, or fore plane. Is

nearly straight across its width, as a round Iron makes
a poor Joint, also see that the plate of plane iron Is set

close enough to prevent the Joint from tearing. It may
also be well to add that it Is essential that tbe bottom
of the plane be straight in Its length; In fact. Just a
trifle round Is preferable, nn this Insures a Joint that

will be slightly hollow In the center. The plane should
also be straight In Its width across tbe bottom and at

the same time be out of wind.

Before the pieces are jointed they should be properly
marked, more especially when five or six boards are to

be glued together at the same time, as this will prevent
the wrong Joints from being placed against each other
and also prevent delay In gluing. In this connection It

might be well to state that I consider It quite a trick

when four, six or eight boards are to be glued together

at one time, as may be the case with a large table top,

to mark tbe boards and pro]>erly pile them on top of each
other, having them ready so as to apply the glue as

quickly as possible, and then separate them and place

them together In the clamp with as little delay as possi-

ble.

Figs. 1. 2 and S show how n table top consisting of six

I will now take up the matter of glue Joints. In

Ing a long glue Joint 1 consider It best to use a small

straight edge about 24 inches long, 1% Inches wide and

about % inch thick, which is held with tbe left band

under the bottom of plane and against the face of board.

This straight edge is used for the sole purpose of steady-

ing tbe plane In pushing It along the Joint, thus insuring

a Joint without short hollows or rounds. A good many
mechanics in making glue Joints do not use the try

square for squaring the Joints, but simply reverse the

boards, or. in other words, the edge of the tlrst board

Is Jointed from its face side, and the edge of the second

board from Its rear aide, which is brought to face tbe op-

erator. Nearly every mechanic in Jointing the edge of

a board planes It a trifle out of square one way or the

other, and by reversing the boards this difference is

equalised

No matter whether the Joints are short or loDg. al-

ways make sure that they are slightly hollow In their

length, and when put on top of each other that tbe

ends will be perfectly tight on both sides, or, in other

words, will be out of wind. Where a number of glue

Joints are to be made It is considered advisable to pre-

pare fresh glue, care being taken that tbe glue Is of the

right consistency—that Is, Just a trifle thicker than wa-

ter.

If the glue Is too stout It will be next to Impossible to

produce good work, an the glue forms a sort of film V>e-
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tween the edges, and the result will Ik- black and at the

same time poor joints. It should be understood I hat iu

gluing Joints the glue must always be boiling hot, and
except during the summer months the JoInU should also

be heated over a stove (taking care not to scorch the

Joints) before the glue is applied. If this Is neglected
the glue will curl and cool ofT when applied to the cold

edges of the boards, and thus cause poor and black
Joints, while a (irst-class joint should hardly be seen af-

ter the boards are smoothed off.

We will now proceed with our tool chest. After the
side and end pieces of the chest are cut according to di-

mensions given, place the two sides on top of each
other and tack them together by means of four wire
finishing nails about 1% Inches long, as shown in Fig.4.

Keep the nails about 4 Inches from the ends and about
2 inches from the edges, so as not to Interfere with the

cutting of the dovetails, then place the two end pieces

of the chest together in the same manner as the side

pieces, all as indicated In Fig. B of the Illustrations.

Now mark the edges which are to represent the bot-

tom of the chest as shown respectively In Figs. 4 and 5
and indicated by the letters A and B. The necessity of

marking the edges in the manner Indicated will be ex-

plained later on. Take the steel square and proceed by
marking the side pices 38 inches long and the end pieces

22 Inches long, the marks to be carried across both the

face and edges. Now cut the pieces off carefully with a

sharp panel saw according to the dimensions given.

Toke a good sharp fore plane and plane the embj of both
side and end pieces of the chest perfectly square. length-

Fix- S—Showing the Marking*
for the Dovetails.

Fig. 7.—Appearance of Side
Piece* when Dovetails are

Completed.

shows how the side pieces should look when completed.

To prevent the different pieces from becoming mixed
in laying out the tenons and afterward putting the

pieces together, the bottom edges of the side and end

pieces of the chest should be marked as already stated

nnd shown by letters A and B Iu Figs. 4 and 5. It will

be observed that the points are all In one direction, and
that the pieces thus marked arc not liable to get mixed
In marking them or in putting the chest together.

This done, take either one of the side pieces and bold

It over and flush with the tops of the two end pieces.

Take a scratch awl, penknife or sharply pointed pencil

and mark the end pieces for the tenons by transferring

the hollow spaces or mortises onto the top of the end
pieces. Then take the other side piece, reverse the two
end pieces and mark them In the same manner, taking
particular care that the marks on the bottom edges of

the end and side pieces always point In the same direc-

tion. Square the marks thus obtained on top of the two
end pieces down on both sides to the gauge line and con-

tinue to cut the tenons by barely touching the marks, or,

still 1>etter, do not touch the marks at all, but cut Just

outside of them, so as to get a tenon that will fit snug-
ly Into tlit? side pieces. This being accomplished, take

Fig. Section of I.Id.

Fig. in.—Horizontal Section

through Lid of Cheat.

Fig. 8.—Appearance of End
riece* wnen Completed. Fig. 11 —The Flnl.hed Lid.

The Art of DorrtaUing.

wise and crosswise. This done, take the thumb gauge
and gauge the thickness of one of the end pieces, which
Is % Inch, across the face of the side pieces. After this

Is done gauge the same thickness across the face of the
end pieces. Proceed by marking the two side pieces

with an ordinary sliding tee-bevel, as indicated In Fig.

6, and square these marks across the ends. Place the
two side pieces in a vise, take a sharp back saw and cut

the marks down as far as the gauge line, taking care
not to go beyond this line. Continue by cutting the ex-

treme outer mortises of the side pieces with the back
saw, and after this Is completed separate the two side

pieces by placing a chisel between them and withdraw
the four nails which held the two sides together. Take
the thumb gouge and mark the thickness of the ends of

the chest, which Is % Inch, across the Inner surface of

the sides from their ends.

We are now ready to cut the mortises. It may be
well to state here that In dovetailing chests and boxes
the mortises are always placed on the side pieces, and
the tenons on the end pieces, and while for looks this

seems to be a better way. I believe If the mortises were
cut on the end pieces and the tenons on the side pieces,

the result would be a much stronger chest or box, Inas-

much as. In my opinion, the strain on a chest or
box when tilled is more against the sides than the ends,

and by placing the tenons on the sides It would be Im-
possible to force them outward. As new Ideas, as a

rule, are always looked at with more or less skepticism
by the general public, I shall confine myself to the meth-
od employed at the present time.

Proceed by forming the mortises with a sharp chisel,

cutting down to about one-half the thickness of the side

pieces and after both ends of the side pieces are done
turn the two Iwmrds over and cut out the other halves,

taking care not to go beyond the gauge line. Fig. 7

a sharp chisel and cut out the wood between the tenons

from both sides, taking only half the thickness of the

wood from each side. Fig. 8 shows how the end pieces

should look when completed. Now smooth off the Inside

surfaces of both sides and end pieces, sandpaper them
and the chest Is ready to be glued together.

Apply the glue, which by the way should be very

strong, on the tenons of end pieces only and drive the

side pieces home, one at a time, and In doing this do not

touch the sides with the hammer, but use a piece of

hard wood long enough to reach across the side piece.

As soon as the sides are driven home, square the chest

and put on the bottom with 10-penny wire finishing

nails, after which let the chest dry for four or five hours
before planing off the sides and ends.

The method explained above In placing the two side

pieces together and marking and cutting the mortises

of both side pieces at the same time la to my mind a
quicker and more accurate way of dovetailing than the

old plan, by which the tenons were laid out and cut first

on the end pieces one at a time and the mortises on the

side pieces were marked and cut after the end pieces

were completed.

Figures SI, 10 and 11 Indicate how to construct a
strong lid for a chest—one that will not warp or twist

Tub plans which have been drawn by Davis & Brooks
of Philadelphia. Pa., for the Memorial Library Build-

ing to be erected at the Normal Agricultural Institute,

Hampton. Va., call for a structure shaped like a Greek
cross, and two stories and basement In bight. It will be
constructed of brick with limestone and copper trim-

mings, and have a Spanish tiled roof. It will cover a
plot 107 x «S feet, and will contain a stock room, li-

brarian's room, reference room. Ac.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Drtlfu for a Bail Hodm.

From Thomas Lloyd. Pittnburfh. Pa.—In the Sep-

tember uumber of the paper " Constant Reader " asked

for a sketch of a boat house, and under separate cover

I bare mailed drawings showing elevations and floor

plans with details of the sliding doors. The foundation of

the building is to be of hard stone laid In mortar, com-

posed of one part Portland cement and two parts sharp

•and. The walls are to be 24 Inches thick and carried up

to the under side of the platform. The platform supports

are to be of wood, floored and lined on the sides with

flooring 1% Inches thick, the Bides to run below the low

water line. The sills are to be 6 x 8 Inches; the flrst-

floor Joist of sound oak 2 x 12 Inches and placed 1ft

inches from centers: the studding 2x4 IncheR. and the

window frames of the first story are to be molded on

both sides, and the sash is to be hinged in two folds

each and lo open outward, at the same time being prac-

tically water proof. The second story frames arc to be

double boxed, the sash to be hung with hempen cord

over pulley axles. The front door is to slide on tracks

into boxes, a detail of this door being shown on the

drawings. The other doors are to have not less than

five panels each. The stairs are to be of yellow pine,

with nosings and scotlas, molded rail and turned bal-

usters. The dressing room Is to be equipped with bat

and coat books.

Comirui Una » Chimney of Concrete.

from T. F. H.. Toronto, Can.—Answering the inquiry

of "J. S. N." of Onuwny. Mich., with regard to con-

rafters 2 x 8 inches, placed 2 feet from centers. The
collar beams which form the ceiling of the second floor

are to be 2 x ft inches, and the second-door Joist 2 x 10

inches, placed 10 inches from centers. The frame of

the building. Including the roofs. Is to be sheathed with
hemlock boards, which in turn are to be covered with
aiding for the first story and 18-Inch white cedar
shingles for the second story, as well as gables, dormers
and roofs. The 2x4 Inch studding for Inside partitions

on the second floor may be placed the 2-inch way. The
lamp closet partition under the stairs Is to be made of

beaded flooring; also the door to the closet. The first

and second story floors are to be of yellow pine 3 Inches
In the face, the first story to be 1% Inches thick.

The interior walls and ceilings of the first story are

to tic lined with %-lnch yellow pine flooring, smoothed
and beaded, the boards to be laid vertically on the
walls, with cross bridging every 2 feet to which to nail

the boards. The second story la to be plastered. The

strutting a concrete chimney, I would suggest that he

make sure aud have a good foundation, giving It not

less than 2x3 feet surface, and making it of stone or

concrete well rammed In place. Start the chimney on a
solid bottom the full size of the shaft, which, accord-
ing to the correspondent's figures, will be about 16 x 16

Inches In section. Then make a mold giving dimensions
of flue—that Is, 8 x S Inches—and 4 Inches for walls.

This mold may be made a foot or 14 inches deep, and
may be held together at the corners with angle Irons,

and across the top with Iron bars or braces. It must
be made strong or It will be forced apart by the pres-

sure of the concrete when forced In the mold. When
the mold Is ready place It on the solid part of the shaft

and fill the wall portions of It with the concrete, which
must be put in place In layers nnd gently poudtd with
a rammer of some kind. Before putting the concrete
In the mold the top of the solid shaft must be well wet
with clean water. It will be a little difficult to remove
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the mold until the Inside has been creased or well

nibbed with soap. This ditliculty. however, way be

overcome by making the outside box In two pieces

hinged at one vertical joint, and at the other diagonal

corner a strong Iron hasp or other fastening, so that

when the mold Is full and the concrete" has had time to

set. the hasp may be removed and the molds opened a

trifle by swinging them on the hinges. The Inside box
or mold may be made collapsible, or It may be made
slightly taper and drawn out. and the Inside of the

flue may be straightened up with a smnll trowel and
cement. When one course of cement Is set the mold
may be placed again and another course laid, until the

shaft Is completed. Care must be taken to keep the

work plumb, both Inside and out. as It progresses. The

Laying Oat face Hoi* for Stair Bail.

From Morris Williams, Seranton, Pa.—In the Octo-

ber number of Carpentry and Building appears a query

from " C. E. G.." Frederick, Md.. as to the method of

laying out a face mold for a stair rail having a stretch-

out stringer at the starting and a straight rail connect-

ing the two flights, or. In other words, having a square

well hole. Referring to the accompanying diagrams, let

Fig. 1 represent the plan and elevation of the stretchout

portion at the starting and one atep adjoining. Draw
the pitch of the straight rail touching the nosings of the

steps. From the point c on the plan erect the line c r\

cutting the pitch line In e\ Revolve the tangent c a of

the plan to the ground line X Y. as shown by the dotted

curve o «'. Upon a' erect the line a' a", and draw the

Istying Out h\ter Mold f„r SUur Hail

mold can be held in place while being tilled by a loose

wooden frame nailed together thnt will slide up and
down easily on the outside of the shaft This frame Is

held In desired position by two or more thin wooden
wedges Inserted In-tween the frame and the outside of

the slmft. In making the concrete use one and one-half

parts Fortlaud cement, one-half part cinder slag, about
the size of a white bean, or that will pass through a V»-

iuch mesh, and one of sand. If cinders cnunot be obtained

use tine gravel, but do not mnke use of limestone

gravel. Mix all dry until thoroughly incorporated: then
wet just what is required for one course at a time. A
capital Hue and slmft can be made by this method and
tli.- thimbles put In as the work progresses. Why not

build a round shaft and a circular Hue? It Is as easily

done and is much better and handsomer.

level line a" c'. From u of the plan erect the line a r,

cutting the level tangent in r. From r draw the line e d

square to the pitch line of the upper tangent c' b'. which
in this case is the same as the pitch line of the flight.

The pitch of the tangents is now shown at '/ c' and cf

a", the tangent c" a" being level.

To tiud the two bevels that are necessary to square
the wreath, take the length a n of the plan as the base

of a triangle. In the elevation this length Is shown at

d' f. For the altitude of the triangle take the length d e

and connect t f, the bevel being shown at A\ Again take
tV V for the altitude, ami the same base, d' 1 ; connect
V f, and the l»cvel Is shown at V ;. Draw the line c o

across the bevels, as shown in the elevation, at a dis-

tance equal to half the width of the rail.

To draw the face mold proceed as follows: Referring
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to Fig. 2. draw a straight line, and mark upon It »he

points tnken from the pitch bne of the tangents In the

elevation, Fig. 1, as shown at « V <f d'. Draw d' a'

K<|iiure to d' if V ic. Make c' a' equal to the length of the

level tangent in the elevation. Fig. 1. Make the joint at

a' square to if «', and at w square to c' b' to. The portion

b' w is straight, and Is therefore outside the curve of the

wreath. The wreath of the face mold at <T Is taken

from the bevel 6' <T / of Fig. 1. On eaeh Hide of «T place

the distance b' z of the bevel. Fig. 1. The width of the

mold at V u> of Fig. 2 Is takeu from the bevel t d' / of

Fig. 1. On each aide of 6' place the distance k o, taken

from the bevel of the elevation, Fig. 1. The curve may
he drawn either with ordinates, trammels or string and

pins.

In Fig. 3 Is shown the plan and elevation of the

square well hole, which is 14 inches from center to cen-

ter of the rails of the two nights adjoining. The
wreaths will be In two pieces Jointed at c. the center

of the well hole. To find the angle between the tangents

of the face mold, draw the line o o" square to the tan-

gents 6' <f and <f d\ revolve the bottom tangent V a' to

a", as shown, and then connect o" V. The angle a" b' c"

will be the angle of the tangents upon the face mold.

From the point o draw the line o o' parallel to the tan-

gents 6' <f. Draw o' i parallel with the ground line X
Y; revolve the bottom tangent 6' o* to w and connect if

cut to the pitch of the tangents as Indicated In Fig. 3.

It also Illustrates the principle of the bevels. A com-

parison of the p»sltlon of the tangents in Fig. 3 and

their position In this diagram will greatly simplify the

apparent confusion of Hues made use of in Fig. 3.

The face mold for the upper wreath will be exactly

the same as the bottom face mold, because the pitch of

tangents of the two wreaths Is equal. The thickness

of the plank from which to cut the wreaths is, In all

cases, tho diagonal of a square section of the straight

ruil.

i Sweating.

From J. W. «.'.. Hdiimer. P<?.-Cnn you or any of the

render* ^ive me Kood suggestions through the

columns of the paper how to prevent the sweating of

His. 3.— flan and Klevatlon of the Square Well Hole.

UyiHij Fact MM for ,SW

6'. From o' ns renter with radius cutting this line, as

shown by the dotted curve, turn to 8: connect 8 (, and the

angle at 8 will be the bevel for the end a" of the face

mold. Again from the center o' extend to the tangent
ti' &, and turn to n, connecting n with f. The angle at n

will be the bevel to be applied at the end c* of the face

mold.

Referring to Fig. -1. draw a straight line, as & V »
«', and make the distance equal to e* V n a'; revolve

o' to «": connect V u", and make a" m equal to a' m of

Fig. 3. On each side of m place m h at a distance taken

from the bevel S and equal to 8 h. On each side of c"

place t lie distance if A taken from the bevel n, and
shown there at « h. Now from these points draw par-

allel lines, as shown, thus completing the face mold.

The angle at the Intersection b' may be eased, as shown
by the dotted curve.

In Fig. f. In shown a perspective view of tho block

show windows? The windowB to which I refer are in

o drug store lighted with gas, and despite every effort

10 prevent, they persist In sweating to such au ex-

tent as to completely obliterate the displays on the In-

side.

>Tofr.—The remedies- which have been adopted in the

past for overcoming the difficulty complained of by our

correspondent have Involved the ventilation of the space

on the inner side of the window, so as to create a free

circulation of air. This can be accomplished In a

variety of ways, local conditions determining largely

the plan inos» convenient for the purpose. The trouble

mentioned Is one of frequent occurrence, and we have

no doubt that many of our readers have had experience

!n solving problems similar to the one presented in this

case. With the suggestions above we lay the question

before our readers and shall be glad to have them dis-

cuss It In the light of their own experience.
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Finding Back Cat of Jack Rafters on Octagon Boor*.
From C. S. J., Mamaroneck, A". Y.—l Inclose au answer

to the Inquiry of " W. H. M.." Woodluwn, Ala., which
appeared on page 259 of the October number of the pa-
per. Using the sketch which he furnished, the addition
of a few lines to explain my Bystem will show how sim-
ply the side bevel of any Jack can be found. Right here
let me say that this rule is the simplest of which I have
knowledge, and will work under all conditions on any
roof regardless of pitch or location of rafters. Refer-
ring to the sketches, square across the back of the rafter
from C to B. as Indicated In Fig. 1, which should be the
exact thickness of the stick to be used. Next take the
distance from A to B in Fig. 1. and square from the
plumb cut. D B E of Fig. 2, as shown by the dotted line
C B of the same sketch. Now square across the back
of the rafter, as A D. and draw the diagonal A C of Fig.
2, which is the cut of the jack.

From A. O. C. iMke Charle*. La.—In reply to " W. H.
M." of Woodlnwn, Ala., I send a sketch. Fig. 3, In ex-

Flga. 1 and 2. Submitted by " C. S. J."

I

B C

Flf. 3.—Diagram Accompanying Letter of " A. O. C."

finding Back Cut uf Jack Ka/Un M Oetaijvn Kovft.

planatlon of tny method for finding check cut on Jack
rafters for nu octagon roof. First draw the foundation
plan, as represented In the sketch by A B C O, then draw
B £ and C E for the run of the hips. Square up from E to
F the rise of the roof, and connect F and B, which gives
the length of the hip. Draw E J for the run of the com-
mon rafter, and square up from E to 1 for the rise of the
roof. Connect I and J for the length of the common
rafter. Next check the length of the common rafter 1

J, and erect a perpendicular line of the snme length, as
G H. Connect H C, and we have the hip in position for
finding the length and bevels of the Jacks, as 1 2 3. A
bevel set at 8 will give the check cut. and a bevel set at
1 will give the top cut of the common rafter. A bevel set
at J will give the bottom cut. The same applies to hip
rafters.

December. 1901

foundation. 1 wish to have a parlor, hall and also a
pantry, the door to the pantry to be where the window
In the front now is. What I want are floor plaus and

Main Floor.

Hnmideliny a bm>ili floutr.

roof plan* which will look well. The present door and
window need not be taken Into consideration unless they

are in a suitable place. I hope the architectural friends

of the paper will respond as well as they did to the In-

quiry of " Builder," whose Inquiry appeared a few
months ago.

."flaking; a Cistern Filter.

From A. H. P., (lien Cove, L. I.—I give herewith a

sketch of a kind of cistern filter which I have found very
satisfactory In a number of years' experience. Although
1 have used It In connection with round cisterns, it can
readily be used In connection with filters of other shapes.

The cistern should be built of the desired size and coated
on the Inside with cement mortar Vi Inch thick. The
cistern should be allowed to stand until It la hard and
dry enough to hold a man's weight and then some short

boards should be placed in the bottom to stand on.

Now is the time to start the filter. It Is best when
made to occupy but a small section of a round cistern

and to assume a beehive shape. After a few courses of

brick have been laid, place three bricks In the middle of

the Ulter chamber for the pump pipe to rest on; then
take a pail of gravel and a pall of charcoal broken about
the size of black walnuts and pour It Into the chamber
and spread It around so that the top of the bricks is

above the chamml and gravel. Place the perforated end

CARPENTRY AND BUILDING

Remodeling n Nmall House.
Prom J. D. R„ Parry Sound, On*.—I inclose floor plans

of a small bouse which I wish to enlarge. The building
Is 14 feet « Inches by 26 feet, using 14-foot studding.
The ceiling is 8 feet 6 Inches. 1 wish to change the front,
^>ut it must not be larger or project beyond the pretest

Making a fitter* Filter,

of the pump pipe on the brick, as shown In the cut. and
continue the filter wall, arching it over through the side

wall of thi> Cittern. Don't cont the filter chamber when
finished with the cement morinr. The brick will filter
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the water. Flare the pump pipe pass out of the cistern

wall Just before the arch Is turned to form the top. The
Inlet pipe ami the outlet pipe should connect with the
cistern near the crown of the arch and the Inlet pipe

should always be a few Inches higher than the outlet pipe.

Tile pipe should lie used for both of these connections

w ft.

Finding BrrrU of lUfttn in Ho,,/, of fiui/nal Fiteh.

so that they can be cemented securely to the wall. The
connections In the tile pipe should be calked with oakum
to prevent the cement used In tilling the hub from en-

tering the pipe and obstructing It. There Is an ad-

vantage In having an air pipe of Mrlnch galvanized Iron

or lead pipe run from the top of the filter chamber to a

point above the water line In the cistern and having the

upper end protected by n wire guard.

The filter chamber should extend in from the cement
wall about 2 feet at the widest point, and should extend

us so as to connect with the side wall of the cistern

about 3 feet above the bottom. Galvanised pipe Is best

for the pump pipe. If lead pipe Is used care should be

taken In making the bend, and also In protecting the pipe

against sagging from Its own weight. The pipe should

also be filled with sand ho that It will not flatten out at

the point where It Is bent.

Such a filter arrangement with gravel and charcoal

and air pipe will keep the water In the cistern pure and
sweet. The cistern should be made with a mouth at the

top large enough so that a man can readily enter. The
opening should be covered with a flat stone laid In

cement. This will enable the cistern to be cleaned. In

the course of four or five years the filter wall should be
taken down and cleaned carefully and new charcoal

placed In It after the chamber and bricks have been

thoroughly cleaned.

Finding Bevels of Utfteri la Roofs of Unequal Pitch.

Frnm C. X. C, Decatur, Ind.— I have been taking con-

siderable Interest In the correspondence which has ap-

peared on the subject of bevels of rafters In roofs of

unequal pitch, and I notice that some of the readers

have un erroneous Idea regarding the matter. I think
" (I. L. S." of Temple, Ind.. Is wholly wrong. For equal

pitches I would use the length of the valley rafter on

the blade of the square and Its run on the tongue; cut

ting by the blade. The reason for this is that if the line

be run nt right angles to the seat line of the lilp or val-

ley until It meets the seat line of the ridge, it will be

equal to the seat line of the hip or valley, owing to the

fact that the scat line of the hip or valley is at an angle

of -tr. degrees to the ridge line. On the same principle

the bevel of a hip or valley In roofs of unequal pitch

can be found.

Referring to the diagram which I Inclose. I would say

that it represents a building. 20 x HO feet, connected

with which Is a addition. 12 x 11 feet. The seat line of

the valley rafter is indicated by A B. Run a line from
A at right angles to A B until it meets the ridge line

F K. Then take the length of the valley on the blade of

the square and the length of the line A C on the tongue

and mark by the blade for the bevel against the ridge

F K. By the same method find the bevel on the other

side. Take the length of the valley on the blade of the

square and the length of the line A D on the tongue
and mark by the blade. This will give the cut to fit

against the ridge E B.

Conatruellng * C»ld (Horace Room.

From P. J. B.. Route's Point, .V. F.—A client of mine
Is building a private residence, and he desires to have In

it a small room something similar to a dry air cooler,

for the purpose of keeping In it milk, butter, eggs, &c.

I am at a loss to know just how to construct It in a

way which will give entire satisfaction. The point

which perplexes me is how to ventilate it so It will not

be too damp when the Ice Is packed on top of the little

chamber. If any of the readers who have had experi-

ence |u constructing rooms of this kind will send a de-

scription of how the work can be done, together with
drawings Indicating the method of ventilation and In-

sulation, it will be, I doubt not. of great Interest to

others besides myself.

Destcn for Writing Desk and Bookcase.

From W. G. M., Admire, ffnn.-Those readers who
have been making Inquiries about bookcases may pos-

sibly find some suggestions in the design which I send
herewith. It can be executed in almost any kind of
wood. If walnut, oak or pine Is employed, It will prob-
ably cost In the neighborhood of $8 or $10. It Is, how-
ever, of such a nature that It would be easy for any or-

dinary mechanic to make one. It will be noticed that

i* ia' -n

Jiftlgn for Writing ftttk and Booketue.

there are shelves above the writing desk proper, and
also shelves below the drawer. If desired, curtains can
be placed In front of them In order to keep the dust from
the hooks or whatever the shelves may support.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE figures covering building operations iu the city of

Boston during the mouth of October show a gain as

compared with the previous month, although the sig-

nificance is not as important as it would be under different

conditions, the total for September being exceptionally small.

The total iiumber of permits issued for October of the pres-

ent year «us Ma, there being 41 for brick buildings and 102

for frame structures, these totals comparing with 131 per-

mits for the corresponding month of last year, when 59 per-

mits were issued for brick buildiugs and 72 for frame houses.

In the corresponding month of 1800 the total number of per-

mits was 112 and in 1808 it was 210.

Clnolnnatl. Ohio.

The outlook for continued activity in building operations

is <ucouriigitig, the work under way consisting largely of

business buildings. There are. however, in progress several

large school houses and many fine residences. According to

Charles A. looker, Inspector of Buildings, there were 32.

permit* issued for building improvements in October, involv-

ing an .-Miniated outlay of $302,80o, us compared with 331

permit* for improvements costing $124,10;i in October of

last venr. Taking the figures for the first ten months of

the respective years the showing is equally gratifying. Up
to November 1 of the present year. 3780 permits were issued

for improvements costing $2,810,700, as compared with 31 4O

permits for buildings costing $l,7S."i.S90 in the first ten

months of 1000.
Cleveland, Ohio.

The annual meeting of the Builders' Exchange was held

on the evening of Monday, November 4. when a new Board
of Directors wns elected and other business transacted.

The occasion was the star event of the year and was largely

attended bv representative builders of the city. The election

wus conducted by the Nominating Committee, who acted as

judges and counted the votes. The polls were open from

1 1 o'clock in the morning until 8 in the evening, and the

result was announced after the business session.

The report presented by the retiring Board of Directors

reviewed the work of the year and was most enthusiastically

received. The reports of officers and various committees
showed a good financial gain as compared with last year, as

well as n most flourishing condition of each department of

the organization. A short recess was taken after the regu-

lar business of the evening, the members gathering around
the punch bowl and enjoying a brief interval of social in-

tercourse. On reassembling President Hunt delivered his

annual address, which was of a most interesting character

and was heartily applauded. The result of the election of

directors was announced as follows: Henry Taylor of the

\V. Bingham Company; Win. 11 Hunt, general manager of

the Cleveland Hydraulic Pressed Brick Company : E. W.
Pnliner. secretary and treasurer of the Cleveland Window
Glass Company ;' C. W. McConnick of the Cleveland Stone
Companv : Sherman W. Watterson. a mason contractor;

Henrv T. William* and W. H. Fry. carpenter contractors

:

J. H. l.ibbv, cement contractor; it. C. Bradley of Barkwill

& Bradley "and F. G. Hogen of Auld & Conger. After the

announcement of the election of the Board of Directors the

meeting adjourned to the dining room, where luncheon was
served, the cigars passed around and the evening spent in

social intercourse.
The new Board of Directors met on Thursday. Novemts-r

7, for the purpose of electing officers for the ensuing year.

Wm. U. Hunt was unanimously reelected president of the

exchange. J. H. Libby was elected vice-president, and E. W.
I'nlmer and Edward A. Roberts were re-elected treasurer

and secretary, respectively.

Detroit. Mloh.

The building situation in the city is rather quiet just at

present, nlthongh it is somewhat improved as compared with
the same date last year. According to C. W. Brand. Permit
Clerk, there were issued in October permits for 270 build-

ings, estimated to cost $484,400. as against 242 permits for

buildings costing $403,200 in October of last year. Taking
the figures for the ten months ending October 31, 1001. there

were 2210 permits issued for buildings estimated to cost

$4,787,300. as compared with 1020 permits for buildings

costing $3,310,100 for the same period of last year.

Lowell, Maes.
There is a considerable amount of building being done

nt present, and members of the Builders' Exchange are well

supplied with contracts. Much heavy work is more or less

dclaved owing to the seareitv of Southern pine. We under-

stand that the directors of the exchange are debating the

.po-stion of incorporating into the by-laws the following
< In use :

'" That no member of the Builders' Exchange draw plans
:iiid write specifications or do any work that naturally be
longs to nn architect, except that n member may plan ami
l.mlil for his own personal use."

The directors of the exchange are also planning a

"smoker" for the members to be held on November 14, and
'.. he preceded by 11 short business session dealing entirely

v\itl> the topic of the hour— the labor question

Now York City.

A considerable amount of building in the aggregate is

still in progress in the boroughs of Manhattan and the

Bronx, ami while there is nothing in the situation to war-
nut- more tbnti passing comment the volume of business

for the year will lie pretty well up to expectations. In
visiting that portion of the city In-low Fifty-ninth street, one
cannot fail to notice the many instances where old build-

ings have been or are now being torn down to make room
for modern structures of a more nretentioUB character.
Plans are every now and then being hied for towering office

buildings, a considerable number of which are under way,
while above Fifty-ninth street apartment houses equipped
with passenger elevator sen ice ap|>ear to show a steady in-

crease. Some of the more important improvements for which
plans have lately Iss-n tiled include a 14-story office struc-

ture, to he erected by the Knickerbocker Trust Company at
the northwest corner of Thirty-fourth street and Fifth ave-
nue, on a portion of the site formerly occupied by the A.
T. Stewart mansion ; also a modern apartment hotel, to

cover the balance of the Stewart mansion site, fronting 75
feet on Thirty fourth street and 2Tj feet on Thirty-fifth
street, and the Terminus Hotel, to be erected iu Park ave-
uue, extending from Forty-first to Forty-second streets, and
to cost in the neighborhood of S^.rsHl.tNK). According to the
architects. Warren, Wetmore & Morgan, work will be com-
menced as soon as the old buildiugs now on the site can
be demolished. Properly has been acquired adjoining the
store of Simpson. Crawford & Simpson with a view to erect-

ing u large addition in harmony with the present structure.
Down in (he financial district a site has been secured, front-
ing on Wall street and Kxchange place, on which It is in-

tended to erect an ofh«-e building 21 stories in hight. which
will, in its construction and appointments, equal the beat
in that section. According to the figures of the Bureau of
Buildings there were 2300 permits issued for building im-
provements in the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx
from January 1 up to the end of the first week iu Novem-
ber, the estimated cost of which was a trifle over $88,000,-
000, these comparing with 1037 permits for new buildings,
costing $40,450,353, in the corresponding period of last year.

In the borough of Brooklyn the showing is not quite so
favorable for the month, although the year thus far ia ahead
of IStOO. During the month of October there were issued
by the Department of Buildiugs 128 permits for brick
structures and 200 permits for frame buildings, involving
a total estimated outlay, including alterations, of $1,410,111,
as compared with building improvements costing $2,017,933
in Octooer of last year. The total number of permits issued
for new buildings from January 1 up to the second week in

November was 2013, estimated to cost $10,374,277. as against
2001 permits for buildings, costing $14,271,704, in the cor-
responding period of last year.

Portland, Oregon.
The master builders of Portland. Ore., have now per-

fected an organization known as the Master Builders' Asso-
ciation of Portland. Thirty-five of the leading business
firms of the city are enrolled. J. B. Bridges has been
elected president and .1. W. Cordon secretary. The ob-
jects of the association are to alleviate the evils which have
grown up around keen competition in the building trade.
The association is also opposed to carpenters and others
who are not really contractors taking contracts for build-
ing.

The prospect for building in Portland during the next
half year is splendid. Besides a large number of small
buildings and residences, already planned for, several large
buildings, such as the Studebnker Bros. Building and the
Deering Plow Company Building, are to be erected.

8acramento, Cal.
The various building firms of Sacramento have formed

an organization to fie known as the Builders' Association
of Sacramento County. The purposes of the new associa-
tion are set forth to be the better understanding of the ne-
cessities of the building business and the arbitration of dis-
putes among members. The founders of the association
embrace the leading builders of the capital cltv. The di-
rectors an- J. .1. Siller. G. E. Hook. F. W. Book. C J.
Matthews and A. Anderson.

Ban Franolaoo, Cal.
The San Francisco building trades are quiet at present,

though some important buildings are scheduled for com-
mencement in the early part of next year. The San Fran-
cisco Architectural Club was organized by some of the lead-
ing architects on October 23. The purpose is the promotion
of architecture and the allied arts. The club started with
a charter membership of 30. The officers are: A. O. John-
son, president; A. G. Headman, vice-president: H. N.
Smitten, secretary, and M. M. Friedman, treasurer.

St. Louie, Mo.
Advices from St. Ijouis under date of November 13 are to

the effect that the city is now experiencing one of the most
active seasons of building known for many years. Work in
connection with the World s Fair is going forward as rapidly
as possible, and while there are no " boom " indications,
neither has there been anv wild speculation stub as was the
case previous to some of the recent fairs held in other cities.
Plans and specifications for n lane amount of work are now
in the hands of architects and prices of material are showing
nn advancing lendnc y. The labor question has not mate-
rials changed since our Inst issue, although there are some
sympathetic strikes in different parts of the city.

The figures of the Building Bureau show that during the
month of October permits were issued for 147 brick huild-
ings ami 139 frame buildings, estimated to cost $1,012,810.
which is nearly double the value of the huilding improve-
ments for the corresponding month of last vear. At that
time neimiis were issued for SS brick building* and 104
frame buildings, involving nn exfienditnre of $338,020.
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Design of Sideboard In Natural Wood.

A feature of dining room equipment which offers an
excellent field for variety of treatment Is the sideboard
or buffet, as the ease may be. In some Instances they
are combination affairs, and are often built In as a part

of the room, owing, perhaps, to lock of space for a port-

able sldohonrd. The design which we illustrate here-

with belongs to the former class, and was executed for

the bachelor officers' quarters at Port Harrison, Mont.,

In accordance with drawings made by architect Frank
J. Grodnvent. at that time stationed nt Helena, but since

assigned to Fort I). A. Russell, Wyoming, which is his

present address,

The design was carried out In tamarack, a native

iu various parts of the country, particularly In the East,

where popular favor has been running more to metal

and wood shingles, slate, tin and gravel, felt and other

prepared roofings. This fact Is conceded by tin plate

JobberB throughout the Eastern section of the country,

and it Is also more or loss noted In the Southern and
Ceatral States.

From many parts of the country come reports to the

effect that slate roofing has made considerable progress

In popular favor during the past season, and it Is said

that In a number of districts in the Eastern, Middle and
Southern States Blates have been placed on the roofs of

new buildings In cases where formerly tin would have
lieen used. Manufacturers and dealers In roofing slates

refer to a decided increase in the demand for this ma-

od Unea A B and C D of the Elevation End and Vertical Section

IMHgn of Sideboard in Salural Wood —SeaU, X Jut* to iftt Foot

lumber, and was finished in the natural wood with hand-

some effect. The details which are presented herewith

show so clearly the construction employed that ex-

would seem to be

Sheet Metal Roofing.

One of the effects of the late steel strike that has

been felt by manufacturers and dealers In sheet metal

goods during the past season Is a falling off In the sales

of iron and steel roollug, metal shingles and tin roofing

plates. The high price of sheet Iron and terne plate

and a scarcity of those materials due to the prolonged

tdiut down of the mills conspired to limit the consump-
tion and to stimulate the use of other roofing materials

to a considerable extent In respect of tin roofing, how-
ever, a gradual decrease in the use of terne plate for

roofing piinwM-s lias been noted for some years past

terlal, and their reports ate confirmed by the fact that
the stocks of roofing slates have become depleted to an
extent not known for years past, notwithstanding that
the production has kept up to normal figures and In

some cases has been increased over that of past years,
while the export trade In slate has fallen off.

There Is no doubt that the metal shingle has grown
materially •n popularity as a substitute for tin rooting
during the past few years, while the various prepared
roofings that are now offered In the market have secured
considerable attention. In the Southern States, In par-
ticular, metal shingles have come Into vogue in prefer-
ence to tin plate. The reason advanced for this prefer-
ence Is that It has been found that tin roofing was ex-
pensive, owing to the climatic conditions which make
it necessary to paint the tin roof every year. The use of
metal shingles and sheet iron roofing in Southern cities

is restricted to some extent nt the present time, how-
over, owing to their relatively high cost, due to excessive
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freight rates. i*his, however, is only a temporary con-

dition, which, it in expected, will soon be relieved.

In district)* where tiu is still largely used fur roofing

purposes there has been a marked Increase in the de-

mand for the heavily coated old style plates in prefer-

ence to tne cheaper grades, which have not been found

to stand the test of time and weather satisfactorily.

The complaint Is made In some quarters I hat much of

the terue plate now produced deteriorates far more

rapidly than that used In years gone by, the contention

being advanced that the steel sheets of which most of

the present dny roofing plates are made corrode more

readily than the Iron sheet* formerly used, and that the

coating does not adhere as closely to the steel sheets

as to the more fibrous iron sheets. A growing demand
for tinned iron sheets Is said to be a feature of the

1 r~

Detail of

I

I

VeitlcaJ (Section through Cor-

nice of Counter Shelf.

I**tgn of Sidrooard in Katnral HW.-.sVu>, 3 litht,

lo Iht Foot.

rooting ttade at the present time, and some of the tin

plate manufacturers are preparing to meet this call.

flaking Cement Walls by «'

time ago an article appeared in one of the well

known periodicals by Thomas A. Edison In which he sug-

gested the building of houses and other structures by

" pouring " the material, and In order to demonstrate the

practicability of this form of construction John U. Plsel

of Akron, Ohio, has lately built the basement walls of

several of his houses by this method. In executing the

work Mr. Plsel states that he used planks IB feet long,

2 inches thick and 12 Inches wide, two planks being

bolted with three iron bolt*, so that the space between

the planks was 12 inches, this, of course, giving a 12-Inch

wall. The planks were lnld lengthwise on the ground

where the wall was built, and the space was tilled In be-

tween them with a mixture of 1 part cement and 3 parts

coarse sand or pebbles. This mixture was " poured " In

slush form and then boulders, or. as they are termed in

that locality. " nigger heads." were dropped In. When
the space wns filled more plank was put on and the lower

set removed, thl* operation being continued until the

P".,|,rr hleht was reached. Wooden pins were used

through the wnll at points where It was de-sired to put In

Hii.cs for water, gas or sewer, as after the mixture had
set It was almost Impossible to penetrate It.

Mr. I'isel states that the running length of the wall

was 110 feet, and that the cost of this process was only

a little more than half what a brick contractor <

for building au S Inch wall.

Provision for Heating; Apparatus.

Many who are engaged in the heating business will

sympathise with the following criticism made by & lo-

cal expert In the Sioux City Journal on the space al-

lowed for the heating plant and other apparatus by archi-

tects in buildings which they design:

Not every architect is well posted in regard to the dis-

position of the various kinds of machinery that the mod-
ern building and its conveniences require, and there are

several Instances in Sioux City, even lu structures

planned by architects in Chicago or elsewhere, where
there was a disregard of the practical conditions which
were bound to develop in the operation of the heating

and lighting plants. Chief Kellogg's comments were ot

course directed more jMirticularly to the danger of Are

from giving the heat of the boilers easy access to wooden
walls or ceilings; but this is not the only directiou in

which some of the tine business blocks in Sioux City fall

short of being what they ought to be in their

ments in ihe basements.

There are so many architects who devote

almost exclusively to the artistic appearance and ar-

rangement of the superstructure of the buildings and
neglect the merely mechanical requirements lu the base-

ment. For instance, there is a handsome block lu this

city lu which It Is evident the architect did not have in

mind at all the necessity for providing adequate quarters

for the furnace and boilers to supply the heat and
power. For the boiler room there had to be taken what
was originally intended for a handsome Iwuement office.

Within u few feet of the furnace stands a beautiful

safety vault door, copper trimmed and with a time lock

on It—something which of course demonstrates that the

room wasn't Intended for the heating plant. And the ar-

rangements are such that if it became necessary to take

out any considerable part of the machinery for repairs a
main wall of the basement would have to be torn away.
In the same building the two drums on which the cables

of the elevators are wound are placed one above the

other, so that If either has to be repaired Its mate must
stop running In the meantime, thus depriving the build-

ing of any advantage from having duplicate elevators;

and the packing of the hydraulic piston of either would
compel the stoppage of the other.

In another of the handsomest blocks in the city there

is the same condition with reference to the elevators: and
the boilers are so placed that It looks as If the architect

supposed they were Immortal. If one of the plates In

either of them should kink by reason of scale forming In

the bottom It would be necessary either to take out a
part of the main wall of the basement to let a workman
get at the plate to remove it, or els? take out the boiler

flues In order to let him crawl Into the boiler from the

top.

In one of the more recent buildings, when they came
to put in the Iwiilers if was found that so little room bad
been left for them that some of the Joists supporting the

first floor had to be cut away so as to afford room for the

steam dome and safety valve of the boiler, and the boiler

was reduced In size so It will scarcely heat the building.

The arrangement Is for the return of the condensed
steam from the heating system by gravity to the boiler,

but the water level In the boiler Is higher than the foot

of the return pipes, and there Is no check valve between
the pipes and the boiler to prevent strong pressure In the
latter from Ailing the former with water Instead at

strain.

Still another Instance of how the architect did not
toko Into consideration the necessities that must arise

In operating a heating and power plant Is afforded In the
basement of another large block. The boiler tubes are 18
feet long, but the space In front of the boilers Is only 6
feet and at the rear only 4 feet, and when It become* nec-

essary to take out any of the tubes and substitute an-
other n hole must be cut In one of the walls of the build-

ing.
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DETAILS OF BAY WINDOW CONSTRUCTION.

THE drawings here given show two met bods of con-

structing bay windows, one being built In a frame
wall. Fig. 2, and the otber In a brick wall. Fig. 0. The
bay window may be carried to tbe floor and celling, aa
shown In plan, Figs. -J and 5, or it may flnlah on the In-

side wall of the room as one large window with a broad
stool, forming a deep window seat, as in Flga.7 and & In

the latter case the head casing Is iinlsbed as a paneled
celling, as indicated by tbe dotted llnea In Fig. 6.

Plain jambs may be panelud lu wood, or flustered, ac-

cording to the cost of the work, lu fine work tbe Jambs
are often finished with pilasters carrying an arch or an

entablature at the celling of the bay below the celling

of the room. In tbe details, Figs. 4 and 5. are shown
plain ordinary construction. A ground casing Is shown

In Fig. 3 la a section showing bow a aash can be

evenly counterbalanced with the aid of pulleys, when It

may be possible to bare a weight box only at one aide.

The details of heads and allla are not shown, aa In con-

struction they are In no way different from the heads

and sills of plain windows.

The Cost of Heating Houses.

The constant worrying of people who. because they

bad purchased a furnace, expected to heat their houses

with little or no fuel drove me, says a correspondent

of tbe Horning Oregonian of Portland, to write the fol-

lowing article:

Fik * -H»n uf Bay Window In Frame Wall.

C.pjil»lil. I /.I. I \ '.

FIR. S.-Horl/jintal Section Taken Through the Kranie at B o' the Plan. Fig >

Detail* of Bay M'iik/w C'mtlrvetion — t'ramt Wall.

on the Inside of weight box. to which trim Is nailed, and

this should not be omitted except In very cheap work.

Tbe Inside of the studs is lathed, and than plastered

to the Inside surface of tbe ground casing. Tbe outside

of tbe studs Is covered with spruce or hemlock sheath-

ing boards about 8 Inches wide, laid diagonally, and well

nailed to each stud. This Is covered with a good quality

of sheathing paper or quilt, and then receives the

shingles or clapboards. If clapboards are used they

should be securely nailed to each stud.

In the details. FlgB. 7 and 8, Is indicated the contrac-

tion of a frame bay iu a brick wall.

In Fig. 1 Is shown tbe method of banging two sash

to one weight as required In tbe section. Fig. 8, owing
to the necessity of having very small mulllons. It Is also

necessary In this case to have lead weights made to fit

the box, as tbe ordinary weight, heavy enough to op-

erate both sash, would be too large.

Bays projecting from masonry walls should always be

well anchored to them, and while there are several very

good anchors on tbe market, the Iron jamb screw an-

chor, as shown in Fig. 7, Is largely used. Furring strips

are set on tbe Inside of the wall to receive tbe lath and
plaster, and grounds are nailed to the furring to give a

nailing for tbe trim and as a gauge for the plaster work.

A well-known cltisen. who lives In a large modern-

bouse, was complaining to a friend of the expense and

Inefficiency of present methods of heating, as compared
with those In vogne "down East," when he waa a boy;

which methods consisted of a fire place In the sitting

room and a big cooking stove In the kitchen, by means
of which every one nsed to keep warm and correspond-

ingly happy.

His friend, who Is of a mathematical turn of mind,

and who graduated " down East," by tbe aid of the

beat from a Are place and a kitchen stove, reminded

blm that he had forgotten the Icy blasts that used to

f-weep Into tbe sitting room from the hall whenever the

door was opened, and how bis very toe nails used to turn

blue with tbe cold on going to bed In the cheerless bed-

room; and bow It felt to crawl out of bed in the morn-
ing with hoar frost on tbe windows and Ice frozen In

the water pitcher. He then went on to say that houses

were now better heated, had better plumbing and better

water supply, and In every way were more healthful

and cheerful places of abode than they ever were be-

fore, and then be proceeded to give hitn some bottom
facts relating to beating bouses, and the cost of fuel, and
suggested that those who have heating systems In their

bouses cut it out and paste In their bats to refer to
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when the cual and wood bills begin to come In on the
first of Hie month.

Were there no Ions of heat from a room there would
be no necessity for the using of fuel to warm It or keep
It warm. In fact, were there no loss of heat by any
source, our houses would retain the temperature gen-
erated by July weather, and In that case, Instead of
using eual iiud wood to keep us warm, we should be
purchasing ice all \s Inter to keep us cool enough. We
find, however, by bitter experience that we do buy fuel

to keep mum, as well as for other reasons, and, there-

fore, must conclude that our bouses do lose beat
There are three principal sources of loss of heat cal-

culated by hentlng engineers—namely, loss by glass ex-
posure, by outer wall exposure, and by byglenlcally

in .

of the artificial heat, the United States Government tests

show that the maximum amount of heat obtainable from
the best bituminous coal sold In the market is about

9000 heat units, and from the poorest about 5000. or an
average of 7000. Dividing the total, 57,960 heat units,

required per hour, by 7000, we find that about 8 pound*
of coal Is required per hour, were It possible to so burn
the coal as to have absolutely no waste. Any large

users Of fuel of any description will tell you that If you
can get 70 per cent, of Its caloric or heat value from
fuel you are far exceeding their obtained results with
the best fuel saving devices known; but If we are op-

timistic enough to take It at 70 per cent we still find

that the fuel required for our seven-room house for 15

hours Is 150 pounds per day. Of course, our winter
weather is not always at 30 degrees, and perhaps we
do not keep our house, In all seven rooms, at 70 degree*

for 15 hours dally. In which case our fuel consumption
will l>e proportionately less; but whether wood or coal

he used Its cost per 1000 heat units is about the same,
and If the people who think they should burn no more
fuel In the warming of their newly erected palatial

Fig. 7. -Detail Knowing Honiontul

Section through Window Frame
and Brick Wall at C of the Plan

Fig. d.-rian or Bay Window In Brick Wall

Fig. Horizontal Section at D of the Hun

Itrlaih of Hiy Window ConMmetton.—Jlriek Wall,

ueceesnry chaugts of air per hour whereby warm air

is taken from the room and Its place taken by chilly

air. To mnimaiu a temperature of comfort, with the

outer air at an uncomfortable temperature, we must
provide enough artificial bent to compensate for the

losses above enumerated, as follows: For each square

foot of glass surface we must provide 40 units per hour

of boat (or the amount of heat needed to raise 1 pound
of water 40 degrees F.) to maintain a temperature of

7n .!.••_• i.. V n n room reasonably well built, with out

of door« temperature at 30 degrees: for each square

foot of outer wall surface 10 heat units, and for each

50 cubic feet of air 40 heat units. Now suppose, for

example, we have a room 15 x 15 x 10 foet high, with

two windows. 3x7 feet each, and two walls exposed to

outer air. We would require for the maintenance of an

Inside temperature of 70 degrees, with outer air at 30

degrees, and DO wind: For loss of heat by glass ex-

posure, 42 feot, Irt^O heat units: for wall exposure. 300

feet. 3000 heat units; for cubic contents. 2250 feot, or

two changes per hour, 4500 cubic feet, 3000 heat units;

or a total per hour for the room described of 8280 heat

units. Now. supposing we have about sevnn rooms such

as are described, it takes but slight skill in mathematics

to demonstrate that we need per hour 57.900 heat unlt9.

Allowing that coal |« the fuel used In the generating

mansion of 12 or 15 rooms, about half of which consist

of outer wall and glass surface, than they used to burn
to heat the kitchen, dining room and sitting room with
the range and a fire place or an air tight, will refer to

the facts they will find that under ideal conditions of

building and heating It requires 4080 pounds of coal

per month to heat a house of seven rooms to a tem-
perature of 70 degrees, with an outside temperature of

:tu degrees and If thej are getting along ou a less

amount of fuel than that they are doing better than

they have a right to expect

A oooi> story Is told by an English trade journal of

a master builder, who, having heard that the men did

not start work at the proper time, thought he would
drop down about half-past six one morning and see. Go-
ing up the yard be caught sight of a joiner standing

smokitic. with, his- kit not even opened. Simply asking

his name, which he found to be Malcolm Campbell, he

called him luto the office, and handing him four days'

pay. ordered him to leave at once. After seeing the

man clear of the yard, he went up to the foreman and
explained that he had made an example of Malcolm
Campbell by paying him off for not starting at the

proper hours. "Great Scott, sir!" ejaculated the fore-

man. " that chap was only lookln' for a Job."
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Drawing an Ellipse.

A method of drawing an ellipse of any size when
the circumference Is given is described herewith. There

are several ways of denning the ellipse. In appear-

ance it Is similar 10 a circle, but has one diameter

greater thmt the other, the two diameters, or axes, as

they lire termed, being at right angles to each other

The proportions of the shorter diameter or minor axis

of Uie ellipse to the major axis may vary from a length

almost equal to the major axis down to a distance

uext to nothing. In other words, an ellipse may be near-

ly round or it may be very much elongated. It must
be borne In mind, however, that whatever may be Its

5 _V_——~7f

* /
a y

1

I Is 1.—IMiKtratlun of an Ellipse.

l/rniting an Ellxpue,

proportions, it its un exact figure; arid that whatever

method be employed in describing It, the result will be

the suuie as that obtained by any other regular method.

If upon oue of two lines intersecting each other at

right angles one-half the greater diameter be set off each

way from the Intersection, and upon the other one-half

the shorter diameter lie similarly set off, the four prlnci

pal points of the ellipse will be established; and although

the outlines of several oblong figures may be made to

pass through these four points, only one perfect ellipse

can be drawn through them. Its shape Is such that the

sum of the distances from two tixed points on the major
axis, culled the foci, to any point In its perimeter is the

same as the sum of similar instances measured to any
other point m Its outline.

lu Fig t of the annexed diagrams F and H are the

foci, uiid their positions are determined in the following

maimer: With one-half the major axis as radius and

K or G as center strike arcs, cutting the major axis

lu either direction at F and II Then F and II will be

the fool of the ellipse, and :he sum of the distances from
these two points to any |H»int ill the perimeter, as C, will

be equal to the sum of the distances from F and 11 to

any other point, as I). The ellipse may therefore lie

drawn in the following manner: First place a pin at

each ...f the fo'-i, and a third one at F or G. Now pass

A cord around the three pins and fasten the ends to-

gether, then remove the pin at K or G and, substituting

a pencil for It. pass the pencil around the two remain-

ing pins, keeping the cord taut. The ellipse is also nn
olilique section of a nine of a cylinder, and may be

derived by making projections from the same at any
desired angle.

There are several methods of approximating the form

of the ellipse by means of arcs or circles, but as such

figure* ate only approximations they are not to be re

trarded as ellipses.

The circumference or perimeter of an ellipse may he

computed In figures from the major and minor axes

when their lengths are known—viz.: Add together the

squares of the two diameters anil multiply the square

root of half the sum by 3.1410. Thus, if the major

diameter is s and minor 0, their squares are 64 and
36. the sum of the squares Is 100. and half the sum of

the squares is 50. The square root of 50 is 7.071. which

multiplied by .-..14 10 gives 22.214*-', the required perimeter.

It is proper to state first that no ellipse, be Its circumfer-

ence known or unknown, can lie drawn until the relative

proportion between the two diameters is establishing

but as this may he easily fixed without reference to ac-

the major diameter may be maile 2. 3 or

4 times the minor, or they may be to each other as 2 is

to 3, 3 to 4. Jte., at pleasure. Under these conditions,

then, the operation of finding the circumference above

given may be reversed in the following manner: Sup-

pose that the given circumference is 24, and that the

ratio of the two diameters is as 3 to 2, Twenty-four di-

vided by 3.1410 gives 7.85, the square of which is 58.5.

Two times 58.5 are 117, which is the sum of the squares

of the two required diameters. This sum must now be

divided so that the square roots of the factor* shall be

to each other as 3 is to 2. Therefore, obtain the sum
of the squares of 3 and 2 as In the first operation.

3x3 = 9. 2:<2=*4. 9 + 4 = 13. Dividing 117 by IS, we
obtain 9, which, multiplied respectively by 9 and by 4,

gives 81 and 30. These factors then are the squares of

the required diameters. Therefore 9 and 0 are the two

diameters of an ellipse whose specified circumfereuce

is 24.

The problem may, however, be solved In a manner
more in accordance with pattern cutters' methods—viz.:

Supposing the relative lengths of the two diameters of

the desired ellipse are to each other as A B and A 0
of Fig. 2. First Ret aff those distances on the two arms
of a right angle, as there shown, and draw the quarter

ellipse B C by any regular method. In the absence of

a trammel for the purpose, perhaps the simplest method
Is to draw from A, as center, two quarter circles B b

and C c, whose radii are A B and A C. Divide each
quarter circle into the same number of equal spaces,

numbering the points In each to correspond. Now from
each of the points in the outer arc drop vertical lines

intersecting lines of corresponding number drawn hori-

zontally from points in the inner arc. The quarter el-

lipse may be traced through the points of Intersection.

Next draw any horizontal line, as X A' In Fig. 3, and at

any convenient points, as A and A', erect two perpen-

diculars. Upon the perpendicular at A set off from A
the length or stretchout of the quarter ellipse B 0, as
shown by A P. Also set off the distances A B and A C
of Fig. 2. as shown by A B and A C. Now upon the

perpendicular at A' set off one-quarter of the length 6f

the given iteriiiieter for which It Is desired to find the

diameters, as shown by A' R. and from B draw a straight

Fig. 3

IMagram, Shuwing Mrthul of Dr-xeing .in KlUfe Jrtmf a fii*,n

line through P. continuing the same till It Intersects the

base line prolonged, as at X. Finally, from X draw lines

through points B and C on the perpendicular A and
continue them till they cut the perpendicular at A', at

points B' and C. Then will A' B' and A' C be re-

spectively one-half the major and the minor axes of the

desired ellipse.

Tue first stone of Cologne Cathedral was laid on Au-
gust 15. 1248. and the l«sly of the edifice was not opened
until August 15, 1848. 000 years later to the very day. It

was not. however, until August 15. 1881). that the splen-

did structure was finally completed, having thus occu-

pied In building the " record " time of exactly 034 years.
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New Publication.

Mill Building Constbuctiom. By A. U. Tyrell. Pub-

lished by the Engineering News Company, 1001.

This little book of 40 pages Is divided Into three

chapters, and goes straight to the matter in hand with-

out preface or prefatory note. The first chapter deals

with Loads, with paragraphs devoted to roof loads,

floor loads, crane loads, snow and wind loads, miscel-

laneous loads, and a summary. There are two dia-

grams showing weights of roof trusses. In the sum-

mary there Is a table giving the weight In pounds per

square foot of seven different styles of roof construc-

tion. A table showing the weights of merchandise,

taken from C. J. H. Woodbury's book on " Fire Pro-

tection of Mills," giveB 37 Items, with weight In pounds
per eublc foot, so tbat pressure on floors sustaining

such material In bulk can be estimated. A table is also

given which shows the weight in pounds which will

come on end wheels of traveling cranes w^ben fully

loaded trolley Is at the same end. The chapter con-

cludes with a table giving the normal pressures from
wind on roofs of different slopes, for au assumed pres-

sure of 30 pounds per square foot against a

plane.

Chapter II deals with General Design, and
ates some general considerations. Walls
trusses, with sketches of seven forms of common roof

trasses, are given, followed by remarks on spacing of

trusses, Jack rafters, and roof coverings, the latter para-

graph containing a table showing the least pitch of roof

required for various kinds of roof coverings, 12 of

which are enumerated. Next come considerations of

Truss Connections, Rafters, Bottom Chords. Purlins

(with sketch of clip connection between purlin and
rafter). Unit Stresses, Lighting and Ventilation, and the

Estimating of Cost. This latter paragraph contains a
very useful table of approximate prices for brick work,

rubble masonry, earth excavation, steel beams, sash
glazed and painted, pipe railing, corrugated iron roof,

Ac., 37 Items In all. covering practically the whole field

of ordinary mill construction. We are told that,
" Roughly sneaking, the cost of one-story buildings

complete is, for sheds and storage houses, 40 to 60 cents

per square foot of ground; and for such buildings as

machine shops, foundries and electric light plants, that

are provided with traveling cranes, the cost Is from 80
to 90 cents per square foot of ground covered."

The third chapter Is concerned with the Design of

Structural Details, and Is illustrated throughout Foun-
dations and anchorage, with table. Is the opening para-

graph, after which follows ground floor construction. In

which Ihe method of making floors of concrete, asphalt
and wood, either separately or In combination, la dis-

cussed and Illustrated. Under the head of Upper Floor
Construction the writer gives Information on steel

trough floors, steel Kirders and timber floors, with illua

trations. The "slow burning wood floor" is a form of

construction entirely of wood, the idea being to con-

centrate Uie timber into the least number of large

pieces, so that a minimum surface will be exposed to

the attack of flames. It Is based upon the principle ex-

emplified by the fart that books, which are composed
of easily inflamed pages, burn most slowly, especially

If placed upon shelves where the surface exposed Is the
least possible. The illustration of a slow burning
wooden floor shows Joists 10 x 12 inches spaced about
8 feet centers and covered with fi-lnch floor planks.

Roof coverings are very fully specified, with tables

of size and weight. Among the various kinds may be
mentioned slate rooting, asphalt, slag and gravel, corru-

gated Iron, sheet steel, crimped, sheet roll, tin and terne

plate, metal shingle, rubber, asbestos, and wood shingle

roofing, with a table of comparative cost
The concluding ten pages are devoted to miscel-

laneous structural details, well Illustrated, and con-

taining numerous useful tables.

Altogether the book contains Information of value to

the designer and contractor, as well as being useful to

the prospective mill owner, or
construction, repairs or
as are here described.

in the

!

The Hampton Institute.

We have received the thirty-third annual report of the
Hampton Normal aud Agricultural Institute of Hamp-
ton, Vs., covering the year ending June 30, 11W1. This
report shows that the institution Is doing excellent aud
vuluable work Imparling instruction in the trades to
colored youths. During the past soasou lt£ students
were taught tue blacksmithing, wheelwrigbting. car-
pentry, painting, tiusralthlng. steam fitting, machinists*,
brick laying, shoemaklng, tuiloriug and upholstering
trades in the Armstrong-Slater Trade School, which was
opened a few years ago as a memorial to the late General
S. C. Armstrong, the founder of the Hampton Institute.
The industrial department of the Institute is given spe-
cial prominence in the curriculum of the school. Since
HUSH, when the school was founded, about 5000 young
men have gone out of the Institution equipped with the
wherewithal to earn their living at some manual trade.
Of the students who have been taught trades about 70
per cent are said to be now either working at them or
teaching them. Mauy of these hnve opened shops In va-
rious parts of the South, and have succeeded In building
up a Kood business aud thereby earning more than a
competence.

CONTENTS.
Editorials—
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Arbitration In the United State*
The Hanover Bank Building
Electrical Heating
Central Station Heating

, ..

tabor in Japan
Recommendations .\d>.pte<l by American Institute of Architects.
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ic Library.

i A.M. to

B r. JT., Sunday, and holiday. iM)M,
MwurnHng-roomi open from 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.,

holiday* rxrrptrd; Sunday; from 9 to 10

i: M.

Any person residing In the city of Cambridge
•hall be entitled to tbe um of tbe library, upun
aigning a promise to coni|ily with such rule* at nuiy
be adopted for Its management Tbe librarian may
at bis d lucret Ion require a reference satisfactory
to him from any applicant for library privileges.

A card-holder nuiy take one book at a lime and
retain the nine one or two weeks. according to the
clan* to which It belong*. 1'eraons desiring more

book must obtain the consent of the

and

A fine of two cent* a day will be charged
for books kept longer than tbe time allowed.

Cards abould accompany books returned.

Marks In books, by pencil or otherwise,
turning down corners of leaves are pro"

» Injured or lost mast be paid for by I
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